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The National Bureau of Standards ’ was established by an act of Congress March 3, 1901. The Bureau ’s overall goal is to
strengthen and advance the Nation’s science and technology and facilitate their effective application for public benefit. To this
end, the Bureau conducts research and provides: (1) a basis for the Nat ion ’s physical measurement system , (2) scientific and
technolog ical services for industry and government , (3) a technical basis for equity in trade, and (4) technical services to pro-
mote public safety. The Bureau consists of the Institute for Basic Standards , the Institute for Materials Research , the Institute
for Applied Technology, the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, the Office for Information Programs, and the
Office of Experimental Technology Incentives Program .

THE INSTII’UTE FOR BASIC STANDARDS provides the central basis within the United States of a complete and consist-
ent system of physical measurement; coordinate s that system with measurement systems of other nations; and furnishes essen-
tial services leading to accurate and uniform physical measurements throughout the Nation ’s scientific community, industry,
and commerce. The Institute consists of the Office of Measurement Services, and the following center and divisions:

Applied Mathematics — Electricity — Mechanics — Heat — Optical Physics — Center for Radiation Research — Lab-
oratory Astrophysics ’ — Cryogenics ’ — Electromagnetic s’ —. Time and Frequency’.

TIlE INS11TUTE FOR MATE RIALS RESEARCH conducts materials research leading to improved methods of measure-
ment, standa rds, and data on the properties of well-characterized materials needed by industry, commerce , educational msti-
tutions , and Government; provides advisory and research services to other Government agencies; and develops, produces, and
distributes standard reference materials. The Institute consists of the Office of Standard Reference Materials , the Office of Air
and Water Measurement , and the following divisions:

Analytical Chemistry — Polymers — Metal lurgy — Inorganic Materials — Reactor Radiation — Physical Chemistry.

THE INSTITU TE FOR APPLIED TECHNOLOGY provides technica l services developing and promoting the use of avail-
able technology; cooperates with public and private organizations in developing technological standards , codes, and test meth-
ods; and provides technical advice services , and inform ation to Government agencies and the public. The Institute consists of
the following divisions and centers:

Standards Application and Analysis — Electronic Technology — Center for Consumer Product Technology : Product
Systems Analysis; Product Engin eering — Center for Building Technology: Structures. Mate rials , and Safety; Building
Environment ; Technical Evaluation and Application — Center for Fire Research: Fire Science; Fire Safety Engineering .

THE INSTITU TE FOR COMPUTE R SCIENCES AND TECH NOLOGY conducts research and provides technical services
designed to aid Government agencies in improving cost effectiveness in the conduct of their programs through the selection,
acqu isit i on , and effe~tive utilization of automatic data processing equipment: and serves as the pr incipal focus wihin the exec-
utive branch for the development of Federal standards for automatic data processing equi pment , tech niques , and computer
languages. The Institute consist of the following divisions:

Computer Services —. Systems and Software — Computer Systems Engineering — Informat ion Technology.

ThE OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNOLOGY INCENTIVE S PROGRAM seeks to affect public policy and process
to facilitate technological change in the private sector by examining and experimenting with Government policies and prac-
tices in order to identify and remove Government-related barriers and to correct inherent market imperfections that impede
the innovation process.

THE OFFICE FOR INFORMATION PROGRAMS promotes optimum dissemination and accessibility of scientific informs-
lion generated within  NBS; promotes the development of the National Standard Reference Data System and a system of in-
formation analysis centers dealing with the broader aspects of the National Measurement System; provides appropriate services
to ensure that  the NBS staff has optimum accessibility to the scientific information of the world. The Office consists of the
following organizational units:

Office of Standard Reference Data — Office of Information Activities — Office of Technical Publications — Libra ry —

Office of International Standards — Office of International Relations .
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Foreword

The Proceedings contain the papers presented at the 9th Annual Symposium on Optical Materials for
High Power Lasers held at the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder , Colorado , on October ~4~~ , i9 ~~~~ 

-
~ 

-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ jo in t ly  sponsored by the National Bureau of Standards, the American Society for
Testing and Materials, the Office of Naval Research, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
and the Energy Research and Development Administration. The Symposium was attended by about 185
scientists from the United States, the United Kingdom , France, Canada , South Africa , Australia and the
Soviet Union. It was divided into sessions devoted to the following topics: Infrared window
materials, mirrors and surfaces, thin films, and fundamental mechanisms. The Symposium Co—chairpersons
were Dr. Alexander J. Glass of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Dr. Arthur H. Guenther of the Air
Force Weapons Laboratory, who also served as Editors of this report.

The Editors assume full responsibility for the summary, conclusions, and recousnendationa contained
in the report, and for the summaries of discussion found at the end of each paper. The manuscripts of
the papers presented at the Symposium have been prepared by the designated authors , and questions per-
taining to their content should be addressed to those authors. The interested reader is referred to
the bibliography at the end of the summary article for general references to the literature of laser
damage studies.

The 10th Annual Symposium on this topfc will be held in Boulder , Colorado , from September 12 to
1.., 1978. It is anticipated that there will be more extensive foreign participation than in previous
years. Also, a concerted effort has been made to ensure closer liaison between the practitioners of
high peak power and the high average power com m un ity.

The principal topics to be considered as contributed papers in 1978 do not differ drastically
from those enumerated above. We expect to hear more about improved scaling relations as a function of
pulse duration, area, and wavelength , and see a continuing transfer of information from research
activities to industrial practice. New sources at shorter wavelengths continue to be developed , and
a corresponding shift in emphasis to short wavelength damage problems is anticipated. Fabrication
and test procedures will continue to advance, particularly in the micro—machined optics and thin film
areas.

At the 10th Annual Symposium we expect to pause and reflect upon the past 10 years’ activities.
It is our intent to have distinguished speakers who are acknowledged principal contributors in the
many facets of the laser damage field. We will ask them to summarize and quantify as best as possible
the state—of—the—art and the state—of—the—understanding in their specialty. These review or tutorial
lectures will then be arsembled and published as a separate volume on the subject of laser induced
damage in optical materials. We are also contemplating having ro~jnd—table discussions on those spe-
cific subjects in which there is still some question as to the correctness of our underatanding. The
purpose of these Symposia is to exchange information about optical materials for high power lasers.
The Editors will welcome comment and criticism from all interested readers relevant to this purpose ,
and particularly relative to our plans for the 10th Annual Symposium .

A. H. Guenther and A. J. Glass
Co—Chairmen

DI SCLA IMER

Certain commercial equipment , instruments , or material . are identified in this publication in order
to adequately specify the experimental procedure. In no case doe. such identifica tion imply recommen-
dation or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards nor does it imply that the material or equip-
ment identified is nece ssarily the best available for the purpose.

This publication i. a contribution of the Nationa l Bureau of Standards and is not subject to
copyright .
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Laser Induced Damage in Optical Mate r ia l s

9th ASTM Symposium

October 4—6, 1977

The . inth Annual Symposium on Optical Mater ia l s  for Hi g h Power Lasers (Boulder Damage
Symposium) was held at the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder , Colorado . f r om
4 to 6 October 1977. The Symposium was held under the auspices )i ASTH Coimsittee F—l ,
Subcommittee on Laser Standards , with the joint sponsorship of NES , the Defense Advanced
Research Project  Agency, the Department of Energy (formerly ERDA), and the Off ic~ of
Nava l Research. About 185 scientists  attended the Symposium , inc luding representatives
of the United Kingdom , France, Csnada , Australia , Union of South Africa , an d the Soviet
Union. The Symposium was divided into sessions concerning Laser Windows and Materials,
Mirrors and Surfaces, Thin Films, Laser Glass and Glass Lasers, and Fundamental Mechanisms.
As in previous years, the emphasis of the papers presented at the Symposium was directed
toward nev frontiers and new developments. Particular emphasis was given to materials for
use from 10.6 urn to the UV region. Highlights included surface characterization , thin
film—substrate boundaries , and advances in fundamental laser—matter threshold interactions
and mechanisms. The scaling of damage thresholds with pulse duration , focal area, and
wavelength were also discussed. Alexander J. Glass of Lawrence Livermore La~~ratory and
Arthur H. Guenther of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory were co—chairpersons of the
Symposium . The Tenth Annual Symposium Is scheduled f~r 12—14 September 1978 at the
National Bureau of Standards , Boulder , Colorado.

Key words: Laser damage; laser interaction; Optical components; optical fabrication;
optical materials and properties; thin film coatings.

1. Introduction

The ninth annual Symposium on Optical Materials for Nigh Power Lasers (Boulder Damage Symposium)
was held, as in previous years, at the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder , Colorado, from 4 October
to 6 October 1977. The Symposium was held under the auspices of the ASTM Committee F—i , Subcommittee
on Laser Standards, with the joint sponsorship of NBS, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
the Energy Research and Development Administration and the Office of Naval Research. This year ’s
meeting coordinated the Damage Symposium with the DARPA Laser Window Conference. The Window Conference
was held on Monday , 30 October , with the majority of the attendees remaining in Boulder for the entire
week. Working sessions of the Committee F—i Subcommittee on Lasers were held on Thursday afternoon
and Friday 6—7 October. About 185 scientists attended the symposium , including representatives of the
United Kingdom, Fr ~ce, Canada, Australia , the Union of South Africa , and the Soviet Union. The
symposium was divided into sessions concerning infrared window materials, mirrors and surfaces, thin
films, laser glass and glass lasers, and fundamental mechanisms. As initiated last year at the eighth
symposium , two poster sessions were held. The general consensus of both those presenting poster papers
and those viewing them was highly favorable. in all, over fifty technical presentations were made.
Alexander J. Glass of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Arthur H. Guenther of the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory were co—chairpersons of the symposium . The tenth symposium is scheduled for 12—14 September,
1978, at the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder , At the tenth Annual Symposium we expect to pause
and reflect upon the past 10 years ’ activities. It is our intent to have distinguished speakers who are
acknowledged principal contributors In the many facets of the laser damage field. We will ask them to
summarize and quantify as well as possible the state of the art and the state of the understanding in
their specialty. These review or tutorial lectures will then be assembled and published as a separate
volume on the subject of laser induced damage in optical materials. We are also contemplating having
round—table discussions on those specific subjects in which there is still some question as to the
correctness of our understanding. The purpose of these Symposia is to exchange information about
optical materials for high power lasera. The authors will welcome comment and criticism from all
interested readers relevant to this purpose and particularly relative ti’ our plans for the 10th Annual
Symposium.

2. Principal Conclusions

The identification and development of good window materials for the infrared has been a major
activity of the optical materials community over the past few years. Under Defense ARPA sponsorship,
extensive research has been carried out to identify and eliainate residual impurities, which lead to
deleterious absorption in the infrared. Certain conclusions can now be drawn from this activity. First,

it is very difficult to reduce bulk absorption much below lO~~ crn~~, anywhere between 10 urn and 1 urn.
In the vicinity of 3.8 psi and 5.5 pm , regions occur where few impurities exhibit strong sbsorption, and
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at 2.7 urn the presence of OH absorption makes low absorpt ion less probable , but overall , impur i ty
absorption quite uniformly limits window performance. In short , bulk absorption of l0~~ cm~~ is about
what systems designers will have to accept. Even this level of impurities is obtained only by an inten—
sive effort at keeping starting materials pure, and maintaining a contamination—free environment during
the entire process of material manufacture and component fabrication . Surface contamination is especially
hard to prevent , since very thin layers of adsorbed H

2
O or other materials, especially organics , are

easily formed , and can contribute significant absorption. The picture is further complicated by
synergistic effects , such ~is the accelerated d i f f u Si o n  of one impuri ty  species into the material  due
to the presence of a second species. This migration can occur from the surface , or from aggregates in
the bulk, or grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials .

Even if ultrapure materials are available , and ultra—clean fabrication techniques are developen
for components, this may not solve the problem . First of all , the cost of fabrication must be kept
at a reasonable level, and second , even if a component is clean and pure to start , it may not remain
so for long in the environment of the operating system. I t  is clearly unproductive to design a
system around a level of impurities which cannot be maintained in practice.

A variety of diagnostic tools are available for identification of surface contaminants. Both
attenuated total reflection (ATR) and x—ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS , or ESCA) studies were
reported at the conference as means of ident i fying impu r i t ies  adsorbed on window surfaces. Combined
with ion milling, and other techniques such as Auger spectroscopy , these afford powerful means for
surface diagnosis.

As interest turns to shorter wavelength operation , in the visible and uv , the picture , if anything,
grows bleaker. Impurity absorptions in the electronic spectrum are broader than in the IR , oscilla to r
strengths are larger , and combined effects can become overriding. Current measurements indicate that
for materials in which two—photon absorption is energetically allowed , i.e., for which the gap energy

is less than twice the photon energy, absorption coefficients of 10—2 to lO~~ cm/Mw are expected. Thus,

even at 10—100 MW/cm2, effective bulk absorption of ~~~~ cm~~ is expected , far more than can be
tolerated. Note that some materials, oxides i~ particular , seem to exhibit two—photon absorption
coefficients down by an order of magnitude from these values, even when energetically allowed. Never-
theless, it is unlikely that high—power lasers can be operated with window materials in which two—
photon absorption takes place.

An example of the unpleasant surprises which await the laser builder in the uv , is the observation
of a cumulative damage mechanism in CaF2 at 360 am. Due possibly to color center formation, the

absor,tion in fluorite materials increases linearly with prolonged exposure , reaching a value of

2 x 10
_i 

cm~ after an exposure of 700 KJ/cm2. Further elucidation of this effect is clearly needed.

Not all the conclusions drawn from this year’s Symposium are negative , however. It is possible
to eliminate stress—Induced birefringence , by proper choice and orientation of the window material.
More and more low absorption materials are becoming available, most of them useful both in the IR and
uv. The development of uv window materials has clearly been accelerated by the infrared window program.
Many wide—gap materials are now available for uv windows, in ultrapure form , due to the infrared window
effort. These materials should be used as the point of departure for uv window studies. The NBS
measurement program , along with measurements carried Out In other laboratories, has led to the accumu-
lation of a valuable data base on optical materials , and the development of precise measurement
techniques.

The very complex nature of the thin film coating of optical elements has caused this area to be
the least understood as far as laser induced damage in optical materials Is concerned. This is due
in large measure to the numerous variables that govern the optical properties and performance of thin
films . This area of investigation is characterized by the almost impossible task of attempting to
isolate one factor while keeping the multitude of others constant, as well as by control of specific
laser parameters used in the damage testing. However, recent work has led to several useful design
tools, e.g., reduction of electric field strengths within film multilayers for pulsed laser damage
resistance, reduction of coating absorption for reducing thermal distortion in high average power
applications, etc. Numerous proposed figures of merit and rules of thumb have been proposed , e.g.,
j.ase of low index materials in short pulse applications and the use of low thermal coefficients
of expansion in mirror substrates for cw applications. However, there are undoubtedly synergistic
effects taking place of which we are unaware. The only solution to this problem would be a massive
undertaking that would entail the correlation of fabrication and environmental variables with
resultant film Structures , and a further correlation of these structural characteristics with optical
properties prior to laser damage testing.
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It is noteworth y tha t  the approach being followed today contains not only well thought out
pa-ametric analyses and component testing, but the beginnings of an understanding of the correlations
of optical material, fabrication variables , film structure , optical properties, and damage threshold ,
and from this we are encouraged. Thus the principal conclusions in the thin film area still comprise
a potpourri of apparently disconnected findings. However, the great virtue of this Symposium is the
beneficial synergism derived from the mutual exchange among workers in a very narrow and highly
specialized field of endeavor.

One area which has received considerable attention is that of optical surfaces. Obviously it is
desirable to understand the response of bare optical surfaces prior to embarking on an assessment of
coated surfaces. At this year ’s meeting, tutorial presentations relating to the topographical charac-
terization of surfaces were presented, particulatly as relates to light scattering and absorption
mechanisms. One important area discussed was the potential role of dipole scattering from isolated
particles in the infrared , and its possible relation to absorption. Additional papers dealt with the
topography of optical sur~aces treated by difficult procedures including ion polishing, acid etching,
bowl—feed and conventional polishing, flame polishing and overcoating (e.g.. a film of SiO2 

deposited

on polished fused silica). It was seen that those techniques which tended to eliminate defects or
absorbing impurities such as ion or flame polishing and acid etching resulted in higher damage
thresholds. This increa~ed damage resistance was less dependent , in these cases, on final aurface
roughness. An additional finding was that material properties such as surface roughness or substrate
OH ion concentration , with certain types of deposited films, which strongly affect the damage
resistance at moderate pulse lengths of 40 nsec, are not very influencial at the short pulse lengths
of 150 psec. This prr’bably relates to the fact that damsi~e thresholds at ultra—short pulse lengths
are deterministic compared to the more probablistic processes governing long pulse length damage

thresholds. However , in many cases, the proposed pulse length scaling of damage fluence (area/
energy densir~ ) was reported over pulse lengths from paec to nsec in the near and mid infrared region
of the spectrum.

Several papers concentrated on inter—film and film/substrate boundaries as potential regions of
importance for some coated elements. The OH ion concentration of fused silica substrates was seen
to have a relatively minor effect on the damage resistance of Zr02, ThF4, MgF2, and Si02 coatings on

fused silica substrates . The importance of maintaining a background environment rich in selenium to
achieve proper stoichiometric films of ZnSe was identified. An additional area, somewhat related ,
concerns the adsorption of water layers on certain materials. The technique of attenuated total
reflection spectroacopy (ATR) has been shown to be extremely valuable in these studies. Conclusions
as to the nature of chemi—sorbed and physi—sotbed L ysts and their structure and optical properties
are readily drawn. The ATR technique will undoubtedly see a continued increase in utility as one
moves from the relatively pristine environment of the laboratory to the vagaries of the real world.

As equally important a concern , as damage resistance , is environmental durability. Several papers
treated not only the environmental degradation of optical thin films but the development of quantitative
methods for the measurement of abrasion resistance and adhesion of thin film structures. Of course,
environmental durability assessment must be accomplished with the intended application firmly in mind.
In some case, gross film modification can take place after exposure to the atmosphere. It was reported
that some optical films containing arsenic undergo a phase modification leading to the growth of
arsenic—rich absorbing crystallites after a period of atmospheric exposure. This is obviously a very
important observation, yet unknown in detail as to mechanism. The behavior and response of films
containing arsenic is quite perplexing. One sees crystallite growth, non—stochiometric behavior and
apparently dissimilar performance of the related materials A52S3 

and As2Se3. However, it was stated

that As2S3 and As2
Se3 

films generally fail due to a thermal process, not directly related to the local

electric field strength , with As2Se3 
being a much worse performer than Aa2S3

. A somewhat similar

behavior was noted for coated a d  uncoated germanium saturable absorbers where the pulsed damage level
was directly related to a thermal mechanism . Here the culprit was identified as the substrate surface ,
in that the damage threshold was similar for both coated and uncoated elements. However, to further
compound the picture, no relation to the structure and form of germanium was noted. Acid etching
caused slight (~s 101) improvement in the damage resistance.

One rapidly developing field which will place especially stringent durability requirements on
thin film coatings is the area of adaptive optics. Preliminary research efforts indicate that this
may not be as serious a problem as one might expect, considering the telattvely fragile nature of thin
films compared to ot~er optical elements. Cycled deformable coatings did not undergo appreciable
absorption changes or mechanical failure. However, these films were not subjected to damage tests.

Several contributions treated important features of surface cleaning, film deposition conditions
and reaulting film structure. It was seen that sputter—etch cleaning is an excellent preparatory
procedure for many materials , but bias etching is even better (the maintenance of a dc potential
between the sample and sputtering source). The homogeneity and structure of ZnSe films can be greatly
improved not only by employing a Se—rich—background during deposition , as has been me9tioned, but
through very high substrate temperatures and very slow deposition rates, less than 5 A/sec.x
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Additional presentations treated the utility of novel film designs for improving pulsed laser
damage resistance. These included the use of barrier layers in anti—reflection coating to shield
the high inde x layer , in this case Ti0 9, from the polished sur face , suppressing poss ible chemical
reactions. Advantageous electric fiela distributions were obtained by the use of nonquarterwave
multilayers. Anticipated improvements and damage tests were, in general , in agreement.

New film materials were discussed incleding the chalcogenide glass CATS (Ge
30As17Te30Se23)

proffered as an excellent high index film material at 10.6 Sm. To these materials were added new
polishing procedures for producing low scatter damage resistant aspheric surfaces, a welcome
revelation.

We muSt end our review on surfjces , mirrors and thin films by noting that several accurate and
high sensitivity measurement techniques were unveiled. These instrumental procedures dealt with the
development of improved calorimetric methods especially addressing the surface and film absorption
problem , the use of modulated light ellipsometry to determine the strain—induced birefringence in
films , and the facility of using wedged film techniques on witness plates to evaluate the optical
constants of optical film as a function of thickness.

Turning our attention to Nd:g lass lasers, certain conclusions can be drawn . First , bulk damage
in laser glass does not limit system performance. Instead , it is the failure of multilayer dielectric
coatings used in polarizers , beam splitters , and antireflection coatings, which sets the performance
limits for large glass laser systems. In subnanosecond pulses , self—focusing limits the peak power
density, while in long pulses , saturation limits the available fluence (areal energy density), but in
both regimes , coating damage generally sets the absolute performance limit.

The effect of glass composition on optical and laser properties is becoming c..~rer. More compo-
sitions of laser glass are noi~ available , silicates, phosphates , fluorophosphates , and , in lireited
quantity, beryllates. Thus one can choose between high and low gain, and high and low dispersion
and nonlinear index values. Furthermore , these properties , within glass families, correlate with
other parameters of the glass, such as thermal conductivity, density, stimulated emission cross—section,
etc.

As experience is accumulated on large laser systems, certain effects are becoming manifest. This
year , the experience on the Argus laser at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory was reported , including
the appearance of a film , possibly a lithium—nitrogen compound , on surfaces of ED—Z disks. The need
for cleanliness in systems with hundreds of surfaces was emphasized, and the growth of beam perturba-
tions from small particles on the Optical surfaces was documented. It is now accepted that optimal
placement of spatial filters throughout such a system is essential to peak performance.

Finally, there is still much to be learned regarding the ultimate failure mechanism of bulk
dielectrics , breakdown and ionization. Two p thts of view have emerged , one emphasizing multiphoton
processes, while the other views the breakdown process strictly as an electron avalanche. New experi-
ments , such as those reported by Alexander Manenkov of the Lebedev Institute , showing damage thresholds
as a function of wavelength , band gap, and temperature are very important. In both the avalanche
picture and the multiphoton picture , phonon processes play an important role. The temperature dependence
of the breakdown threshold is sensitive to phonon proces3es, and may help to discriminate among competing
theories. The pulse length dependence of the damage thresh ld should be measured as well, for the
materials currently under study, since competing theories differ in their predictions of pulse length
dependence.

It is essential to carry out these investigations on ultrapure materials. Manenkov has proposed a
methodology for eliminating impurity dominated damage results, one which warraOts further investigation.
If his view is correct , it may be nearly impossible to understand surface damage on a first principles
basis , since it is surely always dominated by impurities and defects.

Detailed models of the effects of conduction electrons are emerging. These include effects like
defocusing of the incident beam by the incipient plasma , diffusion of conduction electrons, and con-
centration dependent electron lifetimes. It appears as if the models previously proposed for optical
dielectric breakdown were too naive, in ignoring these effects.

Information regarding the behavior of conduction electrons in dielectrics prior to breakdown is
available from measurements like photoconductivity. In wide gap materials , two—photon induced photo—
conductivity is a useful technique to provide this information. Two—photon absorption, overall, is
emerging as more complicated than anticipated. The relation of the measured coefficients to the
structure and composition of the material remaing to be elucidated , as does the density of states
near the band edge, accessible to two—photon transitions.

The importance of defining what is meant by a damage theshold cannot be emphasized often enough,
because people still report numbers without stating their definition. In most materials, several
thresholds exist , for different competing phenomena. The characterization of the respective thresholds
for these competing effects (multi threshold analysis), and how they vary with material preparation ,
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provides a very complete picture of the material’s properties , and is especially useful in surface
damage studies. However, the complexity and expense of this kind of measurement may preclude its use
as a general means of surface characterization.

3. Summ ar y of Papers

The 1977 Symposium was divided into five sessions at which thirty—five papers were formally pre-
sented . These sessions were augmented by two increasingly popular poster sessions, each of three hours
duration, at which nineteen additional presentations were made. The general topical areas included
(1) Laser Windows and Materials, (2) Mirrors and Surfaces, (3) Thin Films, (4) Laser Class and Class
Lasers, and (5) Fundamental Mechanisms. In the following summary a coocise statement of the principal
results of each paper is presented. Related individual papers are grouped together within each topical
area to aid in appreciation of their common thrust. Readers are directed to the topics of their
particular areas of in’erest, and at the same time, presented with an overall view of the principal
consensus of the Symposium. We have tried to provide a concise summary of the main fields of current
interest and the level of understanding of the overall subject of lacer induced damage in optical
materials.

3.1 Laser Windows and Materials

In any laser system designed to run at high average power, thermal damage to the components, due
to residual absorption in the bulk materials, or at the surface, is the primary materials limitation.
Window materials are chosen to operate in the region of high transparency, so it is absorption due to
impurities and contaminants, rather than intrinsic causes, which is the problem. The identification
of possible sources of residual absorption, and ways to avoid these impurities, is a major concern of
the optical materials community. The papers presented in this section fall in three categories, bulk
absorption in the IR, surface absorption due to adsorbed contaminants, and bulk absorption in the
visible and uv. In addition , several papers relating to other bulk properties , such as birefringence ,
dn/dT, and damage resistance, are included.

ft is well established that bulk absorption coefficients, in the region of transparency, are totally
determined by impurity absorption. N. Flannery and N. Sparks, of Xonics, Inc., have identified and
tabulated a large number of absorbing impurities , which can contribute to bulk absorption in the infrared.
In particular , they have examined the properties of various anions in KC1, and their respective contri-
butions to the residual absorption at 2.7, 3.8, 5.25 and 10.6 cm . The resulting picture is not encour-

aging, from the standpoint of reducing absorption below 10
4
cm4.

The authors find that many impurities can contribute to absorption at 10.6 pm , even at concentra-
tions well below one ppm. However, at 5.5 pm and 3.8 pm, one would expect a lower residual absorption
due to fewer coincidences with absorption lines in cpmmonly occuring impurities. At 2.7 pm, however ,
near coincidence with the absorption of the ever—present OH radical suggests that very few materials
will be free from residual absorption. Although generally, molecular impurity cations are excluded from

alkali halides due to the small size of the alkali cation , the authors do consider the case of NH~ in
KC1, and find it especially deleterious at 3.8 pm.

in an extension of this work, the authors tabulated 144 common molecular impurities, mostly
organics , which could account for the high observed values of surface absorption. The location of~
the principal absorption bands of these impurities are identified . There are essentially no spectral
regions between 1 pm sod 14 pm in which impurity induced surface absorption cannot take place.

Continuing the discussion of impurity absorption in window materials, W. Fredericks of Oregon
State University discussed some of the processes whereby impurities can migrate into crystalline
materials, and subsequently aggregate. Of particular interest was his discussion of the diffusion of
impurities. He pointed out that in general, impurity ions migrate in association with either charge
compensating defects or ions of the opposite charge. Diffusion rates can be significantly enhanced
by the simultaneous presence of ionic impurities of opposite sign. Thus, while mercury diffuses very
little into pure KC1, the diffusion is greatly enhanced in KC1 containing an hydroxide impurity. The

mercuric ion bound with 0H is much more mobile than Hg2~ . Other cations show similar effects.
Fredericks concluded that in crystals containing divalent cation impurities, water diffusion will
shorten the life of the material as a laser window.

Clustering and precipitation of impurities were also discussed. Evidence was presented from
experiments on KCI:802 , 

showing that the spectrum exhibits features not only of the maetaborate ion,
but of aggregates as well. Thus, referring to the preceding paper, we see that Sparks’ tabulation
represents, if anthing, an optimistic view of impurity absorption in the infrared. Furthermore,
Fredericks points out that if grain boundaries are present , as in polycrystalline or forged materials,
impurity phases can concentrate along ~he boundary. From the previous discussion, these regions can
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be susceptible to anomalous transport of 1120, and other pernicious impucities. We thus see the com-

plicated and synergistic effects of impurites and defects in nominally pure and transparent materials.

Having established that impurities lead to unwanted absorption in laser window materials , and
further, that synergistic effects cause the presence of one impurity to enhance the influence of
another, we turn our attention to the problem of eliminating impurities from the materials to be used.
W. Fredericks discussed the problem of purification of the starting materials for growth of 11Ev and
alkaline earth fluorides for windows, He discussed the use of ion exchange resins and selective ion
filters. In the latter , which is the preferred method , a series of resins is used, such that only the
desired ion will be passed through them. Selective ion filters can be constructed for cstions. but
anion resins with differing order of selectivity for several ions do not exist. Other means for
separating anions must be used.

The author discussed the prevalence of common impurities in the laboratory and presents a tabula-
tion of impurity levels in various materials used in laboratory apparatus. As one would expect , iron
is especially prevalent , but so are Cr, Co, Zn and Sb. Frederick discussed the care which must be
exercised in designing a purification apparatus, to minimize further contamination of the material
being prepared. The preparation of ultrapure KBr was deecribed , and the claim made that the impurity
level in the final 1(Br is one ppm for monovalent impurities, and much less for aliovalent impurities.
The levels achievable in the system for alkaline earth fluorides have not yet been documented , but are
expected to be satisfactorily low.

Among the materials of interest for high power laser windows in the infrared, the cubic petovskites
have many attractive features. These are mixed fluoride crystals with the formula ABF3, where A is an

alkali metal ion, and B an alkaline earth or other divalent cation. The residual infrared absorption
of these materials in the region of transparency has been studied in depth by H. Lipson, A. Hordvik,
and B. Bendow, of the MDC Deputy for Electronic Technology at Hanscom Field, working in collaboration
with S. Mitra of the University of Rhode Island and 3. Martin of Oklahoma State University. At OSU,
crystals of KMgF

3 
and KZnF

3 
have been prepared from purified starting materials. Absorption measurements

were carried out from 800 to 2000 cm~~ using a Fourier transform spectrophotometer , and compared at
several CW laser frequencies to photoacoustic calorimeter measurements. Good agreement was obtained.
Both the frequency and temperature dependance of the absorption coefficient were measured, from 80 C
to 550’C. For MgF2 and KMgF3, 

good agreement was found with a theory based on intrinsic multiphonon

absorption, but the KZnF3 
showed evidence of extrinsic absorption. At low levels of absorption

iO 4cm~~) ,  evidence of extrinsic absorption was also seen in the KMgF3. The absorption properties of

the perovskite KNgF
3 

are determined primarily by the Mg—F bond , which has a higher frequency than the

K—F band . Since this crystal is strong, transparent , and chemically stable , it may prove useful for
infrared coatings or as a laser window material.

In order to ascertain the homogeneity of optical absorption across a window specimen, T. .1. Moravec
and E. Bernal C. of the Honewell Corporate Materials Science Center have constructed a scanning Doppler
interferometer , which is used to measure thermally induced index changes in a heated sample. Heating
is provided by a 350 U CO2 

laser. The sample is placed in the interferometer beam on a motor—driven

translation stage, controlled by an HP 9B2SA calculator. The sample is scanned , with the heating beam
and interferometer beam always remaining coincfdent . From the recorded phase shifts , a map of absorp-
tion homogeneity is produced. In high loss materials, deviations of the order of 502 from the average
absorption are seen across the Sample. For low—loss samples, deviations of 1002 from the average are
seen. The absolute deviation for a given material is essentially the same from sample to samp le.
Although not as accurate as calorimetry, this method is less sensitive to surface absorption. In fact ,
as these authors have previously shown, by passing the heating beam through the sample at an angle to
the interferometer beam, surface contributions can be entirely eliminated . The automated scanning
interferometer provides a useful technique for measuring homogeneity and sample—to—sample variation ,
rather than absolute absorption .

At the National Bureau of Standards in Caithersburg , the Optical Materials Chara ,.terization Program
has been established , with the purpose of providing accurate values of important .‘ptical parameters for
materials of interest in laser optics. A. Feldman , 0. Horowitz, and 8. 11. Waxier presented a review of
recent rasuits from thi, program , especially measurements of change in refractive index with temperature
and stress. Two methods have been developed to measure refractive index , and thereby, dn/dT . One is
to measure the index over a continuous range of frequencies using a precision spectrometer and minimum
deviation prism. The disadvantages of this method are that it measures the index relativ, to that of
air, and that the measurement can only be made over a limited temperature range . To circumvent these
difficulties , NBS has developed a second method , based on measuring the fringe shift in a Ftzeau
interferometer induced by temperature change in the sample. This provides absolute values of dn/dT ,
but requires a coherent light source , and so is limited to a discrete set of wavelengths in the infrared ,
and requires a separate measurement of the therma l expsnsion coefficient.
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Data were presented on dn/dT at 0.63, 1.15, and 10.6 psi, obtained by the Fizeau method for BaF2,
CaF2 , KBr , KC1, LiF, NaF , SrF2, ZnS, and ZnSe. In a companion paper, N. Dodge of MRS compared dn/dT

values for ZnS obtained using the precision spectrometer method to the Fizesu values obtained by
Feldman et al. The agreement was satisfactory, considering the sample to sample variation in refractive
index in any material. Feldman et al. compared their values to those obtained by other researchers ,
and found good agreement, once certain discrepancies in the assumed values of the linear expansion
coefficients , used in the analysis, were taken into account.

The continuing measurements program at MRS has resulted in the evaluation of precise and accurate
measurement techniques for a number of parameters of interest for laser optics , and yielded a body of
data on these materials  of high reliability and great u t i l i t y .  As the interest in laser materials
extends to the visible and uv, it is essential that the measurement program continue to provide these
data, in the wavelength region of interest. The maxim, ‘What you can’t measure, you can’t understand ,”
applies with undiminished force to optical materials .

Stress—induced birefringence is a serious problem in high power laser windows and in laser rods.
It was pointed out by R. E. Joiner, 3. H. Marburger, and U. H. Steier , of the University of Southern
California, that under certain conditions , it is possible to find an orientation of a window with
respect to the crystal axes of the material such that plane—polarized light will not undergo any
depolarization . This situation requires that the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipsoid
in the material be uniformly oriented over the entire window. Since the stress f ie ld  (Or strain , in a
rod) is not uniform over the aperture , one requires that the relevant coefficients vanish , so that the
depolarizing terms vanish independent of the values of the stress.

The authors show that provided the material satifies certain symmetry requirements , there is a
critical angle with respect to the crystal axes at which the depolarization vanishes. This angle is
determined by the relation tan2 0

c — —1/A , where A q44/(q11—q 12) is the stress—optic anisotropy ratio.

Here the q’s are elements of the stress—optic tensor. Thus, in addition to symmetry requirements on the
window material , the ratio A must be negative at the operating wavelength. The authors show that this
condition is satisfied in KC1, CaF2, 8sF2 and SrF2 in the visible, and MCI at 10.6 us. Their analysis

has been confirmed experimentally. They point out that not only is this effect useful in eliminating
stress—induced depolarization in windows and rods, it also provides a sensitive measurement of the
photoelastic constants.

Pure alkali halides are excellent optical materials , but exhibit poor mechanical properties. A
standard method of strengthening KCl is by the addition of europ ium . A technique for optical monitoring
of the europium concentration was advanced by .1. Wolfenatine and 1. Stoebe , of the University of
Washington. They monitored the optical absorption of the sample at 243 nm and 343 nm , regions of strong

absorption of EuZ+. In order to be sure that this was the dominant charge state for the europium ion,
they separately measured the absorption in the known absorption bands of the trivalent ion, in the

visible. No absorption was detectable which could be attributed to Eu
3
~ . The authors find that

optical monitoring is a reliable test of europium concentration , as long as the Eu
2+ ion is the

prevalent form of the impurity. They conclude that , usually, europium is present in KCl in the form
of a divalent ion associated with a cation vacancy.

A comparison was made with ionic conductivity measurements, and with polarograph~c measurements of
the europium concentration . A linear relationship was found between the ionic conductivity and the
optical absorption. In three of the four samp]es tested , the optical absorption correlated well with
the polarogrsphic analysis. The reason for discrepp..mcy in the fourth sample was not clear.

The role of surface contaminants in laser dasu is not fully understood . The presence of contam-
inants at the interface between substrate and coating materials is known to affect the damage threshold ,
but the mechanism whereby the contaminant influences the damage level has not been identified. There is
strong interest in identifying surface contaminants, measuring their concentration and distribution ,
and finding out the origin of the contamination.

An analysis of surface contamination in CaF2 
was presented by I. N. Wittberg , J. 8. Hoenigman, and

U. E. Moddeman of the University of Dayton Research Institute , and C. Strecker of the Air Force Materials
Laborstory. They examined CaF2 

window samples, both uncoated , and costed with ZnSe, using x—ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS , or ESCA) as a diagnostic tool. Samples were polished with alumina, ws~hed,
rinsed with distilled water and alcohol, and cleaned with vapors. Coatings were prepared by electron

beam deposition. ESCA diagnostics were measured at a vacuum of io
_8

.
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All samples showed significant oxygen and carbon contamination. Ion beam etching revealed that a
high degree of carbon contamination was present at the surface on all samples, coated or uncoated. The
authors ascribe this to absorption of CO

2 or other carbon compounds from the air. The possibility of

contamination of the surface during the cleaning process cannot be completely ruled out. Oxygen was
seen at the sur f ace , and to a lesser degree , even in the bulk, by an inspection of freshly cleaved
surfaces. The authors propose that either the surface was quickly contaminated by atmospheric water
or that oxygen occurs in the bulk of CaF2 at a level of a few atomic percent.

Following upon last year’s exposition of the great utility of Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR)
spectroscopy for the characterization of coatings, J. U. Gibson, R. T. Holm , and E. D. Falik of the
Naval Research Laboratory, used ATR to study the properties and structure of water adsorbed on CaP2
crystals. From this analysis the growth of adsorbed water layers was followed , affording information
about the Index of refraction and the product of the extinction coefficient and film thickness. This
information was derived from a detailed analysis of the unpolarized absorption and the S/P polarization
ratio of the absorptance. It was concluded that the optical constants of the adsorbed water were
significantly less than those for bulk water , again calling attention to the modification of films by
substrate surfaces.

The principal conclusions are that adsorbed water films are less dense than bulk water (p ~. 0.7 g/cm
3)

and that absorption bands shift to slightly higher frequencies with some band narrowing. Other specifics

include an adsorbed water layer 4 to 6 A in thickness, consisting of a 1.7 A chemisorbed layer and

a thicker 4.6 A physisorbed layer , with a resulting background index of 1.21 for these water films on
CaF 2 . Discussions as to the possible effects of impurities in the films were included. This paper

continued to show the many attributes of careful ATR analysis.

There has been a paucity of experimental data on damage thresholds in the mid—IR. The availability
of HF and OF lasers make it possible to probe that region of the spectrum . E. Van Stryland , M. Bass,
M. Soileau and C. Tang of USC contributed a study of pulsed HF/DF laser damage in a number of trans-
parent dielectrics. Their laser source operated with either gas, radiating at 2.7 pm or 3.8 pm in a
Gaussian beam with a 22 mm diameter (full width at l/e2). The temporal pulse shape was complex, but was
carefully monitored. The equivalent pulse duration was about 170 ns.

The materials examined included NaC1, KC1, KBr , MgF2, BaF2 , SrF2, CaF2, sapphire, spinel , quartz ,

ZnSe, and As2 S3 . Damage tests were carried out with various spot sizes, 27 pm , 38 pm , and 59 pm.

Damage was identified as intrinsic or extrinsic, on the basis of morphological investigation.

Both bulk and surface damage were investigated. Sapphire and the divalent fluorides exhibited
high damage thresholds in the bulk, on the oreder of 10—15 Mi/cm2 at the 27 pm spot size, approximately
half that value at 59 pm spot size, in keeping with the scaling law previously proposed by Bettis et al.
For the lower threshold materials, this scaling is not as apparent , but this may be due to the presence
of impurities.

The authors attempt to correlate their results with damage data on the same materials taken at other
wavelengths by other investigators. Unfortunately, they fail to apply the scaling in spot size and
pulse duration which their own measurements tend to bear out. Thus it is difficult to draw meaningful
conclusions from these comparisons.

As interest shifts from IR lasers to shorter wavelength operation, in the visible and uv, the
problem of window absorption grows more severe. Impurity absorptions are not as well localized in
frequency as they are in the IR, so thst the tables of contaminants generated by Sparks and co—workers
are not as instructive as at longer wavelengths. As was borne Out in this year’s discussion, cumulative
and synergistic effects of impurity absorption sre more severe in the uv.

Using both an argon ion laser calorimeter and wavelength modulation spectroscopy, J. A. Harrington,
B. L. Bobbs, and N. Braunstein of the Hughes Research Laboratories, and R. Braunstein, R. Y. Kim, and
R. Stearns of UCLA , measured the residual absorption in 11 large—gap, uv window materials, including
KC1, NaCl , NaF , LIF , LaF 3, CaP2, SrF 2, MgF2, Si02, A12O3 and Mg

O. The absorption decreased monotonically

with increasing wavelength, from 250 to 515 om , in almost every case. Some evidence of structure in the
absorption spectrum is seen by wavelength modulation apectroacopy. The values obtained for the best
materials , essentially those developed for the infrared window program , to have low IR ebsorption, show

— 
absorption coefficients nesr 1O

4cm 1 in the visible. Higher absorption values are seen for forged
materials than for single crystal samples. For the beat materials, the values observed are signifi-
cantly lower than extrapolations from previous measurements, attesting to the higher putity of the
samples.
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Iwo photon absorption effectively excludes the use of any high—powe r window material for which
the band gap is less than twice the photon energy. At wavelengths shorter than 300 on, the availability
of optical materials is limited. Thus there is great interest in new, wide—gap materials for potential
uv applications. V. Rehn, D. I.. Burdick, V. 0. Jones of the Michelson Laboratories reported the first
studies of the vacuum ultraviolet transmission, reflectance, and photo luminescence of LiYF4, a tetra—

gonal crystal with a 10.4 eV absorption edge. This material is birefringent , with refractive indices
close to that of CaP2, about 1.45 in the visible.

The measurements were made over the range 4 eV to 25 eV , using synchrotron radiation from the
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Project. The material was not especially pure, and significant impurity
effects were observed near the cv edgeS As purer material is available , the intrinsic properties of
LiYF4 will become more accessible from measurements of this kind.

In a parallel study, the uv absorption of CaP2 
was measured over the range from 390 rim to 230 on.

A strong absorption band at 305 nm was observed in two samples of diverse origins. This absorption was

attributed to the presence of ce3~ ionic impurities in both samples.

Infrared window materials suffer from absorption in the bulk and birefringence. The bulk absorp-

tion is typically less than lO
4cm 1 in good window materials, almost entirely due to residual impurities.

With increased interest in short wavelength lasers, however , new phenomena must be considered in bulk
absorption . One such new phenomenon, not previously reported , was the subject of a paper by P. A. Temple
and 0. L. Decker of the Michelson Laboratories. They reported that when fluorite windows (C5F2, SrF2 ,
MgF2
) were irradiated at 360 rim, using an argon ion laser, with a power density of 350 U/cm2, the loss

coefficient was seen to increase linearly with the cumulative fluence, fldt , until it had reached a

value of 2 x 10 2cm~~ after 7 x lO~ i/cm 2 exposure. Before exposure , the materials absorbed less than

lO 3cm
4. The loss was identified as absorption, since it was measured calorimetrically, but could

have arisen from one of two causes, the formation of organic polymers on the surface, due to pump oil
contamination, or the formation of absorbing defects such as color centers in the bulk material.
Further work is required to elucidate the exact mechanism . The implication for high average power

lasers is severe. At lO~ W/ cm2, a reasonable operating level, the windows would have to be replaced

after an exposure of about 10~ i/cm
2
, an operating time of 100 sec. This is clearly unacceptable. It

is noteworthy that a similar darkening of CaP2 
windows was reported in uw lasers by Tachisto , Inc. , a

laser manufacturer , after 100 hours of operation at a peak power density of 5 nW/cm
2
, which corresponded

to a cumulative exposure of l0~ .1/cm
2
.

3.2 Mirrors and Surfaces

Surfaces still appear to be sensitive areas in which damage will first appear. Therefore, a
complete understanaing of the response of surfaces is necessary before one can feel comfortable in
appreciating all the many details of threshold interactions. In some cases, experimental and theoreti-
cal research has indicated some properties which play a dominant role in minimizing the deleterious
aspects of intense laser illumination, such as the desirability of low expansion mirror substrates to
reduce thermal distortion in high average power lasers. It is, as well, generally conceded that
surface characteristics dominate many facets of the laser damage scenario for exposed surfaces of
reflective and transparent optical elements. However, a comprehensive understanding of the exact
relationship is not at hand. Part of this problem stems from the difficulty of experimentally charac-
terizing the surface and isolating one particular feature to determine its exact role. Thus, several
papers at this year’s meeting dealt with surface characterization (Driirrarily topographical statistics)
and attempts to correlate ce’~tain features with the damage sensitivity. To this were added contribu-
tions on surface finishing procedures and the efficacy of various techniques for the improvement of
damage resistivity. Diamond turned element, were highlighted again this year.

In a rather elegant exposition .1. N. Bennett and 3. K. Elson of the Naval Weapons Center discussed
the salient features of surface statistics and how th.y relate to scattering behavior. BesideS being
a very complex subject, it is most important for characterizing optical surfaces prior to either damage
testing or overall system performance. Subject. covered included the traditional properties such as
total intergrated scattering, ma roughness, rise slope ~nd nsa height as well as the height, slope and

~uto—covariance functions. Specific materials evaluated included fused silica, molybdenum, potassium
chloride, copper and silicon carbide.
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Characterization included correlsL~.on of scattering behavior with large defects , isolated defects
and micro—irregularities corresponding to the cases where the wavelength of light is smaller than ,
comparable to, and less than the dimensions of the defect. To this analysis was added the importance
of surface—plasmon excitation which can lead to second order light scattering. By far the greatest
contribution to scattering for high quality optical surfaces arises from microirregulanities.

After a discussion of the above points, tests of scattering for typical materials were reported.
It was concluded that, for many materials, the total scattering in the infrared is dominated by dipole
scattering from isolated particulates as opposed to surface microirregulanities. Concerning the
correlation between theory and experimental observation , it is frequently possible to predict the
shape of angular scattering curves using measured surface statistics. The auto—covsriance function
is by far the most important property in describing an optical surface.

Two years ago at the 1975 Damage Symposium , a systematic study of the effects of surface roughness
and finishing techniques on laser induced damage thresholds were described. At this year’s meeting
R. A. House, II , and A. H. Guenther of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory and 3. M. Bennett of the Naval
Weapons Center reported on the surface roughness statistics of fused silica substrates as a function
of surface preparation and treatment. The samples studied were a representative selection of those
previously employed in the earlier damage studies. They reported on a detailed statistical and topo-
graphical analysis to more fully characterize the surfaces and search for any correlation which might
elucidate the underlying factors affecting the previous results.

The analysis included a determination of the mean slope, slope distribution function, mean height,
height distribution function, autocovariance function and rms surface roughness as determined by total
integrated scattering, Talystep profiloisetry , and Nomarski microscopy. Conclusions as to surface
character were as follows. For flame polished and conventionally polished samples, the height and
slope distribution functions wer’~ not Gaussian, since aurface statistics were dominated by strongly
bound particles with a very smooth background. On the contrary , bowl—feed polished samples were
relatively free of particles, surface scratches , etc., characterized by a Gaussian slope distribution
function and a slightly skewed height distribution function.

For Xe—ton polished surfaces, the surfaces were characterized by nearly Gaussian statistics ,
while HNO

3 
acid etched surfaces were, relatively speaking, ve ry rough and contained many holes , up

to 1.5 pm in diameter and 1—2 pm deep. These artifacts skew otherwise normal d is t r ibut ion funct ions.

The last set of samples evaluated were Sb 2 overcoated surfaces. Here the surfaces were

extremely smooth (much smoother than the polished substrate) and they exhibited the most Gaussian
distributions of all of the surfaces studied .

The only obvious conclusion to be made at the present time , in this continuing study, is that
techniques which have a tendency to eliminate impurities, i.e., flame polishing and acid or ion
etching , lead to improved damage resistance , while those other techniques (compared to conventional
polishing) auch as bowl feed or overcoating lead to reduced damage thresholds. Much additional work
is necessary to more fully describe this most complex state of affairs and allow us to theoretically
predict appropriate surface character/damage threshold relationships.

In a paper assessing the effects of surface roughness on laser induced damage threshold of bare
silica surfaces and coated optical elements for 150 pa pulses at 1064 rim, 0. Milan, U. L. Smith, and
N . .1. Weber of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory together with A. H. Guenther, R. A. House and
3. B. Bettis concluded that although there was a general trend in the correlation, the effect was
much less pronounced than previously observed when 40 ns pulses were utilized . Bare substrate

roughnesses ranged from 15 A to 350 A rms. At roughnesses comparable to normal optically polished

surfaces (a 50 A rise) no positive effect was suggested by the experimental data. This effect “sur fa ce
rougheess vs. damage threshold” a. a function of pulse length should be pursued over a greater range of
sample types and rou ghnee.e. in which the sample topography is more fully characterized and accurately
deter mined . It is in thi, latter situation that the greatest error is introduced in scaling and corre-
lation experiments such as these , i.e., inaccuracy in adequately describing the surfaces. For the case
of coated el..snts no correlation was evident at all. However, pulse length scaling between the 150 pa
and 40 ns did follow the previously proposed square root of pulse length dependence put forth by Bettis,
House, and Guenther at the 1976 Damage Symposium.

Aapheric surfaces have always been difficult optical elements to polish effectively since they do
not resdily permit the close fitting of isp and work surfaces normally required . To overcome this
deficiency V. P. Barns., Jr ., and B . B. Mc Donough of the Ite k Corporation discussed the utility of
short ter , polishing with colloidal silica and non—woven poroimeric (flexible) laps for producing h igh
quality (low scsttey ) sspheric surfaces. Test results on three f /2 paraboloids polished in this
manner indicated th. achievement of low scatter surfaces whose quality is nearly equal to the best
bowl—feed finished elements ss determined by scattered light and damage threshold meRsurementa.
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Last year at this symposium the group from the General Electric C o., L td . ,  outlined their program
on laser induced damage thresholds at 10.6 pm. This year S. Sham s, H. N. Wood, and K. C. C. Ward of
that organization reported on the mirror and window characterization portion of that program. Their
report specifically dealt with the development of accurate reflectance and transmittance apparatuses,
and the correlation of these measurements with absorption, surface finish and laser induc ed damage
thresholds employing a CO2 TEA laser emitting a 60 ne FWHM pulse focused to approximately 100 pm atthe lie intensity points.

For diamond turned OPHC copper mirrors, a SEN examination of uncoated elements indicated a generally

high quality surface which contained numerous small shallow spherical holes (approximately 500 A in

diameter and 250 A deep). There was a strong indication of reduced damage threshold at these pin holes
compared to clean surfaces. Similarly, correlation of damage rtslstance with sbsorpttvity, reflectance,
~nd scstter were evident. Other samples analyzed included gol coated OFHC and ThF

4 overcoated,
diamond—turned copper mirrors as well as ZnSe window specimens.

In an attempt to remove the high frequency ripple from diamond turned surfaces, P.. E. Parks, P.. B.
Sumner, and K. I. Strittmatter of the University of Arizona investigated the utility of hand polishing
techniques employing laps of sufficient rigidity to bridge the micro ripple yet soft enough not to
scratch the metal mirror surface. This technique can require that substantial material be removed, in
which case careful testing must be done throughout the poliehing. Phase contrast mtcrographa show that
the polished surface is “almost” as free of mechanical defects as the original machined surface. This
polishing technique can lead to large reductions in surface scatter and roughness. Unfortunately,
previous reports by other individuals indicate that this polishing, while improving surface cosmetics
will generally lead to a considerable decrease in the damage resistance of such diamond turned metal
mirrors. No laser damage tests were performed during the course of this program to date.

in addition to the papers dealing with surface statistics and finishing, presentations on the
mechanical response of metallic reflectors and the utility of low expansion glass ceramic substrates
for reflectors were heard.

In their continuing investigation of the threshold response of metal and alloys surfaces to
intense short duration (100 as) 10.6 pm laser pulses, .1. 0. Porteus, C. W. Fountain, 3. L. Jernigen,
U. N. faith and H. B. Bennett of the Naval Weapons Canter reported on the stress induced aspects of
laser interactions. This interaction can produce many material modifications. These many responses
include production of slip bands, intergranular slip melting, pit or crater production , ion emission ,
light emission, and finally work function changes. Which one of these responses is the first to appear
as incident laser power is raised, is governed by many influences such as iatrtsic material properties,
impurities, processing variables in fabrication, environmental factors, handling, laser parameters,
etc. They reported that many of the metallurgical modifications such as clip were seen to arise
at laser powers less than those required for melting, and furthermore these types of responses may be
significant in evaluating total system perfor mance. Structural alloys were seen to have comparatively
low damage thresholds.

Results of testing specially prepared surfaces indicate that diamond turning and ion—implantation
are generally ineffective against slip, but sputtering, ion milling and forging may be effective.
However, these later treatments may lead to increased sensitivity to other types of damage. Most
noteworthy was a study of the damage threshold for copper tested in a 1 atm N2 

environment and under

vacuum . A substantial increase in the threshold for melting and other catastrophic effects due to
increased shielding was evidenced when tested in the H

2 
atmosphere. However at lower energy densities

where slip f irst occurs, no plasma was detected and damage thresholds were comparable in the two cases.

It has long been recognized that a moat important characteristic of high power laser mirrors should
be low expansion. P. Pirooz~ 0. Dube, end N. L. Boling of Owens—Illinois evaluated a unique concept
for producing low expansion 1K laaer mirror ., The technique studied involved the self—generation of
thin copper films by diffusion from the bulk on “very” low expansion glass—ceramic (Cervit) substrates
previously doped with copper. Under these conditions, excellent adhesion was achieved for the
Li20~-Al203—Si02 syatem but poor for the ZnO—A1 203—Si01 system . If one assumes that all candidate

mirror materials can achieve app roximately the same reflectivity , then a figure of merit for minimizing
thermal distortion is FM — pC/m where p — material density, C is the heat capacity, and a the thermal
expansion coefficient. On this bas is , with copper nor malized to 1; SiC — 2.5; Mo — 2.2 while
Cervit > 6.5 .  This advantage stems almost totally from the glass—cera mics low coefficient of thermal
expansion . There is unfor tunately the que.tioa of figure stability during the various fabrication
steps remaining to be addressed.
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3.3 Thin Films

As might be expected , the largest number of papers presented at this years damage symposium were
concerned with thin films, as they represent the weakest optical feature in any optimally designed high
power laser system. In point of fact , they can be considered the prime constraint to improved system
performance. While optical surfaces are weaker than within the bulk of a material, the addition of
coatings for anti—reflection , high reflection or environmental protection has in general caused a
reduction in the laser induced damage resistance of the element. The papers dealing with thin films
at this years symposium can be loosely grouped into the following categories; new film materials and
designs, including analysis and experiments dealing with various parameters which might affect the
damage sensitivity; methods of film characterization and property determination; recent damage
investigations; and finally, the mechanical response and behavior of coatings as affects their
environmental durability.

The first group of papers are concerned with the development of neu coating materials for use in
the infrared, thermal stress modeling of film structures, film/substrate chemistry, and the influence
of the electric field distribution on the pulsed laser induced damage threshold for specific and unique
sultilayer designs.

A new chalcogenide—glass coating material , suitable as the high index material in two—layer anti—
reflection (AR) coatings or KC1 for use at 10,6 pm , was described by A. 0. McLachlan and U. B. K. Gibbs
of the Materials Research Laboratories, Melbourne, Australia. The new material CATS (Ge 30 M17 Te30
Se23

) has a refractive index of about 3.11 at 10.6 pm. In the course of their study, the compositional

homogeneity, structure, refractive index, optical dispersion, absorption and pulsed/cw damage threshold
of OATS films were determined. AR coatings employing GATS and As2S3 

(low index material) exhibited

absorptions ranging from 0.02% to 0.07% at 10.6 pm and reflectivitiea as low as 0.025%. These films

were electron beam deposited at a base pressure of 0.1 mPa (lxl0~
’6 torr).

Employing a TEA CO2 laser, operating in the TEN mode, and characterized by a 0.2 p5cc gain switched

spike followed by a 3 p5cc decaying nitrogen tail, focused to a lie
2 diameter of 280 pm, the pulsed

damage threshold was 73/cm2. for the cw case, the laser was focused to an area 3 ass square (9 asa~)

for three seconds. Failure started to occur at 7 104/cm
2. The obvioua advantage of these coatings are

their very low absorptance, offering a distinct benefit when one is concerned with minimizing thermal
distortion.

it is well established that one of the many parameters that affect not only laser induced pulsed
damage resistance but the durability of thin films, as well, is the film’s residual stress structure.
On this subject, A. N. Ledger arid R. C. Bastien of the Perkin—Elmer Corporation examined several models
of both intrinsic and thermal stress in thin—film multilayer stacks. Such theoretical models are widely
employed for stress compensation in the design of multilayers. To perform these analyses several
important film properties must be evaluated. To this end , a system of fl .3thz cat ’s eye stress inter—
ferometers have been developed to measure the intrinsic stress, thermal expansion coefficient and
Toungs modulus, the thin film properties of prime importance. Material in thin film form exhibits
propertier considerably different than those reported for the bulk material, In point of fact, thin
film stress levels often exceed the self—breaking strength of the material in bulk form. The resultant
stress is comprised of the intrinsic stress of the material, together with the stress contributed by
the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of the film and substrate. This latter factor is of
obvious importance considering the thermal cycling which occurs during deposition and cool—down. In
many cases to obtain films of high quality they must be deposited at elevated substrate temperatures.
To more fully describe the stress scenario, one should include the effects of adhesive forces between
the individual layers and substrate and other factors.

After a discussion of the analytical models and experimental techniques, detailed measurements of
the stress levels in Thf4, ZnSe , and ill materials as a function of deposition conditions (rate, tem-
perature, etc.) were given. The unit stress a(t) was found to fit to the following equation:

a( t) — Ae
_Bt 

(1 — c
_Ct
)

where t is the film thickness.

Another paper addressing the differences between the short (“. 150 p.) and long (“. 40 ris) pulse
duration response of costed elements was performed by V. 1.. Smith, 0. Milam, and M. 3. Weber of the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and A. H. Guenther, 3. K. Bettis, and K. ~.. Rouse , of the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory . Thi, work attempted to quantify the role of the OR ion content of coenemcislly
available fused silica substrates on the damage resistance of fluoride and oxide coatings to 1064 om,
150 pa irradistions, !our substrate materials were employed, being Supra.il—W1, Optosil—2, Homosil,
and Suprasil-l with OH concentrations of approximately 5, 130, 130, and 1200 ppm respectively.
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Coatings included A/2 (at 1.06 pm) layers of Zr02, Si02, ThF4, and NgF2. Bare uncoated substrates

were tested as well. Unlike t he previous 40 ns data by House, et al., there was no evident correla-
tion between OH concentration and damage threshold , as might be expected from anomalous production of
SiO, in the case of Si02 films or MgO in the case of MgF2 films, etc., again pointing out the relative

insensitivity of short pulse experiments to parametric variations which are quite obvious_at long pulse
durations. As discussed in the paper , this may indicate that at 40 ns the presence of OH (as well as
surface roughness) may cause a weakening of the Sb

2 structure leading to an assistance in the libera-

tion of charge carriers during the breakdown process. This could cause a bottlenecking e f f e c t  during
the early phases of long duration breakdown atudie~ . Converely, in the picose~nnd regime, the higher
field strengths required to provide faster ionization and sufficient incident flux for heating more
effectively drive initial nonlinearities to provide numerous free carriers early in the pulse.
This indicates a highly deterministic behavior, due to the high fields required.

A second aspect of the study did corroborate the previously observed /€ pulse length and refractive
index dependances observed at 40 ns. A principal conclusion is that low index coatings (fluorides) are
quite damage resistant at short pulse lengths, i.e., ThF4 and MgF2 were found to be twice as damage

resistant as Zr02 with Si02 70% more damage resistant than Zr02. For the substrates, Suprasil Wi

damaged at 12.7 ± 2.7 Joulea/cm
2 
while the other fused silicas damaged between 7.2 and 9.8 3/cm

2. This
study also indicates that  coating a surface reduces the damage threshold below the value observed for
the bare substrate.

In a companion paper 3. H. Apfel of Optical Coating Laboratories investigated the role of electric
field strength in laser damage of dielectric layers. Films tested included a Si02/T102 

quarter—wave

stack reflector , a four layer anti—reflection (AR) coating and a combination of the two. Tests were
performed using a 180 ps, 1064 nm pulsed laser. At damage threshold the f ie ld  is highest for  the
reflector stack and lowest for the AR coating with the combination film in appropriate order compared
to the reflector. Damage thresholds for the eleven layer quarter—wave reflector, four layer anti—
reflection coating and combination AR and HR coating were 7.0 ± 0.5 .J/cm 2, 3.2 ± 0.3 3/cm2, and
5.1 ± 0.5 3/cm2, respectively. The anomalously low threshold for the AR coating is attributed to
a vulnerability at the substrate—film interface.

In a continued effort to employ our increasing but still scant knowledge of those factors affecting
the damage sensitivity of thin film coatings, 3. H. Apfel and E. A. Enemark of Optical Coating Laboratory
and 0. Milan, U. L. Smith, and M. J. Weber of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory evaluated the utility
of barrier layers at the film substrate interface for both AR and HR coatings. The damage threshold
difference between these two cases is attributed in part to the coating substrate interface region
being illuminated for the AR case and protected by interference reflection when HR coated.

Experiments were performed using 150 pa, 1064 on laser on coatings of Si02 and Ti02. 
Conclusive

evidence was found that the introduction of a barrier layer of Si02 on BK-i substrates improved the

damage resistivity, from zero to 90% depending on the materials used , f i lm  design , and thickness of
the barrier layer. As covered in another paper at this meeting, no conclusive evidence was found
for a surface roughness dependance on the damage threshold using 150 ps laser pulse lengths.

Through the use of non—quarter wave thin film designs D. H. Gill, B. B. Newnam , and 3. McLeod of
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory studied the possible improvement in laser damage resistance of
reflectors at 532 and 1064 nm. The non—quarter wave designs were employed to reduce the electric
field in the normally damage sensitive high index materials me well as move the field maxima from
film layer interfaces where possible. The results were quite positive for films supplied from
several vendors. Damage thresholds for Ti02/Si02 and Zr02 /Si0 2 stacks tested with 21 ps , 532 rim,

and 30 ps, 1.06 rim exhibited improvements as high as 2.6 over their all quarter wave counterparts.
It was noted that these modified designs are quite aensitt’,e to errors in coating thickness
but they were quick to point Out that several vendors supplied non—quarter wave stacks with thickness
errors of less than 1%. Appropriate equations governing the design sod behavior of these novel films
were presented.

As we have said before, if you can’t measure it, you can ’t understand it. This applies doubly
to thin films , where methods to quantify the properties and behavior of thin films are needed , before
any real advancement can be made. In this regard , the next group of papers were concerned with the
charscterization of ZnSe films from a structural and absorption standpoint , together with the
development of new measurement techniques such as modulated light ellipsjmetry and adiabatic
calorimetry.
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A study of the optical, physical and chemical properties of R.F. bias—sputtered CYD loSe films on
polycrystalline CaF2 as a function of sample preparation procedures end deposition parameters was reported

by 0. A. Walsh and K. V. Bertke of the University of Dayton Research institute. Optical measurements at
5.3 pm on coated polytran CaF2 subtrates indicate that the absorption of bias—sputtered films were con-

sistently lower than when non—biasing techniques were employed. Rutherford backscatter analysis of the
ZnSe film indicates it was ‘41% rich in Zn. For the bias—sputtered samples, oxygen was found at the
film/substrate interface, but its origin is not known. Tm 6~.tu sputter etching of the substrate surface
immediately before coating produces Optimum film adhesion and lowest absorption. More detailed studies
of this type would be very beneficial.

It is well recognized that ZnSe is a most useful material in the infrared. Along this line
0. F. O’Brien of the Air Force Materials Laboratory reported on the infrared ahanrptlnn of 7~ 5e t htn
films as a function of deposition conditions. It had been previously reported that high absorption
in ZnSe film probably arose from a variation in stoichiometry. In this study ZnSe was deposited on
CaF

2 
under a variety of conditions, It was shown that the 1K absorption decreased as the deposition

rate was lowered, from as high as 40 cm~~ at 40 A/sec to < 5 cm~~ at ‘~ 1 A sec. Furthermore, deposi-
tion in a Se rich vapor environment increases the probability of producing a stoichiometric film
since high absorption films tend to exhibit a high Zn/Se ratio indicating an excess of Zn in the
film. Although not specifically demonstrated in this paper , it was pointed out that higher substrate
temperatures should also be beneficial in improving stoichiometry of ZnSe films. A final comment ,
through the use of AES and ESCA profile measurements of the Zn and Se concentration , it was determined
that atotchiometry variations were found to exist as point to point differences in the Zn/Se ratio
and not as a uniform deviation throughout the film. Thus, loSe films tend to exhibit highly localized
absorption regions.

One area of continuing interest and utility is calorimetry as employed to evaluate new candidate
window and mirror materials or finished components. To this purpose, D. L. Decker and P. A. Temple
of the Naval Weapons Center reported on the design and operation of a precise, high resistivity
adiabatic laser calorimeter. Features of this vacuum calorimeter, normally employed for low—absorption
materials under low illumination levels, are given together with a detailed description of the theo-

retical equilibrium temperature response. The calorimeter exhibits a sensitivity of lO~~ in
absorptance at laser illumination levels of 1 watt. The calorimeter is capable of absolute electrical
calibration. Major sources of systematic error arise from calibration of the external laser power
meter and uncontrolled sample acatter. Accuracy is thus limited to 1. ± 5% for high quality low
scatter samples. By careful attention to the stray light problem this instrument should be suitable from
the near LW to the mid IR.

Another property of thin films, of which knowledge is important, concerns their anisotropy in
refractive index. Addressing the measurement of this feature, N. E. Pedenoff and N. Braunstein of
Hughes Research Laboratories and 0. H. Stafsudd of the University of California at Los Angeles presented
a most comprehensive discourse on the use of elasto—optical modulated light ellipsometer measurements
of strain induced refractive index anistropy in films of As2Se

3 and As2S3 deposited on KC1 substrates

at 10.6 pm. The instrument and computational produces developed by them allow one to estimate the
anisotropic change in refractive index due to a uniaxial stress applied to the substrate. Preliminary
measurements indicate anisotropies of ‘. 0.6% are generated in films of Aa2Se~ and As2S3 deposited on KC1

by strains of 4 x lO~~ induced in the substrate.

As they say, “the proof of the pudding is in the testing. ” One might add, it is a way to under-
standing and validate our theories, as well as assessing our ability to fabricate damage resistant
elements. Thus, several papers were concerned with the damage response of thin film coatings at
several wavelengths in the infrared , with heavy emphasis on Aa2S3 

and Aa2
Se3, and a characterization

of the optical constants of these materials.

An evaluation of the damage resistance of gallium—doped germanium saturable absorbers at 10.6 pm
was reported by B. E. Newnam arid D. H. Gill. of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. Employing laser
pulses of 1.2 na FWHM they found several interesting results. Damage was observed for bare Ce substrates

(reflectivity 1% at 10.6 pm) at a threshold ranging from 0.65 to 0.70 .7/ca
2 
and for anti—reflection

(AR) coated surfaces at 0.49 ± 0.3 .7/cm2 employing fourteen coating designs using eight film materials
from nine costing manufacturers. in all cases, only front surface damage for these 6 ims thick samples
were observed , with the damage limited by the germanium surface properties. An HNO

3 
acid treatment

raised the damage threshold of bare Ce about 10%. Multi—shot conditioning (n on 1) produced the same
threshold as single shot (1 on 1) tests. There was no appreciable difference in damage sensitivity for
samples of varied doping or crystsllinity (single crystal , p—doped and undoped, and undoped poly—
crystalline) for three different conventionally polished substrates. In an additional experiment per-

formed at a pulse width of 70 risec a pulse width dependence ED(J/c5
2) - was observed, in agreement

with previously proposed scaling relationships,
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Pulsed laser damage testing of As2S3 and As2Se3 coatings at 1.6 pm was the subject of a paper by

C. C. Tang, N. Bass, N. 3. Soileau and E. U. VanStryland of the University of Southern California. In
particular the role of mode locked pulses on the damage threshold and process was assessed. For
As2S3 coatings, damage was noted only concurrently with a visible spark. However, for As2Se3 coatings,
two distinct thresholds were found. In this case the sparking threshold occurred for large diameter
damage sites while at an intensity level - 307. lower , small discreet damage sites were noted in the
absence of any spark or incandescence. For As2S3/K C1/As2S3 anti—reflection (AR) coatings on Nd ,

substrate damage was 430 MW/cm
2 and was independent of the presence of a mode locked train of pulses.

By comparison three layer AR coatings containing As2Se3 damaged at 20 MW/cm2. The independence of

damage thresholds of these two materials on coating designs strongly indicates that damage is not related
to field strength nearly as much as the energy absorbed/unit mass i.e. • a predominantly thermal failure
mechanism. An examination of the morphology of the damage mites indicates that damage is initiated at
either microscopic defects or absorbing inclusions.

The growing interest in high power chemical lasers pointed the way for a study of dielectric
coated mirrors in the 2—5 pm region by D. B. Nichols and R. B. Hall of the Boeing Aerospace Company and
K. A. House II of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. Using a photo—initiated HF/OF laser emitting a
FWHM pulse of 4.0 psec, they tested two substrate materials (molybderum and Cer—Vit) and five coating

designs deposited by Coherent Radiation and Northrop Corporation 1Cr + (A1 203
/Si)3; Cr + Ag + (SiO/Si 1);

Cr + Au + (Si0/Si)1; Ag 4- (ThF4/ZnS)
3; and Ag + (ThF4

/ZnSe)3) which exhibited reflectivities between
0.9792 and 0.9978.

Irradiations began at exposures less than 4J/cm
2 (1 MW/cm 2 ) and proceeded at the same site with a

nominal increase of 50 to 100% until small scale and then catastrophic damage was observed. Based on
these tests the following conclusions were drawn: firstly, the two coatings having the lowest absorp-

tion, namely, Ag 4- (ThF4/ZnS)
3 and Ag + (ThF

4
/ZnSe)3 were the most damage resistant, secondly, the

absolute value of damage thresholds for the best mirror coating are comparable to thresholds for forma-
tion of surface plasmas on bare metals, thirdly, there was no discernible threshold difference between
Cer—Vit or molybdenum substrates inferring that the thermal conductivity of the metal substrate gave no
significant advantage for these single exposure experiments, which is not surprising considering these
are not cw experiments and finally, damage thresholds for these class of materials under these experi-
mental conditions are not appreciably different for 1.0 and 0.1 cm bean spot diameters.

in a very revealing and important paper , T. M. Donovan, A. 0. Baer , 3. H. Dancy, and J. 0. Porteus
of the Naval Weapons Center presented results frost a very detailed analysis of formation and character-
istics of defects and impurities in As2S3, As2

Se
3 
and NsF coatings. It was noted that the damage

thresholds of chalcogenide glass thin films are less than for corresponding thin films of NaP even though
the absorption of NaF films is relatively high. Conclusions drawn from these two observations were
explained by noticing that: first , chalcogenide glass films form pm size, arsenic rich crystallites
over a period of a few days after deposition (these are sulf ides and selenides , and not oxides as
previously reported), and secondly the high absorption of NsF films is probably due to a thin layer
of adsorbed water which rapidly forms upon exposure to the atmosphere. Attempts to eliminate these
problems by stabilizing the chalcogenide coating by depositing thin layers of Ag or NaP 4J1 6Ltu or
employing water—free As2Se3 evsporant both failed. In the case of NaP, it was suggested that by
eliminating surface oxygen, film absorption approaching that of bulk NaP might be attained.

The disparity in absorption coefficients for materials in bulk and thin film form probably indicates
better than any other measure the vast difference between materials in these two forms. Both measure-
ments can be difficult , e.g., very low absorption in bulk materials, versus very thin samples for films.
0. L. Burdick of the Naval Weapons Center has attacked the thin film side of this divergence in prop-
erties through the development of a novel wedged—film technique in which the film is deposited in a wedge
form (i.e., wedged in thickness). Through careful measurement of film properties as a function of
thickness on this one sample , he has been able to accurately measure optical constants of A5

2S3 
films

in the visible spectral region, including absorption coefficients ranging from 3 cm’4 to 1O~ cm~
1
, and

refractive indices from 2.47 to 2.72 with precisions ranging from 0.3 to 1%. He pointed out a number
of advantages of this method over other methods of measuring optical constants of thin films.

The final group of papers dealing with thin films is best described as being related to the
environmental durability of coated elements. Included are papers on the performance of coatings on
deformable mirrors, the degradation of coated elements subjected to real world environments of
humidity, dust and sand, temperature cycling and flexure.
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Recognizing the impending advent of adaptive optic systems , 3. N. Rowe of the Northrop Research
and Technology Center reported on dielectric coatings for deformable mirrors. In this study the
results of an experimental program to determine the optical and physical properties of high—reflectance

dielectric coatings subjected to as many as l0~ deformation cycles was discussed. Films studied included

(SiO/Si)2 and (Al 203/Si)
2 designs for operation at 3.8 ~m on top of silver coated mo substrates. Measure-

ments included residual coating stress (taken immediately after deposition), spectral reflectance ,
absorptance at 3.8 pm and Normarski interrogation. Investigations included so called “DC” cycling in
which deformation was of one sign only by use of a bias e.g., flat to convex and back to flat. Zero

to peak displacements of 10.9 pm at 10 Hz were employed leading to a peak stress of 9.9 x l0~P~
comparable to the residual stress produced as a result of the deposition on these types of substrates.
No physical degradation (cracking, etc.) nor appreciable reflectance variation was observed. However,
in some cases, a slight variat ion in absorptance was noted. Additional work is underway on the study
of other candidate film systems, to evaluate adhesion and humidity properties as well.

It is only appropriate at an ASTh sponsored meeting that one discuss measurements and standards
along with the more fundamental interaction mechanisms. In this light S. K. Scheele and 3. W . Bergstrom
of the Hughes Aircraft Company reported on the initial phase of a program dealing viti, the broad category
of quantitative characterization of the mechanical properties of coatings. The specific topic of their
presentation dealt with film adhesion testing. After a thorough literature search, survey and review
of existing test procedures, three specific mechanical pull—off tests were compared on a large number
of coated g1ass optical substrates as potential replacements for the current MIL—Spec tests. The tests
included direct pull—off , a topp le test and finally a peel test. Present tests are generally qualitative
and subjective , as well as not being well controlled , a generally undesirable situation.

A variety of coatings and substrates were utilized in comparing the various adhesion tests. An
interesting generality was that it was difficult to remove coatings with good adherence to glass
substrates, but relatively easy to remove coatings from infrared substrates. Comparitively speaking,
the plug pull test was least desirable because of relatively poor repeatability and high forces
involved. The topple test gave better results and was less expensive; however, unexplained substrate
damage was frequently observed. While the peel teat was relatively expensive to implement it required
the lowest force and had the advantage of affording highly localized sampling.

In a companion paper , R. A. West and C. U. Nichols also of the Hughes Aircraft Company treated
another aspect of coating characterization , abrasion resistance. In this instance the ASTh falling sand
test was modified to perform abrasion resistance tests in a controlled manner. Quantification was
achieved by correlation with transmittance degradation. The final carefully evaluated test procedure
was correlated with other existing tests such as the military eraser and cheesecloth abrasion tests.

Abrasion resistance, like adhesion , is an important indicator of a film’s durability when exposed
to a range of real world environments and a need for a quantitative test is readily identified. After
evaluation of many types of test specimens , the modified falling sand test was seen to be an easily
implemented , sensitive, repeatable and adequately quantitative test procedure. There was little
obvious correlation of the results of this test with those presently used , which are more subjective
and more poorly controlled.

Continuing their interest in the near—infrared , S. 3. Homes reported on Northrop ’s latest activities
in dielectric enhanced mirrors for use in the 2—6 pm region. Of major concern in this paper was a
cataloging of performance characteristics such as reflectivity and absorption of a large variety of
dielectric multilayers for high reflectivity metallic mirrors (s 99.9% reflectivity at 2.8 urn, 3.8 urn
and 5.3 pa) together with a testing of their environmental durability. This study was performed to
evaluate the reduced cooling requirements afforded by higher reflectivity mirrors, for high average
power applications , over uncoated thermally conducting substrates. At least ten different dielectric
enhanced mirror designs were evaluated at each of the three laser wavelengths. There were deposited
on conventionally and bowl feed polished (A1203)/A

g overcoated molybdenum substrates. Cleaning and

deposition parameters were covered in detail. The environmental evaluation included tests according to
Mtl—m—l3508C for durability, adhesion, and humidity resistance. No laser damage testing was reported.

3.4 Laser Glass and Glass Lasers

With the continued emphasis on large, high power Nd:Class lasers in the laser fusion laboratories
around the world , interest persists in the properties of Nd:Class as a leser material. Obviously, the
damage threshold of laser glass is of importance , although in all large glass laser systems operating
today, the damage limit for the system is determined by failure of optical coatings, rather than bulk
failure in the g1ass itself . Other properties of laser glasses are also of importance, especially now
that several compositions with significantly different properties are available. The laser designer
must ask, which is the best glass for the system I want to design, given the system architecture and
desired operating parameters. These, in turn, must be related to composition.
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Adding another parameter to the growing list of relevant variables, 3. C. Sliney, Jr., and
1. 6. DeShazer of the University of Southern California have studied the bulk damage threehold of
various Nd—doped laser materials , both crystalline and glass. Samples were irradiated with a 10 ns
pulse from a Nd:YAC laser oscillator , amplified by a ND:glass rod amplifier. The beam was focused
with a 25.4 mm focal length lens which unfortunately was plano—convex . Accordingly, significant
spherical aberration was generated.

Nd—doped , ED— 2 laser glass was tested at room temperature and at ll0’K, at four concentrations of
Nd, 0, 1, 2, and 3%. At room temperature , some decrease in the damage threshold waa noted with increasing
concentrations , while at reduced temperature , the threshold was 33% higher , and seemed less sensitive
to Nd concentration. It should be pointed out that due to uncertainties in this experiment , the reported
concentration dependence of damage is not well established. The increase in damage threshold with
lowered temperature is similar to that observed in NaCI by Manenkov.

01 the various host materials tested , LiYF4 and ED—2 glass showed the highest thresholds , 1.9 and
1.7 times that reported for YAC, while YVO4 and GGG showed the lowest, at about 0.6 times the value

for YAG. The computed power denaities at which damage occured seem small, 7.6 CU/cm 2 for NaCI, for
example , but the actual focal spot size ad peak intensity are romewhat uncertain in these experiments.

Although not directly concerned with ~he damage properties of optical materials, two papers which
were presented by the University of Rochester Laboratory for Laser Energetics concerning the other
properties of laser glass were of great interest . 3. A. Abate, 0. C. Brown, C. Cromer , S. D. Jacobs,
3. Kelly, 0. Lewis, and J. Rinefierd contributed to the two papers.

The first concerned correlations of physical and optical properties of laser glasses and the state-
ment and evaluation of figures of merit for laser materials. The authors pointed out that simply
considering the nonlinear index, n2, or even including the gain or cross—section for the glass did not

suffice to define the utili:y of a given glass in a laser system. They defined eight merit factors,
including the effects of nonlinear phase distortion, specific gain, heat dissipation , quantum effi-
ciency, thermal diffusivity, heat capacity, thermo—optic distortion, and stress hireS ringence. In
any system evaluation, these eight Zactors would have to be combined in some weighted sum, and cost
factors taken into account to obtain a true economic figure of merit. In the present work, these eight
merit factors were evaluated for five commercial laser glasses, ED—2 and four phosphates. The phosphates
have higher cross—section and lower a2 values , as well as lower values of thermo—optic distortion and

stress birefringence, but poorer thermal diffu~ivity and heat capacity factors. Futhermore , phospate
glasses show a lower resistance to thermal shock. Other factors considered included the ease of manu-
facture and chemical stability, which can be improved by slight compositional changes.

The authors examined correlations among the properties of these glasses and fluorophoaphates
to see if they can discover why some compositions show better thermal properties, and others better
Optical properties. They observe that low index (and low index nonlinearity) glasses show higher
thermal expansion and less hardness. For phosphates and silicates , decreasing 02 correlates with a

decreasing Young’s modulus and decreasing thermal conductivity, however, this trend does not extend
to fluorophosphates.

The difficulty in establishing these correlations seems to be the fact that differences in band
polarizabilities have been ignored . The optical properties of oxide glasses, whether silicate or
phosphate, reside in the oxygen bonds. Non—bridging oxygens are more polarizable than bridging oxygens,
while certain network modifiers strengthen and densify the glass. Thus stronger , more compact glasses
tend to be more polarizable, with higher values of n and For fluorides, however, the fluoride

bond takes the place of the oxide, and a new set of correlations apply.

This paper does point up the necessity for examining all relevant factors in choosing a laser
glass f or a system. Cost cannot be ignored , nor can surface damage in the system elements. The
isolation of the individual merit factors allows the glass user to emphasize those properties of
greatest importance for his application. Correlation of these desired properties with glass composi-
tion is then a task for the manufacturer.

The second paper by the same authors reported the measurement of inversion density in both silicate
and phosphate laser glass. The purpose of this measurement was to check the validity of assumptions
made in the computer code GENEFF, used at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory to model the efficiency of
conversion of absorbed flashlamp light into population inversion.

The laser glass sample s used were cut in the shape of a rectangular parallelopiped , with a
1 cm x 1 cm square base, and 16 cm length. Collimated flashlsmp light was incident from one end. The
inversion density was monitored by recording the fluorescence as a function of distance along the side
of the sample. Nd concentration of the sample was determined by wet cheisicsl and x—ray fluorescence
analyses.
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The Argus laser at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has been in operation since late in 1975. The
system has been fired about 600 times , at power levels in excess of 4 N in 0.1 as pulses , and energy
levels up to 2 kJ in one ns. I. Stowers and H. Patton of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory reported on
the experience accumulated on the Argus system in the identification and analysis of damage phenomena.

Three kinds of damage phenomena were noted. These can be described as surface damage due to foreign
particles , film growth on laser glass surfaces , and coating damage.

The surface damage arises from particles deposited on optical surfaces either by dislocation from
the surrounding surfaces or from the cooling nitrogen stream. Damage was seen to be more prevalent on
upward lacing surfaces, due to gravitational settling of particles , and on the first surface encountered
by the gas stream. No significant aging effect was seen. After ten to twenty firings , no subsequent
accumulation of particulate damage was seen, as long as the system wae ke~.t clear..

The phenomena of film growth on laser glass had not been extensively investigated previously. It
was found that a cloudy film develops on ED—2 laser glass, even when it is not exposed to I lashlamp or
laser light. The film is found to consist of fibers of 2 to 5 pm diameter and up to 0.5 mn length,
containing Li and N in high concentration. Since ED—2 is rich in Li, this suggests that the film
evolves due to decomposition of the glass, perhaps under attack by a moisture—laden atmosphere. The

• film can be removed by washing in ethanol.

Coating damage remains the major impediment to high power laser performance. Due to heavy use of
spatial filtering, the Argus system has not experienced severe costing damage , however. The spatial
filter lenses, especially on the input side, are most vulnerable to damage. Some evidence has been
seen of a greater tendency to damage on coatings in vacuum , possibly due to removal of absorbed
materials from the pores of the coating.

The most important measure for the prevention of damage in a large laser system is seen to be the
maintenance of cleanliness throughout the system . Coating damage can be held to an acceptable level
by maintenance of beam quality through spatial filtering.

3.5 Fundamental Mechanisms

The ultimate limit to the optical flux which an be transmitted through a transparent dielectric is
determined by the onset of optical breakdown. A plasma forms at the dielectric and quickly grows to a
density sufficient to absorb the laser light strongly. The consequent heating of the lattice by the
plasma causes irreversible physical damage. This problem has been studied Intensively for at least a
decade. It is well known that at very short pulse durations, multiphoton ionization plays a major
role in promoting electrons to the conduction band, where they can be subsequently accelerated by the
optical field. It is also well known that at long pulse durations , where carrier lifetimes in the
conduction band are imp.rtant , avalanche ionization can occur, with the electrons gaining energy by
auccessive collisions with the lattice, until they are sufficiently energetic to cause secondary
ionization. Two points of view have emerged , however, regarding the relative importance of multi—
photon ionization and avalanche ionization in causing material breakdown. These two points of view
are represented by the first two papers in this section .

Alexander Manenkov of the Lebedev Physical Institute in Moscow reported on recent results obtained
in his laboratory on avalanche ionization in crystalline dielectrics. Basgd on a detailed investigation
of the quantum kinetic equation for the electric energy distribution , Mane~ tov derived the dependence of
the breakdown threshold on the various parameters of the experiment, intlu~tng laser frequency, sample
temperature , ionization potential , and pulse duration. The predicted pulse duration dependence is very

weak, rather than scaling like t. ”, but this is due to the absence of transport terms in the original
theoretical analysis.

Experiments were carried out f or a large number of dielectric crystals with pulses of a few as
in duration at 10.6 cm , 1.06 pm, 0.69 pm and 0.53 pm. The sample temperatures were varied from lOO’I(
to 800’K. The damage threshold was expected to decrease with increasing temperature at optical
frequencies well above the effective electron—phonon collision frequency, sad to increase, but weakly,
with increasing temperature I or optical frequencies below the collision frequency. For selected
samples of alkali halides, this dependence was observed from 1,06 pm to 0.69 pm , ~tut no temperature
dependence was seen at 0.53 pm. This anomaly was attributed to multiphoton procea~~s.

Manenkov tested hundreds of samplea. He found that only those with high damage thresholds
exhibited consistent dependence on temperature and frequency. The low—threshold damage was attributed
to impurities. The threshold in these materials could be raised by heating the materials, which
Manenlcov felt was due to dispersal of absorbing aggregates. The thre~ho1ds observed in the high—
threshold materials were significantly higher than those reported elsewhere.
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Although any theoretical analysis of damage is limited, due to the difficulty of treating all
possible effects simultaneously, this paper put forward a concrete model of avalanche ionization.
The experimental data are of particular interest , representing the first simultaneous and consistent
study of the temperature and frequency dependence of bulk damage by pulsed lasers.

The point of view that Optical breakdown in alkali halides is solely due to multiphoton excitation
of polarons , followed by phonon heating of the lattice, was put forward by A. Schmid and P. Kelly of
the National Research Council of Canada, and P. Braunlich of Washington State UniversIty. They
calculated the rate at which conduction electrons are generated by multiphoton absorption, and the
consequent heating by polaron—phonon scattering. From this calculation, they obtain a predicted depen-
dence of the breakdown field at threshold on pulse duration and laser wavelength. The results are
significantly different from those of Manenkov. A strong dependence on pulse duration is predicted ,

with the energy density at threshold increasing roug hly as ~~
2”
~ at the ruby wavelength. Whereas the

avala~che theory predicts a monotonic increase of threshold with increasing optical frequency, the
niultiphoton theory predicts a decrease for short wavelengths. it is of interest to note that Manenkov’a
measurements deviate from the pure avalanche model at high frequency, raising the possibility that
multiphoton processes are contributing to the damage, as the model of Schniid et al would indicate.

With increased interest in short wavelength lasers , the consequence of promoting significant
numbers of electrons into the conduction band in dielectric solids is of Increasing importance. This
phenomenon arises due to multiphoton absorption in window materials, but much can be learned about it
by looking at semiconductors, where interbar,d absorption occurs via one—photon absorption. M. Kruer,
L. Esterowitz, F. Bartoli, and R. Allen of the Naval Research Laboratory have studied laser—induced
damage in semiconductors (Ce , Si , In, Sb) irradiated at 0.69 pm , 1.06 cm , 5 cm and 10. 6 cm. Pu lse
durations ranged from a few ns to several seconds (CU). Damage occured due to surface melting. It

was found that for very high absorption (lO
5cm~~ or more), the effective depth of heating is greater

than the absorption depth due to carrier diffusion . Diffusive distances of the order of 0.5 pm were
observed. These are much shorter than values obtained using room temperature material parameters.
The high concentration of conduction electrons generated in these experiments shorten the carrier
lifetime, due to Auger recombination , and so greatly reduce the diffusion length.

The question of the concentration dependence of free carrier lifetimes in insulators was explored
in depth by K. Williams, P. Klein, and C. Marquardt , of the Naval Research Laboratory. They considered
the effects of shallow traps, deep traps, and electron—hole recombination on the kinetics of conduction
electrons in insulators. Shallow traps reduce the electron mobility, but do not affect the lifetime.
They show that in both insulators and semiconductors, deep traps reduce the lifetime to a.~ ~~trinsic
value which is essentially independent of carrier density, depending only on trap density, at high trap
concentrations. The intrinsic lifetime of conduction electrons is different in semiconductors and
insulators. In semiconductors, it is determined by the equilibrium concentration of carriers, and so,
although temperature dependent , it is not sensitive to the initial concentration of photo—electrons
produced in a pulse of illumination, except through the Auger process indicated above. In insulators,
however , the equilibrium concentration of carriers is zero, so an inverse dependence of carrier life-
time on concentration i~ expected. The authors present arguments inditating that the Auger process is

not important in alkali halides, even at carrier concentrations of 5 x l0
17cm 3.

They present experimental data on measurements of multiphoton—induced photo—conductivity in alkali
halides, using a doubled ruby laser with a pulse duration of 20 pa. They observe a decrease of the
carrier lifetime from 20 ns, at low carrier concentration , to less than 10 pa at carrier concentrations

which are high (> lO12csi 3) ,  but well below those expected at the level of optical damage. At high
concentrations, the authors expect their measurements to be uncertain, due to space charge effects.
They emphasize the importance of using concentration—dependent carrier lifetimes In theories of optical
damage.

They further report a dependence of carrier lifetime on the method of material preparation in the
regime of extrinsic lifetime. In NaF, purification of the material shortened the carrier lifetime,
ostensibly due to an increase in carrier mobility, while in A1203, the lifetime was sensitive to small
deviations from stoichiotsetry in the crystal. The measurement technique is advanced as a sensitive,
non—destructive test for the evaluation of wide—gap materials.
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Two—p hoton absorption c o e f f i c ion t s  have been measured at Harvard Univers i ty  for  a var ie ty  of wide—
gap materials , again mostly fluorides and oxides, using third and fourth harmonic generation from a
30 ps, Nd: YAC laser. The authors included P. Liu, N. Lotem, and N. Bloembergen of Harvard University,
U. I.. Smit h , now at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, J. H. Bechtel, of the General Motors Research
Laboratory,  and R. S. Adhav , of Quantum Technology . At 355 nm , th e results were consistent with the
expectation , in that for materials with band gap greater than twice the photon energy, negligible

absorption was seen, while for materials with band gap less than Zhv , coefficients from l0
_2 

to

l0~~ cm/KU were observed . At 266 am the same results were obtained for alkali halides and CaP2 , but

for oxides and phosphate materials , the two—photon absorption coefficients were observed to be from

5 x l0~~ to 3 x l0~~, even when the gap was significantly less than 2h~ . The authors  caut ion against
ignoring two—photon—absorption attenuation in measuring bulk damage at short wavelengths.

The final two papers in this section deal with a general methodology for identification of danuge
mechanisms and definition of damage thresholds. It is essential that when a damage threshold is
quoted , everyone agree on the significance of the terminology. It is also important to know which
of several possible effects was responsible for the damage. The threshold is thus defined as the
illumination level at which a certair. phenomenon will take place with a certain probability.

The problem of determining the damage threshold from a finite sample of observations was considered
by J. A. Detrio and A. P. Berens of the University of Dayton Research Institute. The objective of the
study is to evolve a stategy requiring the smallest number of observations to determine the damage
threshold with the greatest confidence level. The damage threshold is defined , in this work, as the
power or energy level at which the probability of damage (observed by some predetermined criterion) is
one—half. The objective of a damage test can also be to determine which of two specimens has the higher
threshold.

The authors conclude that , to determine the threshold , the ‘up—and—down ’ method is the most eff I—
cient. In this method , if the sample does not damage on a given shot, the power is raised for the next
shot. If it does damage, the power is lowered. A requirement of this method is that the experimenter
is able to choose the incident power level within some range of values. The choice of increment and
sample size is discussed.

In determining the damage threshold of either a reflecting or transmitting surface at 10.6 cm , a
number of competing effects can give rise to damage. 3. Porteus, 3. .Ternigan, and U. Faith of the
Michelson Laboratories have developed a method of meaSurement and analysis, called the “multi—threshold ”
method , for determining the effective threshold value for each of these competing effects. They have
constructed an ultra—hi gh vacuum irradiation chamber , with the following diagnostics : a 20 power
optical microscope , Faraday cup for charge collection , and Auger analyzer with an electron imager,
which is sensitive to variations of the work function over the surface. Targets are exposed to a train
of pulses from a mode—locked CO2 

laser. Up to 50 sites are irradiated with one pulse each, and the

observer notes the appearance of either visible plasma formation or pitting. The incident power density
varies from shot to shot over a substantial range of values. After irradiation , the type of damage, if
any, at each site is characterized.

A computer algorithm has been devised to then determine the effective threshold value and standard
deviation for each of the identified damage phenomena. For each process, it is assumed that the single—

shot probability of damage is zero, for fluences less than — a, (where $ is the threshold

fluence, and o the standard deviation) increases to unity for • + /1 a and is unity above that value.
The effective sample values of • and a are then determined from the principle of maximum likelihood ,

The procedure has been calibrated using a gold surface electroplated on diamond—turned copper.
The results are highly reproducible, A number of materials have been examined by this process, and
the results are presented in a companion paper by the same authors.

The multi—threshold method is particularly valuable, because rather than identifying the damage
threshold of a surface as a single number, it provides a profile of the various damage thresholds,
which can be correlated with surface treatment , material purity, aging, or other parameters of the
surface preparation.

4. Recomeendations

The ultimate objective of laser materials studies is hatter lasers, better in the sense of higher
power and energy, greater reliability, and reduced coat. Much of the research reported in the nine
volumes of these Symposia Proceedings has been motivated by the high power laser programs in the DoD
and DOE (formerly ERDA). These programs center around the construction of very large, very expensive
lasers , so that considerations of performance , reliability and economy are of great importance.
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Large systems with single—pulse energies of tens of kilojoules are in operation or under construc-
tion at several national laboratories around the country. Both CO2 lasers and Nd:Class lasers are

involved . Even larger systems , with single—pulse energies of hundreds of kilojoules, are being planned.
This raises problems for the optics industry and laser community, as well as affording new opportuni-
ties. The manufacturers and users of special optics can anticipate heavy pressure on the fabrication
capability of the U.S. in the area of high power laser components. This pressure will undoubtedly
divert work to manufacturers not hitherto involved in high power laser optics. It is essential that
the expansion of the special optics industry be carried out with due attention to the lessons of the
past, as recorded in these proceedings and elsewhere in the literature.

The flow of information back to these symposia is essential, also. As more experience is gained
on large laser systems, we would like to hear more reports like that of Patton and Stowers of LU.. at
this symposium, recounting the damage history of an operating system. We strongly encourage the high
power laser laboratories to keep their resident experts in laser damage in touch with the day—to—day
experience of the operating system. There is a tendency, once the laser is operating, to turn it over
to the applications group, and only to call in the damage experts when the system has failed. This
Symposium needs feedback from the laser laboratories regarding the operating experience of large laser
systems.

We still lack a reliable rule of thumb, predicting the lifetime of a laser component as a function
of the fraction of the nominal damage level at which it is operated. What is a “safe” level of opera-
tion for thousand—shot lifetime? This question must be answered if laser systems are going to operate
reliably for reasonable periods of time in fusion power plants, for example. (At 1 pps, a laser fires

almost lO~ shots per day.) This safe operating level must reflect the actual operating environment of
the laser, obviously.

As higher yield fusion experiments are carried out, it becomes possible to conduct experiments on
the effect of target debris on optical elements. Metal mirrors, dielectric multilayers, and “blast
shields” are the elements most likely to be exposed to target debris. These experiments should be
carried out wi th due attention to characterization of the samples , both before and after exposure. Here
again , close cooperation between the laser damage specialist and the applications group is of great
benefit to all concerned .

At present, large laser system performance is severely limited by component damage, thin film
failure in glass systems, surface damage in single shot CO2 systems, and thermal damage in high average

power systems. We will consider each of these areas in detail as we proceed through our recommendations.

Let us turn our attention to surfaces and mirrors. While it is generally conceded that thin
films are presently the cost damage sensitive element in optical systems , it should be obvious that one
must understand surfaces and their characteristics before one can assess the role they play as substrates
for coated elements. In addition, much of the present interest in surfaces is concerned with surf ate
absorption, environmental contamination, and adsorbed impurities (both a physics and chemistry problem).
and the characterization and maintenance of the surface structure. These are all problems common to
thin films. One obvious area of corollary interest is in fiber optics, where all of these topics can
greatly influence the performance of fiber elements. Fiber optics will undoubtedly play a major role
as control and instrumentation components in laser fusion systems. To this one might add adaptive
optics. One must assess the long term modification of surfaces by mechanical fatigue of these deform—
able optic elements.

Prom a systems standpoint , there is a need to transfer laboratory experience to the real world
scene. ~iuch of the material presented at these symposia deal with very basic research efforts, and
the development of improved processing procedures designed to approach the intrinsic qualities of
optical materials. However, one must back off from these “idealized” levels to safe operating levels
which can be utilized , taking into account potential environmental degradation. This concern is
certainly application dependent. Consider if you will the space scenario, the laser fusion target
chamber , or the high average power laser used in materials working such as welding in a machine shop.
Each of these arenas imposes uniquely different environmental constraints on safe operating levels.
We see a need for studies on fully characterired optical elements, in realistic environmental conditions,
along with subsequent careful laser damage testing.
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To return to our initial point , i.e., the careful characterization of surfaces in order to assess
surface quality and monitor gradual modifications , scattering techniques still appear to be the best
tool for quantifying surface topography. Unfortunately the theory is incomplete end measurments made
at different laboratories are usually far apart in the values obtained for such simple indicators as
RKS surface roughness. About the best that can be said is that they usually agree in relative smooth-
ness. This disagreement arises in part from the fact that different techniques give different answers.
To date there has been no standardization of measurement technique or even agreement on theory . This is
a very fruitful and important area for research and development. Scatter measurements will become of
even greater utility as we move to the uv , where, due to the shorter wavelength of light, there is an
increase in scattering which constitutes a loss in the optical system. The uv will also place a greater
burden on fabrication due to the more stringent tolerances required. Some accepted diagnostic method
is needed. We might add that long term or environmental degradation of optical tolerances must be
assessed as well to realize the full benefit to be obtained from ultraviolet lasers. We must demand
tighter tolerance specifications and improve our evaluation of system performance.

From the interaction stenipoint, scaling laws have been enunciated relating surface damage
thresholds to laser parameters (frequency, pulse duration , spot size) and material parameters (surfsce
roughness, refractive index). Additional work is required to define the range of applicability of
these scaling laws and to refine their predictive value , both to improve their utility in arriving at
realistic system specifications as well as an aid in defining theoretical bases. A word of caution
is appropriate. We should not greatly extend scaling laws beyond the range of experimental determination ,
i.e., to grossly different conditions , for they may no longer be valid.

Thin films have been described as the Achilles Heel of high power laser aystems. In large measure
this is because they themselves contain many Achilles Heels. We start by considering a substrate
surface. Prior to coating it is cleaned , ground , polished, and cleaned again. New and better methods
of cleaning are needed in order to remove surface impurities and improve film adhesion. This requires
the attention of both the surface physicist and surface chemist. The properties of the film/surface
interface greatly influence both the structure of the films and film adhesion. The latter continues
to be a problem in the durability of coated elements and requires continuing attention , especially for
machined optics where cutting oils, etc., must be scrupulously removed. Environmental degradation
occurring after the film is put into use has already been discussed.

Over the past several years we have seen many new coating materials introduced and novel design
concepts suggested. At the time they seemed most noteworthy. However, in many cases these improve-
ments have not been put Into use. We don’t know if this is a result of overselling, a reluctance on
the part of manufacturers to deal with new materials or design, or the consequence of trying new ideas
and materials and finding them wanting. Unsuccessful attempts to implement new ideas are not usually
reported. One must transfer knowledge of failure as well as success. Without question more materials
and design concepts are needed , together with a careful and complete evaluation of their performance
and characteristics. It is hard to imagine that all poeaibilities have been explored.

An area which received some attention this year was the modeling of film stress. In the proposed
models, the stress arising from dissimilar coefficients of expansion of the substrate and film was
treated together with the intrinsic stress of the film materials. Work should be continued in this
area, including stress generated by entrapped gas or impurity atoms, stress introduced by the freezing—
in of lattice defects (which probably arise in good measure from the substrate surface properties) and purely
surface effects. The last arises from a variety of causes including surface tension effects due to small
thickness, the hindrance of dislocation motion , and the influence of oxide or other chemically bound
surface layers, similar to that arising from inter—layer forces. This analysis must as well be corro-
borated by careful measurement and appropriate damage testing.

Of even greater concern to the burgeoning field of adaptive optics is film performance under
continued deformation cycling. Initial studies were reported this year , but only extended over a few
thousand cycles and did not include damage testing. If adaptive optics is to become practical, we
will probably need “rubber” films.

There is still need for further parametric studies of films to develop appropriate scaling laws.
The subject of thin films in itself is so complex we cannnt hope to understand the full picture prior
to a film ’s employment. What has been done to date has provided helpful guidelines for the selection
of candidate film materials, multilayer designs, and deposition procedures. The choice of file
materials and design is determined by the application. These atudies have also uncovered new unex—
pected results which need to be addressed further, such as the separation of thermal and electric
field induced damage in the arsenic suif ides and selanides and on the coatings of germanium saturable
absorbers where the exact crystalline form of the substrate was found to be unimportant. This is one
case in which a coating did not have an overwhelming deleterious effect on the damage thveahold. We
might add it did not have a beneficial effect either.
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A question we can ask is “Can you make the material in thin film form behave as it does in the
bulk?” Probably not. But how close we can come, can only be determined by a most comprehensive and
detailed research program. One must begin with starting materials of known purity and proceed from
known substrate character through a carefully controlled preparation procedure to a detailed evaluation
of film performance. From this we must correlate the physical structure with the optical properties
exhibited by the film. The studies must include damage testing and potential environmental or aging
effects. This a major undertaking and probably can only be realized by the intelligent infusion of
money, organization , and technology transfer by the government. This will require the development of
diagnostic instrumentation , consensus definitions, and standard evaluation techniques suitable for
reduction to widespread practice.

Although surface damage and thin film failure limit laser performance, especially in high peak
power systems, investigation of bulk properties remain a central concern. The efforts to relate the
optical and mechanical properties of laser glasses, and optical materials in general, to composition,
purity, and structure should continue, primarily because great progress is being made in this area.
The technological payoff of these investigations extends beyond the high power laser field. Research
in fiber optics materials is proceeding along very similar lines. Low—loss optical fibers have been
developed with alternation as low as 0.7 dB/km, corresponding to an attenuation coefficient of 0.16

x lO~
’
~ cm~~. From arguments presented at this symposium, the impurity content of these fibers, which

are made of a germanare glass, must be extremely low. Surface losses must be extremely low, as well.
L.aaer materials researchers may be able to learn much about low—loss materials from the fiber community.

Conversely, as fiber optics users try to propagate increasing amounts of energy through monomode
fibers, questions of laser damage will surely arise, A few milliwatts in a monomode fiber corresponds

to megawatts/cm
2
. Similarly, manufacturers of junction diodes are already concerned with damage

processes. We want to emphasize that laser damage considerations are not restricted to the world of
hi gh power lasers.

As far as infrared window materials are concerned , the problem has been identified as essentially
one of impurities. The solution, in so far as the problem can be solved , lies in the processes of manu-
facture of the material and fabrication of the component. To do this economically is a challenge to
the industry . In future, emphasis should be placed on questione of process control, to ensure low
impurity levels, and on detection techniques, to monitor those levels. Reduction of surface contami-
nation remains a serious problem .

The extensive research carried out on infrared window materials provides an excellent point of
departure for the development of ultraviolet materials. Wide gap materials of high purity have been
developed and should be used in uv studies. The methodology of the studies should also follow the
procedures developed in previous work. This is especially true for damage studies. Presently, there
is very sparse data on damage levels at short wavelengths. These data will not be useful unless
obtained with well—characterized lasers, on well—characterized materials , with a clear definition of
what constitutes damage. “Those who fail to study history are doomed to relive it” and perhaps even
more painfully.

New phenomena occur in the uv which require investigation . The fact that electronic transa ctions
are involved and that electrons can easily be promoted to the conduction band, either by multiphoton or
multi—step processes, leads to new and complicated effects. It is not clear that many of the scaling
laws previously observed apply at short wavelengths. Scaling with wavelength, bandgap, pulse duration,
and spot area must be re—examined. The cumulative loss inechaniam reported at this conference clearly
warrants further investigation. There may be other cumulative or aging processes which degrade uv
optics over prolonged exposure. Here again, feedback from the system builder is of great value.
Further development of new uv window materials should continue.

The fundamental mechanism of two—photon absorption is generally understood. Due to the importance
of this phenomenon in limiting uv laser performance, further study is clearly desired. The results
reported this year or the difference in behavior of halides and oxides is a challenging subject for
further investigation. The effects of impurities on two—photon absorption, especially near the band
edge, is poorly understood. The general question of the density of stetes accessible to two—photon
processes, at non—zero temperature, near the band edge is both interesting and important. Scaling
atudies, showing the dependence of two—photon absorption on frequency, composition and structure, and
temperature, are required. Above all, as in any study, the principal requirement La for good data, on
well—characterized materials.

Unresolved isaues still remain in the subject of the optical breakdown of solids. This subject
may be essentially academic, since other damage mechanism occur before bulk breakdown. Furthermots,
the relevance of bulk breakdown to surface breakdown has been called into question, especially by
Manenkov, since it is unlikely that the surface can be made free of defects, inclusions, and absorbed
impurities. Nevertheless, it is important to obtain a complete understanding of the physics of this
process, as part of our fundamental understanding of materials.

xxx
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The scaling of breakdown thresholds with temperautre and wavelength is of great importance in
discriminating between competing theories. Scaling in pulse duration is needed to complete the
picture. As Kelly and co—authors point out, careful attention must be paid to focusing conditions, and
to defocusing by the incipient plasma . Pre—breakdown studies, like those reported by the NRC group
using photoconductivity, provide valuable data on the behavior of electrons in the conduction band,
data which must be fed back into the models used to describe the breakdown process.

Finally, it is not clear why different investigators get such widely disparate values for damage
thresholds in alkali halides. The attribution of this disparity to the presence of impurities should
be investigated , and an exchange of samples, if feasible, would clearly be of great benefit.

As stated in previous years, the need exists for a documentation project, consolidating the data
which has been obtained over the past decade on laser materials, new costing materials, impurity effects,
and damage thresholds. Without such a project, valuable information on optical materials may be over-
looked, with an unnecessary repetition of measurements as a consequence.
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INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME

Arthur H. Guenther
Air Force Weapone Laboratory/CA
Kirt land APB, New Mexico 87117

Ha ynes Lee , Cha irman of Subcowittee 2 on Lasers of the ASTh , has asked me to welcome you on
behalf of the ASTM. Unfortunately he will not be able to join us this week.

The ASTM is p leased to again collaborate in cultivating the interchange of information vital to
its primary aims. The ASTM looks to thie conference as one of the most important inputs to the devel-
opment of standards relating to lasers and related fields. Obviously one must develop standards from
a basis of knowledge soundly developed, freely discussed and finally tested. This is a prime goal of
the ASTM.

The Subcomeittee on Lasers will be holding their working session this Thursday afternoon and
Friday at the conclusion of this meeting, including the working groups on optically pumped lasers,
light emitting diodes, energy and power measurement and finally infrared lasers and laser materials.
These groups have collectively produced several standards this past year with many more in various
stases of preparation. Don Liebenberg of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Chairman of the
Optically Pumped Group, has asked me to mention their plans for a mini—symposium early next year at the
next ASTM meeting in Florida on the manual and automatic reduction of interferograma . You can contact
him for further details.

Baynes Lee has also asked me to invite anyone interested in the development of standards in the
laser or allied fields to participate in these working sessions , particularly the infrared laser and
laser materials group under the chairmanship of Herb Lipson. This group will be working on standard
specifications f or light scattering as well as methods of testing Optical absorption by calorimetry
for both bulk materials and coated surfaces. Initial discussions on loss or refractive index varia-
tions in fiber optics may also take place.

Finally I’d like to mention that the ASTh is a voluntary standards group consisting of members
from government, industrial and academic institutions. It is the only organization with a concentrated
effort underway in developing standards in the laser field . At the present time discussions are under-
way concerning possible joint ventures in the standards area between the Optical Society of America
and the ASTM, probably using the existing ASTM mechanism for the development of consensus standards.
We hope many of you will stay for the working sessions, become familiar with our operation, and partic-
ipate in our activities.

Now to the subject at hand , speaking for Alex Glass and myself, I would like to welcome you to the
Ninth Annual Boulder Damage Symposium. After eight years of operating this meeting one wonders how he
lets his adrenalin up to go through the pains of yet another symposium , now formally entitled
“Materials for High Power Lasers.” But upon reflection, it is quite easy to understand. It is because
of the support that we have received not only from the National Bureau of Standards and the ASTM but
perhaps more important the energetic and cooperative attitude of those individuals who aid us in the
operation of this meeting, and this , of course , includes you the participants.

I have already talked of the ASTh under whose aegis this series of meetings was initiated. Th.
prime mover her , at the National Bureau of Standards is Dr . Hal Boyne , Chief of the Electromagn etica
Divieion. To him and his staff we are grateful for the hospit ality and the use of these excellent
facilities. Those HIS individuals to who, vs are especially indebted include Florence Indorf, Margaret
Vool.lsy, end Marilee Hood vho are concerned with the details of the operation of the meeting, the
assembling of the proceedings , and financial management , respectively. Of course, there are others to
whom Alex and I are also thankful for making the operation of this meeting a most rewarding experience.
They are those spon sors who have tangibly supported this meeting through underwriting the expense of
its operation. They includ e Joel Weiss at ERDA , Harry Winsor at ARPA , and Herschel Piloff of the
Office of Naval Research. We would be remiss in not acknowledging the active participation of Jim
Harris , Patsy Collins and others fro. the University of Dayton Research Institute who have aided not
only in the operation of this meeting, but certainly and most important in coordinating activities
during this week b.tween AgFA, the ASTh, and the National Bureau of Standards.

We fully expect th is to be our biggest and best symposium , i.e. , until next year when we hold our
tenth annual meeting. At that time we expect to pause smd reflect upon the past ten years ’ activi t ies.
It is our intent to have distinguished speakers who are acknowledged principal contributors in the
many facets of the laser damage field . We will ask them to si~~~ari ze and quantify as best as possible
the state —of—the—art and the stste—of—the-’und eEstan diag in the ir specialty. These rev iew or tutorial
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lectures will then be assembled and published as s separate volume on the subject of laser induced
damage in optical materials. We are also thinking of the possibility of having round—table dis-
cussions on those specific subjects in which there is still some question as to the correctness of
our understanding. Of course, we will have contributed papers as well. We solicit your thoughts on
this proposed approach and comments or criticisms on the Operation of thiø meeting and our intentions
for our tenth annual meeting next year are welcomed.

Returning to this year’s meeting , I would like to mention some pertinent features. Because of
the economies and improved conmunications realized last year by holding several meetings on related
subjects consecutively at the same location, we again closely coordinated the activities of this meet-
ing with ARPA and its contractors. After initial paper selections by a joint conmittee, those papers
most appropriate because of content were identified to be presented at the recently concluded 1~RPA
meeting. Greater than 60 papers remained as submitted to this, the ASTM meeting. Of these, roughly
32 were selected for oral presentation to the participants at this meeting , while 20 were selected for
presentation in a poster format . Other papers were selected by title only, with some rejected out-
right. The sum total of this effort was to hold the meeting to two days, allowing the ASTM to con-
duct their business meetings Thursday afternoon and Friday.

As a result of the highly successful initiation and popularity of poster sessions last year and
the very favorable conments received from both presenters and participants at the meetings, we selected
those papers which contained detailed data , descriptions of complex instruments, and particularly those
papers dealing with comparative data which is best viewed side by side in close proximity for presen-
tation in two poster sessions. These types of papers would be difficult to present effectively using
slides or v~grsphs. There were, as well , many papers submitted specifically requesting presentation
at a poster session. In general, they were from people who had presented poster papers last year and
appreciated the personal interest, the close interaction and idea exchange that was evidenced at
those sessions.

It has always been our intention to avoid concurrent sessions or unduly short presentations.
Furthermore, this meeting has had a trademark of remaining on schedule while leaving ample time for
discussion. The increase in poster sessions follows naturally from these objectives. Each poster
paper will be manned approximately 3 hours as indicated on your program. These sessions are inter-
spersed to break up long periods which would be necessary for your attendance in the auditorium. My
one note of caution is to ask you to please return , however , to the presented papers eession on time
at the conclusion of each poster session.

Alex and I would like to issue an especially warm welcome to our foreign particip ants from
Canada, England , Sou th Africa , France , Austral ia , and the Soviet Union. We would particularly like to
thank Prof. Manenkov for taking the time to travel this great distance to present a paper on his recent
work dealing with avalanche breakdown . His paper will be presented on Thursday morning.

We have seen a dynamic yet gradual change from one year to another in this meeting. We have
always left room to develop a detailed appreciation of factors and interactions of new features,
revealed by greater understanding, from the establishment of a solid foundation arrived at through an
open and frank discussion of previous contributions. As can be anticipated , papers presented at this
meeting continue to concentrate on those areas of most importance to the high power, high energy
laser comeunity, thos. being infrared laser window, surfaces and mirrors, thin films, and finally the
theoretical aspects of fundamental mechanisms describing the threshold laser interaction with optical
media. This year, as expected , we note a continued trend from the infrared to shorter wavelengths,
and this trend has been prograraned into this meeting so that it will flow smoothly from yesterday ’s
meet ing toward the shorter wavelengths at the end of the week. You will note additional scaling laws
presented this year and verification where possible of those surfaced last year. Several papers deal
with pulse length, surface roughness, area , and wavelength dependence of laser induced damage. These
contributions are principally covered in the poster sessions.

Last year in his opening remarks, Alex Glass speculated on why the same topics keep appearing.
It is obviously because we are dealing with real materials in the real world , In some cases,
mechanisms are sufficiently understood that the salient material property has been identified ; thus
detailed information concerning materials properties is now of prime importance , that is , the achiev-
able material properties , not the ideal , perfect material properties. While in other areas we are
searching for clues through theoretical analysis and through careful parametric studies and derivation
of scaling laws which will form the basic data to which future theories can be compared, still others
have become so complex that no theory is universally accepted . Here I speak of avalanche breakdown
mechanisms and particularly in the related case of breakdown statistics. There j ust appears to be too
many variab les and the identification of a new unexpected influence only uncovers a much more complex
situa tion. An appreciation of this complexit; is particularly evident when dealing with real world
materials. You will find in this meeting tha t we have atte mp t ed to strike a balance between perfor m—
ance , prop ertie, and understanding of the laser damage process in materials. I don ’t wish to leave
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you with the impression that we haven ’t made progress, for today little is said of the influence of
absorbing inclusions in the bulk as a pulsed breakdown mechanism or of self—focusing. Improved pro-
cessing has solved the first and an adequate theory has allowed design around the second , pointing the
appropriate direction in which to go for developing improved materials.

I would like to dwell, however , a moment or two on one of Alex ’s and my favorite subjects, that is ,
thin films sod its place in the arena of laser induced damage. Laser interaction studies with thin
films have revealed a lack of basic understanding regarding thin films. These films represent effec-
tively a new state of matter since in layers, from 100 to 1,000 nanometers thick, electronic and struc-
tural properties are significantly different than in the bulk material. This is in general the reason
why no material has heen found to damage at the same level in the bulk and thin film form. One way of
assessing the reason why the state of knowledge of optical thin films is as it is would be by contrast-
ing them with electronic materials in thin film forms. I would like to quote from a paper entitled
“The Importance of Being Defective” by Shulman and Schlifkin of the University of North Carolina. They
state “Because solids are rather susceptible to the occurrence of atomic scale defects in their struc-
tures , impurity atoms, vacant lattice sites, interstitial atoms and aggregations of these imperfections,
they are actually much more interesting and versatile materials than they would otherwise be. Thus the
useful electronic behavior of insulating and semi—conducting crystals comes about in the vast majority
of cases from imperfections built into them in a controlled fashion. These defects exert and influence
physical properties quite Out of proportion to the low concentrations in which they are incorporated.”
Thus, you see that it is viewed that the important electronic properties of thin films depend in large
measure on defects, that is, their departure from a perfect structure and pure material. Furthermore ,
the properties of interest are generally those which describe some average behavior , such as conduc-
tivity. This is usually measured in the long dimension parallel to the surface. (In addition, these
materials are almost always employed in very small sizes, such as chips.) While electronic materials
may be made in large sizes, it is a simple matter to reject any microsized element which does not
exhibit the desired properties. There is no question that great advances have been made in our under-
standing of electronic materials in thin film form because of their tremendous cossnercial value. Thus
there is an economic incentive for research and development in this field , that is, the electronic
characterization of materials in thin film form.

In contrast , optical materials when employed in thin film form at high levels of optical radiation
will fail at some Achilles heel, that is, at a defect or structure modification such as cryetsl dis-
order, vacancy, impurity, dislocation , etc. This factor compounds the difficulty in producing these
coatings for large optical elements or components in which the cost of the substrate may exceed by
many times that of the deposited thin film. Generally one is concerned with the properties of the film
in the short dimension perpendicular to the surface, but spatially resolved , In addition, there is no
commercially intensive market for large quantities of optics to be used under intense levels of radia-
tion at the present time. For this reason there is insufficient payoff for large industrial research
and development activities , particularly when one realizes that the majority of optical coatings are
produced by a handful of generally small commercial organizations. The whole picture is compounded
when one realizes that optical thin filma may be multi—layers of many elements each having different
physical as well as optical properties and can be deposited on surfaces of other than plane geometry
where varying angles of incidence may produce undesirable or non—uniform characteristics. We could
list a multitude of other factors too long and probably incomplete that influence the ultimate
behavior of deposited thin films, that is, their optical behavior.

There appears to be only one sufficiently fundamental thread of knowledge which would help unravel
the above described state of affairs. That would be to understand the correlation between the detailed
Structure and purity of the thin film and its resultant optical properties. This appears to be a very
appropriate area in which funding agencies could establish some measurable research effort since it
will probably not be sufficiently attacked by industry. Its solution could lead to real advances in
the ut ility of costed elements. The principal questions regarding thin films are the following: Bow
do the optical properties of the film, such as refract ive  index , absorption , scattering, breakdown
threshold relate to the physical and chemical parameters such as morphology , composition, phase,
porosity, impurity and defect composition? And secondly, how do these physical para meters depend on
the preparation methods and on the basic materials and substrate utili~.d7 To these two principal
question. I would sdd the following comeent, that the cost of charecterization and instrumentation
required may exceed that of the optical element itself or the research project as well. But this is
the only way that we can identify those parameters whith are important in correlating structure and
real world optical behavior. With that thought I would like now to turn the meeting over to whet was
bound to happen as can be noted in your program — your chairman for the first session on Infrared
Laser Window Materials — Arthur Clas s.



SI CONVERSION UN ITS

In view of present accepted practice in this technological area, U. S. customary units of measure-
ment have been used throughout this report. It should be noted that the U. S. is a signatory to the
General Conference on Weights and Measures which gave official  status to the metric SI system of SI
units in 1960. Raaders interested in making use of the coherent system of SI units will find con-
version factors in ASTh Standard Metric Practice Guide, ASTh Designation E 380—76 (available from
American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19103). Con-
version factors for units used in this paper are:

Length

1 in — 0.0234* meter

1 ft — 0.3048* meter

1 microinch — 2.5400* x 10—8 meter

Area
I in2 

— 6.4516* x 10~~ met er 2

1 ft2 9.2903 x 10~~ meter 2

Force

1 lb (lbf) — 4.448 newton

1 kip — 4448 newton

Pressure Stress

1 psi — 6895 pascal
1 psf — 47.88 pascal
1 torr ( Rg.0 C) — 133.32 pastel

Energy

1 ft— lb f — 1.3558 joule

Moment

1 lbf—ft  — 1,3358 newtonmetsr

Temperature

— 5/9 (T .7 — 32)

Heat
Thermal conductivity, e
1 cal (thermoche mical) ca. s. C — 418.4Ce watt/meter kelvin
specific heat , C
1 cal (thermochemical)/gm. C — 4184.00 * joule /kilogra m—kelvin

~~~~~~ Value a
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EXTRINSIC ABSORPTION IN INFRARE D LASER-WINDOW MATERIALS

N . Flannery and N. Sparks
Xonics. Incorporated

Santa Monica , California 90401

Duthler ’s analysis and tabulation of molecular—ion-impurity lines is
updated and extended to include infrared wavelengths other than 10.6 urn , to
include other molecular ions , and to include other types of impurities. The
results support our previous suggestion that the most likely explanation of
typical lower absorptance at 5.25 urn than at 10.6, 3.8, or 2.8 ~irn is simplythe difference between the extrinsic absorptance at the different frequencies.
The results are displayed in correlation-type charts to allow either the iden-
tification of impurities to avoid at a given wavelength or the selection of a
wavelength at which Impurity absorption is likely to be small. Absorption at
the low level of B l0~ cm~ ca n occur at frequenc ies many line widths f rom
an absorption peak.

Key words: Infrared absorption; laser windows ; molecular impurities ;
4 molecular ions; molecular spectra; optical materials; surface absorption.

Introduction

Deutsch [lf has studied the infrared absorptance of various impurities on the surfaces of window
samples , and Duthler (2] proposed that an Important class of impurities limiting infrared transmission
In alkal i—halide laser window materials is molecular-Ion impuritie s which substitute for the halide Ion
in these crystals. In the present Investigation , we exten d Du thler ’s analysis ~nd tabulation to In-clude other materials and other infrared laser frequencies , in addition to 10.6 urn.

Recently there has been considerable interest in reducing the absorption coefficient 8 of trans-
parent materials used in high-powe r Infrared laser systems. Laser windows can fail catastrophically by
fracturing due to inhomogeneous internal stresses, or less dramatically due to thermal defocusing of
the beam which result from heating by absorbed radiation.

Among the promising materials for use with high—power 10.6 ~ini wavelength CO2 l ase rs are the a l k a l i
halides , in particular KCL and KBr. The mechanism for intrinsic infrared absorption in these materials
Is multiphonon absorption , with the fundamental Reststrahl frequency v1 being 6 to 8 tImes smaller than
the CO2 laser frequency of 943 cm~~. It has been established experimentally [1] and theoretically [3]
that for v > v~, the Intrinsic multiphonon absorption coefficient 8lnt decreases nearl y ex ponent i a l l y
with Increasing frequency. Extrapolation of the measured low-frequency intrinsic absorption coeff 1-
d e nts yields 8int = 8 x lQ~~ cm~ for KCI and Bint — ~ x Jo~ m~~ for KBr at 10.6 urn. However,
absorption In the best presently available KRr IS Impurity dominated with B > l0~~ cm at the CO2 lase,
frequency, while KCL has been produced with intrinsic absorption at this frequency. At higher fre-
quencies the absorption In both materials is extrinsic.

The purposes of the present paper are to Study the important class of Infrared-absorbing poly-
atomic molecular-anion Impurities which substitute for the halide Ions In the crystal lattices and to
Identify those ionic Impurities that absorb most strongly at the Infra red laser frequencies: HF, 2.7 urn

(3704 cm~~); DE , 3.8 urn (2630 cm~~) ; CO , 5.25 urn (1905 cm~~); and CO2. 10.6 urn (943 cm
’
~ ). Particular

emphasis will be given to the HF and CO2 laser frequencies. The influence of absorbing Inclusions on

the bulk absorption coefficient and the failure of materials containing inclusion s have been con-
sidered In previous publications [4,5].

Nominally pure commercial crystals are commonly observed to contain molecular—anion Impurities ,

such as the metaborate ion (BO~) (6,7] and the carbonate Ion (COt) (6], usIng conventional absorption

spectroscopy . The hydroxyl ion (OW ) is especially difficult to remove from alkali halides during
purification (8], and may be the Ion limiting absorption at 2.7 urn. These anIon Impurities along with
divale nt metal cation ImpuritIes [8,9] are most likely still present In small concentrations in

1. Figures In brackets Indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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specially purified laser window materials since less than one part per million of certain anions can
resul t In the presently observed extrinsic absorption.

Molecular—cation impurities are less likely to be found in alkali-halide crystals because of the
small size of the alkali ions which they replace , a l t h o u g h  NH~ in KCR. has been studied [10]. Mon-
atomic Impurities can also absorb infrared radiation either through local modes of vibration or by
activating phonons other than the fundamental Reststrahl phonon [11]. However , absorption due to non-
atomic impurities from 943 cm~ to 3704 cm~ Is expected to be negligible because phonon and local mode
frequencies are generally much smaller than the laser frequency : The local mode of W in KCi (U center)
at 500 cm~ has the highest frequency of this group. Absorption due to electronic transitions of
impurities is not considered in this paper [12].

Impurity Spectra

The infrared absorption spectrum of a crystal containing substitutional molecular-anion impu-
rities typically consists of a number of sharp lines corresponding to the infrared active internal
v ibration modes of the polyatomic molecular ion. Generally the internal vibrations of the impurity
ions are only slightly affected by the host crystal : There are small shifts in frequency and in-
creases in the line width which depend upon the particular host. As a result of a lowering of the sym-
metry when the ion interacts wIth the host, infrared inactive modes may become weakly absorbing and de-
generate modes may be split into several components . In fact, the technique of alkali-halide matrix
isolation has been used extensively to isolate and concentrate these ions for study by infrared
absorption spectroscopy .

The probability of the laser frequency being exactly coincident with the peak of a given impu-
rity absorption line is extremely small, the laser line usually falling in the wings of the absorption
line. In order to estimate the absorption coefficient B at the laser frequency ~ due to an absorption
l ine centered at frequency v0, a Lorentzlan line shape

8(v) 
8(v 0) (~vI2)

2 

2 (1 )
(v - v0) + (1~v/2)

Is assumed , where 1~v is the full width at half maximum . Wi th 0.1 percent Impurity concentration , the

absorption coefficient 0(v0) at the center of an allowed transition typically ranges from 102 cm~ to

~~ cm 1 and t~v ranges from 4 cm~ to 50 cm~~, depending on the particular molecular species and
host.

Al though experimentally observed line-shapes near resonance are described quite accurately by
eq. (1) usIng a constant relaxa tion frequency Isv [13-16], fo r extrapolat i on to the w ings i t Is used
with certain reservations. Widths of the fundamental absorption lines of matrix-isolated molecular
Impurities are in general a result of weak coupling between the internal molecular vibrations and the
lattice vibrat ions of the host crystal [17]. Wi th Iv - v 01 < V~~, where is the maximum phonon fre-

quency (210 cm~ for KCL), there will be structure in Isv , hence In 8(v), reflecting the one-phonon
density of states and phonon selection rules . This will be important for extrapolation of narrow

l ines (Isv ~ 10 crn~~), s ince the measu red l i ne wid th I n th i s case sam p l es on ly a smal l part of the
phonon spectrum.

For extrapolation far from the line center jv-v 0) > i~v is expected to decrease with increas-

ing Iv-v~ 
resulting in a more rapid decrease in B than Is predicted by eq. (1). In this region it Is

l ikely that o will decrease exponentially with increasing I v - v 0~ in analogy with Intrinsic multi-
phonon absorption (3]. Nevertheless, judicious use of eq. (1) together with measured impurity line
strengths and line wIdths from the experimental literature Is felt to be reliable for order-of-
magnitude upper-bound estimates of B at any partIcular laser frequency.

The fundamental absorption lines of molecular-ion ImpurIties are often accompanied by other
nearby lines , which may not be resolved at room temperature and may be confused wi th the fundamental
l ine width. In the case of small Ions such as OW and N0~ the additional lines arise from rotational
and local translational motions of the ions (17—23]. (Recall that for a freely rotating diatonic
molecule , the angular momentum selection rule requires that the vibrational transition be a doublet.)
The fundamental absorption lines of large polyatom ic Ions are often accompanied by nearby “hot bands
from transItions originating from low-energy excited states, and by isotope lines [7,24].

—6—
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A number of the molecular—ion impurities that have been isolated In KCL crystals are listed
together with their measured absorption frequencIes In the first two columns of table 1 [25—51]. The
third through sixth columns present the estimated Impurity concentrations in parts per million for each
ion that are required to produce B lO 4cm~ at 300 K and 2.7, 3.8, 5.25 , and 10.6 urn, respectivelyr
These estimates were obtained by extrapolating the measured absorption lines using an assumed
Lorentzian line shape with measured line widths where they were available. The estimates that appear
in brackets are especially low because the laser line is more than 10 Isv from any impurity line .
Details of the spectra can be found in the orig inal I fterature references which are listed in the
last colu mn.

Isolated diatomic Ions typically have fundamental absorption frequencies that are far remove
from the CO2 laser frequency 943 cm~~. As a result , Impurities such as OW that are commonly observed
in alkali halides should have little effect on absorption at 943 cm~ in spite of the large line width
of typically 50 cm~ at room temperature . Using 8(v0) 30 cm~ and Isv 50 cm~ i~i eq. (1) for
1000 ppm , OW in KCL yiel ds 8(943 cm~~) IO 4ci1 at 40 ppm [22].

The polyatomic impurities BO~~, HC0~, SO~~, CrO~~, Mn0~~, and CL0 yield 8(943 cm~~) > lO 4cm~
at concentrations less than 0.1 ppm. These impurities , if present in alkali -halide laser windows , w i l l
resul t in a severe limitation in the laser transmission.

The case of BO~ illustrates the effect of near coincidence of the laser frequency with an
absorption line of the molecular ion. Here approximately 45 percent of the absorption at 943 cm~ Is
contributed by the strong absorption line at v3 — 1222 cm~ (with Isv = 30 cm~~) while most of the

remaining absorption is from the weak absorption at v1 = 949 cm~ (with Isv — 5 cm~~), wh ich is only
6 cm~ from the laser frequency .

With HCO the principal absorption at 943 cm~ is from the v5 = 971 cm~ fundamental , Estimating

from published absorption curves that 8(971 cm~~) ~~ cm~ and Isv 12 cm~ with 400 ppm , eq. (1)

yields 8(943 cm 1 ) 29 cm~~. Including additional contributions from v3 = 1218 cm~ ard v4 — 1 346
cm~ which have isv 15 cm 1 and Isv = 50 cm~~, respecti vely, results in 8(943 cm~~) lO~ with a
concentration of 0.1 ppm.

The C10 ion produced a 8(943 cm 1 ) = lO~~ cm~ at a concentration of only 0.001 ppm, the lowest
concentration for any ion studied. This was produced by the two strong, broad absorptions just below
the laser frequency : v3 

= 970 cm 1 wi th Isv = 45 cm~ and v1 = 940 cm~ with Isv = 15 cm 1 .

The polyvalent ions lIsted in table 1 each have several absorption lines near 943 cm 1 . In order
to preserve the charge neutrality of the crystal, divalent Impurity anions must be accompanied by
compensating anion vacancies , or as Is frequently observed, by a divalent cation Impurity (such as
Mg2~, Ca2~, Ba2~, Pb

2
~, or Sr2’) which are usually located at neighboring lattice sites. In heavily

doped crystals, the solub llity of the divalent anions Is enhanced by simultaneous doping with divalent
cations. The exact absorption frequencies and relative line strengths of the anions are dependent on
the patticular accompanying cation, especially in the case of CO~ which is strongly perturbed with
different metal ions .

The group of divalent ions SO~~, CrOp , MnO~~, SeO~~, MoOr, and WO~ have si milar spectra with

the strong v3 fundamental of these Ions falling very near to 943 cm~~. Due to their large size, MoOr
and WO~ are reported to be Insoluble in KCL and KBr [52]. Depending on the particular perturbing

ca tion Impuri ty, the normally threefold degenerate v3 fundamen tal of S0~~ i s spl it i n to three strongl y
absorb ing components from 1050 crn 1 to 1200 cm 1 each with Isv 15 cm~~. The otherwise forbidden v1
fundamental becomes weakly absorbing In the crystal with frequencies from 975 cm~ to 980 cm~ and

wi th Isv — 15 cm ’1 . Additional absorption lines due to the v4 an d v2 fundamentals are observed near
600 cm~ and 500 cm~~, respectively. The components of the v3 fundamental of CrOp are even closer

to the laser line than SO~ with frequencies In this case varying from 880 cm~ to 950 cm ’
~ .

As table 1 shows, the CO laser operating at 1905 cm ’ has the lowest absorption from molecular

Ions. The BO~ Ion is the only one predicted to give an absorption of B — 1O 4 cm 1 at a



concentration of 0.1 ppm . For this ion , 80 percent of the absorption at 1905 cm-1 comes from the

f undamental at v3 1222 crn~ with Isv = 30 cm~~, witi an additional 15 percent from the v2 + v3 sum—

nation band at v = 1944 cm~ with Isv = 5 cm~~. Since such a large portion of the absorption at

1905 cm~ comes from the fundamental which is over twenty line widths away , the estimate of 0.1 ppm
BO~ might reasonably be revised upward to 0.3 ppm .

At the CO laser frequency, only four other ions produce an absorption of 8 = lO~~ cm~ at con-

centrations less than 1 ppm : BH~ and NH~ at 0.3 ppm , and B0~ and HC0~ at 0.5 ppm.

At the OF laser frequency, v = 2632 cin~~, onl y SW , NH~, and NCO yield 8(2632 cm~~) = lO 4cm~
at concentrations less than 0.1 ppm. For SW and NH~ the absorption is from the fundamenta l S-H and

N-H stretching modes at 2590 cm~
’1 and 3100 cm 1 , respectively. The absorption of NCO at 2632

Is expected to be particu~arly sensitive to the host and its preparation because the absorption at
2632 cm~ is dominated by a weak fourth harmonic at 2613 cm 1 (Isv = 9 cm~~) of the v2 fundamental.

The absorption coefficient of I(Ct at the HF laser frequency , v 3704 cm~~, w i ll certa i nl y be
dominated by absorption from the hydroxyl radical . Using 8(v0 3640 cm~~) = 30 cm d and Isv 5O cm~
In eq. (1) for 1000 ppm , OW in KCI. yields 8(3704 cm~~) = lO~ cm~ at 0.03 ppm . This ion will be
particularly difficult to exclude from the alkali halides because of the ubiquitous nature of water
and the similarity In size and electronegativlty of the halide and hydroxyl Ions .

At concentrations of 0.1 ppm the atrnnonium Ion yields an absorption of 8(3704 cm~~) = l0~ crn~
from a broad N-H stretching fundamental at 3100 cm~~, but this ion is less likely to be present than
the hydrox i de Ion.

Temperature Dependence

Absorption frequencies and line widths of matrix—isolated ions are observed to be temperature
dependent , which can resul t In temperature-dependent absorption at the laser frequency . In the case
of Ions which have broad absorption lines resulting from coupling to the lattl,e phonons, and ionic

fundamentals within the approximate range of 50 cm~ to 300 cm~ from the laser frequency, the tem-
perature dependence can be simply predicted . With v — v 01 >~ (Isv/2), eq. (1) can be wrItten

0(v) = 5(v0)(Isv/2)
2/(v-v 0)

2 
. (2)

Above 100 K , the l ine widths Isv of the nitrite [13] (N0~), nitrate [13] (NO~), cyanate (14] (NCO ),

and hydroxyl (22] (OW) Ions are observed to vary as T’1 with  n = 1 .6 , an d wi ll  dominate the small
temperature-dependent changes In v0 in eq. (2). As an example of this result , 8(94 3 cm’1 ) wi l l  va ry
as T 1.6 , especially In the important case of NO~, where the approximations are fairly well satisfied.

For OW , the use of the Lorentzian line shape Is well justified only at 3704 crn’1. The absorpt ion
at the longer laser wavelengths due to this Ion should have a stronger temperature dependence with
n > 1.6 , In analogy with intrinsic multlphonon absorptIon [53].

With the Ions SO~~, CrOp , and HCO at the CO2 laser frequency and NCO and BH~ at the CO laser

frequency the laser is operating near many relatively narrow lines and the temperature dependence of
the absorption is more difficult to predict. Published spectra of these ions taken at different tem-
peratures show small Increases In l ine width and small shifts In frequency. In these cases changes
in can be nearly as important as changes In Isv, and ~t Is not clear that the observed line widths

are entirely due to phonon coupling. That Is , part of the absorption In the wings which contributes

at 943 cm’1 could be due to hot bands, and , In the case of divalent Ions , to di fferent perturblng

Impurities accompanying the molecular Ion. As a result, the 943 cm’1 absorption of crystals contain-
In~ these ions is expected to be less temperature dependent than crystals containing smaller , mono-vale nt Ions . It Is interesting to note that figures 2 and 3 of Oem ’yanenko, et al. [48], i nd icate
that w i th Cr0~ In KCL, the 943 cm’1 absorption could even decrease with increasing temperature.

—



Additional Ions and Crystal Structures

The l ist in table 1 of some of the absorbing Impurities that have been isolated and studied in
KCR. crystals illustrates the Importance of substitutional molecular—anion impurities on infrared laser

transmission. Other ions that are likely to limit transmission at 943 cm’1 are BeF~~, which has absorp-
tions at approximately 909, 870 and 770 cm’1 In KC& , the exact frequencies depending on the compensating
Ion , and 8F~, which absorbs at 1131 cm’1 In KCL [54]. The molecular ion P0~~ has a strong absorption
nea r 1050 cm’1, wh i le As0~ probably absorbs at somewhat lower frequencies [55]. Also SiO~ has a
strong absorpt ion near 1000 cm’1 in several glasses (56].

There may be significant absorption at the CO laser frequency . 1905 cm’1, from SCW , which has a

strong absorption at 2038 cm~ in 1(1 and Is known to be at least sparingly soluble in all the alkali
halides despite Its large size [57]. The SeW ion has an absorption at 2294 cm’1 in KCL, whi ch coul d
produce significant absorption at both CO and OF laser frequencies (583. Finally, there may be absorp-

tion at the HF laser frequency, 3704 cm~~, from NW2 or NH2 ions which have bond-stretching frequencies
near 3400 cm’1 [55].

These results for molecular ions Isolated in KCt can be expected to hold for other alkali halIdes
if the laser frequency is not close to an impurity absorption frequency. As a general rule the absorp-
tion frequency of a molecular-Ion impurity shifts by less than 5 percent as the host is changed from
NaCL to CsI [53], while the solubility of the ion greatly increases. Since the solubility is controlled
by the relative sites of the Impurity ion and the host ion it replaces , the solubllity decreases pre-
cipitously when the host anion is smaller than the impurity ion. With the exception of OW and pos-

sibly CFI, the molecular-ion impuritIes listed in table 1 have ionic radii larger than those of F ,

0.136 nm, or o
2_
, 0.140 nm , but smaller than CL , 0.181 nm. Even in very thick samples only the

strongest impurity absorption lines are detected when the ions are isolated In alkali fluorides , while
very weak absorption lines are detected in KCe at concentrations of 1000 ppm. Since the ratio of

strong to very weak absorptions often exceeds 1D~, we estimate that the solubility limit of the molec-
ular Ions in fluorides and oxides Is In the range 0.1 - I ppm . Therefore, most molecular-ion impurities
are not expected to be a major source of absorption in alkaline-earth fluorides or oxides such as
AL2O3 used i n HF , OF , or CO laser components. However, considerable concentrations of OW could be

present In the alkaline-earth fluorides or AL2O3, which would account for the higher absorption

observed at 2.7 u~n compared to that at 3.8 or 5.25 urn [59].

There has been little systematic experimental work done on the effects of molecular—Ion impuri-
tIes on absorption in materIals used for high-power laser components. Further studies of Impurity—
Induced absorption at all the laser frequencies are needed to more fIrmly establIsh the relationship
between the absorption in the wings and the fundamental absorption at the Tine centers. The temper-
ature dependence of the absorption at laser frequencies found in intentionally doped crystals can
possibly be used as a guide in IdentIfyIng unknown impurities in other crystals.

A study of Ob_doped KCt found little correlation between absorption at 943 cm~ and the Pb con-
centration [60]. Isolated Pb ions are not expected to absorb at this frequency, but complexes of

with the divalent anions listed in table 1 do absorb. The reason for the negative result of this
experiment could be that there were no uncompensated dlvalent anions in the samples studied. In

crystals containing divalent anions without accompanying divalent cations, the introduction of Pb2~
could have a significant effect, particularly in the case of CO~~.

Doping KCL crystals with OW and CO~ was found to have little effect on 943 cm ’1 absorption

when the Ions were introduced separately, but a significant increase in B(943 cm’1) was observed when
both Ions were present [51]. It is possible that in this case the enhanced absorption was due to the

formatIon of HCO which is much more strongly absorbing at 943 cm’1 than either OH or co~
In internally stressed KCL crystals It was observed that 8(943 cm’1) was larger by a factor of

two than after the same crystals were annealed [8]. ThIs is difficult to explain on the basis of
intrinsic absorption. Although there Is little information available regarding the effects of inhouno-
geneous stresses on molecular—impurity absorption, we may speculate that the increased absorption
observed in stressed crystals could be due to increased molecular-ion line widths and shifts in
frequencies.

—9—
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In addition to the substitutional Ionic impuritIes , there are other possible molecular impurities
that will limi t Infrared laser transmission. Neutral molecules such as H20 or CO2 can ex i st at
interstitial sites or at anion vacancIes accompanied by cation vacancies In the bulk of the crystal
(61-63]. Absorption from organic or InorganIc molecules condensed on crystal surfaces is considered
in the next section (64).

Surface Contamination

Recent measurements of bulk and surface absorption , particularly at 2.8 or 3.8 pin, are dominated
by large surface absorptions as the total absorption approaches B = 10~~ cm’1(65_ 67]. Efforts have
been made to correlate this surface absorption with crystal-growth techniques , mechanical or chemical
polishes, and chemical surface cleaners (68-70]. Although specific culprits have been found and ch in-
m ated in some cases, there remains a high surface absorption which generally Increases on prolonged
exposure to the atmosphere. We purpose that a large portion of thIs resIdual absorption is due to a
conglomeration of impurities from the local environment deposited on the surface. This conglomeration
may vary widely in its specific chemical composition , but must be heterogeneous enough to produce a
fairly uniform absorption throughout the Infrared spectral region.

The expected absorption from impurity compounds deposited on Infrared optical surfaces is a com-
pl icated function of the number of chemical structures that absorb at a given frequency , the strength
and width of their absorptions, the occurrence frequency of these chemical structures among all chem-
ical compounds, the relative abundances of these compounds, and the dispersion characteristics of
chemicals in the environment , such as vapor pressure, reactivity with other chemicals, etc. Figure 2
shows the absorption peaks of many of the ions in table 1 , a few simple compounds , and some common
chemical structures arranged In the order of their highest frequency absorption between 2 and 10 pm.
The leading edge of the absorptions in this type of correlation chart tends to have steps, whi ch occur
at frequencies where few types of chemical structures absorb, and plateaus, which occur at frequencies
where large numbers of chemical structures absorb. Figure 1 has plateaus at —2.9 pin, —4.6 pm , and
‘— 6.8  pm which correspond quite nicely to distinct peaks in the total number of absorption bands at
2.8- 3.0 pm , 4.4-5 pm, and 6.6-7.8 pm.

Unfortunately this simple picture becomes clouded as one assembles simple chemical structures
Into complex chemicals. As the number of atoms increases, the number of strong fundamental vibration
modes Increases, bringing an increase in the number of weak difference modes. Beyond a certain point,
adding atoms to large molecules tends not to Increase the number of strong fundamenta l modes because
remote parts of the molecule become weakly coupled. However, this weak coupling between adjacent
structures Increases the anharivionicity of the local fundamental modes which Increases the strengths of
overtone and combination modes [71]. These interactions in concert with external hydrogen or ionic
bonding also tend to broaden the absorption bands. Therefore, to evaluate the absorption from a
conglomeration of molecules, a correlation chart including some indications of the strength and width
of the absorptions is needed. Such a chart Is shown in figure 2 for a large number of chemical bonds,
molecular ions, radicals and compounds between 0.5 and 15 pin. The approximate spectrum of a compli-
cated molecule can be assembled by a superposition of the spectra of its component parts. Additional
correlation charts arranged by chemical structure can be found In references (55] , [723, and [73].
Figure 2 tends to show that there is a rather even dIstribution of absorptlons throughout the infrared
region except for gaps at 4-5 pm and 10-11 pm. However, there do appear to be large numbers of
strong absorptions at 2.9-3.5 pm, around 6 pin, and again around 8 pm which could lead to increased
absorption In these regions.

In addition to the location and strength of infrared absorption bands, it is necessary to have
estimates of how frequently different chemical structures occur in compounds. Figure 3 shows the
occurrence frequency of elements in 13520 organic chemicals listed in The CRC Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics (72]. Of these compounds, 99 percent contained hydrogen, 74 percent oxygen, 42 percent
n i trogen , and 16 percent chlorine , while no other element was present In more than 8 percent of the
compounds. Therefore chemical bonds among this short list of elements should dominate the infrared
surface absorption from organic compounds. Unfortunately, single bonds often suffer shifts in fre-
quency and changes in absorption strength when they are combined In complex structures, necessitating
the classIfication of the infrared absorptlons of a much larger number of more complex structures
which have consistent group absorption frequencies. Figure 4 lists 8462 organic chemIcals according
to their principal chemical group (73]. Generally compounds in a group may contain the chemical
structures listed above it , but not those listed below. Most of the groups of compounds listed In
this figure have well defined infrared frequencies coniuonly listed in infrared correlation charts. It

— Is interesting to note that most of the structures listed contain only the four most conmion elements
In figure 3: carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen.

Similar figures could be made for inorganic chemicals , but the results are less definitive.
Oxygen is certainly the most pervasive element, probably followed by nitrogen or sulfur end then the
halides (74). But there Is also a long list of metals which can cause rather large shifts in group
frequencies and thus relatively poor correlations with simple structures.
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Figure 1. Correlation chart showing the absorption lines between 2 and

10 pm of some chemical bonds, molecular ions , rad i cals , and compounds.
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Figure 2. CorrelatIon chart showing the absorption lines between 0.5 and
15 pm of some chemical bonds, molecular Ions , radicals , and compounds.

• peak positions
— range of peak positions In various materials
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peaks occurring within that band.
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Figure 3. Occurrence frequency of elements in 13 ,520 organic compounds.

A small number of compounds also contained Na , K, Mg, Sb , Cr , and 0 t72).
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Figure 4. Occurrence frequency of the principal chemical groups in 8462

organic compounds and their derivatives. A compound may include functional

groups listed above It, but not those listed below (733.
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POSSIBLE PROCESSES OF LASLR W IN DOW I IE CRA DAT ION

W .J. Fredericks
Chemistry Department

Oregon State University
Corvallis , OTegon 97331

When judged by gross characteristics, matly crystals appear to be immutable
under ambient conditions . However , most crystals are continuously undergoing
changes in their properties through interactionv among the impurities they
contain and with revctive components in their environment . These changes can
cause a decrease in the transparency of the window and lead to its ultimate
failure. The purpose of this paper is to consider the processes by which this
may occur . A brief discussion of impurities , their interactions , and of
various mass transport mechanisms (vacancY , vaca ncy pa i r , grain boundary,
anomalous) in ionic crystals will be given. But most of the discussion will
concern experimental evidence for such changes and their effect on optical
properties. Particular attention will he given to the interactions and
reactions of OH slId 1120 and to a variety of impurity clustering effects at

various stages in their development . Some of these effects occur in
remarkabl y short times .

key words: Clusters; deterioration; diffusion; enhanced diffusion; impurity
reactions; laser window ; preci pitate.

Introduction

Degradation or loss of transparency of a laser window occurs through spontaneous changes in the
impurity system contained in the window . If a crystal Contains very few impurities , its optical
properties are stable for an extremely long time . The results given in table I are measurements of
laser ColOrimetry [11 on a crystal grow’s in 1967. Measurements were made in 1976 or 1977 .

table 1. Additional round robin absorption in high purity KCI ,
Oregon State tlnivervity. Sample $-M20-3-6.

Laboratory ~(1O~~crn 1 ) Etchin g and dry ing procedure
2.0 5.3 10 m m .  conc. MCI etch , acetene rinse ,

heated during rinse.
S 1.75 ± .05 <1 m m .  conc . HC1 etch , filtered

isopropanol spray r inse , dried with
freon vapor.

I 4 _ A  Not etched (as received).
3 6 .8 10 sec. conc . MCI etch , air dried

without heating.
3 3.8 10 sec . S0/~ () formic/acet ic etch ,

S sec . acetic acid etch , dried 10
sec . with freon.

3 2.2 10 m m .  conc . MCI etch , acetone rinse ,
dried with hot air.

When a crystal is grown , the im~pur itles present in it are not necessar i l y in equilibrium with the
storage temperature of the finished ~rysta1 or necessarily in equilibriv~m with its external environment .
As the impurity system shi ft— toward equilibrium , the w~ndos~ may change its optical properties by form-
ing impurity compounds or the scattering center s . The fundamental process concerned with these chang-
ing properties is diffu~ lon. Here we mII~~ t consider some of the unusual mechanisms involved in diffusion
in Ionic crystals. The traditional diffusion mechanism associated with ionic crystals -us the vacancy
mechanism in which the imp ’IritY 01 one sublattice jumps to an adjacent vacancy in the same sublattlce
Whil e this mechanism app l ies to a l k ali halides and many other ionic crystals in some crystals such as
the silver halide s , the mechanis , of c.~~ on migration is the interstitialcy rechanisa in which a cat ion
sn in interstitial p oslti- n jumps sos cation s i t e  knocking the cation ii, that site to an interstitial
position. The J ump d is ta~ue In this aechanism Is not l imited to adjacent la t t ice s i tes .  For certain
small Ions , an i n t e r s t j t i ; I ~ .echani ’m can occur In which t~te impurity moves through the crystal without
occupying normal latt ic e sit e s . In this paper , we w i ll discuss only the alkali halides as th,y are
imnos-tant to laser window technolog y . In fi gure l ,we show the results of a literature survey of the
diffusion of divalent ions In sodi um chlor ide (2~. The only obvious fI’ature of this figute is that
therm Is little agremsent between the migra t ion  ener g ies , and l i t t le  aereement betws-t ’s various •xDeri-
.eMs. If we illustrated the a-igrati-’n of monovalent Impurit ieS In a similar plot . -. ‘ would find the
same dIsa~reeiment. Even in self-diffus ion , there Is little agreement between the migration energies in
a l k a l i  halide s. Some of this scatter may he due to experimental error hut most Is due to diff erences
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in the impurity content of the crystals used in the experiments. The tine shown represent s careful
measurements of migration energ ies on very pure crystals for the case of diffusion by the vacancy
mechanism . To understand why reasonable experiments produce such variation in migration energies we
need to consider in detail the emigration processes that occur in alkali halides. It is primaril y
impurity interactions that distort the diffusion process.

Impurity Reactions
When an alkali halide contains an impurity , the equilibrium condition for that impurity may not be

as a randomly distributed isolated ion , In the case of a liovalent impurities , there must always be a
charge compensating vacancy introduced in the same sublattice. The vacancy and the impurity bear
opposite charges and so undergo a mutual attraction forming impurity-vacancy complexes when in adjacent
lattice sites. In time case of monovalent impurities , the impurity may be of such different size than a
normal ion of the host lattice that the elastic distortion of the lattice will cause the thermally
generated vacancies to preferentiall y associate with the monovalent ion. This effect  is generally
neglected in interpretation of experiments involving monovalent impurities. Most experiments have
concerned aljovalent ions , in particular divalent ions, and their diffusion and association into
impurity-vacancy comp lexes in the lattice. In table ll ,we show var i ous kinds of impurity reactions that
Occur in the alkali halides that will distort diffusion processes. Simple association is relatively
well understood , but if the crystal contains more than one divalent ion then common ion effects must
be considered as show n in exam ple 2 . Whe n a divalent ion is very much smaller than the host ion it
teplaces, a comp lex with the vacancy in the next nearest neighbor posution may be more stable than the

Table 2. Impurity reactions in al ka l i  ha l ides.

Type General Reaction Fxamp)es*

1. Si mpl e Assoc iati on M~ . V bt
A
\
c 

NaC1:Pb ’~ or
N C I :Cd , etc.

2. Common Ion M * v M V NaCl:Pb :Cd orA c A c

• V~ M V iCI :Pb” :td ’A C B c

3. Nearest Nei ghbor Next Nearest Neighbo r

• V N V NaCI:Mn” orA c A c

• V N V (n) or KCl :Mn~~A c A c

MA
y M~V (n)

4 .  Cation-Anion ( I )  M~ M
AX B 

or
KC1:HgO

M V  • X V  •M X  •V V  ‘A c  Ba .- A S  c m  )
(2)  M~ • N 5 ~ 

MAXB
( i )  * V or )

- M i  * x * ~~ ~ * ~ 
KC 1:H g :0H

A c  B~ - A S  C A
)

I~~~’ 
1 , 

- 

(3) M
A • 1

5 
-. M

A ( i )  X5(I) • V V
0 9  - etc.

S. Poiy~serization aXA 
K C I : 3W3 : KCI:(B0 ) 3

* K I M n ” Z KCI:(MnV )3
6. Phase Separation

(a) Cluster 
~~A

VC • 2uX 
~~A

X2 * 4
(4) Ordered Phase Phases

nearest neighbor configuration. This is well established in the case of manganese and zinc and potas-
sium chloride [3 ,4J. If the host crystal contains not only cationic but anionic impurities , they have
a tendency to form compounds within the lattice. A good example is mercury and the hydroxide ion or
mercury and the oxide ion (5]. If th. crystal is allowed to reach equilibr ium , these often cluster
Into large groups which we represent here as polarim ization of the ao~ Ion (6] .  The final stage occurs
when a local region of the crystal becomes saturated and larger clusters or ordered phases begin to
appear . All of these processes have been well established and can lead to deterioration of the optical
properties of the crystal. Here we will give some examples of this type of behavior. But for purposes

~ 
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of this paper the question is can these reactions occur at normal temperatures. In order to discuss
this , we first need to look in detail at diffusion mechanisms in ionic crystals .

I) i ffus ion
The diffusion coefficient obtained from experimental observation consists of diffusion by a vacancy

mechanism , 1 ) ;  diffusion by vacancy pairs . 1 ) ;  diffusion along dislocations~. and diffusiøn along

grain boundaries , 0gb~ 
and an~ other possible mechanism that may occur in the cr y st a l. Thus the

observed diffusion coeff ic ient is given by

1) = 9 . I) 1) • 1) + . . . ( I )obs V vp d gb
The c l a s s i c  case of vacancy diffusion of monovalent cations in alkali halides is represented by equa-
tion 2.

- 4a2:~. y  exp (-g~/kT) 4a 2fw x
~ 

exp (s~/k) exp (_hm/kT) = D~ exp(.h~ /kT) , (2)

where a i~ a cation-anion distance , f the correlation factor , - the cation attempt frequency, x the

concentration of cation vacancies , g
C is the Gihb~ free energy of mi gration with g~ ~ h~ - Ts~ . If

the onl y source of v5t ion vacancies are Sch o t t ky d e fec t s , then eq. (2) can be wr i t ten as show n in eq. (3)
in which the concentration of cation vacancies is expressed as a Schottk~ product with h5 being the

enthalpy ot formation of a Schottk ypair and s the entropy of formation of a Schottkvp air.

4a
~~
. cap ((5C 

• (s f21/k) exp{(h
C 

• h /2]/kT} (3)

If the crystal contair .s both anion and cation vacancies , these experience an electrostatic
att ra ctive force and form a cert ain number of pairs in therma l equilibrium with the rv st al at the time
it w a s  grown. The mass action expression for th is  is given by

a ex p I - 1 .7~ = : )/kT )  (4 )

where a is the configuration enthropy , g5 and gp 
are the free energ ies of formation for Schottk y defects

and pairs , rc~pcctivei y. The pairs can contribute to both anion and cation diffution in eq. (5) the
,~iven expression for the diffusion of cations by the vacancy pair mechan ism . The usual experimental

8a2fprii c exp{((s5/2) • S * s~~J/k) exp((-h 5/2) . h~, • h~~1/kT} (5)

practice for separating diffusion by vacancies and diffusion by vacancy pair is to perform an electro-
migration experisicot . As the vacancies are charged they will mi grate in the electric field; the
vacancy pa il - s will not , as they are not charged. And by anal ysis of diffusion profi les obtained with
and without an electric field , the two contributions can he separated 171.

Diffusion along dialocatlons is not well deve loped . Often investi gators use single crystal s to
separate the vacancy and vacancy pair contribution assuming that any dif ference between the observed
diffusion coefficient and the sum of I) and I) to constitute that portion of the overall diffusion

V VP
process caused by diffusion along dislocations. There have been very few systematic studies of dis-
location diffusion in the alkali halides.

On the other hand , there have been several excellent studies of diffusion along grain boundaries .
The grain boundary diffusion coefficient as develo ped by Whipp le (81 is g iven by

~1nt -2 ‘41) 1/2 lInt 2
= ms 

l (n8 1” 2 ) 
, where

• 5/ (I)yt)”~ and 8 • 
~/2v l(Dyt)

The terms , and B are defined below the equation. 1)
gb 

is the grain boundary diffusion coefficient , I

is the grain boundary width , t Is the time , the concentrations x~ 
are given in mole fractions , and x is

the dis tance. L .B. Harris t9 ,l0] ha, carried Out extensive studies of diffusion along single grain
boundaries . He finds that the ratio of the grain boundary diffusion coefficient to that for vacancy

diffusion for 22Na in sodium chloride is 450. The magnitude of D
Rh
(Na) in MaCI is 1.2 x lO~~ cm

2 
at

633’K .

The diffusion of aliov al ent Ions in alkali halides is slightly more complex than that of mono-
valent ions in that the Impurity and the vacancy on the corresponding sublattice associate and i t Is

~~

~~~~~‘

~ 
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these vacancy-impurity complexes that constitute the diffusion flux . Since the impurity has an
excess posit ive charge and the Cation vacancy has an excess negat ive charge, the two attract with an
energy of formation for the complex 9k• The concentration of complexes is given by eq. (7a ,b,c .d ,e,).

* V~ M
A
V
C (7a)

at concentrations XA~ 
xC~ 

X k then electro neutrality requires 1A ~ 
CA - kk (7b)

kA
(T) = = z

1 exp(-~1 ,~/kT) ; 2
1 

= 1 2 (7c)
XA XC 

-

X k
= p , the degree of. association (74)

A

kA (T) = ----
~
-.-

~~~~ 
l2C~ exp( ~ g k /kT ) (7e)

- (l-~a)

Since the diffusion occurs by a vacancy process the impurity flux is given by eq. (8) and note that the
flux is proportional to the concentration gradient of the complexes. Since that gradient is concentra-
tion dependent the diffusion coefficients will be concentrat ion dependent . It’ s convenient to consider

SI A 
V Xk (8)

two lim iting cases of divalent ion diffusion. The low concentration limit given by eq. (9) in which the

= a
2
~ si

2p 
whe n C

A 
cc k

5
(T)~~

2 (9)

concentration of the impurity is very much less than the concentration of therma l vacancies produced
from Schottky dcfccts and that given by eq. (10) in which the concentration of the impurity exceeds that

) )  when C
A 

>5 k~~(T) lh/2 
(10)

of the concentration of vacancies produced lv  Schot tkvdefec ts .  In the former case the diffusion co-
efficient is proportional to the degree of associat ion , while eq. (10) describes the situation in wh ich
the degree of association is becoming larger and the diffusion coeff icient is no longer directl y pro-
portional to the degree of association. As p approaches 1 the diffusion becomes constant , ie a
saturation diffusion coefficient D~ , given by eq. (II). This describes the behavior of a simp le system

D
s 

(1 1 )

containing a sing le aliovalent ion and represents the basic case of aliovalent ion diffusion . If other
diffusion processes are clc.curring such as grain boundary diffusion , then Dv as used in eq. (5) is given
by the diffusion coeff ic ients described by eq. (8) and (9). If the crystal contains more than a sing le
aliovalent ion on the same sublattice then the vacancy is a common ion between two reacting impurity
systems and one obtains coup led diffusion coefficients , the diffusion coefficient of one ion depending
on that of the second ion present.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the diffusion coefficient of cadmium in NaCI as a function of
concentration (II]. If in the interpretation of a diffusion experiment the diffusion coefficient does
not reach saturation it can lead to a downward curvature in the Arrhenius plot which causes a low migra-
tion energy as illustrated in figure 3 (II]. An illustration of the dependence of the diffusion
coefficient of one ion on the presence of a second ion on the sam e sublattice is shown in figure 4. In
that particul ar experiment , both cadmium and lead were simultaneously diffused into purified potassium
Chloride. Note the init ial portion of the cadmium diffusion profile and the build-up of cadmium at
the termination of the lead penetration into the crystal. Under these experimental conditions the lead
contributed moat of the c harge compensating vacancies it introduced into KC1 to the cadmium and the
cadmium diffused at its saturation diffusion coefficient value. Even though its concentration was well
below that which would cause saturation to occur in a single ion experiment and the lead was retarded
in its diffusion in (CI by the lack of vacancies with which to associate. If this experiment had been
performed in a crystal containing an unsuspected quantity of lead uniformly distributed throughout the
crystal , the entire profile would have been distorted and interpreted as extremely rapid diffusion with
a low migration energy and a large preexponentiml factor.

The foregoing examp les rel ated to diffusion at high temperatures , but they indeed illustrate the
peculiar behavior that can occur in diffusion studies. It’ s essential to understand the effect of one
impurity on another in understanding diffusion processes that can occur rapidly at low temperatures.
One additional high temperature example is shown in figure 5. This Is the diffusion of mercury into
potassium chloride 113 1 . Notice the extremel y low concentrations of mercury that will diffuse into the
purified potassium chloride , while under exactl y the same conditions that 5.2 times more mercury is
diffused Into potassium chloride containing hydroxide . Mercury form s an anion-cation impurity compound
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(5J within the lattice which is quite i misoble. Notice the rap id decrease of the I1g 2* concentration

below that in the purified crystal at a penetration distance beyond the HgOU maximum . The Hg’’ 0i(
~2 system is comp lex (5]. but this figure illustrates that when the mecur ic ion is hound with h ydroxide
in a potassium chloride lattice the energy of the impurity latt ice compound is much lower than that ~fan isolated macuric ion or a mercuric ion vacancy complex. This enhances the diffusion such that at a

specific temperature and in a s pecif ic time much more mercury diffuses into the crystal than Hg ’ in a
purified crystal. Thus we have impurity enhanced diffusion. It is this impurit y enhancement of dif-
fusion that greatly speeds low temperature dif fusion into the lattice.

In keeping with its reputation for damaging the optical properties of alkali h.ilides , the
ubiquitous impurit y , hydroxide , exhibits anomalous diffusion char acteristics . The only values of the
diffusion coeff icient of hydroxide in id arise from effusion measurements fl-i ) f hydroxide effusing
from a kCI. The diffusion coefficient is given by equation 12 . The migration energy 2.0 eV is

D(0H ) 1.2 a I0~ ex p ( -2 .O eV /kT ) csi /se t (12)
character ist ic of a vacancy mechanism for the d if fusi on process hut the preespoitent ial factor is
ext remely large for a simple vacancy mechanism and makes hydroxide the fastest mo ving ionic impurity
observed in potassium chloride. These values have been confirmed by Ikeda in an independent experiment
1 151. Howev er , if the atmosp here external to the crystal is reactive , such is a chlorine atmosphere .
the rate of migration of hydroxide becomes unheliev .ihI-.- rap id. II

. 
it is assumed that the concentration

prof i le w ith in  the c rys ta l  is an error funct ion complement , then the diffusion coefficient g iven by
eq. (13) ix obtained . Note that the mi gration energy does r t  change si gnificantly but the preexponen-
tia l factor increases by 100 due solely to the presence of the external react ye atmosphere . In similar

t(IOI()(Cl,atm ) * 3 x 10~ ‘spl-2 .OeV!kT) cm ’ sec (l~)

effusion measurements , Ikeda has shown that it is not the hydroxide that diffuses hut that the hydroxide
is destroyed more rap idl y than t diffuses by formin g an intermed i ate o: impuri t y . The resulting

diffusion profile resembles an error function comp lement with a disp laced threshold fig. 6). The
increased magnitude of the preexponential factor in the diffusi on coefficient is not real. The absorp-
tion at 204 nm is destroyed by decomposition of the hvd roslde and an intermediate formation of a band

ascri bed to 0 at 241’ nv . T’~e process ‘-v which tI-is occurs is sot wel l understood, it may he by a
hole migration in the crystal and subsequent reaction with the hydroxide. I ked a only reported on a
single experimental measurement; much more work must he done before the t-sact process is understood.
However , this work presents a mechanism hither to unsuspected which clearly demonstrates the effect of
the external atmosphere on impurities far removed from the crystal surface. If the diffusion coeffi-
cient obtained in the vacuum experiments applies at temperatures well below those at which they were

measured , the diffusion coefficient of hydroxide at room temperature is of the order ~~~~ cis
2 sec~~.

This is far too small to ca use degradation of optical properties in a reasonable window lifetime , If
accelerated processes occur , such as those in a chlorine atmosphere , substantially larger diffusion
coefficient s could occur at room temperature hut still not large enough to markedly affect the proper-
ties within a year lifet ime of a laser window , but in  the region of the crystal through which the laser
beam passes substantial changes in the impurit~ di strib ution could occur. -

Gr(lndig and R(Ihenbec k (16 ,17 , 181 developed a method of studying the di ff u s i o n of water into
potassium halides by observing the bleaching of the color centers in c rys ta l s  to which K20 or K had been
added. Diffus ion under these conditions is enhanced diffusion similar to that of mercury into KCI:OH
d iscussed previously. Results of their experiments are summarized in t ab le  3.

The temperature dependence of the solubility of water in these crystals i s  unusual. Initially the
solubility is high then decreases as the temperature increases to a minimum at 350’C in potassium
chloride , 324’C in potassium bromide, and 290eC in potassium iodide then again increases as the tempera-
ture increases , in each case the increase in solubili tv i n  the hig h temperature region is much greater
than its decrease in  the low temperature region. Note the magnitudes of W in table 3, and that water
i s  extremely soluble in these crystals under enhanced diffusion conditions as was mercury in KCI:Of4” .
They also observed that in K doped cone refined crystals the temperature solub ility tranait ion is

well defined , but when Ca2” is added to the crystal a temperature independent region occurs that ex-
tends well below and well above the transition temperature found in purer crystals. The soluhility was
enhanced in this region over that of zone refined crystals. The formation of a rather stable compound
between calcium and the products of water diffused into the crystal would exp la i n this behavior.
Evidence for such a calcium hydroxide impurity compound was reported from conductivity studies he Frit z,
Ltlty, and Anger 119).

The diffusion coefficients reported are given in the lower liarS of table 3. Notr the rather law
migration energies for wa ’er in KCI , KBr , and K! and the very large preexponential factors.  Wa ter
diffuses rapidly In the se crystals when the diffusion is  enhanced by the formation of a lattice cc.-
pound within the crystal. Gs’Udig and Kuhenbeck suggest that the diffusion may b. by an interstitial
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Table 3. Solubi lity and diffusion of H
~
fl and its products in K

2
0- and K-doped crystals

Solubil i ty

W Temp . 
.

- I c , aCrys tal pl (cm ) (eV) ( C) Reference

KC1 8.9 a 10~ -0 ,20 T < -350 Rtlhenbeck (1967)

9.1 10 16 0.67 T ‘350
KBr 6.2 x 10 10 -0.15 T -325

~ ~~~ 0.53 T “ -325

KI l.S a 1013 -0.06 1 - 290
1.8 x 10 1b 0.33 1 -290

Di ffusion
13

Crystal Diffusant T ( ’C) (cm
2 :ec~

1) 01eV ) Reference
kCl 11

2
0 700-180 62 0.80 Rtlhenbeck (1967

H, 420-180 630 0.97 Grtlndig and
Rühenheck (1972)

-2 -3 - I-0 - — —  1 .5  x 10 1.25 Stasxw (1935)
KBr 11

2
0 600-180 .7 0.69 RUhenbeck (1967)

H2 
400-180 50 0,81 Crundig and

Rtlhenbeck (l 9’2)
XI 

~~~ 
600-180 048 0.&€ Rflhenheck (1967)

14, 420- 180 5 .6 0.64 Grtlndig and
- Rtlhenbeck (1972)

tm
For doped zone refined crystals.

bGiven by RU henbeck (1967), For 014” diffusion , see Section V and table V .
c p(Torr) ( . (cm

_ 3
Torr

_ l
)

process. The low mi gration energies for such a large molecule dci indeed suggest th is as do the large
preexponential factors , although no other esidence is currently availab le t o  support that supposition.
If these diffusion coefficients hold to lower temperatures , water can certain li - damage a crystal con-
taining an impurity that wi i l enhance its diffusion . In figure 7 ix shown the ratio C/C , issulaing an
extended source of concentration C ,as a function of distance into the crystal  at 25’C for 180 days .

1’

and 360 days for KCI , and 180 for KBr. For comparison the diffusion profile for OH und er a c h l o r ine
at mosphere is also shown. In order for the concentration of OW to be comparable with that of water
it must diffuse at 327 C for 180 days. There is si gnificant penetration of water i nto the crystals to
a depth of 0.6 mm at room temperature. This would produce a significant amount of absorpt ion in a
crystal used for a laser window.

There have been no direct experiments on the measurement of the diffusion of water into a divalent
cation doped al kali hslide. However , evidence does exist that it occurs at room temperature to a
significant degree in a period of a year . In figure 8 the relaxation time t versus the reciprocal
temperature is shown for a cadmium doped XCI crystal that had been exposed to atmospheric wCtcr for a
period of 12 months [201. This messurement occurred inadvertently in that a crystal that had been
stored in a closed container for the period of a year was measured in a double crystal dipole relaxa-
tion measurement and exhibited a new relaxation process shown near A of f i gure 8 wi th a relaxation
energy of 0.57 cv . The line near B is the normal cadm i um-vacancy complex relaxation. To confirm that
this relaxation was due to water , an additional experiment was conducted using a freshly grown KCL:Cd 2”

crystal and exposing to water vaper for 1.5 hr at 400 C. The same relaxation at A appeared in this
crystal which previousl y had only the relaxation B. Further experiments showed that exactly the same
type of behavior occurred when a KCl :Pb2 crystal was exposed to water vapor for a s imi la r  period of
time. Since most divalent ions form stable impurity-hydroxide compounds when they are incorporated
in alkali halides as impurities th is experiment suggests that a crystal containing a divalent Ion will
have a much shorter lifetime as a laser window than a purer crystal. From these measurements , it
appears that a period of a year in a reasonably humid atmosphere wou1d be sufficient to destroy the
optical quality of a single crystal laser window .
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Clusters and Precipitates

In addition to the degradation of the optical properties crystal by the ab*orption of watez’,
another process , clusteri ng, can reduce the optical quality of a laser window . It is convenient to
divide this process into two szages , mi crocluster s and tacroclusters or precip itates. It is often
assumed that wh~~ an impurity is incorporated in an ionic crystal it is rather homogeneously distributed
throughout the crystal. This is not the case [2 ] ] m d  the discussion of the mivrocluster ing behavior of
impurities in crystals w i l l  clearl y demonstrate this.

The c l a s s i c case of the formation of mic roclustt-rs c o n ce r n s  manganese. For yea rs work showed that
manganese clusters by -I thi rd order process 122 .231 and only recent ly has experiment al evidence been
presented to show that there is an initial stage in which dimers are formed and then a second stage in
which trimers are formed j24 , 2~., 2h) - However , manganese is not a common impurity in alkali halides and
we will discuss in detail a more common impu r it~ strontium . The same proce~ se-~ occur for many other
aliovalent impurities. The evidence for c lim ~ t m ’riric of stro Otium comes from ionic therma l cirrent
measurements. These measurements determ i ne the temperature at which field oriented a dipole relaxes
within a cry stal and the magnit ude of the cliaryc stored it th at particular relaxation process. In
figure 9 are shown the result s of yt u d ies of strontium in 4o by  jacobs , et al (27), In diagram (a)
is shown the current versus the temperature for depolarization of the cry stal, Initially it (a) we have
one rather large relaxation peak. As time passes the peak shifts to higher temperature and decreases
in amplitude through (ii), (h), (c), (d). This change in relas.m tio n properties occurs in i ’ hours at
250’K , well below room tempe rature . The quantative .mnalssis ~f this change in rel axation properties is
given in the table included in this f i gure. There not only is a shif t  in the energy at which this
relaxation occurs , but a decrease in the total amount of charge that can he stored in the crystal. At
thi s temperature the change in relaxat ion properties cannot be due to the diffusion of an additional
impurity into the crystal from an esterna l source . It could be due to the formation of a~.i anion-cation
la ttice compound such Sr(OH) only if the hydroxide were in c lose pro slnm itv to the ~rron tiuei i nitia ll ~ -

Crystals used in this experiment were not produced under a reactive atmosp here and could indeed contain
hydroxide. However , Jacobs et al . assi gned this change in dipole relaxation to the formation of
impurity-vacancy comp lex dimcrs as shown at the bottom ~f figure 9. Recent measurements [28] on the
diffusion of strontium in id gave adiffusion coeficcient represented by eq. (14). From the magnitude~~ the

PslSr 2”) 1.20 x 10~~ exp (-0.8”IeV/IT) cm /sec (141

diffusion coeff ic ients i ts  clear that th is  change cannot he due to a normal diffusi on process occurring
at 250”K. Optical studies were not reported which could have eliminated the ross ibi li t ’ of the hydrox~
ide format i on . Whatever the mechan i sm of this change in the dipole relasat ion properties of iCl:Sr’
the si gnificant point is that it occurs in such a short tim e at such low tem peratures that it cannot
occur by any normal dif fusion process. One must conclude that either an unknown mechanism of diffusion
exists  in the alkal i  halide or that the impurit ies are distributed within the crystal in such a way
that they are nearl y adjacent to each other. While this type of clustering will only increase the
general background scattering of the crystals sli ghtly, another type of clustering can si gnificantly
alter the optical properties of the crystal .

It has been amply demonstrated that the vibrational spectrum of an anionic molecular impurity in an
alkali halide depend s on the cation associated with it as a charge compensating cation [29 ,30,311 .
Another type of clustering occurs with molecular anionic impurities that has been less well discussed
in the l iterature. The on ly  documented case of pol ymerization of an anion molecular impurity is a case
of metaborate in sodium chloride , potassi um chloride , and potassium bromide 16). The metaborate ion
introduces a spectrum with well known fermi doublet due to an isolated 8O~ impurity (31. However , that
spectrum Is often accompanied by a very complex spectrum that extends over a wide region of the in-
frared . This is shown in figure 10. The complexities of this spectrum can be explained by the forma-

tion of a complex of 80 ions, While the exact structure of the complex leading to this spectrum is

being debated by the investigators , the consequences of such polymerization are obv i ous in examining
the curves for the annealed crystal. As the crystal is snnealed the spectral lines broaden until they

produce absorption over a large portion of the infrared , As the annealing continues actual
clusters of metaborate can be observed by an ultramicroscope as shown In figure Il , The clustering is
caused primarily by the misfit of the polymer in the lattice. Note that no clusters are shown for XCI

and that the effect of annealing on ItCl:80 is much less than on sodium chloride or potassium bromide .
At the onset of this precipitation stage in the crystal , not only broad absorption hands but signifi-
amounts of scattering front the forming precipitates was observed . This process is often called Ostwald
R ipening (33 ,34,35,36] and occurs in any local region of a crystal that is supersaturated with respect
to an Impurity at the temperature of that region of the crystal. While such a process would not be
rapid in a crystal at room temperature , if such a crystal were exposed periodically to high intensity
electomagnetic radiation that he*ted local regions of the crys ta l  in that region such polymerization
would initi~ lt y  occur f i n a l l y reaching a point where preci pitates could form . Thus, * stepwl se. but
not necessari ly linear , increase in absorption on repeated exposure to high intensity radiation in
local regions of a laser window may he observed. It appears probable that such a crystal would fail
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before the stage of actual preci pitati el occurred . The si’e distribution of the preci pitate depends on
mechanism (bulk , grain boundary or surface diffusion) by whi.”h the precip itate is formed (37). No ne
of the literature data is suitable for kinetic analysis of . ‘~ — ing or preci pitati ng.

The final stages of precipitation in a crystal often res~ mts in the formation of an ordered second
phase. This generally is a phase composed of a divalent cat ion ic  impurity N , their associated
vacancies , and a sufficient number of host ions to produce a second phase with a composition MCI , -

bKCl . These phases are called Suzuki phases ( 3 8 ) ,  and in figure 12 transmission electron micrograph (39)
of such a phase is shown . Such phases are only found in relativel y impure crystals that have been well
annealed.

The foregoing discussion has been primarily concerned w ith single crystals containing trace
impurities , both anionic and cationic. However , if the crystal contains .1 grain boundary as may occur
in poorl y grown crystals or may be produced in forging a crystal , other rapid low temperature degrada-
t ion processes may occur . In figure 13 is shown a scanning electron micrograp h of an uncoated surface
of sodium chloride containing a sing le grain boundary (40]. The sodium chloride was nomina lly pure but
note the impurity phases clustered along the grain boundary . This crystal was pulled from a melt from
ultrapure Men “pro anal ys i” sodium chloride, Analysis showed it to contain trace amounts of calcium
(:~ 2o)  and potassium (w19). hu e  to the similarity and electron reflection characteristics of these
two ions , it is not possible to tel l  whether the impurity c lu s t e rs  contain calcium or potassium . The
foregoing discussion in this paper would suggest that they are more l ikely calcium than potassium . if
that is so, in a region of the crystal particularl y penetrable by moisture , we have an ion which  w i l l
enhance diffusion , It is l ikely that the dif fusion along the grain boundary for moisture is enhanced
at least as much as it is for sodium along a similar grain boundary -, that is by a factor of around
450-500 times that in the hulk crystal. This would lead to more rapid deterioration of the optical
properties of such a crystal than a crystal containing a simila r impurity concentration in its bulk .
Whether such clii-at er s form on forged crystals is unknown , hut in the forging process the effective
temperature of the cr sstal is increased and it ~~.i reasonable to expect that the concentration of
impurities would be enhanced along these grain houndanies. Measurements of the mechanical properties
of such a cr y sta l indicate that divalent impurities will increase the hardness of a cryStal by preci pi-
tating at the grain boundaries.

Conclusion

In this paper we have attempted to draw from the body of knowled ge concerning the behavior of
impuritie s in alkali halides to discuss mechanisms which could possibly lead to deterioration of the

• optica l properties of a laser window . These processes conveniently divide into aging which occurs at
storage temperature and clustering through use. Pure single crystals should be least susceptible to
these degradation processes. The inclusion of aliovalent impurities in the lattice wi ll increase the
rate of ag ing and eventually contribute to clustering . If the window contains grain boundaries or
large numbers of dislocations as well is  aliovalent impurities the usefu l lifetime of the window may be
markedly shortened .
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equates (It to valuea . (A) f20 C, (8) 472°C, (C) 422 C, (Ii) 376’C,

and (E) 301°C. (ref. 11).
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Arrhenoua plot of constant concentration 0
from ficiure 2. (ref. 11). 
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Figure 5. Comparison of mercury diffusion in Oistonc.(mm)
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experiments the crystal temperature wee 473’C

and the diffusion time 7.58 * 10
4S. A vapor Figure 6. Distribution of the 240 tim 0 band

source of H8C12 at 180 C in 1/3 atm Cl2 relative to the 204 tim 041 band sftst Jpo .ure
provided the diffusant. The KC1:014 profile of KC1:0*I to Cl 2 at 1180 tort for 20 hr at
was arbitrarily broug ht to the same surface 600°C. Initial OIl coticetitratton not specified,
concentration as found for purl XC1. (ref. 13). (ref. 15).
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Figure 7. Fractional diffusion profiles C/C
va distance (or 14

2
0 and OH in KCI and KBr

when diffusion is enhanced by impurity reac-
tions. The lowest curve represents in

KCI:K ” after 180d at 25°C. The next repre—
santa OH in KC1 if enhanced by Cl after U eo 41 44

2 
~~~ ‘~~180d at 327°C. The third curve represents

14z0 in KCl:X”~ after 360 d at 25° C. The
highest curve represents 

~2° 
in Br~K

4’ Figure 8. Dipole relaxation time r vs lIT
after 180 dsya at 25° C. These profiles for a KC1 :Cd2” (ftc x lO

_6 
inol fraction)

were calculated assuming the valuee of D
0 showing the additional relaxation formed

and U obtained by Grundig and RUhenbe ck by exposure to atmospheric 11 0 for 12 mo.
(18) are valid at these temperatures. The (ref. 20).
figure should represent the “wors t case ”
condition.
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Figure 11. Light scattering observed by means ~
‘ .~e 

~
“\ 7’0’5

of an ultramicroscope. Large clusters in (a) a.4 . ‘ .- .,~~

tSr , (b) MaCi , (c) tSr , and (ii ) MaCi. All .‘ 
- 

-

crystals doped with, metaborate ion. (ref. 6).

Figure 12. Suzuki phase precipitates (6NaCl ‘ MnCl2)
showing interface dislocation Structure in a T~ I
micrograph at 15°K. (ref. 39)

H,~ I, R,., I,,Ion ~~~~~~~~ .-,~~‘i Uo’.,.I. .1 Iu.,, I.,,,,, I,, “‘-:11

Figure 13. Precipitation along a grain boundary
in NaC1. (ref. 40).
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PURIFICATION OF POTASSIUM SROMID-F. ANtI AI .KALINE
• EARTH FLUORIDES FOR LASER COMPONENTS

W.J. Fredericks
Chemistry Department

Oregon State hinivers it’
Corvallis , Oregon 97531

The use of selective ion filters and reactive gas treatment for purification of tSr
SrF2 and SaP2 is considered. The principles of design of select ive ion f i l ters and the
choice of materials for such systems is d iscussed. Examples of the construction of such
systems are given. A system for removing monovalent impurities from alkaline earth fluorides
is shown . A greaseless reactive gas system and a three stage react ive gas seal were developed .
Key words: Potassium bromide; strontium fluoride; barium fluoride ; ion exchange purification;
selective ion filters; reactive gas purification.

Introduction

In using ion exchange resins to separate a mixture of trace ionic impurities from a desired major
constituent one utilizes the property of the resin to bind these various ions to itself with vary ing
degrees of tenacity. The common measure of the property is called selectivity. It is measured as an
equilibrium quantity ot’ the reaction of the type given by

~ nK~~ • K~R
’ ~ M ” R • , (1)

then the select iv i ty E is a mass action constant given by

E
M
~~ ~ M+~~R 

(a~~)5 (2)K (a K )R ~ M.n~S
Where a is the acti v i ty of the various components in the resin phase N or in the solution phase S. The
selectivity is not constant for a particular ion on a particular resin but is a function of any of the
conditions of the resin or solution that affect the act iv i ty of the components in either phase. The
major factors that affect F are given in Table 1.

Table 1. E is a function of any factor
that a f fec ts  the various ac t i v i t ies .

Examp les :
1. Resin type and structure (energy of sorption)
2, Extent of resin cross linking
3. Resin swelling
4. Ionic Charge
5. Total ionic strength of passing solution
6. Relative ionic strength of exchanging ions
7. Exte nt of hydration of ions (size)
8. Strength of hydration bond
9. pH of the solution
10. Temperature -

This property of differential absorption for variou s ions on the resin can be used in many ways to
separate a mixture of such ions . In Table 2 we list the principal ways in which one employs these
resins to separate mixtures of ions.

Table 2. Application of resins.

- Ion exchange chromatography
2. Ion exclusion
3, ion conversion
4. Frontal anal y sis
5. Selective ion filters (requires

several stages)

Selectivity coefficients are determined by rather tedious equilibr ium measurements in which a small
quantity of resin is shaken for several hours with a small quantity of solution . Then the solution is
removed and the resin is washed to remove the Ions it has absorbed , then both solutions are analyzed .
Howeve r, a more practical measurement Is a quantity we call the separation coefficieni’ which is given by
equation 3. 

-

Si 

~‘~f~- 
f(Resin , C

~
, 1, Q, ..’., etc) (3)
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This quantity is not a thermodyn amic quantity and simply the rat io of the concentration of an imp,irity
i n the elutant from a column containing a measured quantity of the resin t that in the original
solution. It is not a equilibrium quanti i~ .

Of the f i v e  methods given in tab le  2 , the two most us,-tul in preparation of - terials for crystal
growth are ion exchange chromotography and selective ion filters, For ion exchange chromotography the
major component and the impurities contained i1 its solut i on ~re absorbed c-n a resin, Then the various
ions are eluted from the resin in a solvent in a sequertial order. ih i s nroce.s is not part icularly
efficient when one of the components far exceeds the others in concentration, It is a process of last
resort and purification of salt systems for crystal growth simply because ut the concentration problems
w i t h  overlapping elution bands and the size of the columns required. The preferred method is a selec-
tive ion filter. These operate with a combination of ream s in which the orders of selectiv ity for
various ions differ between two or more resins. In table S we li - .t the sel e ctiv it je s of four cation
cschange resins in which the order of the monovalent ions differ.

Table 3. Di lute solut ion se l e c t i v i t i e s ,

Chelex 100 II a’ Li ‘ Na k a Rh Cs; (‘u ’,\a’ - ‘ 100
AGSOW Ag a Rb ‘ Cs ‘ K ‘ NI ) 4 Na a I i

510 Rex 40 Cs ‘ Rb a K Na ‘ H Li
Bio Rex 70 II ‘ Ag K - Na Li

The Chelex 100 wi l l  absorb hydrogen , lithium , sodium more strong ly than potassium while in the other
• three , in particular AGSOW , silver ribidium and caesium are absorbed more strong ly than potassium and

potassium more strong ly than ammonia , sodium , and lithium, Thus , if you pass a solution containing a
mixture of these ions first through Chelex iii potassium form the hydrogen , lithium , and sod i um w i l l  be
removed . Then passing the same solution throug h AGlOW in the potassium form ammonia , sodium and lithium
will be removed . Thus by passing a solution throug h the two resins we have a f i l ter that passes only
potassium ion. I list onl y the copper-sodium ratio of selecti viti es which is far greater than a hundred
as it is typ ical of the much greater t enac i t y  w i th  which the d iva le n t  ions are bound to the resin than
the monovalent ions.

The selecti vities g iven in table 3 are for very dilute solutions passed under ideal conditions. In
order to actually construct a selective ion filter , one must measure a property that describes a separa-
tion of the ions under actual operating conditions, For this we use the separation coefficient and
measure it as a function or concentration of the solution , phi of the solution , and any other parameters
that one may vary in the development of the separation process. These can he measured rather quickly on
a small column . However , one must measure them over a rather wide range of conditions in order to he
assured that the operating latitude of the columns will be sufficient to accommodate a large volume of
solution. In figure 1 we provide an example of the tcpe of measurements one makes to measure the
separation coef f ic ients for ion exchange filters.

Clearly for the separation of the di~ alent ions on an ion select ive f i l te r  a chromatograp hy column
must f i r s t be used to absorb the desired diva lent  ions and al low the monovalent ions to elute. Note
again the ratio of sele ctivities between div alent ions and monovalent ions are the order of a hundred
or more. However , the resin has a fi nite capacity for the amount of ion it can absorb and thus extreme-
ly lor~ e columns are required for separation of the alkalies from the desired diva lent ion. An alterna-
tive is to use a chemical process which w ill remove the monovalent ions to the extent that they are no
longer troublesome. This sort of a system will he described later in this paper.

The anion resins are not available with differing orders of selectivity. One can build a system
using several anion resins in which the initial resin absorbs most of the pol yvalent ions and the anion
comp lexes that may be present while the second resin produces an extremely strong acid solution of the
salt which will have very minor amounts of other anions present. That type of system is used in both
the monovalent and s liovalent ion systems. The anion resins again possess the property that they absorb
the pol yvalent ions much more strongly than the monovalent ions and that larger ions are much more
strongly absorbed than smaller ions . Thus a solution passing through this double anion exchange resin
system will he free most anionic impurities with the exception of other ions very similar to it. For
example , in our systems we expect no carbonate or hydroxide or sulfate or bisulfate or bisulfite ions
but we do expect other halide ions w i th  the exception of iodine. These h a l o g e ns ca n be removed by HBr
i n the reactive gas treatment occurring later in the process of purification.

Sel ection of Materials of Construction

One of the best means of preventing contamination of the solt it ionsis to allow them to contact only
material s which they do not wet and do not strong ly absorb impurities. Many plastics possess these
desirable qualities and are satisfactory for the construction of these systems, However, condensøtion
polymers that contain amide or ester bonds , such ax nylon or dalrin or any of the polyesters , must be
avoided as these bonds are hydrolized by the solutions used in these processes. The best polymers for
use in these systems are the addition polymers such as polyethylene , polypropylene , and teflon . However
me thylmethacrylate which contains an acid side change not Involved in the polymer bond is also satis’
factory. The latter has a lifet ime of about 10 years in chloride systems and should be simi lar in
bromide systems, It fails by swelling and checkering and not by decomposition of the polymer bond.
Thus it does not release organics into the solution. I t will not take materials such as gaseou s
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hydrogen bromide which cause it to crack rather quickly. Any substance used in construction contains
impurities. Table 4 shows a common impurities found on and in various materials commonly used in
purification and crystal growth. It contains both useful and useless materials to provide a comparison.
The xmpurities in highest concentration are mostly iron , z in c , cobalt on the plast ics listed in this
table, They come from mold release compounds or extrusion greases used in forming the materials and the
great port ion of them are on surfaces, They wil l  not be removed by ordinary washing but can be removed
by chemical treatment . They are in the form of stearatea or oleates and can he removed by first treat-
ing with a strong acid to hydrolize the insoluble soap bond forming a soluble metal nitrate or halide
then washing this portion free leav ing the fatty acid behind . Next treat with a strong alkali such as
potassium hydroxide that forms a soluble soap which can then be washed out of the system . Otherwi se
they remain on the system and slowl y contribute ions to the solutions being purified. We have found the
above treatments when associated with ultrasonic cleaning in the rinse cycle to be very effective in
reducing the contaminants on the plastics we used , Examination of the elsstimers shows them to be even
more contaminated and while a good portion of this contamination is on the surface a large amount ix
incorported in the compound itself. We have not successfully been able to remove this by any cleaning
process to a low enough level to allow these materials to be in direct contact with the flow stream of
the material being purified. Thus in the port ions of the system where elastitsers must be used , they
should form th4 seal in a blind seal chamber. This is done in our systems by allowing tubing that is
scaled by an 0-ring to extend beyond the 0-ring a half inch into a tightly pressed seat. Then the
0-ring 15 driven against the external portion of the tubing by a compression nut . Not all elastimers
are suitable for use in our systems, We have found that polyeth ylene-po lypropylene 0-rings are the only
materials that hold up to our solutions without decomposition.

De si gn of the KBr Purification System
The system used for purification of the potassium bromide is shown in figure 2. It consists of

seven columns , four of which are ion exchange columns and the other three are used to control the pH of
the solution passing through the systems . It contains five reservoirs , one for raw tSr , one for pure
tSr , one for KOH , one for water , and one for HBr. The latter four reservoirs are used in regeneration
of the columns or in chang ing the pH of the solution as it passes through the system for purification.
I’he first cation resin is Chelex 100 in the potassium for , the second cation resin is AGSOW
in potassium form , the first anion resin is AC2 and the second anion resin is AG1 both in the bromide
form . All the places marked F are filters , the first is a isilli pore filter with five micron pores , the
second is a polypropylene filter , the third is a pol ypropylene filter , and the fourth is a mil lipore
filter containing five micron pores. All the in il l i pore filters are teflon-based mites filters. The
only conmierically available parts arc the check valves that occur in the lines used to adjust pH or
concentration , This is to prevent back flow and contamination of the reservoirs should the pressure of
the tSr solutio n exceed that in the reservoir, If an operator inadvertantly opened the wrong valve , he
could cause the system to flow backwards into an unprossuri zed reservoir. These valves are completely
made of teflon and are avai lable from the Fluorocarbon Company. Pressurization is done by filtered
regulated nitrogen. The system is usually operated at 1-10 pounds guage pressure. All other components
are constructed of polye thylene , po l ypropylene , meth y l methacrylate , or teflon. The on and off valves
are designated by a cross in a circle , the adjustable flow- Val ves are denoted by a half-f illed circle
and sampling valves denoted by a cross with an external dot . The boxes marked with an M and a subscript
are measuring stations, These consist of a methyl methacrylate body with a teflon plug containing a
silver chloride/glass hydrogen electrode and are used to measure pH at that point. Note that all
measuring stations are in s line in which a portion of the solution being purified is passed to a waste
line and does not return to the main stream. This is to avoid contamination of the solution by the
electrode . Not shown in the diagram is a hydrostatic head device used to assure that the electrodes are
always emersed in solution. The pH adjusting columns shown i n the diagram contain a series of baffels
to assure that the solution which is brought in to the central portion of the bottom column cap is
thoroughly mixed wi th the adjusting solutions that come in through side of the bottom cap. These are
all constructed on the same module for efficiency in the machining of the parts. The on-off valves , the
ad just able f low valve s , the samp li ng v a l v e s and the sampling chambers are all constructed on the same
module which is shown in figure 3 with the various devices that fit into it. An additional device ,
which converts any of the valves to a point at which resin or other materials can be inserted or removed
from the system at a direction perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. In the potassium bromide
system , these are used only when filling the columns with resin or removing resin from a column . Each
of the columns has a polypropylene filter built into itx base to prevent resins from passing through
into the finer filters marked F in the system .

The hydrogen bromide is made from IS MO water and electronic grade hydrogen
bromide gas. It is made in a polyethylene system and analysis shows the concentration of impurities to
be below the limit at which we can detect them (a fraction of a part per million) . The potassium
hydroxide is purified within a column system of Chelex 100 in the potassium form and AGI in the
hydroxide form . It is not ultrapure but is low in sliovalent ions and in a lka l ies  other than potassium.
The raw potassium bromide solution ix 2 molar and has been passed through analytical grade filter to
remove the insoluble materials always found in reagent grade chemicals. It is initially made acid by
the addition of hydrogen bromide but once in the reservoir potassium hydroxide is added to it to bring
its pH to 7,5 to 8. Table S gives an analysis the worst lot of potassiu. bromide obtained trot’
Mallinkrodt Chemical Company. The raw salt contains an amazing quantity of caesl um and sizable amounts
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of lithium and ribidium. The aliovalent ions iron and nickel are present in larger quantities than most
other impurities for which we analyzed . The analyses were done on a Perkin-Elmer 403 atomic absorption
spectrograp h using an HGA 2100 graphite tube furnace as the evaporation source. The detection limit is
the actual measured detection limit from the s t a t i s t i c s  from the various measurements.

To place the sys tem in operation , it is first washed with hydrobromic acid , fo l low ed by de ion i zed
water , followed by potassium hydroxide , f o l l o w ed by hydrobroisic acid , fo l low ed by deionized water until
all the pH eLectrodes iOdicate that the system is neutral, Then the resins are washed into columns one ,
three , five , and six. The resins are washed in as the converted form and require only further rinsing
with deioni:ed water , The potassium bromide is passed into column one and the entire amount is wasted
out MI until the pH of the effluent is greater than 9. Then it is allowed to eiiter the first pH column
and the effluent is wasted out M2 until the pH at M2 reaches about 7.5, Then acid is added to the
bottom of column two at a very small rate until the pH at M2 is less than n then it is allowed to enter
the third column . The effluent from column three is wasted through M3 until M3 indicates a solution has
reached that point then it is allowed to enter column 4 where the pH adjusted to about 6, as measu red by
Ml then allowed to enter the first anion column . It emerges from the first anine column rather acid and
when MS indicates it has reac hed that point it is allowed to pass to the second anion column, When M6
indicates an extremely acid ,,olution of pH near 0.8 it is passed into the last column and wasted through
N7 until the solution roaches M7 at the appropriate phi then 147 is closed to a slig ht drip as were all
the previous metering stations. The solution i s  then collected in polypropc’lene container in the vacuum
evaporator. The output of the gtass-AgCI electrode at each metering stat ion passes to an operational
amplifie r interface which converts the impedance from the 1000 ~ of the electrode to 40000 to match
the John Fluke 2240A data logger . This device has separate hi gh-low li mits which operates a red (high)
and a green (low) LED limit indicator at each metering station so that any variance in the operating
conditions can be immediately detected by operator and corrected by adjustment of a suitable valve.

During th~ course of a successfu l run , about 3 to 4 gallons of purified potassium bromide are
collected . There are two evaporators available so that the jars can be changed with only a momentary
interruption in the flow process. The vacuum evaporator containing a collection jar is shown in the
fi gure 4. After the jars of ERr solution have been collected the evaporator is placed in a nitrogen
tent where the jars are covered and transferred to a vacuum oven to reduce the solution to a reasonably
dry solid . The jars are closed , the vacuum oven opened , and the ~ar replaced in a nitrogen tent and the
(Br transferred to a polypropylene bottle for storage.

The purified (Br is placed in a clean quartz crucible while in a nitrogen tent and while in the
sante tent the crui cible is transferred to a 3-inch diameter hs’ 18-inch long quart z test tube. This tube
is sealed with a Rh-plated nickel seal which has a smaller three stage seal for a Rh-plated nickel cold
finger for crystal pulling. Th~ entire assembly i s  closed and placed in a crystal growing furnace and
the cold finger connected to the pulling mechanism . The furnace has been described elsewhere f2). A
photograph of the three stage seal is sha~n i n figure 5, The system is connected to the reactive gas
manifold shown in figure 6. The low pressure HBr is brought in through one of the ports at the side
of the cold finger seal. The first stage of cold finger seal is at the same pressure as the interior
of the crystal growing chamber , the second stage i~ at HBr at about S pounds guage pressure and the final
stage filled with argon at about 7 pound s guage pressure. This arrangement allows only HBr to l eøk pas t
the seal into the crystal growth chamber and prevents the hiBr from leaking into the laboratory. The
other port in the sea l connects to a separate vacuum system with a liquid nitrogen trap closed by
teflon valves . The crystal growth chamber is exhausted through this second vacuum system to prevent
contamination of the pure HBr. The gas manifold providing the pure HBr is arranged such that the HBr
can be distilled and other gasses , such as bromine or chlorine , can be added to the crystal growth
chamber if desired.

When these salts undergo reactive gas treatment there is always some sublimation from the salt in
the crucible to cold walls at the top and bottom of the crystal growth chamber. It is with this salt
that any volitile compounds that may remain in the system are carried away from the melt . Although the
purified salt should not contain such impurities this design provides an additional safeguard against
impurities such as T l .

The Alkaline Earth Fluoride Purification System

The program for purification of alkaline earth fluorides is not yet complete. However , the ion
exchange systems for their preparation have been designed and constructed and will be discussed here.
The materials of construction and components themselves are similar to those developed for the potassium
bromide system . However , as th~ alkaline earth fluorides are not soluble enough for use in ion exchange
purificatio n , there are some changes . Further since the alkaline earths have a very high absorption
ener gies on most ion exchange resln5 , it ’s necessary to remove the much less tightly bound alkalies from

• the solutions prior to attempting separation of the alkaline earths and other divalent Ions on the
exchange resi ns.

F igure 7 shows the first stage Sn the purification of the alkaline earths, This stage functions by
precipitating an Insoluble alkaline earth compound which can be washed free of the alkalies , then con-
verted into an alk aline earth halide and transferred to the initial reservoir for the ion exchange
system . This must be done without exposing the alkalin e earth solution to an outside env iro,aent .
fIgure 8 shows the construction of the system . The raw salt solution reservoirs are on the shelf above
the f i l ter system s at the top of th is picture . The column on the left is one used to purify potassium
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hydroxide and is not part of this system .

In itiall y a solution of a soluble barium or stront ium salt such as an acetate or nitrate is pre-
pared. It is made acidic then filtered through course of filters to remove the major insoluble com-
poundS , then placed in the initial reservoir and a quantity retained on top of a l~ hydrophobic teflon
filter located in the vacuum funnels on top the two-gallon intermediate storage vessel. The solution
remains on top of the IM filter until the vacuum is a~pl ied in the container belc~w the filt er.
In it i ally CO2 is allowed to pass through the filter into the region containing tF.. soluble alkaline
earth salt ,  This causes the carbonates to precipitate and this process is carried out until no furthiec
preci pitation occurs in the solution as observed from the tipper transparent port. Then additiona l
solution is allowed to enter the chamber , more precipitation carried out until a quantity of alkaline
earth carbonate is collected on the filter, We then app ly a vacuum , wa sh , remove the solution from the
alkaline earth carbonate , and start washing with the ionized water. Washing is continued with the
effluent passing into our waste system . On the way to the waste system , samples are taken of the
effluent using a sampling valve. This is carried out until we no longer detect alkalies , part icularl y
sodium , in the effluent of the system . Then purified hydrobromic acid is allowed to enter the filter
chamber. This reacts with the carbonate producing the alkaline earth bromide and CO,. A v acuum is

again applied to the system , and the solution passes into the intermediate storage chamber. During thi s
time the CO, is pumped out through the vacuum and hydroNromic acid is added until the solution in the

intermediate storage chamber is sli ghtly acidic as measured on the electrode in the waste line. The
alkaline earth bromide is then transferred to the lower 5 gallon container and when that has been filled,
nitrogen pressure is used to force the a l k a l i  free , alkaline earth bromide into the first container of
the ion exchange system .

From that f irst  reservoir the solution is then passed through a cation exchange resin. The first
column in that figure is labeled “alkali pass ” but is now used to separate the barium and other ions
from the strontium, The solution passes from that column into a pH adjust column thence iit~ a second
exchange resin to another pH column to a third ion exchange resin to another phi adjust column , then
through two anion exchange resins and finally into the last column used to convert bromide to fluoride .
At each stage in the system the phi is measured on a calomal/glass electrode. The output of these
electrodes go into a separate set of channels on the Fluke data logger. There are again red and green
LED lamps provided at each measuring chamber to alert the operator to deviations from perm i ss i b l e
operating conditions for the system . The first eight columns are exactly similar to those used in the
potassium bromide system and require no further discussion here. The final column is unique in that it
is a countercurrent precipitation column. The bromide passes through the center of the top plate is
inmiediately surrounded by a left swirling hydrofluoric acid solution which meets an upward right
swirling hydrofluoric aci d wi th in the column and the precipitation occurs in the turbulent mixing
region . The center of the lower plate is funnel shaped and collects the precipitate as it leaves the
column . The precipitate then goes to a filter system similar to that used in the initial stage of this
process where it is collected under a vacuum filtration. The effluent is pumped to a lime reservoir
that will react with the excess hydrofluoric acid , The ion exchange system is shown schematic a l l y  in
figure 9 and figure 10 shows the basis of the system as constructed prior to its installation in our
laboratory. Final filtrate collection chamber is shown in figure Il. In figure 11 in the upper right
hand corner the bottom of the precipitation column can be seen wi th  its externally flowing HF and
interna l funnel.

The anion exchange resins are exactly the same as those used in the potassium bromide system .
However the cation exchange resins are different and have not been completely characterized at this time.
Because of the acidity of the solution Chelex 100 may not be as useful as it is in the alkali
halide purification systems and that AGFOW , Rio Rex 40 and Rio Rex 70 may be the best choices for resins
purification of the alkaline earths, The measurements for characteri :ation are currently underway and
will be shortly completed .

The purification systems described here when operated correctly, should reduce impurities in
potassium bromide to the part per million level for alkalies and other halides and for the aliovalent
ions to a much lower level. The alkaline earth fluoride systems have not been operated sufficiently to
make estimates on the quality of salt they produce. We expect the operating details on the systems will
be avail able shortly.
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Table 5. Levels of impuriti es in KBr mink #WD6E

(Expressed as ppm. or ug impurity! g ER r)

Four solutions were made , on days 3-22-77 , 2-38-77, 4-1-77 , and
4-4-77, The values obtained from each solution are shown in
chronological order.

Element £ Detection Limit 3 Elemen t p~~ Detect ion Limit

Cs 1200 160 Cu S.2 ± .87
1350 ± 250 242 5.1 a .85 1.2
1280 ± 154 5.0 ± .83
1210 ± 121 6.5 ± .83

63.8 ± 12 Fe 91.1 ± 26
68.8 ± 9.3 10.9 83.3 x 10 22
57.9 5. 3.3 75.9 ± 10
64.3 ± 6.3 70.1 ± 17

Li 224 ± 24 Mn 2.00 ± .22
206 ± 4.7 23 1.53 ± .21 .49
186 ± 24 1.92 ± .21
181 t 13 1 .88 . 75

Rb 247 ± 35 Zn 2.30 ± .30
246 s 51 55 2.42 ± .25
238 25 2.21 ± .29
350 ± 46 1.71 ± .75

Ca 24.3 ± 21 Co 12.1 ± 2.7
5.5 ± 1.7 16.9 13.1 ± 1.7 1.7
15.0 ± 14 10.8 ± 0
21.7 ± Il 10.8 ± 0

Mg 1.04 ± 1, 34 Ni 151 ± 50
— 

.29 a 4. 7 2.5 185 ± 49 52.1

.58 ± .62 166 ± 25
3.30 ± .29 94 .4 ± 23

Cu 5.2 ± .82 Cr ~2 ± 0.0
5.1 ± .81 1.1 0 a 1.3 1.3
5.0 ± .79 0 ± 1.2
6.4 ± .79 0 a 1.2

1
Four samples run on the AA gave the same peak height.
2The peak height was very small , and came where the standard curve
intercepted zero.

3
Detection limit calculated as D.L. — /~
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Figure 3. Valve body and various attachmentS for aamnling and measurements.
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Fi”ure 5. Crystal pulling chamber closure and cold f inger seal.
All metal is rhodium d ated nickel. (~—rlngs are
ç’erfluoroetastjmet.
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H. C. Lipsors , A . t s r - I s - k .~ s t S. b~~sd’-s
Rome A ir Devel - -p s” ,st - ‘.‘nt ,’,-

DepuTy for E1 ect r- -n~ s.. T, - s ’ ss s -
Hanscos, Al’S, MA 0t7~~

and

S. Mit s- - , ’

Dept. of Electrical F ng sr ’ -~-
Uni versi ty nf ilk - -<1. ’

Kingston , Nt 02681

and

J. J. Martin
— . i f ’ Physics

Okl ahoma ,;tate Univer nity
Stillsatcr , OK 74074

We ha4je utilized sSr- ,I’r spectroscopy and photoacoustic calorimetry to measure
infrared absorp tion of the mi ssed flso -rssi e~~rystal KMgF 3 in the 800 to ?4Ck cm ”1 fre—
quency range at temperatures I rons 80 to 535°K and compared the results with those
obtanned for bina ry fluorides such os MgF2 and s.F ?. KMgF3 exhibits an exponent ial—
lile decrease in absorption as a fur’ction of fruquency at room and elevated tempera-
tures characteristic of intrinsic multiphonon absorption in rn -si t ionic materials.
At low temperatures , however , well— defined structural features are observed in the
absorption spectrum which nay be it’ ,sb ut ed to phonon density—of—states effects.
The data indicate that the Mg—I1’ interaction has the principal influence on the
IO4gF3 spectra. We also observe a similar exponential—like absorption vs. frequency
for other mixed fluorides such as KZnE -3. Howc’ver , in the 2500 to 4000
range our measurements : suggest that residual absorption In both mixed crystals
is dominated by csf r i n sss . effects .

Key words: Infrared absorpn :sn; Magnesium fluoride; issta sisium magnesium fluoride;
Intrinsic multiphonon absorpt ion; Absorption temperature dependence.

Introduction

Recent investigations have established that the residual absorption in the highly transparent
regime of pure non—metallic solids is due to higher order multiphonon processes. In this regime the
spectrum is often structureless and the absorption coefficient usually has a nearly exponential tie—
2endence on frequency[l]. Extensive experimental investigations of the temperature dependence of
residual abmorptlon have been carried out for a variety of’ ionic crystals , particularly the alkali
halides [2—3]. A number f theoretical models (4—8) based on multiphonon interaction s have been ad-
vanced from which the observed data can be interpreted. The temperature dependence of the absorption
coefficient can be understood to a large extent in terms of phonon occupation numbers (9) and some
additional considerations [6 ) releted to crymtal structure.

We have previously reported (10,11) nearly structureless exponential behavior for the frequency
depe- idence of the absorption coefficient of alkaline earth fluorides. The temperature dependence can
be .mderstood in terms of nearly Bose—Einstein like multl phonon behavior. The purpose sf the present
Inves tigation Em to extend these measurements t s  various fluoride crystals other than those of the
fl uorite .‘ r ic ’ sire , m s,’ s l y ,  MgI’-~ wI is - h s- r n - . ’ i ‘es, in the ri Ii le a truc t ire , and ‘- p t es KMgF3
and I(ZnF3.

The - - i b i s - perovskit’-s Sr.’ rms xed H s i - t i s t ’ -  c ryata lm - - 1  II.- ~,‘
, ms ,’r 5 f r m i t ,  4.NI1’-j whe,~ A Is son alkali

“‘al is-n sn-I N a dlvalent — , - d - - ri . Yssed crystal s are kms s wn f ‘ i - .-
~~ c i  mechanical p r ?-ert lea ,

e.g. t ;, rsiro ’ns -. , ‘h;,n the end s,em?-,-r pure ryso s,la [123, -s n-I at he .t’ , - I ‘lye .5- 1 ,is,T e window materi~~1s
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for high energy infrared lasers if prepared with sufficiently low absorption . Moreover , many of the
perovskites are water—insoluble ,similar to the alkaline earth fluorides. The perovskites studied in
this inve8tigation , viz., KMSF3 and KZnF3 were found to be transparent in the Co and chemical laser
regions , and also stronger than 1W! or KC1—KSr alloys.

Infrared active lattice vibrations in the one—phonon region of MgI’2, KMgF3 and KZnF3 as well as
two—phonon infrared spectra have been reported in the literature [13—16). First order Rassan spectrum
(17], and mul ti phonon infrared absorption [2] of MgF 2 have also been reported previously. This paper
presents the first measurements of temperature dependence of stultiphonon absorption for MgI’2 and
KMgF3 as well as an analysis in terms of a simplified model [Ill.

Experimental Procedure

The KMgF3 and Kin!’3 crystals were prepared at Oklahoma State University from stoichiometric mix-
tures of 1(1’ ansi NtgF2 anti KF and ZnF2. Crystals were grown by the Bridgman method irs graphite or
vitreous carbon crucibles using extreme care to minimize water pick—up in the K!’ during loading , and
NH4HF2 to RAP the system. The crucible was evacuated overnight while held at 300°C, arid then it was
pressured with 10 psig ssf gettered argon and raised ti the melting point , 1070°C for K14gF3 and 870°C
for KZnF3. After a temperature cycle to freeze and remelt the material , the crystal was grown at
0.15 cm/hr. The KMgF 3 crystals used for most of the optical measurements were pulled from the melt.
A pull rate of < 3 mm/hr was used with starting material prepared by the Bridgmats technique , as de-
scribed above. The MgF2 samples used for transmission measurements were commercial material obtained
from Op tovoc , while the ons’ used for photoacoustic measurements was obtained in polished form from
A. Meller Inc.

Absorption values were determined from transmission measurements made with a Digilab Fourier
transform spectrophotoneter operated in the double beam mode using a nitrogen gas atmosphere. Elevated
temperature measurements were made in a smal l  furnace which was placed close to the focal point of the
spectrophotometer. Temperature measurements were recorded with Cu—conmtantars ther-moc.ouplem placed on
opposite sides of the sample periphery , and temperature was controlled with a d.c. power supply.
Liquid nitrogen temperature measurements were made in a Janis dewar positioned in the same way, with
the sample clamped against an indium ring in contact with the coolant reservoir.

Sample thicknesses used for room and elevated temperature measurements ranged from 0.18 to 2.46
cm . Low temperature measurements on KI4gF3 and MgI’2 were made on samples 0.5-49 and 0.660 cm thick
respectively. In the case of MgF2 ,  all transmission measurements were made with the beam directed

along the c—axis.

Absorption calculations were made from tranmmission dat.a stored on magnetic tape using the
expression:

2 r / 2~~ 2~~~~l/2
— — ln 

— 
+ I N I’ ~~

—‘ (1)
d 2T L \2 T  J J

where d = sample thickness , T — transmission and N reflectivity .

Corrections, for small variations of the 100% line with wave number were made from comparison to
measurements with no sample in the beam using the on—line computer of the spectrophotoiseter. Re—
flectivities were determIned either from the maximum transmission in an adjacent spectral region where
no variation was found , or from comparison with absorption values obtained by photoacou.tic
calorimetry . More details of the abeorptlon measurement method are given elsewhere (18).

For absorption coefficients above SxlO”3 cm”-~, little variation was found between abaorption
meaaured by photoacosistic calorimetry anti that ca1cu1~~ted from corrected transmission data. Correction.
for the variation of’ reflectivity with wave number or the change of refractive Index with temperature
alao included in the computer program were found to be negligible.

The photoacouatIc calorimetric measurements were carried out at aever~ 1 Cw laser wavelength.
The laser radiation incident on the sample was periodically interrupted by a chopper, and th. re.
t rig acoustic wave amplitude was measured by * piezoelectric cerasitir tranapond.r in conjuncUum s ” a

lock—in amplifier. Experimental details of thIs method are given In previous pul ’li eat ion. 110 * -

Remi sl ts

g in ’ .’ I showS t i e r n ,  t eoitparatmire absorption is se ff ic lent of MgI’,’, KMgF’~ tnd 5 ’r~I fr~~ oo to

?000 ‘ n ”~ as obtained by Fourier ‘s pec? rsmcopy. On the same fig.st’e ar, points r pre..nt i,~~ absorption
at ie~ C5 ICs I wSVn, number, measured by photoacosutic Ca is r lmet ry  which chow g~~~ 

agreement w ith  the
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speetroscopic data, KMgI’3 and MgI’2 show exponentially decreasing slopes characteristic of intrinsic
multiphonon absorption with some structure evident , while KZnF3 appears to display extrinsic absorption
over much of the fi-equency range investigated , certainly above 1400 cm ”1.

Photoacoustic calorimetry results obtained at DI’ and HF wavelengths are given its Table 1.

Table 1 Total Absorption Determined by Photoacoustic Calorimetry

DI’ HF
3.6 gsm

(2(i3O cm’4) (3700 cm”1 )

KZ~~3 5x10
2 —l

KMgF3 7x10
4 

cm”1 7x10”4 cm 1

MgI’2 6.7xlO”~ cm’4 (bulk) 2.5~l0
” cm’4 (bulk)

l.2x10 (per aurface) 8x10 (per surface)

1.27 cm thick

The total absorption values for KMgF3 prepared at Oklahoma State University are slight l y lower than
those of comnercnal MgF2 at 2630 cm— I , but at 3700 cm’1 the strong surface absorption of MgF~ becomesdominant and makes comparison difficult. The absorption value of 7x10” ~s,’4 for KMgF3 is considerab ly
hIgher than that expected from an extrapolation of the exponential slope of f igure  1. This indicates
extrinsic behavior resulting at least partially from the s,1rface or bulk scattering. The relatively
high value of 5xl0”2 cm’4 is again evidence of the extrinsic behavior demonstrated in figure j ,

The temperature anti frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient of MgF2 and KMgF3 areshown in figures 2 and 3. The exponential dependence of absorption coefficient on frequency peraista
at higher temperatures for both materials. Above 1800 cm’4 additional absorption is evident which is
not presen t in the initial room temperature data of figure 1. ‘this absorption is attributed to changes
in surface condition from temperature cycling during the measurements. KMgF3 shows more detailed
structure in the absorptIon spectra than Mg!’2, particularly at 80°K.

Discussion

The perovskitesA8I’3 can he thought of as mixed crystals of AF and 6F2. Thus one mi ght at first
expect to obtain their optical properties by simple addition of the properties of the two end members.
in figure 4 the abscrption of KMgF3 is compared with that of MV and MgI’2. Actual ly, a close resemblance
is observed for the Mg compounds and a much lower absorption and a ateeper slope found for K!’. This
indicates that the Mg—F vibrations are dominant in the multiphonon spectrum of KMgF3. Quantitatively,
this can be understood from a comparison of the long wavelength longitudinal optical mode frequencies
corresponding to frequencies in the vicinity of the cut—off of the one—phonon density of states.
These are 326 cm”1 (KF), 551 cm’4 (KMgN’3) and 617 cur’-1 (MgI’2 ). Thua at a particular frequency such as
i~ioo cm

’4, K!’ multiphonon absorption Ia a 5—phonon or higher order process whereas those of KJ~,gF3 andMg!’2 are still in the 3—phonon regime.

The temperature and frequency dependence of Mg!’2 and Kt4gF3 is next analyzed in terms of a
simplified theory (11) which employ s an average omcillator frequency to represent the phonon spectrum .
Following Bendow (21 ] the absorption Coefficient is expressed as

as
[n(w ) • 11 

~~ I’ ‘v ai l
8 ti~ ,T) — 

~o n(w ) • 1 exp f _
~

.-J (2)

where 0(w)’. [asp (ks,s/kT) — l3~~ represent. the phonon occupation number at temperature 7, 
~~ 

a scaling
factor, sw~ the etfective phonon frequency end Y the Coefficient which governs the mxponenti,l d.cs3n.
From the above expression It Is evident that $ increases at high 7 according to the usual 1” 1*w for

a j ( — ~~
— ) — piss,norm procema (9), provided that at0 is independent of 7. In general , 

~~~ 
(‘~~ decreases

with incresairsg 7 , ,soisewhat suppressing the 7 dependence of 0 arising frost the Bose—Enstein f’tctors,
en effect which becs’mes increasingly inmpssrtant mu? higher frequencies.

Refore the above relation can be used to represent the 7 dependence of i t La necessary to
specify at0. Recm ~sine the COntribution of acoustIc phoncsns are suppressed due to energy conservation ,
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an average op tical phonon frequency such as the Brout frequency [22 ,113, used In our previous analysis
of alkaline earth fluoride data , may be an appropriate choice. In the case of Mg!’2 where all of the
long wavelength optic mode frequencies are kn1wn from infrared 113) and liaman 123) measurements , the
Brout frequency turns out to be about 415 cm • if this particular value is used for s~ in the above
equation ,only fair agreement is achieved with experimental data. Using the Brout frequency instead as
a starting point for a least squares fit , the best agreement with experimental data is obtained for

439 cm”1. The set of calculated absorption coefficients 8 versus temperature at various valuea of
frequency,  iii , are shown in figure ‘~. The experimental data designated with points are seen to agree
quite well over the frequency range 1300 to 1800 cm’1 and from 300 to 500°K . Deviations occurred at —

80°K where structure was clearly evident in the spectra of figure 2 araithe aisple expression (2) for 8
is no longer app l i c a b l e, and also above 1600 cm”1 where extrinsic absorption begins to dominate. Further—
more , the agreement might well be improved If the 7 dependence of 

~o 
is included , but thim has not been

attempted in the calculations displayed here . The long wavelengtn optic mode frequencies for KiIgI’3 are
not as well known as those for MgI’2. However , if the value 55o 439 cm”'-1 for MgI’2 is scaled by the
ratio of the corresponding maximum longitudinal optic mode frequencies , (viz. , 551 cm’1 for K14gF3 and
617 cat”1 for Mg!’2), a value of 392 Cm ”1 is obtained for the me0 for KM5F3. This roughly determined
val ue yields only fair agreement between the calculated and observed absorption coefficients. However.
the best fit is obtained for tao 402 cm_i 

as indicated In figure 6 , where good agreement is found be-
tween calculated and experimental 3 values , except at 80°K. Again the discrepancy at low temperature
may be attributed to the pronounced structure in the absorption spectrum of KMgF3 (figure 3).

A comparison of structure in the absorp tion spectrum of K!’, MgI’2 and KM8F3 at 80°K is shown in
figure 7. The KMgF3 and Mg!’2 data are our experimental data , and the MI’ curve is that obtained
theoretically by Boyer , et al [81. It is evident that at 80°K KMgF 3 has the most structure and K!’ the
least. The lack of structure in Kr is characteristic of a rather smooth phonon density of states. In
the  case sf KMgF3 presumably the contribution of MI’ combined with that of Mg!’2 introduces a gap in its
phonon density of states and , as a result , persistent structure in the multi phonon spectrum as well.

Wit h good transmission throughout the CO and chemical lamer wavelength ranges and a lower ab—
sorptissn than MgF,s . KMgF3 may be also a good possibility for a coating material , especially with the
additional strength inherent in the mixed crystal .
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BULK LAS~N ABSORPTION HOMOGENEITY5

T, 2, Moravec and E , Bernal G,
Honeywell ~Corporate Materials Science Center

Bloomington , Minnesota 55420

Doppler interferosetry has been used to measure the optical change in
path upon CO2 laser irradiation and thus the absorption . This absorption

has been measured at many points over the full aperture of several laser
windowg and materials. The entire experiment is under control of an
HP9825A calculator. Detai ls are given of the experiment and its opetation.

Key words: Automated calorime t ry , calorime t ry , Doppler interferometry .
laser absorption uniformity.

1. Introduction

The objective of this experiment is to examine the spatial variation of absorption in infrared
laser window materials and coatings . Our~approach is to measure by interferometric techniques the
localized change in optical path induced by irradiation of a window by a focused laser beam.

2. Experimental Description

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement. The idea is to bring the interferometric beam in
coincidence with the CO2 beam so the point of irradiation can be changed. The measurements are normal-
ized to the time of irradiation and power transmitted , i.e. the energy . The experiment & K—I table
used for mounting and positioning the sample are under computer control.

A sample can be scanned and the change in optical path length due to CO2 laser irradiation can

he meamure*1 at many r’ntnts over the clear anettute of the samp la. The number of points is limited by
the size of the CO2 beam. The chaoge in path length is proportional to the absorption coefficient

of the sample. Thus, a plot of the homogeneity of the absorption can be obtained by plotti ng the
change in optical psth length. Because the interferometer measures optical path by hetero dyning
two light beams of different frequency, we will refer to this experimental technique as scanning 

1Doppler interferometry (SDI). The experimental approach is similar to that of Skolnik et. al. [iJ

3. Noise Limitations

An extensive program was undertaken during the firs t part of this year to determine the
accuracy and noise limitation s of ~he instrument, The interfermoter has an inatrument resolution of
0.016 cm determined by the wavelengths m d  electronics used.

To test the instrument , a progratn was written that does not move ‘he X—’( table , but rather
samples the readings of the Interferometer consecutively. Without any induced changes or motions ,
the readings are essentially the background fluctuations or moise of the interferometer. Figure 2
shows a typical plot of 100 consecutive readings spaced 0.3 ser ,nd apart that are the difference
(or change) from the zero reading. Large fluctuations are evident. These fluctuations are indepen-
dent of the floating of the optical table and thus are not due to mechanical vibrations. However,
they appear to be due to air currents. Figure 3 shows a typical run with the room sir circulating
lystea turned off. It was also determined that the same effect could be obtained with the interfero—
meter beam enclosed in beam pipes and thus protected from air currents. The experiment then can be
run with the room alt circulating,

Some drift can be noted in Figure 3 whI ch we believe Is due to thermal changes in the optical
table . We have eliminated this by sending the interferometer reference beam over the same path as
the sample beam. With this configuration , data as shown its figure 4 Is obtained, This shows suffic-
ient stability to perform the homogeneity experiment. The absolute resolution and stability now Is
about 0.03 am with the present configuration .

* This work Va. supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract No.
DAH C 1S— 73—C— 0 464 , ARPA Order No . A02416.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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4. Experimental Results

In order to exalniDe the homogeneity of a samDle , a program was wr i t ten that moves the sample
and irradiates each point for a fixed length of time determined by the operator Thus the change
in optical path length per transmitted laser power at each point is measured by the scanning
interferometer. - As derived in reference r2] this is given by

i — 
~~ _ + d(n—l) t(xj,yj) t~T(xj,yj ) ( 1)

where a is the refractive index , t (x1,yj) is the thickness and 4T(x1,yj) is the change in temperature
st (x1,y 1). This is directly proportional to the temperature rise at (x1,y~), and hence the local
absorption coefficient.

The present program will sample points in a 3 by 3 matrix up to a 9 by 9 matrix. The distance
between points is set by the operator and the size of the sample . The order of the data points for
a 5 by S and a 7 x 7 matri x is shown in table 1. The others are done in a similar fashion . The
procedure is very fast w i t h  a 7 x 7 array taking about 12 minutes for a 10 second irradiation at each
point . The data is plotted as an isogrsphic projection of the x and y coordinates on the sample and
the value of ALj/Pj (time).

Figures S thru 9 are data taken on forged ((Cl samples and Figure 10 is that for a ZnSe samp le.
In each case , a photograph of the sample through Crossed polarizers i~ shown in the upper right hand
cornet , The area scanned is delineated by a white border whose dimensions are “1” x 1”. No
correlation with bire fringence can be detected . The sin, and max . are given in micrometers per
joule units.

Table 2 presentm a suamsary of the results along with CO2 calorime t ry measurements taken near
~ie center of each sample.

5. Conclusions

We conclude that there are n’~ order of magnitude effects but variations of the order of three
are conanon in state—of—the—art materials. Change in path in alkali halides can be extreme ly small ,
but fluctuations are then large . Materials that have larger changes have smaller variations . We
note that values for average path change scale with the absorption calorimetry aeasurements . So
complete evaluation of potential laser windows should include these tests for checking the expected
laser absorption. It should be pointed out that while this technique Is faster than adiabatic
techniques, it requires a large laser with an output of - 200 watts.
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TABLE 1: LASER MSORFTION SCA~ NTNC PATtERN

5 X  5

24 14 4 9 19

Y—Axia 22 12 2 7 17

21 11 1 6 16

23 13 3 8 18

25 15 5 10 20

X—Axis

7 X  1

48 34 20 6 13 27 41

Y Axla 46 32 18 4 11 25 39

44 30 16 2 9 23 37

43 29 15 1 8 22 36

45 31 17 3 10 24 38

47 33 19 5 12 26 40

49 35 21 7 14 28 42

X-Axis
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TABLE 2 SWO~ARY OF SAMPLE HOMOGENEITY AT 10.6um

Sample Path Ch ange (X10 4 im) Calorimet ry 8 (Xl0 4cm~~ )

Mm Max Ave Std.Dev. Ave Std.Dev.

ZnSe #353 11.28 43.96 21.58 9.12 66.8 1.3

KC1 #520 0.37 1.65 0.77 0.71 21.7 2.1

KC1 #482 0.76 3.70 2.09 0.52 44.7 3.2

XCI #1(8 0.34 2.89 1.32 0.50 16.4 2.7

W/RbC 1

EC1 #476 2 .75 5.18 3.50 0.52 55.7 2.3

- 
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Figure 1 Experimental arrangement of scanning Doppler Interferometer
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REFRACTIVE PROPERTIES OF INFRARE D W INDOW MA TERIALS *

A . Feldman , 0. Horowitz , and R . M . Waxier
Ins titute for Materials Research
National Bureau of Standards

Washing ton , 0. C. 20234

The results of the Optical Materials Characterization Program at the National
Bureau of Standards are reviewed . The techni ques for measur ing  ref rac t ive index
and the change of refractive index with stress and temperature are enumerated and
the mat erials on which these measurements have been made are listeu . Data are
presented for the change of refractive index with temperature of single crystal
specimens of BaF2, CaF 2. reac tive atmosphere processed (RAP) KC1 and KBr , LiF , NaF
and SrF 2, and pol ycrystalline chemical vapor deposited (CVD) ZnSe and :ns. The
measurements were done by the method of Fizeau interferometry over the temperature
range -180 to 200 ~C at the wavelengths 0.6328 im , 1. 15 u r n , 3.39 urn and 10.6 urn.
The results were compared to the results of other workers and found to be in
general agreement . We attempt to explain disagreements with other workers.

Key words : BaF 2; CaF2; KBr; XCI; LIF; NaF; refractive index; SrF2; thermal coef-
fic ient of refractive index ; ZnS; ZnSe.

I . Introduction

When high-power laser radiation propagates throug h a laser window , the residual absorption in the
window leads to a temperature rise. The temperature distribution is. in genera l , nonun iform ; hence , it
will cause a nonuniform optic path variation across the window aperture resulting in a distortion of
the beam wavefront. The distortion arises from the change of refractive index with temperature, the
change of thickness with temperature , and the change of re rac tive index and thickness  produced by
stress caused by thermal gradients. In order to predict the optical distortion due to thermal
grad ients it is important to determine the refractive index , n , the change of refractive index with
temperature, dn/dT, the linea r thermal expansion coefficient , a, the piezo-opt ic constants , q1~~

, and

the elastic constants , 5 . .  or c
3
, of laser window materials. The Opt ical Materials Characterization

Program has been established at the National Bureau of Standards to measure these quantities.

In this paper are listed the methods we have used for measuring these parameters a d  materials on
which measurements have been made. We do not discuss the details of the experimental p’~ocedures [111
or the experimental data that have appeared in the literature , but we do present our mast recent data
of dn!dT on BaF2 ,  CaF 2, KBr, X CI , LiF , NaF , SrF 2, ZnS , and ZnSe. A comparison is mae . with the data of
other workers . The results of refractive index measurement on ZnS are presented in an accompanying
paper by M. J. Dodge.

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Refractive index

The refractive indices of prismatic specimens are measured by the method of minimum deviation on
the fo l lowing instruments: Precision spectrometer with glass optics - The ultimate accuracy is several
parts in 106; the i~avelength range is 0.4 urn to 1.08 urn. Precision spectrometer with mirror optics -
the ultimate accuracy is several parts in iO~~ the wavelength range is 0.21 urn to SO urn.

As part of the infrared laser window program , we have measured the refractive indices of the
following materials: commercial KC1 [2] , reactive atmosphere processed (RAP) KC1 [31, KC1 nominally
doped with 1.5% XI (KC1:XI) [3), chemical vapor deposited (CVD) ZnSe 14 1 ,  CVD ZnS (see paper by H. J .
Dodge in these proceedings), hot forged CaF2 [5), fusion cast CaF 2 (6), and eight specimens of CaF2
doped with from 0.001% to 3% Er [7]. The spectrometer with mirror optics was used. All of the refrac-
tive index values obtained were relative to the refractive index of air n . , that is, we rneasuredairn/ne i r

Reaearch supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

1. Figures in brackets Indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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2.2. Temperature cc~ f f i c i en t of refrac tive index

The temperature coefficient of refractive index. dn /dT . is measured by either of two methods . In
the first method we measure the refractive index at 20 ~C and at 30 C on a precis ion spec trometer .
This method has the advantage of giving values for dn/dT over the entire wavelength range. It has sev-
eral disadvantages: (1) Values can be obtained only near room temperature; (2) Because the values of
refractive index are obtained relative to the refractive index of air , in order to obtain dn/dT for a
material, a correction must be applied to the measured value as shown by the equation

dn d ~ 
dn~~

= 
~~~~ 

(—) * n 
~~~~~~~ 

(1)
air

where the measured quantity is the first term on the right. Theoretical expressions for dflair /dT can

be obtained from the literature and these have been verified in the visible and the near infrared ,
however , it is uncertain whether these expressions are correct further into the infrared. (3) The
technique depends on the subFraction of two nt~ bers of comparable magnitude. If the accuracy of these
niunbers for some reason is less than optimian , large errors in the values for dn/dT could ensue. For
example , an error of l0 in refractive index would lead to an error greater than l0 5X~~ in dn/dT .

The second method we use for measuring dnfdT overcomes many of the problems l isted above . In this
me thod , we measure the shift with temperature of the Fizeau fringes generated by the reflections of
laser radiation from the surfaces of a flat plate of spec imen material . This method has several advan-
tages: (1) dn/dT data can be obtained over a wide range of temperature. We presently have two systems
that cover the temperature ranges -180 °C to 200 ~C and 20 °C to 800 ~C, respectively . (2) The value
obtained for dn/dT is for the material itself and is independent of n

air and its temperature derivative.

The method has the following disadvantages : (1) Measurements can be made only at the discrete wave-
lengths of spectral lamps or lasers because coherent radiation must be used . In the infrared , we are
presently limited to measurements at 1.15 um , 3.39 um and 10.6 um. (2) The method relies on accurate
values for the linear thermal expansion coefficient . Thermal expansion data are obtainable from the
l iterature or are measured by a Fizeau interferometer technique in this laboratory. The technique for
measuring the thermal expansion is similar to the technique for measuring dn/dT.

The resul ts of our latest measurements of dn/dT by the interferometric method are given in
sec t ion 3.

2 .3 .  Photoelastic constants

The photoelastic constants describe the effect of stress or strain on the refractive indices of a
solid. In glasses and most cubic solids the coefficients q~~ and q12 describe the absolute change of
refractive index with stress, whereas the coeffic ients q11 -q 12 and q ,~, (in glasses q~,,, = q~1-q1~ ) des-
cribe the stress-induced birefringence. We measure these coefficients by a variety of techniques
depending on the wavelength of measurement and the sensitivity of measurement required . These techni-
ques , wh ich have been described in the literature, are l i sted below .

Twyman-Green interferometer - we measure the shift of interference fringes for different polari-
zations of the radiation as a function of uniaxially applied stress.

Pizeau interferoaieter - we measure the shift of Fizeau fringes as a function of unlaxially applied
Stress OT as a function of hydrostatic pressure. These measurements together with the Twyman-
Green interferoineter measurements permit us to calculate the elastic constants as well as the
photoelastic constants.

Modified Twyman-Green interferometer - this interferometer permits us to measure fractional fringe
shifts in the infrared.

Modified Dyson interferometer - this interferoeieter permits to measure fractional fringe shifts
in the visible.

Babinet-Soleil compensator or DeSenannont compensator - these instruments are used for measuring
stress-induced birefringence in the visible and near Infrared .

Stress-Birefringent compensator - this device is used for measuring stress-induced birefringence
in the infrared . In this technique a specimen subjected to a varying uniaxial load functions
in a manner similar to a Babinet-Soleil compensator.

The above techniques have been used to measure the photoelastic Constants of the following mate-
rials in the infrared: As2S3 glass (2], a chalcogenide glass (Ge 33%, As 12% , Se 55%) [2], fused
S b 2  [8], Ge [9]. XCI (RAP) [9,10], and ZnSe (CVD) (ii). Measurements are presently underway on CaF~
BaF2, and SrF~ .
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3. Temperature Derivative of Refractive Index of Infrared Window Materials

We have obtained dn/dT of the following materials over the temperature range -180 =C to 200 C:
BaF 2, CaF 2, KBr (RAP), KC1 (RAP), LjF, NaP , SrF2, ZnS (CVD), and ZnSe (CVD). Measurements were made
at the wavelengths 0.6328 um , 1.15 um , 3.39 urn , and 10.6 urn with the exception that measurements on
ZnS were not made at 0.6328 urn and measurements on CaP2, LiE, and NaF were not made 10.6 urn. The
results of these measurements are presented in figures 1-9.

\ -
- 

We have also measured dn/dT of hot-forged CaF2 and KC1 nominally doped with 1.5% XI , but these
measurements were indistinguishable from the measurements on the unmodified materials.

In table 1 we list values of dn/dT that we have obtained at 40 °C for comparison with earlier work.
We compare our results only with the results obtained interferometrically by other workers. We find
that our measurements on BaF2, CaF 2, and SrF 2 agree within experimental error with the values of
Lipson, Tsay, Bendow , and Li gor [12].

Table 1 . dn/dT (lO 5
K~~ ) of infrared transmi tt in g materials at 40 C

Material 0.6328 pm 1.15 urn 3.39 pm 10.6 urn Reference

BaF 2 -1.63±0.02 -1.66±0.03 -1.62±0.03 -1.48±0.03 Present work

-1.67±0.04 -1.71±0.05 -1.68±0.04 — [12]

-1.68±0.01 -1.68±0.01 -1.63±0.1 — [13]

-
‘ CaF2 -1 .15±0.02 -1.18±0.02 -1.14±0.03 — Present work

-1.18±0.07 -1.20±0.05 -1.15±0.07 — [12]

-1.31±0.04 -1.34±0.04 -1.28±0.04 — [13]

-1.16 -1.19 -1.15 — [13] corrected

XBr(RAP) -4.16±0.03 -4.23±0.03 -4.25±0.03 -4.16±0.06 Present work

XC1(RAP) -3 .65±0.02 -3,6 8±0.02 -3.69±0.02 -3.54±0.04 Present work

-3.33±0.02 -3.41±0.02 -3.38±0.01 -3.13±0.01 [13]

-3.64 -3.72 -3.69 -3.43 [13] corrected

LiF -1.70±0.02 -1.73±0.04 -1.48±0.04 — Present work

NaF -1 .30±0.05 -1.34±0.06 -1.27 0.OS — Present work

• SrF 2 -1.25±0.02 -1.28±0.01 -1.26±0.03 -1.03±0.05 Present work

-1.20±0.07 -1.27±0.05 -1.30±0.05 — [12]

ZnS(CVD) — 4.6 ±O.2_ 4.3 ±0.2 4.1 ±0.2 Present work

6.35±0.10 4.98±0.11 4.59±0.10 4.63±0.12 [13)

ZnSe(CVD) 10.7 ±0.1 7.0 ±0.1 6.2 ±0.1 6.1 ±0.1 Present work

9.11± 0.11 5.97±0.12 5.34±0. 11 5.20±0.12 (13)

Harris , Johnston, Kepple , Krok , and Mukal (}IJKIO4) [13] have recently reported values of dn/dT for
a ser ies of materials including BaF 2, CaP 2, KC1 , ZnS (CVII) and ZnSe (CVII). A comparison of our results
with theirs shows agreement within experimental error for SaP2 and reasonably good agreement for ZnS ,
but larger deviations for the other materials. We will discuss the results for each of these materials
separately in an attempt to account for the discrepancies.

The values that HJXXM report for CaF2 appear to be larger than our values by about 12%. But, an
examination of table II in their paper , which lists the parameters used In their calculations, shows
that the values of n for BaF2 and CaF2 are interchanged . If we recalculate their value of dn/dT by
assuming tha t the index for BaF 2 had been mistakenly used In the origina l calcula tion, and furthermore,
if we change the value of a — l9.Sxl0 6K~~ , the value they had used , toe — l9.O5xlO~~K~~, the value we
have used , the resulting value , as shown in table 1, is In excellent agreement with our value . A
similar correction to their data on BaF2 makes e negl igible change In the values.
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The~value~. tb -it HJKDI report for KC1 appear to be larger than our values by about 10% . This
discrepancy car ~e ,i rnost completely eliminated by changing the value of a 35.SxIO 6K 1 , the value
they had used , t .  - S’ .t~xt(r

6K ’, the value we have used . In table 1 , a comparison of their corrected
values .ith our . - hoi.s dev iations of no more than 3%. We believe our value of a is more nearl y correct
because measur .~.ent s of a made in our laboratory agree with values in the AlP Handbook [14].

~ comparison of HJKKM ’s values for lnSe with our values indicates a discrepancy of about 15%.
However , HJKKN have reported that they obtained different results on some materials when measuring
dn/dT in air and when measuring dn/dT in an immersion bath. We, therefore, dec ided to remeasur e dn/dT
of nSe at 0.6328 pm using an inriersbon technique . We found no significant difference between the data
we had obtained prev iously and the data obtained by the immersion technique.

Tsay, L ipson , and Ligor [15) have recently reported measurements of dn/dT on CaP2 as a function of
temperat Jre. These data appear to be in good agreement with ours .

4. Summary

We have enumerated the techniques we have used for measuring refractive index and the change of
refrac tive index with stress and temperature. We have listed the materials on which measurements have
been made. Data of dn/dT as a function of temperature have been presented for nine infrared transmit-
ting materials. The results were compared with the results of other workers and found to be in general
agreement . We attempted to explain disagreements with other workers.

- 
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7. Figurea
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Fi gure 2. dn/dT of CaF
2 as a function of temperature .
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Fi gure 3. dn/dT of KBr (RAP) as a function of temperature.
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FI gure 4. dn/dT of XCI (RAP ) as a function of temperature .
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Figure 5. dn/dT of LiP as a function of temperature.
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Figure 7. dn/dT of SrF2 as a function of temperature .
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REFRACTIVE PROPERTIES OP CVI) ZINC SULFIDE’

Maril yn J. Dodge
National Bureau of Standards

Washington , D. C. 2 O23~4

The r e f r a c tive index of two samples of zinc s u l f i d e  made by
the technique of chemical vapor depos i t ion  ( CVI)) was determined
from o.SLl6l to 11.1475 urn. Measurements were made relative to air
by means of the minimum—dev IatIon method on a precision spectrometer
at temperatures near 22°C and 314°C. Each set of experimental
data was fitted to a Sellmeier~-type dispersion equation whichpermits refractive index interpolation within several parts in

lO~~ . The calculated data at the two temperatures was used to
determine the temperature dependence of the refractive index of
ZnS. The index and dn/dT of the ZnS will be compared with those
properties of’ CVD ZnSe.

Key words: Dispersion; refractive index; temperature coefficient
of refractive index; zinc sulfide.

1. Introduction

The performance of a high—power laser system is dependent on the optical and
mechanical stability of the optical components within the system. Optical distortion
of a component can occur as a result of absorptive heating, and if the distortion is
severe enough the component can become unusable. New and better optical materials are
being developed to help alleviate this problem .

Theoretical calculations of optical distortion in laser windows depends on the
knowledge of the absorption coefficient , refractive ind ex (R I ) ,  change of index with
temperature (dn/dT), thermal expansion coefficient , stress—optical constants , elastic
compl iances , specific heat , thermal conductivity and density of the material under

consideration. An optical materials characterization program [1) 1 is currently in
progress at NBS to determine their pertinent optical properties. The refractometry
laboratory is determining the RI and dn/dT of selected window materials over a limited
temperature range.

Chemical vapor deposited (CVI)) ZnS is a possible candidate window material. A
comprehensive study of the refractive index of bulk ZnS is not readily available in
the open literature. This paper will present RI and dn/dT data on two samples of this
material. The prismatic gamples , designated “A” and “B” were made available by B. A.
di Benedetto of Raytheon Company. 2 Sample B appeared to be of much better optical
quality than sample A.

2. Transmission

This material has a practical transmission range from 0.6 to 12 urn, with the
exception of the 6 um region where there is a strong absorption band. Figure 1 shows
a transmission curve of a sample of A—type material , 1.5 cm thick [2). The 6 um region
absorption band is considered to be due to a hydride [3] , a common impurity in the CVD
ZnS currently available,

‘ This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

1. The numbers in brackets represents references at the end of this paper .

2. The use of company and brand name in this paper are for identification purposes
• only and in no case does it imply recommendation or endorsement by the National

Bureau of Standards and it does not imply that the materials used in this study
are necessarily the beat available.
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3. Experimental Technique

Each prismatic sample had a refracting angle near 32°, and two polished faces
approximately 2.5 cm square. The refractive indexes were determined by means of the
mininum—deviation method on a precision spectrometer shown schematically in fig. 2 [14].
In the visible and near infrared regions of’ the spectrum , the Index was determined at
known emission wavelengths of mercury, cadmium and helium. Beyond 2 urn, a gb —bar was
used for the radiant—energy source, and measurements were made at known absorption
bands of water , carbon dioxide , polystyrene , methocyclohexane , and 1, 2—14 trichboro—
benzene. A series of narrow—band interference filters was also used between 3.5 and
10.6 urn. A thermocouple with a cesium iodide window was used for the detector. The
scale of this spectrometer can be read to 1 second of arc and the instrument is con-
sidered to have an equivalent precision and negligible systematic errors. This will

permit refractive indexes accurate within a few parts In lO~~ over a wide wavelengthrange, to be determined for good optical material. All measurements were made relative
~ aJ. L U i L A C L  z a u n l a m s  S 6U L L d  k V L~~~ I L  ± 1 ) 1 1 3 .

14 . Refractive Index

The RI of sample A was determined from 0.5461 to 11.475 urn and from 0.51461 to
11.862 urn for sample B. Measurements were initially made on each sample at a
controlled—room temperature near 22°C and repeated near 314°C.

Each set of experimental data from 0.5461 to 10.6 urn was fitted to a three—term
Sellmeier—type dispersion equation [5] of the form :

2 3 A A 2

n —l 
j ’l X2 A 2

The index of refraction is represented by n , A is the wavelength of interest in urn, the
A
s
’s are the calculated wavelengths of maximum absorption and the A

s
’s are the cal-

culated oscillator strengths corresponding to the absorption bands . The A
s
’s and A

d
’s

are not Intended to have any physical significance. Primary emphasis is given to
procuring a mathematical fit of’ the measured data useful for Interpolation .

The constants calculated for the dispersion equation for each specimen at two
temperatures , the number of wavelengths fitted and the average absolute residual (the
average difference between the experimental values and the calculated values) are given
In table 1.

Table 1. Dispersion equation constants for calculating refractive index
of CVI) ZnS relative to air.

Sample A Sample B
21. 6°C 33_,6°C 2 1.9°C 33 .14°C

A 1 0 .339 0 14026 0.19 92 142 142 0.2 141 99 1414 7 0 .79907896

A 2 3 .7606868 3.9029 1481 3. 85755 8 14 3 .303339 8

A 3 2.7312~ 53 2.7620669 2.51433609 2.802866 1

A 1 0.31423026 0.34058701 0.3300514145 0.28020665

A 2 0.1759141714 0,18057756 0.17899635 0.162051714

A
3 

33.8865~0 34.059326 32.849275 34.288073

No. of
wavelengths
fitted 25 25 30 27

Average
absolute
residual
x 10~ 5.5 5.0 14 .6 14 .2
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The average absolute residual is an indication of the overall accuracy of the experi-
mental data. The largest residuals were in the region between 5.5 and 6.5 urn which
could be expected because of the strong absorption in this region . The SellmeIer
equation will fail when a fit is attempted too close to an absorption edge , but will
attempt to fit through a band when some data exists on either side of’ the band . It was
possible to obtain experimental index data within the 6 urn region of absorption , but
the equation could not adequately fit the data in this region because of the anomalous
index effect which occurs in regions of absorption . Experimen tal data were obtained for
both specimens beyond the 11 urn absorption band , but because of the natural cutoff of
the material not enough data could be obtained in this region to facilitate a fit
through the band . Instead , the anomalous index effect within this weak band put undo
influence on the IR parameters of the equation and an adequate fit was impossible at
all wavelengths . Therefore, a satisfactory fit could not be accomplished beyond
10.6 urn.

After a fit was obtained , the refractive index was calculated at regular wave-
length Intervals. Figure 3 shows the dispersion curve for specimen B.

Figure ~4 compares sample B with sample A which Is represented by ‘he :ero line.
The index of specimen B is lower than that for sample A below 2 urn and hi~’her at all
wavelengths beyond 2 urn . This behavior could be Indicative of extended useful trans-
mission , or less absorption , In sample B beyond the absorption edges of sample A.

5. Temperature Coefficient of’ Index

The calculated data for the two average temperatures at which each samp le was
measured were used to calculate dn/dT(°CY~ for each specir€- :~. The resultant dn/dT
values are shown graphically in fig. 5. The data points in this figure represent the
dn/dT values which were calculated from the experimental data. With the exception of
between 6.5 and 10 urn the values for both samples agree within ~ x 1o

_6
. This dis-

crepancy is still well within the stated experimental errors for the index deter-
minations from which the dn/dT was calculated . Corrections for the dn/dT c~f air havenot been applied in the determination of the dn/dT values for the ZnS samples in this
study. In table 2 the dn/dT of these two specimens are compared with those of
Feldman , et al. [6~ , and Harris , et al. [7] at specific laser wavelengths.

Table 2. Comparison of dn/dT x l0 5(°C)~~ for CVI) ZnS

DODGE’
WAVELENGTH A B FELDMAN HARRIS

(pm) (28°C) (30°C) (45°C)

1.15 5.0 5.2 L~ .6 5.0
3.39 ~4 .6 14 .8 14 .2 4.6

10.6 14 .7 5.0 14 .1 4 .6
‘ These values have not been corrected for the dn/dT of air.

6. Comparison of CVD inS and CVD ZnSe

The refractive index and temperature coeff icient of refract ive index of’ CVD ZnSe
has been previously reported [81. Because ZnSe and ZnS are similar materials , a com-
parison of’ the RI and dn/dT of the two materials measured in this laboratory is made in
table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of the refractive properties (relative to air) of CVI) ZnS
and CVI) ZnSe.

• WAVELENGTH ZnS ZnSe
(pm) REFRACTIVE INDEX

1.0 2.2923 2.4891
• 3.0 2.2572 2.14375

5.0 2.21462 2.42914
10.6 2,1921 2.4027

dn/dT x lO~ (°C)~~
1.0 5.2 9 .9
3.0 44 . 9 7.2
5.0 14 .3 7 .3

10.6 5.0 7. 14
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7. Conclusion

The refractive properties of CVD ZnS presented in this paper refer to the specific
samples in this study . Although these findings are probably representive of the
material , caution should be used when applying any of these values to other samples of
ZnS . As growth techniques are improved , better material will result with possible
changes in the refractive properties , especially near the regions of absorption.
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Fig. 1 - Transmiss ion  curve of CVI) ZnS taken from “In Line Transmission Run” provided
through the courtesy of B. A. di Benedetto , Ratheon Company .
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Fig. 2 — Schematic diagram of the modified Gaertner precision spectrometer showing
optical path. The prism is rotated at one—half the rotation rate of the
telescope assembly by gear system , thus maintaining the condition of
minimum deviation for any wavelength. The scanning device drives the
assembly which scans the spectrum to identify lines or bands and determine
their approximate scale positions .
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Fig. 3 - Refrac tive index of CVI) ZnS as a function of wavelength (logarithmic scale).
Data near 22°C were calculated from the dispers ion equation.
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Fig. 14 — Comparison of the refractive index of sample B inS with sample A. The index
of sample A is represented by the zero—line .
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Pig. 5 — Temperature coefficient of refractive index of CVI) ZnS near 28°C. Sample A:
dn/dT from index data calculated by the dispersion equation;

•dn/dT from experimental index data. Sample B: dn/dT from
calculated index data; N dn/dT from the experimental data.
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CRITICAL ORIENTATIONS FOR ELIMI NA TING STRESS-INDUCED DEPOL!~RIZATION
IN CRYSTALLINE WINDOWS A N D  RODS*

H. E. Joiner . S. H. Marburger, and W. H. Steier
Depar tments of Elec tri cal Enginee ring and Phyeics

U n i v e r si t y  of Southern California
• Los Angeles, California 90007

The amount of depolarization resulting from stress-induced birefringence in
crys talline ma terials can be extremel y dependent upon orientation, In windows
and rods made of cer tain ma ter iaLs , critical orientations exist for which the c1e-
polarization effect is eliminated.

Key words: BaF,; CaF,; crystalline windows and rods; depolarization; optical
distortion; photo—elastic constants; stress-induced birefringence.

1. Introduction

DepoLarization of beams transmitted through optical elements rendered birefringent by applied, in-
duced, or f rozen in stresses is a f requent  nuisance in laser sys tem design. In high power lase r win-
dows, this form of optical degradation effectively creates two dis torted beams, one for each polariza-
tIon. Each beam has a different focal point, and any attempt to focus one defocuses the other. In laser
ro ds , the effect appears as a loss In the cavi ty for polarized output. We have found that the depolari-
zation effect can be eliminated in crys tal l ine window e made of certain materials by properl y orienting
t he window. A similar critical orientation can also be found for a rod made of the same material ,
where the strains are confined tothe plane perpendicular to the axis of the rod.

2. Experiment

The experimental set-up shown in figure 1 was used to investigate the effect of crystal orientation
upon the depo larization resulting from thermall y Induced stresses in a window made of BaF,. A 25 W
Gaussian mo de CO9 beam (10, 6 urn) was used to thermall y induce the s t resses , while a polarized and
co lli mated HeNe beam (632. 8 nm) w ith uniform intensity was used to probe the birefringence. W’ithln
experimental limits , no intensity was observed in the orthogonal polarization of the HeNe beam when
t he heating beam was blocked. With heating, a cloverleaf pattern in the orthogonal polarization was
observed as shown In figure 2. For norma l Incidence , the pro pagation vectors for both beams were
along the (Ill) crystallographic direction, and the electric displacement D of the HeNe beam was

along some undetermined direction In the (111) plane. For this orientation, the resultant intensity
pattern is independent of crystallographic direction along ~ [1)1. The intensity pattern for the (111)
orientation I. shown in figure 2(a). Other orientations were observed by rotating the window by the
angle ~ sbout Its normaL ((111)) and by tilting the window about the horizontal axis of the mirror mount
holding the window, such that the propagation vector inside the window made an angle ~ with the win-
dow normal, as shown in figure 3. As the window was rotated by ~ and 9, the intensity pattern In the
orthogonal polarization would rotate and change dramatically in Intensity, as shown In figure 2(b). For
a particular orientation (9~, ~ ), the pattern vanished, showing a null in the depo larization effect. This
null was also observed for (9~, ~ + o(1 20 )) for n ~], 2, consistent with the 3-fold symmetry at the
(111) direction.

3. Ana lysis (General Case)

For a given pi opagat lon vector k In a naturally birefringent material, there are two directions for
t he eLectric displscement D which result in a linearl y polarized beam. In the Index ellipsoid formal-
Ism (2), t hese directions cor re.po nd to the major and mino r axes of an elli ptical cross-sect ion of the
index ell ipsoid , perpendicula r to IZ, a. s hown in figure 4~ In phase plate terminology, t hese axe. cor-
res pond to the fast and slow axes of the phase plate. If D is along one of these axes , then the beam
remains linearl y po larized as it propagates through the material. If~~ is along any other direction,
the beam becomes elliptically polarized.

U the birefringence Is Induced by s t resses , the shape of the ellipsoid will depend upon crysta l  or i-
enta t ion and the amount of .tr e... For non-unif orm s t ress , bot h the magnitude and direction of the
Last and slow axes will vary from point to point , and the window appears as a collection of differentl y
oriented phase plates, as shown In fIgure 5(a). In general , It is not possible for a beam to be polar..
Ized along a single direction over the entire c ros s -sect ion of the beam. The resultant polar izat ion
state is usually a complicated function of position , depending upon the distribution of stresses in the
window.

‘Work supported by DARPA under Contract No, F19628-77-C-0094.

1. Figures in brack et, indic ate the literature i’eferenc es ~t the end of this paper .
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For the special case of a circularl y symmetric hearing beam, normally incident upon a (111) ori-
ente d window , the axes are along radial and azimuthal directions , as shown in figure 6, and the mag-
nitudes are a func tio n of the radial coordinate on ly. Hence , a c loverleaf Intensity pattern in the or-
t hogonal polarization is observed.

We have discovered that in certain materials , for certain critical orientations, the axes of the ef-
fective phase plates become uniform in direction , independentl y of Stresses in the plane of the window,
as shown in figure 5(b) . A beam passing throug h euch a window will become distorted (because there
are still Index variations along the f ast  and slow axes) but not depolarized. To understand how such an
orientation could exist , we investIgate the equation for the Index ellipsoid.

In cartesian coordinates, the index ellipsoid for a cubic crystal I. given by

(1/n 2+ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1, (1)

where n is the index of refraction, and

AB~3
= -2A n1./n3 (2)

is the stress-induced change in the ellipsoid , If the wave vector 1~ is along the z direction, then the eL-
lIptical cross-section of the ellipsoid perpendicular to ~ is given by

(l/n h+A B,~~)xx+(1/n Z+AB yy
)Y ~~+2A B~yxY = 1.  (3)

If AB., = 0, then equation (3) describes an ellip se with major and minor axes along x and y. For the ex-
istence of critical orientatio ns as described , AB,, must be zero , independent of stress.

The relationship between AB in the xy plane and s t resses  ~ in the xy plane is given by

B’ ‘ ‘ ‘A •~ 
q11 q12 

q16 a,~
AB’yy = q~~1 q~ 2 q ’26 a;y . (4)

B’ ‘ ‘ ‘A 
~~~~ 

q61 q62 q66 0zy

where the prima denotes a quantity which varies with crystal  orientation. The q ’ s are elements of the
stress -optic tensor [3]. The condition for AB., = C independent of st ress is

I — I — —q61 - q62 - q66 -

Starting from some arbitrary orientation and rotating the coordinate •ystem about the y ax is by the
angle 9, one finds [4] that

q~,1 = -s ln9(q 41cos
29 + q43

sin 2
e - q45 si nZe/2) + cose(q61cos

2e +q63sin2
e — q65slnZe/2) (6)

q~,2 = - s ine(q 42) + cos 9(q 62) (7)

q~ 6 = q44sin 9 +q 66 cos
29 -( (q 46 +q 64)/2).1n29 , (8)

where the unprime d q e s denot e elements of the stress-optic tensor before the rotation. If the rotation
axis Is a 2-fold axis or an axis perFendic ula r to a mirror plane , the unpr imed q’ s in eqs .(6 , 7) are
identicall y zero , and both q~ and q~ are zero independent of 

~~
. The angle 9 Is determined by setting

q~, ’ 0 In eq .(8) .

4 . ~3m Cubic Symmetry Windows and Rods
4. 1 Windows

The window materials currentl y of Interest have ~3m cubic s ymmetry. The (100) and (110) direc-
tions satisf y the symmetry requirements in section 3. For z and y along (100) direct Ions , q

~~= q~ 
U,

and q~~~q~~ 
henc e from eq .(8), q

~,
=q

~ 
independent of a rotation by ~ 

about the y axis , and no critical
orientation exists. For z along a (100) direction and y along a (110) direc tion , shown In figure 7.
q~~= q.. 0. q.. q11-qts . and q~, is given by

q’66 (q 11-q 12)cos
2g + q44

.iai 29 . (9)

The value of q~, varies from (q~1-q15 ) when z ’ is in the (100) direction to q~~when z ’ Is in the (110) di-
rection. If (q 1~-q15 ) and q,, are opp osite In sign, then there exists a critica l angle 

~, 
for which q~

vanishes , namely
tan2

8c = 1IA q~ 
(10)

where
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Aq = q 44/(q11
_ q

12) (11)

is the stres.-optic anlsotr2py ratio. Thus critical orientations exist in materials for which A Is neg-
ative. For k along a’ and D along either x’ or y ’, no depolarization will occur , independent 01 stress
in the x ’y ’ plane . To insure the plane stress approximation , the window should be thin , and the window
normal should be in the a ’ d irection.

Stress -optic an isotrop y ratios and critical angles were computed using experimental values for
stress-optic coefficients 15 . 6, 7. 8) for several window materials at wavelength, where data was avail-
able. The results are shown in table 1. Experimenta l results in BaF, [9], shown In figure 8, are In
good agreement with the theoretical estimate of 8,. The angle measured from the (111), 9,, was 11.,
corresponding to a value of 65. 7’ for 9, measured from the <100). A lso note that the estimated value
of 9, for CaF, at 632.8nm is within 14 of the (111) direction. Measurements by Bernal [10] and
Detrio [11] show negligible depolarization for (111) oriented CaF, windows, and significant depolariza-
tion for other orientations.

Table 1. Critical ang les for stress-insensit ive birefr ingence axes

NaCl XCI XCI CaF5 BaF, SrF, CdTe GaAs

~ 633 rim 633 nm 10.6 Urn 633 nm 633 rim 633 nm 10.6 Urn 10. 6 Urn
A +0. 68 -2.16 -2.12 -0. 44 -0. 19 -0. 25 +0,84 +1. 10

8 — 34. 2’ 34.5’ 56.3’ 66.4’ 63, 4 — —c

4, 2, Rods

Ana logous to thin windows, critical orientations should also exist for beams pro pagating down the
axis of a long rod. For long rods , it Is the stra in rather than the st ress that Is confined to the plane
perpendicular to the rod axIs. For this case

B ‘ ‘ ‘ a ’p11 p 12 p16 x~
= p

~ 1 p’22 p26 e
yy 

(12)

6B(Y Pt~l ~62 p66 ~~~

where the ~~~~~ are strain-optic coeffIcient s , and the a ’ s are stra ins. For z ’ in the (110) plane . p~~and p~, are zero independent of 8, and

I’66 4(p11
_ p

12)cos
2
e + p44sin

2
~ . (13)

The factor of one half comes from the definition of p,~~ p~~~ 
as opposed to q4,~ 2q

~i,~~ The critical ori-
entat ion 9, is given by

tan 2
9 = -1/A (14)

where
A~~= 2p44

/(p
11-p 12

) (15)

Is the strain-optic sn isotropy ratio.
The p’ s and q ’ . are related by

pj fqj~~c~~J.  (16)

and the anisotropy ratios are related by

(q 441(q11 -q 12))*(2c44/(c 11 -c 12)). (17)

The c ’ s are the elastic stiffness coefficie nts. Since the elastic anisotro py ratio Is alwsys positive , the
stress-optic and strain-optic anisotropy ratios have the same sign. So if a critical orientation exists
for a thin window made out of a certain material , a critical orientation also exists for a long rod made
of the same materia l,

Koechner , Rice, and DeShazer [12] first apprec iated the orientation d.pendsu ’~e of strain-induced
bi rafr ist gence in YAG rods and Investigated the depolarization of a HeNs beam (632. 8 em) for rods or-
iented along sy mmetry axes. At this wavelengt h, A , In YA G is positive , and therefore , only a mini-
mum depolari zation wa. observed.
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5. Conclus Ions

The amount of beam depolarization resulting from stress-induced blrefringence In thin windows and
long rods can vary  significantly with cryst allographic orIentation. For certain critical orientations the
depolarization can be eliminated. In 43m cubic symmetry materi als , t he necessary condition is a neg-
ative photo-elastIc anisotropy ratio. If such an orien tation exists for a window mad. of a certain ma-
terial, a critical orientation will exist for a rod made of the same material.

A part from its appli cation In the design of optical elements free from stress-induced depo larization,
t he effect should also prove useful in connection with the measurement of photo-elastic constants. These
constants are relativel y difficult to measure. A simple measurement of 8. yields a ratio of constants .
and If one constant is known , the other is easil y and accuratel y determined. A measureme ri t of 9,
while varying the wavelength wouLd also give the dispersion in the st ress-opt ic an isotropy ratio.
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3. Rotations used to investigate other
orientations.

2. IntensIty pattern in the orthog onal polarization.

(a) c along (11l~
(b) arbiratry o rientation

K 
~ 

(a )

\ 
( b ) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

D~’ 5, “Fas t ” and “ slow ” axes in a s tressed window.
(a) arbitrar y orient atio n and stress
(b) critical orient*tion

4. Major and minor axis of elliptical cross-
section In index ellipsoi d formalism.
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6. “Fast ” and “ slow ” axes for a circularl y
sy mmetrIc heating beam propagat ing In
the (111) directIon.

7. CritIcal orientations in windows made of
material with 13m symmetry.

<100> 9~ 
p 65.7

NULL

<no>
CRITICAL ANGLE IN BoF2 AT 632.8nm

THEORETICAL 66 .4’

EXPERIMENTAL 65.7 ’

8. Experimental value of in Bar 2.
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LATTICE DEFECT EQUILIBRIUM IN KC 1:Eu*

J . B. Wo lfenat ine and T. 6. Stoebe
Depa rtment of Mining, Metallurgical, and Cerami c Engineering

University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

A study of lattice equilibria in ilarshaw—grown KC1:Eu laser window material has
been undertaken using optical absorption and ionic conductivity. Ionic conductivity
was determined using an A. C. method with a Wayne—Kerr bridge on 5 samples each taken
from four different regions containing Eu impurity contents between 30 and 60 ppm.
Eu~~—ion concentrations were determined from the position of the “knee” in the con-
ductivity plots. Optical absorption measurements were undertaken using a Cary 14
spectrometer at room temperature using s amples from the same four regions of the
original crystal. The optical absorption coefficients, n , were deter mined at 343 and
243 nm and compared with the Eu~~ contents determined using ionic conductivity. The
results for the 243 rim band indicate a linear relationship between these two measure—
narita such that

Mole I Eu~~ — 4.3 x l0~’ ri.

For the 343 rim band , the proportionality constant is 4.5 a lO ”.

This result dis agrees with other work using different Eu—ion analysis techniques .
This may indicate the presence of additional Eu in some of the crystals , pre sent in a
state of aggl omeration , which would not be measured using ionic conduction.

Key words: Eu impurity, ionic conductivity,  KC1, laser window materials , optical
absorption.

1.. INTRODUCtION

Recent advances in infrared laser technology have demanded the development of a suitable window
material for the high powered CO2 gas laser sy s t em. The window materials under consideration are
primarily alkali halides , with the most promisi ng of these being NaC1, KBr , NaBr and KC1 (l). 1 These
alkali halides are preferred in that they have very low optical absorption coefficients over a wide
portion of the infrared spectr um . However they do have the drawback that in their si ngle crystal state
they are quite weak. Therefore in order to use these alkali halides for window materials it is impor -
tant to increase their strength without decreasing their tran s parency. Some of the strengthening
methods being investigated are recrystallization , alloying and radiation hardening (1) . In KC1, one of
the main strengt hening methods used involves alloying with europium (Eu).

In order for the europium-doped KC1 (KC1:Eu) material to be used in a laser window system, either
in si ngle crystalline or polycrystal line for m , it is important to characterize its lattice defect state
and to relate the lattice defect structure to the optical properties of the material. This characteri-
zation should include the determination of the Eu impurity distribution throughout the crystal , the
nature of the charge and state of the Eu impurity con tent. These crystal characterizati on goals are
the basis of this present work in KC1:Eu single crystals .

2. BACKGROUND

Various studies in KC1:Eu have indicated the presence of Eu~ , ~~~~ and Eu+3 tons in this material.
The predo minant ion presen t at room temperature appears to be Eu4

~ present in the form of Eu 4 4 —vac ancy
dipoles (2—3 ) .

The Eu~ ion has two characteristic ultraviolet absorption bands that ar, due to electronic
trans ition f rom the 4f 1 ground state to the and t2

1 
components of the 4f 6 3d1 configuration, with

the former being at higher energy (6). Thea. bands Occur at 243 mm and st 330 mm. A typical room tem-
perature absorption spectrum of the IIC1:EuW is shown in Fig . 1, where the more intense curve (H) is
from the heel section grid the lower curve (C) is from the cons section Har.haw KC1:Eu crystal
EC.011CH97. The 3300 A band coaaists of a staircase structure that can be partially resolved at
t perature; at low temperatures it is composed of peaks at 3290, 3430 and 3640 A (7). The 2400 A bend

‘Work sponsored in part by Air Force Office of Scientific Research under grant A POSR—76—2977 .

1. Figures in brackets indicate literature references at the end of thi. paper.
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can only be resolved at low temperatures; at 77~K it consists of five individual peaks at 2340, 2400.
2440 , 2510 and 2580 X (7). All of the samples from our KC1:Eu crystal showed the blue luminescent color
characteristic of Eu~~ (6) .

The absorption spectrum of trivalent Eu ions has been observed only in europium salts (8] and in
LaCl3:Eu~

14 (9]. The principal absorption liries that are of interest are at 5790, 5260 , 4650 and 3960 A.
Of these, the absorption at 4650 A has been rgported as being about twice as intense as the others,
while the presence of the absorption of 5790 A seems questionable. Stoebe and Spry (10) made attempts
to observe the Eu~

14 absorption bands 5790, 5260, 4650 and 3960 1 in as—received KC1:Eu crystals by
annealing the crystals at 650CC for 4 hours arid then rapidly cooling then to room temperature (cooling
accomplished in about 30 sec.). Honeywell Corporation development work [1] had indicated that KC1:Eu
becomes brittle after annealing at 65O~C in air; Honeywell speculated that this was caused by the oxida-
tion of Eu~~ to Eu~~

4. However, no Eu+i absorption bands were observed by Stoebe and Spry (10) and any
change in the Eu~~ content (243 rim peak) was small and virtually undetectab le. These observations
suggest that the concentration of Eu14

~ as compared to the total Eu concentration is negligible.

The optical absorption bands of the Eu~~ (243 rim and 330 rim), if calibrated , can allow for a non-
destructive determination of the Eu14 content. Stoebe and Spry (10) calibrated the peak absorption
coefficient of the 243 rim band against the Eu concentration as determined by the Honeywell polarographic
analysis (11). The 243 rim band was chosen rather than the 330 rim band , since from fig. 1, the 243 on
band has less structure at room temperature. A linear relationship was obtained as follows:

mole 2 Eu — 4.2 x l0~~ a (1)

where a is the peak absorption coefficient of the 243 rim band in cu11 at room temperature. The relative
comparison of optical absorption results and polarogr aphic analysis using eq. (1) is shown in fig. 2
(10].

Using peak absorption coefficients and polarographic data , Stoebe and Spry (10) were able to
determine the Eu impurity distribution in the edge , heel and cone regions of the KC1:Eu crystal
KC.OIECH97. They found that the Eu14 content through the crystal generally followed the expected
variations for an impurity with a distribution coefficient of less than one, except for the rise in con-
centration near the surface. The initial Eu content in the melt was 100 mole ppm; this decreased to
indicated concentrations in the crystal on the order of 30 mole ppm near the cone and 60 mole ppm near
the heel, as shown in fig. 2. The relative intensities of the abaorptions in fig. 1 also indicate the
variation of Eu14 content from heel (H) to cone (C) .

Ionic conductivity is another techni que that may be used to investigate lattice defect configura-
tions and divalent (or trivalent) ion concentrations. Ionic conductivity data can thus provide another
calibration check on the Eu~~ Content .

A simple theory of ionic conductivity , which is adequate for most of our work , has been well sum-
marized by Lidiard (12) and Suptitz and Tetlow (13). The main point is that the variation of the con-
centration of free cation vacancies as a function of temperature for doped crystals enables the
calculation of the impurity content. Of the three possible species of the Eu—ion present in KC1:Eu ,
only the Eu 1 and the Eu414 can be detected by ionic conductivity, since only these two ion valences
incr ease the concentration of free cation va~anciea. If Eu+ is introduced into the KC1 lattice to
replace K 1 , no extra cation vacancy is needed to maintain charge neutrality and hence Eu+ cannot be
detected by ionic conductivity. However , if Eu14 is introduced into the KC1 lattice to replace K~ an
extra cat ion vacancy is also created to maintain charge neutrality, accord ing to the charge balance
equation,

2K~ : Eu~~ + 2VK (2)

where VK indicates a cation vacancy . This extra cation vacancy can contribute to ionic conductivity

and allows detection of Eu~~ tons . If E~
1
~ is introduced into the KC1 to replace K~ , 2 extra cation

vacancies are also created to maintain charge neutra lity, accordi ng to the charge balance equation .

~~~ 
• Eu1~~ + 2VK

Hence these extra cation vacancies can also contribute to ion ic conductivity and allow detection of the
Eu~~~ ion.

Ionic conductivity is usually plotted as Ln ol’ (ohe 1cm~~X) versus l/T(R 1). For our purpose,
only region. I and II of the conductivity plot need be considered. In region I the concentration of
cation vacancies is governed only by the thermal statistics of the lattice and is independent of the
impurity doping level. Th. slope of the Ln aT vs. l/T plot in region I is (1i~ /2 + H ) ,  where H is the
Scho tt ky energy of formation, and 8m is the energy of motion of the cation vacancy. Region II is known
as the extrinsic region and is where the concentration of cation vacancies is equal to the concentra-
tion o f divalen t impurities ; the sl ope in this region is H .  The temperature at which regions I and II
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r ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~intersect is known as t he knee t emperature and at this point the concentration of intrinsic cation
vacancies equals the concentration of extrinsic vacancies (concentration of divalent impurities). Thus
the determination of the knee temperature and the s lopes of regions I end II allows the calculation of
the concentration of divalent impurities present.

3. E~~ERIMENTAL

The KC1:Eu crystals ~sed in this study were freer KC1:Eu ingot KC.O1ECH97 (10), a 17—inch diameter
by 7—inch high single crystal grown by the Hsrshaw Chemical Company for the APML—monitored laser window
development program. The sectioning plan for this ingot is shown in fig . 3. The KC1:Eu samples were
taken from locations shown in more detail in fig. 2; samples from the heel (last part to solidfy) are
shown in fig. 2 (10), as H2 and H4, while samples from the cone section (first part to solidfy) are
shown in fig. 2 as C2 arid C4. Also available were several Harshaw—grown undoped KC1 single crystals.

The techniques used to investigate the crystals consisted of optical absorption, electron para—
magnetic resonance and tonic conductivity. Polarographic analysis of the Eu—ion content was obtained by
Honeywell , Inc . [11) on samples immediatel y adjacent to those used for the current wor k. The polaro—
graphic analysis results for heel and cone scans along with the earlier optical abosrption datermmna—
thins of Eu—ion content have been shown in fig. 2.

The samples used for optical absorption measurements were cleaved to thicknesses 5 — and 1 em.
Samples were used in the unpolished condition; however, care was taken so that the part of the crystal
in the beam contained no cleavage steps. Some of the crystals that were used in the unpolished condi-
t ion were also mechanically polished to an optical finish using 0.6 um alumina polishing powder and
compared to measurements made in the unpolished condition ; no differences were observed . All optical
absorption measurements were made on a Cary—14 spectrophotometer at room temperature and the optica l
absorption coefficient was calculated from the optical density and the thickness of the crystal. The
effect of reflectance in KCI is approximately 3.52 and therefore can be neglected; thus , ri can be cal-
culated from the peak absorption coefficient (14) using the relation:

— 
2.303(O.D.) (4)

Here t is the sample thickness and 0.0. represents the optical density of the sample. Optical absorp-
tion measurements were also made on a f cv of the Harshaw -’grown undoped KC1 si ngle crystals for com-
parative purposes.

Ionic conductivity measurements were made using an A.C . method at 1592 Hz using a Wayne—Kerr
Universal Bridge which measured both conductance and capacitance of the sample. Conductivity values
were determined by multiplying the measured conductance by 1./A, where 1. is the length of the sample and
A is the cross sectional area of the sample. The crystal was coated with a colloidal graphite and then
mounted between two nickel electrodes in the conductivity jig (15). The conductivity jig was placed
inside a horizontal Vycor tube which was heated by a Marshall furnace. The furnace tem perature of the
crystal was measured by means of a chromel—alumel thermocouple placed next to the crystal end connected
to a digital volt meter. Before making the conductivity measurements , the crystals were annealed for
1 hr. at 420°C to allow for sample equilibrium. During the annealing treatment and the conductivity
measurements the furnace was continually f lushed with dry helium gas. The conductivity measurements
were made in equilibrium on heating from 420°C to 750 C at 2 5 C  intervals .

4. P.ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ionic conductivity plots of the KC1:Eu crystals from samples H2 , H4 , C2 and C4 are shown in fig.
4 where the intrinsic slope is determined from that of the Harshaw crystals . The slope in region II ,
Hm, is 0.81eV from crystal C2 (16). This value seems high compared to some recent work (17—19) but
agrees fairly well with earlier studies (20—22). From the slope of region I and this value of %, H
was determined as 2.56 eV. This agrees well with recent work. Using this value arid the knee t~~~.ra—
tures, the Eu14 conten t of these KC1:Eu crys tals was then dete rmined .

Assignment of a Eu14 content from the above is valid only if no Eu4
~ contributes to the ionic

conductivity data. Again the optical absorption bands at 5790 , 5260 , 4650 and 5960 A were checked for
Eu+l absorptio n . As with the work of Stoebe and Spry (10), none wer, obser ved.

The optical abso rption coefficients at room temperature o f both the 243 and 330 rim band were cal-
culated for the XC1:Eu crystals H2 , 114 , C2 and C4. The optical absorption coefficient of the 243 mm
band is calibrated against the Eu14 content determined by ionic condu ctivity using a least squares
analysis , as shown in fig. 5. The result indicates a linear relationehip between these two measure-
ments such that:

mole I Eu14 — 4.3 x l0 ” e (5)
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This result agrees well with the work of Stoeb* and Spry (10) and i~ probably more accurate than their
va lue . This result may also be compared to the polarog rsphic analysis of the adjacent samples as in
fig. 6. The comparison agrees to within 102 in three of the locations but varies 252 at the fourth
(Sample 114). The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear.

When the optical absorpt ion coefficient of the 330 mm band is calibrated against Eu14 content
determined by ionic conductivity, a linear relationship exists as follows :

mo le I Eu14 — 4.5 x lO’
~’ a (6)

This compares well with the calibration of the 243 mm band given in eq. (5).

The result in eq. (5) may also compare to the results of Sill et al. (23), who used atomic absorp-
tion apectroecopy to measure the Eu14 impurity content. Compared to the optical absorption coefficient
of the 243 r band. Sill et el obtained a propor tionality factor that was 8 t imes higher than that in
eq . (5). This mey indicate the presence of additional Eu in their crystals, present either as Eu+ or
in a state of aglo.sratio n, neither of which would be measured using ionic conductivit y. However ,
this discrepancy is not i.en in the polaro graphic analysi . of our samples, noted above.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The 243 and 330 em abso rption bands in KC1:gu. when calibrated by polarographic analysis and
ionic conductivity data , can yield a non—destr uct ive determination of Eu14 content in KC1:Eu laser
window materials . The concentration of Eu43 te negligib le when compared to the total Eu concentration
in the KC1:Iu s ples studied. The results also indicate that at room temperature the Eu14 is in the
form of 1u14—vacs ncy dipoles .

The discrepancy between the Eu content determined by poLarographic ana lysis , by atomic absorption,
and by ionic conductivity may be due to cation vacancies that are trapped by some type of complex that
would not allow detection by ionic con ductivity , or by the presence of some of the Eu in the form of
$~+ ions. Thea. possibilities ar e being inves tigated further.
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DETECTION OP OXYGEN IN CALCIUM FLUORI DE LASER WIND~~ MATERIALS BY XPS

V . N. Wittberq. 3. K.. Hoenigmer., end W.R. Hod6.msn
University of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio 45469

and

C.L. Strecker
Air Force Materials Laboratory , Wright—Patterson APB, Ohio 45433

The three most important criteria used in evaluating mstsrials for laser
window applic ation s are high mechanical strength, high optical transmission,
and the existence of applicable antireflective coating systems. In the case
of calcium and strontium fluoride, oxygen impurities can play a strong role
in determining these characteristics.

XI’S data are presented on Ca?2 substrates , ZnSe coatings • end ZnSe/
~~~2 interfaces. l~~~S data on Ca?2 show the presence of oxygen on surfaces
that have been argon ion sputtered and on surfaces that have been cleav ed
in an inert atmosphere. Oxygen has also been noted at the ZnSe/Ce72 inter-
face . These data can be related to previous results on the optical trans-
mission of the coated laser windows.
Kay words: Adsorption, atmospheric cont aminants, calcium fluoride
coatings, laser window, oxygen contaminants , x—ray photoe lectron spec-
troecopy (XPS), zinc seleni de .

1. Introduction

A typical laser window consists of a substrat., such as CaF~ , which is given an antireflectjve coa-
ting . The boundary region between the coating and the substrate is referred to as the coating/substrate
interface. Theoretical investigations have shows that two molecular layers of adsorbed water at the
coating/substrate interface would give rise to an optical adsorptance of ~~~~ which is unacceptable for
transmission applications at 10.6 I.za (1). Also, the chemical composition of the substrate ’s surface
influences the adhesion of laser window coatings. To date, little experimental information is available
as to the role that surface-adsorbed impurities at the interface play in adhesion . In this paper, d*taon changes in elemental surface composition are p resented on Ca?3 samples with different surface pre-parations . The preparation s include : (1) polishing , (2) exposing to high humidity , (3) sputtering to adepth of approximately 30 nanometers , and (4) cleaving in different environments.

In addition, two ZnSe coated Ca?2 specimens were analyzed for elemental variations in the coatingand at the interface. The technique used to analyze these materials was X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(l~~S)~~. The technique is well documented for its analytical capabilities 12,3].

2. Experimental Procedures

High purity polycrystalline CaP3 materials were obtained from the Harshaw Chemical Corporation.These samples we re used in the analysi s unl.ss otherwis, indicated, Reiseion spectroscopy were used toanalyze for bulk impurities. Samples for XPS analysis were cut with a dia*ond bladed saw without the useof a lubricant. The samples were cut into rectangular specimens, approximately 10 x 5 x 1 am. The sur-face of •ach sample was sequentially polished with 30, 9, and 1 urn alumina polishing compounds. Eachpolished specimen was then washed with detergent (Alconox), which was followed by thre. distil led waterrinses and three isoproyl alcohol rinses. Following the washing and rinsings , the samples were cleanedwith vapors. Each sample was then analyzed with XI’S.

of the polished specimens were removed from the XPS analyzer end exposed to a high humidity
environment. This was accomplished by holding each specimen above boiling wet.r for approximately on.
minute. These samples were then re-analyzed with XI’S. Approximately thirty nanos.ters of the surface
of one sample were removed by argon ion sputtering and the sample was re—analyzed by XI’S. The ion sput-
tering and depth profiling were accomplished with a Varian 3 key variabl, potential ion gun.

The two EnS. coated Ce?2 specimens were pr.par.d by electron beam deposition 14]. The thickness of
each Cii.. was det.rmined by a Sloan autometio deposition controller, aod.l ~OII, which uses a quartz
crystal frequency oscillato r for thickness monitoring. The thickness of each film was 50 nanomete rs
(41. Oh. costing was depoeit.d at 0.1 nano .ters/second and the other at 2 nanosstera/eeccnd. 30th of
these coatings survived a water i~~~ rsion test IS] .

• This acronym is often used int.rchangeably w ith Electron Spectrosc opy for Cb.m.tcal Analysis (ESCA) .
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The XI’S spectrometer is a modified AXI ES—lOO instrument. This spectrome ter with the accompanying
argon ion sputtering capability has been discussed in more detail elsewhere (61 . The system is pumped
by two 2501/sec diffusion pumps and a 2601/sec turbomolecular pump . Vacuum achievable in the sample
chamber is 10 -s tort. The chamber is bakeable to >lSO’C. Reactive vapors can be minimized in the sys—
tern by baking, by a Ti sublimation pump, and by two li quid N2 cryostations. The anode used for all XI’S
measurements was magnesium.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Calcium Fluoride Substrate

The first part of this study involved the examination of the calcium fluoride substrate itself.
The second part of the study concerned the zinc aelenide coated calcium fluoride materials. Figure 1
illustrates the overall XI’S spectra of a polycrystalline CaF2 sample polished and cleaned (la), follow-
ing exposure to high humidity (lb), and following argon ion sputtering, (id . These data are survearized
in Table I. The late reprnsented in Table I are given in atomic percent (7] .  The scan in Figure la
shows that the surface of the CaP 2 is contaminated mainly with carbon and oxygen, and with smaller
amounts of other elements (Na , Cl, Si , S. and I’). Upon exposure to high humidity , (Figure lb) , the car-
bon and oxygen signals were found to increase by approximately a factor of two , relative to the calcium
or fluorine . These data , for both the polished and exposed samples , suggest that Ca?2 has a high affi-
ni ty  for components of the atmosphere. Possible atmospheric sources for oxygen contamination are 02 and
water. For carbon, possible sources include atmospheric dust and CO2. The origin of the adsorbate
species has not been identified. From the results of Edelbock and Taylor 181 the increased oxygen con-
tamination is most probably chemisorbed water and not atmospheric molecular oxygen.

The data following sputtering to a depth of <30 nls are also included in Table I. The decrease in
the carbon and oxygen signals relative to the calcium and fluorine signals indicate oxygen and carbon
are surface contaminants adsorbed from the atmosphere.

In order to examine these surface contaminants more closely, two experimental approaches were
taken. One involved a detailed, in-depth profile analysis of Cal2 , and the second involved the compari-
son of cleaved surfaces . Some of the samples used in these analyses had been annealed previously to
approximately 1000°C.

The XI’S data from the in-depth profiling for annealed and non-annealed samples are given in Table
II. Only four elements were monitored during sputtering. These in—depth profiles illustrate that oxy-
gen is not only present on the surface of CaP2 , but is a contaminant below the surface. Carbon is ob-
viously a surface contaminant that is removed to less than one atomic percent, by sputtering.

A similar conclusion concerning the presence of oxygen in Cap2 can be derived from the comparison
of XI’S data taken on cleaved surfaces with those of outside surfaces. These data are given in Table
III. The cleaving was performed in air and in dry nitrogen. All cleaved surfaces of Cap2 were found to
contain approximately sly atomic percent oxygen. The level of oxygen was found to be approximately a
factor of two higher on the outside surface.

J. Estel et al (91 examined water adsorption on cleaved samples of alkali halides with Secondary
Ion Mais Spectroscopy (SIMS). He examined the (100) planes of LiP, Na?, and NaCl under a variety of
conditions: air and vacuum cleaved; with and without annealing; and with and without exposure to water
at various crystal temperatures. The main results were that cleaved crystal surfaces were found to be
free of water and hydroxide layers even in the auboonolayer region under ultra—high vacuum conditions.
They found that water vapor would ~~~~ adsorb on cooled cleaved samples, thus concluding that water
physically adsorbs to Li?, Na? and Had and the water is easily removed by evacuation.

Upon examining Estel s spectra more clos ely, one notes the presence of 0 and OH in the negative
SIMS spectra of a cleaved surface of LI?. These O~ and oi( signal intensities were found to be “1/100
of the F intensity and the signals roughly decreased by only a factor of two upon in—depth profiling.
Estel rationalized from the low oxygen sig nals and the profiling information that the surface of Li? did
not contain large concentrations of 0 and OH . He attributed these 0 and OH signals as resulting
partly from oxygen bulk impurities.

Estel s SIMS results , showing the presence of oxygen in alkali halide materials , agree qualita-
tively with the XI’S results on Ca?2. Since the quantitative capabilities of SIMS are questionable (101,
signal intensity comparisons made by Estel may have little correlation to actual sample composition.

• Preferential cleaving in Ca? occurs along the ( I I I )  face .
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Table 1

Qualitative and Semi—Quantitative ESCA Results Oh
Nonexposed, Exposed and Ion Sputte red Nonallealed Calcium ?luor ide *

Atom Percent

Surface After
Binding Scan Exposure
Energy Before Ele~ent to High Element After

Element Level (.V) Exposure CA Humidity CA Sputtering Element

Fluorine la 688 4.7 0.7 1.8 0.6 25.3 0.8
Oxygen ls 533 7.1 1.1 7.1 2.4 12.7 0.4
Calcium 2p 348 6.4 1.0 3.0 1.0 32.9 1.0
Carbon is 285 75.6 11.8 85.5 28.5 2.5 <0.1

*Chlorine , sulfur , phosphorus, sodium, and silicon were found present in
amounts on the burface of these materials.

Table 2

In—Depth Profile Analysis of 0, C, F, and Ca In Annealed And
Non-Annealed Ca?2 Polycrystalline Laser Window Substrate Materials

(Data Given in Atomic C)

Sputtering Annealed Non-Annealed
Ties
(Min)*° F 0 Ca C F/Ca 0/Ca C/Ca F 0 Ca C F/Ca 0/Ca C/Ca

Surface 15 15 10 60 1.5 1.5 6.0 3 30 2 65 1.2 1.2 32.
0.5 56 9 23 11 2.4 0.40 0.50 48 19 18 15 2.7 1.0 0.8
1 57 10 26 7 2.2 0.38 0.27 54 15 22 7 2.4 1.70 0.32
2 59 12 24 5 2.5 0.50 0.21 57 15 23 3 2.5 0.65 0.13
4 56 U 26 4 2.2 0.50 0.15 58 12 27 3 2.1 0.44 0.11
8 56 12 28 4 2.0 0.43 0.14 57 13 29 1 2.0 0.45 0.03

16 58 10 30 2 1.9 0.33 0.07 58 12 30 <1 1.9 0.40 0.03
32 58 11 29 1 2.0 0’.38 0.03’ 59 12 28 ‘~l 2.1 0.43 0.04

‘fable 3

Qualitative and Semiquantit.stiv, ESCA Results on Cleaved Specimens Of
Single Crystal~~And Polycrystalline Calcium Fluoride*e*

Single Crystal Polycr ystalline
Cleaved In
Air Plus Cleaved in

l.aved Baking at Nitrogen “Outside Cleaved
Element Level in Air f ~lOO•c t Gas t Surface t in Air t

Fluorine Is 49.4 2.5 39.2 2.3 57 .4 2.6 14.4 1.7 44.2 2.2
Oxygen ls 7.5 0.39 6.0 0.34 6.2 0.28 13.7 1.7 7.9 0.40
Calcium 2p 19.5 1.0 17.3 1.0 22.2 1.0 8.2 1.0 20.0 1.0
Carbon is 23.6 1.2 37.5 2.2 14.3 0.64 63.6 7.7 27.9 1.4

~~ Singl. crystal from Harshew themical Company
See Fusion cast material from Raytheon Company, See, C. L. Strecker, “Anelyeis for Oxygen

in Calcium and Strontium Difl uor ide Utilizing X-ray Photoelectron Spectroecopy,” Air
Force Materials Laboratory Baport , AflCL-Th-IP-77-l, January 1977, Wright—Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio.

t Ratio of elements relative 4~’ Ca.

3.2 Coatings

The data given In Table IV are the results of in-depth profiling two ZnSe/C5P2 syst . The data
are also plotted in Figure 2. Th. results show a ginc enrichment at the interface as well as a signi-
ficant amount of oxygen (cm the order of 12 atomic percent) and carbon (on the order of 8 atom ic peroemt)
in the first few hundred angstroes of the Ca? 3 substrate. The oxygen and carbon at the int.rfeo e are
probably due to atmos pheric adsorption by Ca?2 substrate prior to ZnSe PVD depoeitiom.
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Johnston, et el (111, measured the absorption of sputtered films of ZnSe on XCl. They found little
increase in film absorptance as the thickness of the film was varied from 0.4 to 2pm. They concluded
that the origin of the majority of the measured absorption was the interface region. These absorption
measurements are consistent with the XI’S results on the ZnSe/Ca12 system which showed significant conta-
mination and apparent stoichiometric deviations at the coating/substrate interface. R.itter (1) has
shown that preparation of substrate surfaces can have a marked effect on coating adhesion.

Table 4
ESCA Intensity Results of In—Depth Elemental Profile

Analysis On ZnSe Coatings Evaporated On Cal 2
(Intensity Given in Atomic Percent)

ElementSputtering
Time Oxygen Carbon Zinc Selenium Calcium Fluorine

Data for
0.1 nm/sec.

Surface 17.2 42.8 19.4 20.6
30 sec 2.7 19.2 39.9 38.2
2 mm 2.2 10.9 38.6 48.3
10 mm 4.5 4.9 26.7 17.2 12.5 34.2
11 mm 13.2 7.1 12.5 7.9 17.6 41.8
12 m.in 8.2 7.6 9.8 5.0 21.7 47.5
14 mm 8.9 7.6 4.4 4.6 23.2 51.3
20 mm 13.3 4.5 0.5 <0.4 27.1 54.2

Data for 2 nm/sec
Surface 7.0 76.0 7.2 9.8
30 sec 1.6 34.6 45.7 17.9
1 mm 1.2 18.8 50.0 30.0
2 mm 0.9 8.7 58.9 31.5
4 mm 0.6 15.6 53.9 29.9
6 mm 1.8 10.7 46.7 40.8

4. Conclusions

The XPS data presented here show that there is a significant amount of oxygen present on fresh sur-
faces which have been formed either by argon ion sputtering or by cleaving in an inert atmosphere. For
a sample that has been sputtered to a depth of >6 nanometers, oxygen has been found present at a concen-
tration of ~ l2 atomic percent. For cleaved polycrystalline CaP 2 specimens the level of oxygen was
measured to be ~~ atomic percent. On coated samples in which the coating was removed by sputtering the
level of oxy9en in the Ca?2 was measured to be ‘lO atomic percent. In the coating itself the oxygen was
measured to be 2 ± 1 atomic percent.

The conclusion that can be drawn from the XPS data on the profiled and cleaved surfaces ie that
either (1) a fresh surface of CaF2, created either by sputtering in a very high vacuum or by cleaving in
dry nitrogen , is extremely reactive to very low concentrations of environmental components (such as
water), or (2) oxygen is present in the bulk of CaP2 as an impurity.
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Figure 1. ~~S Scans on (a) froshly polished CaP
2
, (b) exposed to high

humidity, and Cc) argon ion-sputtered to a depth >6 nanometers.
The two observed fluoride peaks can be associated with the
F ls photopeak at -690 cv and with the F Auger peak at .600 eV.
Th. three calcium peaks are due to Ca 2p doublet at .345 cv and
Ca 2a at .440 sV. The oxygen and carbon are is photoelectrons.
The anode used was magnesium.
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INTERNAL—REFLECTION-SPECFROSCOPY STUDY OP WATER ADSORBED OH Cal2

J. W. Gibson, K. T. Hole and E. D. Palik
N aval Research Laboratory

Wash in gton , D.C. 20375

The infrared internal—reflection spectrum of CaP2 trapezoids in air
indicate the presence of en adsorbed water film. The absorption near 3
pm has been studied in a vacuum system in which the trapezoids were cleaned
by baking and then water vapor was allowed to the surface . Measurements of
the unpolarized absorptance and the s/p polarIzation ratio of the absor p t ance
indicate that the index of refraction of the film and the product of the
extinction coefficient and film thicknee~ can be obtained. Analysi s imp lIes
that the optical constants are significantly less than those of bulk water.
The simplest conclusion is that the film is porous.
Key words: adsorbed water; CaF~ surfaces; infrared spectrum ; inteonal reflection ;
optical constants; water absorpfion .

1. IntroductIon

The infrared (IR) absorption due to adsorbed oster on surfaces of various materials has bean
extensively studied (1,2,311. The sample was typically a polycrystalline material such as CaF2
precipitated from an aqueous solution (4] , a porous film of NsCl formed by deposition on a cold
substrate (5], or a porous glass with large surface area [1,2). One—angle ellipsome try has been used
to determine the monolayer thickness of an adsorbed water f i lm on alkali—halide surfaces under th.
assumption that the index of refraction of the film Is the same as for bulk water (6]. We have used
the phenomenon of attenuated total reflection (AIR) to determine the optical constants of the adsorbed
water film on CaF2. They are found to be sIgnificantly less than th00e of bulk water. Inferences are
drawn as to the structure of the adsorbed film.

2. Experimental Techniques

Trapezoids illustrated in the inset of figure 1 were used in a double—pass mode in a double—beam
spectrometer for experiments in air. The base angles were — 480 , 

~2 — 56.5°, the mean length £ was
5.0 cm, the width w was 0.18 cm , the index of refraction was 1.42 and the number of reflections m was
25 for one pass and 38 for double pass. Trapezoids in air invariably have water and hydrocarbone on the
surfaces which give rise to characteristic absorption lines as illustrated in figure 1. Prominent OH,
(120 and CR absorption frequencies are indicated by the arrows even though this particular trapezoid may
not clearly display all the bands. Such trapezoids were also used single—passed in an ultra—high
vacuum (UHV) system and cleaned by baking to remove water. Then pure water vapor was admitted into the
chamber to saturated vapor pressure and unpolarized and polarized absorption measurements were made.

The trapezoids were (111) oriented on the large surface but mechanically polishe d , so the damaged
sur face probably consisted of unoriented crystallites.

The spectra were analysed with a multilayer model (7), for which we assumed a layer of liquid
water on the surface of CaF2 and bulk optical constants.

3. Results

3.1. Measurements in air

We measured a number of double-pass trapezoids In air 1 8] and alway s found the peak uzspolarised
absorptsnce sear 3400 cm~~ to be (6.5 ± 0.4)1. Thu is measured fro, the dotted backgroumd level
shown in figure 1. The laboratory te mperature was 2l0C and the relative humidity was about 50%.
Assuming the optical constants of bulk water (9 ) ,  we co mputed the equivalent water film thickness to be
4.0 X. In the analysis of HF—laser calorimetry experiments , Horrigan and Deutech (10] est imated from
an absorp t.nce per surface of 0.029 % for Ca?2 a f ilm thickness of about 6 L

We p laced a trapezoid into the umr chamber at ~5 x 1010 Torr initial pressure end measured single—
pass spectra after baking at 200°C for 24 hr. The absorption due to water was ramo’ved to the degree

1. Figur.e in brac k.ts indicate the literatu re referen ces at the end of tb.ie paper.
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of experimental sensitivity. When the sur faces were exposed to laboratory air , an s absorptance
A3 + a~ — 5.6% was obtained which upon evacuation decreased to 5~ — 2.3%. This residual absorp tance
could not be decreased furthqr by pumping but was removable by baking. This indicates (4) a thinner
chemisorbed layeg about 1.8 1 thick with sbsorptance a5 and a thicker physisorbed plus chemisorbed
layer about 4.6 X thick with sbsorptsnce a5 + A5.

As it was time consuming to bake the sample to clean the surface, we chose to measure the
polarized absorptance of the physisorbed film, since water could be removed from and returned to the
surface easily. This was done by a— or p—polarizing the radiation with the chemisorbed layer present
and then allowing water vapor into the chamber to saturation. Since we measured absorptsnce from the
level of the chemieorbed layer , we were actually measuring ~~~~ ~~ A5~~ /(l — a~ ~~) .  If the chemisorbed
absorptance is small, then A~~~g A 5 

~~
. We can make a better assumption that a5 — ~~ which we did not

actually determine for this type of film. Lastly, we could assume a5/a9 — ~~~~~ An analysis
indicates that the A,’/A~ ratio as well as the values of A~,9 are not sensitive functions of the
various above approximations. We measured A~ /A~ — 0.75. The calculated value of this ratio is

A5/A9 — 1.6. This discrepancy is well beyond the experimental error and implies that the film is not
bulk water. It also throws suspicion on the film thickness calculated from the observed unpolarized
absor-ptance .

3.2. Measurements in pure water vapor

The bulk of our experiments were done by exposing a clean surface to pure water vapc-. The
unpolarized abaorptance at 3335 cm 4 is shown in figure 2 as a function of vapor pressure . Near

saturation the abaorptance also saturates at A + a — 16.61. Upon pumping, the absorption reduces
to a — 4.31, but cannot be reduced by further pump ing at room temperature . Baking does remove the
absorption . The calculated chemiaorbed film thickness is 3.4 ~ and the total film thickness
(chemisorbed plus physisorbed) is 14 .7 X. The A

~
’/A~ polarization ratio for the physisorbed film was

measured to be 1.37, which corrects to 1.35 if we assume as/a.? — A~/A~. We have ignored this

correction in view of the overall experimental uncertainties in the measurements of Af~IA~. The values
of unpolarized absorpt ance a and A are determined by measuring from the clean—surface level first as
shown in figure 3. Then, values of A~ and Aj~, are measured from the absorption level of the chemisorbed
film with the radiation a polarized and allowing saturated water vapor into the chamber. Then the
vapor is pumped out so that the absorptance returns to its previous (chemisorbed) level; the radiation
is p polarIzed and the water vapor is re—admitted. The calculated As/A9 1.6 is in much better

agreement with Ak/A!,, for the water film forme d from pure water vapor than for the water film formed
from air.

We measured the unpolarized and p-polarized absorption of the chemisorbed film at 3335 cmn~~ and
feund a5/a9 

— 1.1 ± 0.1. However, there is a large uncertainty due to poor signal—to—noise ratio
and the small magnitude of the ab.orptance.

We next measured the wavelength dependence of the A~/A9’ ratio with the results given in figure 4b
by the experimental data points. The solid curve is calculated assuming the bulk optical constanta
shown in figure 4a. Note that the calculation is for a water film on a CaF2 surface while the
experiment is for a thick physisorbed water film on a thin chemisorbed water film on a CaP2 surface .
If the chemisorbed film has the same polarization properties as the physisorb ed film, the presence of
the chemisorbed film does not affect the calculated results for A,/&1, significantly.

The data of figure 4b are in qualitative agreement wi th the calculation with the s/p ratio being
both larger and smaller than unity over the region of anomalous dispersion. This gives a clue as to
why the water film formed from air gave A~ /A~ — 0.75 at 3335 cm 1 and the water film formed from pure
water gave #4/A~ — 1.37. If th. air fil. were “dirty ” with dissolved hydrocarb one , oxygen , nitrogen ,
etc., it is possible that this solute effect [1] could shift the bend enough to lover frequency , so
tha t at 3335 ca~~ the Ae/A9 ratio is now less than unity. In effect we slide along the frequency
scale of figure 4b.

In the thin—film approximation it is easy to see that the A5/A9 ratio is a direct measure of the
index of refraction Ilf .of th. f i lm - and is independent of the extinction coefficient k f and f ilm
thic kness d. It depends only on the indi ces of refraction of the film and substrate and the internal
angle of incidence [3). The calculated A5/A9 ratio approaches 1.35 far away from the absorption band
where absorption is small. We measured thi. ratio only in the spectral range 3000—3800 cm 1 because
abso rption was too small elsewhere or absorption due to water vapor interfered. We feel that the
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discrepancy in figure 4b is well beyond experimental or analytical error.

We analyzed the data of figure 4b to obtain the index of refraction of the film as shown in
figure 4d. Comparison with figure 4s shows that the index of refraction is generally smaller for the
film than for bulk water. In figure 4c is shown the unpolarized absorptance. By smoothing the n~
date of figure 4d, we could use the values of n~ to determine the product kfd from figure 4c which is

shown in figure 4e. Thus, the analysis y ields n~ and kfd.

We now applied a Lorentz—oscillator model to analyze nf and k id. This model is not strictly

appropriate for water, since at least two vibration modes contribute to the absorption, and when these
bands are separated in liquid (100, a Gaussian shape fits better (12]. The form of the dielectric
function is

c (n-ik)2 - [1 + • (1)
L ~o

2 — w  — iyoj

where € — n.~ is the high frequency dielectric constant in the visible , ~~ is the resonant frequency,is the damping constant (the full width at half maximum of nk is 2 y) ,  and ç12 j~ an oscillator—

strength term. Analysis of the data of figure 4a yields n , — 1.32, 
~ 

— 3390 cm~~, y — 200 cm~~, and
— 1.56 x l0~~ cm

2. For the adsorbed film, the analysis of the data of figure 3b—3e gives n —

1.21, 
~~ 

— 3405 cm 1, y — 185 cm~~ and ~2 — 7.57 x io—~ cm~
2 . These analyses suggest that there is a

significant decrease In background index of refraction , a slight increase in resonant frequency , a
slight narrowing of the line width , and a substantial decrease in the oscillator strength. With these
optical constants the total water—film thickness nearly doubles compared to the value obtained
assuming bulk optical constants.

4. Discussion

There are numerous references in the literature [13] indicating that evaporated solid films can
have anomalous optical constants compared to the starting bulk material. This can be porosity, size
effect , anisotropy, surface roughness , for example. However, it is not obvious that an adsorbed
water film is analogous.

If the film is porous, we can determine from the Clausius—Mossotti equation

yt 2 l 4a
—~~~~ ~~ N ~ (2

3 1 i

that the number N of electronic oscillators/cm3 must be reduced to about 0.7 of the number in bulk
water to ~.1lo~ the background index of refraction to decrease from 1.32 to 1.21. Here , we assume that
the ~t ~~ polarizsbility ni remains the same for both kinds of material. This is not at all obvious

for .~ of water only a few monolayers thick because of the changes in bonding st the nearby
inter~ .~ s. In fact , the concept of bulk dielectric constant probably is suspect. This magnitude of
packiuk, lenp ty is not unusual for solid evaporated films deposited on heated substrates [14), but
again, ~ I- not know if an adsorbed water film behaves In a similar manner. In a porous water film
the hydroge n bonding is reduced , thus allowing the resonant frequency to increase and the line width
to narrow. Also, the oscillator strength term ~2 varies as N, where N is the number of vibrational
oscillators [15), so a porous film would lead to a weaker vibration band. To reduce ~~ by a factor of
two in equation 1 requires a reduction of N by a factor of two , which is comparable to, but smaller
than the value of N suggested by the decrease in n .

From the large body of work on the 1K properties of bulk water [11) we can make some comparisons
with the adsorbed water film. In general , a solute perturbs the water band at 3390 cm~~. Various
molar solutions of alkali halides and other materials (11] cause the band to shift to higher frequency
and narrow or to shift to loser frequency and widen. However, the band always weakens in inçensity,
and the background index of refraction always increases slightly. Solute effects could then be
invoked to explain our results except for the observed decrease in background index of refraction.
Solutes are a possibility since the film is no doubt a complicated mixture of Ca and F ions ,
hydrocarbons, and perhaps chemical compounds such as Ca(OH ) 2.

There is a one—angle elllpsometry measurement of water adsorbed to alkali—halide, which yields the
film thickness assuming bulk optical constants for water [6 ) .  A monolayer thickness is 3.7 A. There
are non—opt ical studies (SIMS) of water on low—temperature alkali halide s which suggest irregular
filme with clusters of water on the surface (16]. But it is not obvious if this type of structure
persists at room te mperature at high vapor pressures.
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5. Conclusions

Analysis of ATR data indicate that for an adsorbed film , the absorption band of water shifts to
slightly higher frequency and narrows a little. The peak extinction coefficient is reduced about a
factor of two and the background index of refraction decreases significantly to 1.21. While the f i lm
is probably a complicated mixture of ions , impurities and chemical compounds, the simplest way to
explain these features is to assume a porous film with about 0.7 the water molecules of bulk water.
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U asz~ po~Lstttd ou.t tha t the 4€ t.t4 p/Le4ented ~.n th.L~s papeit on ad.6o’thed t~z.tex £ayen..o have been con-
~i.itmed on otheit ~ub4t~a.te4 by £LL~p 4ome.tP.y. The 4peakeJL po.c.nted ou2 that the 6eemutg .~nvak.~a.nce O~
thc4e k e.6u.U4 on d~~~eM.n.t 4ub4t.~4.te matM2a24 wz~ due to the 6ac.t that the pe.utc4.pat ab4o4p.tion

- de.tec.ted ‘-u’ attn.~bu.ted to a hydkogen v.th’w..&on, .so that the bondi..ng o~ the oxyg en end o~ the tut*.te.e
motecuLe to the 4wt~ace, wkA.ch wouLd be expected to be ~~e.&en.t ~oh d~.~~e.een.t 4ub4t ~ate4 , couLd not
be detected by thA~ tec.hn~Lque.
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PULSED HP/DF LASER DAMAGE IN WINDOW MATERIALS4

E.W. Van Stryland , M. Bass , M..3 . Soileau and C.C. Tangt
Center for Laser Studies, University of Southern California

University Park, Los Angeles, California 90007

• Laser damage thresholds are reported for several alkali—halides , alkaline
earth fluorides, ZnSe, A52S3, 

sapphire , spinel and quartz at HF (2.7 uie) an4

OF (3.8 um) wavelengths. A low pressure , transversly excited , double discharge
laser and two different focal length lenses were used. A Gaussian spatial beam
distribution was obtained by spatially filtering out high order modes in the
far field of an unstable resonator cavity. Sapphire was found to have the

highest bulk damage threshold of the materials tested , 100 GW/cm2 at 2.7 urn
(peak intensity on axis). The damage threshold was found to vary as the inverse
of the spot diameter which supports the model of Settis , et, al, (NBS Spe:. Publ.
462) The measurements also show that all of the materials evaluated in this
effort are surface damage limited when exposed to pulsed HF or OF laser radiation.
Evidence concerning the roles of material manufacture , surface finishing and laser
irradiation conditioning in the damage process are presented.

Key words: Alkali—halides, alkaline earth fluorides, A52S3, OF , electric break-
down, HF , laser damage, quartz, sapphire, spinel , ZnSe.

1. Introduction

Measurements were made of the pulsed laser damage resistance of several candidate window materials
at HF and OF laser wavelengths. Of the materials tested sapphire and the alkaline earth fluor ides have
the highest resistance to laser damage. A major part of the experimentation was devoted to modifica-
tion and characterization of the HF/OF chemical lnser, The damage irradiations were performed with to-
tal powers less than 1/10 of the critical powers for self—focusing by tightly focusing the Gaussian la-
ser beam. At 2.7 um , the HF laser wavelength , a single triangular pulse waveform was used, however, at
3.8 urn, the OF wavelenath, a double pulse was obtained because the laser oscillated on several lines
simultaneously. The occurance of surface damage set the practical use limit for the materials that
were studied and in general there was a considerable effect of laser preconditioning (N on 1 effect)

for tne surface damage threshold. (1)1

2, Experiment
In the damage threshold measurements a transversly excited HF (or OF) pulsed chemical laser was

used as the irradiation source. The output wavelength of the HF laser was multiline and centered about
2,7 urn; the output is considerably more dispersed for OF and is centered about 3.8 urn. The only change
made in the system to go from HF to OF lasing was to switch from H

2 
to 02 gas. The power supply, laser

cavity and all other optics remained the same . The relevant laser parameters and cavity design employ-
ed are shown in figure 1.

The laser was ranufectured by Lurnonics (2) and has been described previously, however , the cavity
has been modified as shown in figure 1. The unstable resonator employed a 100% reflector with focal
radius of l4rn and an Had output coupler of focal radius .8 a. The Ned lens was uncoated and the 4%
reflection from the surface was the oniy feedback into the cavity. A series of Fresnel rings were ob-
served in the near field of the laser output. These were sensitive to adjustment of either reflector
as well as to the size and position of the intracavity aperture. The output traversed the path shown
in figure 2. It propagated toe focus 5.76 m ’downstream” where a l.7rnmdiameter spatial filter was
positioned to block any off axis output modes. This spatially filtered output was then attenuated by
two pair of Brewster angle ZnSe slabs; the first pair of which was rotatable to vary the attenuation ,
and the second was used to assure that the polarization in the beam reaching the target remained con-
stant. After these, bulk attenuators such as quartz , Ge or As 2Se3 were inserted as necessary. The en-

ergy in each pulse was monitored after the attenuators by a calibrated pyroelectric energy meter, At a
total distance of 9 .Om from the laser output coupler lens the far field spatial distrIbution was the
Gaussian desired for meaningful damage experiments. At this point the output was focused by a ZnSe me—
nlscus lens (2 different focal length lenses were used) on or Inside the samples.

A beam scan of the output of the HF laser at the position of the damage lena with a 0.4 ~~ aperturegave the data poInts in fIgure 3. Each point represents the average of 10 laser shots. The drawn in

curve shows a fit of the data to a Gaussian. The lie2 full width of the Gaussian fit curve is 22 .0  sri .

Th1e work was supported by D-ARPA under contract No. F 19628-77-C-0094.
t
~~rrent address: Aerospace Corporation , El Segundo, California.
tvigures in brackets indicate literature references at the end of this paper.
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A pinhole scan of the laser output was also performed in the focal planes of ZnSe lenses of focal
lengths 38.0 and 127 mis. A scan of the focal plane of the 38.0 mm focal length ZnSe lens is shown in
f igure 4 using a 9.1 urn diameter pinhole. This pinhole was made in thin Al f:~il by the focused laser
output, and its diameter measured in an optical microscope . Each data point represents a single laser
shot measured with the pyroelectric energy monitor. The pinhole was moved by a differential micrometer
in l~ .7 ~at totervals. The data has been folded with respect to the maximum. Since the pinhole size
was not small compared to the beam size, corrections were made to account for the finite size aperture.
(3) ft was found by numerical integration (of a circular aperture with a Gaussian weighting function)
that the beam width appeared SI larger using a 9.1 iss diameter pinhole than if the s~ ar: had been perfor-
med with a much smaller aperture (e.g.: 1 urn) . The Gaussian , uncorrected for a finite size aperture is

shown as poi::ts in tiquze 4. Ever; using an aperture as large as one third the 1/e~ width causes Very
litt le dist~~rt iio~ 

,
~f the observed beam 1 rofile

The temporal pulse waveform was monitored at two points, one before the spatial filter and one after
trans’uission thro ugh the sample as show:: in figure 2. The HF laser produced a triangular pulse with
some irregular sp ikin g which has a full wi dth at half maximum (FWIi M) of 175 nsec as shown in figure 5,
The HF w a v e f ’ , m s  v:; monitored usino fast pyroelectric detectors with risetirnes of —‘1 nsec (Ge photon
drag detect: r~ cannot be ase l at 2~~ 7 ~~~~ The second pulse in the HF waveform is due to ri,:qing in the
pyroe1~ - r , i ~ •h~tector. The DF vsveforrss were monitored using ~;e photon drag detectors and consisted of
the double ,s..’se aI .o shown in figure 5. Damage occured on the second part of the pulse as observed by
monit :ri:n, the wave ! ‘rm •listortion upon transmission through the samp le. An equivalent pulse width for
the DF pulses of ~ neec was ‘l taj ned by finding the total normalized pulse are5(nsec( and multi plying
by the ~.~:cenrage c t  the area under the sec~ :uul part of the pulse. This is mathematically equivalent to
the PWHM obtained f~~r a trian gular pulse of the same area. An example of the transmitted pulse wave-
forms wt ,o~ damage occurred is shown in fi gure 5 for both HF and OF pulses.

The pu lse waveforms for beth 1ff and OF operation were r :t ica l ly  dependent on gas mix , pressur e ,
discharge voltage and las., repetition rate. The operating parameters listed in figure 1 were chosen
because they resulted in the best HF waveform and this could be rep:~~1::ctt’i j obtained from day to day .
A single OF pulse could not be obtained by simply varying these parameters and , as demonstrated pre-
viously, the double pulse OF output is attributed to the multiline nature of the laser oscillation.

3. CaLculation

The definition of a damage threshold leve l ~ f irradiation used in this paper is that flux which
produces damage at 50% of the irradiated s i tes . An example of data is shown in figure 6. The plus or
minus values are a measure of the overlap that occurred in all of the samples tested. The 1 on 1 thre-
shold corresponds to one irr adiation per site. The n on 1 threshold is where a given site is irradiated
by a pulse or pulses with insufficient energy (or intensity) to damage jrior to the pulse that produces
damage . From the measured energy which caused damage the intensity thresholds were determined in the
following way. The energy E in terms of the energy density r( r (  at the focal plane is given Ly

K — ~~~c (r)2nrdr. (1)

For the Gaussian bean! used in these experime ots
• —2 (r ’~ ( 2

C(r) c~~ ~ 
(2)

where c is the peak on axis energy density and s is the lie
2 half vidth point in intensity. Thus,

F ii ~~
2 c

3
w/ 2  (3)

giving the peak on axis energy density c as
0 2

c — 2K/Wv (4)
0 2 0

This equation gives the damage threshold in J/cm . To obtain the intensity damage threshold I in watts/

cm2 
is simply divided by the normalized area, T, of the temporal waveforms : 175 nsec for the HF

pulse, and 176 nsec for the OF as discussed previously. Thus

I 2E,ttw 2
’~) (5)

(Again , this is equivalent to performing the temporal integral for a triangular pulse waveform). The
transmission of the ZnSe lenses at both 2.7 and 3.8 urn was measured to be 0.80. The energy F in the
previous ‘quation was corrected for this lens transmission in the calculation . In addition for bulk or
exit surface damage thresholds the energy was corrected for the front surface reflection. (i.e.:
4n/ (1 + n)

2 
of the incident energy is transmitted through an interface where n is the index of ref rae-

tion of the sample at the appropriate wavelength) . In all the samples tested , with the possible except-
tion of quartz at 2.7 urn, absorption was entirely negligible.

4. Data

Table 1 gives the damage thresholds at 2.7 urn (HF) as measured with a 38 mm focal length InS. lens

(measured l/e
2 full width spot size of 27 urn). Also presented is the increase in threshold when a

single site was preconditioned by pulses of insufficient energy (energy or intensity) to produce damage

(labeled N on 1 increase). The number quoted mu lti plied by the 1 on 1 damage threshold in J/csl2 or
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GW/cm
2 
gives the n on 1 damage threshold. The final two columns give our assessment of whether the bulk

damage was due to macroscopic inclusions or was intrinsic. This information was deduced from microscope
examination of the damage morphology . For example: if damage occurred at different positions along the
focal beam path the damage was deemed inclusion induced . If on the other hand as the sample was traver-
sed perpendicular to the beam all the damage sites appeared similar and lay in a single plane , we
deemed the damage to be intrinsic.

‘fable 1. Bulk thresholds with 27 tim spot size (A — 2.7 um) *

Specimen J/crn
2 

GW/cm
2 

N on 1 Increase Inclusions Intrinsic

NaCl (Harshaw) 3.6 x l0~ 21 no x

Rd (Harshaw) 2 , 9  ii l0~ 16 no X

KBr (Naval Research Lab) 1.2 x l0~ 6.6 x 1.12 X

MgF2 (Optovac) 13 x l0~ 75 no x
BaF2 (Optovac) 13 x l0~ 78 no X

SrF2 (Optovac) 13 x lO~ 76 no X

CaF2 
(1 Raytheon) 15 x 10~ 88 no X

Car2 (2 Harshaw) 14 x l0~ 85 no X

CaF2 
(3 Harshaw) 0.47 x l0~ 2.8 x 1.7 X

Sapphire (Optovac ) 17 x l0~ 103 no X

Spinel (Union Carbide) 12 x l0~ 68 no X

Quartz (1 NWC) 8.7 ii 10~ 52 no X 

‘~~ 

ZnSe (Raytheon) 0.46 x l0~ 2.7 x 1.3 X

A5
2S3 

(Servo) 0 .29  ii lO~ 1,7 no X

t4gF 2 (pressed , NWC) 0.05 x 10~ 0.29 x 1.7 X

~l/e
2 full width intensity

Table 2 gives bulk damage thresholds in the seine format at 2.7 pm for a l/e2 full width spot size
of 59 urn (the focal spot size of a 127mm lens). The greater than signs ( > ) in front of some of the
damage thresholds indicates that there was insufficient laser energy (Or intensity) to damage the Sample
and thus the numbers represent lower limits, No N on 1 data could be obtained for these samples.

Table 2. Bulk thresholds with 59 urn spot size (A — 2.7 tim)

~pecimen J/’cm
2 

~w/cm
2 

N on 1 Increase Inclusions Intrinsic
3NaCl 1,7 x 10 10 no X

Rd 0.84 x 1O3 5.0 x 1.1 X
RBr 0.21 x l0~ 1.2 x 2.9 X

Mg?
2 

>5.~ x 1O~ >34 x

85F2 6.1 x ~~~ 36 no X
Sr? 2 6.4 x lO~ 38 no X

Ca?
2 

(1) >5.8 x l0~ >34 X

CaP
2 
(2) 2.9 x l0~ i7 no X

Sapphire ‘6.0 x l0~ )35 X

Quartz (1) 3.3 a 10~ 19 a 1.1 x
el/c

2 full width intensity

Table 3 shows surface damage thresholds again using a 59 ps l/e2 ful l  width focal spot site at the
2.7 urn wavelength . Surface damage was labeled inclusion induced since near threshold more than one da-
mage site was observed within the focal area. The anomalously high threshold quoted for ~~r (as cc.-
pared to the bulk) may have been due to improper focusing.
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Table 3. Surface threshold 59 pm spot size ( A — 2.7 urn)

Specimen 3/cm2 Q~(/cm2 N on 1 Increase Inclusions Intrinsic

NaCl 1.3 a l0~ 7 .4 x 1.6 X

Kd1 0,27 a LO~ 1.6 a 2.7 X

ltBr 0.44 a 1O 3 2.6 a 1.5 X

Mg?
2 1.3 x l0~ 7.4 a 1.6 x

BaF , 0.36 a l0~ 2.1 x 1.0 X

Sr?
2 

0.43 x l0~ 2.5 a 1.2 X

CAF 2 (1) 2.6 x lO~ 15.2 a 1.2 X

CaF2 (2) 1.2 x l0~ 7.0 x 1.3 X

Sapphire 0.65 a l0~ 3.8 x 1.2 X
4 3 +

Quartz (1) 1,0 x 10 6.1 X

*1/C
2 

full width

surface data

Toble 4 shows damage thresholds obtained at 3.8 pm (the OF laser wavelength) at the focus of the

38 man focal length ZnSe Ineniscus lens. The lie
2 full width focal spot size of 38 pm was calculated

from the measured spot size at the 2.7 urn wavelength and scaled according to wavelength. At the right

of the chart the damage threshold in 0W/cm2 at the HF laser wavelength is compared to the damage
threshold at the Ii? wavelength after multiplying by the ratio of the spot sizes, 38 um/27 pm. The
theory of Bettis, et. al. (4) predicts that the damage thresholds should be inversely proportional to
the spot diameter. The HF and 0? damage thresholds are nearly the same when scaled according to this
rule.

Table 4. Bulk thresholds at 3.8 till;

* 
Intensity N? Damage

38 pm spot 2 Threshold(0W /cmN o n l 22 2 Scaled to (GW/c~GW/cSl IncreaseSpecimen - a 27 psi For a 27 pm
Spot Size Spot Size

7.4  a 1O~ 43 nO 60 75

(single crystal)

Hg?2 
0.12 x lO~ 0.7 x 1.7 1.0 0.3

(pressed)

Sapphire 13 a l0~ 72 no 102 103

Spinel 6.9 a lO~ 39 no 55 68

l/e 2 full width intensity

In table S we present a bar diagram showing the electric field at which breakdown occurred in the
bulk material at various wavelengths including PC. This RMS field was calculated from the intensity
damag. thresholds: I , and the indices of refraction n, substituted in the equation

?ield (b~~~~d )  (Volt /cm) — 19.41 “i~Watts/cm
2)/n (6)

The 2.7 pm data is fro. this work. Data at other wavelengths is frcu th, referenced literature. No
atte~~t has been made to reduce the data to account for spot sise or pulse width,
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Table 5. Breakdown fields vs wavelengths
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The .69 pm Ruby laser data (7,9) used a focal spot diameter (1/c
2 full width in intensity) of ap-

proximately 12 pm. The pulse durations were 24 04cc FWHN. At 1.06 pm , the damage threshold appeared
spot diameter independent using a spot diameter of from 16 pm to approximately 50 tim. The pulses were
about 10 nsec in duration ( FWHM) . The 2,7 urn and 3,8 urn laser parameters are listed in this paper. The
10.6 urn damage data was taken using a CO2 laser focal spot diameter of ‘-100 pm and a pulse length of
‘-100 nsec.(7.8)

The estimated errors on damage threshold intensities quoted in this paper are—30%, which implies
an uncertainty of ~‘l4% in the fields.

5. Conclusions

The damage data survey presented here shows that sapphire and the alkaline earth fluorides have
the highest damage thresholds at both HF and OF laser wavelengths. This is a fortunate result since
both are rugged materials. In particular sapphire is extremely strong and hard .

Bettis , et. al. (4) determined that the damage intenaity threshold is proportional to the inverse
of the spot diameter. Although their model was developed for surface damage , they attempted to show
that their model also applied to bulk damace. From this we expect that the ratio of the damage inten-
sities for the 27 pm and 59 pm spot diameters should be 2.2. The average value of this ratio determined
by this experiment is 2.5 which is in good agreement.

Using this spot diameter scaling and extending it to the 3.8 pm wavelength our 0? damage thre-

sholds are nearly the same as the HF thresholds (see table 4) .  Damage thresholds for some of the mater—

ala tested were obtained previously (2) at 3.8 pin using a 130 urn spot diameter (i/c2 full width). Sea—
ilng these values with spot diameter according to reference 4 also gives excellent agreement with the
2.8 ~am data presented here, Thus it appears that the damage thresholds are insensitive to wavelength
between 2.7 sm and 3.8 am. We should note, however, that due to the time structure of the OF laser
pulse (see figure 5) this data is less reliable.

As has been noted at other wavelengths opt ical materials are limited by surface damaae thresholds.
Our oats of taoie 3 confirms this at 2.7~Sm. The large laser conditioning effect (ii on 1), the low
thresholds relative to the bulk values, and microscopic examination show that surfac. damage is defect
limited. Here again the fact that Sapphire and the alkaline earth fluorides have high thresholds ii
helpful since we expect that with careful surface preparation the damage thresholds of these hard mater-
ials can be substantially increased, (10)

It is interesting to note that to within experimental error the raw data of table 5 shows a damage
field independent of wavelength.
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OPTICAL ABSORPTION IN IJV LASER WINDOW MATERIALS

James A. Harr ington, Bradley L. Bobbs, and Morris Braunstein*
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California 90265

and

Rubin Braunstein , R.Y . Kim, and R. Stearns
Department of Physics

University of California
Los Angeles , California 90024

The requirements for low—loss optical components for high—power excimer lasers has
stimulated the investigation of optical absorption in a variety of highly transparent
materials at visible and uv wavelengths. The absorption coefficient B has been
measured , using laser calorimetric techniques, for CaP2, SrF2, SaP2, LaF 3, CeF3, MgF 2,
Si02, MgO, Al 203, NaF , LIF , NaC 1, and KC1 at 3511, 3638 , 4579 , 4880 , and 5145 A. The
absorption was found to decrease with increasing wavelength to a low value of
4 x 10—S cur’l for SrF2 at 5145 A. In addition , wavelength modulation spectroscopy was
used to obtain absorption coefficients for some of the samples. in this technique , the
energy derivatives of B are integrated , using the calorimetrically determined values of
B as constants of integration to fix b at the laser wavelengths , to obtain absorption
coefficients continuously from 2500 to 5000 A.
Key words: Extrinsic uv absorption; laser calorimetry; laser windows ; Urbach tail;

uv laser components; wavelength modulation spectroscopy.

1. Introduction

There has recently been considerable intetest in low—loss optical components for uv excimer lasers.
To provide reliable coating and window materials that have high damage thresholds at uv laser wavelengths
requires making a systematic study of the optical absorption in a wide variety of transparent materials.
The materials with large band gaps that have been investigated include alkali halides , alkaline earth
fluorides , oxides , and some rare earth fluorides. The small, realdual absorption coefficients (B’s) were
measured at five visible and uv wavelengths using Ar ion laser calorimetry; they were also measured con-
tinuously from approximately 400 to 250 nm using wavelength modulation spectroscopy. A comparison of our
data with published data (LJrbach tail region) indicates that , although the spectral regions of the Urbach
tail data and our data do not overlap, our absorption data is significantly lower than a simple extrapo-
lation of the “extrinsic ” Tirbach tail. These results suggest that the materials studied are considerably
more transparent around 350 nm than originally expected from published data.

2. Experimental Procedure and Techniques

The small optical absorption coefficients were measured in a variety of single— and polycrystalline
samples using laser calorimetric techniques [1]. A Coherent Radiation Laboratories model CR—l2 Ar ion
laser equipped with visible or uv optics was used in conjunction with a simple sir calorimeter to obtain
absorption results at 514.5, 488.0, 457.9, 363.8, and 351.1 nat. The schematic of the uv calorimeter
shown in figure 1 also contains the quartz half—wave plate utilized to maximize the power in each uv
line, T procedure yielded about 1 W at each uv wavelength and between S and 6 W for the strong blue—
green lines. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy was performed on some of the samples that had been
measured calorimettically . The basic principles of this technique are discussed elsewhere (21. Ce cain
refinements in the original apparatus have been made to provide the greater sensitivity required to
measure these extremely small absorption coefficients [3].

3. Experimental Results

3.1 Calorimetric Measurements

Eleven different materials were measured at visible and uv wavelengths. In some cases , more than
one source or different forms of the same material were studied. Figures 2 and 3 display all the
calorimetric data for the various samp les studied . In each case , absorption increases with increasing
energy. The lowest absorbing crystals are the alkaline earth fluorides , Rd . NaCl , and Sb 2 (one
sample), where B’ s in the low iO ’4 cm~~ region were measured at visible wavelengths. The single crystal

*Research supported in part by Hughes independent Research and Developm ent Projects.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature referoncea at the end of this paper.
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Rd grown in the Hughes Laboratories , for examp le , had absorption coefficients that were unmeasurable in
the blue—green region (cf. fig. 3) but were estimated , based on the sensitivity of the calorimeter , to
be no greater than 2 x io—5 cm~~. The highest absorbing materials tended to be certain oxides, NaP,
and LIP. The Na? and LIF samples (obtained from Optovac , Inc., and Adolf Meller Co.) had surprisingly
high absorptions, especially considering the large band gap in these materials , The most probable
explanation is that these materials are not as pure as the alkaline earth fluorides and other alkali
halides, which have been more highly purif led because of the emphasis on these hosts for applications as
infrared laser windows. In no case, however , was it found that the absorption increased with increasing
exposure to the uv laser radiation , as might occur if color centers were being continuously produced.

3.2 Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy

Absorption coefficients for some of the sample samples measured calorimetricall y were obtained by
wavelength modulation spectroscopy from approximately 450 to 280 nat. The results of this work for
several materials are shown in figures 4 and 5. The raw data is returned as a derivative of the absorp—
tance with respect to wavelength. These spectra are then integrated to yield the relative absorption
coefficients , shown as the upper curves in figures 4 and 5. An absolute calibration of these curves is
then obtained by comparing these to the calorimetric data of figures 2 and 3 (reproduced as the dashed—

t t~ s curves in figs. 4 and 5). in general , there is excellent agreement between the calorimetric and
A—modulation data for each host material studied,

The increasing absorption at uv wavelengths is clearly evident in figure 4 for LaP3, Al 203, and Si02.
The high sensitivity of A—modulation methods in comparison to other forms of spectroscopy may also be
seen by noting the spectra of some older LaP3 material measured on a conventional (Cary 14) spectrome-
ter. Contrasting the conventional spectroscopic data and the calorimetric/A—modulation data , one can
see that some structure is visible in the integrated A—modulation spectrum that is Impossible to observe
in the Cary 14 data because the Cary 14 is less sensitive than derivative spectroscopy. For Al203, one
observes another complementary feature of A—modulation spectroscopy. The peak in the absorption near
380 nat is missed by calorimetry because of the lack of laser lines at this energy. By comparison , Sb 2
data in figure 4 merely indicates a monotomic increase in absorption with increasing energy. This is
in agreement with the calorimetric results (i.e., no sharp absorption bands appear in the spectra).

CaF2 data (cf. fig. 5) exhIbits a peak in the absorption near 370 nat. This is not entirely evident
from calorimetry alone, but derivative spectroscopy clearly delineates this band. A likely explanation
for this absorption is that it is due to F—centers. ‘Abe absorption in SrF2, even though it is at an
extremely low level , indicates some structure on an otherwise monotomically increasing absorption with
increasing energy.

3.3 Comparison with Bend Edge Dsta

The alkaline earth fluorides were singled out for comparison with data in the Urbach tail region
taken from existing literature. Figure 6 includes the band edge data of Tomiki and Miyata [4] and our
A—modulation/calorimetric data. Unfortunately, the two spectral regions do not overlap; however , the
data from this study is significantly lower than any extrapolation of the “extrinsic” Urbach tail data
would imply. Presumably, the purity of the samples has increased and , with more sensitive techniques
being used, this has led to the “extrinsic” absorption observed by us being less than that previously
observed. Experiments are underway to extend our measurements to 11 eV so that an accurate comparison
can be made. The attenuation due to scattering, calculated theoretically [5], is negligible when com-
pared to the other absorption losses.

4. Conclusions

Our absorption studies of highly transparent solids for use as low—loss components on uv excimer
lasers has led us to conclude that the lowest absorbing materials near 350 nm are the alkaline earth
fluorides, MaCi , KC1, and Si02. More highly absorbing materials are Al203, MgO , alkali fluorides, and
rare earth fluorides. One reason for this is that the low absorbing uv materials are also those that
have been extensively studied and purified for low—loss at infrared laser wavelengths. A comparison
of our experimental data with “extrinsic” Urbach tail region data indicates less extrinsic absorption
than previously expected.
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U1/ REFLECTANCE, TRANSMISSION, AND PHOTOLUM INESCENCE OF LiYF4 ,
AND THE BULK LOSS COEFFICIENT IN CaF2

*

Victor Rehn , David L. Burdick , and Vernon 0. Jones
Physics Division , Michelson Laboratories

Naval Weapons Center , Ch ina Lake , California 93555

Measurements have been made of the bulk loss coefficient in two CaF2 samples.
The measurements were made between 200 and 400 nat using the prism technique. The
results show a strong peak at 305 nat against a background loss of l0~~ to l0

’2cm~~.
The peak is tentatively assigned to Cei+. In addition , VUV measurements of the
transmission, reflectance , and photoluminescence of LiYP1, have been performed for
the first time . The fundamental absorption edge is at 10.42 eV. The transmission
and photoluminescence spectra show structure at 7.1, 8.0 and 8.6 eV.

Key words: Bulk loss coefficient; Ca?2; Ce3~ ; LiYFI,; photoluminescence; prism
technique; reflectance; transn.ission.

Materials which transmit vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation without coloration or degradation are
in short supply. This is especially true for intense beams such as laser beams or beams of synchrotron
radiation from large electron storage rings . Hence , it was a pleasant surprise to find that a new
material, developed by Sanders Associates as a laser host , also has the third highest fundamental opti-
cal absorption edge energy among available optical materials . Here we report the first studies of the
VUV transmission , reflectance and photoluminescence of U’iF1 . The transmission measurements show that
the fundamental absorption edge is very sharp at about l(,.42 eV (1190 A). Both transmission and photo—
luminescence measurements show that the particular sample we have contains an appreciable impurity
concentration . These impurities contribute to the absorption coefficient below the absorption edge ,
which diminishes from 3 cm~~ at 10 eV to 0.1 cm

1 at S eV . The reflectivity and transmittivity in the
range 4 to 10.4 eV are used to deduce the optical constants for the polarization direction & I ~~. The
reflectance spectrum is shown for the range 4 to 25 eV .

LIYF1, forms in a tetragonal (scheelite or a—l3) crystal structure with Li+ ions arranged among YFo,
tetrahedra (1)1. Known physical properties include the density (3.99 g/crn3) ,  hardness (4 to 5 on Moh ’a
scale), strength (3.3 x 10 N/n2) and Poisson ’a ratio (0.33) [2). Optically, the crystal is clear and
transparent from 0.21 to 10.4 eV (0.119 to 5.88 urn). It is uniaxial and birefringent , with (ne—no)/no
0.0153 at 2 urn, 0.0157 at C S  urn, 0.0167 at 0.3 urn and 0.0175 at 0.25 urn (3). The refractive index for
the ordinary ray rises from 1.4424 at 2 urn to 1.4567 at 0.5 urn and 1.4754 at 0.3 um , slightly higher
than the refractive index of Ca?2.

The sample [41 was cut from an undoped a—axis rod about 2—cm diameter by 15—cm long. The ~
direction was matked by an unusual ridge along the side of the boule. The sample was oriented via x—ray
Laue photographs with the ~ and ~ directions in the plane of the coin—shaped disc 1.56—me thick x 2—ce
diameter. It was mechanically polished on both sides using Syton [31 on a short—nap cloth as the final
polish. The surface appeared smooth and shiny, but slightly rounded. Before mounting in the UHV ref 1cc—
tometer [5) the sample was rinsed in electronic grade acetone and electronic grade methanol , and blown
dry with dry N2. The sample was mounted with ~ vertical. The measurements were carried out at the
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Project (6) using the 8A VUV beam line . The synchrotron radiation (SR)
is 96 to 97% polarized in the horizontal direction as it emerges from the monochromstor, so that the
optical properties measured are characteristic of the “ordinary ray,” for which e .1 ~~.

In figure 1 we compare the transmittivity of the sample with the photoluminescence excitation
spectrum . The transmittivity remains high to 7 eV , above which there is a gradual reduction to about
50% at 10 eV , and then a sharp decrease to 10% at 10.42 eV. The gradual decline is marked by dips ,
most notably at 7.1, 8.0 and 8.6 eV. The photolurninescence excitation shows peaks at these same photon
energies.

The photoluminesceace emission was collected from 1.8i, sr in the backward direction and focussed on
a glass—fiber light pipe with a coating of sodium aalicylate on the input end. The detector on the Out-
put end was an EMI 9Sl4S photomultiplier. Hence, the spectral sensitivity for emitted photoluminescence
extended from less than 2 eV to the soft x—ray region. No effort was made to narrow this spectral range.
Photo~a scattered by the sample were eliminated from the photoluminescence response by electronically
gating the photon counting System to accept photons only in the time period from 30 to 180 nsec after

* Work supported by NWC Independent Research Funds , the Office of Naval Research , and Defense Advanced
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the exciting light pulse. (The exciting light pulse is typicall y 0.3 nsec in duration.) In this way,
the total effect of stray light and dark count contributed only 50 to 60 Hz (1 to 10%) of the counting
rate iii the photoluminescence spectrum . The spectrum shown in figure 1 has been approximately normal-
ized to incident irttensity, but because of uncertainties in phosphor etfictency, reflectance and
scattering Losses, pulse pile—up and the relatively slow response of the photomulti plier , the absolute
luminescence yield shown is only an ordet—of—nagnitu4e estimate. The relative yield across the spectrum
is probably accurate to ± 10%.

Figure 2 shows the sample reflectivity in the 4 to 11 eV range, as well as the reflectance deduced
from the transmittivitv and reflectivity data, Figure 3 shows the absorption coefficient in this range
as also deduced from the data of figures 1 and 2. In order to obtain the reflectance If and absorption
coefficient r’, the equations for tranamittivity T and reflectivity R’ of a plane—parallel plate of
thickness d is incoherent radiation ,

T — 
(1 — R) 2exp(—dd)
I — K~exp(—2~d)

If ’ + R ~ + (1 — 2R~exp (—2fd~ (2)1 - R 2 ex p(—26d)

were combii’~ d into a quartic equation :

0 a,y” + a3)1~ + a2y2 + a1y + a0 , (3)

where y exp(—Bd), a0 — a,, — — 1/2 at, LIT , a~ — —a 3 — 1 — (i—R’/T)2. This equation was solved by
successive approximations in which the yt, and y terms were ignored first , then evaluated with the first
y value obtained from solut ion of the residual quadratic equation and added to a0 before solving the
residual quadratic again. This procedure was very fast, With a programeable calculator about 10 suc-
cessive approsimations were made per second , and even with lid as small as .02, convergence to six
significant figures was obtained within 200 successive approximations. As lid becomes larger , less and
less approximations are necessary .

The reflectance , R, was obtained subsequently using the equation

(4)

where A (1 — R ’) IT , obtained from eqs. (1) and (2) in a straightforward manner. Table 1 s~~~arizes
the optical constants implied by the K and B values of figures 2 and 3, compared with the previous
results of ref. 3. Note that the k0 and c2 values are characteristic of this sample and probably not
characteristic of pure LiYF,,.

The reflectance from 10 to 25 eV is shown in figure 4. Beyond 10.5 eV the sample is so opaque that
no back—surface correction is necessary, and K — R’. The dashed portions of figure 4 near 12 eV and
above 24 eV are regions where stray light or second—order problems reduce the accuracy of the data. In
the 12 eV region the problem is mainly second—order , which could not be filtered out by any available
filter, Above 24 eV the component of stray long—wavelength radiation becomes a significant fraction of
the monochromatic radiation.

Bulk Loss Coefficient Measurements in CaF
2

We have made preliminary measurements of the total bulk loss coefficient of two Ca?2 samples over
the spectral range from 400 to 210 isa. The measurements were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory in order to utilize the highly collimated monochromatic radiation available there
on the 8’ beam line.

The measurement technique i~ based upon the use of prism—shaped samp les. This techni que has been
developed with both a double—bean configuration [7) (for differential measurements) and a single—beam
version. A schematic diagram of th* single—beam system is shown in figure 5; this is the method used
at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory for the preliminary CaF 2 measurements,

Referring to figure 5, the beam passes through a Ba?2 splitter , a tuning fork chopper , and the
sample. Afte r re flecting from the mirror it retraces its path and proceeds to the photomultiplier tube.
The prism—shaped sample is placed on a translation stage such that it can be translated parallel to the
b isector of the prism angle , and so that the radiation is incident at the angle of minimum deviation.
This latter requirement prevents the beam from moving about on the mirror as the sample is translated.

The da ta analysin for the single—beam experiment is relatively simple. Let 1(t) be the intensity
at the detector as a function of the beam path length in the sample. Then
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1(t) — I0G(l — R 1 — A l  — S 1)
2 (l — R2 — A2 — S 2) 2e 28t 

(5 )

where If, A, and S are the surface reflectivity, absorption , and scatter coefficients, We assume that
the two polished surfaces are uniform but not necessarily identical ; hence, the subscripts “1’ and “2”.
C is a factor which accounts for all the properties of the other optical elements , such as back—mirror
reflect ivity, beam splitter reflectivity, and so on. B is the bulk loss coefficient , composed of
absorption and scatter. In highly transparent materials Bt <c 1; therefore , to first order we find that

1 1 __________ dl
— — 

2 10G (l—R 1—A 1—S 1)7(l—R 2—A 2—S 2)2 ~~ 
. (6)

Both dI/dt and the denominator in eq. (2) are directly measurable. Note that the surface parameters
need not be measured as they are eliminated by ratioing. Variations in I~ are eliminated by real—time
ratioing of the photomultiplier output to the storage ring current , a quantity directly porportional to

~0~

The bulk loss coefficients calculated from eq. (1) are shown in figures 6 and 7. The curves drawn
through the experimental points are least—squares fits to all but the points on the large peak at 305 nat.
These curves have an approximate wavelength dependence of X 2~ 5.

In spite of the diverse origins of thc two samples, the similarity of the spectra is striking. The
Raytheon material shows slightly lower losses overall. Based on the 305—nm peak , the tentative identi-
fication of the impurity responsible is Ce3+. The spectra of rare—earth ions in CaF2 have been exten-
sively studied by Loh (8,9). Loh has observed the lowest 4f * Sd absorption band of Ce3+ in CaF2 to be
located at 307 nm; the analogous bands in the remaining rare—earths are at shor :er wavelengths (the next
closest is Pr3+ at 219 nm). The increase in absorption observed in figures 6 and 7 as one goes to wave-
lengths shorter than 305 nrn may be due to the 4f — 5d transition associated with clusters of Cel+ ions.
In an interesting experiment on the concentration dependence of 4f — Sd absorption due to CeS+ in CaF2,
Loh finds peaks between 250 to 210 nm which he assigns to the 4f — Sd transition of clustered Ce3+ ions.
He found that as the concentration of CeI+ increased , the 307—nm band decreased in intensity while the
higher energy clustered ion band increased. This suggests that Cel+ prefers to cluster rather than to
exist as isolated ions .
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TABLE 1. Optical Constants for the Ordinary Ray
(& .1 ~) in the Range 4 — 10.4 eV.

k0x107 
~i c 2xl0

Mv 0, ±,004a *.ooo2b ±1.0 ±.009 ±2.1

4.00 3100 1.472 2.6 2.165 7,7

4.133 3000 1.473 1.4754 2.170

4.50 2755 1.479 2.3 2.187 6.8

4.959 2500 1.487 1.4895 2.210

5.00 2480 1.487 2.1 2.212 6.3

5.50 2254 1.497 2.8 2.241 8.4

5.510 2250 1.498 1.5014 2.242

6.00 2066 1.506 3.4 2.269 10.2

6.50 1907 1.521 4.4 2.316 13.4
7.00 1771 1.540 6.9 2.372 21.3
7.50 1653 1.565 8.5 2.449 26.6

8.00 1550 1.604 13.7 2.573 44.0

8.50 1459 1.660 18.0 2.756 60.0

9.00 1318 1.724 22.4 2.972 77.0

9.50 1305 1.796 25. 4 3. 226 91.0

10.00 1240 1.883 27.7 3.546 104.0

10.20 1216 1.937 33.2 3.752 128.0

10.40 1192 2.080 124.0 4.326 516.0

a This work.
b 
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FLUENCE DEPENDENCE OF THE AB SORPTANCE OF SOME ALKALINE EARTH FLUORIDES AT 0.36 urn4

P. A. Temple and 0. L. Decke r
Physics Division , Michelson Laboratories

Naval Weapons Center , China Lake, California 93555

The absorptances of Mg?2, SrF 2 and CaF2 have been measured at 0.351 to
0.364 urn. The absorptance is found to increase with each successive absorptance
measurement due to sample coloring by the 351 to 364 nm beam. This is found to
be l inear with I Pdt for a given beam diameter over the power range tested.
Increases in absorption of nearly two orders of magnitude to 1 x l0~~ were seen
after a total central beam fluence of 3.5 x 106 J/cm2. Under the beam and
sample configuration used all three materials were found to have an absorptance
of approximately 1 x lO 2 after approximately 3.5 x l0~ J/em

2 had been incident
upon the sample. Possib le absorption mechanisms will be discussed , inc iding
photochemically generated polymer films, impurities , and color Centers.

Key words: Alkaline earth fluorides; color centers; laser calorimetry;
photochromic; polymer films .

1. introduction

This work was done on the Naval Weapons Center high sensitivity adiabatic calorimeter to be
described in another paper [ij l, In this instrument the sample is in thermal equilibrium with its
surroundings (a temperature—controlled can) and calibration is accomplished by observing the temperature
rise of the sample after laset irradiation and comparing it to the temperature rise caused by the
deposition of a precise amount of electrical energy. By using this technique it is not necessary to
know the mass or specific heat of the sample (1]. The light source was the undispersed UV output of a
Spectra Physics 171—19 argon ion laser. The two predominant lines are at 351 and 364 nm, For all
these measurements the power was limited to SO mW and all exposures were for a period of 100 seconds.
This gave a total incident energy per exposure of 5 J. The Gaussian beam was condensed by two long
focal length lenses to a lie2 full width of 0.190 sun at the sample position [21. The power density in
the center of this beam was tht~ 350 W/ca 2 and the energy fluence per exposure was 3.5 x l0~ J/cm

2.
All samples were 1—cm thick.

2. Experimental

The materials investigated were CaF 2, Mg?2 and Sr? 2 . The Ca?2 and SrF2 were prepared by Raytheon
using a reactive atmosphere process and had very low absorptance at 3.8 urn. The MgF2 was purchased
from Optovac . The raw data for SrF2 are ahown in figure 1. Each data point represents a 5—J exposure .
The figure shows the temperature rises for 13 successive exposures at a fixed point on the sample. The
step changes in temperature are the result of individual 100—sec laser exposures. The horizontal
portions are equilibration times between laser exposures during which the sample came into equilibrium
with the surroundings. This figure shows the successively larger temperature rises for equal laser
exposure , indicating that the absorptance is increasing with each measurement.

As seen in the lower left of figure 1, the uncolored absorptance of the sample is small , and is
bracketed between zero and 1 x l0—~ . This uncolored absorptance is consistent with the data reported
by Rehn et al. at this conference (3 1.

Figure 2 shows the data in figure 1 on a log—log plot. The solid line has a slope of 1. The data
follow this line closely , indicating that the absorptance is directly proportional to the fluence in
the range investigated.

Figure 3 shows the absorpt ance of CaF 2, and figure 4 shows the absorptance of MgF2. The higher
dose po ints in fig ures 2 and 3 were obtained by a factor of 10 higher power exposure (1/2 H) for the
appropriate perio d of time to obtain the indicated dose. The ebsorp tance was then measured in the
usual way with 0.050 H power for 100 sec. The linear increase in absorptance , within experimental
accuracy, indicates that the sample darkening is proportional to fluence or total incident energy ,
that is I Pdt , rather than power. The coloring rate is assumed to be proportional to the local intensity
I. If this is true , it can be shown rigorously that the measured absorptance is inversely proportional
to the beam area vh.n the beam is Gaussian . Therefore , these data were a l l measu red wi th the same beam
diame ter in order to retain the same relationship between total power and central beam intensity ,

* Work supported by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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Figure 3 contains points gathered the next day. These data indicate there had been no loss in
absorptance of the sample over that time period.

For the three materials shown in figures 2, 3 and 4, the absorptanee after 20 exposures, or 7 x
10~ 3/cm

2 fluence , are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Window absorptances after 20 exposures.

CaF2 2.7 x 10.2
M8F2 2,2 x l0 2

Sr?2 2.0 x 10.2

3, Discussion

Two possible fluence—dependent absorption mechanisms will be discussed . They are photochemical
production of an absorbing polymer film and the generation of bulk absorbing sites due to impurity
atoms or vacancy—related sites (color cen~ers).

3.1 Polymer Films

The growth of polymer films on plasma tube windows by UV—activated crosslinking of monomers is
well known in the laser industry [4). These films are the result of an in situ photochemical reaction
on the window surface and are not directly related to prior cleaning procedure. If organic impurities
are present in the plasma tube the action of ion and UV bombardment results in a slow degradation of
the output due to this film production (4).

The pressure in the calorimeter during these measurements was 4 x lO_ 6 torr . The system is ion
pumped. There is a limited amount of organic material present in the system , including methane from
the ion pump. While data do not exist on the growth rate of such films , it is possible that there is
sufficient organic material present to cause the generation of absorbing polymer films. The fluence
dependence of the absorptance is consistent with film growth , if one assumes a linear growth rate with
incident energy.

3.2 Impurity and Color Center Absorption

As noted in a recent comp ilation by Sparks (SI, there are a large number of atomic impurity species
which give rise to absorption in the UV. In addition , various color center bands exist in the U’!.
Color centers are generally associated with charge trapped at lattice vacancy sites.

Concerning the growth of absorption with dose , while lattice disp lacements would probably result
in the generation of color center sites , it is unlikely that atomic displacements can be caused by the
3.5 eV photon beam . However , color centers may also be “activated” by the transfer of charge from

impurity atoms to already existing lattice vacancies. Photons of 3.5 eV are quite capable of such
charge transfer as color center bleaching experiments have shown (6). In addition , charge transfer can
take place between various impurity species , resulting in the growth of absorption bands with dose. As
notes by Sparks , if the oscillator strength is high, even ppb impurity concentrations can result in
absorption coefficients as high as l0~~ .

3.3 Implications

The data shown above have serious implications to large laser behavior. For example, a laser of
10 MW/cm 2 power density, 1 psec pulse length, and 1 kHz repetition rate has a fluence of 10 J/cm2 per
pulse, or a f l uence of 10” J/cm 2 per minute. With windows of CaF2 behaving as shown in figure 4, the
window absorptance will have risen to 2 x l0.2 in 70 sec of operation .

Similar results have been observed empirically by Tachisto, Inc., who market a co ercial UV laser
with an output power density of approximately 5 MW/cm1 with a total flux of 1000 Jfhr (71. CaF2 has
been used as a Brewster window material. The beam dimension is 0.4 cm x 1.5 cm vhich results in a
Brewster window dose per unit area of approximately 8 x l0~ J/cm

2 in 100 hr of operation (assuming the
output coupler has R — 0.7). TypIcally. 100 hr of use results in a drop in output of 20%. This is
equal to a Brewster window absorptance of 7 x lO..2 . This is quite similar to the darkening with fluence
obser ved in the work reported here . It must be kept in mind , howeve r , that there are tremendous power
density differences between the Tachisto device and that repeated here, and that t he lack of dependence
on power which we report here was shown to be true over a limited power range. In addition , other
coloring mechanisms may be acting in the Tachisto laser where the window is exposed to hard Wi,
electrons , and rn —rays.

4. Conclusion

By proper calorimeter beam conditioning we have simulated the photon fluence anticipated in larger
laser systems . We report here the obaervstton of s fluence—dependent absorption coefficient in Ca!2,
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Sr?2 and Mg?2 at 351 to 364 on. Material exhibiting the fluence—dependent behavior discussed above
would be unsatisfactory for laser win dow material, We have discussed two possi ble darkening mechanis ms ,
polymer films and impurity or color centers. If the absorption is due to polymer film production it
should be possible to reduce the effect by appropriate care. If the absorption is due to impurity or
color center sites, on the ohter hand . it will be necessary to determine the precise nature of the
absorption and then to reduce the concentration of the offending species.
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6. Figures
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Figure 1. Calorimetric data for Sr?2 Figure 2. The 351 to 364 rim absorptance
No. 101 at 351 to 364 ~~ of SrF~ No. 101 as a function
showing the increase in
absorptsnc * with each of total incident energy.

successive exposure.
Thirteen individual
absorptance measure ments
are shown. The vertical
scale is an arbitrary
temperature scale.
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Figure 3. The 351 to 364 rim absorptance of Ca!2 No. 24 (Raytheon) as a

function of total incident energy .
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Figure 4. Ths 351 to 364 mm absorptance of Mg?2 (Optovac) as a funct ion

of tota l incident energy .
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SURFACE STATISTI CS OF SELECTED OPTICAL MATERIALS4

Jean H. Bennett and .3. Marie Elson
Physics Division, Michelson Laboratories

Naval Weapons Center , China Lake , California 93555

In order to understand and predict the scatter ing propertie s of laser
mirrors and windows, it is necessary to know the statistical properti es of the
surface microroug~ineas. The ras roughness of the surf ace deter mines the total
integrated scattering , while the slop es of the surface irregularities determine
the auto covariance function and hence the angular dependence of the scattere d
light. The ras roughness, rae slops , height and slop e distribution functions
and autocovariance function have been measured for materials of interest in
infrared, visible, and ultraviolet laser appl ications. These include fused
quartz , molybdenum , potassium chloride , copper , and silicon carbide. Varia-
tions between the statistics of differen t samples of the same material as well
as between samples of diff erent materials have been found . The calculated
scattering to be expected f to, different samples will be discuss ed and related
to that measure d for tone samples.

Key words: Mirrors ; scat tering ; sur face roug hness; surface statistics.

1. Introduction

Scattered light from the sur faces of laser optical components can arise from various sources : (1)
Defects whose d imensio ns are large compar ed to the wavelength of lig ht give rise to so—called macro—
scattering, which is governed by the laws of geometrical optics. (2) Isolated defects whose dimens ions
are compa rable to the wavelength of light can be considered as dipole scatterer. whose scattering
characteristics are predicte d by Mi. (dipole) scattering theory . (3) Microirregula rities whose heights
are ‘mall compared to the wavelength of light produce scattering which is predic ted by di ffraction
theory. (4) From certain types of rough metal surfaces , for example, silver and eluminust, there can be

radiative excita tion and subsequent decay of surface plasaons yielding second—order lig ht scattering .
Although all of these sources of scattered light are important , the most prevalent sour ce is (3) because
sll surfaces have some sort of microirregularities remaining from the finishing process whether it be

mechanical polishing, diamond turning, electrop o lishing , chemical polishing, ion poltshing . or some
other process. These microirregularities are distribut ed over the entire surfa ce and hence contribute
a larger frac tion of the scattering, particularly in the visible and ultraviolet , than do isolated
surf ace defects such as scratches , digs, dust particles , etc. We are attempting to find ways to predict

the scattering from an opticel component based on knowledge of its surface statistics. The theory

relating total integrated scattering (TIS) to surface statistics has proven to be valid in many cases ,

and the advantages and limitations of this theory will be discussed. In order to predict the angular
distribution of scattered light , more information about the surface statistic. is necessary, and the

theory is much more difficult. Progress is being made in this area, some of which will be discussed in
this paper. Finally, examples will be given of some of the wide variety of surface statistics which

can occur on optical surfaces.

2. Total Integrated Scattering

Figure 1 give , a schematic r.pr .sentation of scattering from a rough surface . The incident beam

is assumed to be normal (or nearly normal) to the surf ace and the speculer beam is in the appropriate
direction so that the angle of reflection equals the angle of inc idence . The rest of the light is scat-
tered in all directions by the surface. For smooth but vevy surfaces the scattered light peaks about
the specular direction; rougher or matte surfaces scatter the light mo re equally in all direction s.
For surfaces whose roughn ess is small compared to th. wavelength and who., height distribution is
Ceussian, the TIS into a hemisphere ia related to the rms roughness of the surface by the simple rela-
tion [1)’ shown in figure 1. Most polished surfa ce. satisfy this relation and have height distribution
functions similar to that shown in the upper left of figure 2. (In this typ. of presentation the histo-
gram is obta ined from the measure d height data. The length of each bar represents the fraction of the
total number o f surface features which have heig hts equal to the valu. given on the abscissa which is
measured relati v, to the mean su rface level (dashed vertica l line) . The smooth Gaussi an curve encloses
the same total area end has a half width derived from th. measured cm. rc ghness of the surface.) Some
very soft materials such a. polished EC1 have proporti onately too asny large bump. or deep scratches.
This distorts the measured histogram (upper rig ht of fig. 2) ,  putting too tch contribution in the
tails. The in fl uence of the extreme on the surface makes ths rae roughness propor tionately too large ,

* Work supported by NWC Independent Research Fund. and Defsnss Advanced Research Projects Agency.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literaturs referenc es at the end of thi . paper .
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so the half width of the Gaussian is also too large and the Gaussian does not fit the measured histogram.
For surfaces of this sort , the agreement between measured values of the rae roughnese and those calcu-
lated from TIS measurements is not very good. TIS—derived values tend to be higher. Relatively few
surfaces have the problems illustrated by the histograms shown in the lower part of figure 2. If a
surface is extremely smooth but has rather large dust particles on it , one can obtain a distorted
height distribution histogram with the maximum shifted to negative values (because the particles have
influenced the placement of the mean surface level). Similarly, an etched or pitted surface which
is nominally smooth but has deep holes in it can have a distorted histogram with the peak shifted in
the other direction. Neither of these two types of surfaces would satisfy the assumptions in figure 1
and hence the simple relation between TIS and m s  roughness would not be expected to hold.

Fortunately, most surfaces have gaussian height distribution functions and in this case it makes
sense to talk about an rica roughness for the surface. In figure 3 are shown the range of ms rough—
nesses, mostly derived from TIS measurements , which have been measured for polished optical surfaces.
In all cases it is easy to obtain larger roughnesses , but reducing the lower limit is much more Sift I—
cult. (In the case of KC1, there is such a wide range of roughnesses that the difference between the
value measured directly and that derived from TIS measurements is relatively insignificant.)

Two unusual height distribution functions have been obtained from polished molybdenum and TZM
samples (2), and are shown in figure 4. The molybdenum sample on the left had a smooth but wavy 8urface
with a predominance of small bumps and absence of small holes. The TZM sample on the right had the
only bimodal height distribution we have seen with a relative absence of surface features whose heights
were very close to the mean surface level.

3. Angular Scattering

Figure 5 shows the relation [3) between the scattering per unit solid angle dP/dQ ae a function of
wavelength A , the optical constants of the mirror surface (given in terms of the dielectric constants t;
and £2), the scattering angle 8, the tins roughness 6 , and the spectral density function g(k), which is
the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function measured for the surface. The sutocovariance or
sutocorrelation function of the surface roughness is a measure of the average relationship between two
value s of sur face height separated by a finite distance . If the two surface height values are cuff i—
ciently separated so as to be completely independent , then the autocovariance function is zero for that
separation distance. As the separation distance decreases, eventually one value of the surface height
will be influenced by the value of the other; then they are correlated. The autocovariance function has
argument p, the separation distance, and as p approaches 0 the surface heights become completely corre-
lated. The autocovariance function is defined in a mathematical manner elsewhere (3). In the relation
for dP/dfl given in f igure 5, we are assuming that the light is normally incident and polarized , and
that the scattered light is measured in the plane perpendicular to the direction of polarization of the
incident beam. Note that the expression for dP/dC is composed of two parts: an optical factor which
is a function only of wavelength, optical constants of the material and scattering angle , and a surface
factor which contains the statistical properties of the surface . In figure 5 the optical factor is
plotted for a silver—coated mirror for three selected laser wavelengths. The separation between the
curves is caused by the 1 ” wavelength dependence, while the curling over of each curve at large scatter-
ing angles is caused by the cos28 term in the numerator. The entire shape of each optical factor curve
is primarily determined by the above—mentioned coa28 term. Since the contribution from the optical
factor is nearly constant for scattering angles from 0’ to about 60 , all the variation in the angular
scattering is caused by the contribution from the surface structure by way of the spectral density
function, 6 2g(k) . A typical curve of a spectral density function for polished fused quartz is shown in
the lower right of f igure 5. Here 6 2g(k) is plotted versus k, the net change in the wave vector compo-
nent along the surface between the incident and scattered photon . For normal incidence an incoming
photon has no wave vector component parallel to the surface and therefore k in this case represents the
wave vector component , parallel to the surface , of the scattered light . Since It — (2w/X)sinO , the
value of 62g(k) can be obtained for any wavelength and scattering angle from the curve. The dashed
line marked F!C0 limit is the upper limit of It values for which 6 2g(k) can be obtained from interfero—
metric measurements.

The calculate d value s of angular scattering are shown f or three laser wavelengths in figure 6.
These curves are products of the curves shown in figure 5. The vertical separation between the curves
comes from the A ”  ter m , while the variation in the shapes of the curves for angles from 0’ to about
60 is caused by the spectral density function. For larger scattering angles the downward curl is
caus eo by the downward curl in the optical factor curves.

From the curve s in figures 5 and 6, it is clear that the measured surface statistics form the most
important part of the ca lculations of the angular scattering . Hence it is appropriate to look more
c losely at the different types of sp ectral density functions produced by surfaces having dif ferent
types of statistics. In figure 7 are shown the three basic constituents of surface structure: short
ra nge random roughness, long term wav iness, and periodicity, The short range random roughness is the
predominant typ e on most polished sur faces and produces a large initial spike on the autocovariance
function . This is because the features on the surface are uncorrelated and the only correlation is
between points on a given feature (bump or hole). The Fourier transform of this type of autocovaria nce
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function is slowly varying with no initial spike , and produces the type of scattering curve shown in
the lower center of figure 7. Waviness on a surface produces an autocovariance function with a much
larger correlation distance (zero intercept). The spectral density function and angular scattering
curves both show a very large spike for small It values and scattering angles. Periodicity in s surface
produces an oscillatory autocovariance function and a spike in the angular scattering curve at the
scattering angle corresponding to the relation sine — Alt , where t is the spacing between features on
the surface. This relation is a special case of the grating equation for normally incident light and
first—order diffracted light. For a periodic surface whose contour is close to a sine wave and whose
amplitude is small compared to A , such as the one shown, the second— and third—diffracted orders are
essentially completely suppressed , even though the first—order is very strong (4).

If a surface having short range random roughness is considered to be composed of many periodic
components of different amplitude, spacing , and phase [4 ] ,  one can calculate the separation of surface
features that will produce scattering at a particular angle and wavelength. This information , obtained
from the grating equation f or normal incidence illumination, is contained in the nomogram in figure 8.
The dashed lines show an example of how to use this nomogram : features which produce scattering at 5
from the specular direction at a wavelength of 0.5 ~n have eeparations of about ~~~~~ tim. This nomogram
emphasizes that for a particular wavelength , scattering between 1° and 90’ can only be produced by
features on the surface having a finite range of separations whose ratio is less than 60. For example ,
scattering between the angles of 1’ and 90’ at a wavelength of 0.5 um is produced by surface features
having separations ranging from 0.5 urn (d — A) to 29 urn. Thus, evaporated films which consist of
particles having diameters in the 400 to 1000 A range should not affect the angular scattering in the
visible. Generally, the evaporated film contours the underlying substrate, so that the scattering is
produced by features on the substrate having larger separations .

4, Measured Surface Statistics

Based on the results of the preceding section, sur face statistics should be measured with an
instrument having a lateral resolution adequate to detect surface features which produce scattering at
the desired wavelength and scattering angle. At Michelson Laboratory the instrumentation available for
the measurement of surface statistics includes a scanning interferometer employing mu]tiple beam fringes
of equal chromatic order (FECO) [5), a profilometer with a diamond stylus (6), and stereo electron
microscopy (7) . The height sensitivity and latera l resolution of these various instruments is given in
figure 9 along with the maximum length on the surface for which statistical information can be obtained
at one time. Stereo electron microscopy is useful when one is considering angular scattering in the
vacuum ultraviolet and x—ray regions. Conversely, FECO interferometry is useful chiefly for predicting
microirregularity scattering in the infrared and near—angle scattering in the visible. In the infrared .
microirregularity scattering from many surfaces is so small that other scattering mechanisms, for
example, dipole scattering from isolated particulates , dominate. Thus, the Talystep profilometer
current ly seems to be the best tool for measuring statistics of surfaces whose irregularities produce
scattering in the visible and ultraviolet. The remainder of this paper will be devoted to a discussion
of stat ist ics for various types of surfaces.

4.1 Fused Quartz

One might think that the surface statistics for a given material might be quite similar for differ-
ent types of surface preparation . That this is not so is well illustrated by polished fused quartz.
The surface profiles range from the smooth but wavy t ype for a bowl feed polished (8) surface to the
type with short range random roughness for a normal fresh feed polished surface. The former type of
surfa ce profile produces an autocovariance function such as that shown in figure 10 (also , fig. 7,
left—hand coli~~~), while the latter type has an autocovariance function such as that shown in figure
ii (and fig. 7, center column). All variations in between are possible and have been observed , includ-
ing an extremely smooth fresh feed polished surface that was wavy and had very fine polishing scratches.
All of these pol ished fused quartz surfaces had normal Gaussian height (and slope) distribution func-
t ions, such as that shown in f igure 2 , upper left.

The measured and calculated angular scattering curves for the two silvered polished fused quartz
surfaces whose autocovariance functions were shown in figures 10 and 11 are shown in figure 12. The
measured and calculated curves for the roughe r , fresh feed polished su rf ace were matched in the 20 to
40 range of scattering angles , but no other adj us tments were made. The agreement between theory and
experiment is encouraging , but not yet quantitative , In particular , it appears that there hay be
another unaccounted for scattering mechanism operating in the case of the smoother bowl feed polished
sample. One possibil ity is dipole scattering from isolated particulate. such as dust on the surface
which may increase th. entire scattsring level without drastically affecting the shape of the scatter-
ing curve .

4.2 Molybdenum and TZM

Molybdenum (2) and one of its alloys, TZM (conta ining titanium and zirconium) (2), have quite
interesting sur face statistics and predicted angular scatte ring properties. Two unusual height distri-
bution functions were shown in f igu re 4. A third sample of polished molybdenum obtained from stock
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made by a different process also had a skewed height distribution function similar to that of the
molybdenum sample shown in figure 4. The initial portions of the autocovarisnee functions for these
three polished molybdenum samples are shown in figure 13. With the exception of the very near angle
scattering (less than 1’ from the specular direction), the entire angular scattering curve in the
visible seems to be determined by the initial positive portion of the autocovartance function . Thus,
the predicted angular scattering from these three polished molybdenum samples should be quite different ,
as shown by the three calculated curves in figure 14. However, the measured angular scattering for
these three samples is remarkably similar, as shown by the three additional curves in figure 15. The
reason for the discrepancy between theory and experiment is not clear and is currently being studied.

4.3 Potassium Chloride

Potassium chloride is a very soft material, and polishing it has been likened to polishing peanut
butter. However , using a polishing process developed at Michelson Laboratory [9], it has been possible
to obtain surprisingly smooth surfaces. KC1 is one of the few polished materials that does not have
Gaussian height and slope distribution functions (see fig. 2, upper right). A more unusual type of KC1
surface has been produced by Honeywell (10]. The sample has been made by pressing between optical
flats in a two—step process with no additional polishing or surface treatment following the second
pressing operation. The height and slope distribution functions for the piano surface of a piano—
concave lens produced by this process (11) are shown in figure 16. These have a non—Gaussian character
similar to that of polished KC1. The corresponding autocovariance function for this material , figure
17, looks similar to that of a fresh feed polished fused quartz sample (fig. 11), although the surface
seems to be more wavy.

Since KC1 is so soft , it is important that the diamond stylus used to obtain the surface statistics
does not gouge the surface. ~xtensive experiments have been performed to determine the magnitude of the
stylus loading which will not damage KC1 surfaces when styluses having various radii are used [12). All
the measurements reported here were made using loadings that did not permanently mark the KC1 surface.

Surface scans on a diamond turned KC1 sample produced the autocovariance functions shown in figure
18. For this sample tool chatter apparently was the dominant feature since the scan made parallel to
the grooves did not look appreciably different from the scan made perpendicular to the grooves. In
both autocovariance functions the dominant feature is the very short range correlation , 2 urn, showing
that the machining grooves are much has important than are uncorrelated surface features.

4.4 Diamond Turned Copper

Single point diamond machining is much easier on soft metals such as gold , silver , and copper , and
the surface statistics of several diamond turned copper samples have been measured at Michelson Labora-
tory. Two examples will be given here. In figure 19 is shown the initial portion of the autocovariance
function for a diamond turned copper sample made at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory . A periodicity
of about 14 urn is evident in parts of the surface scan and in the oscillations of the autocovariance
function . This periodicity would produce a spike in the angular scattering curve st about 2.7’ for a
wavelength of 0.6471 urn. In figure 20 a longer portion of an sutocovartance function is shown for a
diamond turned copper sample produced by the Moore Tool Company. As in figure 19, the scan was made
perpendicular to the grooves. Two other periodicities are present in addition to the ‘- 14—un one. The
submultiple, 6.9 um, is not as distinct as the l4—~im periodicity. The very long periodicity, 290 urn,
manifests itself as a beat frequency. As shown in the table in figure 20, this long periodicity would
only be important if the mirror were being used for very near angle scattering . We have not yet
measured angular scattering curves on diamond turned samples, but measurements of this type have been
reported elsewhere [4). Most of the diamond turned copper samples whose statistics we have measured
have nearly Gaussian height and slope distribution functions [5 1.

4.5 Silicon Carbide

Silicon carbide is a promising low scatter material , particularly in the ultraviolet and at shorter
wavelengths where its reflectance is higher than that of platinum [13] and its scattering much lower
than that of molybdenum [13 ,14). The surface profiles on the smoothest polished silicon carbide samples
are similar to those for bowl feed polished fused quartz , very smooth but wavy. Thus, the autocovar i—
ance function is also similar , as shown in figure 21. Angular scattering measurements have not yet
been made on this material , but they would be expec ted to have a shape similar to that shown in figure
12. Work in this area is continuing .

5. Su~~ary

In su~~sry ,  the relation between TIS and ms roughness has been given , and the roughnesses of a
varie ty of optical materials have b.en presented. We have shown that it is possible to predict the
shape of angular scattering curves for several optical materials using measured surface statistics in
the calculations. The most important surface statistic is the eut ocovar iance function , and these have
been presented for several optical materia ls.
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Figure 12. Calculated (solid) and measured (dashed) curves showing angular

scattering for the polished fused quartz surfaces whose auto—

covariance functions were shown in figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 13. Initial portions of the autocovariance functions for two

molybdenum samp les and a TZM sample .
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Figure 14. Calculated angular scattering curves for the molybdenum and

TiM samples whose autocovariance functions were shown in figure 13.
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Figure 15. Same as figure 14 sacept that three measured scattering curves

have been added.
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Figure 16. Height and slope distribution functions for the plano surface

of a pressed KC1 lens (see reference 10) .
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Figure 17. Surface profil , and autocovariance function for the s~~~ ZC1

len. aa in th ur. 16.
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Figure lB. Surface profiles and autocovar iaE%C. functio ns f~ r a diamond

turned , europium doped KC1 samp le.
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Figure 19. Surface profile and initi al portion of the autocova rienc.

functi on for a diamond tur.ed copper a~~~1e made at the

Lawrence Liver more Laboratory .
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Figure 20. Autocova riance function for a diamond turned copper samp le

made by the Moore Tool Company.
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Figure 21. Surface profile and autoco variance function for pol ished

silicon carbide .
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SURFACE ROUGHNE SS STATISTI CS OF FUSED SILICA AS
A FUNCTION OF SURFACE PREPARATION AND TREATMENT

R. A. (louse , II , and A. H. Guenther
Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland AFB , NM 87117

and

3. H. Bennett
Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, CA 93555

Samples of fused silica which had previously been laser damage tested on portions of
their surfaces were subjected to a detailed statistical topographic analysis. These samples
had been fabricated using a variety of surface preparation techniques, and the primary final
characteristic of interest was the nsa surface roughness of each sample. The present study
focused on the height and slope distribution f~Inctions and an autocovariance length evalua-
tion resulting from the differing surface treatments. The basic conclusion of the study is
that the type of surface finishing used strongly inf luences the surface structure, causing
a wide variation in light scattering properties and topograp hy.

Key words: Correlation length; fused silica; polishing; roughness; slope; surfaces.

Introduction

Previously reported work (1) indicated a Strong correlation between laser damage threshold and m s
surface roughness. The experiments were performed on fused silic:I using a wav~ length of 1.06 ~m and apulse length of 40.5 ns.  A graphical summary of the experimental data is presented in Figure 1, where

the functional dependence is EOn — constant. E is the threshold (in MV/cm) and ~ is the rms roughness

(in A). For most of the surface treatments used on thc substrates , tIll exponent m had a value of about
0.5. while the value of the constant varied considerably with surface finishing procedure. In the cases
of ion polishing and bowl feed polishing, the samples were polished as smooth as possible. Therefore,
these samples all exhibited low rms roughness .11:11 5 having insuffi cient 5)-read to clearly delineate
a threshold—roughness relationship. The specific samples examined in detail during the present effort
are indicated in FigI- -e 1.

Four significant observations from Figure 1 indicated that further surface characterization of the
samples would be desirable: 1) The value of m for the flame polished samples was considerably different
than 0.5; 2) The behavior of the etched samples was erratic ; 3) The constants varied considerably with
surface preparation ; 4) There was undoubtedly a wide range in the surface contamination levels introduced
during the final surface finishing. It was hoped that , as a result of detailed topographic evaluation ,
the functional dependence of E on a would be clarified. It wa, also hoped that variations in the
structures of surfaces prepared in  different manner. could be assessed end correlated with previously
reported laser—induced damage results.

Procedures and Data

Selected samples that had previously been laser damage tested were subjected to detailed topography
measurements at the Michelson Laboratory , Naval Weapons Center. Measurements were made using Total
Integrated Scattering (TIS) and Tslystep profilometry. The samples were also examined visually using
Nomarski microscopy (2(.

Oats resulting from the investigation of the s i x  samples indicated in Figure 1 are presented in
Table 1 and in Figures 2— 7. The symbols used in Table 1 Are as follows : °b is the background rough-
ness (i.e. • the roughness excluding particles) ; a~ is the overall roughness including the particles;

is the TIS—determined roughness (at the wavelength 5682 A); s is the nsa slope of the surfsce
topogrAphy, in A/~m, with the equivalent angle given in parentheses; I is the correlation length in
om ; h is the rms height of the gross surface features (i.e., particles or holes); f is the fraction

of the surface area covered by these gross features; E is the measured damage threshold of the surface
(previously determined); and a

~ 
is the initial roughness value for the surface (also previously

determined). Roughness values °b and a~ were determined from analysis of the Talystep data obtained
in the present study.
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Table 1. Summary of surface statistics.

SANPLE °b at 
h f E

TREATMENT (A) (A) (A) (A/pm) (pm) (A) (MV/cm) (A)

Flame 5.62 75.4 20.9 208.4 231.8 0.0718 2.24 13.32
(1.19’)

Conventional 2.27 16.27 12.4 63.93 0.90 75.6 0.0422 1.60 13.75
(0.37°)

Bowl Feed 30.2 30.2 24.8 118 0.89 0.86 13
(0 .68°)

Overcoated 2.68 2.68 9.3 28.85 0.82 0.89 13.75
(0.17’)

Ion—Etched 60.8 60.8 16.5 260 0.48 1.34 36
(1.49°)

Acid—Etched 15 111 216 1870 1.5 0.41 243
(10.59’)

Figures 2—7 show typical raw and composite data for the samples. Part “a” of each figure presents
the surface height and slope distributions measured for the sample. Also shown are the fitted Gaussian
curves , the fit being made by requiring each Gaussian to have the same area and ms value as the
corresponding histogram. Note that the histograms represent the as—measured surface (i.e., they
include the measured particles or holes). Parts “b” for Figures 3—7 are the autocovariance functions
for the samples. The autocovariance function for the flame polished sample was not actually measured;
however , this sample ’s visual and surface scan characteristics were essentially the same as those of
the conventionally polished sample (Fig. 3), so that its autocovariance function is estimated to be the
same as Figure 3b.

A feature typical of the samp les investigated was the presence of large amounts of very small

particulates (of the order of 1000 A or less in size). Some of these particles were very tenaciously
bound to the surfaces and could not be removed using dry nitrogen and a low—energy electron gun. This
cleaning process was the only one used on the conventionally polished and flame polished samples. Since
the particles were not removed by this treatment their statistics were examined. Figures 2b and 3c
show the measured (histogram) and fitted (Gaussian) distributions of the particles on these samples.
The other four samples were cleaned in soap and water , and most of the particles were removed. Parts
“c” of Figures 4—7 for these samples show typical Talystep surface scans. Note that several such scans
were made on each sample and that the data were averaged to obtain the height , slope, snd autocovariance
functions. Note also that the scan for the etched sample shows not only the background surface but also
one of the deep holes present in the surface.

Surface scan raw data consisted of 17,000 Talystep data points per scan length of 1.037 mm. The
resulting data—point spacing of 0.061 pm is much smaller than the typical spacing for FECO (2 pm) and
TIS (1 ins ) measurements. That is, the Talystep stylus probes the surfaces in much finer detail than
do the other standard n’essurements. Each surface was scanned several times at various surface loca-
tions, and stylus pressures were kept light enough to avoid leaving tracks. The data were analyzed
by computer program and then plotted.

Conclusions

For the flame polished and conventionally polished sample., the height and slope distribution
functions were not Gaussian. Surface statistics were ~‘ominated by many strongly—bound particles,
although the background surfaces were extremely smooth. The overall distribution functions were
considerably skewed by the particles , which themselves exhibited non—Gaussian height distributions.

The majority of particles on the conventiona l sample were 20—30 A high, with the largest measured

particle bein g 205 A. For the flame polished sample the corresponding numbers were 30—55 A and 906 A.

Although the part icles could not be blown off , they apparently were easily removable using soap
and water. This technique was successfully applied to the other four sampleS.

The bowl feed polished sample was apparent ly  free of particles , scratches , and surfsce blemishes
under Noisarski; but it exhibited surface s~en characteristics of fresh feed surfaces (i.e., it con-

tained considerable structure). The height distribution was skewed because of small (100—500 A)
particles, although the slope distribution was Gaussian. The Talystep and TIS roughness values were
comparable (probably because of the particle.), And there was little long—term waviness in the surface.
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The Si02 overcoated sample was extremely smooth and Gaussian in its statistics. The surface

appeared to have no defects under Nomarski, end it exhibited the same character as the best bowl feed
polished samples. Although the surface was very smooth and showed very little long—term waviness, the
fact that its damage threshold was about half that of the conventional sample or the flame polished
sample clearly indicates that thin films introduce significant laser damage susceptibility at an optical
surface.

The Xenon ion polished sample had nearly Gaussian statistics and was flat but very rough. Talystep
roughness was significantly greater than TIS roughness and is probably explainable by the height varia-

tions being too closely spaced to be resolved by the wavelength used (5682 A).  Holes and bumps were of

the order of 200—400 A in height or depth. There - -las also little long—tens waviness.

The etched sample was very rough, primarily due to large numbers of holes in the surface. These
holes were as much as 1.5 pm in diameter and as much as 1—2 pm deep. However , the background surface
was fairly smooth. The holes clearly skewed the height and slope histograms.

Except for the overcoated and ion polished samples, the statistical distributions were definitely
not Gaussian . It is clear that the type of surface finishing technique used strongly influences the
structure and light scattering properties of the surface of a given type of optical glass. No definite
correlations h.~~e ye_ been found between laser damage threshold and r’~s slope or correlation length;however , the sample space so far examined is quite small. Future neasurements presently underway on
other samples of a given type of surface treatment may yield such correlations.

One additional observation is warranted. If one normalizes damage thresholds to those character—
i~tic of conventionally polished surfaces, then later treatments such as flame—polishing and acid or
ion etching afford more damage resistant surfaces while tnose other techniques, e.g., bowl—feed and
overcoatirg generally lead to increased damage sensitivity. This certainly appears to be the rule
of thumb for coatings.

In any event , considerable additional work is needed to fully describe this most complex situation
before we can predict and quantify the appropriate surface character/damage threshold relationship.
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Fig. 1. Laser damage threshold vs. rms roughness
\ s, for 40.5 ns, 1.06 pm irradistiona on fused silica.
\ ‘s Details of the sample preparation technique is
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discussed in reference 1. Briefly, etch refers
- to a dilute RHO2 and etch and Si02 and MgF2 coat

\ refer to 1/2 at 1.06 single film layers on
substrates whose roughness is indicate d on the

- abscissa. The points indicated in the endorseli
4 diamond correspond to the samples examined in

this study.
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Fig. 5*. Height and slope distributions: Si02—overcoated sample.
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THE EFFECTS OF SURPlICE ROUGHNESS ON 1064—nm , 150—ps LASER DAMAGE*

D. Milan, W. L. Smith, and N. .1. Weber
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

and

A. H. Guenther , R. A. House , and J. R. Bettis
Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland Air Force Base
New Mexico 87115

We report the f i r s t  measurements of the influence of surface roughness on surface damage
thresholds for damage induced by subnano~econd 1064—nm laser pulses. Samples included carefully
characterized bare polished silica surfaces and glass surfaces which were used as substrates
for antireflection coatings. Where possible, data is correlated with earlier work performed
with 40—na, 1064—nm laser pulses.

Key words: Breakdown field; coating substrate; damage morphology; fused silica; Normarski
micrographs; pulse duration ; surface damage threshold; surface roughness.

Introduction

Polished bare surfaces on optical components damage at f lux levels below that which causes bulk
damage. Furthermore, exit surfaces usually damage more easily than entrance surfaces, provided the
damaging beam is collimated and normally incident on the sample. Serious efforts to understand the
vulnerability of polished surfaces began after Crisp. Bol ing, and Dubé successfully explained the lover
threshold for exit surfaces. They showed (1) that the optical electric field strengths at the exit
surface were greeter than those at the entrance surface because the wave reflected from the exit sur face
is in phase with the incident wave as opposed to the entrance surface where the reflected wave is Out
of phase with the incident wave.

Bloeinbergen 12] extended the notion of enhanced electric fields by calculating the local field
strengths near dielectric discontinuities whose shapes were similar to the surface disruptions which
result from polishing. The electric fields near grooves in a material with index of refraction ii can

be a2 times greater t han the field in the undisturbed material itself. Local intensities, which are

proportional to the square of the electric fields, could be enhanced by a
4. Accordingly, surface damage

thresholds, irrespective of the mechanism, should be reduced by surface irregularities. The exact
magnitude of threshold reduction would depend on whether the mechanism was linear or nonlinear, and on
whether heat or electrons could diffuse sway from the high—field regions during the pulse interval.

Bloembergen estimated that defects less than 100 A in size would be unimportant because of electron
diffusion.

Two subsequent experimental studies produced disagreement as to the un iversality of Bloembergen ’s
model as an exp lanation of laser damage. First , Fradin and Bass 131 reported that the damage thresholds
of very smooth surfaces on fused silica and BSC—2 glass were equal to that of the bulk material. Second,
Boling, Ringlien , and Dubd (4) demonstrated tha t chemical contamination could reduce the threshold even
on very smooth surfaces, and that leaching processes could yield rough surfaces with good damage
resistance.

The most comprehensive study to date on the effect of surface finish on surface damage threshold
was that conducted at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AIWL) by House, Guenther, and Bettis (51. This
work included surfaces prepared by conventional polishing, bowl—feed polishing, ion polishing, flame
polishing, and acid etching. Damage tests were made on bare and coated surfaces using 40—ne, 1064—ma

pulses focused to a spot size of 150 um at the intensity level. It was invariably found that the
damage threshold increased a. the quality of the finish improved. One obvious result was that cles.ntng
of the surfaces by flame , polishing, and ion or acid etching markedly improved the damage threshold at
a given surface roughness. This was probably due to the removal of easily ionized surface impurities.
The excursions of damage thresholds observed in that study are the largest ever reported in a single

material. For example , reducing the roughness on conventionally polished fused silica from 335 A rae

to 15 A rae increased the damage threshold by a factor of 6.3 in breakdown field strength, or (6.3)
2 

—
40 in intensity.

*The work at the Lawrence Liver more Laboratory was performed under the suspices of the Metsr iaie Sciences
Programs of the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration and Contract W—7405—eng—45.
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A recent stud y [61 of surface damage induced by 150—ps , 1064—nm pulses suggested that surface
roughness might be less important in determining short—pulse thresholds. Near—threshold damage with
lOb4—am, 125—ps pulses created a randomly distributed array of micropits. The initial surface
morphology was preserved intact , and the damage pits were only weakly associated with residual
polishing artifacts such as sleeks. Even when fresh scatches having widths of approximately 1—10 im
were scribed on polished surfaces , damage thresholds in the immediate vicinity of the induced scratches
were at least one—half as large as the threshold for undisturbed areas on the surface.

To quantify this apparent difference between the effect of surface roughness on damage induced by
40—na and 150—ps pulses, replica samples from the AFWL 40—na study were tested at LLL using 150—ps
pulses. Results of this comparison are reported below. In addition , measurements were made to
determine whether substrate roughness was a dominant effect in damage to antireflection films.

Samples

Four bare fused silica surfaces which had been prepared using a controlled grinding process to
insure tha t each sample had approximately the same subsurface structure were tested. Different
roughnesses were obtained by removing the samples at various times during the final lapping. Barnsite
abrasives were used. Surface roughnesses reported here were determined by the FECO technique (Fringes
of Equal Chromatic Order) at the Naval Weapons Center.

Six Ti02/Si02 antireflective (AR) films were also tested. Films of two designs were simultaneously

deposited on three substrates of varied roughness. Film deposition and measurement of substrate rough-
ness were done by the Research Division of Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc. (OCLI). Substrate roughness
was determined at OCLI by relative scatter measurements Calibration of the scattering apparatus was

done by testing a 10—A surface supplied by Dr. Jean Bennett of the Naval Weapons Center. The smoothest

sample in the coating deposition test compared favorably with the 10—A rms sample. The roughest

substrates had an estimated roughness of ~ 100 A. These samples were part of a joint LLLIOCLI test of
the use of barrier layers with AR films. A description of this study by Apfel et *1. is reported
elsewhere in these Proceedings.

The silica samples were dusted with a freon spray prior to testing. The smoothest silica sample
was washed with high—purity ethanol since it had been previously tested at 40 Os. Previously damaged
sites were carefully avoided during this experiment. The thin films were all cleaned using ethanol—
wetted strips of tissue.

Damage Experiments

Damage experiments at 150 ps were performed using an apparatus and techniques described in detail

elsewhere [6]. The laser beam was gently focused to spot sizes of 2—3 mm diameter at the e 1 intensity
level. The bean was incident on the surface with measured roughness at s 5’ from the normal. Complete
spatial and temporal beam profiles were recorded on photographic film for each firing. The energy
density on axis was determined absolutely to within 7%. From the streak camera image, the pulse shape
and peak intensity was determined . The total absolute uncertainty in the intensity measurement is
± 15%.

In the 150—ps tests, three methods to detect damage were employed. (1) The sample was observed
during each irradiation. Near—threshold irradiation produced a faint , but visible , glow. (2)
lamediately after each firing, the site was inspected visually using a focused white light source.
Since large areas were irradiated, the scattering from the few pits created by the ‘amer was easily
visible, except for sites on the roughest sample in the set. (3) The final determination of damage
was made by Nomareki microscopy. The three tests agreed for all but the roughest sample. The surface
of that sample was so rough that scatter and microscopic examinations were of little value. The
40—na experiments, performed previoualy at AFW L , are described in detail  in Ref.  5.

Results

Nomarski micrographs of damage sites on each of the silica samples are shown in figure 1. The 15—A
surface was free of the usual polishing slacks when viewed at a magnification of 360 K. Slacks could

be seen on the 40-A surface.  Damage on both of these surfaces consisted on randomly distributed

micropits. There was a weak correlation between sleeks and damage on the 40—A surface.  The 140—A
sample was covered with raised polishing structure; damage was initiated at these structural features.

We Could not determine wha t specif ic  fes ture~ on the 350—A sur face  were related to the damage at
threshold. There was no obvious d i f f e r ence  in the microscopic appearance of the immediate surroundings
of damaged and undamaged regions of the sample.
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Damage thresholds for the silica samples are reported in Table 1 in terms of energy flux, intensity,
and rae breakdown electric field strength. All beam parameters are those computed in air at the sample
surface; that is, the values have not been adjusted to account for the refractive index of the silica.

Damage thresholds of the four fused silica samples at both 150 pa and 40 ns are shown in figure 2.
The primary feature of the earlier 40—ne data is the close agreement between the data and the functional
form

0.61E
thO . — constant,

where a is the rats roughness and E
th is the rms breakd own electric field strength. Based on the limited

data available, it is not clear that the 150—ps data obeys a simple power law dependence on surface

roughness since the ISO—pa threshold of the smoothest surface (a — 15 A) is less than that of the sample

with 40—A roughness. It is obvious that a roughness > 100 A rise causes a reduction in damage threshold
at either pulse duration . But the total excursion in damage field strengths is much less for the 150—ps
data than for the 40—na data. As regards Bloenibergen ’s hypothesis, it should be noted that surfaces with

an rms roughness of < 100 A can have topographical features >> 100 A.

Damage thresholds for the six antireflection films are shown in figure 3 as a funct ion of relative
scattering intensity. In this case, there is no correlation between the roughness of the substrate and
the damage threshold of the film.

Table 1. iSO—pa, 1064—nm damage threshold of fused silica as a function
of surface roughness.

Sample Roughpess, J f c m 2 Damage Threshold
rtns , A 2GW/ ca mV/cm

016 15 8.5 ± 0.5 S6 ± 4 4 .6  ± 0 .2

078 40 11 ± 1.0 73 ± 7 5.2 ± 0.3

090 140 3.5 ± 0.5 23 ± 3 3.0 ± 0.2

098 350 2.5 ± 0.5 17 ± 3 2.5 ± 0.2

Conclusions

1. Surface roughness greater than 100 A rms reduces the 1064—nm , 1SO—ps surface damage threshold of
conventionally polished fused silica.

2. Additional 150—ps tests will be required to determine whether a strong and convincing threshold

vs. roughness correlation exists for the “smooth” surfaces (rms roughness e 50 A) on normally
available optics at 1.064 urn,

3. The 150—ps damage thresholds of Ti02/Si02 antireflection films are not correlated with roughness

of the BK—7 glass substrates on which they were deposited.

4. Damage thresholds (MV/cm) at 150 pa are related by the fourth root of the pulse duration to the
thresholds found at 40 as. Extrapolated breakdown fields at 40 ns agree with measured fields to
within 30% for the smoother surfaces.

5. The extrapolation of Smith’s (7) threshold for bulk breakdown at 30 ps in f used silica yields a
predicted 150—ps breakdown threshold in air at the silica surface of 9.4 MV/cm . This, when compared
with the largest value observed here , 3.2 MV/cm, suggests that breakdown f ields for surfaces are
about half the bulk values. The average interatomic spacing (smoothest possible surface) for fused

silica is 3.37 A.
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Figures

Fig. 1. Nomarski photographs of damage induced on polished fused silica surfaces by 1064 mm, 150 ps

laser pulses. a) Damage on a surface with roughness of 15 A consisted fo randomly distri-

buted microplcs. Ii) Damage on a 40 A surface. Finishing sleeks are visible, but there
is no strong obvious correlation between the sleeks and the damage induced pits. Damage

on the 140 A surface occurred at rough features visible on sites which were not irradiated.

Frames c) and d) show respectively damaged and undamaged sites on the 140 A sample.

k 0.1 mm

1(a)
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Fig. 2. Surface damage thresholds of four fused silica surfaces as a function
of surface roughness for two different pulse durations.
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L(Y.J SCATTER FINISHING OF ASPHERIC OPTICS

V. P. Barnes, Jr., and R. R. McDoaough
Itek Corporation

Lexington, MA 02173

Bowl—feed or settling slurry polishing operations are commonly used for low scatter
finishing of flat and shallow spherical optical surfaces. Aspheric surfaces are a powerful
optical design option , but they do not permit the development of the closely fitting lap
and work surfaces required for effective bowl—feed polishing. Previous IR6D work at itek
had indicated that short term polishing with colloidal silica and a non—woven poromeric lap
produced surfaces comparable to bowl—feed surfaces, as determined by scattered light and
1.06 pm damage threshold measurements.

To test the applicability of this approach for low scatter finishing of aspher ics,
three f 12 paraboloids were given a short final polishing using colloidal silica and full
sized flexible laps. No degradation of surface figure was detected , and surface scatter
was reduced to values nearly equal to best practice in bowl—feed finishing.

Key words: Aspheric optics; laser damage; low scatter; optical fabrication.

(Manuscr ipt not available at time of publication.)
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LOW SCATTER
ASPHERIC FINISHING

• 12-INCH-DIAMETER, f/2 PARABOLOIDS

• FUSED SILICA, ULE, CER-VIT

• CONVENTIONAL HAND POLISH TO 1/2 TO 1
WAVE FIGURE

• ASPHERICITY IS 14.6 WAVES

• COLLOIDAL SiLICA (SYTON, LUDOX) POLISH
.. TWQ. 1.5-MINUTE RUNS

• ALUMINUM, 1/4-INCH CLOSED CELL
FOAM RUBBER, POLITEX LAP

It 1k Optical( . Systems
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CER-VIT
Interfero gr am Before Syto n Polishing
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Surface Deviations From True Paraboloid
(wavelength s at 633 nm):

Before

r 4 component 0.45

Cylinder 0.14 0.03

Other 0.05 0.05
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CER-VFr
Indi cated Surf ace Rough ness (A)

Before /After Syto n Poli shing

11.3

17.1
6.8

12.7
8.9

19.7 14.1
7.8 6.731.3 27.7

11.3 9.7

Befo re .I”~
.

Average 21.7 8,9
Standard Deviation 7.7 1.9
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FUSED SILICA
Interfero gra m Before Syto n Polishing

Surface Deviations From True Paraboloid
(wavelengths at 633 nm):

Before .

r4 component 0.83 o,~
Cylinder 0.29 0.03

Other 0.07 0.07
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FUSED SILICA
Indicated Surface Roughnes s (A)

Before /After Syto n Polishing

8.0

33.1
18.1

19.5
10.1

28.2 26.5
14.3 15.1

24.3 28.9
7.6 7.6

Before
Average 26.9 11. 5

Standard Deviation 4.2 4.3

i 
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ULE
Inte rfero gram Before Syton Polishin g
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.T4~J
3

~ 1~~~~~
- . ‘If

Surface Deviations From True paraboloid
(wavelength s at 633 nm):

Before ii

r 4 component 0.15 0.19

Cylinder 0.17 0.1~

Other 0.03 0.03
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ULE
Indic ated Surfac e Roug hness (A)

Before / After Syto n Polishing

6.8

52.9
30.2

35.3
21.2

49.0 39.1
25.6 29.332.2 28.5

5 .5 7,!

Before . 1/ 1 ’
Average 38.9 18.0
Standard Deviation 8.9 11.1

I
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NWC RESULTS
FOR CER-VIT

II I ~~ ! i~~fl
‘ / j /

0.0

Indicated Average Surface Roughness 14.8 A rms
(469 Points Measured )
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MEASUREMENT OF MIRROR AND WINDOW QIARACIERISTICS FOR USE WITh 10 .6 pm LASERS

S. Sharma , R .M. Wood and R.C .C. Ward

The General Electric Co. Ltd.,
Hirs t Research Centre ,

Wemblsy , England .

The absorption , reflec tance and transmission characteristics of a range of
infra—re d mirrors and windows have been measured accurately using apparatus
developed at the hin t ReSearch Centre based on a lOW C02 c.w. laser. The above
charac teristics have been related to the methods of fabrication (diaew,nd turning,
polishing , e tching, diel ectric coatings) and to pulsed laser—induced damage
thresholds measured using a CO2 TEA laser , (60 ns FWHH).

The reflectance/transmittance measurement technique will be discussed and the
re.ults , together with the absorption data , correlated with the damage threshold
measurements. These latter measurements will in turn be shown to correlate with
surface quality (measurements made using optical and electron beam mi croscopy,
vi.ible scatter and X—ray topographa) and wi th surface films or dielectric
coatings .

Key words: absorptance ; dielectric coated mirror; infrared laser windows;
laser mirrors; pulsed CO2 laser damage ; reflectance; 10.6 pm optical
coaponants,

I. Introduction

This paper is a continuation of the work presented last year [1) 1 
when the prograsma of research on

10.6 pm laser induced damage thresholds at the Hin t Research Centre of The General Electric Conpany
Ltd. under DCVD sponsorship was outlined.

This paper reports  work on the development of an accurate  re f lec tance/ t ransmi t tance  measurement
apparatu, and the correlation of these measurements with absorption , surface f in i sh  and laser induced
damage thresholds.

2. Raflect ance/Tr*nsmittance Measurements

A laser window or mirror  can onl y be charact ,ris sd f ully when all the elements of the equation
R + 1 + A + S — 1 nave been measured accurately St the wavelengths of i n t e r e s t .  As a lol ical sequence
of the development , use and experience gained with apparatus set ~w at NRC to measurance reflectance
and transmittance accurately at I pm it was decided to extend this facility into the hO pm reg ion in
orde r to back up the ab sorption measurements re ported prev iously ( 1 ) .

An apparatus has been developed capable of directly measuring both transmittance end reflectan ce to
a high degree of accuracy ( i . e .  ± O.02X). This apparatus is shown schemati cally in f i gure I and
basically consists of a tOW CO2 c.v. laser , a chopper , beam splitter , two pyroelectric measurement heads
and associated electronic , and ratiotzietnic logic and display.

The c.w. laser , chopper and pyro electric detector heads in conj unc tion with simultaneous digital
logic are used in order to facilitate the making of accurate measurement . without the need for a hi hly
stable lase r , optical bench etc.

The pyroelec tric measurement heads are shown in figure 2. They consist of shot—bleeted , gold
pla ted integrating spheres with pyroelac tric detector .. This arrangement gives a spatial and angle
insensitive measurement. The outputs of these have bean shown to be linear with respect to inpu t
power.

The processing electronic, are shown in figure 3. The besma are either directly conpared, D/R, or
subtracted (R — D)R , using a high quality analogue divider , depending on the relative value s and
accuracy required.

The apparatus ic first calibrated with the detecto r head . in positions R and (see fig. I) with

no s.nple . The varia ble gain on the reference beam Is change d until a signal ratio of 1.0000 ha. been

I. Fig ure s in bracket. indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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set. The sançle is now put in the beam end the new signal (transmittance) read off (in the case of a
window) . The detector heed D is now moved to D 1 and the ref lectance read o f f .  Finally the same is

removed back to D0 for a zero check. In the case of high ref lectance mirrors the ratio (R—D)/R give s

even grester accuracy.

3. Absorption Measurement

The absorption apparatus previously described (I] has been further refined in order to give higher
accuracy and repeatability [2). A schematic of the apparatus is shown in figure 4.

4. Damage Threshold Measurement

A schematic of the laser induced damage threshold apparatus is shown in figure 5. The laser is
sealed off CO2 TEA laser t3] with a 60 ns FWHH main pulse and is focussed to 100 urn l / e  intensi ty

diameter using a 50 em focal length germanium meniscus lens. The beam power may be varied either con—
tinuously using a gas cell (propylene) or by means of thin polythene attenuators.

5. Surface Examination

Various techniques have been exployed to charactenise the substrate surfaces viz:

Optical microscopy — (up to 1000) using a Reichert MEF microscope with dark field illumination — a
standard inspection technique on all samples.

Scanning electron microscopy — (up to 60,000) — this technique has mainly been used on metal
mirror surfaces.  The mi croscope has an energy dispersive attachment for detection of elements present
on the surface.

Visible scatter measurement — using a He/Ne gas laser probe and integrating sphere/ photomultip lier .
capable of making scatter measurements down to O.005Z. This has mainly been used to cheractenise and
evaluate dielectric coatings but has also been used with metal mirrors.

X—ray topography — used for evaluating the crystallographic perfection of the surface (controlled
penetrat ion down to 20 pm for germanitmi) of single crystals.

Infra—red apectro photometer measurem ents — (Perkin—E lme r Type 325 gra t ing I—R spectrop hotometer) on
windov. and dielectr ic  coatings .

X—ray fluorescence measurements — analysing thin films and deposits on mirrors.

6. Metal Mirrors

The characteristics of a series of high quality metal mirrors have been measured. In ~,rder to
eliminate variations in substrate quality etc. a number of mirrors were produced by ,ing l -point dia-
mond turning OVHC copper blanks by Heliotrope Ltd. Some of these were tested bare, some were gold—
plated , by Mirror Techniques Ltd. and others were ovencoated with ThF~,

The characteristics have been tabulated , see table I , and correlation has been found between the
various surface measurement techniques and the laser damage thresholds. Table I shows the stmm~ary of
result . made on two mirrors of each type . one as near perfect as has been obtained and one of slightly
worse quality. These results illustrate the ways in which the surface quality affects the reflectance
and the damage thresholds of good quality mirrors.

The optical and scanning electron microscopy examination shoved that the uncoated diamond turned
OFHC copper mirrors were of very good quality (no scratches visible by either technique). The SEM
aicrographe ( f i gure 6a and b) showed that the surfaces contain numerou. very small shallow spherical
hole. (approximately 500 A dia., 250 A deep). These holes are typical of the diamond turning pro-
cedure. Under optical examination mirror nuaber 2 exhibited a slightly patchy surface, attributed to a
thin oxi de layer. This slight difference between the samples is repeated in absorptivity, reflectance,
sca tter and d amage thresholds.

The gold—plated mirrors exhibited visible turning marks (not visible on unplated surfaces) ,
altho ugh the SEM ni crograph. (fig ures 6c and d) show that the plating procedure fills in the turning
holes’ and replaces them i4th a gently undulating surface. The height of these undulation. is
estimated to be about 100 A. The visible scatter measurements were higher for these surfaces than for
the uncoated surfaces. Both gold—plated mirrors have higher sbsorptivity than the uncosted copper
mirrors in line with previous results F l) . Mirror 4 had a ‘milky’ looking surface end s higher ebsorp—
tivity than mirror 3. The laser induced damage thresholds were shown to be uniform (8 MW ~~~2). The
lower damage levels for these mirrors (relative to the ,mcoated copper values of 10 MW me~~) ar e due
to their greater ab .orptivities and are in agreement with previously measured re.ults[I].

A ThYi, dielec tric coating on a diamond turned surface ehould , apart from microscopic coating
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defec ts , allow the high re f lec tance  end damage thresholds of uncoated copper to be real ized whil s t
giving protection from oxidation. In practice care must be taken both to coat the copper surface , as
soon as possible after machining to stop a thin film of oxide forming, and also to cost with a thick
enough layer to stop ‘p inholes ’ penetrating through the protective layer. Table I includes results on
mirrors 5 and 6 , one of which developed a ‘bloom’ on the surface  a f t e r  exposure  to a i r .  The absorption ,
reflectance and damage threehold values reflect the differences between the surfaces.

The composition of the surface film on degraded mirrors has been investigated and film thicknesses
of the order of 0.5 pm have been examined using a scanning electron microscop e f i t t e d  with an energy
dispersive system for the detection of elernent~ present .

Oxide , n i t rate  and chloride layers have been ident i f ied .  Figure 7 shows a SEN micrograp h o f a
badly tarnished ,urface of a Be/Cu mirror. This layer was analysed using the energy disper~dun
elemental analyser to be chloride and copper nitrate.

7. Window Materials

During the last year our attention has been mainly concentrated on measurements on CVD grown zinc
aelenide and on surface improvement of germanium.

CVD grown zinc selenide from two sources (Raytheon and AWRR ) has been tes ted .  Table 2 i l l ust r a t e s
that both sources have reduced the absorption.

One of the principle areas of concern is the relative magnitudes of the possible surface layer
absorption and the bulk absorption.

lest of the surface absorption (of the order of 4 a 1O~~ per  surf ace for a d i amond polished sample
[21) may be a t t r ibu ted  to a thin broken— up layer. This layer can be improved 6y polishing. Inspection
of f i gure 8 shows , for example , that  measurements made on 1974 cx Raytheon ZnSe , a f t e r  etch pol ishing
to a hi gh standard indicated that the maximum surface absorption was lees than 1.8 tO — ” per surface .
Other measurements  (4] however , have indicated that it is poasibl.e to detect the ef fec t  of a water
layer on the surface and it has been suggested that one cause of discrepancy be tween measurements  made
at different laboratories may lie in differences in relative humidity.

Inspection of the absorption and damage thresholds , table 2, indicates that the absorption is not
the dominating damage mechanism, the threshold being peak power densi ty  ra ther  than energy dens i ty
dependent. The disappointing fac tor  in this  improvement is that the damage threshold has not improved
markedly ove r the years. This ie presumed to be because of the microscopic s t ruc ture  of the ZnSe
(X—ray meaeuremants show that the cry s t a l l i t e  sizes are typ i ca l ly  20 pm (max. 50 pm) on samples from
bo th sources).

The relationship between surface finish and laser damage threshold has also been sought for
germanium. Previous results ( I ]  indicated that the laser—induced surface damage threshold for ‘Syton ’
polished germanium was low and variable (0.7 to 4 MW ~~.2). When ion—beam etched the damage threshold
was raised to between 3 and 5 MW em~~. SEN inicrographa indicated tha t  the etched surface looked
marginally bet ter .  X—ray topograph. have been taken of the etched and unetched surface layers. Several
reflection tomographs were obtained , using d i f f e r en t  Bragg re f lec t ions  to vary the angle of incidence of
the X—ray beam with the crystal surface. These give differing pic tures  depending on the penetration
depths of the X—ray.. The X—ray topographa reproduced in figur e 9 show the difference between etched
and unetched crystal using two different Bragg reflections. Figure 9a is a 311 topograph (i.e. Bragg
reflection from (3 11) planes , penetra t ion depth 0.5 pm) and f igure 9b is a 511 topograph (Bragg
reflection from ( S i t )  planes , penetration depth 10 pm) . The surface etching was of the order of I to
2 pm.

The unetched area (9b) shows a large nuirber of polishing scratch images (not visible using an
optical microscope) superimposed on images of grown—in dislocations. The etched area shows the con-
tinuation of the s t ra in  as.ociatsd wi th  the most severe scratches superinpo.ed on the dislocation
pattern .

In contrast to this the unetched area in Figure 9a. looking at the top I urn on the surface of the
c rystal , show, a greater scattering of the X—ray intensity than the etched area. The mottled appearance
of the etched are a indicate . that the surface is now no longe r flat. The dislocation images are still
visible in this area but have a much reduced contrast compare d with the S it  topograph (9b). The die
location images are not visible in the unetched layer. Careful interpretation of the X—ray topograp he
indicate, that the matched , Syton polished , surface is dis turbed and a broken—up , physically deformed
layer (rather than amorphous) of about 0.3 pm depth exists. Further investi gation is being made into
the optimum technique of polishing/etching in order to arrive at a single crystal , fla t surface.

8. Conclusions
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The absorpt ion , ref lec tance ann rransmiss1~on characteristics of a range of infra red mirrors end
window materials have been measured and related to the methods of fabrication and to measured pulsed
laser—reduced damage thresholds, The mirror characteristics have been shown to correlate with surface
quality and surface f i lms .
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for the determination of the absorption co

Table I. Characteristics of metal mirrors

Damage Threshold
Percentage Percentage Percentage MW ear 2

Mirror Absorption Re f l ec t i v i t y , Absorption —. Coemente
Z A 8 I0 .6pm Z R 8 10.6pm Z A 8 O.63pm Def.~~t Clear

Site Area

Diamond—turned 0 .7  99.2 0.27.0 .47 - I I  Very good visual quali ty
OFUC copper ( 1) 500 A dia. , 250 A deep

‘turning holes ’ .
Diamond—turned 0.9 99.0 0.50.0 .69 7.6 8.7.9.8 Patchy surface.
OFHC copper (2) 500 A dia. • 250 ~ deep

‘turning hole.’.

Diamond—turned 1.0 98.9 0.75.0.81 — 7.8 Turning marks. Gently
gold-plated (3) undulating surface,
OFHC copper 100 A height.
Diamond—turned 1.2 98.7 0.59.0.82 4.2 8.1 ‘Milky ’ looking surface ,
gold—plated (4) turning marks , gen tly
OFI1C copper undulating surface ,

tOO A height.
ThV~ overcoat 1.31 98.5 l .0~ 1.6 2.0*3.4 3.5+5.0 20 pm diameter coating
diamond turned (5) defects , ‘bloom ’ on
OFIIC copper surface.

ThF~ overcoat 1.241 98.8 0.l-~ 0.5 3 >11 Very good mirror with
diamond turned (6): no visual defects.
OFIIC copper

Table 2. Absorption and damage thresholds for ZnSe

Absorption Coefficient Dama gs ThresholdSource Date — —cm N W m

Ray theon 1974 4.9 a t O~~ 3.2+7.5

1974 4.9 a I0~~ 1.5.3.8

1974 4.9 . IO~~ 3.2+5.5

1976 2.1 a 1O~~ 3.5+7.0

AWRE 1975 20 a 1O~~ 0.8+4.5

1976 5.0 X 10— a 2.2+4 .7

j
~~J 1.6 a t0~~ 3.6+11.2
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Figure 2. Pyroelectric measurement head.
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(a) (h)

( a) & (b) D i amond—tur n ed  OFHC copper mi r rors .

~~iiii i ___
— -

(c) (d)

(c) & (6) Gold—coated , diamond—turned OFhC copper mirrors.

Figure 6. Scanning electron micrographs.
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Figure 7. Scanning electron micrographs of surface layer of BeCu mirror.
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(a)  Sur face  topograp h 10.5 ~im penetration ]
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(b) Topograph [10 .im penetration ] unetched

and etched (X30).

Figure 9. X—ray topographs of germanium mirror .
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COMMENTS ON PAPER 8Y SHARMA, WOOl) , AWl) WARP
The dpea k eit tndtca.ted that the depth o~ the p 4 t6 ~eejt on thg dCdn Ung eLectIo n m4 clto4(~ope pt ctwie4 SU4e tijmtted by meadu.n2ng the angle 06 the ahadow eaot Lato the hole, and that th-L6 meabwtemtn.t technt~uet~~~ goo d to about 10$. He n~a~ tuhed about the obwtved damage leveL o~ the ge man.tum 4u~~a~e. bit£nSicated that ag tecetved, the geitmarj uj,, 4un~ace4 damag ed at about 4 jo uted pe lt dqua ~e aQLtVfJJfleLeA,t~~Le a6tek etth&tg , the damag e level &a~g na.to ed to about 25 j ouleo put dqua/tg ctn.tiJneLtlt.
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POLISHING SINGLE POINT DIAI4JNO TURNED MIRRORS

R. I. Parks , R. E. Sumner and N. E. Str i t tmat ter
Optical Sciences Center
University of Arizona
Tucson , Arizona 85721

A method of removing the high frequency micro-
ripple from single point diamond machined mirrors
has been developed . The process uses conventional
hand polish ing techniques and laps of sufficient
rigid ity to bridge the microripple yet soft enough
not to scratch the metal mirror surface. Substantial
material must be removed from the mirror surfaces in
some cases and the  surface f igure may be degraded
mless careful testing is done during the process.
We present photographs showing the reduction in
scattering and improvement in mirror surface rough-
ness as the result of the polishing. Phase-contrast
microphotogrsphs also show that the polished surface
is almost as free of mechanical defects (scratches
and pits) as the original virgin turned metal surface.

Icy words: Metal mirrors; microripple; polishing;
scattering; single point diamond turn ed mirrors .

1. Introduction

We present a series of pictu .~~. of 400mm diameter single point diamond turned copper off axis
parabolas befo re , during and after po lishing to remove the microripple . Before polishing, the
scattered light in the visible is sufficiently intense to make proper alignment difficult to
imposs ible . Double pass interfe rograms con ta in  l i tt le us efu l information .

After polishing, the image forms a tight core , a double pass interferogrmm is easy to interpret
and a microphotograph of the surface shows the absence of turning marks.

2. Test Methods

In order to assess the results of the polishing procedures , several methods of testing the off
axis parabolas were used. A point source microscope was used to examine the image formed by the
mirrors while a modified Fizeau type interferometer was used to measure the surface contour. In
order to study the surface on a smaller scale , a Leitz metallographic microscope with a lOX differ-
ential interference contrast objective was used.

Figure 1 shows the parameters of the mirror and its optical test . The focus of the test instru-
ment is placed in coincidence with the focus of the parabola. The light , af ter being collima ted by
the parabola, is sutoreflected by an optical flat placed perpendicular to the optical axis of the
parabola. After a second reflection in the parabola the light returns to the original focus after
suffering twice from the defects in the surface of the parsbola.

In order to examine the return image from the parabola, a point source microscope was placed
with its objective focus at the focus of the parabola. Figure 2 shows the desi gn of the aicroscope
and the position of the camera used to photograph the image. A 20X objective was used to insure
filling the f/l.9 cone angle of the mirror. Illumination was provided by an optical fiber drawn
down to a diameter of O.3 m and bent parallel to the axis of the microscope . The image size pro-
jected by the 20X objective was lS~a.

In figures 4(a,b,c) the upper spot of light is light back scattered by the fiber and is not
representative of the source size itself. The lower spot of light (elongated horizontally in figures
a and b) is the return image from the mirror at Several stages of polish.

in order to assess the surface figure of the mirror, a modified Fizeau type interferoumetsrElj
was used as illus trated schematically in figure 3. In this application the advantage of this inter -
ferometer is that the f/l.9 acceptance cone of the parabola can easily be filled without resorting
to a rather expensive fast diverging lens required by some interferoaeters. The pinhole spatial
filter in the Interferometer as reflected in the beaasplitter cube is placed at the focus qf the
parabola. Interference is then obtained between the return wavefront from the parabola and the
reflection of f of the spherical reference surface on the besasplitter cube. The fringes may then
be photographed directly using a 35mm camera equipped with an f/l.S or faster len s or by projection
through a large Erfie eyepiece onto Polaroid film. Th, results of this test procedure with the
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interferomneter  are shown in f i gu re s  5(a ,b , c)  . The improvement in fringe representation is a result
of polishin g the mirror.

In order to examine the surface of the mirror itself , a Lei t :  m e t a l l o g r a p h i c  microscope was
used. The microscope was equipped with a lOX differential interference contrast (N omarsk i  type)
objective . Results of this examination are shown in figures 6(a , h , c) all to the same sca l e .

3. Polishing Procedure

Before discussing the process worked out for polishing the microripple from these mirrors a
possible misunders fanding should be clarified. The impression ha. perhaps been given that these
mirrors do not represent the state-of-the-art or are in some way much worse in terms of microri pp l e
than can be generally expected of diamond turning. In fact these mirrors do represent something
very close to the state-of-the-art for what these mirrors are; namely they represent a parent
parabola of ff0. S~ some 2 meters in diameter with a mass in the nei ghborhood of 300kg. This piece
was turned on a modified Excello N/C lathe accurate to ~ O.4um of the desired average contour over
an annular band 40cm wide. Components smaller in site and whose contours are not aspheric have
vastly superior surfsce finishes. Small spheres and flats generally look as good and often much
better than can be obtained using conventional polishing techniques.

These remarks regarding the polishing of these mirrors are intended to illustrate that methods
exist to improve the quality of large aspheric mirrors which suffer from scattering in the visible
rather than degrading in any way the extreme ly powerful techni que t~ at diamond turning has shown
itself to be. in fact we consider the turning and polishing processes to be complimentary techni que s
rather than competing ones.

The pol ishing process we have developed is a two step procedu re; the first removes the micro-
ripple with a firm or stiff lap but somewhat degrades the cosmetic appearance of the surface , the
second step restores the cosmetic appearance to that obtained from the turning lathe but less the
m icror ipple.

The sti f f  lap wa s made by melting a quantitY of bee~wax and straining the same throug h cheese-
cloth. To the molten wax , an equal volume of 0.3nm alumina (Linde A was added and thoroughly
mixed, if a lesser quantity of alumina is Used , the mixture may be too thin to stay mixed and the
compound will settle out . The mixture is then poured onto a lap base; we used a 10cm diameter base.

Af ter the mix ture has cooled , the 1ap is beveled and channeled to tive 2 .3 .in facets. The lap
is then softened by moistening with kerosene. After 5 minutes or so the lap is ready for use. We
found that if the wax had been softened with a small quantity of turpentine when it was molten , the
lap would be almost soft enough that it could be used on copper with soapy water as a lubricant
without scratching. Extreme care was needed with this lap to avoid damage. This is why we simply
turned to kerosene as a lubricant. The lap slowly dissolv es in use but it t~ kcs r e a l  effort to
make the lap scratch copper deeply.

Before apply ing the lap to the work , the mirror should be carefully beveled with a clean , f ine
file and the bevel polished out using Pe ilon or felt and Linde C. The risk of picking up a burr
from the edge is too great to forget this step . After beveling, th e filled wax lap is rubbed pe r-
pendicularly to the turning marks using a generous amount of kerosene for lubrication. The slurry
should turn black immediately indicat ing a good cutting action . To iudge progress , s imp l y f lush  the
surface with clean kerosene. The surface will appear scuffed or lightly brushed and the evenness of
polishing is indicated by the uniformity of the brushed appearance. This surface degradation has
no particular depth and will polish out quickly during the second step of the process.

The idea of a 1ap that slowly dissolves may not soun d like a good idea at first but it has
several defini te advantages . For one , it is very soft , something necessary for a metal as soft as
copper. In addition , being an oil , the kerosene keeps the metal from oxidi :ing allowing one to leave
his work for a time without the worry of corrosion or etching. Fur ther , one of the easies t ways
of picking up a scratch is for some of the metal that has been polished off the mirror to cake up
on the lap . This is avoided because there are no hard surfaces on the lap for the metal to affix
to. Finally, the lap continues to supply fresh compound at a uniform rate as the lap is used . We
have fowtd the alumina filled wax lap and kerosene to be a very successfu l method for removing
the microripple in diamond turned mi rrors.

Once the ri pple is reduced to the desired leve l and the figure is satisfactory, we proceed to
the second step of the process to restore the original brightness to the copper surface. Fi r s t clean
up the  surface by a thorough f lu sh ing  w i t h  kerosene followed by acetone.  It  is d i f f i c u l t  to  c o m p l e t e l y
remove the wax film. Don’t worry and don ’t be tempted to wipe It off with any sort of physical means.
Thi s usua l ly  spe 11 s disas ter . Amy r e m a i n i n g  wax f i l m  w i l l  come of f  d u r i n g  the  second s tep.

For a lap we use 2 to 4mm thick open cell polyurethane sheeting which we obtain from upholstery
or fabric shops for something like $2 a square meter. Cut the sheeting into a piece 30cm square and
wash thoroughly with filtered water. The least contaminant at this point can ruin everything. Make
a paste of Linde A , d lshwa sh i ng detergent (l.i quid ivory, etc .) and water. Make a ball of the foam
sheeting, dip into the paste and uniformly scrub the mirror surface. Use mild to moderate pressure
and a buffing motion. Too great a pressure will eventually scratch , too lig ht a pressure will t ake
too long.

Very quickl y the slurry will turn black indicat ing material removal. Continue a uniform polish-
ing action while keeping the surface wet with additional filtered water. To inspect progress, f lush
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the surface w i t h  w e l l  f i l t e r ed  wa te r .  A clean piece of the p o l y u r e t h a n e  s h e e t i n g  t h o r o u g h l y  wet
may be used t o hel p with the clean-up. The remarkable thing about the polyurethane sheeting is its
ability to be used as a cleaning cloth on soft copper without scratching.

Discretion must be used when polishing with the urethane sheeting. Ideally, polishing should
be continued until the brushed appearance from step one is gone but no farther. The second step
should not be used for removing heavier scratches but rather the first step carried on longer until
a uniform brushed surface is obtained with no heavy scratches. The problem with using the foam
sheeting too long is the same problem that arises whenever a “soft” l ap is used , the softer areas
of the surface polish faster than the harder areas. This leads eventually to an orange-peel surface.
Before reaching this stage the copper beg ins to show evidence of low level wide angle scatter. A
hi gh intensity light focused on the surface will show a h,i:e developing on the surface if the foam
is used too long. The only solution then is to go back to the soft filled wax lap to get a smooth
but brushed surface and then repeat the foam lap treatment for a shorter time.

If the wax lap finish on the surface is well done to start with , the finish obtained with the
foam lap can be spotless , not a sign of scratches or pits. The finish or specularity is at least
as good as the virgin turned surface except now of course all the ripple and consequent scattering
are removed .

After finishing with the foam lap, wash the mirror thoroughly (including all the edges) with
filtered water followed by distilled water. The water should bead off the clean surface. Then
flush with CP acetone or CP methanol and blow dry in a sheet with dry nitrogen. This final cleaning
step is import ant so that no water or other residue is left on the copper to potentially stain or
etch the surface .

4. Results and Conclusions

Now that the polishing process has been explained we would like to return to the photographs
obtained during the testing of various stages in polishing. The photographs in Fig. 4 show the
reduction in scattering as the micror ipple is removed. Fig. 4a shows a mirror just as it came
from the SPElT lathe. The li ght , in fact , scattered far off the illustration , this be ing the central
third . The herring bone pattern is caused by t h e  deeper of the turning marks. Beca use these m irrors
are off-ax is sect ions, the turning marks are roughly unidirectional and thus the scattering is
princi pal ly perpendicular to the grooves as in the case of a di ffraction grating. This pre ferential
scattering is particularly bothersome in the visible because astigmatism is the principle aberration
caused by misalignment of an off-axis parabola. The astigmatism also causes a lengthened image and
it is very difficult to separate the effects of the scattering from the astigmatism due to mis-
alignment . This makes it all but impossible to line up a SPDT off-axis section if the microripple
is too severe.

Fortunately, the polishing procedure very quickly corrects this problem , the finest microri pp le
structure being the first to polish out . Fig. 4b shows the return image after polishing one of the
400mm copper mirrors for about an hour with the filled wax lap. Although the image is still con-
siderably lon ger than it is high , the herringbone pattern is gone and there is a definite although
elon gated core. After another 3 hours polishing with the wax lap and then cleaning up the surface
with polyurethane foam sheet , we get the image shown in Fig. 4c. h ere the image is 3-4 times the
source size of 15cm and is in fact geometrically small enough that this mirror will give diffraction
limited performance at 10.6cm .

The interferograms in Fig. 5a throug h c show the same mirror at the same stages described
above. Again in Fig. Sa notice the difficulty in trying to sort out astigmatism from other effects.
Even the interferometer is not useful for alignment purposes when used double pass off of the para-
bo la . Af ter the h igh f requency r ippl e has been pol ished off , the fringes become readable with some
difficulty in Fig. Th. Residua l turning marks are still easily apparent in the surface of the
mirror as seen in the fringes . At the comp letion of the polishing in Fig. Sc the surface appears
smooth with only the slightest indication of residual ripple at the edges of the mirror.

The m lcr ophotographs in Fig. 6a through c show equally dramatic changes in the surface of SPDT
mirrors . kig. 6a shows the untouched mirror while Fig. 6b is after 1 hour of polishing. On a
smal l  scale a l l the r ipple  is gone , there being just a hint of occasional residua l ripple. Follow-
ing further polishing including work with the foam lap, the surface looks almost as homogeneous as
the turned except that the ripple is gone.

In conclusion , we have developed a method of removing the microri pple from s ing le  point
diamond turned surfaces in an easily performed , conventional manner. The method leaves the surfaces
cosmetically as clean and brig ht as the originally turned surfaces yet free from the scattering
caused by the micror i pple. Al though the figure of the surfaces can be changed by the polishing,
careful monitoring and Correction can be used to avoid figure degradation and in fact if need be the
figure can be improved.
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Figure 2, Schematic diagram of the point source
microscope used to examine the return
image from the off—axis parabolic
segment. The source is a fiber optic
cane drawn down to a 0.3 mm point .
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ShaLk inter—
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Figure 4.  Retu rn images o f f  of parabolic
segments a s photog raphed using
the point source microscope.
The upper li ght spot is scattered
light from the source itself.
a) Very elongated return image
from an unpolished SPOT off—axis
parabola. b) Return image from
the same mirror after removing
the majorit y of the microripple
using a Linde A filled wax lap.
The polishing t ime was about one
hour.
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I - F igure  6. M icrop l io tograp l is  of the
sur face  of a SPOT coppe r
off—axis parabola at
d i f f e r e n t  po l i sh i ng times.
A lOX d i f f e r e nt i a l  inter-
ference contrast objective
was used, a) A virgin
SPO T mir ror .  b) Surface
a f t e r  polishing one hour
w i t h  f i l l ed  wa x lap.
c) Surf ace at the comp le-
t io n of po l i sh ing.
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PULSEI)-LaSER STRESS PHENOMENA ON HIGHLY REFLECTING METAL AND ALLOY SURFACES5

3. 0. Porteus , C. \1. Fountain, J. 1~. Jernigan , V. N. Faith, and H. E. Bennett
Physics Division, Michelson Laboratories

Naval Weapons Center , China Lake , California 93555

Modification of bare metal surfaces by laser—induced stress has been observed
well below the threshold for melting with 100 nsec, 10.6 cm laser pulses. Result-
ing optical and mechanical properties may be very significant for the performance
of laser—optical systems and for structural components under Stress. A multi—
threshold approach to damage testing is used to interrelate phenomena associated
with different damage mechaniama, and to help establish a relationship to material
characteristics. In general, the threshold f or plastic deformation as indicated
by intragranular (banded) slip was found to increase with crystalline disorder ,
while thresholds for melting and other types of catastrophic damage decreaae. The
melt threshold calculated from heat—flow considerations is in reasonably good
agreement with experiment on a clean , annealed , single—crystal Cu target. Possi—
tile effects of elastic and inelastic strain on the melt threahold are considered.
Under certain conditions the target p lasma may influence the observed slip Via
shielding, “scrubbing” or compression. Transient reflectance data, single—
crystal slip—band patterns and air breakdown thresholds support a discussion of
these effects. Finally, multithreshold resulta are presented for a variety of
metal and alloy surfaces prepared by different methods. Target preparation tech-
niques are evaluated in terms of their apparent effectiveness in providing resist—
ance to slip, melting and other forms of damage. —

Key words: Al 7050; crystalline disorder; Cu mirrors; dislocations; laser—induced
stress; melt threshold; Mo mirrors; plasma scrubbing; plasma shielding; slip;
surface preparation; Ti—6A—4V.

Introduction

When a metal target is exposed to a pulsed laser a variety of damage—related effects begin to
appear as the fluence is gradually increased. In general, the thresholds for the various effects can be
quite different , and depend on the material, the condition of the surface and the conditions of irradia-
tion. Much basic information concerning damage mechanisms can be obtained from the relative and abso-
lute magnitudes of these thresholds as conditions are varied. The means of obtaining this aultithresh—
old information ar~ discussed in another paper at this conference [1]~ . The present paper deals mainly
with results we u...ie obtained by applying the multithreshold approach to the thermal etress problem.

The first type of damage usually to appear when a high quality bare Cu mirror is exposed to 100
nsec, 10.6 ~m laser pulses is plastic deformation resulting from thermal stress. Normally this appear.
as one of the two types of slip shown in figure 1: (a) slip bands which occur a. a result of displace-
ment along crystallographic planes and (b) intergranular slip resulting from displacement along grCin
boundaries. Such effects often appear well below the thresholds for melting and other for.s of cata-
strophic damage. The importance of slip fo~ mirror technology is that it roughen. the surface, which
leads to increased scattering and increaaed absorption via the anomaloua skin effect 12]. I.aaer—
induced slip is also found in structural alloys where it may influence the failure of thin metal compo-
nents subject to mechanical stress.

Slip Versus Mel ting

Figure 2(a) shows the damage profile ~13 of a high quality Cu mirror. Shaded bars represent damage
thresholds for the various observable d age—related affects, while the diagonally hatched boxe. ind i-
cate standard deviations. Generally, the major contribution to the standard deviation is a threshold
variation over the sample surface rather than experimental uncertainty. Notic. that the threshold. fall
into two groups, one consisting of the two types of slip, end another which includes melting and other
form. of catastrop hi c damage .

Figure 2(b) show, similar resulte from a clean single—crystal Cu target , sputter—clean ed and
annealed in ultrahigh vacuum . The dispari ty between the threshold, for s1ip and melting is even more

* Work supported by the Army Missile Command , the Nava l Air Systems COmmand and NWC Independen t

Re.ear ch Funding.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature r.f.reneea at the end of thi. paper.
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dramatic in the single crystal , amounting to almost a factor of 5 in fluence. This ntakes it quite clear
that the slip observed near threshold ig not related to melting or other catastrophic damage , and must
be -ittributed to thermal stress. Furthermore, it is quite evident that slip and melt  th resholds  are
related to the surface condition in different ways. The higher thresholds for catastrophic damage,
including melting, on the single crystal are evidently the result of lower absorption associat ed with
the higher degree of crystalline order and cleanliness. It is well known that a low yield stress Is
also associated with order. This evidently offsets the effect of low absorption in producing a lowered
threshold for slip bands. There is, of course, no intergranular ,lip in a sing le crystal.

Intrinsic Melt Threshold

An intriguing question is whether or not the melt threshold indicated in figure 2(b) is representa-
tive of intrinsic single—crystal Cu. Using conventional heat flow theory, and temperature-dependent
therma l and optical parameters, we calculate a melt threshold of 74 J/cm 5 for pure Cu. Although this is
cons iderably higher than the measured 45.3 J/cm 2 , the agreement must be considered reasonably good in
view of the uncertainty in the material parameters.

One possibly important effect which was neglected in the calculation is the  in f luence  of s t r a i n  on
the absorption coefficient. In the case of elastic strain the effect can be easily estimated , and turns
out to be quite small,  Using the Hagen — Rubens relationship (3) between absorptivity a and electrical
resistivity p, one finds the relationship to the strain is given by

(1)

where dp / p d c  is the strain coefficient of resistivity (“- 1 for Cu). With a fixed constraint the strain
is related to the temperature T through the linear absorption coefficient B(’- 10—s for Cu).

- ( 2 )

Assuming a temperature change AT — 1O 3 required to produce melting, we find An/ui — 0 . 5 % .

The effect of inelastic strain is much harder to evaluate since the dynamics of the problem are
important and difficult to determine. We have attempted transient reflectance measurements on polished
Cu samples, but have not been able to detect a reduction in reflectance attributable to slip. However,
the sensitivity of our photographic data recording technique is limited to effects — 10% or larger. A —

transient analyzer , vhich we will acquire goon, will provide much improved sensitivity to time—dependent
absorptance effects. It should be emphasized that the failure to observe a transient absorptanee does
not necessarily preclude a residual change in absorptance resulting from s u p  damage. Unfortunately,
the latter is difficult to measure accurately because of the small damaged area (diameter — 629 urn).

Plasma Effects

One transient effect which can be easily observed is the reduction in specular reflectance produced
by the target plasma. Figure 3 compares incident and reflected laser pulses from a polished Cu target
where the fluen ce exceeds the threshold, for ion and light emission . The dropout in the upper trace
results fro m plasma interference. Thu part of the pulse, which is available for generating thermal
stress at lower fluences , is blocked by the plasma .

The above interpretation is supported by the single—crystal slip—band pattern , which undergoes a
drastic change when the plasma forms. Figure 4 compares dark—field micrographa of three different sites
on a Cu (l ii) surface , each shot once at a fluence which increases proceeding from left to right. On
the left, only slip has occurred . In the middle , slight melting has also occurred . On the right , a
crater has formed and emission was observed , indicating plasma formation . Notice that the aix—fold—
symmetric alip pattern , which appears in the first two .icrograph., is repla ced by a three—fold—
sy etric pattern on the r ight .  The six—fold pattern is produced by compressive therma l stress acting
along the target surface Ii.). The thre e—fold pattern , however , i. inconsistent with ordinary thermal
stress and requires a different mechanism (5 ,6). Possible mechanisms f or the three—fold pattern are
pressure from the pieces or , aa was recently suggested to us , by a surfac. tensile stress produced by
resolidification of the melt pool (7].

The most curious aspect of figure 4, which has also been observed with Nornareki (5,6), is the
ab sence of six—fold—symmetric slip when the plasma forms. Presumably , therma l stress should produce
this characteristic pattern early in the pulse , regardles . of whether or not the plasma threshold is
reached at the higher temperatures which occur later on. The explanation apparently requires a non—
equilibrium or dynamical mechanism. Th. one we propose is illustrat .d schematically in figure 5. Here
curves 1, 2 and 3 represent the magnitude. of the therma l stress versus time for the thr*e fluencti
represented in figure 4. Although these plots are qualitative , the essential features were ven t led by
calculation . The dashed curve a~ represents the possible time dependence of the critical shear stress ,
which is belisvsd to be a decreasing function of ti*. since dislocations have a nonzero response tIme (81.
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Six—fold slip occurs at points labeled S, where the rising stress curves intersect a
~. Points labeled

N and P indicate melting and plasma formation, reapectively. We hypothesize that in the case of curve
3 vaporization occurs before slip. Plasma shielding then causes the stress to drop rapidly, as indi-
cated , so that no intersection with 0c is possible in this case. Vaporization is promoted by higher
strain rates , so that the plasma may actually precede melting. This has been observed with the target
at atmospheric pressure, as discussed below. If the vaporization is sufficiently prompt the assumption
of a 0c which decreases with time is, of course , not required.

An alternative explanation of the change in slip patterns is that slip due to thermal stress is
obscured by “scrubbing,” a term used to describe laser—induced reduction of background scatter. An
example of this effect can be seen in the dark—field micrograph of figure 6, where an area of reduced
scatter appears outside the clearly defined zone of melting. Here the plasma has caused removal or
redistribution of material, resulting in elimination of some of the scattering centers originally
present . However, the Nomarski micrograph shows no evidence of extensive surface smoothing in the
scrubbed area. In fact , careful examination reveals a subtle increase in texture due to slip outside
the melt zone on this fine—grained surface. This evidence suggests that obscuring of slip due to
plasma scrubbing is minimal, especially when viewed with Nomarski.

An important result for practical applications is that the slip threshold is not appreciably
tat luenced by the presence of atmosphere. This was demonstrated on a mechanically polished Cu sample,
which was tested first in vacuum , and subsequently in one atmosphere of N2. The results are shown in
f i gures 7(a) and (b) , respectively. Comparison of these figures shows a substantial increase in the
thresholds for melting and other catastrophic effects due to the additional shielding provided by the
N2 plasma. However, at the lower energy density where slip first occurs, no plasma could be detected
iii either case . Judging from the near equality of the light—emission threshold in N2 and in vacuum ,
the N2 plasma is triggered by the target plasma. Since the target—plasma threshold lies above the slip
threshold associated with thermal stress, the latter is not influenced by sh ielding in either case.

Specially Prepared Mirrors

In an effort to identify surface treatments which provide resistance to plastic deformation , as
well as other forms of laser damage , we have tested mirrors prepared by less conventional methods. In
figure 8 we show the damage profile of a diamond—turned (D—T) Cu mirror. Comparison with figure 2
shows that D—T Cu is qualitatively similar to single—crystal Cu in that thresholds for melting and
other catastrophic effects are high relative to that for slip bands when compared to the polished
sample. This strongly suggests that D—i Cu also has a high degree of surface order leading to a lower
inherent absorption , and also to a lower yield strength. The net effect is a threshold for slip bands
which is virtually identical to that of polished Cu. These arguments do not necessarily apply to the
thresholds for pits and intergranular slip, which may be influenced by random inclusions or segregated
impurities (1].

A more extensive multithreahold study of D—T metal mirrors has already been reported (9), including
samples where the metal to be turned was electrolytically deposited on bulk Cu substrates. Au and Ag
mirrors prepared in this way show very uniform damage thresholds (small standard deviations), but are
not without problems . The chief difficulty with the D—T Au mirror , for example , is a high background
scatter , which can be seen in figure 6. The Ag mirror produced a slip threshold of Only 12 3/cm 2 ,
although the catastrophic thresholds compare favorably with D—T bulk Cu.

Unfortunately, we do not have multithreshold results on sputter—deposited Cu surfaces, and must
therefore base our discussion of this preparation method on Mo, which generally exhibits much lower
thresholds than Cu. Figures 9(a) and (b) show damage profiles of bulk and sputter—deposited Mo mirrors ,
respectively, where the same polishing method was used in both cases. On the sputtered sample we find
no visible evidence of slip, but the melt threshold is much lower than on the bulk sample. Light
emission and , to some extent, ion emission are associated with pitting on the bulk sample and are not
representative of the surface in general. In view of our previous results the implications are that
the sputtered sample i. highly disordered , resulting in a slip threshold which i~ indistinguiahable
from the melt threshold. However , it is quite possible that slip simp ly cannot be observed on the
sputtered sample because of the very small grain size.

We have also tested Cu mirrors that have been ion—implanted and one that was ion—milled. No signif-
icant improvement in slip threshold was ever achieved by ion—implantation with any of various combina-
tions of energy , dosage and ion type. Ion—milling, on the other hand, did produce a marked increase in
the slip threshold , but melting and other thresholds were low. However, since the purity of the Cu was
suspect on this sample, the possible benefits of ion—milling cannot be disregarded .

Structural Alloys

in order to evaluate lager—induced stress damage in structursl alloys we polished and tested
samples of two materials. The damage profile of Ti—6Al—4V, ahown in figure 10, indicates a slip thresh—
old of only 0.6 3/cm2. This is the lowest we have seen on any well polished metallic sample. The
threahold for work function change, which is also very low, is attributed to surface oxide removal.
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based on Auger results. The intergranular slip in this alloy can be seen quite clearly in Nomaraki
(fig. 11) as an enhancement of the grain boundaries near the center of the field. Slip boards are dif-
ficult to observe on this sample because of the small grain size, but are faintly visible in the dark—
field micrograph.

Figure 12 gives the damage profile of hand—forged Al 7050—T13652 from Alcoa. The lowest threshold
which could be observed was for work function change associsted with a change in the state of surfsce
oxidation. No slip was visible, evidently as a result of the high dislocation density. Although harden-
ing has minimized slip, this has been st the expense of the thresholds for melting and pit formation.
Pure, clean Al , for example , has a melt threshold of 14 3/cm 2 (5 ,61. The lack of homogeneity and result-
ing pits are apparent in figure 13. Auger analysis shows isolated Si , possibly from SiC which collected
in voids during polishing .

Summary

In summary, it has been demonstrated that thermal stress can damage mirror surfaces in the absence
of melting. Stress damage may be indicated by slip bands, roughening or displacement along grain bound-
aries, as seen by Nomarski or other types of microscopy. Surface condition , as influenced by the surface
preparation method used , can affect the thresholds for sli p and for melting differently. Typically, elip
thresholds are low and melt thresholds high on clean, well ordered surfaces. The target plasma provides
shielding and scrubbing, but only above the threshold for slip due to thermal stress. Consequently, slip
thresholds are about equal in atmosphere and in vacuum . The plasma introduces another mechanism for slip,
which produces a different slip band pattern on a (Ill) single—crystal Cu surface. Results of testing
on specially prepared surfaces indicate that diamond—turning and ion—implantation are generally ineffec-
tive against slip. Sputtering, ion-milling and forging may be effective , but may also reduce thresholds
for other types of damage. The structural alloys tested have low damage thresholds. Ti—6A—4V is
extremely susceptible to slip damage.
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Figure 1. Nomarski and dark-field micrographs of a damage site on diamond—
turned bulk Cu below the threshold for melting. Crack—like
features are grain boundaries which have undergone intergranular
slip. The roughened appearance just left of center is due to
slip bands.
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Figure 2(a) . Daaage profile of polished Cu, showing damsg. thresholds
and their associated standard deviations for sight damage—related
effects. All results in this paper were obtained with the target
in vacuum, unless otherwise indicated .

Figure 2(b). Damage profile of a (111) slngle crystal target prepared and
tested in ultrahigh vacuum.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the laser pulse at normal incidence (bottom) with
the back—reflected pulse (top) from a polished bulk Cu target
above the threshold for plasma formation .
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Figure 4. Dark—field micrographs of three sites on (111) Cu damaged at
47 , 50 and 56 J/cm 2 , respectively, proceeding from left to right.
Bright lines are caused by scattering from slip bands.
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Figure 5. Time dependences of thermal stress, illustrating the plasma
shielding effect. The dashed curve o, represents the limiting
stress for elastic deformation .
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Figure 6. Nomarski and dark—field micro graphs of a heavily damaged site
on diamond—turned Au , elec trolytically deposited on bulk Cu.
Slip, which is obscured by th, small grain siae and inherent
surface texture is indicated by a subtle increase in texture
in Nomarski. The term “scrubbing ” refers to the area of low—
scatter in the dark-field micrograph as explained in the text.
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Figure 7(a). Damage profile of mechanically polished Cu damaged in vacuum.
Note that the scale differs from previous figures.
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Figure 7(b ) .  Damage profile of the target of 7(a) damaged in one atmosphere
of N2 for comparison.
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Figure 8. Damage profile of diamond—turned bulk Cu, for Comparison with
figure 2.
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Figure 9(a). Damage profile of polished bulk Mo.

Figure 9(b). Damage profile of polished Ho which has been sputter—
deposited on bulk Ho.
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Figure 10. Damage profile for mechanically polished
Ti—6Ai.-4V. Note the small scale compared
to previous figures.
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Figure 11. Nomaruki and dark—field micrographa of a
damage site on Ti—6A1—4V at 1.6 J/cm2

peak fluence , showing intergrsnular slip
- and faint slip banding.
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Figure 12. Damage profile if mechanically polished Al 7050.
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Figure 13. Bright—f ield , dark—field , and Nomarsk i
micrographs of a melted site on Al 7050
at a pock fluence of 10.9 3/cm2.
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LOW-EXPAXiSION LAS~~ t~~ R0RS*

P. Pirooz, G. Dub4 and N. L. 8011mg
Owens-Illinois , Inc.
Toledo, Ohio ~.3666

A unique concept for producing low-expansion fl~ laser mirrors was evaluated. This
concept involved the self-generation of thin copper fi lms on very low-expans ion
glass-ceramic substrates previously doped with copper. Exploratory studies of two
major glass-ceramic systems: L120-Al203-S102 and ZnO.A3.~O3-Si02, doped with copper
have resulted in the developaent of mi rrors with good fi lm.to-substrat e adhesion
and high specular reflectance at 10.6 L b .  The effects of surface finiab and proc.
ess parameters on the film properties were also investigat ed.

Key words: Copper film; film adhesion; glass-ceramics; lB reflectance; laser
mirrors; low-expansion materials.

1. Introduction

The recent increase in demand for high-power IN lasers has prompted a number of studies directed
towards the advancement of the state of the art of polished metal mirrors. Yet other workers have at-
tempted to replace the metal mirrors with alternate materials in an effort to minimize the serious
thermal dietortion problem encountered by the metal mirrors subjected to high-power laser irradiation.

H. E. Bennett [l]~ has concluded that, for a mirror, the thermal distortion is given by the mx-
preesion,

I ~4l_R) , ~~~
. . [~

. 
~ 
~~~ (b)2 ~ 

(
b)4]

h/2 
(1)

where I is the irradiance, t the pulse length, B the reflectance, b the mirror radius, t the mirror
thickness, p the material density, C the heat capacity, and C. the thermal expansion.

If we assure that all mirror materials can achieve the same reflectance, a figure of merit for
minimizing thermal distortion becomes the following expression

F.M. —~~~ 
(2)

Table 1 lists these parameters and the fi gure of merit for several cosanon laser mirror materials

and for C~~ -VIT material which is a low-expansion glass-ceramic.

Table 1. Properties of laser mirror materials

Cu SiC Mo C-V

p 8.9 3.2 9.01 2.5

C 0.365 0. 75 O.21s8 0.21

a(x lO~~) 170 ~s3 50

1 2.5 2.2

The significantly higher P.M. for the CFi~-VIT material explains the interest in a mirror system
which consists of a reflecting film such as copper supported by a very low-expansion substrate such as
CBlt-VIT material. Such a systam offers the potential of a significant reduction in the thermal dis-
tortion.

This study was undertaken specifically to determine feasibility of producing low-expansion glass-
ceramic mirrora in which the reflective copper film is self-generated on the surface by a un ique diffu-
sion controlled process. It was anticipated that the copper film generated by the subject process would
exhibit superior film—to-substrate adhesion and laser damage threshold. This was borne out by the re-
sults obtained in a limited study which is the subject of this report.

* This study was funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Department of Defense,
under the contract No. P336l5-76-C-53k3.

3.. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

A registered trad~~~rk of Owens-Illinois , Inc.
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2. Background

The process of copper-film generation presented here is based on a phenomenon which results in the
selective migration of copper ions to the glass surface by diffusion .

In a previous study [2], attempt s were made to delineate the basic mechanism for this migration.
The following discussion is based on the findings obtained from light microscopy and electron micro-
probe analysis of samples fired in oxidizing, reducing and neutral atmospheres.

Basically, these results have led to the conclusion that said migration is a di ffus ion-controlled
process as indicated by the linear dependence of the depth of copper depleted layer on the squax~e root
of the heat-treatment time.

The colors produced as the result of this migration support the opinion that the migrating species
are only the Cu ions. A series of additional heat treatments have also strongly suggested that the
driving force for the migration is the atmoaphere in contact with the glass surface which can readily
change the oxidation state of the Cu~ ions. As depicted in figure 1, if the surface ii exposed to an
oxidizing atmosphere, the CU ions are converted to C~i() which forms a continuous black layer on the sur-
face. If the iuaned.iate atmosphere is reducing, ..~ich a~ 

l~ydrogen, the Cu+ ions will then convert to me-
tallic copper which will form a continuous copper film on the glaar surface. In either case, the reac-
tion depletes the surface glass of Cu~ ions which are in turn replenished from the adjacent layers
driven by the resultant concentration gradient. This hypothesis was verified by the heat treatment of
samples in nitrogen and argon atmosp heres which produced no detectable migration of the copper ions.

What is not readily explained by this hypothesis is the profile of the depleted layer as shown in
fIgure 2. This layer appears to increase in depth as a function of the heat-treatment time end/or tem-
perature, but, as indicated by the color chang. and the electron microprobe data, it does not cause a
progressive change in the copper lois concentration. This suggests that each ion would be required to
travel the entire depth of the depleted region after it has come under the influence of the drivi ng
fbrce which is located at the surface. This type of mechanism is further supported by the diminishing
rate of the growth of the surface layer as a function of the heat-treatment time, or the depth of the
depleted layer.

It should be noted that the actual film generation behavior will also strongly depend on the host
material end process parameters.

3. Experi mental
3.1. Preparation of the original glasses

The compositions of the host glasses were s.lected on the basis of their ability to crystallize
into a glass-ceramic body possessing a very low coefficient of thermal expansion, near zero if possible.
For this purpos e, two compositions were selected from totally different families of glass-ceramics; one
from the Li—Al-Si system and the other from the Zn-Al-Si system. Both of these were expected to produce
a high-quart z solid—solution crystalline phase resultin g in very low thermal expansions. To these com-
positions were added C~~ at 2 and 4~ levels (by weight). The experimental glasses were prepared from
these compositions by melting a 5000 g batch in a platinum crucible heated In an electric furnace for
approxImately 25 hours. At the completion of the melting process , each glass was cast in a steel mold
to obtain a relatively large billet which was then annealed.

3.2. CrystallizatIon studlea

In crystallizing the Li20—A1503—5i05 glass , beet results for the billet samples were obta ined by
either an isothermal heat treatment at 625 C 16 hours, or a two—stage heat treatment at 580°C - 16
hours plus 650°C — 4 hours, resulting in thermal expansion coefficients ranging from —l to -3 x

3. 3. Film generation studies

rh. task of generating a copper film on the surface of these materials involves two major process-
es: 1) migratIon of the copper ions to the glass surface and their accumulation thereon, and 2) conver-
sion of the copper oxide layers to the metallic copper.

To study thcae phenomena and the related process variables, flat samples approximately 4 x 4 x 0. 3
cm were sewed from the glass billet. lbe initial studies were made with the Saw-cut surf ace, after
which surface ground and polished e p l e were used for the detailed property studies.

3.3.1. Cupric oxide generation

There sre two basic process modes for generatin g the Cii) layer: 1) the glass is subjected to the
necessary crystallization heat treatments in th, form of raw stock, after which the crystallized bulk
material is shaped into the desired figure and subjected to a second heat treatment to generate the Ct~
layer , and 2) the final fi gure is produced from the raw glass (noncrystalline ) which will then see a
c~~~Ined bust treatment for bulk crystallization as well as the C~~ generation.

Since the majority of glasses haa a tendency to undergo a significant vol~~e change (1-5%) due to
cryst.lliiation which can cause disfiguring and varpage of plate samples , the first alternative di..
cussed above is preferred and thus wa, used for most of the present studies .
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All Cif) generation heat treatments were conducted in aif atmosphere. Samples were placed on a flat
ceramic plate inside an electrically heated muffle furnace. The top surface of the sample was labeled
so that it only would be utilized for all the subsequent teats and evaluations. This procedure was used
to eliminate the effect of the setter material on the metal film as an additiona l parameter.

The Ci~ film generated on these materials waa extremely herd and durable which, combined with its
very strong bond to the substrate, made it difficult to remove. Hydrofluoric ecid solution was found to
be the only medium capable of attacking this C~~ Layer . However , since this acid also readily attacks
the substrate material, it was not practical to make a determination of the thickness of this layer.

3.3.2. Copper metal film generation
The generation of the metallic copper was done by the direct reduction or the C~ ) layer in a hydro-

gen bearing atmosphere at elevated temperatures. Once the critical parameters for the C~~ generation
were determined and optimized, the metallizing process was controlled essentially by the following pa-
rayaeters : 1) firing temperature schedule, 2) firing time schedule , and 3) ambIent atmosphere.

In this study the optimum conditions were determined by the study of a matrix w~~ch included a to-
tal of 21 samples. These samples , 12 mm wide , 2 mm thick end varying in length, were all cut from a
block of Li50-Al203.Si02 glass previously heat treated at 600°c (4 br a) + 650°C (32 bra) + 700°C (32
bra). At this point, all samples bore a surface layer of C~s).

The metal generation heat treatments were all conducted in a Lindberg muffle furnace equipped with
a conveyor belt and atmosphere control provisions. The temperature profile observed by the sample as it
traveled through the furnace was programed by tuning the three independent heating zones . Figure 3

shows a typical temperature profile that was used for the majority of the samples. The residence time
at the maximum temperature was determined by the speed of the conveyor belt .

The overall ranges of conditions used for said matrix studies consiSted of: a) temperature: 275-
540°C, b) tine : 5.30 minutes, and c) atmosphere: 8-2w- hydrogen mixed with nitrogen.

The primary criterion for the evaluation of these samples was film adhesion since mo materiel war
thought to be worthy of consideration for the subject application without good film-to-substrate adhe-
sion. The detail procedure for the adhesion test is described in a separate section.

Based on the film adhesion tests, the most favorable conditions for the metal copper generation on
this type of material are: a) temperature: 275-300°C, b ) tine : 5-10 minutes, and c) atmosphere: 8-lOt
112/$2. This information was later utilized to prepare the final samples for the film property evalua-
tions.

3.4. Film property evaluations

A relatively large number of samples were prepared and studied with respect to the manufacturing
process variables and physical properties such as: fi lm adhesion , thickness, roughness end light reflec-
tance.

5.4.1. Sample preparation

The final samples were plates ~5 x 35 x 3 em sawed from the precrystallized billet. Once the pre-
crystallized plates were either ground or polished, the CiX) generation and the final conversion to Cu
was carried out by the procedures previously described.

The various surface finiahes examined here are: as saw-cut, ground with No. 600 grit silicon car-
bide, ground with No. 1000 grit silicon carbide , polished with cerium oxide, and polished with diamond
paste.

3.4.2. Film adhesion test

The relative film-to—substrate adhesion was checked using the unsophisticated, but comson, “Scotch
Tape Teet.” This test consisted of pressing a section of the tape (Scotch Magic Transparent Tape No.
810) on the copper film, making sure that no air remained trapped at the interface. The tape was then
peeled fro m the sample by pulling up slowly with a force normal to the film surface. The results were
subjectively categorized as follows: excellent (no removal of the film), good (minor peeling), moderate
(partial peeling with moderate , and poor (major peeling requiring no ai~~iflcent force).

3.4.3. FIlm thickness and surface roughness
A Clevite Brush Surf-Analyzer 150 was used to measure the roughness of the sample surfaces and the

thickness of the copper coating. This instrument drives a stylus across a horizontal surface and re-
cords the vertical motion of the stylus in uiicroinches. It can record both profile and roughness.
Roughness refers to the short-range profile, but does not record longer-range slant s or undulations of
the surface.

To measure the thickness of the copper coating, a small section of the copper co*ting was chemi-
cally removed by dipping in a solution of FeCl3 for 1 minute. The Surf-Analyzer was then driven across
this step to measure the thickness of the coating. Because the coating was fairly thin, only polished
samples could be used for the thickness measurement . Three measurements were made on each sample.
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S.4.4. Reflectance at 10.6 ~m
A Perkin-Elmer Model 621 Grating Infrared Spectrophotometer was used to measure the reflectance of

the samples using light with wavelengths from 2.5 ~m to 20 ,jn. The reflectance reported is relative to
a silver—coated reference mirror. The absolute reflectance of this mirror is not known, but is believed
to be 98% * 0. 5(. Because this instrassent measures specul.ar reflectance , only the polished samples gave
meaningf ul results. The relative reflectancee at io.6 j .sn of the polished samples ranged from 101 to 9O~.

Moat samples were measured approximately three days after their manufacture and a few days before
the laser damage teats. Many samples had their reflectivity measured again about three weeks later to
see if the oxidation, which was quite apparent on some samples , had lowered the reflectivity at 10.6 ~~~~.

4. Discussion of results
Table 2 suirswrizea the preparation conditions and the results of tests and measurements for some of

the flat plate samples made in this investigation. The three significant heat-treatment parameters tab.
ulated are: the initial crystallization heat treatment, the Cii) generation heat treatment conducted in
air, and the Cu generation heat treatment performed in 112/N2 atmosphere. The surface finish shown is
that of the crystallized sample prior to the Cii) and Cu generation processes.

Table 2. Process and physical propertiea data for
copper—coated glass—ceramic samples

Average
Cii) Cu Electrical Reflectance Thickneaa

Sample Surface Generation Generation Resistivity at 10.6 ~.su Roughness (A) or copper
No. t Finish °C (

~~) °C (aim) (40 ) Adhesion Fresh ~~ed S~il strate Copper Film (~~ )

1 0 (600) 625 (16) 275 (5) 0.2 ~~c. 65 64 15000 same NI)
2 ‘‘ 625 (32 ) 275 (5) 0.2 ~~c. 65 -- in 15000 same 1W

3 P (Ce) 625 (16) 275 (5) 0.2 Pr. 100 l~~ < 200 same 0.48

4 “ 625 (32) 275 (5) 0.2 Pr. 101 90 in 500 same 0.36

5 G ( 600) 625 (16) 300 (10) 0.2 Exc. 63 62 in 15000 same ND

6 ‘ 625 (32) 300 (10) 0.2 ~ cc. 60 ~8 in 17000 same ND

7 p (Ce) 625 (16) 300 (10) 0.2 Pr. 98 96 < 200 same 0.33.

8 ‘‘ 625 (32) 300 (10) 0.2 ~~c. 100 100 < 200 same 0.46
9 0 (600) 625 (16) 275 (6) 0.2 Exe. 67 72 in 15000 seIne ND

10 ‘‘ 625 (32) 275 (6) 0.3 Exc. 54 64 in 15000 same ND
11 ‘ 625 (16) 275 (7) 1W Sxc. NI) NI) ND ND ND

12 ‘‘ 625 (52) 275 (7) 0.2 Exc. ND ND NI) Ni) ND

13 p (Ce) 625 (16) 275 (6) 0.5 Exc. 90 86 in 2500 same 1W
1.4 “ 625 (16) 275 (7) 0.4 Exc. 1W ND ND ND ND

15 0 (600) 625 (16) 300 (10) 0.1 Exc. ~6 76 in 15000 seine ND

16 “ 625 (32 ) 300 (10 ) ND Exc. 72 62 15000 same ND

17 P (Ce) 625 (16) 300 (10) 0.2 Exc. 95 94 in 1200 < 200 0.24

18$ saw-cut 650 (32 ) 300 (16) 0.05 Md. ND -- in 3000 in 1000 17.1

Legends: 0 (600) - ground with No. 600 silicon carbide grinding powder
P (Ce)  - polished with cerium oxide powder
Pr. — poor
Nd. - moderate
Exc. — excellent
NI) - not determined

t Crystallization heat treatment : 60°C/hr 580°C(l6) + 30°C/hr — 65o~C(4) + 30 C/hr -. 500 C(O)
+ furnace rate — room temperature.

$ New copper was electroliticaily deposited on the original film.
4.1. Film adhesion

In general, film adhesion was excellent for the unpolished (ground) samples and poor for the pol-
ished samples with the exception of samples 8, 13 and 17 which exhibited excellent adhesion. It ii
noteworthy that eli samples prepared from the Zsi)4.3203-8i02 glass, whether ground or polished, showed
very poor film adhesion.

Preliminary studies conducted on a matrix of samples showed that the time, temperature and atmoe-
I*~ere psremeters of the Cu generation heat treatments are critical factors affecting the film adhesion.
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In general, excessive time, temperature or H2 content of the atimoephere contributed to poor adhesion.
The optimum conditions were found to be: 8-10 minutes, 275-500°C and 8.10~ B5.

e.2. Electrical sheet resistivity

Electrical sheet resistivity which is a measure of copper film thickness and surface parity was
measured on the majority of the samples. The resistivity values ranged trots 0.05 to 0.36 a/Ti.

4.3. Surface roughness

Surface roughness of the polished glass-ceramic substrate ranged from < 200 A to 500 A. Samples 1)
and 17 were exceptions with 2500 and 1200 A roughness. The ground samples showed a range of 1500-1700
A. With the exception of sample 17, the surface roughness did not change significantly with the genera-
tion of the copper film. In sample 17, the average roughness was < 200 A with the copper film , as com-
pared with 1200 A for the bare substrate . Sample 18 is a special case, in which a relatively large
amount of copper was electrolitically deposited on the original copper film. The substrate surfac e fin-
ish was obtained from a sew cut. The plated surface was lightly polished with alumina powder and dia-
mond paste.

4.4. Film thickness

The average film thickness was determined only for the polished samples. These ranged from 0.24 to
0.51 ~. That of the copper-plated sample was 17.1 ~~, most of which was due to the electroplating.
Although the actual film thickness was not determined for the unpolished samples, it is also expected
to be< l gss.

4.5. Reflectance at 10.6 ~~
Light reflectance was measured on ground as well as polished samples shortly after their prepara-

tion and agai n after about three weeks of aging. The first measurements on the polished samples re-
sulted in 95-l0l~t reflectance versus a silver-coated reference. That of the ground samples ranged from
54-76’s apparently due to considerable scattering. It is interesting to note that the values obtained
from two samples (not shown in the table) were extremely low, despite their br ight appearance. This is
believed to be due to a thin dielectric coating present on the copper film which is absorbing the 10.6
~~ radiation.

Although the visual appearance of the samples indicated a major discoloration due to aging, the re-
flectance data shown in the table do not present a clear direction. A mixed effect is shown by the data
including a significant drop in three samples, a significant rise in two aamples and no significant
change in the remaining eight samples.

5. Conclusions

1. In a brief study, compositions from L120-A1503-Si02 and Zzi)-A1503-Si02 eyst~~~ doped with cop-
per •t 2 to 4% levels were investigated.

2. Copper metal films were successfully generated on glaea-cersmic plates exhibiting characteris-
tics highly favorable to the laser mirror application. These included good film adhesion and high re-
flectance at 10.6 ~p.

5. It was des~nstrated that , if desired, the copper film may be built up by electroplating of ad-
ditional metal to several micrometers without deterioration of the critical propertiee.

4. It ii conceivable that such mirrors can be repaired by refinishing and subsequent regeneration
of the copper film.

5. Extremely small thermal expansion/contraction coefficient of the substrate emterisl will allow
the utilization of very steep temperature gradients across the wall for high heat transfer rates.

6. References
El] Nsenett, B. K., XBS Special Publication No. (21 Piroos, P. P., Owens-Illinois, Inc., Internal

1i62 (1976). Report (1973).
7. Figures
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A NEW CHALCOGENIDE-GLA.SS ANTIRE FLECTION COATING FOR KC1

A .D. MeLachian and W.E.K . Gibbs
Materials Research Laboratories

Gefence Science and Tecli~olo~ ’ Organisation
~~lbourne 3032 , Aust ralia

The design , preparation and performance of new low—absorption antireflection
(AR ) coatings for KC1 at 10.6-pm wavelength are described. These coatings are of
the two—layer type and utilize the chalcogenide glasses As2S3 

and a newly—develope d
thin-film material 0e30As 17Te 305e23 ( GkTS ) for the low-index and high-index layers

respectively. The compositional homogeneity, structure • refra ctive index ax~
optical dispersion of thin—films of the GATS material are reported.

The absorption of the AR coatings at 10.6-pm wavelength was determined by
laser calorimetry and found to be in the range 0.02% to 0.07%. Fine tuning of
the deposition procedures enabled coatings with reflectances of 0.025% to be
produced. The damage thresholds for pulsed and cw C02—laser radiation were also
determined.

Key words : Absorptance; antireflection coatings ; chalcogeni de glasses; laser
damage; p~tassiu~n chloride ; 10.6—pm lasers.

1. Introduction

Potassium chlcride is widely used d!s a window material in C02—laser systems due to its low optical
abso rption at the operating wavelength of 10.6 pm. However, in many applications antireflection (AR)
coatings are required , and it is desirable that the absorption in such coatings be kept to a minimum.
Antire f lection coatings of the two—layer type have a reasonable design flexibility that is illustrated

in the Schuste r diagram (11
1 shown in figure 1. The shaded areas represent the range of refractive

indices of the layer materials for whi ch zero reflectance nxay be obtained.  Mast coating designs
utilize a material ( e . g .  ~nSe , As,S3) for the inne r layer with a refractive index , n2, of about 2.5 and

this is coupled wi th  a material (e .g .  ThF4, BaFj with a low refract ive inde x (n 1) to produce the

desi red AR coating. However , there are d i f f i culties in obtaining low refractive-index materials with
absorptions as low as the othe r materials used. Materials such as ThF4 , TlI and NaF have been used
(2 ,3, 4] with varying degrees of success.

The approa ch followed in this paper has been to develop a th in—fi lm material for the inner layer
with a refractive index, n2, greater than 2.9 which can then be used in con junction with an outer layer
of As2S3, a materi al that has been studied extensively in these laboratories (5]. An earlier example

(6] of this approach by the present authors was to use quarter—wave thicknesses of the chalcogenide
glass Ge45 Se 55 and As253 for the inner and outer layers respectively. The composition of the Ge-Se

glass was chosen so that its refractive index , n 2, satisfied the zero — reflectance condition for quarter—

wa ve layers. Some test results on this AR coating were presented (7] at last year ’s Symposium by J.F.
Lewis and M.C . Obmer of the Air Force Materials Laboratory. In the present paper, the development is
reporte d of another chalcogenide glass wi th  a suitable refract ive inde x , n2, greater than 2.9 , that

results In an AR coating with an absorptance signi ficant ly lower than that reported previously (6 , 7 ) .

Earlier measurements (8], whi ch are sussnarize d In table 1, at these laboratories have shown di f fer-
ences In the optical absorption between thin films and corresponding materials. In general , the reason
for the higher thin-film absorption is not known , although it has been suggested (9] that the presence
of water vapour in the pares of poiycrystalline fi].ma amy be a significant factor. Some support for this
explanation may be obtaine d by noting that the difference between thin-film and bulk absorption is least
for glassy materials , e.g. As2S3. It is well known (5) that filaw of this material are impervious to

water vapour and thus protect KC1 surfaces from attack by atmospheri c water vapour . For these reasons,
effo rt has been concentrated on low-absorption chalcogenide glasses as candidate thin—film materials.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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Table 1. Thin—film absorption coefficient at 10.6 pm and corresponding bulk values.

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT (cm~~)MATERIAL

THIN FILM BtJIJC

3.6 1.1
GeSe 11.9 —

BaF
2 33 0.14

ZnSe 33 0.13
CdTe 59 0.08

The particular material investigated here is a 4-component Ge -As-Te —Se glass of composition
Ge30As17Te 30Se23 designated as OATS. This material has a refractive index 3.1 (thus satisfying the

requirements for zero reflectance), and a low bulk absorption coefficient (10) 0.007 5 cm~~. It is
somewhat similar to the Texas Instruments glass “Tt—20” in which some of the Se component is replaced
by Te. The addition of Te low~ the absorption in the wavelength region of 11.5 and 13.0 pm and in-
creases both the refractive index and the reciprocal dispersive power [10].

The KC1 substrates used in this work were prepared from forged polycrystalline blanks supplied by
the U .S. Air Force Materials Laboratory. The surfaces were mechanically polished on soft pitch laps
with  sub-micron alumina abrasive in a glycerol medium.

2. Coating Preparation
2 .1 OATS Thin Films

Samples of the OATS material were prepa red by melting the four components in an evacuated , sealed,
silica ainpoule tha t was rocked in a furnace at a temperature of 6500 for 6 hours . Procedures were
followed that minimized oxygen contamination of the components during preparation (11]. The composition
of the result ing glassy ingot was found from electron microprobe measurements to be reasonably uniform.
Evaporated thin films of the OATS material adhered to the KC1 substrates and appeared to be of good op~~c~quality. No evidence of crystalline structure was revealed by X-ray diffraction, and S~~( micrographs of
transverse sections of fractured films showed conchoidal fractures characteristic of glassy materials.
A representative S~ A micrograph is shown in figure 2. The composition of the thin films was found by
electron microprobe measurements to be 0e28As21Te293e22 and this composition could easily be reproduced.
The slight difference in composition between the thin film and the bulk material could be due to the high
volatility of the As component .

The optical dispersion of the OATS thin—films was determined fran measurements of special trans-
mittance and film thickness. The results are shown in figure 3 where it can be seen that the refractive
index at 10.6 p m is 3.11, which is very close to that of the bulk material. The absorption of a number
of OATS thin films was determined by calorimetry at 10.6— pm wavelength. The average value for the

absorption coefficient was found to be 2.5 cm ’ which , although considerably higher than the bulk value
of 0.008 cm4, is suitable for low-absorption coatings. It may be noted that the absorption coefficient
of Aa

2
S
3 

thin films prepared under similar conditions was found to be 2.5 cm~~. This may suggest that

a limiting value has been obtained which is determined by contamination from the vacuum system rather
than by the intrinsic absorption of the bulk material ,

2 .2 Coating Design and Deposition

The thickness required for zero reflectance for a two—layer coating on KC1 are obtained by solving
the relevant equations (12). In general , there will be two solutions *bich result in the thicknesses
shown in table 2 and designated Designs I and II respectively. It was decided to investigate AR coat-
ings specified by Design I since this design is less susceptible to errors in the thickness of the OATS
layer. With values of the thin—film absorption coefficients obta ined above , the sbsorptance of the AR
coating is calculated to be 6 x ~~~ i.e. 0.06%.
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Table 2. Design alternatives for GATS/As2S3 Antireflection Coatings on XCI

THICKNESS
MATERIAL REFRACTIVE 

______________

IND DESIGN I DESIGN II

Aa 2S
3 2.374 1.468 0.764

OATS 3.11 0.483 1.222

KC1 1.454 — —

Deposition of the coating was performed in a turbo-pumped , l iquid N2-trapped vacuum system by an
electron—beam gun source unde r conditions specified in table 3.

Table 3. Coa t ing deposition parameters

Vacuum system Turbo—pumped
Liq. N2 trapped

0.1 aPe (1 x lO
_6 

Torr ) base pressur’~
Evaporation source Electron Beam Gun
Evaporation rate OATS 1 nm/s

As
2
S~~ 2 nm/s

Knowledge of the shape of the dispersion curves of the two materials enabled the required layer
thicknesses to be deposited by monitoring the optical thickness at a wavelength of 1.62 pm. Th~v monitor-
ing wavelength was chosen to avoid termination of the deposition on a t ransmission maximum or minimum .
Greater precision can be achieved in this way, since sensitivity to thickness change is greatest at
thicknesses midway between transmission maxima and minima.

The spectral transmittance of the completed coating is shown in figure 4, together with values
computed from the measured optical constants and design thicknesses of the coating materials. The close
agreement indicates that the required layer thicknesses have been correctly deposited.

3. Coating performance

3.1. Absorptance

The coating absorptance was determined by calorimetry at a wavelength of 10.6 pm by means of a
conventional experimental arrangement which has been reported previously [8). The results obtained for
four AR coatings are shown in table 4. The values obtained are among the lowest ever reported for AR
coatings on KC1 [4, 13,4], and are lower than the expected value of 0.06%. The reason for the dis-
crepancy between the absorptance of the AR coating and the measured absorptances of the coating
components is currently under investigation. Not all of the GATS/As 2S3 

AR coatings that we have prod-

uced have shown the low absorpt snce of the samples tabulated. However, for seven AR coatings deposited
at different times and on different KC1 substrates, the highest absorpt ance measured was 0.07% and the
mean was 0.035 %.

Table 4. GATS/As 2S3 AR Coating Absorption at 10.6 ~nn

COATING NO. SUBSTRATE ABSORPTION ( % )

}~~L 77—8 KC1 0.02

L~RL 77 KC1 0.02

)IRL 77-10 EC1 0.03

)~ L 77—11 KC1 0.02
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3.2. Reflectance

The reflectance of the AR coatings can be estimated from spectrophotomater tranmnittance charts;
however, for the c~~~ercial instruments available, this method is only accurate to about 1%. For more
accurate ma~surements of the AR coatings , an experimental arrangement as shown in figure 5 was utilized.
A wedged (1 ) KC1 substrate was used to eliminate interference in the reflected rays betusen the front
and rear surfaces, and was AR coated on one—half of the front surface as shown. This arrangement
spatially resolved the front and rear sur face reflections so that a power meter could be positioned to
record the front surface reflection. A~ sensitive measurement of the reflectance of the AR coating could
be obtained from the ratio of the power levels when the coated and uncoated portions of the samples are
present in the beam.

The reflectances of a number of GATS/As2S3 
coatings were measured and found to be less then 0.1%;

the lowest measured reflectance was 0.025%. Further improvement should be possible with fine tuning of
the coating—deposition procedures.

3.3 Damage threshold

The laser—induced damage threshold was determined for both pulsed and continuous-wave 002 laser

radiation. The experimental arrangement for the measurement of damage threshold for pulsed radiation
is illustrated in fi gure 6. A TEA CO2 laser was operated in the T~3L

00 
mode and produced a typical

pulse, i .e.  a sharp gain-switched spike of width 0.2 ps foliowed by a decaying nitrogen-pumped tail
(‘. 3pm) . The energy in this pulse can be approximated by a square pulse of width 0.6 us end height
equal to the height of the gain-switched spike . The intensity distribution at the sample plane was
Gaussian with a (l/e2 ) diameter of 280 urn . The damage threshold was defined as the peek-on—axis energy
density that Just failed to damage the coating as revealed by subsequent Nomarski microscopy. The
damage threshold thus determined was found to be • 7 2/cm2. For energy densities near the damage
threshold , the coating was damaged only at a few isolated points within the beam area , as shown in
figure 7. This behaviour suggests that the presence of inclusions may be the determining factor in this
assessment of damage . For conditions well above threshold the mode of failure was the complete removal
of the coating from the substrate.

Values of damage threshold for continuous-wave irradiation must be carefully interpreted since spot
si ze , t ime of irradiation, cooling, etc. all influence the value obtained. The damage threshold
determined in any particular experiment has the merit of rank ing the performance of various coatings ,
but cannot necessarily be taken as a firm design parameter. In our measurements, an area on the coat-
ing, 3 me square, was irradiated uniformly for a fixed t ime of 3 seconds. This configuration is more
representative of many practical situations than is the case with a smaller irradiated area. The OATS!
Ae2S3 coatings were observed to fail at poser densities 7 kW/c ’m2 . The mode of failure was the removal
of portions of the coating within the irradiated area and catastrophic cleavage of the KCl substrate did
not occur , although some melting of the film was evident . This behaviour suggests that induced streeses
in the films may be responsible for their removal . The figure of 7 kW/crn2 is not particularly high. How-
ever , it must be borne in mind that our previously reported OeSe/M 2S3 AR films exhibited (9] a damage
threshold - 60 kW/cm2 when irradiated with a spot size of 0.8 ma , yet their threshold in the large beam—

size experiment described above was somewhat less than 7 kW/cm2 .

4. Conclusion

Two-layer AR coatings on KC1 for 10.6-pm wavelength have been produced that utilise the chaloogen-
ide glasses Ge~~&a 17Te~~S.23 and As2S3 as coating materials. The absorptance and reflectance of these

costing. have been measured to be as low as 0.02% and 0.025% respectively. The laser-induced damsge

threshold has been measured to be • 7 2/cm2 for pulsed and - 7 kW/cm2 for ow irradiation (9 iiia2 spot).
Whilst these damage threaholde are not particularly high , it should be noted that , in applications
where thermally-induced optical distortion rather thin coating damag. is the main limitation , the
.xtzessly low absorptsnce exhibited by the coatings could be of advantage .
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INTRiNSIC AND THERMAL STRESS MODE LING FOR THIN-FILM MULTILAYERS

Anthony M. Ledger and Roy C. Bastien
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation

Norw alk, Connecticut 06856

Abstract

Theoretical  models of stress effects in thin films have been developed that
can be used ~*s a f ramework of a computer model for stress addition in multi-
layer films. ~\ system of stress interferotneters 

has been developed which en-

able s intr insic stress , thermal expansion coefficient , and Young ’s Modulu s to
be obtained for thin fi lms.  Data on these mechanical properties have been ob-
tained for films of T~iorium Tetrafluoride . Zinc Selenide , and Thallium Iodide
meterials.

Key words: Film stress; infrared interferometer; , tress interferometer; thin
film thermal expansion coefficient; Young ’s modulus; zinc selenide.

1. Introduction

Multilayer dielectric coatings fabricated by thermal evaporation or sputtering exist in a stressed

condition. The stress levels often exceed the breaking strength of the bulk form of the material. The
total stress in such a deposited film is the sum of two basic contributions : an intrinsic stress char-
acte r istic of the thin film material; together with a thermal stress contribution caused by a diffe rence
in thermal expansion coefficient between the thin film and its substrate. These stress levels can
greatly influence the durability of thin film structure , although a complete model of film durability
must include a description of the adhesive forces at each film interface and in particular at the bound-
ary between the film stack and its substrate.

The initial impetus for the development of durability models for thin film structure was provided
by the difficulty In producing antireflection coatings for high expansion window material (KCL, CaF2,
etc.) using traditional Infrared coating materials. Although this particular difficulty has since been

overcome by the use of high expansion fi lms of Thallium Iodide and Potaslum Chloride’, the funda-
mental proble m remains of predicting the durability of a thin film structure when exposed to intense
laser beams .

During the past year, a program was initiated to Investigate durability models for thin films and
primary emphasis was directed towards the following areas.

• Stress addition models for multilayer coatings

• Development of a stress measuring interferomter system

• Mechanical property measurements of ThF4, ZnSe, T1I infrared coating materials

A system of stable stress interferometers suitable for use at high temperatures was developed during
the program and utilized to provide stress measurements dur ing film deposition, together with meas-
urements of the thin film thermal expansion coefficient of several infrared coating materials. Before
discussing these specific measurement techniques, a brief review is presented In the following text

of the theoretical framework pertaining to atress effects in thin films.

2. Stress Measurements and Stress Effects in Thin Film Multilayers

Many different measurement techniques have been used for the measurement of intrinsic stress,
most of which depend upon detecting the minute deflections of a thin glass beam or disc upon which
the film Is being deposited. Opttcal interference methods provide a very sensitive method of meas-

uring such small deflections although capacitative and electro-mechanlcal methods can also provide
comparable sensItivItIes. Comprehensive review of various stresS measurement techniques have
been given by Hoffman2 and more recently by Kinoaita3 and Hoffman4.

1. Figures in brackets Indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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A stressed film depositing onto a flexible disc can be described in terms of a unit stress aCt ) at
some film thiclmess t as shown In figure 1. U the growing film produces a deflection u(t) of the flex-
ible disc due to the integrated effect of the unit stress function a(t) . up to a thickness t, the average
stress (S( t)  Is given by the following expression.

S(t) 3 ( 1 )  (h )
2 

(
(t)) [~+~! 3(l -~~ ) (1)

The deflection of the disc is governed principally by the aspect ratio (h/D) and to a lesser extent by
the values of Poissona ratio p~ and Young ’s modulus E5 of the substrate mater ial. A second order
term, 3 E1(l -ii)t/hEs Is Include d In the expression for the effective film stress and arises from
stress relief effects . When a stressed film Is deposited onto an uncoated disc, the deflect ion of the
disc dur ing the measurement produces a small amount of stress relief In the thin film material. Al-
ternatively, if an external force Is applied to the center of the disc so that the deflection produced by
a tensile film is removed, the film will elongate. In this case, the true value of film stress is larger
than if the plate were allowed to bend freely. The small magnitude of such stress relief effects in
practice Ct/h <<1) Impliss that the addition of a film to an existing multilayer stack will have little in-
fluence upon the stress levels of previously deposited films. In a similar manner, the deflection of
a deformable mirror substrate will not produce measurable stress change In a mirror coating.

Although stress determinations using flexible substrates provide a measure of the total effective
film stress S(t) , nonuniformities in intrinsic stress as a function of film thickness are more
conveniently describe d in terms of the unit stress function 0(t). This function cannot be measured
directly for a film material but can be computed from the measured data as follows:

~ (t) ( s  (t)) + t -~~ (s(t) (2)

The total film stress In a deposited film contains an additional contribution arising from thermal
stress caused by a difference in expansion coefficient between the thin film and substrate material.

If the film /substrate combination undergoes a uniform temperature change ftT, the difference in
unit elongation of film and substrate is given by (Ctf - a~~) which leads to the existence of a thermally
Induced stress °TH given by

Ef 
(a

f
_ a

5
) ~iT (3)

where a1 and a~ are the expansion coefficients of the film and substrate material and Ef is the value of
Y oung’s modulus for the film material. -

The total stress In a thin film material which is deposited at a temperature T and subsequently
reduced to an ambient temperature T0 can be expressed as

a Ct) (S(t)) + t ~~~ (5(t) ) + Ef (ctf
_ a

Ø) (T-T ) (4>

and this expreasion forms the basis for the addition of stress effects in multilayer coatings.

When film materials are combined to form optical multilayer stacks, the stress levels In each
film combine to produce a total bending moment at the film /substrate boundary which tends to tear
the film from the substrate. This moment can be expressed in terms of the individual stress levels
in each film for a stack of m films as

t

MSTACK ‘U a 1 (z)dz (5)
In

where, the stresses Cj(Z) are defined according to eq. (4). The effect of this total moment on a flex-
ible disc Is such as to produce a deflection given by

~ 
(1-v5 ‘~ ~~2

WTOTAL ‘U ~ ~~~~~~~~ ,j ~~~ 
M
~~~~c~ 

(6)

In some cases this deflection can be mInim ized or reduced to zero resulting In so-called zero stre ss
multilayer designs but more properly denoted as zero moment multilayer structures.
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From the preceeding discussion it is evident that a durability model for thin film multilayers re-
quires, at the very least, experimentally measured data for Intrinsic stress levels, the thin film ex-
pansion coefficients , and the Young ’s modulus of each layer, together with adhesion and film breaking
stress levels. The present program addressed the measurement of the first three quantities using
a new stress Interferometer system described In the following sections.

3. Interferometric Stress Measurements

The Intrinsic stresses developed In metallic films have been measured by many authors to aid in
developing theories of film nucleation and growth. Stresses developed In dielectric films, however,
have not been investigated as thoroughly, particularly for thick films used in Infrared coating designs.
The two most comprehensive Investigations of stress effects in dielectric films were carried out by
Campbe ll5 and Ennos6. The stress behavior of various fluoride s,, bromides, and j odiodes, have been
measured by Campbell using a capacitance bridge whereas Ennos° utilized a laser Inter ferometer to
measur e intrinsic stress In a large variety of coating materials as a function of the deposition con-
ditions.

This t ype of laser Interferometer configuration was found to be sensitive to vibration. Disto rtion
of the inte r feromete r occurred at high temperatures. Recently, a high temperature Michelson Inter-
ferometer designed for UHV applications has been described by Roll and Hoffm an7. Thermal distor-
tions are minimized in this design by obtaining an interferogram of the full aperture of the bending
disk and by deducing the deflection from successive photographs of the finge pattern. Tilts and axial
displacements of the substrate can be removed by computation, but the method requires substantial
data reduction time for each successive fringe pattern taken during deposition.

The problems of vibration and temperature disturbances have been minimized by designing a new
lnterferometer capable of continuous stress measurements during deposition at temperatures up to
25O~C.

3. 1 Cats-Eye Interferometer

The cats-eye lnterferometer consists simply of a glass element whose front surface is polished to
focus an incident laser beam onto two reflecting surfaces formed by the base of the cat ’s eye lens and
the substrate upon which the film is being deposited (figure 2) . The base of the lens Is coated with a
hard dielectric reflector to reflect ~.5O% of the incident beam at 6328A and the deformable substrate
Is coated on Its top surface with a partially reflecting metal coating. In most experin~~nts a gold
coating was used for this purpose since, when cold-deposited, gold has a low stress and has such
poor adhesion to the substrate that It can be easily wiped from the surface. In addition, gold films
can withstand high temperature baking without the occurrence of excessive recrystallization.

This inte rfe rometer configuration acts in a manner similar to a retroreflecting mirror , and
alignment is a simple task. The reflected light consists of a set of circular interference fringes that
either expand or contract from the center as the substrate is deformed, depending upon the tensile or
compressive nature of the film stress. A single silicon detector mounted In the center of the return
fringe pattern enables not only the amount of deflection to be measured but also allows the direction
of motion to be determined automatically from the fringe change recording.

The Interferometer Is Illuminated with a 4-mm diameter collimated laser beam (6328A ) produced
by the Interferometer laser source illustrated In figure 3. The polarized beam from a 2-mW He-Ne
laser Is chopped by a synchronous chopper wheel and expanded to 4-mm diameter by a beam expander
and spatial filter. A polarizing beamnsplitter reflects approximately 1 percent of the “p” polarized
laser beam to a silicon synchronou s reference detector and transmits the remaining energy to the
cat’s-eye interferometer. A quarter-wave plate located between the polarizing beamaplitter and In-
terferometer rotates the polarization from “p’ to “a ” after two passes, and the return fringe pattern
Is reflected by the polarizing beamsplitter to a fringe-count detector and display screen. The polar -
Izing beamnsplltter/quarter-wave plate system Is used only to maximize the amount of light on the
viewing screen and Is not fundamental to the operation of the Interferometer system.

A system of four cat’s-eye interferometers has been constructed to monitor film stress at four
radial positions in a 36” vacuum box coating system. An optical-thickness monitor is located on the
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centerline of the chamber, and optical film thicknesses are monitored at any desired wavelength up to
1. 0~~m by suitable choice of line filters. OptIcal thicknesses of the composite films of multilayers
are Individually monitored using fresh glass microscope slides for component films during an evapor-
ation cycle. The entire assembly of interferometers, rigid substrate holders, and optical monitor
slides are enclosed in stainless-steel shields and can be treated to 250°C by a Calrod heate r located
at the top of the vacuum chamber. Temperature control is obtained using an SCR proportional con-
troller and a thermistor mounted close to the interferomete r housings.

Stress changes In the films during deposition cause the bull’s-eye fringe patterns at the frInge -
count detector to expand or contract depending upon the nature of the stress (tensile or compressive).
Changes In Intensity of the central fringe are detected by PIN diodes and are fed to lock-In amplifiers
that synchronously demodulate the chopped signals using a reference signal from a second silicon
diode In the laser source housing. The output s of the optical monitor and stress interferometers are
recorded on a six-channel chart recorder and are also applied to the input of a data.-l-gger/punched
ta pe recorder system. This stress Interferomete r system provides stable bull’s-eye fringes at the
fr inge count detector with all vibration effects eliminated. Stress measurements at equilibrium tem-
peratures up to 250nC are reproducible although change s in temperature can cause erroneous fringe
counts during heat up or cooling cycles.

A unique feature of this type of Interferometer is tha t of the magnitude and sign of the fringe
changes that can be detected using a single detector. The wavefront generated by the detector as the
fr inges either contract or expand possesses waveform assymetry which occurs each cycle . The sign
of the assymetry depends upon the direction of motion of the flexible disc. Figure 4 shows this ef-
fect for a Magnesiu m Fluoride film deposited onto a Cervit disc at ambient temperature and illus-
trates the fringe count waveform at the time the film undergoes cracking. Before the film deposition
poInt , the stress Is tensile, arid the positive going slope is greater than the negative going slope.
After the film cracks, the disc deflects In the reverse direction ari d the waveform assymetry changes
sign. This effect  can be explained theoretically by the radial shearing which occurs in the focussed
beam at the two interferometer reflecting surfaces. 8

3. 2 Stress Measurements

Stress measurements have been made for films of Thorium Tetrafluoride (ThF 4) , Zinc Selenide
(ZnSe) and Thallium Iodide (TLI ) under a wide range of deposition conditions. The influence of Vapor
Incidence angle, evaporation rate , and substrate temperature have been investigated for ThF 4. A
number of stress measurements have also been made for Thallium Iodide material evaporated from
an electron beam gun.

Data from the stress wterferometer system is reduced using an IBM 70 and plots are obtained of
the sampled data, the average stress ( S(t ))  and the unit stress curve c(t)  by best fit procedures.
The uni t stress data can be well described In terms of three film stress coefficients A, B, and C ac-
cording to

aCt) Ae lit (l _e~~
t ) (7)

Examples of the stress data obtained are shown in figures 5 and 6 for ThF 4 and ZnSe materials as a
function of the film mechanical thIcknesses (microns) . The experimental data for these materials
show a nonuniformity of stress with thickness for small film thicknesses. Examination of cracked
film s of ThF4 and ZriSe deposite d onto KCI substrates by mlcrolnterferometry show that flakes of
ThF4 material are usually highly curved whereas ZnSe film flakes are predominantly flat . This be-
havior conforms to the experimental stress curves since the nonuniform stress region Is much wide r
In ThF4 than ZnSe. Such stress nonunlformltles may be caused by the flexible substrate being heated
by the source as the film is being deposited onto the surface and theoretical Investigation of this effect
are continuing.

Stress data obtained for ThF4 shows little dependence upon deposition rate, angle of incidence, or
deposition temperature, whereas the results obtained for Zinc Selenide films show a marked depen-
dence upon evaporation rate. The possibility that this rate dependence Is Infulenced by source heat-
ing cannot be ignored at the present time. Thallium Iodide material exhibits extremely low stress
levels when deposited at 100°C from an electron beam gun source. Table I summarizes the stress
data obtained for these three materials in terms of the film stress coefficients A. B, and C definedIn eq. (7).
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4. Experimental Measurement of The Thin Film Expansion Coefficients and Young’s Modulus

Experimental values of the thermal expansion coefficient (af ) and Young ’s modulus (Ef ) for a th in
film can be obtained using the four-channel Interferometer system by observing the total deflection
caused by thermally induced stress. Figure 7 shows the output from two Interferome ter channels dur-
ing deposition of a film of ThF 4 (3’ /4 at 10 .6 ~ m) and during subsequent cooldown. This film is de-
posited onto Cervit and KCL discs and the thermally Induced stress contribution is sufficient to pro-
duce a large tensile stress (÷3400 kg/cm2 ) for the ThF4 on Cervit and a large compressive stress
(-1400 kg[cm~ ) for ThF 4 deposited onto KCL . When zinc selenide films are deposited onto KC~~in this
mariner the large initial intrinsic stress - (1500 -3000) kg/cm 2 together with a thermally Induced
stress of ... 2400 kg/cm 2 is usually sufficient to crack the films by compressive film failure at the
-4000 to -5000 kg/cm2 stress level.

Initial experiments using uncoated discs of various materials shov-~ d that substantial fringe
changes occurred upon heating and cooling presumable due to temperature gradients (radial and front
to back) existing in the fle x ible discs. Exper :rnental measurements were therefore made using all
four interferometers and coated and uncoated discs of ea~ h substrate material. Fringe changes were
utilized on cooldown since this results In a much lower cooling rate than dur ing the heatup cycle .

The value s of expansion coefficient and Young’s modu lus can be obtained from the expressions for
the thermally induced deflection of a thin disc , I. e.,

3(’~~~ 
) t  2

~~~-S~_— (
~
;_) Ef 

(a
f

_ a
5

) (T.-T) (8)

where (T1 -T ) is the total temperature change, a , 
~

, and E5 being the expansion coefficient.
Poisson ’s ra~lio, and Young’s modulus, respective5ly, of the substrate.

For two different substrate materials each coated with a film of thickness t. the thermally Induced
deflections are

3(l — t, )t
= 4E 1 ~~~~ ,/ 

E~(a~-a1) (T-T )

3(1 -v 9)t  (D 2 \
= 4E

2 ~~~ 
E
f 

(a
f
_ a
2
) (T -T

0
) (10)

Consequently, the values of the film constants af and Ef are given by

a
2 w 1A 2 

- a 1u~., A 1a = (11)

E
f 

= 
p~ (a

f
-a

2
) t  ~t - T )  

(12)

where
3(1 -,..)~~ (D~ 

‘

\ 
3(1 -v 2) (D~ 

‘

\

~~ ‘~
ç-) and A2 4E2 ~ç) 

(13)

characterize the substrate properties.

In all experimental determinations the deflections w~ and w2 correspond to the differences In de-
flection between the coated and uncoated substrates, I. e.,

= — (w 1) (14)
c uc

“2 ~“2~ 
- “2

~uc 
(15)

The typical changes that occur during heating, cooling, and reheating of coated and imcoated discs
of different materials are shown in fI gure 8. Here , discs of Cervit and KC £ are coated with ThF4
materials and the fr inge changes as a function of temperature are used to compute the expansion coef-
ficient and Young ’s modulus of the thin-fIlm material as shown above .
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Measurements were made of thin films of ThF4, ZnSe. Til In this manner and the results are sum-
marized In Table II.

Emphasis was placed on obtaining values of af for thorium tetrafluoride since measurements of
this material In single crystal form by Van Ij itert 9 show that the expansion coefficient is small and
negative in the region from 0 to 200°C. The experimental values for thin films consistently showed
a large positive value both for measurements made during cooldown and immediately after the fi lm
was deposited and during subsequent reheating cycles. Different pairs of substrates (KC I + Cervit
and KCL + ZnSe) were also used for these experiments and gave similar results.

The expansion coefficient of thallium iodide material was so closely matched to that of the KC L
subBtrate that no discernible difference in the fringe changes could be seen for the coated and un-
coated substrates as the temperature was varied.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The framework of a computer model for stress addition In thin film multilayers has been com-
pleted which uses measured data on film stress, thin film thermal expansion coefficients and Young ’s
modulus for each coating material.

A new cat’s-eye stress Interferometer has been developed which enable s measurements to be
made at high temperatures (250°C) durIng film deposition. This interferometer offers simple align-
inent, immunity from vibrations, and fringe counting sensitivity.

A system of four Interferometers has been used to measure the stress levels In the ThF4, ZnSe,
and ‘I’ll materials as a function of film deposition conditions (rate, temperature). Data has been pre-
sented for these materials in terms of three stress coefficients.

The interferometric system has also been used to measure the thermal expansion and Young ’s
modulus of thIn films of the above materials. Thermal expansion values for ThF4 fi lms In particular
have been shown to be much larger than the bulk single crystal values previously measured.
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Table I. Film Stress Data for ThF4, ZnSe and Til Thin Films

Stress Coefficients

A B C
Rate Temp 

2 -l -l
Material A/sec ‘C (kg/cm (microns) (microns)

ZnSe 2.6 100 -2900 2 .0 25 . 0

ZnSe 18.0 100 -2100 0. 95 56.0

ZnSe 4.4 150 -3300 0.2 80.0

ZnSe 9.0 150 -2610 0.4 75. 0

ZnSe 20.0 150 -2200 0. 9 68. 2

ZnSe 24. 4 150 -2384 0.9 74. 3

ZnSe 3. 0 200 -4640 0.0 9. 0

ZnSe 19. 0 200 -3800 0.0 21.5

ZnSe 24.0 200 -3020 0.4 82.5

ThF 4 30A /Sec 150°C +1057 “0. 0 12. 5

Tit  - 100°C — 150 - —

Table II. Expansion Coefficient and Young’s Modulus Values for
ThF

4
, ZnSe, and Thallium Iodide Materials

Substrates Film Film Expansion Young ’s
Utilized Material Coefficient (a

f
) Modulus ~Ef

)

K CI ,  Cervit ThF 4 13.3 x 10
6
/°C 4.3 x 10~ kg/cm2

KCL. Cerv it ThF4 11.1 x l0~
6
/°C 3.9 x 10~ kg/cm2

KCL . ZnSe ThF 4 18. 1 x lO 6 /°C 6 .8  x 10~ kg /cm
2

KCL. ZnSe ThF
4 

15. 1 x lO 6
/°C 4.3 x 10~ kg/em

2

KCI, ZnSe TL I 36.0 x 10 6
/°C 2 . 3  x 10b Icg/cr n2

KCL. Cervit ZnSe 8.1 x 10
6
/°C 4.2 x 10~ kg /cm2
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MYDROXYI. INFLUENCE AND REFRACTIVE INDEX DEPENDENCE
IN PICOSECOND ThIN—FIU( DANAGE *

V. Lee Smith, D. Milas, and H. J. W.b.r
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

and

A. H . Guenthe r , J K. Batt le , and K . A. Hous e
Air Force Weapo ns Laboratory

Kirt land Air Forc e Bass
New Mexico 87115

Results of a study of the influence of ~~( content of silica substrates on the damqe
resistance of thin films under 1.06—pm , 150—ps pulse illumination are presented . The OH
content variation was provided by the use of four types of _ comesrci al silica (Supras il—W1 ,
Optosil—2, Homosil, and Suprasil—1) as substrates. The CII concentrations , as i~dic*tsdby IR absorption speecroscopy . are approximately 5, 130, 130, 1200 ppa, respectively. For
each of the substrate raaterials, a set of four sample. was made by depositing ).12 (at
1.06 his) f ilms of Zr02 , SiO2, ThF4, and MgP2. Furthermore, an uncoated but otherwise

identical sample of four uncoated silica materials was tested to provide baseline surface
damage data. The results of this stud y are discussed in regard to earlier work of House
et al. concerning hydroxyl chemistry at film—substrate interfaces. A new interpretation
of the role of OH in the breakdown proces. for nanosecond and p tcoeecond pulses is
introduced.

A second important aspect of this study is the correlation of thin—film damage threshold
with film material refractive index. On each substrate type, films covered the index range
of 1.37 to 2.0. The threshold range observed in this p icosecond Study i. discussed with
regard to possible improv ements in coating damage thresholds by use of low— index materials.

Key words: Thin—films ; damage threshold.; hydroxy l content; half—wave film.; Si02 ; Zr02,MgF 2 ; ThF
4

; refractive index.

Introduction

In this study two basic questions were addressed:

I .  To what extent does hydroxy l chemistry at a film—substrate interf ace affect damage resistance?
By using a co ercially available family of silica materials as substrates for the coated test sample.,
one has the ability to alter the hydroxy l (OH ) concentration of the substrate by a factor ‘~. 250 and.
hence , to possibly alter the oxidation state of deposited thin—film materials at the interface. In a
previous investigation , the possibility was entertained that the production of a different refractive—
index component at the thin—f ilm/sub.trate interface could significantly influence the damage threshold .
For example, when $102 is deposi ted onto a subs tra te, SiO is formed to a small extent ( l J .  Because

SiO has a higher refractive index than Si02, its damage threshold shou ld be lover than Si02 ~2 ) .

Increa.ing the oxygen availability (in the form of 011 ) therefore allow, the po..ibility of inc reas ing
the damage resistance of the thin—film system by more complete oxidation of the silicon. Another
oxide deposi tan t , Zr0 2, would be expected to behave in the same fashion. Conversely, MgF 2 end p.~hips
ThP4 thin—film damage resistance could be expected to fall with increasing oxygen availability, due to

production of MgO or Th0F2 due to the production of higher index, less damage resistant coating.

Later in thi , report data gained from a 1064—a., 150—ps pulse length damage study will b. employed
to advance a new tnterp~station of the role of substrats CM content in the damage proce.e.

II. To wa, exten t can the high damage thresholds of low-index materials, e.g., fluoride., in
the bulk for, be retained in thin—film systems? For several year. data have been published which show
that materials with 13w refractive index offer generally high da.age re.i.tance. The bulk damage
threshold. of fluoride , have been seasured using both picosecond and nanosecond pulses, and fluoride
thin fil. thresholds have been mea~ur.d using nanosecond pulses. Much of this data is s, sri ,.d in
recent publications which documen t the dependence of damage thresho ld on r .frs ctiv. index (2~~.

*The work at the Lawrence Livermore Liboratory was performed under the auspices of the Meterista Sciences
Progr ams of the U .S . Energy Research and Development Administration and Contrect W—7403—emg—48.
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Yet to what degree the relative strength of the fluoride materials would be retained , or diminished ,
in thin—film form under picosecond pulse illumination was not yet investigated. Thus this picosecond
investigation of OH influence is an extension of work with 40—na, 1.06—pm pulses by Bettis , House,
and Guenther ( 4 ] ,  and the results of the two studies will be compared later in this report. As recent
progress in thin—film antireflection (AR) coating design [3) has provided new possibilitieS for use of

• lover index materials in practical AR coatings, the importance of the fluorides as coating constituents
can be expected to increase. One area of obvious concern is the production of homogeneous fluoride
coatings. In this sense homogeneous means uniform in refractive index throughout the film. The bigger
question is the development of understanding and preparation techn iques that will allow msterials in
thin film form to exhibit bulk—like behavior and characteristics.

Sample Characteristics

A. Substrate Materials

five samples (3.8 cm diameter , 9 am thick) of each of four types of fused silica (Suprasil—Wi ,
Optosil— 2 , Homosil . Suprasil—1 ) were obtained from a cossnercial supplier [5]. The vendor ’s literature
lists the OH content of these materials to be approrimately 5, 130, 130, and 1200 ppm , respectively.
Spectrop hotometer investigation between 1 and 3 pm verified that the relative concentrations of OH in
our samples agreed approximately with the vendor ’s litera ture. Table 1 sunve ari zes that da ta .  The
ab Sorption coefficients listed pertain onl y to OH absorption (6] and are therefore proportional to the
Oil concentration in each sample. The ratios of coefficients of the various types agree with the
relative concentration , indicated by the vendor.

Table 1. Hydroxyl absorption coefficient (ca~~) of silica substrates.

Silica Type 
Absorption Peak Wavelength

1.38 pm 2.22 pm 2.72 pm

Suprasil—Ul —— —— 0.11
Optosil—2 0.02 0.08 4.18

Momosil 0.02 0.08 3.94
Supra .il—l 0.16 0.58 ——

The twenty substrates were polished by identical bowl—feed procedures with Zr02 
abrasive s to speci—

ficat ions of 1/20 smoothness in the visible and 0/0 scratch/di g. The possible implications of using
Zr02 abrasive in a test involving 2r02 a. one of four coating materials is discussed in a later section .
Prior to coating, the substrates were rinsed with alcoho l , washed in nitric acid and/or acetone .
I.sediately before insertion into the coating chamber, an alcohol—wetted tissue was pulled across
each surface.

B. Costing Procedure

The coatings prepared by CVI , Inc., Albuquerque, New Mex ico, employed in this study were single
layer films 1/2 in optical thickness at 1.06 urn of ZrO2, Sb 2 , ThY 4 , and MgF 2 .  In all cases, high—

purity starting materials were emploZ!d. Prior to coating, the chamber was pumped down to lO~~ torr .
During coating, a pressure of 5 x 10 torr of oxygen was maintained as is standard practice. The
coating we, electron—beam deposited at a rate of 16—20 minutes/half—wave. Substrate temperatures were
400•C; cooling to room temperature was slow (overnight). Just prior to damage testing, the samples
were air— J et du.ted and dragged with an alcoho l laden tissue .

C. Optical Characteristics of Coatings

Figure 1 exhibits the calculated optical standing electric fields for these 1/2 Coatings 17].
Along each vertical axis is plotted the time—averaged square of the electric field , I2~~ of a wave
(inct dent fro. the air) as a function of distance into the film— substrste composite. F is no rmalized
to unity at the air—coating interface. The arrows point to the internal positions where various
extr ems of 12 are reached. Note tha t iT — 0.666 occurs at each air /coat ing and coati n g/substrate
interface. Thus , all four of the coatings experience identical 12 values at the coating/substrate
tnterf a c.——th e location of pri mary interest in this experiment. Fur thermore, to with in 112, the
maximum values of F are the same in all the specimens. The li values in the middle of the Zr02 and

Th14 
layers are reduced because their refractive index exceeds tha t of the Si02 substrate. F in

$417 is conversely enhanced by 
112 over its interface value. This series of 1/2 coatings is ideal

for providing uniform irradiation of the differe nt samples at the interface of interest and minimizing
va riations in the maximum of i’ reached throughout the thin films .
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Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

Linearly polarized, 1.06—pm , iSO—ps damage teats were performed with a laser system and techniques
described in detail elsewhere (81. The beam was gently focused to a spot size of 2-3 me diameter at the

e~~ intensity level. A photographic recording of the sample—plane flux distribution is made for each
shot. Microdensitometric and computer analyses then yield the flux value at the spatial maximum of each
pulse. The single—shot flux uncertainty is ± 7%. Streak camera data of the temporal profile of each
shot were not available for this experiment. An average pulse duration (intensity FWHR) of 150 p5
should be used to convert f lux to intensity [91. However , for the laser used in the present experiment ,
as is true of generally all lasers that are mode—locked by a saturable absorber , a distribution of
durations (with width ‘. ± 30% of the average) is actually produced (10).

Typically 30 sites were irradiated per sample. Identification of damage was made by breath fogging
the surface while illuminating it with a high—intensity microscope tight. This method was more reliable
than observing a breakdown plasma, as some samples never yielded visible sparks unless irradiated
appreciably above the threshold indicated by fogging light—scattering. Notnarski microscopy was employed
occasionally on borderline sites, but consistent indications were always obtained with the fogging/light
scattering method.

The damage threshold for each sample was defined to be the f l u x  value midway between the highest
flux which did not damage the sample and the lowest flux which damaged the sample. The uncertainty in
the threshold position (due to insufficient resolution from a limited number of shots) was summed with
the uncertainty for the individual shot f lux  to yield the final threshold uncertainty. For the
occasional situation in which overlap occurred between the damaging and non—damaging ranges of flux,
the midpoint of the overlap region was defined as the threshold position . The largest overlap width
encountered was ± 5% of the assigned threshold position, an amount less than our single—shot flux
uncertainty.

The complete experiment was performed twice in two consecutive weeks. Thresholds agreed for the
two separate runs for every material , thus indicating that potential changes in damage threshold due
to OH content alteration by exposure to air or breath—fogging were negligible.

Damage Results

Results for the iSO—ps, 1064—nm damage thresholds are tabulated in Table 2 and displayed in
Figure 2. All flux values discussed herein are values achieved in air at the sample surface~ no
refractive index corrections have been applied . The notation for the coatings and substrate materials
is as follows : Z, S, 1, H, SW , 0, H, and Sldenote Zr02, Si02 , ThY4 , MgF 2 , Suprasil—Wl , Optosil—2,
Homosil, and Supraail—l , respectively. Note that the coamon logarithm of the substrate O*( concentration
is plotted along the segmented horizontal axis in Fig. 2. The Optoail—2 ~nd Homosil data are displaced
from each other for the sake of presentation only, as they have nominally the same OH concentration.
The large uncertainty bars on the SO and SSI data in Fig. 2 are due to unfortunate coarse bracketing of
the threshold resulting from less than optimum beam splitting ratios.

Table 2. Damage threshold flux data.

Coating—Substrate Flux (J/cm 2 ) Coating—Sub strate  Flux (J/cm 2)

ZSW 2.9 ± 0.3 TSW 6.4 ± 0.7

ZO 3.6 2 0.3 TO 5.6 ± 0.4
ZN 2.8 ± 0.4 TM 6.1 ± 0.7

ZSl 2.9 ± 0.3 151 5.9 t 0.5

SSW 4.6  ± 0.5 MSW 6.0 ± 0.6
SO 5.6 2 1.3 MO 5.3 2 0.5

SN 5.4 ± 0.5 $11 5.8 2 0.7

SS1 3.8 ± 0.9 MS1 6.0 ± 0 .7

Bare Sub.trate Flux (J/cm 2)

SW 12.7 ± 2.7

0 8.7 2 0.6

H 8.2 ± 1.5
51 9.8 ± 1.4
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It was discovered after the completion of the experiment tha t the coating vendor used Zr02 as the
polishing compound on all the substrate.. Concern was expressed initially by us that the Zr02 

usage

might conceivably have affected the damage behavior of th. samples in a significan t way . However ,
the different patterns of the data shown in Fig. 2 for the two oxide films (including Zr02), the two
fluoride films, and the bare substrates , probably rule out any major compromise in th. behavior of
the various sample. resulting from the use of Zr0

2 polishing abrasive.

In answer to our initial questions, specifically the first query, the data in Fig. 2 illustrates
that no obvious correlation is evident between the thin—film damage thresholds and substrate DII
concentration for 1SO—ps , 1064—nm pulses. This result is to be contrasted with the 40—n., 1064—nm
work of Bet tis , House, and Guenther (4). In that earlier work the breakdown flux changed monotonically
in the Si02—coated samp

les by a f ac to r  of 4.8 as the substrate 0*1 concentration was varied throug h

approximately the same range as in this study. In their MgF2—coated samples, 
a flux change of 40%

was observed . The apparent independence of the breakdown threshold on 011 concentration in this
aubnanoaecond experiment is consistent with results in a different iSO—ps experiment reported in these
proceedings [11). There , a diminuition in the dependence of the damage threshold on surface roughness
was found for 150—ps pulses vis—a—vis that found for 40—ns pulses.

The result , from these two 150—ps studies lead us to a new interpretation of the probable role
of the OH sEecies at the coating—sub.trate interface. It is no longer clear that the manner in
which the OH affects damage resistance is via chemical production of a species with a different
refrac tive index (e.g., SiO in an Si02 film). In fact , from avala nche ionization considerations , it

i. difficult to argue tha t a part per million $10 in a Si02 medium would affect the overall lattice

impact ionizati on development. Only once in every 10
6 collisions would an SiO molecule be_ involved in

the br eakdown process. That is true , unless the breakdown initiation is facilitated by Oil presence
as could be affected through a modification of the Sb

2 structure, 
i.e., a weakening. Consistent

interpretation of the damage dependence on 0H concentration in the 4O—ns and 1SO—ps experiments is
obtained only if one assigns the OH role to be assistance in the liberation of charge carriers in the
earliest stage of the breakdown proces.. The results of the 40—na and 150—ps experiments indicate
strongly that at 40 ns the bottleneck to the breakdown process is its initial phase——the plasma
inception which depends on the promptness and difficulty with which initiating electrons are liberated
(12). Hence , phenomena auch as (1) OH concentration——wh ich may function primarily in few pp. con-
centration to influence the number of una.turated bond. (states within the band “gap ”)——o r (2) surface
roughness——which concentrates field distributions at all times during the pulse and thus enhances
initial carrier production——are probably of greater importance for nanosecond pulse durations than for
pico .econd durations , if the prop osed hypothesis is correct.

For the picosecond regime, the higher field strengths required to provide tsat ization and
sufficient incident flux for the heating stage (melting the lattice via the p lasma ) more e f f e c t ively
drive initial noalinearitie . (12) to provide numerous initiating carriers early in the pulse (131.
Hence , the importance of OH presence or aurface roughness would be expected to decrease for subnano—
second pu laes.

As re gard. our second question , the data displayed in Fi g . 2 show a general correlation with

refractive index . One ahould remember the j7 gra ph. of Fig. 1 when comparing the MgF 2 threshold , with

those of the other material.. According to the standing—wave analysis , the MgF 2 fi lms experienced 11%

greater electric f ields than the other materials , per unit flux . Thus an 1~ cor rec t ion wou ld raise
the $412 thresholds by 11% to positions exceeding the ThY4 value., as one would expect from previously

reported refractive—index depende nces of the damage threshold ( 2 1 .  However , the thresholds of the
5i02 and Th14 group . do not lie in the relative position. predicted by the refractive— index dependence.

The Si0
2 end ThY4 

indices differ only by 0.04, however, apparently allowing other effects (e.g., porosity,

surface chemiatry , iiiho.ogeneity) to assume comparable importance.

The data displayed in fig, 2 ar e encouraging for operational prospects of improved thin—film damage
resistance. In many current high—power laser systems , Ti02/Si02 are the coating materials used for thin—

film applications. It 1. generally observed that T102 and Zr0 2 have roughly the .am. damage resistance ,

so we may view Zr02 and Si02 
in Fig. 2 as representing the present wide—usage hi gh—index and low—index

coating materials. The Zr02 an Si02 film. damaged a t avera ge level, of about 3.0 and 5.0 J/c.2,
re.psctively. As damage often 3ccurs at the threshold of the high—index material , roughly 3.0 J/cm2
charac terizes the damage resistance of such films. Hence AR film desi gns which could employ exclusively
the low—index (n c 1.5) material, such as the fluorides present a distinct opportunity for improved
1.06—p. damage resistance. For example , a three—layer (3) or alternate AR design employing ThY4 and
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layers on a silica substrate may raise the 1.06—pm, AR damage resistance to the level of about 6 3/cm2.
In a f ield where even 30% improvements come only with struggle , such a 1002 advancement would be
significant for many applications. Hence, the data shown in Fig. 2 are valuable in pointing out
potential routes for improvement.

On the other hand, a look at the absolute damage threshold. in Fig. 2 relative to perhaps the
ultimate achievable thresholds——those of the bulk materials——reminds us of our primitive state of
understand ing of (particularly) the thin—film damage mechanism details. Consider the Si02—on—silica

series. The 30—ps bulk damage threshold inside silica (Suprasil—l) (14) is 13 3/cm
2 which converts

to 35 J/cm
2 in air for 150 pa by the square—root of the pulse duration (151. Therefore, the bare

surface threshold average of our silica series from Table 2 is a factor of 3 to 4 lower than bulk,

but the thin—film average of about 5 J/cm
2 is a factor seven lower than bulk. Much work remains to

delineate convincingly the origins of these large differences between bulk and film behavior.

Conclusions

1. Within experimental uncertainty , no evident correlation of damage threshold with OH concentration
in silica substrates was observed for Zr02 , Si02, MgF2 and ThY4 films in 150—pa , 1064—nm experi—
Santa.

2. Two fluoride materiale, ThF
4 

and MgF2 , in th in—fi lm form were found to be roughly twice as damage—

resistant as ZrO2. Si02 was found to be ~ 
70% more damage—resistant than Zr02 , in general agree-

ment with an earlier oxide—film , picosecond study (16).

3. The absence of a strong correlation of damage threeholds with 0U concentration at 150 ps and the
presence of correlation at 40 na is a further indication that the initial stage of charge—carrier
buildup is the breakdown process bottleneck at 40 me but not at 150 pa. This observation implies
that efforts to increase damage resistance by eliminating sources of initial electrons (by
annealing to reduce color center populations, ultrapurification , etc.) would be more effective
for supernanosecond pulaea than for subnanosecond pulses.
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T :l~~~L~~O~~~~~~~~LAir Zr02 S102 ~~~~~~
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Pig. 1. Illustratio n, of the time—averaged electric field squared as
a function of distance into 1/2 coated samples [7). V 1.
normalized to unity at the air—coating interface. The arrow.
indicate position. where various values of V are obtained.
The refrac tive indices of each material are included Lu each
illustratio n .
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FURTHER STUDIES 0? THE ROLE OF
ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH IN LASER DAMAGE

OF DIELECTRIC LAYERS

JOSEPH H. APFEL
Optical Coating Laboratory , Inc.

Santa Rosa , California 95402

In this study a silica/titanic quarterwave stack
• reflector , a four—layer antireflection coating, and a

combination of the two were prepared in a single evap-
oration coating run and damaged with 180—ps , l .064 i i m
laser pulses. The peak pulse intensity at the threshold
of damage was highest for the reflector stack and lowest
for the AR coating. Although relative thresholds of the
reflector stack and the combination are in the order pre-
dicted by the model of damage occurring at the location
of peak field intensity in the titanic layers , the AR
coating damaged at an anomalously low value . 

-

The results indicate that the substrate/coating
interface is vulnerable when illuminated by the laser
pulse as in the case of the AR coating.

Key words ; Antireflection coatings; dielectric filma ;
electric field.; laser damage ; nonlinear absorption ;
optical coatings.

1. Introduction

In studies of damage to optical coatings by 125—pa l.064pm laser pulses , Milam
[1), found that antireflection (AR) coatings generally fail at lower pulse intensities
than dielectric reflectors . This is contrary to expectations based upon an analysis of
the internal electric fields [21. In this sti.z5y wn evaluated the dmoage thresbold of these
two types of coatings and a combination of them which were composed of silica and ti-
tania filma prepared under controlled circumstances. These results provide for a
quantitative comparison of the threshold versus the computed electric field intensity
in each of the coatings.

To explain the discrepancy between these results and the previously reported cor-
relation between peak field intensity and damag e f2j, we consider two models; nonlinear
absorption in the hi gh index titanic layers and substrate/coating interface vulnerabil-
ity, The nonlinear absorption modal is shown to be incompatible with experimental re-
sult. ,

Another study reported at this conference [31, which describes the effect of bar—
n c r  layer. at the substrate /coating interface , supports our conaluaion that the inter-
face is especially vulnerable to damage.

2. Experimental

Using equipment and procedure s described previously [2] , we prepare d three differ-
ent multilayer coatings in a single evaporation run on super polished subatrates of
BK— i glass.

The three coatings were an eleven layer quarterwave stack high reflector (AR ) ,
and a combination of the two in which the AR coating was deposited on top of the HR
coatings (see figure 1).

By mean , of externally actuated mask , , the vapor from the electron beam heated
silica and titanic sources was allowed to deposit onto substrates A and B for the elev-
en lay.r HR coating and then onto A and C for the AR coating. Although, the combina-
tion M+HR coating has no practical application it we. included to demonstrate that the
low threshold of tbe AR is not inherent in it. design.

After coating, th. three samples were delivered to the Lawrence Livermor e Labora -
tory where they were tested for damage threshold by the techniques described pr e—
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viously [1,3]. For these samples only one laser beam was incident during each shot and
every shot was subjected to streak camera recording.

3. Experimental Results

Table 1 contains the results of damage testing . Thresholds are quoted as laser
pulse energy density (Joules/cm ) and laser pulse peak power density (GW/cm). From
the streak camera recordings which were used to convert the energy density data to
power density data, the average pulse width (FWHI4) was found to be 180 picosecond..

Table 1. Measured Damage Threshold
for 180—ps , l . 0 6 4 j n

Energy Density Peak Intensi ty
Sample Description (J/cm ) ( GW/cm )

11 Layer 7.0±0.5 45±5
B Quarterwave Stack

Reflector (HR)

4 Layer 3.2±0.3 17±3
C Antireflection

Coating (AR)

Combination 5. 1±0.5 2 8 ± 4
A AR+HR

4. Discussion

Fi gures 2 ,3, and 4 are the electric field profiles of the three coatings at thres-
hold. The incident intensities for these three profiles are proportional to the pulse
energy densities at threshold. Due to variations in the pulse length and shape, the
peak intensities are not exactly proportional to the pulse energies; if the profiles
were plotted using peak intensities the combination coating (Sample A) would have
slightly greater amplitude than shown.

Clearly, the three samples do not have the same peak electric f ie ld intensity in
the high index titanic layers as observed by Apfel , et. al. [2], In that study, four
assemblies of quarter and half-wavelength thick layers were prepared simultaneously and
found to have approximately equal peak electric field intensities at threshold.

Since the AR design contains non—quarterwave layers we sought an interference com-
patible mechanism that would somehow make the three coatings similar under intense ra-
diation. It was hypothesized that nonlinear absorption in the high index titania lay-
ers might cause sufficient absorption to modify the electric field profiles , and thus
the absorption , to a greater extent in the reflector (B) and the combination coating
(A) than in the AR coating (C).

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the analysis. The high index layer. of all
designs were subdivided and given absorption values proportional to the local field
intensity and the internal field was recomputed and then the process was repeated un-
til no significant change in field occurred. Figures 5 and 6 resulted after five cy—0
d es. The proportionality constant was chosen to just cause melting of titania(l830 C)
in the sample with the highest peak field . The computed peak temperatures are shown in
the figures. Even with these rather high absorption coefficient. the interference gen-
erated electric field profiles for the three coatings are not significantly changed
f rom the original curves which assume essentially zero absorption.

The AR coating, which failed at the lowest pulse energy density , is different fr om
the other two coatings in that there is intense radiation at the substrate surface . We
postulate that the substrate/coating interface is vulnerable to damage because of con-
tamination from the substrate polishing process or from an undefined chemical rsaction
between the substrate and the adjacent titania layer. Our expe r iments with barrier
layers of silica and alumina are reported at this symposium [3].
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5. C o n c l u s i o n s

An antireflection coating for l.064t~m composed of evaporated silica and titania
has anomously low damage threshold relative to a quarterwave stack reflector and a com-
bination coating consisting of the AR on top of the HR coating. It is proposed that
the low threshold is due to an unexplained vulnerability of the substrate/coating
interface.
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8. Fi gures

II LAYER

~~FLECT0R O1R

~~~~~~~ 
~NTIRfFLECTI0t4 —A I HIGH REFLECTOR (B)

VMR ~fHJ ~~~~~ RATC

Fig. 2.  The t ime averaged square of the electric
f ie ld  in an eleven layer quarterwave
stack high re f lec tor  (HR) coating at the
threshold of damage as a function of
distance measured norma l to the surface
of the layers for radiation incident
from the left. The high index titanla
layers are indicated by shading and the

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the incident laser beam intensity is m di—
three coatings. cated by the arrow.
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Fi g. 3. The time averaged square of the e l e c t r i c  Fig.  4.  The time averaged square of the electric
f i e ld  in a four layer antireflection (AR) field in a combination (AR+HR) coating
coating at the threshold of damage as a as a function of distance measured
function of distance measured normal to normal to the surface layers for radia—
the surface of the layers for radiation tion incident from the left. The high
incident from the left. The hi gh index index titania layers are indicated by
titania layers are indicated by shading shading and the incident laser beam
and the incident laser beam intensity intensity is indicated by the arrow.
is indicated by the arrow.
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Fig. ~~. The electric field tnte~ sity profile Fig. 6. The e lectr ic  f ie ld intensity profi le  fo r
for radiation incident on a high radiation incident on a combination (AR+HR)
reflector (HR) and an antireflection coating with nonlinear absorption in the
(AR) coating with nonlinear absorp— high index layers as a bar graph overlay.
ti on in the high index l-~vers ~~ a The incident laser beam intensity is m d i—
bar graph overlay. The in- ident cated by the arrow at the left and the
laser beam intensity is indicated by peak temperature is shown for a nonlinear
the arrow at the left and the peak absorption coefficient adjusted to slightly
temperature is shown for a nor l inear exceed the melting point of Ti02.
absorption coefficient adjusteu to
cause melting of Ti02 on the comb~n—
ation (AR+HR) coating.
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THE EFFECTS OF BARRIER LAYERS AND SURFACE SMOOTHNESS
ON 150-ps , 1.064-urn LASER DAMAGE OF AR COATINGS ON GLASS4

J. H. Apfel and E. A. Enemark
Optical Coating Laboratory , Inc.
Santa Rosa , California 95402

and

D. Milar n , N . L.  Smi th , and M. J. Webe r
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of Califo rnia
Livermore , California 94550

We observed th;t the maximum internal electric field at the threshold of
damage in antirefle ction (AR) coatings , as ca l cu l a ted from our meas u ed threshold
fl u x . is lower  tnan for high reflector (FIR) coatings . The difference in damage
vulnerability is attributed to the coating-substrate interface which s illuminated
when AR coated but is protected by interference reflection when HR coated. To test
this postulate , experiments were designed using evaporated interference coatings
of silicon oxide (silica) and titanium oxide (titania) of di fferent compositions
on glass substrates of different surface smoothnesses. These were damage-tested
wi th 150-ps , 1. 064-urn laser pulses . We find that for silica/titani a AR coatings
on 811-7 glass , a barrier or protecting l ayer of si lica adjacent to the substrate
improves the damage threshold whereas the substrate surface smoothness is not
critical for short pulses . in one experiment , aluminum oxide (alumina) was used
for the barrier layer between the AR coating and the substrate.

Key words : Ant ireflection coatings ; barrier layer; damage thresholds ; gl ass
substrate; optical coating design ; optical coating materials; substrate smoothness.

INTRODUCTION

In studies of damage to optical coatings by 125-ps , 1.064-pm l.~iser pulses , Milan i [1] found that
antireflect ion (AR) coatings generally fail at lower pulse intensities than dielectri c reflectors.
This is contrary to expectations based upon an analysis of the internal electri c fields . Previous
work [2] with several silica/tit ania mult ilayers demonstrated a correlation between 1.064—pm pulsed
laser damage threshold and the maximum electric field strength produced in the titania layers .
Because the maximum internal electric fiel d for AR coatings is a lower mult i ple of the incident
electric field than for quarter-wave-stack reflectors (HP), the damage threshold should be higher.

We suspected that the above differences are due to the damage vulnerability at the interface
between the substrate and the coating. This interface is subject to full pulse intensity for an
AR coating but is protected by interference for a dielectric reflector. Coleman [3] found that the
sl ight optical absorption of sputtered titani a films on soft glass microscope slides was reduced
when a silica layer was deposited prior to the titan ia. Al thou gh glass subs trates , such as 811-7,
are compositiona lly different from the soft alkali-bearing glass used by Coleman , the presence of
a titania first layer prompted our investigation of the effect of Introducing silica and alumina
barrier layers on the substrate prior to depositing AR coatings . A series of coatings was designed
In which the barrier layer thickness , barrier material , and deposition process were varied. Damage
thresholds were measured using 150-ps , 1. 064-urn laser pulses .

For the initial experiments on barrier layers , coa tings were placed on conventional polished
surfaces. Howeve r, we observed va riations In thresholds for different experiments Involving supposedly
similar coating. House et al. [4] have reported variations in damage thresholds wi th surface smoothness.
To Investigate this , a second series of experiments were performed in which controlled , and w idel y
d4fferent , substr~te surface smoothnesses were used.

EXPERI MENTAL
Coat i ngs

Fo r glass , the simplest monochromati c AR coating which Is composed of silica and titanla films
Is a two-layer V-coat consisting of a first-deposited thin titan la layer and a thicker silica second
layer. This design is capable of zero reflectance at one wavelength for the design Incidence angle.
The reflectance of a V-coat Increases rapidly for wavelengths and Incidence angles departing from the
design values. Accordingly, imprecise layer thicknesses or variations In layer thickness over a single
surface can result In unacceptably high refl ectance values . A four-layer coating. sImilar to that
described by Rock [5], is more practical for large laser components because it maintains uniformly low

Work at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory was performed under the auspices of the Materials Sciences
Programs of the U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration and Contract W-7405-eng-48.
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reflectance for angle  and thickness variations encountered in normal production of flat and gently
curved lens surfaces . The designs used in this study were composed of (1) four layers beginning wi th
hi gh-index titania on the glass substrate or (2) fIve layers when a low-index silica or alumina barrier
layer was interposed between the glass and the first high-Index layer.

Most of the AR coatings were prepared in a special vacuum facility equipped with externally actuated
masks which can be Interposed In the coating vapor stream. In this way , both a control coating and a
barrier layer coating were prepared in the same run wi th the four-layer AR coating simultaneously deposited
on both substrates. In the coating run made to compare the effects of silica and alumina barrier layers,
the vacuum was broken when the source material was changed.

To demonstrate the applicabil ity of this work , three production runs were also made wi th regular
coating equipment and sampl e spatial filter lenses similar to those required for the LIL Shiva laser.
In one run the barrier layer pl us a regular four-layer AR was coated on one surface of the lens and ,
i n another run , the opposite surface was coated with only the four-layer AR.

Substra tes

The substrates for the research coatings were BK-7 glass disks of 38 nan diameter and 7 m thick .
The disk faces were ground and polished by standard optical shop procedures to yield three degrees
of surface smoothness which will be referred to as comercial , convent ional , and super-polish. All
dis ks had one surface prepared with a coumnercial polish and the other polished to a hi gher degree.
The smoothness was characteri zed by apply ing a silvered surface and measuring the diffusel y scattered
intensity of a He-Ne laser beam. With the polarized laser beam incident at 300, the coll imated detector
accepted a narrow cone of diffusely scattered light in the plane of incidence at an angle near the
specularly refl ected beam. Relati ve roughness values are quoted in parts-per-million intensity
compared to a ground surface of boron nitride.

The silver coating was dissolved wi th hot nitric acid prior to applying the experimental coating.
Extended hot ni tric acid iivvnersion was previously shown to be beneficial to the damage threshold for
40-ns pulses [6] and is effective in removing all optical traces of the silver layer.

Damage Threshold Determination

The damage tests at 1.064 urn were carried out wi th the laser facility previously described [I].
Streak camera recordings of 37 laser shots made during one of the damage experiments show that the
laser pulse leng th (FWHM) varied from 110—210 ps with an average value of 149 ps. Experimental
results are quoted as maximum energy flux (J/cm 2) measured at the surface in a plane ~erpendicular
to the beam. When streak camera pulse-length data were available, intens iti es (GW /cm ) a re also
gi ven.

An experimental confi guration was used in which three beams having relative intensities l :2~3were incident on the sample for each firing of the laser. Several techniques were employed to detect
damage. The sample was visually observed during each irradiation to detect laser-Induced light or
sparks. Ininediately after each firing the focal sites were examined using a focused white light source.
The damage experiment was continued until damage was detected by one of these two tests. Typically,
this procedure required four to seven laser firings and the irradiation of twelve to twenty-one sites
per sample.

Final determination of damage was made by using Nomarski microscopy to examine each focal site.
Since a fixed array of sites was used during sample irradiation , the spatial coordinates of each site
were known. Damage was assessed by noting systematic differences in the morphology of irradiated
sites and non-irradiated portions of the film. Threshold damage consisted of a few micropits 1 urn
in diameter or, in some cases , of a few areas 5-10 urn In diameter which appeared as raised “mounds.
The tops of these mounds were ruptured in some instances . There is an uncertainty in the microscopic
assessment because all dielectric fi lms examined to date have a few small pinholes which resen~ le
laser damage. Mounds were never found except on i rradiated sites. Depending on sample quality ,
obvious damage was observed for sites irradiated at flux levels 10-20% above the assigned threshold.
The usual precision of threshold values was 10-12%.

Thresholds were defined as the midpoint between highest flux not producing damage and the lowest
flux causing damage . The assi gned error accounts for uncertainties in the relative flux levels (— 5%)
and the microscopic examination. The boundary between flux levels which cause damage and those which
cause no damage was always sharp to within experimental uncertainty . In no case did we observe large
scale variations of threshold over the sample surface.

RESULTS

Table 1 suniniarlzes the results of three coating runs In which different thicknesses and materials
were used for the barrier l ayers. In every case the threshol d was either unchanged or improved by the
addition of the barrier l ayer. Comparable benefi t is seen for alumina and silica barrier layers.
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Tab le 2 shows the results for three samples coated on both surfaces in production vacuum equipment.
Again , the coatings with a barrier layer demonstrated higher thresholds . Note that similar coatings
did not yield identical thresholds .

The control samples in Table 1 (566A , 565A, and 568A) were identical coatings made in separate
runs on conventionally polished substrates . Similarly, samples 5660 and 568B had identical half—wave
opt i call y thick silica barrier l ayers. Differences in the measured damage thresholds of these similar
coatings suggested that substrate surface roughness might be important.

Table 3 shows the effect of surface smoothness on the threshold for AR coatings wi th and without
barrier layers. In these experiments the l aser pulse length was determined from streak camera data ;
t hus , it was possible to calculate pulse intensitie s (6W/cm 2) at the threshold of damage. The data
in Table 3 are arranged into groups with similar coatings and In order of increasing roughness wi thin
each group. Al though the thresholds vary by a factor of two, there is no consistent correlation with
surface smoothness.

DISCUSSION

The present results in conjunction with previous results [1] show that for silica/titan ia films
the damage thresholds for 150-ps , 1.064-urn laser pulses are l ower for AR coating than for silica/titania
mul ti l ayer reflectors. This is opposite to predictions based upon internal electric field strengths
in the film. As mentioned earlier , one obv ious difference between the two types of coatings is the
intensity at the coating/substrate interface which is high for AR coatings and zero for HR coatings .
Since uncoated BK-7 disks damage at ~ 10 J/cm2 , any In terface vul nerabilit y must be due to the presence
of the coating.

Table 1. ExperImental damage thresholds (J/cm 2) for coatings from research equipment.

Sample Barrler* Threshold Improvemen t

566A none 4.2 0.3 - -
5668 A/50 Si02 4.0 0.3 none

566C X/4 Si02 4.0 0.3 none

5660 A/2 Sf02 4.8 0.5 15~

565A none 3.2 • 0.4 - -
565B 2 x A/4 5102 6.3 ± 0.7 90%
565C 4 x A/4 S102 6.3 ± 0.7 90%

568A none 3.2 ± 0.3 - -
5688 )~/2 5102 

5.6 ± 0.6 75%
568C X/4 Al203 4.0 ± 0.4 25%
5680 A/2 A1203 

5.1 ± 0.4 60%

*Barrier layers stated in optical thicknesses. Barrier layers in 565B and 565C were
deposited as an accumulat ion of several discrete thin films .
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Table 2. Experimental damage thresholds (J/cm2) for coatings from production equipment.

Sample Barrier Threshold Improvement

Asphere A none 2.7 ± 0.3 - -

Asphere B A/4 SiO2 4.7 ± 0.8 70%

6974A none 3.5 ± 0.5 - -

6974B A/4 Si02 4.3 0.5 20%

6977A none 3.3 0.4 - -
6977B A/4 Si02 4.0 ± 0.4 20%

Table 3. Dependence of damage threshold on surface roughness of substrate .

Sample Surfac~ Bar ri er La er Di ffuse Thre shol d
Preparation ~ Intensity (ppm) 6W/cm 2 J/cm2

600A Superpol i sh none 160 27 ± 7 4.0 ± 0.6
599A Conanercial none > 1000 37 ± 9 5.5 ± 0.7

599 Bl4 Superpolish 2 (A/4) Si02 20 28 ± 7 4.1 ± 0.6
600 AA1 Superpol ish 2 (A/4) Si02 40 36 ± 9 5.4 ± 0.7

599 Al6 Superpolish 2 (A/4) Si02 70 23 ± 6 3.4 ± 0.5

599 AA1 Comercial 2 (x/4) Si02 > 1000 29 ± 7 4.4 ± 0.6

599 88 Superpolish A/2 Sf02 20 47 ± 18 7.0 ± 2.0

599 Al 3 Superpolish A/2 Si02 70 45 ± 9 6.7 ± 1.3

600 86 Superpolish x/2 5102 230 26 ± 8 3.9 ± 0.8
599 86 Conanercial A/2 Si02 > 1000 42 ± 10 6.3 ± 0.8

In the above experiments , several different barrier layer designs were tried. These layers did
not significantly affect the reflectivity of the AR coating or the electric field intensity at the
boundary . They do, however, provide physical and chemical isolation from the substrate and a different
surface for the deposition of the first titania layer. In Tables 1 and 2, the add ition of the barrier
layers always yielded positive results in terms of increased damage thresholds.

From the limited data available, the thickness of the barrier layers seems to be important.
That is , up to the A/2 thicknesses investigated , the thicker l ayers had the higher damage thresholds.
We have chosen the X/2 barrier layer thickness for subsequent production applications .

The effects of depositing the barrier as (1) one continuous layer and (2) a series of discrete
A/4 layers separated by a time interval of several minutes are included in Table 1. The smal l
improvement by the latter technique evident in Table 1 was not repeated In Table 3. At present, the
interruption of layers appears to offer no benefit.
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To investigate the effects of substrate surface i rregularities , AR coatings were prepared with
and without A/2 barrier layers on substrates wi th various degrees of roughness. The roughness was
determined by light scattering. The quoted scatter intensity of each disk is the average of five
measurements made at different locations wi thin a 2.5-rn-diameter central region. Two disks were
eval uated at several locations within the central one-Inch-diameter region to verify that the surface
scatter intensity was unifo rm. To correlate the scatter intensity measurements with surface roughness,
we examined three samples (generously provided by J. Bennett, Michelson Laboratory , Naval Weapons
Center) whose RMS roughnesses were all about lO~ as determined by TIS and FECO techniques . Our best
superpolish surfaces scattered slightly less than the Bennett samples and were, therefo re, ass umed
to be at least as smooth.

From the results shown in Table 3, the quality of substrate surface polish did not affect the
damage threshold for 150-ps pulses. House at al.  [4), on the other hand , found a correlation between
damage threshold and surface smoothness for 40-ns pulses.

CONCLUSIONS

The addition of a silica barrier layer between a BK-7 glass substrate and the first titania layer
of a four-layer AR coating improved the average threshold for l50-ps , 1.064-urn laser damage. The
improvement varies from insignificant to nearly double when simultaneously coated samples were compared.
There is a trend toward higher threshold with increased sil ica barrier layer thickness. On the basis
of results for the two samp les , alum ina barrier l ayers are as effective as silica In raising the damage
threshold. Contrary to the results of House et al. [4) for damage by 40-ns pulses , for 150-ps pulses
we found no correlation between damage thresholds and surface smoothness either with or without a
barrier layer.
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USE OF N0P.~-QUARTER-WAVE DESIGNS TO INCREASE ThE DAMAGE RESISTANCE OF REFLECTORSAT 532 AND 1064 NANOMETERS°

Dennis H. Gill , Brian E. Newnam and John McLeod
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamo s, New Mexico 87545

The damage resistance of multilayer dielectric laser reflectors has been increased
by using non-quarter’ wave thicknesses for the top few layers. These designs minimize the
standing-wave electric field in the high-index layers , which are generally the weaker
layers. Algebraic equations have been derived for optimum film thicknesses and for the
resul ting peak elec tric f i e lds .

Five sets of refiectors for 532 and 1064 nm were fabricated according to these designs
by two vendors using two different material combinations. Each set contained one reflector
of standard all-quarter-wave design and three reflectors each with a different number of
modified layers . The damage thresholds of the modified designs were found to be higher
than the all-quarter-wave designs, in some cases by a factor greater than 2. The damage
thresholds have been analyzed and explained in terms of standing-wave electric field patterns.

Key words : Damage thresholds; electric fields; laser damage; non-quarter-wave designs;
picosecond pulses; standing waves; thin films .

I . Introduction

A substantial increase in the damage resistance of multilayer dielectric laser reflectors has been -
]attained by using non-quarter-wave thickness designs for the top few layers. The principle of these

designs is to minimize the standing-wave (SW) electric field in the high-index layers , which are gene-
rally less damage resistant than low-index layers. Algebraic equations were derived for the optimum
film thicknesses and for the resulting peak electric fields. Reflectors for 532 mm and 1064 nm were
fabricated according to these designs, and their measured damage thresholds were compared with those
of similar reflectors with all quarter-wave (QW) thicknesses.

To the knowledge of the authors , the first suggestion for using non-QW top layers was mad1 by
Gary DeBell for the purpose of minimizing the total linear absorption in reflector stacks [I). Newnamm
suggested non-QW thicknesses to obtain minimum peak fields in high index layers in order to raise the
damage threshold [2). Coatich and Bloom designed and supplied test samples of Ti0

2/Si02 reflectors to

LASL with one pair of non-QW layers, but these were not the optimum design [3). Newnam and Gill pre-
sented the threshold data for these samples along with suggestions for improvement at Asilomar (4)
and reported on the first set of reflectors with optimum designs at CLEA [5]. Apfe l did a very elegant
job of mathematically deriving the optimum designs (6).

2. Theory

The standard dielectric reflector is composed of alternate layers of relatively high- and low-
refractive indices which have QW optical thicknesses . In this design , the SW-electric field maxima
occur at the layer interfaces and are largest in the top layers nearest the incident radiation (see
fi g. Ia). Previous experiments (2 .7,81 have shown that the damage threshold of QW stacks of Ti0

2 and
Si0

2 is determined by the peak internal SW electric field in the hi gh-index material (hO 2). In the

visible and near infrared the high-index material is usually weaker than the low-index material , thus,
it is highly desirable to shift the position of the SW field maxima away from the film interfaces of
the top layers of a reflector and into the low-index (stronger) layers . This is accomplished by the
use of non-QW thicknesses for the top layers.

If the thicknesses of the top pair of layers are modified so that the high-index layer is thinner
and the low-index layer is thicker than a QW , the SW field max imum is shifted into the low-index
ma terial , as shown in figure lb. Note that the amplitude of the peak has increased , so that the low-
index material is being stressed harder than for the all-QW case . The maximum value of E occurring in
high- index material has been reduced to 0.652/0.833 = 0.78 of Its previous value . (These numbers
depend on the Indices of refraction of the materials. This example uses 2.40 and 1.46.) The peak E
occurring in low-index material ha~ increased to 1.073/0.833 1.29 time s its previous value. Further
shifting can be accomplished by modifying the thicknesses of the top two pairs of l5yers, as shown in
fi gure Ic. Here the peak E value in high-Index material has been furt~~i~ reduced and the peak E in low-index material has Increased again. This procedure can be extended to the modification of as many

°Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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layers as desired . However, at some point the stronger material will break and no further improvement
can be obtained. This will be discussed in more detail below .

One can analyze the SW electric-field pattern in a reflector and derive equations for the peak
fields and the reflectance. To minimize the peak field in the high-index layers Chile maintaining
maximum reflectance, the thicknesses of the top two layers are given by

SIN .3- BL > —
~~
. (1)

Nand TAN ° — 8H < 
~~~~~~ 

(2)
V’ N2-l

n
where N o  .Ji (3)n

L

2,m.d.
and e

~
w x1’ (4)

Here , the subscripts L , H refer to the low- and high-index layers and d is the film thickness. Similar
expressions have also been derived by Apfel (6]. For the thicknesses specified by eqs. (1,2 ) ,  the
peak E-field in the first high-index layer is reduced by a factor of

N (5)

compared to the standard all-QW case. At the same time the peak E-field in the first low- index layer
is increased by a factor of

N2 (6)
12N2-l

The equations above apply to the modification of the top pair of layers . For further improvement
one can modify additional pairs of layers. The thicknesses , however , are different for each layer. In
order to generalize the equation s, a convention is chosen for numbering the layers. Assume that some
number of I~l layers are deposited on the substrate (i.e., a standard reflector), then a 

~~~~ 
of modi-

fied layers are deposited on top of the QW stack. Number the mod i fied layers outward , sii~ff ng with
layer 1 adJacent to the QW stack and ending with layer 2m next to the air, as shown below .

AIR 2m 2m-l 4 3 2 1 .

SUBSTRATE
H L H I. H L H L H L

For this general case , the optimal thicknesses for the modified layers are given by

0 < 1 < .
Low Index Layers : SIN 82i~ l = 

__________ ~ (7)

~fi~~_ (i_l) 2i—l

High Index Layers: TAN N 0 <  i ~~m (8)
Ii~~~-l) < w/2

where eqs. (3,4) still hold. The ~axi.ua S-field occurring in any high-ind•x layer, relative to theincident B-field in air, is

2 
(9)

B0 
~L ~~~

+l)N2-m

Simi larly, for a low-index layer ,

E L 
- 

2 [~~c.-’~ 
(10)

~L V (..1)N2-i.
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Equa tions (9) and (10) can be used to determine the decrease or increase in the peak E-f ie ld
occurring in either material , relative to the field in a standard all-QW (a it 0) reflector. These
ratios are plotted in figure 2 as a function of N. Because of the relationship between damage threshold
and peak B-field , we defi ne the reciprocal of the reduction in the peak E -f ie ld  in the high-index
material as the improvement. 1. This is the expected increase in the damage threshold, as compared to
the all QW case, for a reflector with an rn-pair modified design . This expected increase is given by

I a o V i ~N
2
-m 

. (11)

This assumes that damage occurs due to failure of the high-index material . Figure 3 shows the improve-
ment I as a function of N, as well as the ratio of the peak E-field in the low-index material to that
of the high-index material . Note that I relates to the E-field damage threshold. If one thinks of

damage threshold in units of joules per square centimeter , the improvement is

Whether or not these modified designs will yield higher damage thresholds than the all-QW design
depends on the ratio of the damage thresholds of the two materials. As has been shown , increasing the
value of m increases the B-field in the low-index material. As iii is increased , at some point the
(stronger) low-index material will break . Define the parameter p to be the ratio of the damage
threshold (expressed ir. MV / cm) of the low-index film to the damage threshold of the high-index film .
Usi ng eqs. (9,10) we can show that if

~~ > J~~2~~~~1~ , (12)

then full advantage can be taken of an rn-pair modification . For most practical cases in the visible
and near ir , the value of p limits the useful designs to m 1 , 2 or 3. If a value of m is used such
that eq. (12) does not hold , then the damage threshold will decrease from its optimum value . If a is
high enough , the damage threshold can actually be lower than for the all QW case.

3. Experiment

3.1. Test Procedure

I n order to test the theory, five sets of reflectors were obtained from two vendors. Each set
(except one) contained four reflectors , one each of m — 0 (al l  QW) . m o 1 , m = 2 and m it 3. All  four -

‘

reflector s were coated in the same coating run by using shutters , thus , al l  four reflectors have the
same stack of quarter wave layers. Then the modified layers are added , and as each reflector is com-
pleted , it is shuttered off to protect it from the remaining modified layers. This rather complicated
procedure was used to assure that each reflector was as nearly identical to the others in its set as
possible. In this way, differences in damage threshold should be due to design differences only ,
assuming that the material in the outer layers is identical to that in the QW layers. The reflectors
obtai ned were Ti02/Si02 and Zr02/5i02 at 1064 nm and 532 mm.

The reflectors were tested using a laser damage test facility that has been described elsewhere
[8,9). The laser was a mode-locked Nd :YAG system. The fundamental or second harmonic was used as
appropriate. Pulse lengths were 30 ps for 1064 nm and 21 pa for 532 nm. Considerable effort was taken
to assure a good gaussian beam profile , and the profile of the focal spot was measured on every shot
using a linear array .

3.2. Data at 1064 nm
Table 1 lists the data obtained on one set of Ti0 2/Si02 reflectors at 1064 mm . One can see that

the mel design doubled the damage threshold compared to the m it 0 case . The mit it 2 case was not quite
as good as m it 1, but s t i l l  bette r than am it 0. The m o 3 case provided a damage threshold 2 .6 times
as la rge as the QW reflector. The lower threshold for m = 2 followed by an increased threshold for
m • 3 does not follow the pattern predicted by the last column , using the exact design thicknesses.
At least part of the explanation lies in the lack of abili ty of the vendor to maintain accurate film
thicknesses on non-quarter-wave coatings. These modified-layer designs are much more sensitive to
errors in coating thicknesses than are standard QW designs . By consulting with the vendor and care-
fully reading his coating run sheets, we were able to estimate the magnitude and location of several
thickness errors. Also , some of these could be verified by comparing spectral transmission curves
with theoretically predicted curves. The modified-layer designs have very distinct spectral signa-
tures. Both of these methods can be used to estimate thickness errors. It was determined that there
were thickness errors in both the m it 2 and the a — 3 reflectors. Without ideal thicknesses, eqs.
(9-11) no longer apply. The actual (as best we could determine) thicknesses were used in a LASI.
computer code that calculates the complete E-field distribution in an arbitrary stack of dielectric
films. The results were used to predict the improvement shown in the “Theoretical as Coated” column.
It should be noted that the theoretical improvements in all of the tables assume high-index layer
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failure, unless otherwise noted. At higher rn-values it is expected that the low-index layer will fail ,

and these predicted improvements will be larger than those actually obtained. In table 1, the measured
improvement does not agree exactly with the “Theoretical as Coated” improvement , but the trends agree

well. Speci f ica l ly ,  the lower improvement for m — 2 is apparently explained by the thickness errors .
While these errors cause trouble in exact agreement between experiment and theory , al l  of the modif ied-
design reflectors had substantially higher damage thresholds than the str lard QW reflectct.

Table 1. Ti02/SiO2 
reflectors at 1064 mm .

Measured
Damage E-field at threshold Improvement Relative to all QW

Threshold H-Layer L-Layer Measured Theoretical Theoretical
Layers Design (J/cm 2

) 
(MV/cm) (MV/cm) as coated ideal thick.

11 All QW 1.0 ± .1 3.0 3.0 --- --- ----

13 m= l 2 .0  ± .2 3.4 5 .4  2 . 0  1.59 1.59

15 m— 2 1.7 ± .2 3.5 6 .2  1.7 1.31 2.18

17 m=3 2 .6  ± .5 3.1 6 . 7  2 .6  2 .47  2. 77

Table 2 l is ts  the data obtained on a set of :r02 /Si 02 r e f l ec to r s  at 1064 mm . Here , again , coating

thickness errors play a major role. Note the rather dramatic drop in the threshold for the m = 2
case , which is explained by a th ickness  error. The a ° 3 design provided a 74% increase in the damage
threshold,  It is l ike ly  that the m = 3 desi gn fa i led  in the low-index layer .

Table 2. Zr02 /S i02 ref lec tors  at 1064 mm .

Measured
Damage B-f ie ld  at threshold Improvement Re la t ive  to a l l  QW

Threshold H-Layer  L-Layer Measured Theoret ical  Theoretical

Layers Desi gn (J/cm 2 ) (MV/cm ) (MV/cm) as coated ideal thick .

17 All QW l.3~ ± .3 4.2 4.2

19 mol 1.4 2 ± .3 3.8 5.0 1.05 1.27 1.42

21 mo2 1.0 ± .1 3.8 5.3 .74 .88 1.84

23 m=3 2 .3~ ± .6 3.8 6 .7  1.74 2 .10  2 .26

Table 3 l ists the data for another set of Ti0
2
/SiO, reflectors at 1064 mm. This set was chrono-

logically the first set obtained. The results were somewhat dubious because of the larger range of
the damage threshold. Note that the lower end was constant for the three samples. This was attri-
buted to defects. The samples had a high scatter level , which is often due to the presence of large
numbers of defects. The upper end of the range did show an improvement for the modified samples.
The improvement obtained for mol is consistent with that predicted for either L- or H-layer f a i lu re ,
and the improvement obtained for m=2 is consistent with that predicted for low-index layer failure .
The column predicting improvement If the L-layer fails appears in table 3 because we have a measured
value of p for this vendor and these materials. Recall that p is the ra t io  of damage thresholds for
the two mater ials .  Previous to th i s  experiment , sing le QW layers of h O 2 and Si0 2 had been obtained
from this vendor and damage tested. The value of p was fo und to be 1.5 - 1.6. The nex t - to - l a s t
column in table 3 was calculated using 1.58 and seems to be consistent with the data. For other
vendors the value of p for Ti02/Si02 has been measured to be in the range 1.5 - 1.6, also. Because
of the constant threshold on the low end , it was decided to obtain samples from another vendor. All
of the other samples reported in this paper were from the second vendor.

Table 3. Ti02/S102 reflectors at 1064 nm.
Measured E-field at - Improvement Relative to all QW
Damage Threshold Measured Theoretical Theoretical Theoretical

Threshold H-Layer L-Layer (Top of Range) H-Layer Fails L-Layer Fails H-Layer Fails
Layers Design (J/cm2) (MV/cm) (MV/cm) As Coated 1.58 Ideal Thick .

15 All QW 4.5-5.4 7.0 7.0 -- -  - -- -  - -- -

15 mitl 4.5—8.0 7.1 11.1 1.5 1.44 1.4 1.59
15 m—2 4.5-6.4 5.6 10.7 1.2 1.82 1.2 2.19
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3.3. Data at 532 nm

Table 4 lists the data obtained from a set of Ti02/SIO2 
reflectors at 532 mm . Once again coating

thickness errors reduced the expected improvement. As designed , the set would have shown a range of
improvements from 1.63 to 2.88 , although the L-layer should have broken for m ° 3. However , as coated ,
the expected improvements were all roughly the same, and indeed this was observed experimentally. Even
so, a factor of 1.6 Increase in damage threshold is well worthwhile.

Table S lists the data for a set of Zr02/SiO2 reflectors at 532 nm. The maximum improvement of

30% was obtained with the me o 1 design followed by a slow decrease in the threshold for m = 2 and 3.

Table 4. Ti02/5i02 reflectors at 532 nm.

Measured
Damage E-Field at Threshold Improvement relative to all QW
Threshold H-Layer L-Lsyer Measured Theoretical Theoretical

Layers Design (J/c 2
) (MV/cm) (MV/cm) 

________ 
as coated Ideal Thick.

11 Al l  QW 1.3 ± .1 3.9 3.9

13 a— I 1.8 ± .1 4.0 5.6 1.4 1.31 1.63

15 m=2 2.2 ± .2 5.1 7.0 1.6 1.18 2.26

17 m=3 2.1 ± .2 4,7 7.2 1.6 1.38 2.88

Table 5. Zr0
2/Si02 reflectors at 532 me.

Measured
Damage B-Field at Threshold Improvement relative to all QW

Threshold H-Layer L-Layer Measured Theoretical Theoretical
Layers Design 

(J/cm
2
) (MV/cm) (MV/cm) 

________ 
as coated Ideal Thick.

17 All QW 1.9 ± .1 5.7 5.6

19 a—I 2.5 ± .5 6.2 7.1 1.3 1.13 1.46

21 m=2 2.3 ± .4 5.5 6.7 1.2 1.21 1.91

23 m— 3 2.1 ± .3 5.S 6.7 1.1 1.12 2.37

3.4. Discussion of results

Since most of the samples showed the effects of coating thickness errors, the tolerance for error
in these designs was studied. Table 6 presents the results of an error analys is  for one specific case ,
Ti02 /Si02 with indices of 2.26 and 1.44, respectively. The analysis is done for an Il-layer. all-QW
ref lector , and for a 15-layer, m-2 design. The a l l  QW reflector is qui te  insensi t ive  to thickness
errors , with negli gible field changes for 3% errors. The m — 2 design has field changes of the order
of 2% to 8% for the various 1% errors and field changes of 5% to 23% for various 3% errors. These are
obviously not insign i f i c a n t .  Since the designs are optimized with regard to the high-index layers ,
thickness errors always produce higher B-fields in the H-layer , but may produce either higher or lower
E-fields in the L-layer.

The effect of errors in index of refraction was also studied . The modified designs are not at
all sensitive to an error in n if nd is correct , as might be expected . Thus, an accurate measurement
of the optical thickness nd is important , but an *ccurate knowledge of n is not so critical.

Tolerances of 1% in coating thickness are not unreasonable. Most coaters are capable of main-
taining this tolerance. in some previous experiments using non-QW layers we have obtained samples from
vendors with thicknesses accurate to better than 1%. The primary difficulty is in the monitoring
techniques, which may require some changes. These changes should be worthwhile , however, considering
the possible gains (factors of 2 and more increase in damage threshold).

The amoun t of improvement that one can expect depends upon the relative damage thresholds of the
two materials , as has been shown earlier. It is expected that greater improvem.nts cai be obtained
in the uv and ir where one material tends to be much weaker than the other. Throughout th i s  paper
it has been assumed that  the high-index material  was weaker. The theory presented here works equally
well  for combinations where the low-index material is weaker. One simply modifies the thicknesses so
as to push the peak of the E-field distribution Into the h i g h - i n d e x  layer. EquatIons for the optima l
thicknesses can be derived in a similar manner.

The reflectances for these modified design s will always be greater than the reflectance of the
corresponding all QW reflector , although not by very much. This is true because one is adding the
modified layers to the QW stack.
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Table 6. Coating thickness error analysis. Theoretical errors in E-field
due to thickness errors in coating, for Ti02

/Si0 2, n~ 2.26, nL 
= 1.44 , —‘

N = 1.57. Primes refer to fields in coating with errors .

E E
Design Thickness H L

E
H 

EL

rn-U
(All QW) All layers 3% thick 1.003 1.011

All layers 3% thin 1.006 1.003

m= 2 Mod . layers 1% thick 
- 

1.036 1.023
All layers 1% thick 1.060 1.033
Mod , layers 1% thin 1.058 0.979
All layers 1% thin 1.078 0.973

m— 2 Mod , layers 3% thick 1.124 1.083
All layers 3% thick 1.225 1.125
Mod , layers 3% thin 1.167 0,948
All layers 3% thin 1.218 0.935

4. Conclusions

It has been shown both experimentally and theoretically that a substantial increase in the damage
threshold of a reflector can be obtained by using non-QW layers in the design. Factors of improvement
as large as 2.6 (in the energy density threshold) were obtained. The modified designs are sensitive to
errors in coating thickness , and many of the samples showed less improvement than they might have due
to this . Even so, out of 5 sets of reflectors from 2 vendors , made of 2 different material combinations
for 2 different wavelengths , only one reflector had a lower threshold than its all-QW counterpart .
Non-QW thickness samples have been obtained with thickness errors less than 1%.

These experiments were done in the visible and near ir, It is expected that even greater improve-
ments could be seen in the uv and ir where the weak layers are relatively weaker,
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Fig. 1. Standing-wave electric field distribution in a multi-layer dielectric reflector. E
5 

is the
incident electric field in air, Indices are 2,40 and 1.46. (a) Standard all-quartgr-wave
refle~tor , m—O . (b) One pair of layers modified in thickness , m—l , (c) Two pairs of layers
modified in thickness , m=2 ,
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3.0 
E I I I 1 1

H PEAK E-FIELD OCCURRING IN HIGH-INDEX LAYER
~ RELATIVE TO ALL-QW CASE

= PEAK E-FIELO OCCURRING IN LOW-INDEX LAYER
~ 2.4 - E0 RELATIVE TO ALL-QWCASE

C)
‘(‘

S

rnmI
m

- m=3

o I I I I I I I
LO [4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0

RATIO OF INDICES N:

f t g .  2. Peak B - f i e l d s  occurring in hi gh- and low- index materials , relative to an all-~~ reflector, as
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CHARACTERISTICS OF R. F. SPUTTER-DEPOSITED
ZINC SELENIDE FILMS ON CALCIUM FLUORIDE*

D. A. Walsh and It. V. Bertke
University of Dayton Research Institute

Dayton , Ohio 45469

A study has been made of the optical , physical and chemical
properties of R, F. bias-’sputtered CVD Zinc Selenide thin films
On polycrystalline CaF

2 
laser window material as a function of

sample preparation and deposition parnmeters. Optical perfc’iru—
ance of the coatings has been evaluated by measurement of coat-
ing absorption , physical integrity by topple-test and Scotch
Tape adhesion , and chemical properties by Rutherford Backecat-
tering and Auger Spectroscopy.

A comparison is made between bias-Sputtered and non bias-
sputtered coatings. It is shown that a lower coating absorp-
tion is produced when the sample surface is sputter-etched in—
situ immediately prior to coating. A zinc to selenium ratio of
1.13 to 1 has been found for the initially deposited coating
material and the presence of oxygen at the coating/substrate
interface has been detected for bias—sputtered films .

Key words: Auger analysis; bias—sputtering; calcium fluoride ;
Rutherford backscattering ; sputter—etching ; zinc selenide.

1. Introduction

The deposition of coatings by the sputtering technique offers a number of poten-
tial advantages over resistive or electron beam methods. Inherent in sputtering is the
higher kinetic energy of the coating material as it arrives at the substrate. This
promotes tighter bonding to the substrate surface and should result in a coating of
higher  densi ty ,  improved adhesion and better durability. Along with these benefits
should also follow better homogeneity and lower absorption in the deposited film .
Lower deposition temperatures could also be possible and by utilizing production—type
equipment with vacuum interlockm , a decrease in coating cycle time might also be
realized. Of particular value is the ability to subject the substrates to a final
cleaning by means of in—situ sputter—etching .

2. Experimental

In this investigation three techniques were-studied in a modified sputtering

apparatus equipped with an optical monitor for film thickness control. [1)1 Repre-
sentative coatings of zinc selenide were fabricated on standard samples of Cat’

2 
win-

dow material by straight RF sputtering and RF—Bias sputtering both with and without
sputter—etching of the substrate surface. The absorption of each coating was measured
at 5.3u and representative films were evaluated by Auger Analysis to determine coating
composition and by Rutherford Backscattering to determine the stoichiometry of the
initially deposited ZnSe. All of the samples were subjected to the Scotch Tape Test
but in most cases were not given further adhesion tests to allow additional optical
measurements to be performed.

2.1 Sample Preparation
Substrates were 38 mm 0.0, by 6 mm thick Harshaw Polytran Cat’2 wi th a 3—5 f r inge

flat standard IR finish. Prior to coating each sample was washed in a Liquinox deter-
gent solution using a lens paper swab and given three rinses in both distilled water
and imopropyl alcohol. Samples were then stored in a Freon degreaser until ready to
coat. One set of samples was ft~rther cleaned by in-situ sputter-etching immediately
before coating. Coating conditions used in sample fabrication are shown in table 1.
The apparatus Used in this work ia equipped with a vacuum interlock which allows the
target to remain under vacuum at all times following its initial sputter—cleaning.
After the pre-heating of the specimen in the vacuum interlock , it is automatically
loaded into the sputtering chamber where it is outgassed immediately prior to coating
deposition or sputter-etching if thie step is included.

~~Work supported by the Air Force Materials Laboratory .

l .Fi gures in brackets indicate  the l i terature references at the end of this paper.
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2.2 Bias—sputtered Coating Absorption

The absorption values measured for three sets of ZnSe coatings as a function of
the optical thickness at 5.3ii are shown in figure 1. These were determined by sub-
tracting the uncoated substrate absorption , A0, from the coated sample absorption , A

~
.

These observations were not compensated for coherence effects as only comparative
values were being sought in these studies.

Absorption in the non- bias sputtered coatings increases rapidly as thickness
becomes greater. The trend in the bias—sputtered coatings is also an increase in
absorption but at an overall lower rate. This could be attributed to the inherent
cleaning action of the bias—sputtering method.

While a good bit of scatter is evident in the readings , the bias-sputtered films
clearly disp lay lower values. It may also be seen that neither of the absorption
curves plotted for the two modes will extrapolate to zero. This could imply a higher
absorption in the initially deposited material or an appreciable contribution due to
interfacial effects between the coating and the substrate - or possibly a combination
of both.

2.3 RBS and Auger Analyses

Two experiments were undertaken to allow a closer look at the film/substrate
interface and the initially deposited film material.

• A series of thin ZnSe coatings was deposited on CaF2 in the nominal range of

25 — 175 A in 25 A steps . These were evaluated by the Rutherford Backscattering tech-
nique in an attempt to determine the stoichiornetry of initiall y deposited ZnSe
material.

The results of this evaluation arc shown in figure 2, which is a plot of the
measured ratio of Zn to Se for each coating thickness. This ratio was found to be in
the range 1. 05 to 1.18 wi th  an average of 1.13.

This ratio may improve as the film becomes thicker; but since the RBS technique
can only be used for very thin films , an alternate method of measurement will have to
be found,

Another method of determining the composition of the interface is shown in figure
3. This is a plot of a series of Auger scans through a 4300 A ZnSe film on CaF2. As
the interface is approached and pene trated , the presence of oxygen is clearly evident.
The Auger method can thus be used to detect the presence of t h i s  element but cannot
differentiate between an oxide , a hydroxide , (such as water) , or some other oxygen
compound.

Regardless , the presence of any contaminant is undesirable and it must be removed
from the substrate to afford the coating material the cleanest possible surface on
which to deposit.

2.4 Sputter-etching Results

One method of cleaning the surface which appears to produce a lower ZnSe film
absorption is in-situ sputter-etching. This portion of the study employed exactly the
maine coating and measurement procedures as used for the bias-sputtered coatings but
with a sputter-etching step added. Shown in figure 4 is a semi-log plot of the ab-
sorption coefficients of films deposited after the substrates had been sputter—etched
for the times shown. All of the coating thicknesses are the same and are approximately
half—wave at 5,3u . The initial data point represents a non-etched sample used as a
control. —lFollowing a 15 second sputter—etch the B

~ 
decreased rather sharply to 1.1 cm

There was an increase with further etching up to about 2 minutes. A second decrease
was found at 4 minutes followed by a rap id rise. Visual inspection of similar CaF

2
mamples etched for the same times and aluminized for Total Integrated Scattering
measurements showed that after 16 minutes the surface became roughened and this would
contribute to the higher 6

~ 
for the last sample.

All  of the coatings produced in this study pass the Scotch Tape Test. Two
special test samples were fabricated using sputter etch times of 30 seconds and one
minute. These were topple tested ( 2 J  but no qualitative results were forthcoming
since either the adhesive bonding material separated without removing the film from
the substrate or, as happened on two trials, a large chunk of the aubstrate material
was torn from the specimen . In no case was the film pulled away from the substrate.
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3. Conclusions

The absorption of bias-sputtered films has been found to be consistently lower
than those deposited by non— bias techniques. RBS evaluation of the initially de-
posited zinc selenide material has shown that it is rich in zinc by approximately 11%.
Oxygen was found at the film/substrate interface of bias—sputtered specimens but its
form has not been determined.

In-situ sputter—etching of the specimen surface immediately before coating pro-
duced optimum f i l m  adhesion and the lowest absorption values measured to date .
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Figure 2. Ratio of zinc to selenium for thin layers
of zinc selenide on calcium fluoride by
Rutherford Backacattering analysis.
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Figure 4. Comparative absorption coefficients for
equivalent coated samples based on sputter—
etching times.

Table 1. Processing conditions used in the
fabrication of coating test specimens

Precoating:
Preheat to 150°C , 5 m m .  B lOu

outgas to i x io’6  Torr
Coating:

Target Voltage — 1000V
Bias Voltage = SOy 2R.F. Power = 520W (1.6 W/cm
Pressure lOu Argon
Spacing — 7 cm

Etching:
Platform Voltage — 350V 2RP Power — 300W (1.0 W/ cmn
Pressure/Spacing — as above

COMMENTS ON PAPER BY WALSH AMP BERTKE

Theta &at6 cosai4eaa.bte d4.4cu..~~Aon on the conctu.AAon that ems 11% tXce4a o~ z-tsc a-L~ted re the z-tnc
6eLea~de ~bi a~ detenistned ~‘tom Ru..thejt~otd back-4ca.tte/wtg. In anawut to a que4t~oIl ~*om the ~Zoost ,
the 6peakeA -ütdtca2ed that the Ru.tJtex~on4 bach-6catte~~ng mea4ukeJmenth we/La cd.’IMLd out &u~.th 4 MeV
heL~w. ~tos s , and that the aacmmacy o~ th.~.o techmt.tque t~~~ e.6t~ma.ted to be a ~ew pexceitt. The wtc
exce4~ memo oJ.oo noted on the Aug ex opec.ttomttty ~o* tkLS mateft~.at , the Aug ea method hoiueve.t ~~ sot
quamttLta.tüme.
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• A STUDY OF INFRARED ABSORPTION IN ZIN C SELENIDE THIN FILMS*

David F. O’Brien
Air Force Materials Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Zinc Selenide coatings for infrared laser windows have effective absorption
coefficients which are three to four ourders of magnitude higher than was pre-
dicted from bulk material optics) constants. Prior growth studies and theoreti-
cal descriptions of binary compound deposition indicated that variations of the
stoichiometry r~f the zinc selenide films were a possible cause for the high ab-
sorption measured in these coatings. An experimental program was conducted in
which the absorption in zinc selenide deposited onto calCiF fluoride under a va-
riety of deposition conditions was measured. It was shown that the infrared b-

• sorption decreased as the deposition rate was lowered. This directly correlated
with theoretical preductions based upon changes in stoichiometry caused by differ-
ent film deposition conditions . Surface and chemical analyses using state-of-the-
art techniques indicated that the most probable cause for the anomalous absorption
in the fi lms was an increase in the zinc to selenimsi ratio which could be controlled
to some degree by the proper selection of the vacuum deposition conditions.
Key words: Absorption ; dielectric coatings; thin films ; zinc selenide.

Introduction

It has become acknowledged that most coesnonly used infrared, low absorption coating materials dis-
play orders of magnitude differences between the effective absorption coefficients measured in the bulk
material and those measured in the thin film fore of this same material . Several explanations for the

higher absorption in the thin films have been proposed ti]1 , and all of these appear to have a certain
degree of validity. The greatest emphasis seems to have been placed on thin film contamination as being
a primary source of the Increased absorption. It is somewhat surprising that although a large nmam**r of
these coating materials are binary compounds eg. As2S3. As25e3, KC1 , ThF4, Ti!, ZnSe , very little 

empha-

sis has been placed on investigating whether or not stoichiometric deviations of these materials could
be affecting the thin film absorption . This work was undertaken to determine if stoichiometric varia-
tions possibly occurring during the thin film deposition of ZnSe could be identified and related to in-
creased infrared absorption in these coatings.

Karl—Georg Gunther has reported that for depositions involving evaporation of binary compounds
where the Individual constituents have different vapor pressure, it can be expected that the depos i ted
coating will have a tendency to exhibit an excess of the less volatile material(2]. Zinc is known to
have a substantially l ower vapor pressure than selenlian ; therefore, for the particular case of deposi-
tions involving ZnSe, Zn rich coatings might be expected. In describing the deposiiton process for bi-
nary compounds, Gunther indicates that the degree of nonstoichiometry can be affected by three deposi-
tion parameters, substrate temperature, deposition rate, and component flux ratio. Specifically, the
following behavior can be inferred from his description:

High substrate temperatures tend to produce a more nearly stoichiometric film.

Low deposition rates tend to produce a more nearly stoichiometric film.

An excess of the more volatile component (Se) introduced into the vapor
stream increases the probability of producing a stoichiometric film.

Deposition Studies

The experimental program was designed to investi~ate if the calorimetrically measured infrared 
ab-

sorption in ZnSe thin film coatings could be varied by changing the above mentioned deposition param-
eters, and If so could these variations be correlated to the predicted stoichiometric variations.

* The material reported herein is based on portions of the author’s dissertation submitted in partial
fulfillment Of the requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy degree at the Air Force Institute of
Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

1. FIgures In brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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The substrates used in this investigation were 5cm diameter by 1cm thick polycrystalline CaF2 man-
ufactured by Harshaw . CaF2 was selected for its relative stabili ty (as compared with alkali halides)
and for its low absorption coefficient. Each substrate was polished using successively a 1.0, 0.3, and
O.O5um Al 2 03/H20 slurry and subsequently cleaned using a standard procedure described elsewhere[3].
Depositions were carried out in a diffusion pumped vacuum system which with liquid nitrogen trapping
m a i n t a i n e d  a vacuum of l.33xlO 4Pa ( l x lO 6Torr). Electron beam evaporation was used since it provided
the easiest means for controlling the evaporation rate of the Raytheon CVD ZnSe source material . ZnSe
was deposited Onto substrates heated to a predetermined temperature between 20°C and 255°C and at rates
which were varied from 55 to 2000 A/mm . Additionally, s ome depositions were carried out with excess
Se I n the va por stream , accomplished by performing a separate thermal evaporation of high purity elemen-
tal selenium simultaneously with the electron beam evaporation of the ZnSe. Coating t hi ck nesses of
nominally 0.15, 0.30, 0.60, and l.Oum were deposited for each of the separate sets of deposition param-
eters. Deposition rate was monitored by means of a quartz crystal rate monitor , and final film thick—
ness was determined using a Sloan Dektak Surface Profile Measuring Systems.

- The use of CaF2 as a substrate precluded calorimetric measurements at a wavelenath of l0.6um and
alternatives available were limited to a 5,3pm CO system or a l.fl6~iin Nd :YAG system. The latter was Se—
lecte4l when it was found that the CaF2 displayed a significantly lower absorption at l.O6um thus offer-
in~ a potential Increase fr the sensitivity of the thin film absorption measurement. The effective ar,-
sorption coefficient of the ZnSe coating 6

~
(cm

~~
) was determined by measuring the absorption A of the

uncoated and the coated substrates using standard calorimetry techniques [4] and dividing the difference
of these two val ues by the fi lm th ickness t. This is expressed as

A~ A t d  . A t d
C t t

All calorimetry measurements on the coated substrates were made wi th the coated surface facing the m ci—
dent laser beam , and no corrections for coherence effects were used since only comparisons of data from
measurements on coatings of similar thickness were made.

The first phase of experimentation was to determine if coating absorption would decrease when ZnSe
depositions were made onto heated substrates as would be expected from stoichiometric considerations.
Table 1 shows the results of this portion of the study . Comparisons of coating absorption for deposi-
tions performed at two different temperatures and at low , Intermediate , and high rates were made.

Table 1. Effect of substrate temperature on coating absorption

Rate Substra te Ac/t Coat ing
(A /sec) Temp(°C) Lcm~~) Cond i t i on

0.9 76 5.5 Intact
0.9 181 6.3 Crazed

3.6 67 9.3 Intact
2.1 255 No data Crazed

17.0 22 29.4 Intact
14.0 75 30.7 Intact

The data in table 1 show that the results of this phase were inconclusive. This was due to two
factors. In the two cases where high substrate temperatures were used , 181°C and 255°C, thermal ex-
pansion coefficient mismatch between the ZnSe coating and the CaF2 substrate caused crazing to occur

which either completely prevented a calorimetry measurement or rendered the data invalid. The th i rd
entry in table 1 shows the results of an attempt to make a comparison between a room temperature deposi-
tion and a deposition onto a slightly heated substrate which presumably would have reduced the problems
caused by the thermal mi smatch. The absorption data from these depositions were essentially Identical .
It is possible that this negative result was caused by the two substrate temperatures being too close
to reveal the sought after trend.

The second phase of the experiment was designed to determine if a correlation existed between the
measured coating absorption and the predicted variations of film stoichiometry based upon differences
in deposition rate. A positive correlation would be indicated by a tendency for low deposition rates
to produce lower absorbing films. In this case, the CaF2 substrates were all heated to approxImately
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75°C, a val ue selected as being the highest temperature at which integrity of the film could be assured
and which provided a heated surface which would decrease the probability of having condensable Impuri-

ties deposited in the films . Deposition rates between 55 and 2000 A/mm were used and the measured
1.O6um absorption coefficient for each coating was determined and plotted against the deposition rate.
Figure 1 dIsplays the results of this comparison and includes a third degree polynomial fit to the data.
Clearly evident from the figure Is the definite decrease in absorption at the lower deposition rates.
Th is agrees directly wi th predictions which attribute changes in stoichiometry to changes in deposition
rate.

As a final attempt at establishing the correlation between coating absorption and stoichiometry ,
evaporations were made using excess Se in the vapor stream. Since predictions based upon the Gunther
model indicated that an increase In the Se/Zn flux ratio would aid in producing a more nearly stoichio-
metri c f i lm , it was felt that the addition of excess Se would result in a relative decrease in  coating
absorption . Thermal evaporation of high puri ty Se from a tantalum boat was used to provide the excess
Se in the evaporant stream. Electron beam evaporation of the ZnSe was conducted simultaneously with
the Se evaporation , but because of geometry and control factors only a qualitative estimate of the
amount of excess Se could be made . It was estimated that from 10 to 30 percent excess Se was being in-
troduced. Figure 2 shows the results of absorption measurements made on the coatings where, as i n the
previous study , depositions were made at several different rates. Included in the figure is the curve
previous ly shown in figure 1 for the case of no excess Se. The results show that except for the lowest
depositi on rates an improvement in coating absorption was achieved by providing the excess Se. Again
this agrees with predictions based upon stoichiometry behavior.

Surface Chem ical Anal yses

The results of this study produced evidence supporting predictions that related theoretical stoichi-
ometric deviations to absorption within the coatings . It was still desirable , however , to directly con-
firm that these stoichiometric deviations were actually accurring within the films . Several surface
chemical analysis techniques were employed in an attempt to accomplish this. Prior to making these meas-
urements , estimates were made to determine , on an order of magnitude scale , what amount of stoichiomet-
n c  deviation would be required to increase the ZnSe absorption to the levels observed in the thin film
coatings. The estimates were made using an approach described by Sparks [5] where , in this case, the
absorption was attributed to microscopic Zn inclusions existing in a stoichiometnic ZnSe medium. Based
on thi s madel , it was estimated that from 0.01 to 0.1 percent excess Zn would be sufficient to increase
the ZnSe absorption coefficient from a value at l.O6um of approximately 0.02 cm~ to a value  greater
than 1 cm~ which was typical of the increase measured in the coatings.

Five different surface analysis techniques were used in an attempt to measure stoichiometric devia-
tions in the films. These were x-ray fluorescence, electron microprobe , Rutherford backscattering(RBS),
electron spectroscopy for chemical analyses (ESCA), and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES); the latter
two methods included an ion sputtering attachment which provided a capability for performing profile
analyses of the films . One drawback existed , howeve r, for all of the techniques . For each one the esti-
meted lower limit of detection was at best 0.001 atomic fractions , and it could be presumed that it was
even higher than this for measurements of stoichiometric variations. Since this lower limit was the
same order of magni tude as the highest estimated amount of excess Zn required to cause the observed 1ev-
el of ZriSe th in film absorption , measurement of the stoichiometric deviations were expected to be rather
dif ficult. Table 2, which lists the conclusions based on results of these measurements, bears this ex-
pectat ion out.

Table 2. Suemmary of stoichiometry analyses

Dependence of Zn to Se Ratio on
Technique Deposition Rate

X-Ray Fluorescence Possibly Higher for High Rate

Electron Microprobe Possibly Higher for High Rate

RBS No Dependence Detected

ESCA Higher for High Rates; Variation
Within a Single Film Noted

AES No Dependence Detected; Variation
Within a Single Film Noted

In each case measurements were made on two or more coatings deposited at different rates. Because
of ambiguities in the background corrections , interpretations of the x-ray fluorescence and the electron
microprobe results are very qualitative. Although still qualitative , the ESCA and AES measurements pro-
vided the most interesting results. Figure 3 gives an example of data from one AES measurement and re-
veals perhaps one of the most sign ificant findings resulting from the profile analyses of both the AES
and the ESCA measurements. The figure shows only the final portion of an AES analysis of a ZnSe coating
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where the rapid decrease in the Zn and Se concentration is indicative of the fact that the coating/sub-
strate interface had been penetrated by the ion beam. The fact that the overall Zn level in this figure
appears higher than that of the Se is only a result of the measurement technique and does not indicate
a difference in concentration. Evident in this data, however, is the indication of a significant point
to point variation In the Zn concentration which is far greater than any variation in the Se concentra-
tion. From these results it was felt that the nonstoichlometry of the ZnSe coatings existed not in a
uniform manner throughout the film but rather as local variations in the Zn concentration and that
changes in the deposition parameters affect the magnitude of these variations ,

Conclus ions

The observed behavior of ZnSe coating ab~orpt~on at wavelength of i.O6um as a function of deposi-
tion parameters was found to be consistent with a model which explains the behavior on stoichiometric
var iat ions. This conclusion is based on a comparison of changes observed in the measured thin film ab-
sorption with predicted stoichiometry deviations and on qualitative measurements of coating stoichio-
metry using several surface analysis techniques . The resuli.~ of this Study indicate that there are
three controllable deposition parameters available which affect and , he nce , can aid in minimizing the
absorption in ZnSe coatings. These parameters and their relationship to absorption are

Deposition Rate: Lowest rates produced
lowest absorbing films .

Se/Zn Flux Ratio: Inclusion of excess Se in
va por stream produced l ower
absorbing films

Substrate Temperature: High substrate temperatures
should aid in lowering ab-
sorpt i on. Not conf i rmed
because of thermal expansion
problems .

Finally, it should be noted that the AES and ESCA profile measurements of the Zn and Se concentra-
tions within the coatings indicated that the stoichiometry variations were found to exist as point to
point variations in the Se/Zn ratio and not as a uniform deviation throughout the film. This would
imply that the absorption of Infrared radiation , which is likewise affected by the distribution of Zn
and Se. occurs nonuniformly throughout the coating and is concentrated at localized high absorption
points.
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THE DESIGN AND OPERATIO N OF A PRECISE , HIGH SENSITIVIT? ADIABATIC LASER
CALORI MET E R FOR WINDOW AND MIRROR MATERIAL EVALUATION*

D. L. Decker and P. A. Temple
Physics Divi sion , Michelso n Laboratories

Naval Weapons Center , China Lake , Cal i fornia  93555

Important design details  of a vacuum calorimeter intended for use with low
ab sorption mater ia ls  and using only low power laser illumination are given.
Much attention has been given to the requirements for high sensitivity and to
sources of systematic error including bulk and surface scatter , resulting in a
number of improvements over existing instruments. Calorimetric measurements
are now possible in the visible and ultraviolet , and as a function of tempera—
ture . The calorimeter output is capable of absolute electrical calibration ,
which is ordinarily an integral part of an absorption measurement sequence. The
system thermometry is sensitive to a change in temperature of 2 x lO 5°C. For a
typical 1.5—inch—diameter sample , this corresponds to an absorptance sensitivity
in the very low 1O~~ range using one watt of laser power. The ~Iesign of the
instrument permits the variation in absorptance across the samp’le to be deter-
mined. This paper presents examples of the operational capability of the instru-
ment .

Key words : Absorption ; calorimeter; laser; scattering.

This paper discusses the design philosophy, some construction details and actual performance of a
very sensitive laser calorimeter. The goals in the design of this instrument were to provide accurate.
absolute absorptance data as a function of temperature in the ~~~ to ~~~ range for window or mirror
materials, using only low power (< 1 watt) laser sources over a wide range in wavelengthr , and to provide
the capability to spatially scan the sample. Since the rate at which energy is dissipated in the sample
during laser irradiation can be as low as a few tens of microwatts, it is clear that very careful
attention to heat flow and to thermometry is mandatory. The design of necessity must approach an adia-
batic ideal , requiring control over both radiation and conduction heat exchange from the sample to its
surroundings . Since the heat flows are so small , stray laser radiation reflected from calorimeter
windows , or scattered from the sample or baffles must be carefully accounted for and minimized to the
extent possible . In addition to minimizing systematic error sources, it was felt that some form of
absolute calibration was necessary to reach the accuracy levels required . This design approach thus
differs from the usual rate type calorimeter , and although much more difficult to construct , has capa-
bilities and advantages which have not been heretofore available .

The design which has been implemented is based upon techniques similar to those employed in low
temperature specific heat calorimetry. The sample is in vacuum at a pressure of 10—6 Torr , and is
surrounded by a low emissivity isothermal enclosure which is temperature controlled to ilO 3°C. The
sample , which can be as large as 2 inches in diameter and 3/8—inch thick , is suspended in this can by a
clamp ring supported by very fine steel wires. The sample temperature sensing thermistor and a calibra-
tion resistor are thermally connected to the clamp ring and hence the sample (see fIg. 1). The thermal
link from the sample to the isothermal can has a conductance of < lO~~ watts/°C, with radiation being a
factor of five or so more important than conduction for temperatures near room temperature. The input
window to the calorimeter is in fact a lens which focusses the laser beam onto the sample , the radiation
passing into and out of the isothermal can through small holes. The calorimeter output is taken as the
incremental change in sample temperature accompanying a laser irradiation of known beam power and
duration. This incremental response is heating rate Independent to very high order. Absolute electrical
calibration is obtained by dissipating a known quantity of joule heat in the resistor attached to the
ring (see fig. 2). The transient response of the system to such a heat input is obviously different
than if the heat were deposited in the actual sample by laser irradiation . But since to high accuracy
both processes are adiabatic , the final equilibrium temperature increment Is independent of the means,
rate or location of heat input. This is shown clearly in fi gure 3 where the same quantity of joule
heat is supplied to the calibration resistor on the clamp ring and to an identical resistor epoxied
into a hole in the center of a fused quartz disc. The fused quartz sample was chosen as a “worst case”
since this material has a very small thermal conductivity. The incremental temperatures measured in
these two cases differ by only 2%, and in fact agree very well with a calculation of the theoretical
temperature increment using the calculated heat capacity of the sample and addenda and the sensitivity
of the thermistor (see Appendix). Absolute electrical calibration of the calorimeter response is thus
possible , making It unmecesaary to know the sample mass, specific heat or thermal diffuslvity .

* Work supported by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and N’WC Independent Research Funds.
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Since the equilibrium temperature response is rate independent , it is donecessary to Irradiate the
sample only with a simple fixed geometry, and in fact the sample can be scanned point by point from one
side to the other by the beam , providing information on the spatial uniformity of the sample absorp—
tance with a resolution limited only by the laser beam diameter.

Figure 4 shows the spatial response of a very unifc.rm coated CaF2 window with an average absorp—
tance of 4.8 x lO~ ’ and a maximum spatial variation of 0.6 x lO~~/mm. Also shown on figure 4 is the
excellent repeatability of the measurement , the average absorptance difference between runs 1 and 2
being less than 1 x ~~~~ The 3.8 pin laser power used in these measurements was less than 1 watt.

The spatial scan is actually accomplished by moving the isothermal can with respect to the beam.
This same motion permits the sample and can to be withdrawn completely from the beam, so that after
calibration of the losses in the windows , a direct measure of the laser beam power at the sample is
possible using a power meter at the output window of the instrument.

Figure 5 shows a typical run which includes a preliminary calibration. To compute the abaorptance
one needs merely to ratio the incremental temperature response to laser irradiation liTlaser to that of
calibration IT~al. 

One then computes the energy deposited during irradiation 6Qiaser

IT laser

~~laser 
— IT X 

~~cal ‘
cal

where lQcai is just the calibration heat increment. If the laser power is 
~laser’ 

averaged over the
irradiation time Itla5er~ 

the absorptance A is just:

— laser
p ic Atlaser laser

For the data in figure 5,

4.3 .051
A — X 1.13 x 120 — 3.00 x 10

There are two sources of systematic error in th~s calorimetor design which are important : (1)
stray light which is absotbed on the clamp ring gi-clng a false signal and (2) improper calibration of
the external power meter. The use of an electrically calibratable power meter such as the Scientech
361 is a step in the right direction , but the absorptance of the disc in this power meter is usually
taken more or less on faith as being 0.96. This assumption is not easily verified and constitutes
significant uncertainty in the present approach.

The stray light problem is present in calorimeters of all types, but especially in vacuum calorim-
eters because of the additional sources of scattered and reflected light coming from the entrance tnd
exit windows which are necessarily present . Carefully designed and aligned baffles can solve these
problems and the performance of the system can be directly verified by illuminating a sample which has
a hole through which the beam passes. Figure 6 is a run showing that under such conditions there is no
detectable heating of the sample or ring. This test seems a trivial one, but is highly recomended as
one of the important “proof tests” of any calorimeter.

The other major source of stray light is light scattered from the surface or bulk of the sample
itself. For many samples most of the scattered light comes from the surfaces, and it is possible to
absorb much of this light directly in conical receivers attached to the isothermal can . However, bulk
scatter is potentially more of a problem , with light scattered possibly directly to the clamp ring.
Solutions to this problem include making the ring from material of lower absorption and limiting the
area of the ring which looks into the sample. Sample scatter becomes much more serious as the wave—
length ie reduced , but as is demonstrated in a companion paper given at this conference by the same
authors, the present instrument with no additional modification is capable of the same high performance
reported here at wavelengths into the near IN.

All measurements reported here were made St a temperature near 24.5°C. However , since the samp le
“sees” pr imarily  only its isothermal enclosure , similar measurements to those reported here can be made
at any temperature at which the enclosure temperature can be regulated . For th? present apparatus this
temperature range extends f rom laboratory ambient (-. 24° C) to 100° C. This a capability not found in
the usual rate type calorimeter in which the sample is not thermally shielded. In such a device,
measurements only very near to the ambient temperature are possible.

The calotitseter described in this paper masts all. original design goals , and has a sensitivity
using laser power levels of one watt of l0~~ in absorptance. The calorimeter itself i~ capable of
absolute electrical calibration . The najor sources of systematic error are associated with the cali-
bration of the external laser power meter and uncontrolled sample scatter and limit the absolute
accuracy of the measurements to perhaps ±5% for high quality, low scatter samples. Careful attention
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to the stray light problem permits the use of this in strument into the near DV with the same accuracy
and sensitivity reported here for IR measurements.

Appendix

The following is a calculation of the theoretical equilibrium temperature response of the adiabatic
calorimeter with the quartz sample as reported in fIgure 3 of the text .

1) Calculation of the heat Capacity of the sample and addenda

Addenda (mostly aluminum alloy) mass, 6.18 gin
Heat capacity of addenda, 6.18 gin x .90 .l/gm’C — 5.56 .11°C
Sample mass, 23.52 gin
Heat capacity of sample, 23.52 gin x .781 J/gm°C — 18.50 J/°C

Total Heat Capacity, 24.1 .11°C

2) Calculation of thermistor bridge sensitivity

For an equal arm bridge with arm resistance R, the output voltage IV near balance is

IV — ~~ V , where IR is the out—of—balance resistance of one arm , and V0 is thebridge supply voltage.

or

AV l~~ l I R
IT 4 0 R I T

for the particular th~rmIator used (at 35°C)

- 0.0400/ C

so

— (l .35) (0.0400) — 0.0135 Vl’C

3) Calculation of the system response

For the runs in figure 3 an average incremental voltage of 60 pV was seen

60 X 10 6 X 0.0135 — 4.44 x l0 3 C

4.44 x 10~~ x 24.1 — 0.107 .1

Computed Hea t Input, 0.107 .1

4) Calculation of the calibration heat input

5.856 V was applied across the calibration resistor (31.14 ItO) for 100 seconds.
The heat input was therefore

(~~ 
856)~

31.14 x io~ 
X 102 — 0.110 .~

C~~~ iratton Heat Input, 0.110 .1

5) Intercampari.on of results

Computed hea t input, 0.107 .1
Actual beat ininiat , 0.110 .1

Difference ie then 0.003 .1 or 2.77%.
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Figures

Figure 1. Two views of the adiabatic calorimeter with the vacuum container open.
The view on the right shows the isothermal can with the top in place,
showing the sliding top with beam exit aperture and the chain and
sprocket translation mechanism. The view on the left is with this
cover removed , showing details of the interior including sample clamp
ring.
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Figure 2. Operational schematic of the adiabatic

and temperature sensing thermistor are
in intimate thermal contact with the
sample rim. The system response to
either a calibration pulse or to sample
absorption of laser energy is an

‘

J

~ 

, , , , ,  calorimeter. The calibration resistor

incremental temperature change which
is as shown.
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Figure 3. This data indicates the effect of depositing joule h.at at the center
of a fused quarts se~~l. (a) or at the rim on the clamp ring (b). The
equilibrium response differs by only 2% in these two case., indicating
that the system response to high accuracy is indeed sdi.b .tic.
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POSITION. IN

Figure 4. Spatial variation of the abaorptance of a Northrop—coated CaF2 window
sample 1—cm thick at 3.8 pm. The average absorptence is 4.8 ~ l0’
and the maximum spatial variation is .6 x l0~’ / .  Two differen t runs
are plotted which were made one day apart: 0 first pass; El second pace.
Beam diameter (1/s2 points) was 1.35 me.

~I
’
?f

1MI5
TIME. MINUTES

Figure 5. Shown in this figure is a typ ical measurement run cii a CaF2 sample at
3.8 pm which include. a preliminary calibration . The absorptance
computed directly from thie dtt~ is 3.00 x 10~~’ (see text) .

v

H F’- .see me a

Figure 6. flo d.tsctsbi. beating of the s p1. or ring t. evident in thi , data ,
taken by allowing the b. to pass through $ hol. in the . i n .  This
I. a very s.n.itlv, test for th. presenc. of unvmat .d stray ).aa.r light
in the instri snt origin at ing at window, beffi...
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MODULATED LIGHT ELLIPSCF~ETER MEASUREMENTS OF STRAIN—INDUCED
ANISOTROPY IN THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF A~2Ss3 AND AI2S3

P11145 ON KC l SUBSTRATES AT 10.6 1~m*

M .E.  Pedinoff and N. Brau nstein
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California 90265

and

O.M. Stafsudd
Engineering Department

University of California at Los Angeles

The measure ment of strain—induced anisotropy in the refractive index of thin films by
- - means of an Elasto—optic modulated light ellipsometer i. discussed .

Ellipsometers of this type yield refractive index information indirectly in terms of
ratios of signal, Vw/Vdc (R 1) and V2w/Vdc (R 2) where w ii the modulation frequency.

Compu tational routines have been developed tha t (d ifferentially) rela te changes in f i lm
and substrate refractive index to changes in tha signa l ratio. R 1 and R2. These calculations
enable us to estimate the snieotropic change in the refractive index , In , of an optical f ilm
due to a unidirectiona l stress applied to the substrate. Assumed anisotropies of 12, give
signal ratio changes of 12 to 1202, depending on the experimental condition.. Preliminary
ellipsotsetric measurements show anisotropis. of 0.62 generated in films of A

2S3 and A.2Se3on KC1 by strains of 4 x 10— 5 induced in tha substrate.

An exact calculation of the change in signal ratios R 1 and R2 was obtained using
0. Den Engleston’s model of reflection fro. a uniaxtal ani.otropic film with th. strain axis
in the film orthogona l to the plane of incidence.

The presence of large refractive ind*x ani sotropy cannot be discerned from mea aur ements
made on a single film thic kn.as sample by ellipeosetric techniques. Experi mental data is
presented for various thickness sample..

Key words: Anisotropy ; elli psometer; infrared ; refractive index .

Intr oduc t ion

The measuremen t of strain induced anisotro py in the refractive ind ex of thin films by means of an
Elasto —optic modulated light ellipeometer will be discussed .

Ellipsomete re of this type [1, 2 , 3 , 4) yield refractive index information indirectly in ter ms of
ratio, of signals Vw/Vdc (E 1) and V2w/Vdc (p 2) where w is the modulation frequency. These ratios are
uaed in s suitable set of equations (1 ,2] to calculate the equivalent sets of I end * 

which in turn are
usad in conventional computer progra m. (5] to calculate the refractive index of substrate . and the
refrac tive index and thickness of films.

Computationa l routines (6] have been developed tha t (differentially) relate changes in film and
substrate refractive index to changes in the signa l ra t ios ft 1 and ~2. Thei. calculations enable u. to
estimate the anisotropic change in the refractiv e index , An , of an optical film due to a unidirectional
.traas applied to the substrate , fro. a measurement of the signal ratio changes dli and dl2.

An exact calculation of the change in signa l ratios ~1 and ft 2 has also been obtained using a varia-
tion of D. Den Engle.ton’s [7] model of elec tromagnetic reflection from a uniaxial ani.otropic film. In
this case, the optic axis lie, in th. plane of the film and is orthogonal to the plane of incidence.
Aa.umed ani .otropias of 12. give rise to signal ratio chan$.s of 102 to 3002, depending on the film
thic kness , fil, index , and the angle of incidence. Prel iminary ellipsometr ic measur ements on this effect
show tha t aai.otropi.. of the order of 1/22 have been generated in films of A1283 on IC1 by strains of
the order of 2.5 x l0~~ pieaoeiectricaiiy induced in the substrate.

*Spona ored by the Defense Advanced Research Project. Agency and administered by
RADC/ ETSO, Ranscom Air Force Ba.., Massachusetts 07131.
1. Figure. in brackets indica te th. literatur, references at the end of this paper.
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In those caaes where the film is depo.ited on the substrate at hig h temperatures and then allowed to
cool to room temperature, therma l expansion coeff icient  differences between the f i lm and the substrate
can give rise to a uniaxial anisotropy in wh ich the optic axis is orthogonal to the plane of the film.
In this “perpendicular ” anisotropy, the signal ratio. ft 1 and R2 will show a different dependence on f i lm
thickness than the signa l ratios of the isotro pic case. We have found that the plots of R1 versus R2 as
a function of ang le of incidence as a parameter , were not useful in separati ng isotropi c and anisotropic
effects .  However , when the signal ratios R1 and R2 are plotted at the con.tant ang le of incidence usin g
the film thickness as a parameter, the cases of an isotropic film and a film with 10% anisotropy can
easily be resolved . This method of measurement of perpendicular optical anisot ro py requires that the
measured signal ratio data be plotted on a theoretically calculated chart of the signal ratios for
several values of anisotropy and film thickness. The curve which best fit, the data is then the best
estimate of the anisotropy. It is feasible but non—trivial to program the computer to find that set of
fi lm thickness and refractive indices which best fit the data.

Analysis

Analysis of an aniaotrop ic film has been approached by several workers 7,8 and in general is very
di f f i cu l t  due to the admixture of r and s polarized f ields by the anisotropy of the f i lm . However , a
more tractible problem occurs if the film exhibits uniaxial properties and if the unique axis is either
perpendicular to the surface of the film (perpendicular case) or parallel to the plane of the film and
orthogona l to the plane of incidence (planar case). Using the coordinate system of figure 1 for these
two cases , the index tensor can be expressed as :

~ ~
N — 0 N

or 0 
J 

for the perpendicular case

O N cx

/8 0 0
i cx

N — 1 0 N 0 for the planar case.
i or

~~~O O N ex

We will assume that the films and substrates are tranSparent in all cases.

Planar Ani~otropy

Let us first examine the planar case (fig. 1). To calculate the reflection coefficients for the
r and a polarizations of the film substrate system requires calculating the fresnel coefficients of the
interf aces and the phase factor associated with traversal of the film for each polari zation. At the
first interface (air — f i lm) , the reflection coefficients are of the form :

(1) coa •l — N coe 
1)r1 C05 1 + Nex ~~~ ex

— 
cog or — Nor cos 

2)co. or + Nor ~~~

at the film—substrate interfa ce.

(2) N cos — N
~ 

cos $
3— 

N~~ cos ex + N~ coa *3

(2) N r col — N5 or (4)r 11 — Nor cos $3 + N, Co. or
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The phase factors associated with the two polarizations are

1sF \ l / 2

B1 
— —is (N ~ - sin 2

$
i) 

(5)

2m F
8

11 
— 

~~~~~~~~ 
Nor cos 

~‘or (6)

The total reflection coeff ic ienta  can then be calculated from:

(1) (2) —2i8

R 
•~~~1 

+ r
1 

e 
— 

(7)

~ l + r ~~z~~e
2
~~

and

r1r~ 
+ r ,~

2) e
_ 2 1

~~ 
(8)

i + r
1~
’~ r

1~
2
~ e

2i811

All angles other than •l can be eliminated from ft1 and ft 11 by using Snell’ s law :

sin — TMor sin or TMex sin ex N~ sin $3 . (9)

The ratio of R pt to R 1 can be used to find the usual ellipsometric variables A and $ from:

tan~~~ e~~ . (10)

The observable signal ratios R1, ft 2 can then be calculated directly from ft11 and ft
1 

or from A and P as
defined above [1,23.

The results shown in figure 2 were obtained by calculating the R1, R2 parameters of a typical iso-
tropic film (such as ZnSe on E d ) as s function of thickness or angle of incidence and then comparing it
to a film of moderately strong anisotropy (e.g., TMex — 1.1 TMor). It is somewhat more enlightening , par-
ticularly for aiaaller anisotrop ie. (e.g., 1%), to plot R1 and R2 separately as functions of angle of
incidence , as shown in f i gures 3,4,5, and 6. The paraneter most easily observed exper imentally is the
change in ft j or ft 2 ( i . e . ,  AR1 or AR2) caused by stress—induced anisotropy . Therefore , we have also
plotted 1R1/R1 and AR 2/R 2 as functions of angle of incidence in figures 3,4,5, and 6.

If a strese orthogonal to the plane of incidence is applied to the substrate film combination,
anisotropy can be induced in the film index. The form of this anisotropy correspond, to our model of
the plana r case.

In principle , an unstressed film could be measured , a clamp (or equivalent) used to stress the film
in a f ix ture , and then the film remea.ured . The problem with this approach is that therma l effect , in
the fixture and additional experimental uncertainties limi t the accuracy of the results. However , if
the stress on the film i. dynamically changed duri ng the experiment, then the change in ft 1 and R 2 can be
easily and unambiguously measured. The change in stress and associated strain can be produced by
piezoelectric transducers and measured by a strain gauge. Figures 3 and 4 represent a film of Aa2Se3
O~/4) thickness on KC1 and figures 5 and 6 represent Aa2S3 (X /4) thickness on Ed . Figures 3 and 5 and
f igures 4 and 6 indicate the expected fractional change in ft1 and R2 , respectively, as func t ions of
angle of inc idence. The assumed change in the index of refraction in each case is 12. The curves show
tha t there exists an optimum range in the angle of incidence for the measurement of this effect.

The results of our first series of measurements on planar aniaotropy generated by en externally
applied strain are shown in table 1. In this experiment , the strain was generated in the sample by a
piezoelectric transducer and monitored by a piesoresist ive strain gauge. One sample consisted of a
film of Aa2S 3 on a ECl substrate. The mechanically induced strain in the substrste and the f ilm was
2.45 a 10~~ and the attendent fractiona l change in refractive index was 0.006 ± 0.0003. Using these
values , the experimental strain optic constant [ll]defined as —2(AN/N3) (A l /I )  was found to be 89 * 10.
This thin—film strain optic valu, is more than two orders of magnitude larger than the bulk strain optic
values measured .t 1.15 pm (0.31); similar results were obtained for the AaZSe3 samples.

The typical maximum value . for stre,. in optical film. t i] , observed by other methods, can be of
the order of l0~ dyne/c.2 . By assuming a .tre.s value of 107 dyne/cm2 and 1.6 x 1010 dyne/cm 2 for
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Young ’s modulus in AM2SI the strain in a typical film can be estimated to be as large as 6 a l0—~ .
Using this value for the strain and the strain optic constant empirically determine~ above, the expected
change in refractive index AN/N due to the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch effect is equal to
0.14. This externally induced change in ref rac t ive index is much larger than the sample—to—sample vari-
ation observed in our conventional modulated light ellipsometer measurements of the refractive indices
of A52SI films. However, significant sample—to—samp le variations were observed in the measured ref rac—
tive index of As2Se3 films on KC1 substrates. We have attributed these effects to strain—induced aniso—
tropic , and we shall show that the existence of moderate to large perpendicular anisotropies are
essentially undetectable ellipeometr ically in a single—thickness f i lm.

Perpendicular Anisotropy

A summary of the results of our conventional modulated light ellipsometer measurements* on A52S3
and Aa2 Se3 films is given in table 2. The variation of the measured refractive index from sample—to—
sample is less than 2% for the Aa2 S3 film and more than 14% for the Aa2Se3 film. The existence of
these variations in refractive index for different film samples from the same startup materials tends to
indicate that the conditions prevailing during the evaporation play a significant role in the properties
of the Cilia.

The fact that these films showed no significant variation in their refractive index when measured
at various angles has led to a theoretical investigation of the effects of perpendicular anisotropy
which arises when isotropic films deposited on isotropic substrates are internally strained. The ten—
sion or compression forces that produce this strain are expected to be isotropic and planar. In this
case, the s—polarized wave always “sees” a constaOt index as a function of angle of incidence (mainly
Nor). The polarization component , however , sees a varying index as a funct ion of angle of incidence due
to the snisot r opy of the film. Again , just as in the planar case, to calculate the reflection coeffi-
cient of the film—substrate system only requires calculating the fresnel coefficients at the interfaces
and the phase factors for traversal of the film.

The fresnel coefficients  of the film air interface are

(1) • 
CO S 

~l 
— Nor cos 

~or (11)r~ cos $~ Nor cos ~Or

2 1/2

(1) ~l 
Nor N — (N — sin

r11 
— 

2 1/2 
(12)

cos 
~l 

Nor N + (N 2 
— sin

The fresnel coefficients of the film substrate interface are

(2)_ 
N cc, — cos $

3 (13)r~ N cos $ + N~ cos $3

2 2
(2) N (N — sin l~ 

— TMor N cos $3 14— 
2 2 1/2 ‘ ‘

N (N — gin 
~~ 

+ N TMex cos

and the phase factors for traversal of the film are

2 2
— 

~~~~~~ 
(N - ath $~ ) (15)

2 w E t N 2 2 1/2
— 

~r— or (N — sin . (16)

and ft 11 can be cal cula ted as before:

(1) (2) i281
r
1 

+ r
1 
.

— 

i + r ~~~ ~
(2) 

e~
28
’ 

(17)

*These are not a result of squeezing the substrate.
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(1) + (2) i2811

R — 
r1, r 11 e (18)

~ 1 + r
1~
’
~ r 1~

2 1 ei2B ii

Inserting the expressions for the phase factors and the single surface fresnel coefficients into
eqs. (17,18) yields ft and ft as functions of Ft, N5, Nf ,  $, etc. As before, all angular variable.
($or’ •ex’ and $3) can be eliminated by using a modified Snell’s law. ftj end ft 11 can then be used to
calculate the ratios R1 

and ft2.

Figure 2 shows a plot of ft1 versus ft 2 at a fixed angle of incidence (70
0). In this plot, the

parametric variable is the film thickness. The tick marks are spaced by film thickness increments of
A/20 (N 2 — sin 2$1)l/2. The solid curve indicates the increment of calculated values of 

~i 
and ft2 for ~

film of ZnSe on KCl with no anisotropy. The A and 0 marks indicate the calculated values of 
~l 

and ~ 2
for anisotropic films of the same thickness on a Kdl substrate. In the case of A, the film has planar
anisotropy with Nor — 2.45 and Nex 1.1 Nor~ For the 0 marks , the film is perpendicularly anieotropic
with Nor — 2.45 and Nex — 1.1 Nor. The figure shows that even anisotropies of 10% give relat ively small
shifts in the R1 ft 2 plots. In fact , ther e are film thickness values for an isotropic film that give 

~1and ft2 values identical to those of an anisotropic film of slightly different thickness values at a fixed
angle of incidence.

We have calculated the variation of ft1 and ft2 with angle for a series of anisotropic films with
optical axes perpendicular to the surface of the film. This corresponds to the usual case of an optical
film deposited at high temperature on a substrate with thermal expansion properties than the fil..
These calculations indicate generally that the presence of this type of anisotropy cannot be detected by
measu ring a single film sample. For example , f igur es 7 and 8 show the theoretically expected values of
ft 1 and ft2 as functions of angle of incidence for isotropic films of index values 2.4 and 2.448. A1.o
plotted are the data points for an anisotropic film of Nor equal to 2.4 and Max equal to 2.448. The..
curves show that an anisotropic film exhibits ft1 and R2 values aa a function of the angle of incidence ,
$1, that are essentially identical to the behavior of an isotropic film of slightly different index
and/or thickness. This indicates that there will be very little variation in the experimentally deter-
mined refractive index as a function of the angle of incidence even though the film being measured is
highly anisotropic. This conclusion only applies to the perpendicular anisotropic case.

In princip le, following the work of Dc Smet (8] and Den Engleston [7], the anieot ropy can be evalu-
ated using a series of optically identical films of vastly different thicknesses. With reference to
figure 2 for the anisotropic case, the H1, ft 2 curve, will spiral rsther than form a closed figure. This
is analogous to the A , IP plots for anisotropic film as shown by Dc Smet and Den Engleston . In practice,
however , th is is not feasible with a 10.6 pm ellipsometer because the method requires films tha t range
in thickness over many wavelengths. This f i lm thickness variation method for determining anisotropy is
viable for short wavelength ellipsometers provided the f i lm is transparent at the measuremen t wavelength.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated the feasibility of measuring the anisotropy induced in a thin optical film by
piezoelectric or other external means. Measurements of these effects have been used to estimate the
strain optic constants of thin optical films at 10.6 pm. These constants, when used in conjunction with
typical strains associated with optical filas, predict strong anisotropies of the perpendicular type
defined here. The existence of thermal expansion coefficient mismatch effects between the film and the
substrate can cause the films to have perpendicular anisotropy characteristics. Theee effects , combinsd
with the p lanar anisotropy effect, that occur whenever an external stress is applied , can lead to
biaxial optical anisotropy , which ha. not been snalyzed here.

Theoretical calculation , of the effects of perpendicular anisotropy on the measurement of the
refrac tive index of films show tha t these measurements cannot be used to determine whether or not the
film is anisotropic from a single sample. However , s series of measur snts with f ilms of various
thicknesses can be used to determine the perpendicular anisotropy , provided that the strain in the film.
is independent of thickness. Experimental data taken on various films agr ees with the t heoretical
result that the perpendicular anisotropy alters the index but does not yield different index values for
different measurement angles.

L 
_ 

_  
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Table of Symbol.

Ft fil, thick ness

X Waveleng th in free air

N5 index of substrate

Nor ordinary index of refraction of the film

TMex extraordinary index of refraction of the film

- angle of inciden ce

or angle of refraction in the f ilm of the ord inary polarization

ax angle of refrac tion in the film of the extraordina ry polarization

angle of refra ction in the substrate

• the reflection coefficient of f ilm substr .te for a polarization

the reflection coeff icient of the film substrate for p polarization

8or phase fac tor for the ordinary w,~ve

8ex phase factor for the extraordinary wave
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Table 1. Squeeze Experiment Results

Film Material 
~~~~ 

As2Se3

Substra te KC1 KCl

Nf (film index) 2.35 2.8

N (substrate index) 1.455 1.453

Ft ( f i lm thickness) ~. 11610 9914

A l / f .  (strain) 2.45 x lO~~ ± 1.2 x lO~~ 4 x lO~~ ± 2 x 6~~

AN/N (index change) 0.006 ± 0.0003 0.01 ± 0.0005

Strain optic coefficient

P 2~~~ 
89 ± 40 64 ± 32

ll~~~~

Table 2. Results of the Conventional Modulated Light Ellipsoneter Measurements

OPTICAL MEASURED MEASURED ACCEPTED
MATERIAL THICKNESS INDEX THICKNESS INDEX

ASnS
- A/B 2.34 *0.03 6826*72 A° 2.38

AS2S3 — A /4 2.35 * 0.03 9916 * 116 A°

A52S3
K C ~ 

2.36*0.06 39210t 206 A°

XI8 2.45 * 0.06 6808 * 120 A° 2.80

2 - X/4 2.66 * 0.14 9683 * 376 A°

X/4 2.81 *0.17 10170 t 570A°

- A 
— - 

2.85 * 0.03 33700 * 71OA
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Figure 1. Theoretical model of anisotropic film.
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versus R2 for NT — 2 .45 , NS — 1.455 , x — 1.
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Figure 4. 22 and AR 2 /R 2 versus $ with 12 planar anisotropy
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Figure 7. Perpendicular anisotropy R1 versus $.
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DAMAGE RESISTANCE 0)- AR-COATED GERMAN IUM
SURFACES FOR NANOSECOND CO2 LASER PULSES

Brian E. Newnam and Dennis H. Gill
Los Ala mos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamo s , New Mexico 87545

An evaluation of the state-of-the-art of AR coatings on gallium-doped germanium , used
as a saturable absorber at 10.6 pm , has been conducted. Both 1-on-i and N-on-i laser damage
thresholds  were measured w i t h  1.2 ns pulses  on bare and coated surfaces. Only front surface
damage was observed . With few exceptions, the thresholds for coated surfaces were centered
at 0.49 0.3 J/cm 2 . Bare Ge had a threshold rangin g from 0.65 to 0.70 J/cm 2. No signifi-
cant differences due to substrate polish , crystallinity or doping level were evident , and
multiple-shot conditioning resulted in the same threshold as for single shot tests. From
an analysis of standing-wave electric fields , damage of AR-coated Ge appeared to be limited
by the surface ~roperties of Ge. Measurements at both 1.2 and 70 ns indicated that the
threshold (J/cm ) of both coated and uncoated Ge increases as the square root of the pulse-
width.

Key words : Antireflection coatings , germanium , laser damage , saturable absorber, standing-
wave e lectr ic  f ie ld .

I. Introduction

Gallium-doped germanium has been developed for use as a saturable absorber to prevent pre-pulse
gain depletion in the large CO2 amplifiers of LASL’ s eight-beam fusion laser [1 ,2]. For use at Satu-
rating in tensities for pulses 1-nanosecond in duration , the damage resistance of the AR-coated surfaces
must be maximized. Accordingly, a careful evaluation of the state-of-the-art of AR coatings at
10.6 pm was performed.

Antireflection coatings comprising fourteen coating designs using eight film materials were ob-
tained from nine coating manufacturers. Polycrystalline , p-doped Ge substrates polished by one vendor
were supplied to each. Substrates polished by a second vendor were also supplied for comparison.
Additionally, single-crystal Ge, p-doped and undoped . and undoped polycrystalline Ge were costed by one
vendor to evaluate the effect of crystal structure and doping. The dimensions of the test substrates
were 25 mm in diameter and 6 mm thick. Coating depositions , however, were performed in chambers large
enough to eventually coat amplifier-size Ge discs (41-cm diameter  and 4-cm thickness) with sufficient
uniformity to obtain a reflectance per surface of less than 1% at 10.6 pm and less than 3~ from 9 to
11 pm.

2. Experimental Procedure

Laser damage tests were conducted with 1.15 ± 0.05 ns pulses (FWHM ) at the P(20) 10.6 pm wave-
length. These short pulses were reliably carved Out of a smoothed gain-switched pulse by use of a
Pockel cell arrangemen t. The schematic of the laser diagnostics is shown in figure 1. Pulsewid th
measurements were made with a Molectron pyroelectric detector coupled to a 5-)~4z bandwidth oscilloscope
of LASL design (3]. For supplementary tests with a 7O-ns pulsewidth , a photon-drag detector was used.
Oscillograms of the temporal pulses are shown in figure 2.

The test samples were located prior to the focus of a 1 m F.L. ZnSe lens where the beam spot-size
radius was 1.1 sue. The peak value of the irradiance (J/cm t) at the sample plane was measured on sach
shot by use of a 197-pm diameter pinhole (Optimation , Inc.). The pinhole was located in a split-off
beam and placed at the same distance from an identical ZnSe lens ..s was the sample. The energy trans-
mitted by the pinhole at the center of the reference laser beam was measured by a 1.aser Precision Energy
Meter (isolated from rf noise). Prior to each test series a calibration was performed with an identical
197-pm pinhole centered at the sample plane. During the damage tests the reproducibility of the spatial
profile was monitored by comparing the energy focussed through the pinhole reference with the total
energy measured by a Scientech calorimeter. The 197-pm diameter of the pinhole was chosen to minimize
the spatial averaging over the beam profile (at the pinhole perimeter the intensity of the Gaussian
profile dropped to 98% of the peak value) while transmitting an adequate amount of energy for easy
detection . Also , the ratio of the pinhole diameter to the wavelength was large enough to avoid sign i-
ficant diffrac tion effects. By use of the equation ,

T 1 — , sin(2ka— ...
~
.) + . . . , (1)

VY(ks) ’ ~

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy .

1 Fi gures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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where a = aperture radius 14 1, the transmittance of the 197 pm-diameter aperture was calculated to be
99.98%.

Damage was detected visually by the onset of increased surface scattering of a He-Ne laser beam
directed on the same site (back and front) as the pulsed laser and by examination under bright white-
light illumination using the He-Ne beam as the locator. After the tests , examination of irradiated
areas was also performed with a microscope (300X).

3. Damage Morphology

The characteristics of the laser-damaged sites viewed under 200 and 300 X magnification were very
interesting. Only front surface damage was observed in these tests. in figure 3, disrupt ion of an
AR-coated (Ge/PbF2/ZnSefAir) surface of p-doped , polycrystall ine Ge , caused by a single 1-na pulse
above threshold , is examined. The AR coating has been removed rather uniformly leaving a well-defined
perimeter. Linear interference ripples oriented normal to the laser polarization are grouped around
circular damage pits. Temple and Soileau have identified these ripples as perturbations in the
surface topography due to interference of the incident laser electric field with the time-varying
(laser frequency), induced surface charges on surface scra tches , voids and inclusions [5]. The diameter
of the pi ts are mostly 8 to 12 pm and the ripple spacing is approximately 8.5 pm which are close to the
laser wavelength. Damage Sites 10 uncoated Ge (not shown) caused by 1-na pulses did have faint  r ipples
wi th  spacing exact ly  equal to the laser  wavelength (± 0. 2 n m ) .

The morphology of damage caused by 70-ns pulses was very differen t from the above as shown in
figure 4. On the coated surface, a random distribution of irregular sites was related to damage at
defe ct si tes , and extensive cracking of the AR costing is probabl y thermal ly-caused delamination . For
bare Ge (fig. 5) the damage sites were all centered on circular pita accompanied by very tightly-spaced
(3.5 pm) interference fringes parallel to the laser polarization . The cause of these fringes has not
been identi fied .

4. Results

The experimental results for coated and bare Ge substrates are presented in tables 1-3. These
thresholds are for pit formation or film disruption which occurred at much lower intensities than a
breakdown plasma. Only the mean value of each threshold is listed for the coated surfaces since the
range , typically ± 0.02 or less , was unusually small. The absolute accuracy is considered to be ± 10%.
All thresholds listed are for front surface damage only as we were unable to damage any rear surface,
coated or uncoated. Further, we observed no difference betweew thresholds for 1-on-l and N-on-l tests,
where N -l shots (10 to 15) were fired below the single-shot threshold , before irradiating with a
dama ging intensity. -

To compare the effects of two different conventional polishing methods , single-and polycrystalline
substrate material and Ga-doping level (undoped , R = 30 l).cm; doped , 3 Q.cm), one coating vendor
deposited a two-layer ThF~/ZnS Vee-coat on each different substrate during one run . As seen in table
1 , no significant differences in thresholds caused by the two polishing method s were manifest. This
was surprising since Polish A qualified as better than ‘40-20” (scratch and dig code) and Polish B was
slight ly worse than “40-20”. Likewise , no real differences were measured between coated single-crystal
and po lycryatat  Ge surfaces. Gallium-doping had no effect on coated single-crystal thresholds , and
only a minor 10-15% threshold reduction was measured for Ga-doped polycrystalline Ge.

Table 1. Damage threshold of AR-costed Germanium substrates

Coating : s/ThF4/ZnS/a

Germanium Energy Density (J/cm 2 )
Substrate Polish A Polish B

Single Crystal (undoped) 0.47 0.46
Single Crystal (p-doped) 0.47 0.46

Polycry stal 
- 

(undoped) 0.48 0.51
Polycrystal (p-doped) 0.41 0 .46

The thresholds for fourteen coating designs on p-doped , polycrystalline Ge are listed in table 2.
Moltiple entries represent different samples of the same coating. The values ranged from 0.41 to 0.57
J/c~

2 and the mean value was 0.49 ± 0.03 J/cm5. Even the two-layer coating of CaF2/ZnSe had the same
threshold despite the fact that CaF2 has a large absorption coefficient at 10.6 pm.

Due to the rølative uniformity of thresholds for coated Ge surfaces , particular attention was paid
to the thresholds of uncoated Ge presented in table 3. The values for three different bare surfaces
were all grea ter than those of coated Ge by about 40%. In addition , it is noted that Ga-doping lowered
the threshold by - 10%.
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Table 2. Damage thresholds of AR-coated germanium

Single-layer coatings Ge/coating/Air

Vendor Design Energy Density

(J/cm 2 )

I ZnS 0.51 , 0.46

E ZnS 0.50, 0.47,

D TIl 0.46

Two-layer coatings

G CaF 2/ZnSe 0.50. 0 .48

H PbF 2/ZnSe 0.49

- 
. E ZnSe/ThF4 0.48 , 0.46

H ThF4/ZnSe 0.44

A ThF4/ZnS 0.46, 0.41

a Extra Ge substrate , undoped , polycrystalline. poor poliSh

Three- layer coatings

I ZnS/Ge/ZnS 0.53, 0.50

D TlI/KC1/TlI 0.50

F ThF4/ZnS/ThF4 0.51, 0.48

F ThF4/ZnSe/ThF4 0.50

ZnS/ThF4/ZnS 0.48, 0.47

Four- and Five-Layer Coatings

C ZnS/Ge/ZnS/ThF4 0.57, 0.55, 0.51

B ThF4/ZnS/ThF4/ZnS/ThF4 0.47, 0.45

Table 3. Damage thresholds of uncoated

polycrystalline germanium

(Front Surface Only)

Energy Densi ty

(J/cm
2
)

Undoped 0.70 ± 0.05

P-doped (Gallium) 0.65 ± 0.05

P-doped -HNO
3 treated 0.72 ± 0.05

5. Analysis of Elec tric Fields

The experimental results indicate that the damage threshold of AR-coated Ge surfaces is 1) m dc-
pendent of the design and materials of the AR coatings and ii 2) lower than uncoated Ge. Furthermore,
damage occurred only at the front surface. Thes. results may be explained by considering the electric
fields in the Ge , coated and uncoa~ed. Figure 6 represents the standing-wav, electric fields ,
normalized to the incident field E

~
, in the vicinity of the front surface of an AR-coated and uncoated

Ge substrate. Although , the exact field distribution within the AR coating su~st be calculated for each
design, the gradual decrease of IE/ E0~

2 from 1.0 at the air-film intsrface to 0.25 at the film-Ge
interface is the same for any design.
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The normalized field in the AR-coated substrate is easily calculated using the relation

E

H = ~~~
L (2)

where , for Ge , n = 4.0 at 10.6 im. Likewise , the field-squared in the uncoated Ge substrate is 0.16
in the v ic in i ty ~f the front surface as calculated from

E
-~~~~~ = —i- , (3)

E (n •l )
0 S

Since the power absorbed per cm 3 is given by

P noIF/F~ I (4)

for l inear absorption , damage by this mechanism (or any other involving the electric field) in Ge would
predictably occur at a lower incident laser intensity for an AR-coated surface. The ratio of the
fields-squared in uncoated-to-coated Ge is computed to be 0.64. The ratio of the measured damage
thresholds is 0.7 ± 0.1 , which  is cons is ten t .  These r esu l t s  indicate  that  the damage probably occurred
in the Ge at the Ge/film interface. Thus , for all but the lowest thresholds measured , it is apparent
that the coatings had at least as high a damage resistance as the substrate itself.

It is informative to calculate the peak electric field present in the various coating materials at
the threshold of damage of the coated Ge surfaces. These fields , listed in table 4, represent a number
of samples and coating designs. In terms of electric field , it is seen that the same value , 0.2 MV/cm ,
existed in the coated and uncoated Ge substrates at the threshold , again impl icating the substrate as
the limiting factor. We also note that this breakdown field is comparable to the dc value of - 0.08
MV/cm [6].

Table 4. Peak electric field at damage threshold
of coa ted Ge surfaces

10.6 pm , 1.15 ns pulse

Coating Material Number of E~~~(MV/cm)
Samples

ZnS 17 0.33 to 0.40

ZnSe 7 0.33 to 0.40

Tll 2 0.32 to 0.39

ThF 4 15 0.24 to 0.40

PbF 2 1 0.33

CaF 2 2 0.30

KC1 1 0.23
Ge 2 0.22 to 0.26

Ge substrate 26 0.18 to 0.21
coated

Ge substrate 7 0.18 to 0.19
uncoated

Interestingly, the Ge f i lms  withstood 20 to 25% more e lect r ic  f ie ld  than the substrate.  In most
ot her cases , thin f i lms are generally less damage-resistant than bulk material. Given a more damage-
resistant substrate than Ge, it Is l i k e l y  tha t the various coating components could survive even higher
electric fields than attained in these teats.

6. Pulsewidth Dependence

A second set of tests at a lonqer pulsewidth , - 70 ns , produced thresholds of 4.2 J/cm 5 for
PbF 2/ZnSe AR-coated Ge ard 6.4 J/cm for uncoated Ge. The ratio of these thresholds , 0.66, is still in
consonance with the SW electric-field explanation. Although only two points are used in figure 7 to
draw a straight line , the threshold dependence of both coated and uncoated Ge goes nearly as the square
root of the Ge pulsewldth :
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AR-coated Ge

= 0.455 ~ 
0.52 (5)

Uncoated Ge

CD = 0.67 ~ 
0 .53

This scaling relationshi p is the same as that for free electron absorption in metallic surfaces and
for electron plasma absorption initiated by avalanche breakdown in dielectrics [7).

7. Discussion

It is a general observation that the rear surface of a transparent dielectric is damaged prior to
the front su r f ace  by a co l l imated  laser  beam , assuming the surfaces have identical surface properties.
For subs tra tes l ike g lass , this effect has been clearly demonstrated to be due to the greater stand-
ing-wave electric field at the rear surface [81. Fi gure 8 illustrates the l8O~ phase reversal of the
reflec ted wave at the front surface and the in-phase reflected wave at the back surface. The resultant
ratio of the total electric fields at the two surfaces is

E(rear) — 2n (5)E(front) n.l

a quantity greater than u n i t y .

The magnitude of this field ratio for several dielectrics , transparent at 10.6 pm , is listed in
table 5. As reported in section 4, only front surface damage of Ge was observed for all surfaces ,
AR-coated or uncoated , polycrystalline or single-crystal , doped or undoped. This was very surprising
considering the large ra t io , 1.60, for the fields . Even for a thinner (3 mm ) substrate , no rear damage
could be caused. To c l a r i fy  this  observation , three other substrates , NaC l , CdSe and CdTe , were
irradiated. The expected early rear-surface damage was observed for NaC1 and CdSe, bu t l ike  Ge , only
front surface damage could be produced on CdTe. This was especially intriguing since the band gap of
CdTe and CdSe are near ly  the same , 1.50 and 1.74 eV , respec tivel y, at 300~ K (91.

Table 5. Rear versus front surface damage at 10.6 microns

Substra te Refr active Ra tio of Dama ge
Index Electric Fields First Observed

Rear to Front

NaC1 1.49 1.20 Rear

CdSe 2.43 1.42 Rear

CdTe 2.69 1.46 Front
only

Ge 4.0 1.60 Front
only

A first order examination of this phenomenon requires taking into account the gentle convergence
of the laser beam at the sample and the linear absorption of the Ge using the relation for an uncoated
substrate

n+l w
2 

(6)

where 1 ,2 refer to front and rear surfaces , w is the spot size radius , a is the absorption coef f ic ien t
and x is thickness. For our experiment w 1/w2 = 1.008 and sample thicknesses were 5.6 sue. For the
p- doped Ge, of resistivity 3 fl.ca, the weak signal absorption coefficient was approximately
0.6 cm at 10.6 ic; for undoped Ge i t  was 0.005 cm

Subs t i t u t i ng ,  we f ind  that  for p-doped Ge F2 was 1.15 time s E~ for weak intensities and largerfor higher saturating intensities. For undoped . AR-coated Ge F2 was 1.61 t ime s E 1 .  Only  in the case
of AR-coated , p-doped Ge was E2 less (between 0.72 and 1.0) than the E1. However , attempts to
damage the r ear surface of these samples by increasing the incident laser intensity were unsuccessful.

One promising explanat ion for the absence of rear surface damage was suggested by Phlpp s [10] .
In a darkened room he observed a f a in t  blue surface corona on the front surface of a Brewster Ge plate
w e l l  below the threshold for damage . This corona was distinctly different from a spark associated
with  an e lectron a v a l a n c h e , and no traces of damage were found. It is possible that this visible light
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was emit ted during carrier recombination . Further , absorption of this visible light by the Ge could
increase the free carrier density (for intrinsic Ge n. • 2.4 x 101 ‘1cm 3 at 300’X [61) to obtain a
sufficiently absorbing plasma for hi gher laser intensities to cause surface damage. Further experi-
ments are obviously needed to examine this  poss ib i l i ty .

8. Summa ry

This study has produced a number of results which are best listed under three headings .

8.1 Genera l

a. The damage threshold was iimited by germanium surface properties.

b. Front surface damage , onl y, occurred .

c. A pul sewidth dependence ED (JIca
2 ) - ~½ . was observed between 1 and 70 ns.

8.2 Bare Ge

a. The damage threshold at 1.2 ns ranged from 0.65 to 0.70 J/cm 2.

b. An FINO , treatment raised the threshold - 10%.

8.3 AR-Coated Ge

a. Damage thresholds at 1.2 ns were 0.49 0.03 J/cm 2 with a total range from
0.41 to 0.57 J/cm2 .

b. Multiple-shot conditioning (N-on-l) produced the same threshold as single-
shot tests (1-on-i).

c. No variation in threshold for 3 different conventionally polished substrates
was observed .

d. No large difference of the threshold  between substrates  w i t h  varied doping or
crystallinity was observed.
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Table 6. Partici pating Optical Companies

Germanium Substrates:

Eagle-Picher

Coatings:

Coherent Radiation
Design Optics

Exo tic Materials , Inc.
Honeywell , Inc .

Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc .
Perkin-Elmer Corporation
Santa Barbara Research

I l -V I , Inc.
Valtec Corporation

Polishing :

Design Optics
Optical Systems 8 Technology , Inc.
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Fi gure 1. Sche*atic of the CO, laser damage test facility.
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Figure 2. Oscillograms of CO2 laser pulses of duration (VW114) (a) 1.2 as measured with a pyroelectric
detector and (b) 60 ns measured w i t h  a photon-drag detector .
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STANDING-WAVE FIELDS
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Figure 6. Standing-wave electric fields for AR-coated and uncoated Ge substrates.
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10.6 urn I.RSER DAMAGE IN COATINGS CONTAINING A52S3 
AND Aa

2Se 3~

C.C. Tango, M. Bass, N.J. Soileau and E.W. Van Stryland
Center for l.aser Studies , University of Southern California

University Park , L~s Angeles, California 90007

The laser damage properties of 10.6 urn coatings containing Aa
2S3 

and

As2Se3 are reported. A TEN00 mode CO2 TEA laser with an intracavity CW CO2
discharge Section was the irradiation source in these experiments. This
enabled the study to include a test of the role of mode locked pulses on the
damage thresholds of the sample coatings.

Coatings containing A52
S
3 were damaged only after an incandescence or

spark was observed during the irradiation. There was no difference in the

intensity threshold, —300 (peak intensity on axis) for damage in half
wave or full wave thick A52S3 

coatings, with or without mode locked pulses in

the laser waveform . However, evidence for laser irradiation conditioning was
found in certain areas of the A52S3 coatings.

Two different thresholds were observed for coatings containing Aa 2Se3;

one where a spark was observed and a large damage site produced and a second ,
at —30% lower intensity which produced a very small damage site even though

no incandescence was detected. The latter occurred at ’~l2 Mw/cm2 in both the
full  and half wave As 2Se3 coatings. Otherwise, the qualitative behavior of

the threshold was similar to that of the As 2 S3 coatings.

The intensity of threshold for damage to A8
2S3/KC1/As2S3 anti—reflection

coatings on Rd substrates was as high as 430 Mw/cm
2 
and did not depend on

the presence of mode locked pulses. Three layer AR coatings containing

As 2Se3 damage at — 20 MW/cm2 The relationships between the coating damage

thresholds and microstructure, design and measured absorption are discussed.

Key words : As 2S3; As 2Se 3 ; coating damage; coating design ; defects; laser
damage .

1. Introduction

Thin f i lm coatings are often the moat easily damaged components of an infrared laser system . Tt-
10.6 ~ m , pulsed damage thresholds of films containing Aa 2S3 and AS2Se3 are typically —325 MW/cm 2 

and

— 15 MW/cm2 respectively. These thresholds were found not to depend significantly on the coating design ,
the detaila of the laser pulse waveform or the sequence of the irradiation employed. Layered coating

designs used to reduce coating absorption by redistributing the fields in the layers (1)~ do not
significantly reduce the energy absorbed per unit mass of absorptive material. Thus the heating of the
coating on exposure to optical irradiation and any failure properties governed by uniform absorption
should be independent of the coating design. However, an examination of the morphology of the damage
sites reveals that microscopic defects or incluaiona are responsible for the failure of the coatings
studied to withstand intense laser irradiation . Initial ‘survival curve’ data is consistent with this
model since it rules out uniform linear absorption as the dominant pulse damage interaction.

2. Experimental

The experiment is shown schematically in figure 1 and the properties of the laser system are list-
ed in table I. The low pressure CW discharge in the TEA Laser cavity was used to restrict oscillation
to a single longitudinal mode (2)  and thus to supresa mode locked pulses in the output. Figure 2
shows the two waveforms used in these experiments.

Coatings were prepared at the Hughes Research Laboratory, (HRL) , in Malibu , California , on single
and poly—crysta lline Rd substrates. The substrate sur faces were polished and etched . The three layer
coatings were designed as anti—reflection coatings in the manner discussed later in thi. paper. Half

work was supp orted by O-AP.PA under contract No. F l9628-77—C—009 4.

Currant address: Aerospace Corporation , El Segundo, California
1riqures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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Table 2. Damage Thresholds.. . (continued)

Energy Density * Power DensitycAbsorption 
2 2Material %/Coating (3/cm 1 (MW/cm

As S - 1/2 0.067 60 311
on 1) (88) (462)

As S — 1 0.12 56 293
on 1) (561 (293)

tA S
3
/1(C1/As

2S3 0.029 83 433

~N on 1) (120) (564)
t
A S

3/KC1/AS2S3 0.045 8.1 42
on 1) (8.1) (42)

The thresholds quoted are the peak on axis values of the indicated quant i ty ,  and
2W
0 125 urn is the diameter at the focus measured to l/e2 of the on axis intensity.

The pulse duration was 180 nsec.

~The three layer coatings are ant i-ref lect ion coatings a~ 10.6 urn.

4. Coating Design

Figure 3 shows the field distributions in the half wave and the thr- ‘ayer anti-reflection coat-
ings containing As2S3 which were Studied. If the A52S3 

layers are respc •e for absorption in the

coating then the three layer design will have less absorption. This is so because there is less of the
absorptive material exposed to the light field in the three layer design. However, in the three layer
design less material is responsible for proportionally less absorption. Thus, the energy absorbed per
unit mass of coating material is unchanged and each coating will be heated to the same temperature by
the same light flux. By this argument it is possible to interpret the measured damage thresholds as
being caused by uniform linear absorption . The presence of defects or inclusions in the coatings will
also give rise to a damage process which is independent of coating design and as shown in the next sec-
tions is in fact the principal fai lure mechanism.

5. Morphology of Coating Damage and Coating Uniformity

In figures 4 through 9 several representative examples of coating damage morpholog y are shown .
Figures 4 through 9 thow that in the irradiated area (‘--125 urn in dia . )  there were one or more random-
ly located sites which were easily damaged . The crazing in figures 8 and 9 is due to the polycrystal—
line nat ure of the substrate on which the coating was placed . Figure 9 shows that when a spark was
produced on an AS2Se

3 
coatings, a significant portion of the coating was completely removed . In th is

context it is important to note the value of using more than one type of microscope illuminstion to
examine laser damage.

In figure 5, a case of spark damage to As2Se3 coating, there are interference ‘ripples” with spa-

cing A/n Rd similar to those described by Temple and Soileau . (4) These are due to light scattered f rom
a defect in interfering with the incoming laser beam. The coating to substrate interface is an ‘ex it ’
surface in the seine sense as in reference 4 and the ‘rippl es’ are found , as expected , on the Rd sub-
strate surface.

Figure 10 is a plot of the damage threshold as a function of posit ion on an As2Se3 coating . This

data demonstrates the point-to-point non-uniformity of the coating and is additional evidence for a da-
mage mechanism dominated by the presence of defects or inclusions.

6. Survival Curve Data
A survival curve is a statistical means to examine the mechanism causing laser damaqe.(5) P~ un i-

form intensity pulse is used to irradiate several sites on or in a sample and the statigtics of the
period of time each site can survive this irradiation is used to determine the damaging interaction .
If the dominant interaction is uniform linear absorption , all sites will be identical and all will sur-
viv, exactly the same period of time. Figure 11 shows the distortion of a ‘flat—topped’ laser pulse
which occurs when three different sites on a ZnSe containing coatings were damaged . Clearly the three
sites survive different times and so these data rule out a significant role for uniform linear absorp-
tion in the pulsed laser damage process for such a coating.

More extensive survival curve studies for bulk material and coatings are planned . The initial data
presented here shows the potential for this techni que to sort out damage mechanisms.

7 . Sulmiary and Conclusions
The principal results of this work are stumnarized in table 3. Included is data from 1916 on ZnSe

containing coatings (6) which show that the best currently available coatings are those containing Aa2S3
or ZnSe. The damaging interaction in &.l the coatings tested is determined by the presence of micro-
scopic defects  or inclusions
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and full wave layers were studied to test the role of coating design in determining the damage threshold.
The occurrence of damage was detected by an observer viewing the irradiated site through a long

working distance microscope. Both white light and HeHe laser light scattering were used with comparable
results. The coatings which contained As

2Se3 often damaged with no visible sparks or incandescence at

fluxes 30% less than required to produce a spark. However, 
~~2~ 3 

coatings only damaged after the ir-
radiation produced a spark .

Both 1 on 1 and N on 1 irradiation sequences (3) were used but Only the uncoated substrate showed
a significant irradiation conditioning effect. The irradiated sites were inspected with visible micro-
scopy to determine the damage site morphology. Normal incidence reflected, bright field transmitted,
and phase contrast transmitted illumination were used to maximize the effectiveness of the morphological
examinations.

Table 1. dO2 laser parameters & performance data.

TEA Section:
Discharge Length
(Double Rogowski Electrodes) 41 cm.

Energy Storage Capacitance 0.08 if

Flow Rate Ratio
(He:H

2:dO2
) 8.7:2.4:2.6 i/mm .

Typical Input Energy into
Pulsed Section 23 3

CW Section:
Discharge Length 104 cm.

Gas Mixture 86% ;7%:7%

Gas Pr essure 3 Torr
Flowing gas, water cooled

Mirrors 100% R — flat/Si
80% 8 — 10 meter/Ge

Brewster Windows KCl

Intracavity Aperture Diameter
for TEN00 Mod e 8mm .

Total Cavity Length 307 cm.

Maximum TEN0 Energy Available
at the Targe~ 3O rnJ

Typical Width of Pulse ( FWHM) 180 nsec

3. Measured Damage Thresholds

The damage thresholds obtained in these experiments are listed in table 2. The values for coating -

absorption were measured by H.R.L. as part of the coating characterization . Clearly coatings contain-
ing As

2S3 can withstand 20 times the flux that will damage one containing As2Se3
. The data also de-

monstrate that the damage f lux for each type of coating does not depend strongly on the coating design .
The last entry for an As2S3/KC1/AS2S3 three layer coating represents data for a poor quality coating.

No significant laser conditioning (N on 1) effect was observed except for the uncoated xCl aubatrate
surface. In addition, the threshold for all the listed samples did not depend on which pulse waveform
was used (fig. 2).

Table 2. Damage thresholds for A52
S
3 and A52Se3 

containing coatings.

Absorption Energy 1)ensity * Power DeDsity 5

Material %/Coating (3/cm
2) (MW/cm

Surface of KC1
single crystal 171 871

(N on 1) (329) (1720)

As S. — A/2 0.02 2.40 12.72
(N

3on 1.) (2 .40)  ( 12 .7)

As Sm - A 0.018 2.60 13.5
2
(N3on 1) (3.03) (15.8)

As Se /KC1/As Se 0.03 3.85 20.1
2
(N3on ~ 

~ (3.85) (20.3.)

As
25 3/KC1/As2

8e3 
0.02 3.3 17.2

(N on 1.) (3.3) (17.2)
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Table 3. Susasary of Coating Damage Thresholds
KC1 Substrate Surface 1000 MW/cm2

Coatings on Rd Coatings:
As2Se3 15 MW/cm2

A52S3 325 MW/cm2

ZnSe 450 MW/cm2

Cause of Coating Failure:
Mechanical Defects and/or Inclusions
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Figure 5. Damage near threshold to a 1/2 As
2
Se

coating on Ed to 10.6 -,~m. (Upper
photo is for damage with no spark and Figure 6. Damage near threshold to s A As

2
Se

3
lower is a case where a spark was coating on KC1 sod 10.6 ~m .

obse rved.
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Figure 7. Damage near threshold to an
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2Se/KC1/As25e3 10.6 urn

an t i— ref lec t ion  coating on
Rd .
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Figure 8. Damage near threshold to an
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2
Se

3
/KC 1/Aa 2Se3 10.6 

urn

P!FLECTh Im~W i~cinioicE ILU$1NAT1(Bl anti—reflection coating on
polycrystalline KC1 when no
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the irradiation.
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Figure 9. Damage to an A525.3/Xcl/h
.a2Se3 10 urn

anti—reflection coating on poly—
crystalline KC1 when a spark was 
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produced during the irradiation .
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LARGE—SPOT DF LASER DANAGE 00’

DIELECTRIC—ENHANCED MIRRORS5

D. B. Nichola and R. B. Hall
Boeing Aerospace Company

Seattle . WA 98 124

and

R. A. House II
Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland AFB, NM 87117

Large—spot OF laser damage thresholds have been measured for several
dielectric—costed mirrors. Five coating designs were tested , using both
molybdenum and Cer—Vit substrates. Chemical laser pulses with FWHM of 4 usec
and energies up to 70 J were focused to a target—spot diameter of 1 cm. Each
test site was exposed to pulses of successively larger energies. Measured
thresholds in terms of pulse peak trrsdiance ranged up to 21 MW/cm2 , which is
above the plasma formation threshold for bare aluminum . The mirrors exhibited
no surface plasma during small—scale damage , but a well—defined laser—suppor-
ted absorption wave during catastrophic damage . No threshold differences due
to substrate material were apparent. Factor—of—ten Spot—size tests were used
to investigate the range of validity of the spot—size scaling Laws which
have successfully correlated damage data over smaller areas. Whole—target
and microscopic damage morphology are examined briefly.

Key words: damage thresholds; dielectric—enhanced mirrors ; large—spot laser
damage ; pulsed OF laser damage; subStrate dependence; surface piasmas; spot
size dependence.

1. In t roduct ion

The emergence of high power chemical lasers has led to an increasing concern with optical corn—
ponents for the 2 — 5 sin wavelength region. Experimental laser damage data , however, are stillheavily concentrated at other wavelengths . Damage studies with pulsed chemical laser radiation havetyp ically involved spots only 10 to 100 urn In diameter due to limited total energy per pulse fl) 1 .

We have measured damage thresholds for dielectric enhanced mirrors with a 1 cm diameter beam spot .
One objective was to investigate the large—spot limit for the size—scaling laws which have been very
useful in describing dielectric damage for small spots [2]. Five coating designs were compared , with
each coating on a metal and a glass substrate. Each of the ten mirrors was expoaed to pulsed beams of
two different diameters , giving a total of twenty damage sites. Each site received several exposures.

2. Laser Beam Characteriattics

The laser used in this work was the Boeing FHOCL— lO photoinitiated HF/OF device 13). Figure Ia
shows the far—field burn pattern at the focus of a 200—cm mirror. The lighter curve is an analytic
approximation. The overall circular shape , with four indentations , is due to the geometry of the laser
itself. Figure lb shows the configuration of a detailed beam scan. The resul ts  of this scan are shown
in figure 2. The central part of the beam is quite uniform . Figures 1 and 2 are from reference 141 .
which includes further discussion of the spatial profile.

Figure 3 is the OF time profile , which has a generally smooth shape , and has a FWHM of 4.0 p8cc.
This profile , sampled from the entire 10 cm diameter  n e a r — f i e l d  beam , was measured for each laser shot
and was essentially unchanged throughout these tests. Beam energy was varied by attenuat ion external
to the laser , so that the r e l a t i ve  time profile was independent of beam energy.

3. Mirror Samples

The ten mirror samples are listed in table 1. Five coating designs (designated by numbers 2 to 6)
were each deposited on both molybdenum and Cer—Vit substrates (denoted by “N” and “C”). The samplea
were fabricated in 1975 by Coherent Radiation (coatings No. 2 — 4) and Northrop (coatings No. 5 and 6).

a Work supported by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory under Contract F29650—77—902O2.

1. Figures in bracket. indicate the literature references at the and of this paper.
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Table 1. Coating designs of ten dielectric—
enhanced mirror samp les. The tabu—
lated reflectances are from absorption
calorimetry measurements. Each
coating design was deposited on both
a molybdenum (H) and a Cer—Vit (C)
substrate .

SAMPLE
NUMBER REFLECTANCE COATING DESI GN

201 0.9905 ±0.0007 
— 

3
2C 0.9792 ±0.0007 

Cr + (Al
2
0
3
/Si)

3M 0.9890 ±0.0007
3d 0.9880 ±0.0007 

Cr + Ag + (S iO/ Si)

401 0.9916 ±0. 0007
4C 0.9918 ±0.0007 

Cr + Au 4- (SiO/Si)

501 0.9961 ±0.0003 3
SC 0.9909 ±0.0003 ~~ + (ThF4/ZoS)

6M 0.9978 ±0.0003 3
6C 0.9937 ±0.0003 

Ag + (ThF4/ZnSe)

The tabulated refleetauces are from absorption calorimetry measurements made in early 1977 at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville. At least two sepa rate measurements were made for each sample .
The two uncertainties indicated in table 1 reflect the maximum observed scatter between duplicate
measurements within the two groups.

4. Teat Configura tion

These tests were carried out in the focal plane of an f — 7± cm mirror. The laser pulse energy
and time profile were monitored by two sample beams from a CaF2 wed

ge. Return of laser radiation from

the target mirror to the laser and calorimeter was prevented by orienting the target mirror normal at
a 120 angle from the incident beam axis; this angle is a function of the f number of the final focusing
mirror.

Each sample was mounted with a sealed partition along a diameter , providing two isolated test
areas. One side was used for 1 cm diameter beam—spot testB and the other side for 0.1 cm diameter
beam—spot tests. To obtain the 1 cm diameter beam , the 45 relative profile of figure 1 was truncated
at about the half—maximum point by introducing a 1—cm diameter aluminum aperture 0.1 cm in front of the
test mirror. Eighty—three percent of the total energy passed through this hole. The 0.1 cm diameter
beam was formed by a 0.097 ± 0.002 cm aperture in a 0.025 cm—thick aluminum plate situated 0.05 cm in
front of the test mirror. This 0.1 cm hole was beveled to give an effective aperture thickness of
0.01 cm.

S. Procedure and Results

For each test s i te , exposures began below 4 J/cm2 , or 1 MW/cm
2 peak intensity, and proceeded on

the same site with nominal intensity increases of 50 to 1002. At least ten minutes elapsed between
shots for the Cer—Vit samples. Small—scale and finally catastrophic damage was determined by
examination of the site between each shot with strong illumination . For this inspection , the 0.1 cm
aperture was removed and repositioned by a translation stage.

The t~ ets and results are summarized in figure 
4. The five groups of data correspond to the five

coating designs. Molybdenum or Cer—Vit substrates are denoted by “H” or “C. ’ A large or small circle
in figure 4 indicates a 1.0 or 0.1 cm beam spot; this distinction is made by the letter “1” or “a” in
site designations. Teat sites are designated in the text by coating, substrate, and spot size ; e.g.
“site 6C1.”

For each teat sits the successive lsser shots are indicated in figure 4 by horitontal lines, The

;~ercentage of area damaged after 
each shot is roughly indicated by the extent  of cross hatching from

that exposure down toward the previous exposure . Shading which extends completely from one shot down
to the previous shot indicates that the entire central area of the mirror coating was dastroy.d .

The mirror surfaces were monitored for plasma formation during exposure by open—shutter photo-
graphy . The large double XX in figure 4 indicates plasma formation with the nearby aperture in place ,

leaving in doubt whe ther initiation occurred on mirror or aperture or both. In several cases , p lasma
was anticipated due to high intensities , and the 1 cm aperture was removed before the final shot, to
preclude p lasma initiation on the aperture edges. In these cases , mirror surface plasma formation is
indicated by a single X. The only plasma observed with the 0.1 cm aperture was a vary veak event
indicated by the sma l l  double xx .

—326—
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6, Damage Site Morphology
Coatings No. 5 and 6 exhibit the highest thresholds in figure 4. Figure Se and 5b show the sample

in situ during and a f t e r  an exposure with beam—axis fluence of 54 J/cm2, Figure Sc and Sd are during
and af ter a 100 i/ cm2 shot. Figure 5a and Sc are open—shutter with room lights ; figure 5b and Sd have
additional illumination. The damaged area is shown in relief by oblique lighting in figure Se.

For the same substrate and spot size figure 6 shows site 6Cl after 50 J/cm2 (fig. 6a) and 63 i/cm 2

(fig. 6b). Comparison with site 5C1 shows that the replacement of inS with ZnSe reduces the small—
scale damage threshold from 50 i/cm2 to 30 i/cm 2

Figure 7 shows an area along the edge of the 1 cm diameter damage zone of site 5011 after an
exposure of 88 i/cm2 . At the bottom of the figure is an undamaged region. Next is a zone where the
coating is fractured but still in place. The relief apparert in the next  region indicates  major
disruption of the coating, and this zone has an overall shape which suggests blow—off effects radiating
f rom the spot center above. Finally, the inner region at the top has the coating entirely removed.

Site 5015 sustained the highest intensi ty with the least damage. The Nomarski micrograph of
figure 8a shows the undamaged mirror roughness , as well as several major damage points. The peak
intensity here was 23 MW/cm2. Darkfield (fig. Sb) shows additional small damage points.

Figure 9 Ia the small—spot damage of the mirror shown in figure 5. The two major damage ~eas of
figure 9a are connected by a region of fringes which is more apparent in darkfield or the Nomarski view
of figure 9b. We attribute these fringes to interference between coating layers which have been
delaminated by the damage event.

7. Conclusions

Figure 4 allows direct comparison of threshold data as a function of several variables.

7.1 Coating Materials

The highest damage thresholds were observed with coating designs No. 4, Ag + (ThF4/ZnS) , and
No. 5, Ag 4 ’ (ThF 4/in Se) . These two coatings also exhibited low absorption in calorimetry measurements
(table 1).

7.2 Substrate Effect

Threshold results are similar for molybdenum and Car—Wit substrates. The thermal conductivity of
the matal substrate gives no significant advantage for single pulses with FWHM of 4 P5cc.

7 .3 Spot Size Ef fe ct

Damage in tena ities are similar for 1.0 cm and 0.1 cm beam spot diameters. Under the

present condit ions , the dielectric—damage scaling law [2] 9thresh — d ’
~~ 

does not extend to spot

diamete rs larger the~ 0.1 cm,

7.4 Threshold Intensities

Tb,~ abs.’lutp va l ues of damage thresholds for the beet mirror coatings , 12—22 MW/cm2, are high, and
c omparable t o  the thresholds for formation of surface ~lasmas on bare metals; the threshold for
unpolished aluminum under these conditions is 15 MW/cm [4].

Significant emai l— utah damage often occurred without mirror—surface plasma ; the occurrence of
plasma , ‘n the uche r hand , was a lways associated with catastrophic eurfsce damage.

8. R.fsrsnces

(1). I*.s, N , Soilseu, N. 1. , Tang, C. C.. [3]. Nichols, D. B., Hall , R. B., and McClure ,
end Van Stryland , B. W., ‘Pral.ed HF(DP 3.  D., 3. Appi. Phys. 47, 4026 (1976).
L.m~ r Damage in Window Materials,” these
Procs.dtngs. [4). 8*11, R. B., Maher , W. B., Nelson , 0. J.,

and Nichols, D. B., Report AFWL—
12). Mt tts , 3. 1 , House, I I.., and Guenther , TR—77—34 (Air Force Weapons Laboratory,

A. H., in Lacer Induced Damage in Optical Kirtland Afl, NM, 1977).
Mater ials: 1975 , A. .1. Class and A. H.
Guenther, nd. (MIS Spec. PubI. 462,
1976) p . 358.

9. Figure.
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Figure 1. (a) Trace of the far—field beam +
profile (dark outline at the
focal plane of an f — 200 cm
mirror. The lighter line is an
analytic approximation. (b)
Configuration of three beam
scans.

Figure 2. Results of far—field beam profile scans.
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Figure 3. Ti.. profile of the OF laser pulse .
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DF Laser Damage: Dielectric-Coated Mirrors
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Figure 4. Suamary of test sites , expo.ur e histories , and damage results. Five

coatings (No . 2 to 6), each on two substrates (molybdenum “N”

or Csr—Vtt “C”), were expoeed to beam spots of 1 cm (large circle)

or 0.1 cm (small circle) diameter. Laser shot. are indicated by

horizontal bare and damage is shown by shading (see text).

Occurrence of aurface plasma is indicated by “X.”
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Figure 7, Edge region of 1 cm diameter damage at Sttc 5011, a f t e r  an 88 3/cm 2

exposure. The width of this micrograph Is 0.1 cm.
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DEFECTS AND IMPURITI E S IN As2S3, As2Se3. AND Na P COATINGS 5

T. H. Donovan , A. 0. Baer , 3, II. Dancy, and 3. 0. Porteus
Physics Division , Michelson Laboratories

Naval Weapons Center , China Lake, California 93555

The damage thresholds of thin films of chalcogenide glasses are known to
be lower than the thresholds of thin films of NaF. On the other hand , the
absorptance of NaF thin films is high. The mechanisms responsible for this
performance are discussed. It is suggested that the low damage threshold of
chalcogenide glasses is due to the presence of micron—sized crystalhitas .
These crystallites are not present on a fresh film , but grow on the films over
a period of days , and they are an arsenic—rich sulfide , and not an oxide as has
been reported. It is suggested that the high absorptance of the NaP thin films
is due to a thin layer of water adsorbed on the surface , and that this water
layer forms quickly when the coating i~ exposed to atmosphere.

Key words: Arsenic triselenide; arsenic trisulfide ; Auger; damage; defects;
electron microscopy; ESCA; optical coatings; thin films .

1. In t roduc t ion

Deposi t ion , absorption , and C02—laser damage threshold for As2S~ , As2Se3. and NaP coatings and the
use of these materials in three—layer antireflection designs for KC1 and NaCI have been reported [1.2,3,
4)1. Such coatings have been made with absorption e of S x 10’”’ coated surface. The chalc genide
glasses have low absorption (B 1 cm”t at 10.6 ~m) and As~ S 3 is the only material reported [2 )  to have
been deposited in thin film form with bulk—like absorption coefficients , — 1 cm” at 10.6 am , which
is also among the lowest absorption reported in coStings . Films of Aa,.S~ have survived unpulsed CD2—
laser radiation with power levels in excess of 100 kW /cm [5). Being insoluble in water , they form
protective layers f a r  hvgro scopic Nd and Sad ~6 I .  A po teot ial lv  sertous problem wtt.h &52S3 and
As.Se3 coatings , however , i~ their relativel y low threshold for damage by pulsed C02—laser radiation
[ 4 [ .  Ni F films have absorption levels greater than bulk NaF as well as As:S~ and As2Se2 coatings , and
this excess absorption limits the performance of the three-layer th-sign.

Damage—threshold limitations of a film become apparent when one examines how the damage threshold
of a sample is degraded when it is coated with the film, Figures 1 ,,nd 2 show the damage thresholds of
uncoated Nadi and coated N.~l 1, respectively. Th~’ 44m pl4’s, 1.5—inch diameter , single crystal , were
obtained from Harshaw ChemLal Company and prepared by etching for 3 mm in MCi, The As ~~ f i lm  was
deposited at 2 5C  in a tripped , diffusion—pumped system. The pres, n~~,. of a large number f defec t s  on
the films (3 x 10’ -,r, i was ver ified bef..re damage testing. The damage th, uh,,ld wa~ measured by
P,rteu s 17) using pulsed 10,4~ ~m radiatIon, 100 na pul~ .’ lengt h , and ‘20 ,,n~ spot diameter . Damagr was
identified ac~~ rding t - . ., number ~1 dif ie re ’nt criteria and plotted , as shown in figures 1 and 2. The
cross-hat .  hs’d bar on th,’.e I igures indicate s the averaic. ~‘n, r~ v for damage , while the overlapping
lig hter bar show s the range f lev’-is at which damage was observ ed. Pit formation was not observed on
the unc,at ,- l ‘.amf le but was observed on the coated sample, As shown , ligh t and ion ,‘mission from the
fil, occurred at one-third (or 1ev-’) the energY density required for uncr ’ated sample damag.-~ The light
appears to be emitted true tin y points, which ould be associated with the ml r , -n~~sized defects . These
data demonstrate that tIn damag,’ threshold of an As2S 4—eoated sample Is much lower than that f uncoa ted
samples , and that the damage me chani sm f t  coated samples Is different u r n  that for uncoated samples.

Defects in films of Iialcogen idc glassi’s could cauee the damage thresholds of the films to be
reduced . Blist ers ~nd crya ta ll i te s a few microns In diame ter grow in fresh films of As ,-S~ over a
period of several days . The cry stahli tes have diameters up to a few microns and rest on the surface of
the film, and could cause a redu -t ion in damage threshold , A few microns Is large enougI~ compared to
the light wa - ’elength of interest th it Interference of the Incident l igh t  w i t h  l i g h t  rerediated fro, the
cry stall i te ’ , can increaee the electric field in regions around the defect [8 ,9). Consequently, dielec-
tric hr , .,, down can ‘ u r  at lower intensit ies of incident radiation. We regard this model for laser
d amage of chalco gen id e f i l m s  as highly plausible hut not full y verified . If the model is c”rrect , then
p e r f o r m a n c e  of chalcogenide films can be increased by eliminating the defects  or great ly  tedu cing their
size . Much of the f o l l o w i n g  discussion Is a report of studies of the d e f e c t s  and attempts to eliminat e
t hem . The size and shape of the de1e~ ts are discussed in section 2. Their chem ical nature and the
chemical nature of the films are discussed in aection 3, and the results of scime attempts to •li.Inate
the defects  are reported in section 4.

~ Work supported by Defense Advanced Research Pro).’cts Agency and NWC Independen t Re search Funds.

1. Figures in brackets Indicate the literature references at the end of this pap er.
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For coatings comprised of chalcogenide glass and NaF layers , the damage threshold is limited by
that of the glass but the absorptance is limited by that of the NaF (1,2,3]. The absorption coefficient
of thin films of NaP is about 6 cm”1 , six times that of the chalcogenides and ten times that of bulk
NaF [10]. The absorptance of NaP lv so high that the three—layer design with the lowest absorptance is
the one which minimizes the thickness of the NaF [1]. The extra absorptance could be related to the
structure or porosity of the films , or impurities in the NaP. NaP films are polycrystalline and
infrared—absorbing states could exist at interfaces between the NaP crystallites; however , NaF is
hygroscopic and Sparks [11) has estimated that two monolayers of water in or on a material will produce
an absorptance of 1 x 10’”’ [11). Other impurities may produce similar increases in absorptance . In
section 5, the observation of impurities in NaF , attempts to eliminate them and reduce absorption from
the NaP films are reported.

2. Crystallite Morphology and Formation

It has been known for some time that As2S3 films deposited under standard vacuum conditions are
unstable in the sense that small crystallites on the order of 1 1-rn in diameter grow on the surface.
The crystallizes have been reported to be As203 [12 ,13] or As3S., (14]. The decomposition of As2S3 is
reported to be catalyzed by the presence of water vapor and enhanced by visible (band gap) light [121.
Figure 3 shows electron micrographs of the surface of an As2S3 film before and after it was scrubbed
lightly with cotton soaked in benzene . The film was roughly 0.5—am thick and was deposited on a sing le—
crystal KC1 sample at 75C using a rate of about 1.3 nm/sec in a trapped , diffusion—pumped system. The
sample was etched for 3 mm in Rd prior to deposition. Since the rep lication required for the micro—
graph is destructive , the sample was broken into several pieces. One piece was replicated 3 days after
deposition without washing, while a second piece was washed (lightly scrubbed with cotton soaked in
beozene) and replicated 7 days after the first samples was replicated (10 days after deposition) . The
micrographs show two types of defects: crystallizes and blisters. On the “before ” micrograph . the
cryatal li tes  can be seen to agglomerate on the blisters. The “after ” micrograph shows that more blis-
ters appeared during the intervening 7 days. This illustrates how the defects grow over a period of
days. Notice that after the films are washed , no evidence of the crvsta ilites remains , There are no
jagged edges of the crystallizes protruding from the su r f ace .  R e f l e c t i o n  e l ec t ron  d i f f r a c t i o n  pa t te rns
showed crystalline structure before , but not after , washing, Evidently the ~rystah1ites are resting on
an amorphous matrix , and can be washed off.

Figure 4 gives a closer view of the shapes of defects in the As2S3 and As7Se 3 films , The As2S3
film shown here is the same as that shown in figure 3, but the film h~s been aged fib days prior to
repl ica t ion .  The Aa2Se3 f i l m  was 0 .6—am th ick  and was deposited on single—cr ystal, etc hed KCl at 75’C
in a trapped , diffusion—pumped system; the replica was made 7 days after deposition. Notice that
blis ters  are visible under the Aa2S 1 crystal lites shown in both figures 3 and 4, but no blisters are
visible under the As2Se3 crvstalhites . The As~ S3 ers-stals have a dist inct , pyramidal habit while the
Aa2Se3 crystals have a more agglomerated , triangular prism habit. The crystalli zes are clearly differ-
ent on the two types of film , but the implications of this difference have not yet been expi red.

3. Analytical Results

The re is disagreement as to the chemical form of the crystallites appearing on As2S~ films ; they
have been reported to be both As203 and As4S 3 (12 ,13 ,1..]. The chemical nature of the crysta llizes is
closely related to the cause of their formation , and hence to the means t o y  preventing their formation.
If th. c rys t a l l i z es  are an oxide being formed by oxidation in contact with atmosphere , then an oxygen—
impervious protective coating combined with water—free deposition should stop their formation. If the
crystal h ites are a sulfide or seienide which form because the amorphous matrix is unstable, then some
means of stabilizing the m a t r i x  must be found . Stabilization could involve altering the stoichiometrv
of the matrix or introducing a stabilizing impurity. Some of the passivazion attempts reported in
section 4 were based on the assumption that the crystallizes are formed by oxidation , This at’sumption
is not borne out by the more recent data reported in this ie,tlon .

A general idea of the chemical form of the crystallizes can be obtained by considering the composi-
t ion and form of l ikely materials .  C r y s t a l l i z e s  form on A 7S3 films whether the films are deposited on
Mad , ECI . quartz , Ness g lass , Al 20 3 or Al (2 ,4,13,14). Evidentl y ,  constituents of the c r yst a l l i te s
are not coming from the substrates , but must be coming from the atmosphere or the film. The list of
compounds likely to for-rn on an Aa2S3 film includes As2O 3 (cubic and/or monociinic), As~ Sc, A.2S3
(m ono c l in i c ) ,  As 5S 1 (orthorhombtc) and Aa 2S 7 (monochinic) (15 ,16). The shape of the crv st a ll i tes may
give some clu, as to the ma terial involved.  The crys tallitex shown it figures i and 4 are shaped
roughly like octahedrons; but this by Itself Is not enough to discriminate between materials since the
habit of As~ S3 has been described as “dipyramidah ,” while that of As201 was described as “octahedral. ”
Either description could apply to the c r y s t a l l i z e s ;  one cannot d i s c r im ina t e  between the  oxide and the
sulfide with this information.

In order to identify the chemical nature of the crystallites , samp les were examined at Ph ysical
Electronics , Inc. (PHI) using the Model 590 high resolution scanning Auger spec t rometer .  This instru-
ment has a la tera l  resolut ion of 0 .2 5  am. Aa 2S3 films were deposited under standard deposition condi-
tions (75 C) on single—crystal etched Itch and sent to PHI. The crystailites were present on the films
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and were easily located and identified in the scanning electron microscopy mode of the Model 590.
Auger spectra of a large area in the sample were taken of the as—grown As2S3 coating. Auger spectra
then were recorded with the electron beam focused on a crystallite and with the beam focused on a
region free of crystallites (matrix). The sample was then sputter—etched in purified argon to remove
about 10 on of surface film and the measurements repeated. Figure 5 compares the Auger spectra measured
before and after 10 nm was removed by sputtering. The composition of the average area and the crystal—
lite are compared in figure 6 and both show C and 0 contamination in the as—received conditions. After
10 on of the crystallite surface was sputtered away , the C and 0 contamination is greatly reduced , and
Cl” and K~

’ appear. In contrast to this , in the crystallite—free region , shown in figure 5, sputter—
etching does not result in the appearance of Cl” and K+, although C and 0 contamination is removed.
The data indicate that these crystallizes do not consist of As2 03 as suggested in some studies. This
result is consistent with data reported by Hughes Research Laboratories on films deposited by vapor
transport , and with results from enhanced diffusion of the K~ and Cl possibly results from enhanced
diffusion of the 11+ and Cl from the substrate due to local heating of the electron beam in the defect
or blistered reg ions. Again , this result is consistent with our electron microprobe results which also
indicated enhanced dir fuaion of K + and d1 in the crystallite region. It is of interest to note that
x—ray photoemission spectroscopy (fig. 7), which does not introduce local heating or electron damage ,
confirms the result that 0 and C ,,re present as surface contaminants. Also , there is no indication of

or CL in what amounts to a broad area analysis. Notice also that this sputter—etch , lighter than
that used for the Auger spectra , removed most of the C and 0. Evidently, the C and 0 are in a layer
roughly 2—nm thick on the surface. Previous workers also have found the 0 layer to be 2—nm thick [13].

Some information about the relative stoichiometry in the crystallite and crystallite—free regions
can be obtained from peak height measurements of both Auger and electron microprobe spectra. The
he ight of a part icular peak is roughly proportional to the density of atoms of that material in the
sample volume. By taking the ratio of peak heights on a given .urve , say the S peak to the As peak ,
one can gain an idea of changes in the relative number of As and S atoms present. Table 1 compares
peak—height ratios for an Auger spectrum measured from a crystallite with the ratios for a spectrum
measured from the matrix. Ratios derived from both Auger and microprobe measurements are shown. For
each type of measurement , the ratios are normalized so that the S/As rat io comes out 1.50 for the film
matrix. This was done so that changes in the S/As ratio could be more easily compared with that of
perfect As2S1, 1.50. For both A- icr and electron microprobe data , the  ra t ios  on the crystallites are
less than 1.50. Since the ~.Lo ic lmi ~ rnet r y of the matrix is not definitely known at present , and the
extent to which the em :tr n—beam sampling is limited to the cry stal h ites is not known , one cannot
dcc ur atcl s estimate the stolchiometrv of the crystallites. WhIle the estimate is probably not numeri-
cally accurat e , the data cle arl y show that the crystallites are more arsenic—rich than the matrix.

fable 1 . comparIson of peak height ratios for structure associated
with ~In- film wi th that for structure associated with the
cr vst , l l l t e s .  The sulfur 150 eV peak and the arsenic
12. - ’ ~ V peak  ~ t the Auger curv,-s were used.

S/As peak ratio 5

Ratio 
_______ 

Fil m Crystal

Auger (10 nm spattered) 1,50 1.2?
As-received Auger 1,50 1.20
E l ect ron  microprobe 1.50 1.36

Arbitrarily normaliied to 1.50 on the film.

These angl~~t i , a l  r e s u l t s  presented above resolve the disagreem ent concerning the composition of
r - ,- s t . i l i z e s  on As 5~~. The crystal h ites are a aulfide , not an oxide, Moreover , the cry stallizes are

more arsenic—rich f han the matrix. This is consistent with the suggestion 1w other workers that the
crvs t ali ite~ ir.- M.555. It now a;( ,’ars that crystallite formation is due t o  a bas l  i n s t a b i l i t y  of
,~a - S 3 .  a lthough t ’  d e t a i l s  of forma tion are n t  clear at present.

4. Pasaivatl r. Attempts

In attempting to -‘-‘sivate the Aa7Se~ and As~~S~ coatings against defect growth we have mad e the
assumpt ion , has,-cI on the liter ature , that, crystallite formation involved the presence of water vapor
and visible light; If oxygen or water could be excluded from the surface , cryatailltea would be pre-
vented from forming. Two methods of excluding oxygen or water- were tried. In the first , we obtained
w,zer—free starting material from the Catholic l’niversity and deposited coatings in an oil—pumped
vacuum using this mat erial. Figure 8 shows transmission traces of a co~~ercial As2S3 sample and a
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research grade sampLe fashioned from a boule of high—purity As2Se 3 obtained from C. Hoynihan of the
Catholic Univera;tv. The commercial glass clearly shows the presence of adsorbed and chemically corn—
bined 0—H in the reg ion of 2.8 am. There is also a small absorption band indicating the presence of H—
S, w h i c h  was probably introduced in the formation stage of the As 2 S3. The research grade glass , on the
other  hand , has an almost clean spectrum . There is a alight indication of 0—li at 2 .7  am , and this may
be the surface contamination observed in the Auger/ESCA analysis. Figure 4 shows the surface of the
As2Se3 c o a t i n g  made using this  mater ia l .  Crystal l izes  are present , but are smaller and not as well
formed as those of the As2S3. Further efforts to reduce the presence of these defects will involve
deposition in ultraclean vacuum.

The second attemp t at passivation was to overcoat the As2S3 prior to air exposure with a thin
layer of either Ag or NaF in order to prevent oxygen or water vapor from contacting the chalcogenide
surface, Each of these over-layers failed to prevent defect formation. A 2—am—thick film of As2 S 3
was deposited on etched , single—crystal NaC1 at 75’C in a trapped diffusion—pump system. Half the
surface was subsequently coated with 100 nm of NaP at 140’c. As seen in figure 9, crysts~~ites are
growing on both halves of the surface. Thus the presence of NaF did not significantly retard growth of
the crystallites.

5. Impurities in NaF

In order to isolate the cause and reduce anomalously high absorption in NaF we have studied the
effect of vacuum mm the chemical contamination and absorption . Films have been deposited in standard
oil—pumped vacuum , as well as baked in ultrahigh vacuum (121W). The chemical purity has been monitored
using Auger/ESCA and we have looked for the presence of surface or interface absorption using ellipsome—
t r y  and to ta l  i n t e rna l  reflection.

We find that by using optical grade (no impurity analysis) NaF obtained from Harshaw Chemical Co.,
and evaporating as described previously [4), in either standard or 121W the resul t ing  absorption was the
same , — 6 cm~~ at 10.6 -.,rn. Measurements made at 3.8 am yield a slight ly lower absorption , 4 to 5 cm”.
Auger and ESCA measurements have been made on these coatings in order to identif y possible sources for
this residual absorption , We found that the electron beam used in the Auger measurement alters the
surface composition of t i c  NaY , and therefore we limi t  our discussion to the ESCA results. Figures 10
and 11 show ESCA t r a m’ s of a UHV—deposited film taken after exposure to air  and the same film after
approximately 30 A ‘i surface layer had been removed , respectively. It is clear from these figures
that oxygen .mnd carbon are presen t  as sur face  contaminat ion  layers on ly ,  and can be removed by a l i g h t
sputter—etch treatment , Since the calorimetry measurements were made on air—exposed samples, ft is
possible that 0, present In t i e  f o r m  of OH or C0 2 ,  may be contributing to the absorption at 10.6 and
3.8 mm . Even thoug h transmission spectra do not reveal any OH or CO2 absorption bands at 10.6 and
3.8 cm , both Auger and ellipsometrlc measurements indicate surface or interface contamination . These
contaminants could be responsible for the residual absorption observed at 3.8 and 10.6 cm .

6. Summary and Conclusions

m v - ,t al li t es which form in air on As:S 3 and As , Se 3 coatings are not As 2 O 3, as p rev ious ly  suspect ed ,
m t some form ‘f smi t i de or velenide. Attempts to stabilize the coatings by depositing thin layers of

Ag or N.mf “~ ~~~~~~ failed , as d i d  a t t e m p t s  u s i n g  wate r — f r e e  As 2 Se3 evaporant.

NaF as—deposited in LHV using optical grade evaporant has an absorpt ion ten times that of bulk NsF
at 10.5 ,,n. This absorp tion mas result from oxygen impurities in the form of CO2 or OH which have been
found limited to the surt ,.c r sg i em. This suggests that NaP forms a dense , nonporous costing which
does not tjke up water vapc r on exposure to air. Further , it suggests that by eliminating surface oxy—
mo-n , f ilm absur tion .i; ;-ro:m. Imin 1~ that of bulk NaF might be obtained .
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Figure 4. h- t - ~~t 5  f o r m e d on As’S 3 and As Sm 3 films .
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Figure 7. X—ray photoelectron spectra measured before and after 1.5 nm of
M2S3 film was sputtered off.
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OPTICAL CONSTA 1~TS OF As
2S3 

BY A WEDGED-FILM TECENIQUE*

David L. Burdj ck
Physics Division , Michelson Laboratories

Naval Weapons Center , Ch ina Lake, California 93555

A wedged—film technique has been developed to measure the optical constants
of thin films. The technique has been applied to an As2S3 film. Measurements
in the visible spectrum have produced absorption coefficients ranging from 3 cm~~
to greater than 101 cui 1 , and refractive indices from 2.47 to 2.72 with preci—
sions ranging from 0.3 to 12.

Key words: Arsenic trisulfide; optical constants; visible spectrum ; wedged film.

Introduction

Techniques for measuring the optical constants of thin films abound. This paper describes yet
another method which admits of certain advantages, and the method is applied to Aa2S3 films.

The use of a wedged film on a transparent substrate is a direct descendant of the prism technique
for bulk materials and , as such , shares one of the main advantages of that technique . That is, by
properly ratioing the transmitted intensities one can, in principle, eliminate surface effects. It has
the further advantages that film thickness need not be measured independently and that the optical
constants can be measured over a wide spectral range on a single film.

Experimental Arrangement

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in figure 1. The wedged film on a transparent
substrate is placed normal to a monochromatic beam which is focussed onto the film. The transmitted
light is monitored by a detector as the substrate is translated through the beam so that the wedged
film is scanned as a function of thickness. A position readout device (a linear potentiometer) measures
the film position. The detector output and the position signal are ultimately fed to the x—y recorder.

Theory of Operation

The transmission coefficient for light passing through a thin film on a transparent substrate is

l6n (n2 + k2)T
— 

, (1)
r2[(eX — p/r e ~)2 + 4 p/r sin2 (2rnt/A + 1/2 (4 — e)fl

where
x — 2wktIA

p 2 — (( 1 — ~ ) 2 + k 2 f l (n  — ~ ) 2 + k 2 1

r2 — [( 1 + n) 2 + k21((n + n) 2 + k2J

tan$ — —k(2n + 1 + n )/((1 + n)(n9 + n) — k2 J

tanO — —k(2n — 1 — n)/L (l — n)(n — n) — k21.

The extinction coefficient is k and n is the refractive index of the film, n5 is the substrate index ,
A the wavelength , and T, a transmission fac tor which describes how the beam leaves the substrate.

The simplest case to treat is that encountered when kt << 1. Assuming that n > n5 we find in this
case that

T I._~~.!.. I1 + p/r~ R2 (2)
Tmin \i — ø/r/  -

In this approximation both p and r are simple tunctions of n and eq. (2) can be solved for n to give

2n — (1 + n ) R  + V’R2 (l + n5
)2  — 4n . (3)

* Work supported by Defense Advanced Rss.arch Projects Agency.
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This result is important for two reasons. First , it allows us to calculate n from the directly acces-
sible ratio R, and surface effects are eliminated in the process. Second , n can be obtained without
first measuring the film thickness.

Raving determined n at a wavelength where the film is not absorbing, one can then calculate the
film thickness profile as a function of position by using the normal interference conditions at the
extrema. For instance, at the maxims,

MA (4)

where M is the order of the fringe.

Once n and the thickness profile have been determined , the extinction coefficient (and absorption
coefficient) can be determined by using differences in Tmex at different film thicknesses. Thus, in the
lowest approximation , and using Tmex , we have

T 1 T2 4irk (
’l + p / r  

~T 1 A ~ l — p / r  ~ ( )

Solving for the absorption coefficient a we have

(6)

and this coefficient is determined entirely in terms of ratios , which sgain eliminates surface effects.

The analysis of the data takes on a much different character when kt is not small. In essence,
one must use the thickness profile obtained as above and perform s least—squares fit to extract both n
and k.

Experimental Results

The wedged—film technique has been used to obtain the optical constants of sn As2S3 f ilm on f used
quartz at six laser wavelengths. A photograph of the film Is shown in f igure 2 as ob tained on a Zygo
interferometer. The film is illuminated by 632.8 nm light to reveal the interference fringes in the
film. The fringes are highly linear and uniform, a circumstance which is pleasing but not essential to
the method. The film was fabricated by placing a shutter between the substrate and evaporant source.
After a uniform deposition rate is established (with the shutter closed) the shutter is opened and
closed at a uniform rate until the desired film thickness has been obtained.

The thickness profile of the film is shown in figure 3. The thickness was calculated from inter-
ference conditions such as given in eq. (4) at two wavelengths; the result confirms the linearity of
the wedge. The greatest thickness of this film was about 1.5 pm .

Figure 4 shows the intensity variation observed in the transmitted light at 0.6471 and 0.5682 pm
as the film is translated through the focussed beam . The film absorption at these two wavelengths is
very small as evinced by the fact that the extreme do not decrease in amplitude as the film becomes
thicker. The situation is markedly different , however, in figure 5. Here we show the transmission
patterns obtained at 0.5208, 0.488, 0.4825, and 0.4762 pm. The evidence for increasing absorption with
increasing energy is clearly visible , rang in g from a linear decrease in intensity of the extrema at
0.5208 pm to a strong exponential character in the decrease at 0.4762 pin.

The results obtained at 0.6471, 0.5682, and 0.5208 um are easily treated by eqs. (3) and (6). At
0.488, 0.4825. and 0.4762 pm one must resort to curve—fitting. The results obtained for the optical
constants are shown in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the dbsorption coefficient as a function of
photon energy, together with the results obtained by Young (il l for comparison . The agreement is moder-
ately good. The refractive index is shown in figure 7, again with Young ’s results. Our numbers are
about 32 lower. It is not uncommon to find such differences in the refractive indices of Aa2S3 films
grown under different conditions. Our precision is estimated to vary from 0.32 at the longer wave-
lengths up to 1% at the shorter. Variation s in the precision are due primarily to differences in how
the locations of extrema were measured.

Conclusions

The wedged—film technique appears to offer a number of advantages when compared with other methods
of measuring optical constants of thin films . First , no independent measurement of film thickness is

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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required. Second , one need not worry about dispersion in the index over some spectral range; some
methods require the assumption that the index ia constaot over an extended spectral range. Third,
measurements can be made over a large spectral range on a single film. Fourth , absorption coefficients
down to 1 to 10 cm~~ are measurable and high precision index measurements are possible. Finally, the
method eliminates surface and interface effects.
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93 (1971).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of wedged—film apparatus . Interference fringes
are observed as a wedged film is translated through a focussed
monochromatic beam .
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Figure 2. Photograph of Aa2S3 film in Zygo interferometer shoving fringes
at 632.8 mm.
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Figure 3. Thickness profile of A52S3 film as determined from measured indices
and the interference condition.
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Figure 4. Intensity variations in transmission at 0.6471 and 0.5682 um. Mo
absorptio n increase with thickness is observed at these wavelengths .
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Figure 5. Intensity variations in transmission at 0.5208, 0.488, 0.4825 end
0.4762 pm. Increases in absorption with thickness are clearly
visible.
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Figure 6. Th. absorption coefficient of Aa2S3 by the wedged—fil, technique
(six points). Also shown are Young’s results Ill.
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Figure 7. The refractive index of Aa2S3 by the wedged—film technique, and
Young’s results [1).
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DIELECTRIC COATINGS FOR DEFORMABLE MIRRORS*

J. M. Rowe
Northrop Research and Technology Center

Hawthorne , California 90250

R~ eults of an experimental program to determine the optical and physical

properties of high-reflectance dielectric coatings subjected to a large number
of deformation cycles are reported. The effects of deforming mirrors  with
film stacks are difficult to predict since too many parameters are involved.
Therefore , an experimental evaluation of promising designs was undertaken.
Measurements included residual coating stress immediately after deposition.
spectral reflectance, absorptance at the design wavelength, and examination
by Nomarski microscopy. Mirror  properties were evaluated at several point s
in a schedule of controlled deformation cycling. Coating designs consisted of
dielectric enhanced silver at 3. 8 ~im deposited on molybdenum substrates.
The data obtained provides a basis for choosing multilayer coating designs
and deposition methods that may be applied to the fabrication of high-reflec-
tance, deformable mi r rors  for mid-fR laser s.

Key words: Coating stress; deformable mirrors ;  dielectric enhanced re-
flectors; laser mir ror  coatings; stress cycling of coatings; thin fi lms.

I. Introduction

The performance of deformable mirrors  used with high power 1k lasers could be improved by

coating the mirrors  with dielectric layers to increase reflectivity. The ability of these coatings to

maintain optical and physical integrity when the mirror is deformed was investigated in a quantitative

manner and results obtained to date are reported. The coatings consist of silver with reflectivity at

3.8 ~.rn enhanced by dielectric quarter-wave stacks. Four candidate design s were  chosen for evalu-

ation: (SiOISi) 2 ; (A11O3
/Si) 2 ; (ThF4 /ZnS) 3; and (ThF4 IZnSe) 3 . Although the mirrors tested were

not part of an adaptive optical system, the results will find application to that field.

2. Experim ental

In order to provide quantitative results the coated mirror substrate must undergo only cont r oll ed,

well characterized deformations. This was accomplished with the mirror  and driver assembly shown

in figure 1. The mirror and driver  housing are molybdenum. This material was chosen because of

its high elastic modulua and fatigue stress, low thermal coefficient of expansion, and because it is

capable of a high quality optical polish ( l v .  The polished diameter of the mir ror  is 3.81 cm end the

web thickness is 0. 76Z mm. The mirror may be deformed in two ways. A stack of piezoelectric

wafers is used to produce AG deflections electrically and a differential screw provides purely mech-

anical deflectione of — l l~.Lm per turn.

The differential screw is used to apply mechanical bias to the mirror  during what has been called

“DC cycling. By thie is meant deflections of one sign only, e. g. flat-to-convex-to-flat equal s one

‘+ “  cycle. The concept is illustrated in figure 2. After application of mechanical bias, the differen-
tial sc rew lock nut is tightened and AC drive applied to the PZT stack with peak-to-peak deflections
of twice the bias level. Z ero-to-peak “DC ’ displacement. of 10.9 ~mm at 10 Hz were used In testing

the mirrors. Under these conditions a peak stress of 9. 89 x ~~~ Pa occurs at the mlr ’~or surface in
the anular region directly above the edge of the central boa,, All optical test e were made In thi s
region of maximum stress. Stress Induced In the coating is proportional to the ratio of coating modu-

lus to substrate modulus since the strains are equal . For the coating materials used this ratio va ries
from 0. 15 to 1. 2. It is noted that the mechanically induced coating stresses were comparable to the
residual st r esses commonly produced as a result of the deposition process itself.

*This work was supported by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory under Contract No. F29601-7?-C-
0015.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of thi s paper.
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A fringe counting interferometer (fig. 3) was used to measure mirror deflection. Interference
between a He/Ne laser beam incident on the center of the mirror under test and a reference beam
from a stationary mirror produced two maxima when the deformable mirror was deflected by one
wavelength of the He/Ne light. A photodiode detected this signal which was then amplified and dis-
played on an oscilloscope. Drive voltage to the PZT stack was simultaneously displayed.

The foUowi ng procedure was used in evaluating the mirror coatings. Coating and optical tests
were done with the mirror detached from the driver. Before coating deposition, each mirror was
calibrated in the driver to determine the PZT drive voltage required to produce the desired 10. 9 pm
zero-to-peak displacement. The coatings were then deposited. During each coating run two stress
witness samples, thin disks of fused silica, were  also coated and the residual coating s t ress  deter-
mined by well known techniques [2]. A scan of mir ror  reflectance vs wavelength was then made.
Finally each mirror  underwent a sequence of t est ing and controlled deformation cycling. M i r r o r s
were examined by Nomarski microscope, double-bounce reflectometer , and DF laser calorimeter
before any cycling and upon each completion of 10~

’
~ cycles , wh ere N 1, 2, 3, 4. When not under-

going controlled cycling the mi r rors  were kept flat to 1/5 at 3.8 p m .  In particular , the mi r ror  flat-
ness was monitored with an optical test flat during mounting and demounting to the driver .

3. Results

Two coating designs have completed the “DC” tests. For each design two mir rors  were coated
simultaneously, one for + and the other for - “DC” testing. Changes in optical performance with
stress cycling were small and examination by Nomarski microscope at 167X revealed no physical
degradation such as crack ing or debonding of the films. The results for the (SiO/Si)

2 
desi gn are

shown in table 1. The residual tensile stress in this coating was 8.65 x 1O 7 
Pa. The difference in

thermal expansion between the fused silica s t ress  witness and molybdenum mi r ro r  substrate has been
taken into account and the number given is for coating s t ress  on moly bdenum. It is evident from the
table that the double-bounce reflectometer precision (± 0. 1%) was not sufficient to measure the small
changes in reflectance due to deformation cycling. The DF laser calor imetry measurements  made
after + “DC ” cycling show a gradual increase in absorptance wit h number of cycles amounting after
1O 4 

cycles to 28% of the original value of Z. 14 x 10~~ . Some of the added absorption may be due to
handling of the sample although great care was taken to avoid damaging the mir ro r  surface. It is
noted that + “DC ” deformation increases the tensile s t ress  alread y present in the coating while - “DC ”
deformation reduces the coating s t ress .  Absorptance of the - “DC ” sample shows no systemati c var-
iation with cycling and equals 2 .42  x l0~~ with a standard deviation of 3%.

Results for the (A1
203/Si) 2 

coating are shown in table 2. The residual s tress in this coating was
1.29 x 10 Pa. The measured absorptance of both the + and - cycled samples decreased throug h 10
cycles , an unexpected result.  This apparent decrease may be within the range of experimental e r ror ,
however , since the standard deviation for all absorptance measurements on either one of these sam-
ples was only 8%~ No physical mechanism is proposed that would lower absorptance by stress
cycling.

4. Work in progress

Two more coating designs, (T hF
4

/ZnS) 3 and ~ThF
4

/ZnSe) 3, are currently being evaluated. Once
“DC ” testing of all four desi gns is complete , two of them will be selected for “AC ” testing with ± 5. 5
pm deflection, at 1 kllz for up to ~~~ cycles. Adherence and humidity testing will also be done on
these two designs , and the results of all measurements  will be compared with a calculation of coating
stresses.

5. Conclusion
The result s obtained to date indicate that dielectric enhanced metal coatings suitable for use onhigh reflectance 1k laser mirrors are able to withstand a large number of substrate deformationcycles without degradation . In particular , changes in absorptance were small and no physical die-ruption of the coatin g occurred. The effects of deformation cycling on the ability of the coatings topass adhesion and humidity tests is still under investigation .
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8. Tables

Table 1. Results for (SIOISI)2 coatIng deskjn at 3.8 pm.

. C ”  TEST “DC” TEST
Reflectance Absorptance Reflectance Absorptance

Cycles (%) (10~ ) cycles (%~ (10~~)

o 99. 7 2. 11 0 99.7 2.43
10 99.8 2. 24 10 99.8 2.46

99.8 2. 58 io2 99.8 2.52
I03 99.8 2.72 ~~ 99.7 2.33

99.7 2. 75 ~~ 99.7 2.35

Table 2. Results for (A ~ O3ISi ~2 coating desIgn at 3. 8 pm.

+ “DC” Test - “DC” Test

Reflectance Absorptance Reflectance Absorptance
Cycles 1%) (10~ ) Cycles 1%) (10~ )

0 99.8 2.49 0 99.8 1.71

10 99.8 2.21 10 99.8 1.59

102 99.8 2.17 10~ 99.8 1.48

IO~ 99.8 2. 10 99.8 1.41

99.8 2. 16 99.8 1.68
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9. Figures
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Figure 3. Fringe counting int erferoaeter .
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QUM4TI TATIVK CHARACTERIZATION OF COATINGS :

Part 1: Adhesion *

Stephen R. Scheele and James W. Sergstrom
Hughes Aircraft Company

- Culver City,  Californ ia 90230

Methods for quantifying the adhesioo of optical coatings have been investi-
gated with the goal of replacing the current pass—fail MIL—Spec cellophane tape
tests. Three mechanical pull—off tests were compared on a large number of glass
and infrared substrates with various reflection and antireflection coatings. The
tests included: the direct pull—off test, in which a plug is bonded to the coat-
ing and then pulled perpendicular to the surface; the topple test , in which the
top of the bonded plug is pulled parallel to the surface; and the peel test , in
which an aluminum strip is bonded to, sod then peeled from the surface.

Key words: Abrasion; adhesion; optical coating testing; peel test; plug—pull test;
topple test.

1. Introduction

Efforts to predict the lifetime of optical coatings when exposed to various environments have his-
torically been hampered by the absence of accepted quantitacive testing procedures; procedures which
could be used in coating development and also in quality control of production coatings. Though there
have been many quantitative tests developed for nonoptical coatings such as paints and deposited
electrical leads for integrated circuits , the only durability tests currently accepted throughout the
optical coating industry are the qualitative 741L—Spec tests of MIL—C—675, MIL—C—48497 and NIL—M—l3508.
The tests include the moderate abrasion or cheese cloth test , the severe abrasion or eraser test and
the adhesion or cellophane tape test. In addition to being qualitative (pass/fail) the MIL—Spec tests
are also subjective; i.e., the criterion for passing the abrasion and adhesion tests is based on visual
inspection for damage. Furthermore , the test procedures are not well controlled. For example , the
speed at which the tape is pulled is “specified” only as slow (t41L—tt—13508) or quick (MIL—C—48497).
Since the pulling force is a function of the pulling speed (see sec. 5), variations in pulling speed can
lead to a wide variation in results. Another example is the eraser test which is deficient in that the
abrasiveness of the eraser is not well controlled and the speed and method of rubbing the surface is not
specified (see part II). -

The objectives of this program are to develop quantitative methods to test the adhesion and abrasion
resistance of optical coatings, with particular emphasis on coatings for high powered laser windows.
The tests should be relatively inexpensive , that is, inexpensive with respect to the resources of a
small coating company. This includes the cost of any equipment (purchased or fabricated), the cost to
develop the testing procedure (operator training, etc.) and the cost per test to run. The tests should
also be accurate , i.e., repeatable (intra—laboratory), and reproducible (inter—laboratory). The tests
should , if possible , simulate the action of environmental stress and the results should be relevant to
optical systems .

2. Adhesion Testing

2.1 Background

To aid in the discussion of adhesion and adhesion testing, it is useful to define three types of
adhesion: basic adhesion , which is the suweustion of the intermolecular interactions; experimental or
testing adhesion, which is measured in an adhesion test; and operational adhesion, which is a measure
of the resistance of the coating to deadhesion in its operating environment. The latter two types of

adhesion are similar to Mittal’s 111
1 definition of practical adhesion or bond strength. Though it is

certainly difficult to disagree with Chapman’s [21 contention that “we should try to devise tests of
durability in the service conditions,” it turns out to be even more difficult to devise such tests.
That statement was made in an article written in 1973 and no article written before or gince was
uncovered which references an adhesion test that simulates the operating environment of optical coatings.
If it ware possible to calculate basic adhesion from measures of experimental adhesion, then perhaps
the environmental adhesion could be calculated from it. While Kendal (3—6) has made some progress in
relating experimental with basic adhesion by considering simple systems such as plastic in contact with
gelatin, the problem of measuring basic adhesion in complicated systems remains unsolved.

The relation of practical adhesion to basic adhesion is unclear , as is the relation between various
measures of practical adhesion. There is considerable analytical and experimental evidence to indicate

* This work funded under contract to Air Force Materials Laboratory , Wright Patterson Air Force
Base , Olwio. Contract No. F33615—76—C—5285.

1. Figures in br ackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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that all known adhesion tests are influenced by factors extraneous to basic adhesion such as coating
thickness , substrate elasticity, thickness of peeling strip etc. These extraneous factors cannot be
eliminated from the experimental apparatus and they cannot be analytically eliminated from the results.
The best that one can do is to control these parameters so as to make the results reproducible.

2.2 Review of Adhesion Tests

There are good reviews of the various adhesion test by Buileft [7), Campbell [8), Chapman ( 9 ] ,
Jacobson [10), Mittal [1,11] and Weaver [12). The teats generally fall into two classes; aechanicil and
non—mechanical (nucleation). The latter tests are not applicable to this program . The mechanical tests,
which are all destructive, usually involve either bonding an external element to the costing such as a
plug or strip end then pulling the costing off , or the sceeleration of the coating go that the momentum
of the coating will tear it away. In the latter methods which include ultracentrifuge , ultrasonic , and
impact tests, the results depend directly upon the thickness and density of the coating making it
difficult to compare results from coatings of differing designs. There is a non—contact test called the
blister method in which a hole is drilled through the sample to the film and then air pumped through
until the coating fails. This technique is obviously not applicable to optical coatings. External
strips or plugs can be eliminated if the coating can be gripped by its edge and peeled away. This has
been done on some metal coatings [13] but cannot be done on all optical coatings and would require
special coating samples which would be more expensive than the standard samples now in use. The one test
which falls into none of the above categories is the stylus test. Whether or not it is a true test of
adhesion has been the subject of much debate [14,15).

Thus, the available adhesion tests which meet the requirements of this program all involve bonding
a member to the coating and pulling the coating off. This can be done by peeling, toppling, twisting
or pulling as illustrated in figure 1. The tests that were implemented for this study were the plug
pull test, topple test, and the peel test. They all have various features and drawbacks as discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Plug Pull Test

The plug pull ~est (variously known as the direct pull—off and flat—wise tension test) is geometri-
cally the simplest test and would thus appear to be the easiest test to relate to basic adhesion.
Detailed analysis, however , shows the test to be quite complicated. Kendall [3) studied the pull test
at equilibrium, i.e., under conditions where the pulling force is just sufficient is slowly propagate
cracks.* Using two simple systems, he derived two relationships between the pulling force P and the
surface free energy y. For the case of a rigid disk of rad~ue a in contact with an infinite elastic
material of Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio v , the relation is

P — 
1/2

Alternately, for a rigid disk bonded to an in f in i te , rigid substrate by a thin elastic f i lm of thickness
t and bulk modulus K, the relationship is

1/2

Kendall tested these equations using plastic disks (Perspex) and gelatin (for the adhesive)’ and found
them to be accurate. However, the systems tested in this study, consisting of multi—layered coatings
on flexible substrates, bonded to flexible disks, are much more complicated and no attempt was made to
relate pulling force to adhesive energy .

As pointed Out by Jacobasen and Kruse (16), misalignment of the plug and sample can cause additional
stress °E at the bond edge due to bending moments. They give the relation as:

414

where the moment H is:

14- Fa

~ +

4
— 64

where B is Young ’s modulus, a the misalignment, I, the plug length, F the pulling force , and R the p lug
radius. Care was taken in implementing this test to assure good alignment.

* If the fracture proceeds at a slow enough rate , no energy will be dissipated in viscous processes.
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Topple Test

The requirements for precise al ignment are relaxed in the topple test of Butler (17). The other
advantage pointed out by Butler is that there is no net force normal to the substrate and therefore less
substrate distortion than in the plug pull test. There is one other possible advantage which lacks
analytical confirmation , but could be important. That is , the normal mode of failure of butt joints is
crack propagation. In the plug pull test the location , size and direction of propagation of the starting
crack is unpredictable , varying from sample to sample. This is undoubtedly partially responsible for
the observed spread in data. In the topple test the maximum t ens i l e  stress is at one edge of the sample ,
greatly increasing the probability that the crack will form there and p ropagate in the direction of pul l .

Peel Test

The peel Lest , developed initially by Jacquet (18) after whom the test is sometimes called , is
attractive if for no other r eason than for the ex isting theoretical foundation . There are two quite
different models for this test. The first model developed by Spies (19) and Bikerman [20) and later
modified by Jouwersma [21), is based upon small bending theory applied to an elastic beam on an elastic
(Winkler) foundation. The second model was derived from energy balance considerations by Kendall [3—5).
Apparent contradictions in the two models were resolved by Cent ( 2 2 1 .

One possible source of error is energy dissipated in bending the adhering str ip.  This can be mini-
mized by using thin strips or by using a roller to control the rad ius of bend as reported by Gent aod
Named [23) .  Mother source of erior is energy dissipated by viscous processes . This should be a mono—
tonically increasing function of peel speed and thus should be minimum at low speeds. Kendall [24)
showed that peeling force of a rubber strip on a glass plate was independent of speed below 10 Cm/s.
This is a factor of four below the slowest speed available on the Chatillon tester used for the peel
tes ts , and therefore no measurements were made of peel force at this low speed. Also, it is impractical
to set up a QC peel test at this low speed because it would take forty minutes to teat a one—inch
sample. This is just another example of the many extraneous factors in adhesion testing that are more
amenable to control than elimination .

The results of the peel tests are given in units of peel energy per unit ares (or simply referred
to as peel energy). The peel energy E is related to the peel force F and length of peel L by

E - f Fdx

but the peel force , averaged over the length is

F~~~~~ f F d x~~~~

thus dividing the average peel force by the peel width

F B
W LW

is equivalent to the peel energy per unit area.

2.3 Apparatus

The key device used in all of the adhesion tests is the universal tester , capable of measuring
either tensile or compressive forces. The tests were performed with three different universal testers,
all operating in the tensile mode. The Baldwin 68—TE—1300 universal tester was used only when cross—
head speeds less than 0.25 cm/mm ot forces greater than 2000 Nt were required. Since the force
sensing device and the display are mechanical, this machine has an inherently slow response. There-
f ore , most of the adhesion tests were performed on a Chatilion UTSt4—EL electronic universal tester. Its
speed range was modified from the standard model to cover the lower range of 0.25 to 3.0 cm/mm . With
the standard and additional load cells, several ranges were available with the following full scale
force values: 5, 50, 100 and 500 pounds. An Instron TTC—Ml—M4 universal tester was used f or one set
of tests because a crosshead speed of up to so cm/mm was available.

With forces greater than 4000 Nt in some instances, the plug pull was the moat severs test of the
fixturing and universal tester. The Baldwin tester was used in all of these tests because of the high
forces and slow speeds necessary.

In the plug pull and the other two adhesion tests, the bonding surfaces of the test fixtures were
made of aluminum since it is easy to machine, and astpectali.y because it Is a preferr.d surface for
cleaning and bonding. The most important consideration in the design of th. plug pull fixtures as
maintaining perpendicular loading on the test surface. Three methods were used to help meet thi-
criter ion:

1. close tolerances in fixture fabrication

2. careful alignment during bonding

3. connections to the universal tester which only allow axial b eds.
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Figure 2 illustrates the design for the upper bonding plug which is bonded directly to the coating
under teat. Note that the bonding surface perpendicularity and roughness are specified to obtain a
surface free of large stress concentrations. The lower bonding plug , which is bonded to the Opposite
side (bottom) of the substrate , is similar except that it has a constant 1—inch diameter over its entire
length.

Alignment during bonding was made possible by a simple piece of aluminum angle as pictured in fig-
ure 3. Tests were made on a number of bonded samples to determine the concentricity of the two plugs.
The maximum deviation from the axis of rotation was 0.03 cm , only slightly larger than the ellipticity
of the plugs (approximately 0.018 cm). The maximum possible edge stress was calculated to be 2.4 per—
cent higher than the average stres’!. This is probably less significant than the stress concentrations
caused by other factors  such as irregularities in the coating, and the use o f glass bead s in the
adhesive (sec. 4). In figure 4 the entire bonded assembly can be seen held in place by two universal
joints used for removal of all non—axial forces.

The advantage of the topple test is the lack of the close tolerances required in the plug pull test.
The important criterion for a proper topple test is to apply only a moment at the coating surface.
The topple bar/sample holder is shown in figure 5 and the entire apparatus including the turnbuckle
(used to eliminate shear stress) is shown in figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the adjustable sample holder for the peel test with a one—inch diameter sample in
place on a circular shim. The holder was designed to accommodate samples up to 0.5 inch thick and up
to two inches in diameter. The sample holder rests on a low friction slide table so that the peeling
area remains directly under the load cell and peel strip, thus maintaining the 900 angle. Figure 8 shows
the entire peel test apparatus, including the Chatillon Universal Tester , and the Hewlett—Packard X—Y
Recorder used for generating the peel test plots. -

3. Coatings*
Coatings on glass substrates were used in the initial test development phase. One hundred durable

and non—durable antireflection coating samples (AR) and 100 durable and non—durable mirror coating
samples were obtained for a total of 400. The durable mirror coating was SiO

x
_overcoated aluminum and

the non—durable mirror was gold , undercoated with 1000X of chrome. The durable AR coating consisted of
a layer of Si0

2 
(QWOT** — 3 Cm) followed by a layer of riO

2 
(QWOT — 3 ~m). The non—durable AR coating

was a single layer of cryolite (QWOT 3 Cm).
Since these coatings on glass were to be used only for test development , there were no durability

specifications and the only performance specification was for the two—layer AR coating, which was to
have maximum reflectance of four percent at 3.0 um ± 0.2 cm.

AR coated infrared windows were used in the final stages of test procedure development. Fifty CaF2
windows and 44 Rd windows (25.2—mm diameter by 5—smi thick) were obtained from the Harshaw Chemical
Company. These samples were packed in a desiccant and arrived at Hughes with no apparent moisture
damage. In addition , 16 ZnSe windows (25.4 mm diameter a 3.2 mm thick) were purchased from the Il—VI
Corporation . The material was Raytheon CVD—type ZnSe.

Two different AR coating designs were chosen for each substrate type for a total of 6 different
coating/substrate combinations as shown in table 1. The coating materials were chosen on the basis of
the ease of coating and suitability for IR laser windows.

The KCZ sample coatings of PbF
2 
+ ZnSe were received in a severely deteriorated condition due to

humidity exposure during shipment. It was also noted that the ThF4 
+ ZnSe coatings on KCI were

extremely sensitive to humidity. If left exposed for several minutes to the ambient laboratory
humidity level of 55 to 65 percent at room temperature , blistering of the coating would occur.
Because of these coating failures, several samples of each coating type were exposed for 24 hours to
ambient humidity at room temperature , and other samples of each type to 100 percent humidity at approxi-
mately 50°C. Results from this test indicated that only three of the coatings procured would with-
stand 24—hour preconditioning at 100 percent humidity. These coatings were MgF2 + Ge and SiO + Ge on

CaP
2 
substrates , and ThF

4 
coatings on ZnSe substrates. The ZnS + Ge coatings on ZnSe failed the 100 percent

humidity test in only 4 hours. The Si0
2 
+ Ge coated Ca?

2 
samples are listed as marginally passing

the humidity test because three failed on one side only while one sample failed on both sides. Addi-
tional samples were supplied by AFML. They included ZnSe AR coatings on CaF2 and KCL (4 each) and

8 TtI—KC I—TtI AR coatings on KCZ.

* The coatings described in this section were used in both the adhesion and abrasion (following paper)
phases of this program.

** Quarter—wave optical thickness or the wavelength at which the phase shif t  upon the passage through
the layer is 90 degrees. This is the accepted measure of coating thickness.
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Table 1. AR coated laser windows.

Coating Design : Materia l C;nt:r

Substrate (index) QWOT, cm Tranemittance , length , Humidity
Qua r tity  

- 
(index) Outer Layer Inner Layer 1 cm Teat Results

19 C F 2 St0
2 
(1.75) Ge (4.0) 96 3.5 Marginally

(1.41) 5.63 0.45

20 KCI PbF
2 
(1.72) ZnSe (2.4) — 10.6* Failed

(1.46) 14.1 4.71 Shipping
Environment

20 KCl ThF4 (1.5) ZnSe (2.4 ) 96 10.0 Failed
(1.46) 14.4 3.06

19 Ca?
2 

MgF
2 

(1.35) Ge (4.1) 98 3.3 Passed 1001

(1.41) — — Humidity

7 ZnSe ThF
4 (1.5) — 96 10.0 Passed 1002

(2.40) 10.6 Humidity

7 ZnSe ZnSe (2 .15) Ge (3.8) 98 10.0 Failed 1002

(2.40) 12.0 477 Humid ity

*Design goal, measurement not performed due to coating failure.

4. Adhesives

Several adhesives were used in the early phases of the adhesion tests in order to pick the beat one .
The adhesives (all epoxies) were chosen for strength , good adhesion to glass surfaces and low curing
stress (low shrinkage). Table 2 lists the adhesives used , the manufacturer , estimated yield strength ,
relative elasticity, curing temperature , and relative curing stress.

Table 2. Adhesives

Estimated
Nominal
Yield Coring

Strength, Relative Temperature,
Designation Manufacturer Nt(cm2 Elasticity O~ curing Stress

EPON 828* Shell 4800 very 70 Low
st i f f

Alll7—B B.?. Goodrich 5500 s t i f f  70 Low

C7/W Armstrong 5200 flexible 70 None

BC 2216 3M 3400 very 70 None
flexible

Ed 2214 3M 10000 s t i f f  225 Mod—Low

*Gst.Iyted with Th’FA.
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One of the mechanisms by which coatings fail in use is internal stress developed during coating.
Additional stress due to the adhesive cure cycle would add to the internal stress and affect the teat
results. For this reason most of the bonding was done with room temperature curing adhesives to
reduce the thermally induced curing stress. For comparison one high temperature curing adhesive was
used: 3M type Ed 2214 epoxy which cures between 100 and 120°C.

The aluminum plugs and strips were cleaned just prior to bonding in a hot (66°C) acid etch for
10 to 12 minutes. The acid was sulfuric with sodium dichromate added . Following the etch were two
water rinses, the last in dc—ionized water. The parts were then dryed by placing them in a dry 66°C
oven.

Most of the samples were cleaned with flowing reagent grade acetone. An ultrasonic bath was
tried with no improvement in the results. In addition , a relatively mild alkaline bath was tried
(Oakite 164) but was found to attack the coatings and therefore its use was discontinued .

In many of the early tests the failure occur red at the sample—adhesive interface or the plug—
adhesive interface , evidence of an improper bond .* To improve the interface , the aluminum was primed
with a corrosion—resistant primer EC 3924 while the samples were primed with a silicone primer
Ed 3901.

The bond thickness was controlled through the use of small (0.1 mm diameter) glass beads, 0.22
by weight . Teflon shims were also tried but the results were poor. Also the shimming technique is
ve ry d i f f i c u l t  to apply to the peel s t r ip  bond ing process.

5. Results

5.1 Plug Pull Test

The results of the plug pull tests are presented in table 3. Comparing the first two entries one
can see that the Afl77B forms a good bond with  glass.  The results  for the aluminized mirrors show
th at a good bond was formed between the p lug ano sample but that  the yield s t rength of the adhesive
was insufficient (for the most part) to overcome the adhesion of the coating to the glass.

Table 3. Plug pull  tests 5

Average Fractio1~~J
Yield Standard of Coating

Sample Quantity Force , St Deviation , 2 Pulled , 2 Type of Failure

None55 5 5600 10 - Cohesive

Glass only 5 5150 19 — Cohesive

Al + SiO on 5 4840 7 5 Mainly cohesive
xGlass

Cr + Au on Glass 5 2150 30 0 Mixed adhesive and cohes ive

Cryoli te  on Glass 5 3785 15 0 Mixed adhesive and cohesive

* Al177—B adhesive: pulling speed — 0.025 cm/mm .
** Direct plug to plug bond .

The tests on the gold— and cryolite—coated samples resulted in partial adhesive failure and thus low
yield force. There was a strong correlation between the fraction of cohesive failure and the yield
strength. This is illustrated in figure 9 which shows the resu l t s  of testing two gold mirrors. The
dark areas (gold) indicate adhesive failure while the light areas (adhesive) indicate cohesive failure.
The measured yield force for the sample on the left was twice that of the sample on the right .

Due to the inability of the plug pull test to consistently pull coatings, the program emphasis
was shifted to the topple and peel tests.

5.2 Topple Test

The topple test was performed on the plain glass samples, coated glass samples, and AR—coated 1k
substrates. Two deflection speeds (1.3 cm/mm and 0.28 ca/mm ) were compared dur~~g the tests on
plain glass. It was f ound tha t the 1.3 ca/aim speed had better results .  The average force was approxi-
mately ten percent higher than for the slower speed , and the standard deviation wa~ six percent of the
average as opposed to 20 percent for the 0.28 ce/mm speed. Thus the 1.3 cm/sin s’~eed was used on
most of the gold— , aluminum— , and cryolite—costed glass samples. From the results in table 4, it
is seen that the test was successful in removing s ign if icant  amounts of each coating type .

* According to Bikerman (253, failure in a properly f ormed bond is always within the adhesive (cohesive
failure). A failure at the boundary (adhesive failure) is indicative of an improper bond which he
calls a weak boundary layer .
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Table 4. Topple test r*sults on coated glass

Average Force , Standard Deviation , Average Percen tage
Quantity Coating Nt. 2 of Average Coating Pulled Type Failure

S Al + SiO 273 25 30 Cohesive

5 Cr + Aw 118 30 55 Adhesive

5 Cryolite 173 24 ~o L Adhesive

*Alh77 —E ad hesive , deflection speed — 1.3 ca/mm for most samples.

The AR coated , laser substrates were all topple tested at the 1.3 ce/mm speed. A summary of the
teat results is listed in table 5. The test was successful in removing either the coating or part of
the substrate itself for every sample tested . Figure 10 depicts the unexplained destruction of the KC1
substrates at very low topple forces. For comparison, the “slow” tape test (MIL—)4—l3508) was performed
on the remaining costing of all of the coated samples tested by the topple method. The only samples
to fail were three of the SiO

~ 
+ Ge on Ca?2 samples , four of the APM L samples , and all of the Tb? 4 +

ZnSe on KC I samples. I t has not been explained why the ThF 4 + ZnSe on KC1 samples failed the cello-

phane tape teat although the substtate failed in the topp le test before the costing was removed .

Table 5. Topple test resulta on AR coated 1K substrates*

Average Force , Standard Deviation,
Quantity Substrate Coating Mt .  B of Average Comments

10 Ca?
2 Si02 + Ge 99.6 36 coatings entirely

removed, alight
substrate damage

6 Ca?
2 MgF

2 
+ Ge 125.4 24 substrates destroyed

3 loSe ZnS + Ge 43 .6  28 all coatings removed
4 ZnSe ThF4 64.1 12 substantial coating

removed
9 KC1 ThF4 + ZnSe 32.9 27 substrates destroyed
7 KC1 Tl1+KC 1 ,.TlI 55.4 15 parts of coating

layers removed

1 Ca?2 InSe 68.1 — substrate and coat-
ing removed

1 RC1 ZnSe 52.0 — substrate and coat-
ing removed

1 C5F2 ZnSe 14.7 — **coating completely
removed

1 KC1 BoSe 52.5 — **coatj ng completely
removed

* Al177—B adhesive , deflection speed — 1.3 ca/mm .
*e These coatings were deposited by sputtering. All the other coatings were thermally deposited .
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5.3 Peel Test

During the development of the peel test , peel strips of varying material, thickness and temper
were tried. It was found that thin (0.15 mm) aluminum strips of low temper gave the highest peel
energies and were the most consistent at pulling coatings. It was also determined that a more
elastic adhesive (3M BC 2216) gave better results. A summary of these results is shown in table 6
for a range of pulling speeds from 0.3 to 3.0 ca/mm . There was no direct correlation between speed
and the results observed , therefore a pulling speed of 1.3 ca/am was arbitrarily chosen for the
subsequent tests.

Table 6. Peel test on coated glass*

Average
Peel Energy , Standard Deviation,

Quantity Coating Nt/cm 2 of Average Coating Pulled Comments

3 C r + A u  4.8 11 all —

3 Al + SiO 19.1 12 none Adhesive failure
x

3 Cryolite 10.3 10 none Adhesive failure

3 Si02 
+ Ti0

2 
19.4 17 52 on 2 samples Adhesive failure

5EC 2216 adhesive , 0.15 mm thick aluminum strip , various speeds.

Table 7 lists the results for these tests. For comparison the “slow” tape test was also per-
formed on the remaining coating on these samples. All of the samples passed with the exception of the
KC1 windows. The peel test was therefore capable of removing coatings which had passed the tape test ,
and with forces low enough to avoid substrate damage .

Table 7. Peel test results on coated IR window substrates

Average Peel Energy
Substrate_ -  Coating Nt/cm Comments

CaP2 Si02 
+ Ge 0.76 all coatings removed completely

CaF
2 ~~~~ 

+ Ge 13.5 nothing significant removed

ZnSe ThF4 0.70 two eaap 1es only , all coatings removed

ZnSe ZnS + Ge 2 .5  one sample , 902 coating removed

KC1 ThY4 + ZnSe 0.61 two samples , >602 coating removed

5.4 Cellophane Tape Teat

In order to compare the peel teat to th. established NIL—Spec cellophane tape test , measurements
were made of the peel energy of the cellophane tape (Type I , Class A; Federal Specification L—T—90D)
at various pulling speeds (fig. 11). Four people were asked to perform the slow pull tape teat and
resultin g range of pulling speeds are also shown in the figure. The “quick” or snap test of NIL—
C—48497 was also performed. The correspond ing peel energy could not be measured because of the slow
response of the tensile test machine so the value was estimated by linear estrapola tion. It has bean
shown by K.ndal (53 that the peel energy should approach a constant at high peel rates and thus the
estimated value of 1.7 Nt/c* should be considered an upper limit.

Since all coating vendors do not use the approved cellophane tape , a comparison test was per-
formed using 3M Mo. 6201 (Highlsnd~~ mending tape. The resulting curve in figure 11 is quite dif-
feren t from the cellophane curve . The tape exhibited a slip—stick peel pattern which is the reason
for the relative insensitivity of the peel energy to peel rate.

All the infrared samples were tape tasted and the results were compared to the results of the
topple teat (fig. 12) and to the results of the peel test (fig. 13).

Despite the dispersion of results there appears to be good correlation between the pull teats and
the tap. test. The Wilcoxon Two Sample Test (261 gives a confidence greater than 99.72 that the “paesed”
group of samples is really different from the “failed” group . Thus the new teats and the older tape
teat ar. testing related , if not the same , adhesion phenomena .
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6. Summary

The basic objective of this program was to develop quantitative adhesion testS that could be used
to replace the qualitative NIL—Spec tests. Though it proved difficult to remove coatings with good
adherence to glass subattates, it was possible to remove coatings from infrared substrates and there-
fore to quantify their adhesion.

The features of the various tests are suiissarized in table 8. The plug pull test is perhaps the
least desirable of the three because of relatively poor results and high forces involved . The topple
test gave better results and is inexpensive to implement but resulted in still unexplained substrate
damage. The peel test is expensive to implement but has the lowest force of the three tests; it has
the advantage that it gives localized adhesion values.

Table 8. Comparison of tests

Ability to
Type Force, Nt. Pull Coatings Repeatability Cost to Implement Cost to Perform

Plug pull 4,400 Poor Fair High Low

Topple 264 Fair Good Low Low

Peel 22 Fair Good Righ Moderate
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8. Figures
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Figure 1. Variops pull—off teats.
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Figure 2. Upper bonding plug.
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Figure 3. Bonding alignment f i x t u r e .

Figure 4. Bonded plug pull assembly in test fixture.
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Figure 5. Topple bar/sample holder.
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Figure 7. Sl idin g sample holder.

Figure 6. Topple test arrangement.
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Figure 9. Variation in fa i lu re  mode for two

gold mirror..
Figure 8. Peal test with Chatillon Universal Tester.
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Figure 10. KC1 8ample damaged during topple test.
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Figure 11. Tape test results.
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QU ARTI TAT IVE CHARACTERIZATION OF COATINGS:

Part II: Abrasion Resistanee*

R. A. West and C. W. Nichols
Hughes Aircraft Company

Culver City, California 90230

A new method of quantification of abrasion resistance of antireflection coat-
ings has been developed. The Falling Sand Test of ASTh was modified to abrade
optical coatings on witness samples in a controlled manner. Quantification of
the abrasion damage was accomplished by measuring transmittance degradation in
the abraded area. Approximately 170 samples of antireflection coatings on
various substrates including glass , KCQ , ZnSe, and CaF2, were tested using the

new method. The existing standard military eraser and cheesecloth abrasion tests
were also performed on many of the samples and the degree of correlation

-t between the existing tests and the new method was established .

Key words: Abrasion resistance; coating degradation; coatings; hardness; trans-
mittance degradation.

Introduction

Whether intended for  use in laboratory optical systems , military, or space applications , most coated
optical elements are required to exhibit some degree of durability to insure a reasonable useful life-
time for the element. One of the parameters commonly specified as a measure of this anticipated life-
time is abrasion resistance of the coated surface. The resistance of a coating to abrasion allows the
element to be cleaned as necessary using standard optical cleaning procedures and , in extreme cases,
to operate for a reasonable period in an environment where dirt and dust impinge and accumulate on
the surface.

The current tests of abrasion resistance in use throughout the optical industry include the 20—rub
eraser test of MIL—C—675 and MIL—C—48497 and the 50—rub cheesecloth test of MIL—M—13508 and MlL—C—48497.
Both of these tests call for a specific number of “complete strokes”ea of the eraser or cheesecloth pad
over the surface. The force on the surface specified for the eraser test is 2.0 to 2.5 lb while t ha t
for the cheesecloth is 0.75 to 1.25 lb.

There are several problems associated with these tests. They provide only a qualitative “pass—
fail” measure of a coating ’s abrasion resistance and the criterion for judging whether a coating is
passing or failing is that “no visible deterioration” of the coating be apparent after the test. For
infrared optical elements , the visible degradation criterion can be excessive since surface deteriora-
tion at infrared wavelengths is not as critical to normal performance. Furthermore, since many infra-
red optical elements are visually opaque and have high refractive indices, the judgement of visible
degradation is highly subjective , being dependent on lighting conditions, and on the eyesight of the
inspector.

Specific problems with the tests as they are currently structured include variability due to manu—
facturing variations in the “MIL—Spec” era sers , and lack of detai l  in specifying procedures to be used
in preparing the tester (especially the eraser surface), rubbing speed , and limitations on useful life
of erasers or cheesecloth.

Other Test Methods

A quantitative test of abrasion resistance of optical coatings requires two parts: first the actual
abrading of the sample and then the evaluation of that abrasion . In developing a new method to provide
a quantitative measure of abrasion resistance , emphas is was placed on repeatability, relevance to actual
operational parameters , and ease of implementation and performance. A survey of the literature
revealed many types of abrasion tests for paints , linoleum, refractory materials , etc., although few
could realistically be adapted to optical coatings. Many of the tests  encountered required costly
equipment and/or large sample sizes , i. e . ,  larger than 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) in diameter.

* This work f unded u’ider contract to Air Force Materials Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force
Base , Ohio. Contrsct No. F336l5 76~C 5 285.

** The p hrase “complete strokes ” is emphasized here due to historical confusion over the definition of
a c oisplet e stroke as one pass over a point on the sur face as oppo.ed to a “complete cycle” or two
passes over the point.
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Falling Sand Test

The approach selected as the soat readily implementable and easily variable test method to cover a
wide range of coatings was the falling sand test modified from ASTM literature by Johnston and

Walsh [l ,2~~. Figure 1 shows the apparatus used to abrade the samples. A pyrex funnel emptied into a
10cc disposable adhesive syringe with a nominal 1.9 mm (0.075 in.) diameter opening cut in the tip.
(The syringe was incorporated early in the teat development to control the rate of sand entering the
fall tube independent of the amount of sand in the funnel.) The syringe was inserted into a vertical
61cm (24 in.) long, glass fall tube (8.0 mm 1.0.) with the bottom end located 2.54cm (1.0 in.) above the
sample surface.

The sample was mounted on a rotating teflon block , belt driven by a small synchronous motor at
approximately 60 rpm. (The rotation of the sample as the sand impinged on the surface was incorporated
to eliminate any effects due to anisotropy of the coating, substrate material , or of the measurement
technique.) The teflon block and sample were oriented at a 450 angle from the horizontal to enable each
sand particle to theoretically impact the surface only once. The center of rotation of the teflon block
was offset from the center of the sample by 6.4 mm (0.25 in.) to allow for abrading only one—half of
the sample. A mask was designed to cover the remaining half to retain an undamaged reference area to
perform spectral comparison teats.

The abrasive material selected for the abrasion process was silica sand from the Ottawa Silica
Company of Ottaws . Illinois. This material was selected because it was readily obtainable , inexpensive ,
and was made up of relatively smooth , regular shaped particles. It is the same type of sand approved for
various ASTM tests, except the range of particle sizes was smaller than the standard ASTM grades.

An extensive sieving process was used to generate a known particle size distribution and to verify
that this distribution remained unchanged throughout the tests. The distribution obtained from the
sieving process was as follows: 88.1 percent (by weight) of the particles were in the 180—212 urn range
(#80 sieve), 2.8 percent in the 212—250 um range (#70 sieve), and 9.1 percent in the 150—180 um range
(#100 sieve).

The method used to qoantify the amount of abrasion damage achieved was the measurement of trans-
mittance degradation. Transmittance measurements were performed on a Perkin—Elmer Model 180 spectro—
photometer at the wavelength of peak transmittance for each sample. Figure 2 shows the sample holding
fixture designed for mounting the samples. With this fixture , measurements could be performed on both
the untested reference area and the abraded area simply by rotating the holding fixture through 1800.
By using a lOx ordinate expansion and long integration times (8—16 seconds), transmittance differences
as low as 0.2 percent could be accurately measured. The figure shows the abraded area of a typical
sample in position in front of a 3.8 mm (0.150 in.) diameter aperture. The isount utilized indexing
holes and scribe marks for proper alignment and repeatable locating of the sample for successive
measurements as damage was accumulated.

Test Results: Glass Samples

Early testing and equipment checkout was performed using glass Balzer witness plates with single
layer cryolite and two layer St0

2
/Ti0

2 antireflection coatings.* The first teats utilized measurements

of specular reflectance increase instead of transmittance decrease as described above. However ,
erroneous results were obtained since the increase in diffuse reflectance caused a corresponding
decrease in specular reflectance, counteracting the anticipated increase with coating removal. by measur-
ing transmittance loss instead , these anomalies were eliminated aince increases in diffuse and/or
specular reflectance will both result in a transmittance loss.

The next variable to be quantified was the sand charge size to abrade the different coating types
and measure the transmittance degradation of each type. Figures 3 and 4 show the transmittance
degradation vs. sand charge for both antireflection coatings in increments of 5 grams. The points on
both of these curves where peak degradation occurs represent the maximum transmittance loss due to
scattering in the abraded area and correspond to the points at which costing “break through” occurred
exposing the glass substrates. In order to select one fixed sand charge size to use for quantitatively
ranking several costing types with wide ranging abrasion resistance characteristics it would be neces-
sary to remain on the linear portion of the degradation curve f or each coating type. It was apparent
for the two coating type. tasted here that no one fixed charge would be appropriate for both types, since
too large a charge would remove the entire cryolite coating before producing significant results on the
SiO2/Ti02 costing.

Hence , the method finally adopted was to select , as the independent variable, a fixed transmittance
degradation level of 2 percent (considered a realistic deterioration factor from a system standpoint and
also large enough to insure relative accuracy in the measurement). The dependent variable was then the
amount of sand necessary to produce the 2 percent transmittance loss, which could vary widely among
coating types to provide a quantitative measure of abrasion resistance. This provided a standard pro-
cedure uSeful for all types of coatings , visible and infrar ed , “ sof t ” and hard. ”

1. Figures in brack sta indicate the literature references at the end of th is paper.

* Deteils of coatings and their design, are included in Part I .
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Using this method , abrasion tests were performed on a number of the glass samples with Si0
2/Ti02

and cryolite coatings. Figures 5 and 6 show histograms of the results obtained . In figure 5, the
sensitivity and repeatability of the falling sand test can be demonstrated . The Si0

2/Ti02 
coatings were

deposited in a planetary coating chamber utilizing three separate plates on which samples were mounted.
The figure shows that , in general, samples on a given plate were grouped together in the histogram
indicating good repeatability in the test , although a wide spread between groups is apparent , indicating
high sensitivity. It should be noted that all these samples passed the standard eraser test yet the
difference in measured abrasion resistance from the “softest” to the “hardest” is more than a factor of
ten.

The results for the cryolite coating in figure 6 were not as revealing since all samples were from
the same plate in the costing chamber. However , since the cryolite samples also passed the standard
eraser test , the ability of the falling sand test to provide useful quantitative data with which to rank
samples all of which pass the eraser teat was further demonstrated.

Test Results: IR Samples

Abrasion resistance tests were performed on laser window samples of ICC I, ZnSe , and CaF2, some

pu r chased by Hughe s from various vendors and others furnished by the Air Force Materials Lab. Table 1
summarizes the results of these tests. In order to determine if the environment in which a sample
was stored prior to abrasion testing would have any effect , several samples of each coating type were
stored in the ambient laboratory atmosphere (50—60%) and several in a 100% humidity environment for
24 hours prior to testing. The results show thet there was indeed an effect on the test results for the
CaF2 substrates and the ThF4—coated ZnSe substrates. The other samples could not be preconditioned at

100% humidity since the coatings were not sufficiently durable to withstand that environment. Further—
more, the coatings on the KC1 substrates were not able to withstand the normal lab humidity and were
therefore tested by enclosing the test apparatus in a plastic bag and purging it with dry nitrogen gas
(10—152 humidity). The AFML samples were evaluated in this same environment.

Many of the samples were also tested using the standard eraser or cheesecloth teats for reference.
Figure 7 summarizes the sand test results compared to the eraser test results. For purposes of this
compariaon , samples which failed or were marginal in the cheesecloth test were included in the “failed
eraser test ” column .

The first thing that is apparent from the graph is the wide spread in data which results from the
variations in coating type and substrate. Due to the widely varying nature of the population from
which these statistics are drawn , it would require a much larger number of samples to reach any definite
conclusions. This can be stated more quantitatively by testing the hypothesis that the pass and fail
groups are the same. Using a test from non—parametric statistics , the Wilcoxon Two—Sample test
the confidence level for rejecting this hypothesis was found to be 76 percent. It is quite apparent how-
ever that if a difference exists it is not large. There are two possible reasons for this low correlation.
One is the subjective criterion for passage of the NIL—Spec tests, i.e., “no visible degrsdation.” There is
probably little correlation between this criterion and the falling sand criterion of 2 percent change in
IR transmittance. The other is that the eraser or cheesecloth tests and the falling sand test might actually
measure different aspects of a coating’s hardness.

Table 1. Results of falling sand test

Peak Mean Charge Size (grams)

Wavelength Ambient No. of 1002 No. of
Substrate Coating (um) Humidity Samples Humidity Samples

CaP 2 MgF
2
4-Ge 3.3 62.8 9 44.9 8

Si02
4-Ge 3.5 22.1 9 27.9 6

ZnSe ThF4 
10.0 95.7 3 76.7 3

ZnS+Ge 10.0 11.4 4 — —
KC1 ZnSe+ThF4 10.0 15.7* 14 — —

KC1 TlI+RC1+T1I 10.6 2.43* 7 — —
CaF

2 
ZnSe 4.8 1.2* 1 — —

CaP2 ZnSe 3.7 0.7* 1 — —

KC1 ZnSe 5.0 0.3* 1 — —
KC1 j ZnSe 6 .7  2.8* 1 — —

*~~~ient Humidity 50—602. Those marked with (A) 10-15%.
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Summary

The falling sand test has proven to be an easily implemented , sensitive, repea table , and quantitative
test of abrasion resistance. In many cases, the test results indicated a variation among several
samples within the same costing run, traceable to various locations or mounting plates within the coating
chamber. Samples near each other on a given plate tended to have results close to each other indicating
that test repeatability is quite good.

The lack of a definite correlation between the falling sand test and the existing tests is probably due
to the fact that the two types of tests measure different damage parameters and teat different damage
mechanisms. The sand test is an indicator of a coating ’s ability to withstand a blowing grit or duet
environment while the existing tests indicate scratch resist ance and cleanability.

Ref erences
(11 ASTh 0968—51, “Abrasion Resistance of Coatings L2~ Johnston , G.T. and Walsh, D.A., “Some Effects of

of Paint, Varnish , Lacquer , and Related Environmental Factors on the Performance of
Products by the Falling Sand Method.” Coatings for High Power IR Laaers ,” Interim

Technical Report APML—TR-75—l5, February 1975.
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Figure 1. Falling sand apparatus. Figure 2. Sample holder f or trans.-
mittance measurements.
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Fi gure 3. Transmittance degradation curve for SiO 2 /TiO 2 coating on glass substra te.
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Figure 6. Histogram of 2 percent transmittance degradation results
for cryolite coating on glass substrates.
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Figure 7. Comparison of sand test results to eraser
test results for IR samples.
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COMME WTS ON PAPER 8Y WEST AMP NI CHOLS

The ~peo.ke/t ~tnd2ca.ted ~ha.t ~e.o t4 wexe ca.kx.~ed out w~.tk Ot.,tat4m d and , &ek.~.ch ~o an ASTM Abn.a4wn S-tgndaAd.
The 6and wao pa~~ed tkwugh a No. SO meah and dttopped ~itom 24 .tnche.~ he,tgh.t. The attempt e~ & made to

~teduce the amowtt o~ anguta~ti..ty ‘Lfl the ab&a.o..ve compound . I t  u~~ ou~gea ted ~,‘tom the geoo~ that it
nu~gh.t be advi.-.~abte to thy g las 4 beado a~ an aMa4.tve medium. The que4 tion o~ the e~~ec~C o~ the pan.t~cLe
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DIELECTRIC ENHANCED MIRRORS FOR THE 2-6 ~m REGIONS

S. J. Holmes
Northrop Research and Technology Center

3401 West Broadway
Hawthorne, California 90250

This paper reports on work done to define the performance characteristics
of a large variety of multilayer dielectric enhanced mirror designs. In partic-
ular , dielectric enhanced metallic mirrors have been designed and fabricated
which demonstrate reflectiv-ities of 99. 9% or greater for the 2.8 -im , 3.8 .im,
and 5. 3 -an wavelengths. Peak reflectance and description measurements are
presented along with environmental testing to demonstrat e the performance of
these mirror coatings.

Key words: Absorptance; Cleaning procedures; Coating
materials; Dielectric enhanced mirrors; Deposition
parameters; Reflectance,

1. Introduction

Until recently the high power m i r r o r s  used on labo ratory lasers have been bare metal , copper
or molybdenum mir rors , which are either heat sunk or water cooled. This is adequate for short dur-
ation laboratory tests, when only a few optical elements are needed.

The difference in reflectance for uncoated versus coated mirror s represents a substantial frac-
tion of the tot al laser beam output from an optical system where several mirrors  are required. The
increased reflectance of a coated mirror also has important implicat ion s for beam quality and com-
ponent cooling. A water-cooled mirror with high reflectance will require less coolin g for a given
temperature induced distortion or alternatively will have less distortion for an equivalent water cool-
ing flow. This can be important in simplify ing cooling hardware or for improving the lacer beam
quality as well as increasin g power output . The development of dielectric enhanced mirror coatings
for thermally conducting substrates will provide the basis for water-cooled laser resonator mirrors
required to keep pace with the high power laser technology. Similar coatings on thermally insulat ing
substrates are needed for use as uncooled mir rors  external to the laser.

Reflectivities between 98% and 99% for the 2-6 ~nn region can be realized with metallic mirrors
of copper , gold , or silver. When reflectivities greater  than 99% are required, multilayer interfer-
ence coatings are required. The most practical desi gn for the infrared reg ion is the enhanced metal-
lic mirror surface coated with pairs of alternating quarter wavelengths of dielectric layers of low
and high refract ive indices. In principle this type of mir ror  can achieve reflectivity of greater than
99.9%.

2. Theoretical mir ror  desi gns

There are th ree  basic multilayer dielectric enhanced mirror designs:  (1) all dielectric multi-
layer m i r r o rs , (2) multi layer dielectric enhancement of a highly reflecting metallic thin film depos-
ited on a suitable substrate of metal. It is the latter desi gn that was chosen for this work.

Fur the initial desi gn of a multilay er dielectric enhanced mirror , several simplifying assump-
tions were  made. It was assumed that all of the dielectric layers were  nonabsorbing, huinogeneous ,
plane-parallel and were  illuminated by a parallel  beam of linearly polarized light having an electric
field strengt h of unity. Because of their simplicity, the  equations derived by Young [1] are used
here.  The reflectance R

m of a metallic fi lm is related to its complex reflective index (a - 1k) by

~ ~~~~~~~~~~4n 
( 1)m ( 1 + n) 2 + k2

* This work was supported by AF W L, Contract No. F29601-76-C-0003.

I. Figures in brackets indi cate the  l i t e ra ture  references  at the end of this paper.
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When a multilayer coating of 2N nonabsorbing quarterwave layers having refractive index nH
(hi gh) and °L (low) is deposited on the thin metallic film, it can be shown that the reflectance is in-
creased to

R = l -  
2 (2)

( x + n )  + k

where

x (n
L~~H

)
ZN

To obtain the maximum reflectance from a multilayer dielectric enhanced mirror, the metallic
film is first coated with the low refractive index material until its reflectance decreases to a mini -
mum at the wavelength for which the highest r eflectance is desired. The optical thickness of the
layer should be [2]

(j + 1) 
~~~ arc tan - ( 2 

Zn Lk ) (4)
- n -k

where  is an integer or zero.

Under this condition, the low index film adjacent to the metal is effectively one quarter-wave-
length. In most cases , (i. e.,  the infrared region), the simple quarter-wavelength coating gives ade-
quate results. The high refractive index material is added until the reflectance reaches a maximum,
in other words , until a quarter-wavelength thickness is added. For further increase of reflectance,
additional quarter-wavelength film pairs must be added in the same sequence.

The reflectance of such a mirror depends on the refractive index ratio of the dielectric materials.
the numbers of layers, the reflectance of the metallic thin film, and the absorption in the dielectric
layers. For optimum performance, one desires coating material s with the lowest possible absorp-
tion and the highest possible refractive index ratio. The refractive index ratio which one can achieve
depends on the availability of suitable coating materials. To keep the number of dielectric layers to
a minimum and hence minimize the effect of absorption in the layer s , the re flects.nce of the metallic
thin film should be as high as possible.

*
Table 1 lists the initial designs selected for the experimental coatings. Ideally one coating de-

sign should be usable for all three wavelengths with the appropriate adjustments of optical thick-
nesses. The effect of absorption in the dielectric layer. has not been taken into account.

3. ExperImental
The experimental investigations required the development of optimum cleaning and deposition

techniques. Several experiments were conducted to develop the optimum substr ate surfaces for the
mirror coatings. The candidat e coating designs were deposited on smaU scale (1.52 inch diameter)
molybdenum substrates. The substrate su rfaces wer e characterised for surface figure and finish
before coating deposition. Established deposition techniques and parameter s were utilized for all
coating designs whenever availailable.

Molybdenum was chosen as a consequence of Its thermal and mechanical properties. These
properties are summarized in Table 2. The molybdenum used for the mirror substrates on this pro-
gram was ASME 7805. Thi s is a vacuum arc cast , low carbon content molybdenum readily available
in bar stock from American Metal Climax Corporation.

* Table. 1 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 , 8. 9, and 10 are shown following the end of the text.
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Table 2. Physical properties of Molybdenum

Density io.  2 gm/cm3

Melt ing point 2895 °C

Specific heat 0.27 J/gm °C

Thermal co:iductivity 1.3 J/.ec cm°C

Thermal diffusivity 0 .52 cn-12 / se c

-6~~Ther mal expansion 4.9 x 10 / C

The quality of the surface ia the most important property of the substrate since it is here thatthe coating-substrate interaction occurs. It is desirable to have surfaces as smooth as possible (I. e.free of scratches and digs and with a low m s  roughness). These defects are replicated by thefilms or propagated into the coatings. That is , each imperfection in the substrate is reproduced ineach layer that is deposited on top of it which can affect both the Optical and mechanical propertiesof the film.. Surface smoothness is also importan t from the standpoint th&t it improves fi lm adher-ence , decrease, absorption , and minimizes li ght scatter.

Two polishing techniques have been developed in our optical facility which yield well fi gured op-tical surface on molybdenum mirror.. The f i r s t , based on conventional optical polishing methods(f resh feed polishing), employs a pitch lap. A1203 abrasive and water as a polishing vehicle. We
have achieved excellent results employ ing this technique. The second technique is continuous feedand I. Intermediate between the normal method of applying abrasive during the polishing process andth e bowl feed technique.

Th. procedure that gave the best combination of smoothness and surface figure was the freshfeed technique using 0. 3 ian alumina and water as the polishing vehicle on a pitch lap. The basic pol-ishing procedure used to polish the molybdenum substrates is summarized as follows. In the grind-ing operation the substrates were groun d flat on a cast iron tool with a slurry of #320 silicon carbideand water followed with an intermediate grind with #225 aluminum oxide and water and a final grindwith #95 aluminum oxide and water. Typical grinding time required approximately 10 hours with a10 pound overarm weight. The intermediate and final grind , typically, took one hour each using a 10pound overarm weight. In all cases the polishing was achieved using the f resh feed technique to applythe polishing slurry to the lap. The polishing lap was of medium-hard pitch and the polishing slurrywas Linde A (0. 3 I.t m Al203
) and water, Typical polishing time required approximately 40 hour. withan ove r arm weight of 5 pounds with an upper .pindle speed of 40 rpm and a lower spindle speed of 30rpm. The substrate , were polished until optimum surfac e finish was obtained as jud ged by Nomarskiexamination.

Clean substrate surfaces ar e a prereq uisite for successful coatings. The slightest amount ofcontamination can cause an immense amount of harm in the coating depo sition process as well as anincrease in absorption and a decrease in surface adhesion. Traditionally, cleaning h*s been an artand there is a great diversity of opinion on what constitutes a “good” procedure for cleaning the sub-strate, prier to coating them. A quantitative evaluation of the various cleaning methods Is difficultbecause slight differences in procedure. of apparatu s can Influence the results.

There are Innumerabl e cleaning procedures which vary from one labo ratory to another. Sincecleaning procedure, and philosophies vary widely, It i. not expected that the views expreued hereinwill be met with universal agreem ent . However , It I . safe to say in general, that cleaning proce-dure , should be kept as simple as possible . With thi . in mind, the following procedu re has been de-veloped for cleaning metal mirror substrates.

1. Remove gross contaminants from the as-received substrates by soaking in acetone or xylene.Fly, to tin minute. of ultrasonic agitation will Increase the rate of contaminant removal and in-sure a mor, thorough cleaning.
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2. Wash with warm tap water and Liqui-nox detergent. Scrubbing the polished surface must be
avoided , however , the cleaning can be assisted by ultrasonic agitation.

3. The substrate should be thoroughly rinsed in distilled water after detergent cleaning.

4. Final rinse with a reagent grade alcohol.

5. Final drying of the substrate is accomplished by inserting it in a vapor degreaser working with
isopropyl alcohol. The substrate should remain in the vapor degreaser until it has reached the
temperature of the vapor. The residual alcohol on the surface is immediately evaporated when
the substrate is withdrawn and it is ready for loading into the coating chambe r. It is a good
practice to load the substrate into the chamber immediately after the cleaning process. If
storage cannot be avoided , dust-free container with a lid or a desicator shoul d be utilized.
Clean lint-free gloves should be worn during the placement of the substrate into the coating
dhamber.

6. Before closing the chamber , the surfaces must be checked for dust particles. If dust is evident,
a small air syringe to blow off the particles can be used.

All coat in g - eposition s required for this program were carried out in a commercial vacuum sys-
tem (Balzers - 710) which is equipped with an oil diffusion pump and a liquid nitrogen trap. This sys-

tem is capabl e of routinely maintaining pressures of the order of l0 6 Torr and is equipped with a
substrate heater and a thin film monitor to control deposition rat e and film thickness. Proper con-
trol of the thi ckness of each layer is afforded by observing the reflectance at the control wavelength
of a suitably positioned monitor plate in the coating chamber and stopping deposition when the reflec-
tance reaches a predetermined level. In all cases , care is taken to ensure the uniformity of the
thickness of the layers. In order to obtain uniform layers, the window substrates are rotated above
the evaporation source during the deposition process.

Deposition parameter . utilized in this work are summarized for each material in Table 3. Coat-
ing materials employed in this work are listed and Identified as to source and nominal purity in Table
4. No attempt was made to fur ther  purify any of these material..

4. ExperImental results

Ten different  dielectric enhanced mirror designs were evaluated for each of the three laser
wavelengths. All of the mirror  coatings were  fabricated on 1. 52 inch diameter molybdenum sub-
strates.  Each mirror substrate was polished as outlined in Section 3, and all of the coatin gs we r e
deposited usin g the parament s listed in Table 3 of Section 3. Each mirror coating was evaluated for
peak reflectance and absorption at the design wavelength. Environmental evaluation included tests
according to Military Specifications MIL-M-l3508C for durability, adhesion, and humidity resistance.
The experimental results for the mir ror  coatings are presented In Tables 5-10.
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Table 1 . Theoretical coating designs

Theoretical reflectance

_____ 
3 . 8~.i-n 5 .3 g m

1. Ag + (ThF
4

/ZnS) 3 
0.9995 0.9995 0.9995

2 . Ag + (ThF
4/ ZnSe) 3 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997

3. Ag + (Sr F 2 /ZnS ) 2 
0.9993 0.9993 0.9993

4. Ag + (Sr F 2 /ZnSe) 2 
0.9995 0.9995 0.9995

5. Ag + (PbF
2 /Z n S) 3 

0.9988 0.9989 0.9989

6. Ag + (A1
2
0

3
/Si) 2 0.9996 0.9997 0.9997

7. Ag + (SiO/Si)
2 

0.9996 0.9996 0.9997

8. Ag + (ThF
4
/Si) 2 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998

9 Ag + (M gO/ Si) 2 0. 9997 0.9997 0.9997

10. Ag + ( .~bF 2 / ZnSe) 3 
0.9993 0.9993 0.9993

* Dielectric layer . are quarterwave optical th ickness  at the desi gn wavelength.

* Ag layer ie approximatel y l000A th ickness .

4
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Table 3. De position par ameter ,

Method of Substrate Depositi on Depositi on
Evaporation Mater ial Tempera ture  Pr essure (To r r )  Rate

E-Beam A1
2
0
3 

200°C 
5 z I0~~ — 6 0 0A/ M i n

E-Beam MgO ZOO C 6 x l0~~ l200A/Mjn

E-Beam PbF 2 
200° C 7 x l0~~ l800A/Mi n

E-Beam Si 200°C 2 x 10 6 
3000A/Min

Ta Boat SlO 200 c 
1 x io 6 

~~3000A/Mj~

Mo Boat SrF 2 ~00° C 8 x io 6 — .l80QA/M~

t-Beam ThF 4 
200°C 4 ,c l0~~ 1800A/Min

Ta Boat ZnS 150° C 8 x l0 6 
1800k/Mm

Ta Boat ZnSe 150° C 4 x io 6 
-.1800A/Min

Ta Boat Ag 25° C 5 x l0~~ ~~l000A/M in

L
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Tabl e 4. Coating mate r ia ls

Ag Shot , 99. 9999% PurIty, American Drug and Chemical Company, Los Angeles, CA

A1
2
0
3 

Random Chunks of U V-Grade  Sapph i r e , Union Carbide Corporation , Sen Diego , CA

M gO Hot-Pressed Tablets , 99.95% Puri ty,  Balzers High Vacuum Corp. . Santa Ana , CA

PbF2 
Fused Granules . 99.99% Puri ty,  Balzer. High Vacuum Corp. . Santa Ana , CA

Si Random Chunks , 99. 999% Pur ity, Salters High Vacuum Corp. , Santa Ma , CA

SiO Linde Select Grade , P.. D. Mathi. Company, Long Beach . CA

SrF2 
Random Chunks , Optical Grade , EMCO Sales , Anaheim , CA

ThF4 
Fused Granules , 99.9% Purity , Bal ters , Hi gh Vacuum Corp. , Santa Ma , CA

ZnS Hot - Pressed Tablets , 99% Puri ty ,  Balzer s  Hi gh Vacuum Corp. , Ssnta Ma, CA

ZnSe G ra nules , 99. 99% Purity, BaIter .  Hi gh Vacuum Corp. , Santa Ma , CA
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Tab le 5. Experimental results for 2 . 8  i.~m mirrors

Absorption ~~

Sample no. Coatin g design Peak ref lectance * A StCI . dcv.

170 Mo + Ag + (ThF
4
/ZnS)

3 0.985 1.58 x lO
_ 2 

2. 7 1 %

172 Mo + Ag + (ThF
4

/Z nSe) 3 0. 998 2 . 2 7  x l0~~ 3 .95  %

163 Mo ÷ Ag + (A L
2
0
3
/Si)

2 
0.999 1.05 x 3.01 ¶s

166 Mo + Ag + (S i O/S i) 2 0.999 1.04 x 10~~ 6. 41 %

168 Mo + Ag + (PbF
2
/ZnS)

3 0.980 2 . 2 5  x 10~~ 6 .6 0 %

173 Mo + Ag + (Pb F2/ZnSe)
3 

0.996 4.42 x l0~~ 11. 1ST.

179 Mo + Ag + (BaF 2
/ZnS)

2 
0.950 5. 15 x lO

_ 2 
6 . 6 5  %

181 Mo + Ag + (Zrt S/Si) 3 0 . 973  2 .87  x lO
_ 2 

7 .97 %

183 Mo + Ag + (ZnS,/S 1) 3 0. 997 2. 76 x 2.84 %

176 Mo + Ag + (BaF 2
/ZnSe)

2 
0.986 1.42 x 10-a 2 .43  %

* Double-Reflection Absolut e Reflectorneter (~ 0. 001)

** HF Laser Calorimeter
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Table 6. Experimental r esults for 3. 8 ~ m mirror.

Absorption ~‘5

Sample no. Coatin g design Peak reflectance 4’ A Std. div.

107 Mo + Ag + (ThF
4

/ZnS) 3 
0. 998 1.68 x l0~~ 3 .93 %

100 Mo + Au (ThF 4 /ZnS) 3 
0.996 3. 18 x l0~~ 3.67 T.

105 Mo + Ag + (ThF
4
/ZnSe)

3 
0.999 6.31 x l0~~ 1.45 %

018 Mo + Au + (ThF4 /ZnSe) 3 
0. 999 6.47 x l0~~ 4.06 %

103 M o + Ag + (A10
3/Si) 2 

0. 999 9 .99 x l0~~ 1.79 %

113 Mo + Ag + (SiO/Si) 2 
0.998 9.64 x l0~~ 1.37 %

125 Mo + Ag + (ThF4/Si)
2 

0.998 1.34 x 10~~ 2 .6 0 %

132 Mo + Ag + (SiO/ZnSe)
3 

0.993 6. 15 x l0~~ 6. 14 %

133 Mo + Ag + (Pb F2 IZn S) 3 
0.998 1.77 x l0~~ 7.04 T•

111 Mo + Ag + (P
b
F
Z
/ZnSe) 3 0.998 1.02 x l0~~ 1 . 51 %

127 Mo + Ag + (BaF 2 IZnS) 2 
0.997 2. Z2 x ~~~~ 2.45 %

1. 29 Mo + Ag + (BaF
2 /Zn Se ) 2 

Failed

before test

* Double-Reflection absolute re flecto r neter ( a  0 .001 )

*4’ DF laser calor imete r
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Table 7. Experimental results for 5. 3 i~rn m i r ror s

Ab sorp tion

Sample no. Coat ing design Peak reflectance * A Std. dcv.

001 Mo ÷ Ag + (ThF 4
/Zri S)3 

0.999 9.11 x l0~~ 3.98 To

003 Mo + Ag + (ThF
4

/Z nSe) 3 0.999 6 .40  x 10~~ 6. 35 %

- 

005 Mo + Ag + (SrF2
/ZnS)

3 
0.995 1.43 x 3.04%

007 Mo + Ag + (SrF
2
/ ZnSe)

2 
0.992 3. 13 x l0~~ 3 .29  To

010 Mo + Ag + (Pb F2
/Z nS) 3 0.987 4 .11  x 10~~ 9. 0 2 %

011 Mo + Ag + ~AL
2
O
3
/Sfl 2 0.996 [.72 x l0~~ 3.42 %

013 Mo + Ag + (SiO/Si)
2 0 .999 1.81 x 10~~ 5.38 %

136 Mo + Ag + (ThF
4

/SI) 2 0.997 1.96 x l0~~ 5. 15 %

019 Mo + Ag + (M gO/Si)
2 

Coatin g failed during deposition

021 Mo + Ag + (PbF 2
IZnSe)3 0.990 1.14 x l0~~ 2.86 %

* Double-Reflection absolute reflectometer ( a  0. 001)

4’* CO laser calorimeter
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Table 8. Environmen tal tes ts  - 2 . 8  i.im mirror coatings

Coa ting d esign Durability Adheren ce Humidity

Mo + Ag + (ThF
4
/ZnS)

3 
P P P

Mo + Ag + ( ThF
4

/Zn Se) 3 
P F F

Mo ÷ Ag + (AL
20

3
/Si) 2 

P P P : -

Mo ÷ Ag + (SiOIS L) 2 
P P p

Mo + Ag + (PbF
2 /Z nS) 3 

P P P

Mo + Ag + (PbF
2 IZnSe) 3 p p

Mo + Ag + ( BaF
2 /Z nS) 2 

P F F

Mo + Ag + (ZriS/Si)
3 

P F

Mo + Ag + (ZnSe/Si) 3 p p P

Mo + Ag + (BaF
2

/Z n Se) 3 p p P

Durab ility - 50 Rubs with cheesecloth 1 pound force.

Adherence - Scotch tape MI!.. - 13508 5.

Humidity - 95 %  at 120 ° F for 24 hours.

P - Passed

F - Failed 
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Table 9. Environmental tes t s  - 3 .8  -~m mi r ro r  coatings

Coatin g design Adherence Durability Humidity

Mo + Ag * (ThF
4
/ZnS)

3

Mo ÷ Ag + (ThF
4
/ZnSe) p P P

Mo + Ag + (A L 2 03 / S i ) 1 
p P F

Mo + Ag + ($10/SI) 2 
P p F

2Mo + Ag + (ThF4/Si) F p P

Mo + Ag + (SiO/ZnSeJ 3 
r F F

Mo + Ag + (Pb F2
/ZnS) 3 p P

Mo + Ag + (Pb F2 / Zr oSe) 3 
p P P

Mo + Ag + (BaF 1IZnS) 2 
F

Mo + Ag + ( BaF2
/ZnS e)

2 
* *

Durability - 50 Rubs with cheesecloth 1 pound fo rce .

Adherence - Scotch tape MI!.. - 13508 5.
Humidity - 95% at 120° F for 24 hours.

P - Passed
F - Failed
* - Failed before tes t
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Table 10. Environmental  tests - 5 -  3 i.~m mirror  coatings

Coatin g design Adherence Durability Humidity

Mo + Ag + (ThF
4
/ZnS)

3 p P P

Mo + Ag + (ThF
4
IZn$e)

3 
P p F

Mo + Ag + (SrF
1
/ZnS)

3 
F F F

Mo + Ag + (SrF 2
/ZnSe)

2 
F F

Mo + Ag + (Pb F
2
/ZnS)

3 p P P

Mo + Ag + (AL
203

/Si) 2 
p p P

Mo + Ag + ($10/SI) p P p

Mo + Ag + (ThF4
/S i) 2 F P F

Mo + Ag + (M gO/Si)
2 

* * *

Mo + Ag + (Pb F2
/ZnSe)

3 
P P P

Durability - 50 Rubs with cheesecloth 1 pound force.

Adherence Scotch tape MI!.. - 13508 5.

Humidity - 9 5 %  at 120° for 24 hours .

P - Passed
F - Failed
* - Failed during coat in g deposition
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T emp e r a t u r e  and  Concentration Dependence of Laser Bulk Damage
to Neodymium Glass °

J. G. Sliney Jr. and L. C. DeShazer
Depar tment of Electrical Eng ineer ing. U n i v e r s i ty of Sou th e r n  Cal i f o r n i a

Los A n g e l e s . CA 90007

Bulk damage thresholds of Nd doped materials were measured
using a Q-swi tched Nd:YAG laser with a single transverse and
l o n g i t u d i n a l  m o d e  h a v i n g  7-ns pulsewid th. Damage was studied in
a s e r i e s  of g l a s s e s  of d i f f e r i n g  Nd c o n c e n t ra t i o n s :  0% Nd ( E D 4 ) ,
1% Nd (ED2.l), 2% Nd (ED2 .2) and 3% Nd (ED2.3). At room temper-
a tu r e , the threshold decreased linearly by eleven percent as the
Nd c o n c e n t ra t ion  i n c r e a s e d  f r o m  0 to 3% . T h i s v a r ia t ion  c o u l d  be
explained by any one of three processesj single-photon absorption
of Nd f r o m  the ex c i t ed st a t e ~

I j1,2 - - F312, two-photon absorption
of Nd from the ground state 41 9,2 - -  4G7,2 an d a b s o r p t ion  by impur i -
t i e s  s u c h  as Sm~~ which typical)y accompany Nd doping. However , we
b e l i e v e  the s i n g le-pho ton absorption to be applicable because when
the glass temperature is lowered to llo °K , the damage thresholds for
all concentrations a r e  nearly equal. Bulk damage thresholds w e r e
also measured for a va riety of Nd doped crystals. Nd:LiYF 4 had  the
h i g h e s t  d a m a g e  t h r e s h o l d  w i t h  Nd : La 2 Be 2 O 5 (B e L )  a t  SS % of L i Y F 4’s
threshold, YAG a t 53% and  GGG a t  3 0 % .

Key words : Damage temperature dependence; damage thresholds; GGG;
La 2 8e205; LiYF 4 ;  Nd g las s; YAG .

1 . Introduction

The l a s e r  d a m a ge r e s is t,ance was measured for seven Nd laser materials relevan t to
opera tion in a lO-ns Q-switch laser system . We used a Nd :YAG laser amplified b y N d : E 02
glass to damage crystal and glass cubes prepared from state-of-the-art material of Nd
doped YAG , BeL , YV O 4, CCC , YIP and the ED 2 series of g l a s s e s.

Prior to this invest igation , published repor ts on laser-induced bulk d a m a g e  thres-
holds of Nd laser crystals have been surprisingly meager. The pertinent values obtain-
ed from the scientific literature are listed in Table 1 . Since laser-induced damage
thresholds depend on the laser pulse duration for the usual damage mechanisms , d a m a g e
threshold values for different materials can be compared only at nearl y equal pulse-
wid ths of the damaging laser. The pu lsewidth chosen for Table 1 is 10-na which pertains
to the usual Q-switched Nd laser.

Table I . Comparison of Previously-published Laser Damage
Thresholds und er Q-switched 1.06 ~im Irradia tion

Material Damage Threshold Damage Thre~ h o l d  Ref .
F r o n t ~u r f a c e  B u l k  ( G W / c m
(GW/cm )

Nd :YAG 0.8 - 5.3 3.4 - 8.2 (111

0.9 - - -  [21

N d : Y A 1 O 3 1 .1  - 2.6 - - - [1]

N d : C a W 0 4 1.0 - 3 .0  1 .0 - 5.0 Cl)

Nd :BeL 1.3 - --  [21 _

A majori ty of the reported values of damage threshold were determined in an in-
ves tigation on 1.06 lie laser damage to optical materials at the Hirst Research Centre .
General Electric Co. L td. [1]. The GEC group used an electro-opt icslly Q-swit ched Nd:
YAG l a s e r  opera t i n g  in  the TEM nn mode up to 10 mJ in 10 ns. The range of threshold
values reported in reference [1)for the surface damage resulted from the surface damage
thresholds being markedly affected by surface treatment and polish. The laser used in
reference [2] was also a s ingle-mode Nd :YAG laser , elec tro-optically Q-switched with a
lO-ns pulse. Only damage thresholds for the surface were measured by R . Byer and 8.
F l e m i n g  (2 1 .

* Research supported by NASA contract number NAS 5-23698
I .  F i g u res in  b r a c k e t s  i n d i c a t e  the  literature references at the end of the paper.
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2. Experiment

2 . !  Laser System Performance

A wel l -def ined pulsed Nd :YA G o sc i l l a to r  was the source of the laser pulse which was amplified by a
N d : gl a s s  amp l i f i e r  as shown in figure 1. The Nd :YA G osc i l l a tor  was Q-switched pass ively  by the Eastman
Kodak dye 14015 (bis 4-di.ethylaminodithiobenzil nickel). The use of a Mendenhall aperture of radius
0.5 ~ms and 27 cm cavity length gave s Fresnel number of 0.86 and a single transverse TEN mode. The
ampl ifier used a Brewster-faced Nd:glaas rod (1.11 a 15.24 cm) pumped by four flashlamps°In a quadruply
ellip tical gold-coated cavity. Two Clan-Kappa calcite polarizers were used as a variable attenuator.
The pertin ent operating parameters for the laser system are listed in Table 2. When the amplifier was
double passed , the energy output was 6 laT .

Table 2. !~~erational Characteristics of Oscillator and Single-passed Amplifier

Parameter Oscillator Amplifier
(Nd :YAG) (Nd :glass)

Energy 2 m.J (s 5%) 4 mJ 4 5%)
Pu l sewid th  4.6 .7 ns 4 .6 -7  ns
Peak power (un focussed ) 0 .44  MW 0.87 MW
Beam spot size 0.5 em 1 non
Peak energy density (unfocussed) 0.26 J/c. 2 0.127 J/ci.2

Peak power density (unfocussed) 106 ~~/c,
2 51.9

Peak power density (focussed) 
— 

44 GW/cm 347 GW/cm

In order to measure accurately the damage thresholds , three beam quantities are needed: the total
energy E , the temporal pulsewidth Lit and the focussed spot size w. When the laser pulse is well approx-
jested by a Gaussian intensity distribution , both in space and time , as is our case , the peak power den-
sity p0 is

P0 0.598 E/(w2Lit)

The total energy E was measured using a ballistic thermopile (Hadron model 9) positioned after the beam-
spli tter and before the lens as shown by the dotted lines in figure 1. The pulsewidth Lit is defined as
the full width a half maximum (FWHM } and was measured using fast photodictde with Tektronic 519 oscillo-
scope. Oscillograms of laser pulses from the oscillator and amplifier are given In figure 2 showing
their smooth temporal profile and near Gaussian Shape (within 15%).

The spatial intensity profile of the oscillator and the oscillator-amplifier system was measured
using a television monitor system with a vidicon camera (Javelin NT-73l0), a TV receiver (Panasonic
TR9IOMN) and a dual-beam oscilloscope (Tektronic 555). The oscilloscope traces in figure 3 are for a
single laser pulse monitored by the TV system at a distance of 135 cm from the oscillator ( 2 . 9  Rayleigh
d istances). As determined by the TV monitor , the spatial intensity profile was very close to the Gauss-
ian distribution loexp(_ 2r

2/w2). The system was calibrated by a slit mask where the flat top is 1.1 em;
the slanted portion of the calibration trace is the penumbra of the shadow due to the extended size of
the light source illuminating the slit.

A plano-convex lens (25.4 mm focal length) was used to concentrate the power sufficient to cause
bulk damage wi thout causing surface damage at the entrance surface. The determination of the focussed
spot size is subject to the most inaccuracy arising from lens aberrations . For the diffraction limited
case w • 1ff 

~~~
where f is the focal length of the lens and w0 is the spot size incident to the lens. For w0 • 1 mm ,
w • 8.6 pm. However, when NaC1 was damaged at 1 .06 ij m using our sys tem , the value of 40 pm was found
to be the approximate value for the spot size by assissing the literature value of the damage threshold (3)
of Mad .  The major cause of the difference between the diffraction-limited calculation (8.6 inn) and
the spot size (40 lie) estimated by the NaCl damage is spherical aberration . Since our lens had a shape
factor of +1.0, the lateral spherical aberration was calculated to increase the spot size from 8.6 pm to
9.3 pm , but the longitudinal spherical aberration was calculated to be 32 pm. The effect of the longi-
tudinal aberration is to spread out the energy of the laser pulse along the optical path of the focussing
lens. so that the peak intensity of the pulse is reduced to the intensity level one would measure if the
lateral spot size had been 40 pm.

2.2 Low Temperature Damage Setup

For the damage measurements made at llO°K. the test samples were mounted on a copper cold finger
and affixed with a highly conductive silicone heat sink compound (Dow Corning 340) as shown In figure 4.
The other end of the cold finger was i,mnersed In a bath of liquid nitrogen. The 19x19x24 cm chamber
enclosing the test samples was flushed with dry nitrogen gas . The temperature was measured by a thermo-
couple (Omega MCJ-T copper-constantan) which was attached to the cold finger next to the sample. After
the cooling down period, the samples remained at 110 5 S°K for a period of one hour or more.
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2.3 Damage Detec t ion Techniques

In every case of bulk damage, the laser-induced scatter method and laser-induced change in trans-
mi ttance was used to detect damage. For the case of induced scatter , evi dence of damage was manifested
by sca tte r ing of probe He-Ne laser l ight. The beam from the He-Ne laser was simultaneously used as an
alignment laser for ~he entire laser system so it was collinear with the Nd laser pulse. The transmitt-
ance method sampled the pulse before and after the test sample so that comparison of these incident and
transmitted pulses would show the occurrance of laser damage by a sharp reduction in power at the pulse
peak for the transmitted pulse. Examples of the three pertinent cases above, below and at threshold for
Nd :YAG are shown in figure 5. Notice that the transmittance method does not clearly mark the damage
threshol d since the transmitted pulse is imperceptibly distorted at threshold. Only a small por t ion of
the transmitted beam is blocked by a small damage site near threshold. However the scattering method
clearly delineated this threshold by the scatter from the damage site.

3. Neodym ium Glass Damage

3.1 Concentration and Temperature Variations

Measurement of laser-indic~d bulk damage for ED 2 laser glass showed that they were sl ightl y concen-
tration dependent. The samples were obtained from Lawrence Livermore Laboratories , and were of square
cross section 1 cm on a side and of several different thicknesses ranging from 5 mm to 10 mm. The con-
centrations of Nd in the ED2 glass hos t incl ude 1 , 2 and 3% Nd which are designated ED2.1 , F.02.2 and
ED2.3, respectively. In addition , the threshold of undoped ED4 glass was measured as the 0% concentra-
tion limit. At room temperature the threshold decreased linearly by eleven percent as the neodymium
concentration increased from 0 to 3%.  This decrease is illustrated graphically in figure 6 in the lower
set of data points which are normalized to the ED4 bulk damage threshold at room temperature. Also , the
laser induced bulk damage thresholds of ED2 laser glass were measured for the several concentrations at
llO°K . At this low temperature, the damage thresholds of E02.l , ED2 .2 and ED2 .3 became equal at a value
20% above the room temperature threshold of ED4 glass as shown in figure 6 in the upper set of data
points. The observed temperature variation of the thresholds as well as the variation of threshold with
concentration could be explained by three processes: single-photon absorption by Nd from the excited
state 

~
‘!l/2 

- - 4F3,2, t~o-photon absorption by Nd from the ground state 
419,2 --  4G7,2 and absorption

by impurities such as Sm + which typically accompany Nd3 doping .

3.2 Two Photon Process

In order for absorption tn take place by a two-photon process , the Nd3~ would have to absorb two
1.06-inn photons starting from the 419/2 ground state and terminate at the 4G7/2 exci ted level of Nd 3~ .
The previous work of Penzkofer and Kaiser [14 ) and Milam [5) does not rule out the possibility of the two
photon process being operative. However , the temperature effect leads to the conclusion that the two
photon process is not responsible , because if the two photon process were , then lowering the temperature
from 30(1 to llO°K would not hinder two-photon absorption because it starts at the ground level. It
shoi Ld b~ pointed Out that Penzkofer and Kaiser did li ght transmission experiments at 300°K and at 80°K

~.4 d~d not observe any change in the transmission of light at 1.06 pm. Assuming a Boltzmann distri-
n , at 300°K nearly 85% of the Nd ions are in the three lowest levels of the 419,2 ground State . but

~~~ K the percentage has increased to 99%. It would seem that a two-photon process in Nd g lasses
s ,~I , l d  eroceed even better at lower temperatures , because of the greater abundance of Nd ions in the
gr~ 4 ~tate compared with the number at room temperature.

3.3 Single Photon Process

In order for absorption to take place by a single photon process , the Nd3~ would have to absorb one
1.06 pm photon starting at the ~Ill,2 

excited level and terminating on the 4F3,2 excited level. The
population of the 4111/2 level of Nd in ED2.3 laser glass was calculated at 300 and llO°K; the other
spectroscopic parameters were taken from the work on Nd doped ED2 laser glass by DeShazer et ml. [61.
For the low temperature it was assumed that in the case of Nd doped ED2 glass that the line centers and
linewid ths do not change with temperature , which is supported by the work of Mann and fleShazer [71. The
absorption lines for the 

~‘ll/2 
- -  4F312 transitions of Nd in ED2.3 laser glass have been calculated

theoretically and plotted for 300°K and is shown in figure 7. The smooth curve above the individual
absoprtion lines in this figure represents the envelope of all the lines. For t~e Nd :YAG laser line
(1.0642 pm1 at cm~~ , the absorption coefficient at 300°K is 3.42 a l0~~ cm but at II0°K it is
4.78 x l0 cm which is a reduction of seven orders of magnitude. This supports the belief that the
single photon absorption process is responsible for initiating a portion of the laser-induced bulk dam-
age in Nd doped ED2 laser glasses .

4. Bulk Damage of Neodymium Crystal Hosts

The laser-induced bUIlt damage thresholds of five Nd crystal hosts are listed In Table 3 along with
N d : E D 2 .3  glass and undoped NaCl. The I-cm cube sample of the 1 .2% Nd3~ In lan thanlum beryllate.
LS2Be2OS (symbolized BeL), was obtained from Allied Chemical Co. Since the polarization of laser eels-
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sion from Nd :BeL is parallel to the Y-axis , the laser damage measurements were made with the incident
laser pulse polarized parallel to the Y-axis. The bulk damage threshold for the Y-polarization was
measured to be 4% higher than the threshold measured for Nd:YAG as shown in Table 3 . Morphology of
bulk damage looking down the path of the laser is shown in figure 8. The damage pattern is a six-point-
ed star in contrast to the damage pattern of Nd :YAG which is a four-pointed star as shown in figure 9.
One interpretation of the pattern is that the fracture planes are due to the outward propagation of
phonons as result of the damage process [81. For the case of Nd:BeL with propagation in the X-direction
the angles between the fracture planes measured 540 , 440 and 820. These angles are undoubtedly a con-
sequence of the monoclinic crystal structure of BeL (space group C2/c) but as yet we have not made a
crys tallographic directional analysis of these fractures .

Table I . Bulk Laser Damage Thresholds under Q-switched 1.06 pm Irradiation
(4.65 ns pulsewidth FWHM)

Material Power Density Electric Field Power Density
(GW /cm2) (MV/cm) Rela ti ve to

Nd : YAG 
________

N d : Y L F  18.9 2.21 1.87
Nd:ED2.3 glass 16.9 2.2 1.67
Nd:BeL (Ef/y) 10.5 1. 4 1.04
Nd:YAG 10.1 1.45 1.00
Nd:BeL (E//z) 9.33 1.33 0.92
NaCl (undoped ) 7.64 1.39 0.76
Nd :YVO4 <6.43 <1.14 <0.64
Nd :GGG 5.56 1.08 0.55

The laser induced bulk damage threshold of Nld :YAG was measured to be third in rank after Nd:YLF and
Nd:BeL as shown in Table 3. However, Nd :YAG was less than 5% lower than Nd:BeL so it is still very
competitive. Examples of laser-induced bulk damage are shown in figure 9. The upper picture looks down
the path of the laser ,and the lower figure is looking from the side. The sample of Nd:YAG was obtained
from Crystal Products Department , Union Carb ide Corpora t ion .

The test sample of Nd:YLF was donates by Hughes Research Laboratories , Malib u , CA . This Nd doped
hos t had the hi ghest threshold , 18.9 GW/cm , of any material tested including the Nd glasses. The Nd:
YLF sample exhibi ted a large number of defects , mostly voids , whi ch seemingly did not inhibit its damage
resistance. In contrast to Nd:YLF , which manifested the highest bulk damage thresholds despite the
obvious presence of scattering centers , Nd:YVO4 placed a poor fourth among the Nd laser hosts. Apparent-
ly the ir id ium inc lus ions  of the YVO4 host were more favorable to the initiation of bulk damage than were
the voids of the former. Allowing for the poor quality of the Nd:YVO4 crystals available for these dam-
age experiments , it is reasonable to expect that Nd :YVO4 crystals of the same good optical quality as the 

—

YAG and Sd used in this research will show a higher bulk damage threshold than that which is presently
beii~g reported. Nd:GGG exhibited a low threshold , which came as a surprise because the crystal was of
the L ighest optical ouality. It showed no scattering centers before damage, when it was probe with a He-
Ne laser. Neither did it show any strain patterns when viewed between crossed polarizers.

This research included laser-induced surface damage experiments on Nd doped crystals of YAG and BeL.
The surface damage to Nd:BeL was conducted with the E-field of the laser parallel to the Y-mxis of the
crystal which is the same polarization used in the Nd:BeL laser. Both laser-quality surfaces of the BeL
cube were damaged; one surface had been AR coated and the other had not been AR coated . The techniques
previously used in reducing the bulk damage are not entirely applicable in the case of surface damage.
The He-Ne laser scattering that was readily applicable in detecting bulk damage Sites was found to be
unreli able in the case of surface damage. Consequently the catastrophic break at the peak of the trans-
m itted damage pulse has been adopted as the criterion for surface damage threshold. The values for the
surface damage thresholds of the two Nd crystals were both nearly 90% of their respective bulk damage
thresholds.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Nd :YAG Oscillator , Nd:gla ss Amplifier , Detectors and Optics
for Laser Damage Experiments
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Figure 2. Temporal Waveforms of the Out put fro. a) Nd :YAG Oscillator and b) Nd :g lass  I -
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Figure 3. TransverSe Intensity Profile of the Beam as Determined

by TV Monitor System. a) Vertical spatial profile,

b) Horizontal spatial profile at y — 0, and c) Radial
distance calibration by slit.
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Direc t  Measurement  of Inve r s ion  Densi ty  in S i l i c a t e  and Phosphate  Laser Glass

Joseph A. Abate , Dav id C. Brown , Chr istopher Cromer, Stephen 0. Jacobs , Joh n Kelly, Ja mes R ine fi erd
Laboratory for Laser Energetics

College of Eng i nee ri ng an d App l i ed Sc ience
University of Rochester

Rochester , New York 14623

The f i rst d i rect meas u reme nts of the i nve rsion dens i ty in ED-2. EV-2, LHG-7 ,
and Q-88 laser glasses are reported. The data presented qualitatively confi rm
the val idity of the Trenholme-Eniiiett Xe flashlamp Nd :glass pumping model
and its extension to phosphate compositions . Comparison of the measured results
wi th p rev iously obta i ned anal yt ical and compu ter code formula t ions of the
variation of inversion density with optical th i ckness are discussed.

Key words : Inversion density ; Parasitic oscillation; Phosphate laser glass;
Sil icate laser glass;  Stored ene rgy profi les.

Introduction

The calculations presently used to predict the onset of parasitic oscillations in laser ampli-
fiers depend both on the energy storage profile of the active medium as well as the geometry of the
amplifier. An energy storage profile for silicate Nd laser glass has been reported by J. F.
Holzrichter and T. R. Donich [1]. Their method consisted of measuri ng the total flashlamp light
absor p t ion , i.e., stored energy plus heat , by silicate laser glass samples of varying optical
thickness. Corrections for fresnel reflections and bulk glass absorption were made to the total
abso rpt ion meas uremen ts , however they could not directly measure or correct for the heat due to
the quantum defect. Instead they relied on computer code corrections generated by GEMEFF [2), a
J. B. Trenhol me and J. L. Emmett code. The GENEFF corrections were used to scale the absorption
versus optical thickness data . The energy storage profile was obtained by taking the derivative
~f the corrected absorption versus optical thicknes s curve.

Certain questions arise because of this correction procedure . Some of the assumptions used in
GENEF F have either not been explicitly tested or only tested in silicate laser glass. These include
the assumption that the quantum efficiency is independent of the wavelength of the absorbed light.
Also the model used in GENEFF did not take into account the time evolution of the fl ashlamp-glass
system , but rather used instantaneous or averaged values of the key parameters to make Its
predictions . Finall y the absorbtlvity per ion has been determined to be a constant in silicate
laser glass I ndependent of the wt-% doping up to 3% by W. Krupke [2] and no extension to other glass
compositions have been made before now. It was our hope that by directly measuring the stored
energy profiles , the measurement presented here will provide evidence to the validity of the GENEFF
assumptions .

Experiment

A block diag ram of the apparatus used Is shown in figure 1. The light from a l9nsn bore water
cooled Xe flashlainp was collimated by set of three pinholes and a fused quartz lens. The measured
divergence of the resulting beam is smaller than .5 mil liradians. The flashlamps were driven at
7Kv by a single mesh pulse forming network (PFN), an d typi ca l ly  fired every 20 secon ds. A beam
splitte r sent a portion of the collimated flashlamp light to a photo diode which was used by the
boxcar Integrator to monitor the shot to shot variation In the flashlamp output. The collimated
flas hlamp light struck a glass sample with an energy density typically of 40 mJ/ctn2 .

The glass samples used measured 1 x 1 x 16cm and were polished on all six sides. Three of the
large faces were painted with black paint to minimize the effect of reflections inside the sample.
A Wood ’ s horn , filled with Index matching fluid , was mounted as shown in figure 1, to m inimize the back
reflect ion of the flashlamp light. Four glass compositions were investigated; one silicate, ED—2
produced by Owens-Ill inois and three phosphate EV-2, Q-88 and LHG-7 produced by Owens-Illinois ,
Kigre Inc. and Hoya Glass respectively. Two fiducial marks were placed on each sample to define the
distance f rom the front edge of the sample.

A precise determination of the neodymium doDing level was required in order for it to be possible
to compare the stored energy profiles of the various glasses In terms of the optical thickness , i.e.
weight percent doping x distance Into the sample. Wet chemical and x-ray fluorescence analyses ,
performed by glass vendors and independent testing laboratories have been obtained to establish the
doping in weight percent of Nd 203 for selected samples. Optical density measurements obtained with
a Cary 14 spectrometer, permitted the calibration of additional samples from these primary standards
(see figure 2). Glass density measurements (ASTM C69374) were subsequently used to gçnerate plots
of glass density versus Nd203 weight percent doping , as shown in figure 3, so that Nd ion concentra-
t ion may be calculated from the following :
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Nd~~ ( i ons /cc) = 2(wt.% Nd2O~) pN (1)

where N is Avagadros number (6.023 x 1023), p is the glass~dens1ty, W Is the molecular wei ght of
Nd 203 (336.48) and the factor o~ 2 accounts for the two Nd ions per molecule of ld2O3. F igure 3
confi rms the independence of Nd ion absorption versus doping level for ED-2, shown previously by
W. Krupke [2]. Figure 3 also extends this result to the phosphates out to 4.8 wt%. This graphical
data was used to determine the Nd203 doping levels via optical density or physical density measure-
ments in the four glass samples used in this experiment.

The l.06u fluorescence detector consisted of a microscope objective which imaged a 2m aperture
into the glass sample and as a result collected the fluorescence over an area .6.mn in diameter. The
fl uorescence passed through a l. 06~ filter an d then fell upon an InGaAsP photocathode photomult lplier
tube (PMT). The InGaAsP photocathode was chosen for its high quantum efficiency , typically fou r
to five percent at l.O6u. The entire detector assembly was capable of being moved under stepping
motor control over the entire length of the glass sample. The movement of the detector by the
stepping motor was calibrated and always checked with the known position of the two fiducial marks
on the g lass sample.

The signal from the PMT was amplified and fed to the boxcar Integrator which was gated on 300u
seconds after the flashlamp was triggered and remained on for SOOu seconds. The 1.06u fl uorescence
from 10 to 20 flashlamp shots were averaged for a given position on the glass. A typical experimental
run began with the l.O6v detector positioned just In front of the edge of the glass sample , i.e.,
closest to the flashlamp . The detect~’r was then moved along the glass sample measuring the fluorescenceat greater and greater optical thickness. For a consistency check at the conclusion of a scan , the
detector was moved back to one of its earlier positions and the fluorescence intensity was remeasured.
In all cases the two measurements agreed well within the stated error.

Results

In this experiment we have assumed that the stored energy density is strictly proportional to
the l .06~ fl uorescence intensity as measured by the photomultiplier. This assumption is valid because
the I.O6v fluorescence is the spontaneous emission corresponding to the ~F~~ -”F1~~ manifold transi-
t ions , and for all practical purposes , stimulated emission is absent in this experiment. This Is
expected to be the case due to the low energy flux incident on the samples , typically 40 mJ/cm2 . As
an experimental check on this assumption the observed fluorescence decay curves were checked and did
not show any shortening or distortion as a function of the voltage applied to the PFN or of position
in the glass sample. These effects would be expected if significant stimualted emission were
present (3].

The measure stored energy density as a function of optical thickness is shown in figure 4 for
all glasses measured. Each curve has been normalized to the fluorescence at the front edge of the
glass sample. To obta in this normalization , it was necessary to extrapolate the fluorescence to
zero optical thickness. We assumed an exponential fall off of the fluorescence to be a good approxi-
mation over the first few millimeters of the sample. This can be seen in fIgure 5 In the top portions
of all curves . A least squares fit to an exponential was used to determine the value at zero optical
thickness. The representative error bars shown in figures 4 and 5 are one standard deviation.

From figure 4 it can be seen that in general the phosphates (EV-2, Q-88, LHG-7) have a steeper
fall off in their stored energy profiles than does the silicate ED-2, a result which has consequences
for parasitic oscillations. The non-exponential character of the energy storage profiles of all four
glasses is apparent from fIgure 5. The normal i zed shapes of the profiles of Q-88 and LIIG-7 can be
seen to be quite similar and differ most from that of ED-2.

This experiment also allowed , the measurement of the relative pumping efficiency of the mentioned
glasses as a function of optical thickness. Following the detailed scans of all the glasses , a
measurement of the fluorescence intensity was made at a known optical thickness for each glass and
used to scale the data shown in figure 4. In figure 6 the relative stored energy density profiles
for the glasses measured are shown relative to that of ED-2. Q-88 was found to have a stored energy
density as high as 1.45 times that of ED-2 in the surface region. Both EV-2 and LHG-7 were found to
have a stored energy density 1.2 times that of ED-2 near the surface. In general these differences
became less at optical thickness larger than 3 an—wt%.

Comparison to Theory

We will consider now previous predictions for the energy storage profile for ED-2. There have
been several analytic expressions proposed to represent this profile. The purpose of these expressions
Is to aid the laser designer in the calculation of bulk and surface parasitic thresholds. In figure
7 we show our measured energy storage profile for ED-? and the analytic expression used by Glaze et al.
[4],

(1 + ,7708~)L25 
(2)
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Here E5 is the normalized stored energy and y is the optical thickness (cm—wt%). There is substantial

disagreement in that equation (2) predicts a less steep profile than observed.
Recently Brown et al. [5] have suggested an expression

E —  1 (3)
~ ( 1 + .77O8y )1~

395

for ED—2 in their study of parasitic oscillations in active mirror and disc amplifiers . Equation (2)
is compared to the measured profile in figure 8. It can be seen that equation (3) is the better
approximation of the energy storage profile for ED-2. In this same paper Brown et al. [5] discussed
a computer code (FLASH-STORE) wh ich models the Instantaneous intensity output of a Xe flashlamp , f rom
known operating conditions (FLASH) and then calculates the stored energy profile using measured
absorption data (STORE). The FLASH-STORE code is equivalent to the Lawrnece Livermore code
GENEFF , In figure 9 the measured values for the stored energy are shown along with the FLASH-STORE
predictions . The agreement is seen to be quite good.

Concl usi on

The data presented here confirms the predictions of Brown et al. [5] that the phosphate laser
glasses should displa y a more rapid fall off in stored energy density than in silicate laser glass.
The highe r stored energy density at the glass edge shown In figure 6 leads one to conclude that it
will be important to take individual glass compositions into account in future studies of laser
amplifier parasitics. The expression in equation 3 has been shown to give a very good approximation
for the energy storage profi le ED-2.
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FIGURES OF MERIT AND CORRELATIONS OF PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN LASER GLASSES

Dav id C. Brown , Stephen D. Jacobs , Joseph A. Aba te, Owen Lewis , Jame s R in ef i erd
Laboratory for Laser Energetics

Un iversity of Rochester
Rochester , New York 14623

We propose a figure of merit which suggests that phosphate laser glasses
have advantages over silicate compositions in that they exhibit a lower
nonlinear refractive index , higher specific gain , lower thermo-optic distortion
and less sensitivity to stress induced birefringence. Disadvantages of the
phosphates are their tendency to heat to a greater extent under pumping, a
reduced capacity to dissipate this heat, softness , high thermal expansion ,
low mechanical strength and reduced thermal shock resistance. From physical—
optical properties correlations for a broader sampling of 120 commercially
ava i labl e opt ical glasses , we in fer that one might expect lower index glasses
to have poorer physical properties than higher index ones , based in part on
the fo l low i ng :
I. there is a strong linear decrease in glass refractive index with

g lass dens i ty.
2. appropriate functional dependences exist which relate a low glass

dens ity to a small  val ue of Young ’s modulus , and a small val ue of
You ng ’s modulus to a reduced hardness and rupture strength.

Prelimina ry data for the fluorophosphates and their high densities suggest
that glasses from this composition group will be more durable than the
phosphates. Thi s trend i s no t well un derstood in l ight o~ the low refract i ve
indices of these glasses .

Key words : Birefringence; fluorophosphate laser glass; glass density ; nonlinear refractive index ;
phosphate laser glass; physical—optical properties; rupture strength; silicate laser glass; thermo—
op ti c d istort ion; Young ’s mod u lus .

1. In troduction

Experiments in laser induced thermonuclea r fusion are in progress at government, university , and
private research facilities . Two of the largest glass laser systems in the United States are Shiva , a
twenty beam silicate glass system in operation at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories , an d OMEGA , a phos-
phate glass system under construction at the Labora tory for Laser Energetics of the University of
Rochester. Fundamental to the desi gn and performance of these and any future large, high peak power
glass systems is the availability of glass compositions whose properties have been optimized for specific
amplifier and staging designs .

The refractive index nd and the nonlinear refractive index n2 of a glass set a limit on the peak

power that can be propagated within the material without causing a permanent degradation in glass
qual i ty. Th is glass damage , caused by self- focussing of laser pulses , can be minimized for a given
power level by maximizing the ratio nd/n? [1]’. A relat ionship among nd, the Abbe va lue  vd, and n2
proposed by N. Boling, A. Gla ss , and A. Owyoung [2] has prov ided the glass industry with a guideline
for the develo~nent of compositions more suitably tailored for high power glass systems. the phosphates
commercially available today are the result of an optimization program which succeeded in raising the
value of nd/n2 by roughly 50 percent when compared to established silicate compositions.

Glass development programs have suffered from a lack of attention to changes in other physical
properties as compositions are optimized for low n2. Of necessity , thermal expansion and chemical

durability are adjusted so that promising compositions can be fabrica ted in useful sizes ; but numerous
other glass properties go umnonitored due to a lack of guidance as to what is important for high power
glass systems . The purpose of this paper is to suggest a figure of merit for laser glasses which is
sufficiently broad in  scope to define desi rable glass attributes for each kind of amplifier configura-
tion required by these systems.

In what qollows we present our figure of merit (FOM) formalism , justifying the importance of each
component. We then turn to a comparison of silicate and phosphate laser glass compositions, using
physical properties data ge?Ierated at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) and elsewhere for our
FOM calcula tions . Advantages offered by the phosphates for medium repetition rate (2 shots/hr.)
systems like OMEGA are identified , as are the potential drawbacks.

We try to understand the observed trends in the silicate to phosphate transition by plotting
physical-optica l properties correlations for a broad cross—section of corrercially available optical
glasses . We conclude with some predictions for the newly developed fluorphosphate laser glasses , based
in part on the correlations presented in this paper.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature reference at the end of this paper.
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2. Figure of Merit Formalism
2 . 1  Definition of Terms

The figure of merit we wish to consider may be expressed in its most general form as

n = fl (J )Wi (I)
1,,1

where the J 1 are product factors and W1 is a weighting factor (O44~
<l). The ind ivi dual J factors that

we identify as being important are:
J factor Origi n

= n/n2 (minimize B integral)

= (maximize specific gain)

(E/H)~ (maximize inversion/heat)

(maximize quantum efficiency )

k/pc (minimize thermal decay time constant)

~ PC (minimize induced temperature change)
J7 )AP~.+AP0V~

’ (minimize average change in optical pathlength)

0 
(minimize stress—induced birefringence)

The derivations of these J factors, discussed elsewhere [3], are based on laser rod geometries in the
short pulse regime. An abbreviated description of the significance of each factor is given below:

(n /n2)J 1: The ratio of glass refractive Index , n , to the nonlinear refractive index , n2, should

be maximized to minimize the accumulation of B integral In a glass laser system.
It is of interest to maximize the gain per unit length in a laser glass. Small
signal and saturated gain considerations lead to a desire to maximize the specific
ga in coefficient , mo.

(E/H)0J3: This is the ratio of flashlamp pump energy converted to useful inversion , E. over
that converted into unwanted heating of the laser glass , H, evaluated for zero
optical thickness.

(n 0)J 4 : To maximize the obtained stored energy density , E, one would like to maximize the
quantum efficiency , n0 (assumed wavelength independent).

(k/pc),)5: For a rod geometry and an assumed parabolic temperature profile (center to edge) a
characteristic thermal decay time constant can be derived which gives a measure of
the time required for a glass to dissipate absorbed heat. To minimize this thermal
decay time constant we want to maximize the glass thermal diffusiv ity , defined as
thermal conduct ivity , k, divided by the product of glass density, p, and specific
heat, c.

(pc))6: One wants to minimize the induced temperature change in a volume of glass due to
heat input , H, by maximizing the product of glass density and specific heat.
In the absence of stress, the change in optical pathlength in a rod of length L for
a given un iform temperature increase AT of the glass is given as

L [~ 
+ m(n—1)] AT (2)

— where B=dn/dT , or the temperature coefficient of refractive index; and e linear
coefficient of thermal expansion. The quantity in brackets is referred to as the
thenno-optic coefficient. In the presence of stress caused by an ass aned radial
temperature gradient , one can derive a comparable expression in terms of the change
in optical pathlength per unit length per unit temperature for light polarized
radially (APr) or tangentically “e’ within a glass rod. The average of the

optical pathlength change for r and e polarizations with thermally induced strain
present is then

mYAPr+AP8 = 2a+ 
~~~~ ~

3
~.L~

8) i~ 
(3)

where V is Young ’s modulus , P is Poisson ’s ratio , ~~ , 
and B

~ 
are photoelastic con-

stants for light polarized perpendicular or parallel to the direction of Internal
strain. A factor of 2 has been neglected in Obtaining this equation. One wants
to minimize the amount of thermo-optic distortion, and thus ,J~ is expressed as the
inverse of equation 3.
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lAP P6 1 ’J8: The difference between APr and AP0 can be shown to give

- ~Y - mYB 4APr
_AP

e 
- -

~~~—‘~~~
- ~B1-B 1 ; -

where B is the stress—optic coefficient. Thus, J8 is related to the susceptibility

of the glass to stress induced birefringence , ~‘eing large for glasses possessing a
small stress-optic coefficient.

2.2 Special Cases

In most of what follows, no attempt is made to specify the weighting factors, W1. There a re , how-

ever , a number of limiting cases where certain W1 may be specified. If only optical effects are con-

sidered to be important , then by setting W3 W4°W5°W6=W 7=W8=O and W1=W2=1, the FOM reduces to fla0/fl2,
the familiar pump limited case. Likewise, one can obtain the parasitic limited FOIl, n°n/n 2, by
sett ing W2°O.

2.3 Physical Properties Data
The calculations presented in the fol lowing sections depend upon numerous measurements of basic

physical properties. This data is readily available from vendors for their respective commercial
products. It is , however , preferable to measure as many properties as possible at one facility under a
given set of operating conditions , thereby improving the consistency of accumulated data and the relative
comparisons which can be made. -In house measurement techniques used to obtain physical properties of
interest , as well as data supplied from other sources are identified as follows :

n: Refractive index measurements in the visible (dye laser) , at .6328um (HeNe), and at 1.06cm
(Yag) are obtained with a Hilger-Chance refractometer [4] constructed from BK-7 glass. The
range of values measu -able with this device is 1.3 to 1.8 ± .0005 , as presently
configured In our laboratory .

The nonlinear index of refraction is calculated fra vendor sup”lied data for nd(.588um) ornD(.589cm) and Abbe value vd or vD, using an empirical relationship [2].

o : Specific gain is derived from stimulated emission cross section calculations and peak
o emission wavelength measurement data found in vendor product literature.

CE/H)0: Calculations f5J from glass absorption band prof~Ies predict that the ratio of stored
energy to heating will be lower for phosphates versus silicates. Actual measurenients
of the stored energy profiles in severa l commercial glasses are presented elsewhere
in these proceedings [6]. Until a technique for measuring heat density is developed
as an alternative to calculat ions which convolve xenon flashlamp spectra with glass
absorption spectra, this quantity will be set equal to 1 for all glasses.

n : No absolute or relative measurements of quan tum efficiency have been performed for the coniner-o cial laser glasses of interest here (except ED—2[7]). Thus J4 is set equal to one in the
following calculations.

Thermal conductivity at room temperature is measured with a comercial thermal comparator [8].
This device records the rate of cooling at the tip of a probe heated to 20°C above antient ,
upon contact with the polished surface of interest. A thermocouple pair responds to the temp-
erature change by generating a millivolt signal which can be converted to thermal conductivity
by calibration with known reference standards . Precision achieved is ±2 percent.

p: Glass density is measured according to ASTM (693 74)-Density of Glass by Buoyancy .

c: Glass specif ic heat near room temperature is taken from the product literature , except for
EV— 2 (measured in house) and Q88 (calculated from compositional and additive coefficient data
[9]).

The linear coefficient of thermal expansion is measured at the room temperature point on the
expansion versus temperature curv e obtained wi th a commercial quartz dilatometer [10].
The measurement sensitivity is ±5 x 10’7/°C.
The change in refractive index with temperature is measured on 60° equilateral prisms of glass
between 10°C and 40°C at A~1.O64um. 2 cm high by 1.2 an wide prismatic samples are oriented
for minimum angle of deviation; upon heating the deflection of the laser spot is measured over
a folded pathlength equivalent to 30 meters. The precision of this technique is ±6 x 10 7/°C.
Young ’s modulus is measured with an ultrason ic pulse technique [11]. 2OImn ~y 4’4r1 diametercyl indrical rods are cemented to the end of a magnetostr ictive nickel alloy roi. A magneto-
strictive transducer creates short duration extensional wave pulses within !he rod. The veloci—
ties of these pulses within and along the rod axis together with glass dens~ty permit one to
calculate Y. Measurement precision is ±130kg/nm 2 for the present setup.
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p: The technique described above is also used to measure Shear modulus . The same precision limit
app lies , however , leading to a large experimental error in Poisson ’s ratio (p=~~ -1) when
calculated from these measured quantit ies. An optical technique [12] capable of greater
precision is being investigated , but for the present , vendor data for Po i sson ’s ratio is used.

B : Stress-Optic coefficient measurements are performed in a compression tester [13] at low values
of applied stress (9 Kg/an2), using a Soleil compensation technique [3] at a wavelength of
1.152cm. Data is good to ±0.1 nm/cm/kg/cm2.

A B B : Fizeau interferometry is required to distinguish between the change in glass refractive index
due to stress applied parallel versus perpendicular to the polarization direction of light
propagating through a test sample. Experimental data taken at a wavelength of .6328cm is good
to no better than 20 percent , due partly to a correction factor containing Young ’ s modulus and
Poisson ’s rat io , which is req uir ed to reduce the interfe rometr i c results .

Measured values for the above physical properties are given In table 1. The number of glasses con-
sidered is small , only because of the unavailability of photoelastic constant data at the present time
for other commercial compositions (e.g. LG-700/71O[17]).

Table 1. Glass physical properties data
Data

Property ED-2 EV-2 LHG-5 LHG-7 9~ 
Source

Glass Source [14] [14] [15] [15] [16]
refractive index , n l O 6 m 1.5554 1.5037 1.5291 1.5050 1.5310 LLE
nonl i near in dex , n2 (lO

13esu) 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.2 vendor
specif ic  ga i n , o

~ 
cm2/J .16 .25 .21 .20 .23 vendor

th. conductivity , k cal /cin—sec— °C(1O 3) 3.00 1.08 1.75 1.46 1.76 LLE
density, p gm/cc 2.51 2.72 2.64 2.60 2.67 LIE
specif ic heat , c cal /gm-°C .22 .15 .1 7 .17 .21 vendor
th .  expans i on , o 10 7/°C 77 141 77 91 90 LIE
temp. coeff. refractive index , 10 1°C 31 -100 -2 -26 -16 LIE
thermo—opt . coeff, a+a (n—1), 1O 7/°C 74 -28 39 20 32 LLE
Young ’s modul us, V kg/rn2 9620 4258 7258 6049 7123 LIE

Po isson ’s ratio, p .24 .24 .19 .24 .24 vendor

stress—optic coeff., B, nm/cm/kg/an22 1.92 1.45 2.17 2.14 2.07 LLE
photoelastic const., B , nm/cm/kg/an 2.6 4.9 3.5 3.5 2.9 LIE
photoelastic const., B

1
, nm/cm/kg/an -0.2 3.1 2.2 2.0 0.0 LIE

2.4 Figure of Merit Calculations
The individua l 3 factor components for our FOM , calculated from the data in section 2.3, are give n

in table 2. Results are normal ized relative to the silicate laser glass ED-?. The last column gives
an average component FOIl for the four phosphates evaluated. Based on a comparison of these averages
with ED—2 we conclude the following :
j1, ‘~2~ 

Clearly the phosphates offer higher gain/lower n2 performance advantages over the silicates.
38: Thermally induced birefringence is less severe for phosphates versus silicates .
37: Thermally induced wavefront distortion is much smaller for phosphates than silicates. This

may be attributed to the negative value of temperature coefficient of refractive index for
these glasses. In fact, dn/dT is so negative for EV-2 that one can predict convergence for a
beam propagating through an amplifier rod of this composition [18] versus predicted divergence
for all other glasses in table 2.

J5~ 36: The one disadvantage for phosphates is their tendency to heat to a higher level under flash-
lamp pumping, and their dim inished capacity to rapidly dissipate heat deposited in them. In
practice , however , these somewhat unfavorable thermal properties do not prevent
9OImn diameter by 37~mn long laser rods from being fired in amplifier heads at a repetition
rate of twice per hour in the Glass Development laser system at LIE.
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Table 2. Component figures of merita

Glass: bSili:ate Phosphate Phosphate
3 Factor ED-2 EV- 2 1146-5 1146-7 Q~. Average

n/n2, J1 1 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.3
0~~ 1 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4

(E /H ) 0, J3 1 1 1 1 1 1

n0,
J4 

1 1 1 1 1 1

k/pc, 35 1 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6
oc, ‘~6 

1 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8

(t
~
Pr+APe)~

’
~ 
j
7
c 1 —2.3 1.6 3.5 3.3 2.7

1 r~~’~e r
1
’ ~8 1 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.3

aData normalized to ED-2.
bBecause of experimental uncertainties , this data is not to be construed as favoring
one phosphate glass composition over another.

cAbso lute value deleted to reveal special phosphate effects; see text.

3. Optical-Physical Properties Correlations

3.1 Properties Neglected by the FOM Formalism
When phosphates were first introduced as commercial laser glass products , their bigges t drawback

was thought to be poor durability , characterized by softness and inadequate chemical resistance to water.
In using large phosphate rods we have discovered that these are important concerns for some compositions ,
as are thermal shock resistance and the presence of certain types of impurities. The above are not in-
cluded in the FOIl formalism , but are discussed here.

Evidence of poor chemical resistance has been seen in phosphate glasses at LLE. Permanent grooves
have upon occasion been etched into rod barrels by the interaction of cooling water , flashlam p radiation ,
and 0-ring seal ing materials. AR coated oscillator rod surfaces have shown evidence of moisture induced
glass substrate erosion , result ing in wrinkling and cracking of the surface thin films . From chemical
du’abillty tests we have found that the chemical resistance of phosphates can be increased to a level
comparable with that found in silicates by the addition of at least 50 percent by volume of ethylene
glycol to any recircula ting coolant cycle. The dramatic decrease in weight loss for selected phosphate
glasses is shown in figure 1. Each test plotted therein was conducted on immersed glass blocks , agitated
by magnetic stir bar for 18 hour time periods at 50°C.

One can calculate the thermal shock resistance of glass from its rupture strength, R, thermal dif-
fusivity , Young ’ s modulus , and thermal expansion [9] ,

TSR 
(k /pc)½ ( )

A relative measure of rupture strength has been obtained at LIE using Shand ’s method [19], wherein flat
circular specimens (1.2 nan thick by 25mm In diameter) are placed on a 19mm dIameter s teel ring. A load
is applied from above with a concentric ring Sm in diameter until fracture occurs . All samples in
this test were fine annealled specimens whose surfaces had been uniformly damaged by application of a
fine grind. The resulting rupture strength data and subsequent calculations f rom equation (5) show
that increased care is a wise practice when subjecting phosphates to sudden temperature drops that might
not harm silicate compositions (see table 3).

Table 3. Thermal shock resistance

Glass -

Silicate Phosphate
ED-2 ~~~ 1146-5 IHG-7 ~~~

# samples tested 2 20 20 26 33 24
R , rupture strength, kg/rn 29 14 20 17 14
TSR, thermal shock resistance
from equation (5) (relative) 1.0 0.4 0.8 0,6 0.4

Two particularly troublesome impurities In phosphate glasses are platinum and water. There Is
a correlation (fig. 2) between increasing platinum level [20] and Increasing glass optical absorption
in the UV. The high solubility limi t for platinum in phosphate glasses imparts to them an orange
colorat ion (seen easily at low doping levels), a direct c8nsequence of this shift of the glass LIV
edge toward the visible (fig. 3). A masking of the 3550 A Nd pump band can occur, causing a reduction
in energy storage and rod amplifier performance (fig. 4).
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The presence of water in phosphate glass can cause a quenching of the neodymium fluorescence which
is just as severe as concentration quenching. This effect is illustrated in figure 5. The sensitivity
of glass to water quenching varies from one composition to another. A water content corresponding to an
absorption level less than .09 optical density units per an at ~=2.2c m wil l  keep l i fet ime var ia t i ons to
less t han abo ut 15%.

3 .2 Laser Glass Properties Correlations
One can ask whether there is any fundamental reason why glasses opt im i zed fo r hi gh ga i n and low

must therefore suffer from a degradation of other important physical properties . In an attempt to answer
this question we look first at correlations among selected physical and optical properties for commercial
laser  glasses.

Plots of four phys ical propert ies versus calc u la ted non l i near ref ract i ve Index a re presented i n
figure 6. Two comercial silicate , s i x commercial phosphate , and two commercial fluorophosphate laser
glass compos i t ions are cons i dered , as well as an experimental Nd doped beryllium fluoride glass [21].
Observed behavior can be summarized as follows :
1. There is a trend toward higher thermal expansion as nonlinear Index decreases . All composition

g roups fi t th i s patter n w e l l .
2. There is a reduction in glass hardness with dec reas i ng nonl i nea r refrac ti ve index. Thi s i s a l so

seen for all glass groups.
3. For the si licates and phosphates , there is a correlation between reduced Young ’s modul us , thermal

conductivity and decreasing n2. These trends are reversed for the f luorophosphates.

The abo ve observations clearly conf irm the degradat i on in phys i cal properties of phosphates versus
si licates , as a lluded to in the FOIl discussions of section ~~. Because nonlinear index depends upon
l inear index and glass dispersion in a comptlcated and somewhat empirical way and because of the excep-
t ional behavior  of the flu orophosp hates , it would be useful to cons i der cor re l at ions of physical
properties with more basic optical ones.

3.3 Optical Glass Properties Correlations

At the ERDA review of the LIE Beta Laser System held at the Univers ity of Rochester in January ,
1977 , Alexander Glass of LIL suggested that we evaluate the physical properties trends we observe for
s ilicate and phosphate glasses by plotting them on a standard glass diagram. In this section we discuss
the results of his suggestion .

U s i n g  the Schott Opt ic al Glass Catalog we have selected approximately 120 optical glasses f rom the
following composition groups: FK , PK, PSK , BK , K , ZK , BaK , B aLF , SK , KF , LLF , F, TiF , KzF , KzFS , LaSF.
In add ition we have included data from the experimental series E of fluorophosphates investigated at

~~ens Illinois [22]. The refractive index versus Abbe value for each glass has been p lotted on a glass
diagram. A given physica l property may be examined by ci rcumscribing the majority of glass data points
posse ssing a common value of the property of interest. Deletion of the data poi nts gives the type of
plot shown in figures 7a , 7b , and 7c which can be analyzed as follows :
7a : The range of glasses examined is broad enough to illustrate the well known decrease in non-

l inear index , n2, with decreasing refractive index nd and increasing Abbe value vd.
7b: There is a strong correlation between Young ’s modulus and refractive index for Abbe values be-

tween 50 and 70, in agreement with the trend seen in figure 6. The lack of correlation for
high i ndex , large dis persion glasses (the region for Y°6000 kg/rn2) can be linked via the high
dens ity of these glasses wi th the anomalous behavior of the fluorophosphates . This topic
wil l  be addressed in the next sections.

7c: Glass density appears to strongly follow re f rac t ive  index , exhib iting little or no relation-
ship to Abbe value.

Because of 1) its ease of measurement, 2) its fundamental nature, and 3) the strong correlation with
the optical refractive index, glass density would seem to be one key to understanding the durability
versus n2 problem.

3. 4 The Importance of Glass Density
The strong dependence of glass refractive index on glass density is obvious from figure 8, wherein

a least squares fit to data plotted f rom the glass groups used in section 3.3 gives

— 0.1176 ~ + 1.206 (6)

This equation is reminiscent of the Iorentz-Lorentz law under the approximation of small refractive
index [23],

n —1 — constant • constant (7)
(n 2+2)p (s~~l l  n ~

A firm relationship between n and p enables us to qualitatively understand other trends in measured
attr ibutes.

Y oung ’s modulus is derived from a measurement of ultrasonic extensional wave velocity and glass
density (11],
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V — (pV ~
2) (8)

Thus as density drops with decreasing refractive index , V should similarly show a decline. The correla-
tions presented in previous sections support this relationship for glasses whose densities are less
than about 3 gm/cc.

The link among refractive index (glass density), hardness, and rupture strength is accomplished by
referring to the following relationship [24]

(Ha rdness)H = (2 / 3 ) R  [1 + in 3(1÷p)R 1

Glass  hardness depends expl ic i t l y on ru pture streng th , and to a lesser degree on Young ’s modulus. Bu t,
because data presented here (tables 2 and 3) and elsewhere suggest that V and R are directly proportion—
ai to each other (and frequently equated in the theoretical limit [25, 26]), we use equation (9) to
support the trends observed In figure 6.

- 
3.5 Exceptional Behavior of the Fluorophosphates

Preliminary results show the fluorophosphates to be more chemically durable than the phosphates
[27, 28, 29]. The finding is consistent with the high density—good durability (hardness , st i ffness ,
rupture strength) correlations presented in this paper , for the fluorophosphates have densities of
around 3.6 gm/cc. But the further expectation that high density implies hi gh index is invalid.
Refractive indices for these glasses are around nd-i.45. One is led back to a consideration of the
Lorentz-Lorentz law.

The quantity specified by equation (7) is constant only under special circumstances. If m u l t ip l i e d
by the molecular weight (N) of a substance , equation (7) becomes the molar refractivity (n] or [23]

In] - ~~~ 1j M (10)
(n +2)p

In a glass [n] depends on the molecular refractivities of many constituents. This dependence can be
simply additive for constituents whose electrons do not strongly interact; or it is quite possible that
in for example dense fluorophosphates, electron-electron interactions are complicated by different
chemical bonding, in va l ida t ing  simple additivity laws and thereby breaking the n-p correlation observed
for other optical glasses.

4. Conclusions

We have presented the components to a figure of merit for evaluating neodym ium doped glass compo-
sitions intended for use in large laser systems. Measurements of physical and optical properties and
subsequent calculations point out the general attributes of phosphate versus silicate compositions .
The former can offer higher gain , lower nonlinear refractive Index , less sensitivity to stress induced
birefringence , and lower thermo—optic distortion , wh ile sacrificing therma l properties and durability .
Corre lations among physical and optical properties of other optical glasses show that some tradeoffs are
a necessary consequence of low glass density . The high density fluorophosphates are an important ex-
ception to predicted trends for low n2 glasses , and illustrate the need for including a consideration

of molecular polarizabi lity in future studies .
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7. F i gures
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Figure 1 Laser glass durability in ethylene glycol-water solutions .
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Figure 2 Platinum concentration versus absorption for EV-2 and other glasses .
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Fi gure 4 Gain profiles for high platinum and low p l a t i n u m  laser rods.
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Figure 5 Fluorescent lifetime effects in LHG—5/7 glasses.
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PROGRESS IN CLADDINGS FOR LASER GLASSES*

P. B. Bennett , K . P. Shil lito
Battelle , Columbus Laboratories

Columbus , Ohio 43201
and

G. 3. Linford
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of Cal ifornia
Livermore , Ca lifornia 94550

Cladding glass compositions matched in refractive index have been developed
for two cousnercial neodymium-doped si l icate laser—glass-disk amplifiers for the
suppression of parasitic oscillations. Coatings based on a copper oxide—doped
borate glass system satisfied specifications for single-pass optical transmission ,
xenon flashlam p damage threshold level , scatter , and thermal-expansion match .
Coninerc ial application for Owens-Illinois ’ ED-2 laser glass and Hoya Optics ’ LSG—91H
laser glass achieved gain levels surpassing those of previously tested connnerclal
glass claddings and equivalent to that of liquid cladding systems . Compositions
and cladding design criteria are presented.

The feasibility of glass cladd ings for neodymium-doped fluorophosphate laser
glass is also reported. Claddings based on copper oxide-doped alkal i phosphate
glass systems having softening temperatures below 400 C , linear thermal—expansion
coeff icients between 14 and 18 x lO-6/C , refractive indices of 1.48-1.50, and good
chemical  durab i l i ty have been identified. Technology is being developed to meet
specif ic design and performance goals and to reveal the nature and extent of
potential problems associa ted wi th claddings for fluorophosphate laser glass for
advanced laser systems. Compositiona l ranges and pertinent data along with design
considerat ions are presented .

Key words: Fluorophosphate laser glass; glass cladding; laser fusion; microstructure;
parasitic oscillation; refractive index; residual stress.

Introduction

As is well known , the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has been constructing a large neodymium glass
laser system as a part of their laser fusion program. Some of the principa l components of this laser
glass system are disk amp lifiers. The Shiva system, currently nearing completion , includes 20 laser
chains of progressively larger disk amplifiers. Most of our own particular development has been
targeted toward the C-size amplifier which has major and minor axes of 40 and 20 cm , respectively.
The main reason for appl ying the claddings on these disk amplifiers Is the suppression of parasit4c
oscillations which arise within the volume of the laser disks.

2. Discussion

FIgure 1 i1lustrates the parasitic ray geomet’-y of a laser disk with a partially transmitting
cladding, illustrates severa l important considerations in cladding technology . In the schematic, a
light ray in the laser glass disk meets the Interface of the cladding g l a s s  and laser  g l a s s  and is 

-

ref racted by an amount varying with the refractive Index mismatch. During that refraction, a portion
of the light Is reflected back into the laser glass , and the amount of the reflected light would be
lessened , or perhaps eliminated entirely, If the refractive Index match between the cladding glass
and the laser glass Is perfect. The cladding glass is doped with absorptive ions, usually by adding
cupr ic oxide , which absorb the parasitic rays and dissip ate the energy thermally. Any unabsorbed
light will be reflected at the cladding-glass/ai r interface , and may reenter the laser glass after
traversing the edge coating. Thus , the thickness of the cladding glass and the doping level must be
coordinated so as to achieve the desired sufficient amount Df light absorption , yet prevent excessive
heating of the cladding glass. The cladding glass microstructure is also important. The presence of
bubbles or second solId phases must be minimized , since either type of microstructura l feature would
be expected to reflect parasitic light back Into the laser glass.

Fi gure 2 is another schematic which shows the alternate approach to edge cladding . This method
was developed earlier because It was uncertain whether satisfactory solid claddings could be developed.
Basicall y, this liquid cladding system Involved a sealed containment ring through which a chealcal
solution designed to have a refractive Index matching that of the laser glass was pumped . The
additional complications of this approach make the liquid systems less desirable than a satisfactorily
performing solid edge cladding.

Work at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contract 14-7405-eng-48.
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The principal objective of the cladding compositiona l development has been to match the refractive
index of the laser glass , while maintaining compatibility with commercial methods for cladding prepara-
Unix and processing. The glass cladding technique is basically a glass enamel process. Preparation of
the cladding glass includes severa l steps, The glass batch is weighed , melted , poured and cast , and an-
nealed . After samples for optical and thermal property measurements are cut from the annealed glass ,
the remainder is pulverized to powder (usually -325 mesh) in preparation for its use in an alcohol-based
slurry suitable for eithe r spraying or flow coating onto the laser glass samples, of course , the laser
glass substrates require some preparation , including cu tting samples of satisfactory size , polishing
the surfaces to be coated , and cleaning.

Severa l compositiona l design criteria must be adhered to in developing the cladding glass. The ab-
sorption coefficient must be maximized in order to absorb parasitic light , because the coesnercial appli-
cation process limits thickness to about 0.5 me. The refractive index mast be matched to that of the
laser glass to minimize the reflection at the laser glass interface. The softeni ng point must be mini-
mized so that the cladding can be fused onto the laser glass at a temperature at which the laser glass
itself is not distorted. Thermal contraction must be matched to that of the laser glass to prevent the
formation of excessive residual stresses which would both harm lasing characteristics and also result in
mechanical damage to t he luer glass or the cladding , Microstructural inhomogeneities must be mini-
mized to prevent light scatter and back reflection. Stability with respect to devitrification phase
separation or possib le hydro lysis by atmo s pheric or processi ng moisture must be maximized ,

Tab le 1 shows the composition and prop erty data for an optimized claddi ng applied to Hoya Optics ’
LSG-9111 sil icate laser glass. One of the significant as pects ii the BaO:Zn O ratio which was balanced
in order to mini mise residual stress . The copp er oxide was included for its absorption function .
Fluorine is present to minimize the softeni ng point of the cladding glass within an acceptable range .
£1203 was add.d for stability. Regarding the properties listed , the optica l transmission is within the
LU. spe cification , devi t rificatio n me. avoided thus minimizing light scatteri ng , and refractive index
was within the specification of 1.36—1.60 (the refractive index of the silicate laser glasses was
1.555). The other listed proper ties are pertinent to the ability to apply the cladding glass by com-
mercial practice.

Table I. Compoettion and property data for claddi ng glass LBII-30.

Batch Composition : 5.80 NaF
2 ,05 Icc
3.83 K2C03
1.01. Al(O*i)3
58,97 H3B03
12,82 PbO

3 ,52 8a003
12.01 ZnCO3
4,93 CuO

Oxide Compositio n : 6.3 Ns20
6.5 1(20
1.0 A1203

50.5 B203
19.5 PbO
4 .15 BaO

11.85 ZnO
7.5 CuO
5,0 F

Smelting Temperature — 815 C
Sof taming Point - 499 C
Thermal Rep Coeff - 10,9 x l0~~ cm/cm/ C
Refrac tory Index — 1.5781 at 1.06 ~am
Resi dual Stress — 3 nm/ca
Devitriftca tion - None
Optical Transmission - 1.17. at 1,06 am

5,57. at 1.35 am

Co.posittonal dependency of the residual st ress thermally thduced in the laser glass by application
of the cladding gises is shown in figure 3 for both 6 percent and 8 percent copper oxide doping. Ad-
justment of the relative amounts of laO and ZnO , while maintaining their total at 16 weight percent ,
permitted residual stress minimization . When CuO leve l was adjusted , a corresponding modification in
the laO/m O ratio maintained the low residua l stress level,

The typica l aicrostructures of the two previously available co~~~rcial coatings for silicate laser
glasses are shown in figures 4 and 5. The BSDL-6 cladding section shown in figure 4 i. about 0.15 me
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thick . It has a solid second phase which results in surface roughness , which is undesirable from the
standpoint of mounting the claddings in the retaini ng rings by LLL, and also would be expected to cause

• some back reflection . In addition , it contains porosity which is preferentially oriented at the inter-
face and , therefore , would tend to maximize the amount of back-reflection off the porosity.

The competitive commercial ed ge cladding , as applied to EO-2 laser glass , is shown in figure 5.
Typically, E14 is about 0.25 me in thickness and has a significant amount of porosity, which is homo-
geneously dispersed in the cladding glass. A typical microstructure of 1.315-30 cladding is shown in
figure 6 for comparison , The cladding section shown is about 0.42 me thick , has no second solid phase ,
and has less porosity than the comeercial claddinge, The pores in the 1.315-30 claddi ng are homogene-
ously dist ributed through the coating. This is typical of the optimum coatings developed for both LSG
9115 and ED-2.

A plot of the gain data obtained by ILL for the LB-6151 cladding , which was developed for ED—2
las er glass, is given in figure 7. This is some of the early data reported by LU. and was important be-
cause it showed that when the desired proper ties and specifications for the cladding glass were achieved,
desirable gain characteristics resulted . The data for a previously available coi~~~rcial so lid edge
cladding , that for liquid edge cladding systems , *nd the data for the LZ~’6l5I which was developed and
applied to Eo—2 laser glass are plotted . There is a slight superiority over the liquid cladding sy ltem
which , of course , allows the elimina tion of considerable hardware and maintenance which were needed for
liquid cladding.. However, there is also at least a 20 percent increase in gain over that measured for
previously available solid edge claddings . resulting in quite a substantial increase in the achievable
power in the laser system. As a matter of fact, using this type of solid edge cladding in the system ,
LU. recently achieved their first major program milestone of 500 Joules output for a single laser
chain. Thus, the development of cladding s for silicate laser glasses was concluded in a satisfactory
fashion and both of the commercial suppliers have adapted such compositions for use on their silicate
laser glasses. More recently, work has been directed toward the advanced laser glees systems being de-
veloped under the direction of ERDA. Specifically , claddings have been sought for the fluorophosphate
gl ass compositions now being developed by at least four of the glass vendors ,

Table 2 lists the cladding glass properties which would be needed for the fluorophosphate laser
glasses. The refractive indices need to be lower than for silicate laser glasses , probably below 1.48.
The therma l expansion coefficient will like ly be in the range of 15 to 18 x lO~~ ca/cm/C. Residual
st ress again will need to be quite low, <5 nm/cm. The softening point will need to be less than 425 C
in order to apply the cladding s at a satisfactory low temperature. Absorption coefficients again will
need to be maximized and scattering minimized for efficient operation of the claddtngs.

Table 2. Claddi ng glass design criteria for advance d laser glass.

Refractive Index - <1,48 at 1,06 ~m
Thermal Expansion Coefficient - 15.0 - 18.0 x l0 6 ca/cm/C
Residual Stress - <5 nm/cm
Softening Point - <425 C
Absorption Coefficient - Maximize
Scatte ring — Minimize

The comp ositional range for the fluorop hosph ete glass claddi ng. developed to date is given in
tab le 3. These are phosphate glasses , essentia lly, and they are doped with 4 to 8 percent copper oxide.

Table 3, Cladding glasses for fluorophosphate laser glass

Oxide compositio ns (w ig)

1.0 — 3.0 £1203
3,0 - 8.0 3203
55,0 — 65,0 P205
5.0 - 15,0 ~~205.0-12 ,0 1(20
0 7,O ZnO
0 5.O BaO
0- 7.O~~ o5.0 9.O F

4.0 - 8.0 CuO

Data which have been obtained thus far for cladd ings develop ed for fluorophoep hate laser glass a~e
giv.n in table 4 , The th•rmsl expansion coefficients are in th. desired range, sinc, the more pro~~s
fng laser glasses obtaine d from different guppliers have ranged in thermal expansion from 14 to 18 x
lO~~ cm/cm/C. Residual stress of 1.9 i1Nf~~ (280 psi) ii excessive, but the final adjustment will be
med. only when the desired laser glass composition(s) hav, been selected . Index of refraction i. 1.515;
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Table 4. Typical cladding data for advanced laser glass .

Thermal Expansion Coefficient - 15.5-17.5 x 10—6 cm/cm/C
Residual Stress - 1.9 N’N/m~ (280 psi )
Index of Refraction - 1,515 at 1.06 ~am
Transmission - 0,107. at 1.06 ~am

1,47. at 1.35 ~amChemical Durability - 0.0177. min ’~l
(Il~0, 100 C, 1 hr)

- and that is acceptably close to the target, Single —pass optical transmission is well within sp ect f ice—
tions, havi ng 0.1 perc.nt at 1.05 microns and 1.4 percent at 1.34 microns wavele ngth.

In conclusion, a solution was obtained for the problem of index matching a satisfactory glass solid
edge cladding for the silicate glass laser systems, thus helping LU. to achieve a major laser program
milestone, The more recent work on the fluorophosphate glass compositions has progressed sufficiently
that th. feasibility of obtaining a fully satisfactory cladding for the fluoropho sphate glass systems
baa bsen demonatrat.d. Although there is work proceeding on beryllium fluoride based laser glasses , at
the present time no develop.sat effort has started on cladding. for these systems .

3. Figures

Ok. ..â.ews~ Ok.

Figure 1. Schematic representatio n of the cladding-glass function
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Figure 2 , Cross sectiona l schematic of
liquid -clad las.r dis c fixture
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DAMAGE HISTORY OF ARGUS , A 41W Nd Laser System

Irv ing F. Stowers and Howard G. Patton
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Livermore , Ca lifornia 94550

Argus is a two arm Ud:glass laser built for laser fusion experiments.
It operates at a power level of 4 terawatts with 100 Ps pulses and has
placed 2K.) on a fusion target with I ns pulses.

To minimize spatial modulations on the beam and damage to coated and
uncoate d optics , the system uses five spatial filters on each arm and the
beam fl uence is maintained below 2 J/cm2. Despite these precautions ,
coated optics and uncoated disks occasionally still damage. Damage limits
the useful life of the system and determines the frequency of maintenance.

This paper discusses the several forms of damage that have been
observed , their morphology , severi ty and frequency of occurrence. Three
distinctly different forms of damage have been observed in the system.
They are: A) contamination induced damage to Nd:glass disks caused by
broad-band xenon flashlamps . B) optically obscuring films on disks and
C) damage to coated optics by the laser beam.

Argus History

Each Argus arm is composed of a 4-cm rod amplif ier , three 8.5—cm aperture amplifiers , (shown in
flgjre I) and four 20-cm aperture disk amplifiers . The disk amplifiers have 37.-Nd-doped silicate-
glass disks set at Brewsters ang le to minimize reflection and are enclosed in a quartz shield tube to
create a clean beam cav i ty .  The beam cavity and the flashlamp covers are flushed with dry nitrogen to
exclude particulates and to cool the disks.

The first ar’~ was placed in operation in December, 1975 and since then the system has been fired
approx imatel y 600 times. In August , 1976 , after 150 shots , the disk amplifiers were disassembled ,
examined , and found moderately damaged and obscured by a light scattering film. The entire system was
refitted in three weeks , replacing badly damaged disks wi th new and recleaning the remainder . In

October, 1976 , a planned periodic maintenance schedule was initiated 1 with one amplifier being rebuilt
every two weeks. During this periodic maintenance , the follo wirg Information was gathered on severity
and freotiency of damage ~n order to determine system reliabi lity and to predict optimum maintenance
in tervals.

A Disk Mçll f ie r L~a~sa9e ~~r~polo~y
(~iamaqe to uncoated disks occurs In ~ size range from 1 ~m to 1 em and the ~~rphology Is con-

sistent and repeatable enough to allow certain patterns to be identified .

The sinq le mos t outstanding pattern is that damage sites are round, or at least circularly
sy,iinetrlc. The sites are always located on the surface of the gla ss and damage to the bulk of the
g lass has not been observed. Most large damage sites , 100 um to several millimeters In diameter , are
,~couipanitd by extensive fracturing of the glass surface. Fi gure 2 shows a typical large damage site
which Is characteristically round and fractured at the edges. In almost all cases, glass fragments
from the center of the site are ejected or melted and only those attached to the edge of site remain
In t a c t

The fractured glass produces loose chips which when ejected from the initial location fall
back onto the dis k and cause subsequent damage . Figure 3 show the ares inmediately surrounding a large
damage si t e ,  and it appears that the smaller damage sites were started by debris thrown from the
initial site.

Many damage sites have melted fragments of glass attached or partially covering the damage
site . These most likely represent fragments of glass f rom the disk itself , which have melted and
reso lidif led , but they may also be glass fragments from the encircling quartz shield tube shown In
fi gure 1, which have fal len onto the disk and Init iated the damage . Figures 2 and 4 show typical large
damage sites with melted fragments of glass of unknown origin attached to the surface.

Small damage sites , 5-50 ~.m in diameter , are also very circular as shown in figure 5, and
generally appear to have contaminants or foreign particles fused into their surface. Fracturing of
glass is generally found to be correlated wi th disk position within the amplifier . That is , disk
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surfaces facing upward generally sustain more damage than downward facing surfaces and several ampli-
fiers have been found to have from 2-5 times more damage on their upward facing surfaces. This effect
Is attributed to gravitational settling of particles either airborne In the nitrogen or ejected f rom
damage sites on the disks or on the quartz shield tube. It has also been noted that the first disk
surface , in the direction of gas flow , genera lly has more damage , by as much as a factor of five , th an
any other disk surface In the same amplifier. This is attributed to its being the first surface upon
which nitrogen carried particles would come to rest,

Although foreign contaminant particles are rarely found attached to large damage sites , they
are the cause for all of the forms of damage mentioned above. Any dielectric or metallic particle
remaining on disk surfaces is rapidly heated by the flashlamp radiation and the laser pulse. The

cerium-doped-quartz f lashlamps , pum~ed with 9K.) in 600 ps , supply in excess of 20 J/cm2 at the di sk
surface. This is sufficient energy to heat and evaporate most particles smaller than ID pm. The
exa ct mechanism by which the heated particles damage the disk is not fully understood but it is
proposed that thermal diffusion of the contaminant may cause devitrific ation of the glass. Alternatlvr-
ly, a thermally induced stress caused by rapid heating and Cooling of the contaminant particle in con-
tact with the disk may be causing the cracking.

Optical Severity of Damage

A quantitative measure of the optical severity of damage is needed to ascerta in when a disk
has sustained sufficient damage to warrant regrinding and repolishing, A quantitative measure of damage
is also useful for correlation with proposed causes for the damage such as number of amplifier firings
or incident energy.

The fract ion a of the optical surface obscured by damage sites is one measure of the amount
of damage to the disk. It may be obtained by integrating the product of the area obscured by a damage
site and the size distribution of the damage sites. The cumulative size distribution of damage sites
found on both lightly and heavily damaged Nd:glass disks , shown In  f igure  6, fo llows a power function
of the form,

nC~~~a d .

The count density C may be expressed as the number of damage sites per unit area greater than diameter
d; the parameter a determines the concentration and the constant n has been experimentally found to be
-1.64. The fraction of the optical surface obscured by damage is thus given by

-oflIr r n + 2  n + 2
° 5 4(n + 2) 1

df — d 5

where d1 and d~ 
are the largest and smallest damage sites on the surface, respectively. We have found

that with Nd:g lass, d5 may general ly be taken as 1 urn. To evaluate the function, the va lue of d~ is
determined by finding and measuring the largest damage site on a given disk surface. The parameter
o is obtained by microscopically observing several representative areas and counting the number of
damage sites greater than diameter d. called Cd. and calculating

a = Cd d
_n

Since January 1977 , all amplifiers overhauled have been examined to determine the extent of
damage. Figure 7 shows the unaveraged data pertaining to the quantity of damage sites per disk surface

a s a  function of the number of ariplifier firings. There a’ oears to be an upper bound of 1 damage slte/
cm > 100 pm corresponds to 0. 1% obscuration per surface. The average level of damage is .20 damage
sites/cm > 100 pm corresponding to .013% obscuration per surface or .92% per ares for the Argus system;
a very acceptable level .

The low correlat ion of damage with number of firings , shown in figure 7, implies that only
initially present contaminants or defects in the surface Initiate the damage. The data also t~~1ies
that th ere is no long term surface fatigue effect and that disks examined after the first 10—20 firIngs
wil l  have as much damage as after several thousand firings. This , of course, excludes the possib 1l1t~iof inad vertent recontamination of the optics. It also implies that, at low repetition rates, very long
lifetimes can be expected if all surfaces are initially clean and remain clean.

B. Films on Disks

In addition to damage sites found during rebuilding, many disks have been found to have a light
scattering film covering their surface, Figure 8 shows this film on a 10 cm aperture disk . To
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determine its composition , samples of the contami nant were collected using methyl chloroform and
ethanol rinses and analyzed in a gas chrornatograph mass spectrometer (GCMS). The analysis found
dioctylphthalate (DOP),an unidentified terpene and a branched hydrocarbon. The concentration was
quite low and corresponded to 14 ng/cm2 of are a rin sed . The coo ling gas, obtained from liq uid nitrogen
boi l-off , was also sampled to determine if it was the source for any of the contaminants. Resin-filled
columns were used to sample nitrogen from the operating system and any absorbed organics were eluted
with ethyl ether and analyzed with the same GCMS . Very low concentrations of DOP were detected along
with the same terpene detected on the disks. A homologous series of hydrocarbons was also detected
which was s imilar to that found on the disks. The total concentration of organics measured was very
low, and corresponded to only 60 ng/t . While it was at first thought that the film was a condensed
gaseous contaminant brought into the amplifier with the nitrogen cooling gas , it is unlikely that these
organic compounds are responsible for the film observed on the disks.

Subsequent microscopic examination of the fIlm showed it to be composed of small spots and —

crysta lline fibers. The largest fibers are typically 2-5 pm in diameter and up to 500 pm long. Figure
9, a ph otomi crog raph ~f the cry s tall ine fi lm, shows the large fibers and smaller spots characteristic
of the film. It is of interest that the fibrous film has been found on unfired as well as fired ampl i-
fiers and that the radiant energy from the flashlamps does not appear to diminish growth nor does the
film appear to aggravate damage.

The f i lm is readily removed using ethanol and does not appear to be chemically attached to the
glass surface. Films similar to those found on disks removed from amplifIers have been artificially
grown by simply leaving a Nd:glass disk in an air-conditioned clean room at 50% relative humidity for
30 days. First evidence of a film becomes visible in as short a time as 2-3 days. All growth of the
film can be prevented in a vacuum dessicator. This evidence leads to the conclusion that the film is
the result of an atomospheric attack , possibly water vapor , of the glass  surface.

The firs t evi dence of the compositon of the fibers was obtained from an index of refraction 0

measurement. The fibers were found to be anisotropic and one of the indexes was determined to be 1,454,
using Cargille fluids. Anhydrous lithium hydroxide LIOH is a birefringent tetragonal crystal with
indexes of 1.464 and 1.452. The source of the lithium is the Nd :glass which contains almost 30 mol%
Li 20.

Direct examination of fibers using an ion probe (1MMA ) verified the existence of lith ium

and nitrogen in high concentrations in the fibers. This implies lithium nitride LI 3N, the nitrate

LINO3, the trihy drate form LiNO 3’3H20, or the nitrite LiNO2’2H20. Since lithium nitride decomposes

to LION in the presence of water vapor, there appears to be more than su fficient evidence to support
the theory of atmospheric attack of the Nd:glass. Further tests are planned to verify the composition
of the film using scanning Raman spectroscopy.

To determine the optical severity of the film problem , a single small sample of Nd:glass
wrapped in a lens tissue for over one year was examined with a Cary 17 Spectrophotoineter. The film
which had grown on the surface reduced the transmission by over 0.3% per surface as compared to an
average damaged disk of 0.013%. A heavily filmed disk can, therefore, reduce transmission much more
than a damaged disk. Removal Of the film requires that the amplifier be removed from service , com-
pletely disassembled for cleaning, and then reinstalled and realigned. Approximately forty man-hours
are required for this maintenance and this is si gnificant for a large laser system such as the 20 arin/
100 amplifier SHIVA system.

C Damage to Coated Optics

Damage to coated optics on Argus has been minimal. On two occasions , coated spatial fi l ter
lens have been found damaged. In both cases the damage occurred on the vacuum side of the lens.
suggesting damage caused by contamination due to vaporization of material around the pin hole or con-
tamination from the ion pumps. The pattern of damage shown in Figure 10, appears as discolored areas
forming several rings similar to large scale beam spatial modulations. The morphology of the damage
was examined in a SEN and photomi crographs are shown in figure 11. The spatial filter coating is coin-
oosed of alternating layers of Si02 and 1102. and photoinicrographs clearly show that the discolored
areas are not surface deposits but regions in which the coating has delaminated. The delamination caused
the top three layers to beremoved exposing the fourth 1102 layer. The composition of the individual
layers was veri fied by the use of ESCA. Contaminants were not found, though, from either materials
around the pin hole or materials from the ion pumps. Currently damage testing is being conducted on
coated optics under vacuum conditions to determine If the coating is drying out on the vacuum side.
It has been theorized that an inadequate bond, perhaps due to contamination during coating, resulted
In the delamination at this particular interface. Contaminants were not found on th e coated surface ,
and the reason for the damage occurring on the vacuum side of each lens has not yet been determined.
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The circular pattern is due, apoarently, to spatial modu latians (noise) on the beam.

Concl u s ion

It appears that the most severe (i ,e, expensive) and continuing damage problem on Argus is to
the surfaces of laser disks and that this damage is due to flashlarnp heating of contaminants. Damage
appears to create loose glass particles which can catalyze additional damage. Current cleaning and
surface preparation techniques have been able to produce amplifiers with sufficiently low damage
quantities that an entire laser arm will sustain less the 1% beam obscuration after 500 shots . The film
crystallizing out onto the disk surfaces is currently the most significant problem from the beam
obscuration point of view and an inmediate solution is not available. It may be possible , though , todeplete the lithium from the glass surface and thus substantially extend the time between cleaning
periods and thus increase system reliabili ty. Damage to coated optics is rare, given that beam fluence
is maintained below damage thresholds .
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FIgure 11. Scanning electron micrograph of damage on AR coated spatial
filter lens. The individual layers of the coating are visib le
at the hi gher magnifications.
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NEW RESULTS ON AVALANCHE IONIZATION AS A LASER DAMAGE
MECHAN ISM IN TRAN SPARENT SOLIDS

A. A. Manenkov

P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

Recent theoretical and experimental investigations carried out in the P. N. Lebedev
Physical institute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR on electron avalanche ionization
as a laser damage mechanism of solid tranSparent dielectrics are discussed. Formulas
obtained on the basis of solution of the Hinetic equation for electrons in the conduction
band are given for the threshold (critical) fields E~

. The fundamental characteristics

Of the avalanche mechanism, namely, dependence of Ec on the sample temperature, radiation
frequency and pulse duration are noted. Experimental results on the temperature dependence
of damage thresholds for a number of alkali—halide crystals and other crystals used in
laser optics are analyzed on the basis of avalanche ionization theory. These include NaC1,
KCl, KBr, Cal , El, RbC1, CsPr, Al203, ‘fAG, Si02. Ca?2, Li103, Ba?2 , NaF and Li?. Damage

results were obtained with CO2 (10.6 m), Nd :YAC (1.06 ~m, 0.53 urn) and ruby (0.69 um) laser

radiation , in pulses with duration of a few ns.

This analysis shows that for those crystals of NaCl, KC1 and KBr having the highest
damage thresholds, the avalanche ionization can be responsible for laser damage in the
range of A • 0.69 — 10.6 u rn. This conclusion is supported by a rather good agreement
between the theory and the experiment for the frequency dependence of the damage threshold
over that frequency range at room temperatures and for the temperature dependence in the
100°K to 8005K range at high frequencies (A — 1.06 pm and 0.69 urn). However, the theory
does not explain the temperature dependence of the damage thresholds observed above 300’K
at low frequency (A — 10.6 um).

Ii. is shown that at A — 0.53 jm. the laser damage of alkali halide crystals is not
explained by avalanche ionization, and it is probably attributed to multiphoton ioniza-
tion.

For the other crystals investigated (in particular , for A1203. NaF, and Li? with
high damage thresholds) the observed frequency and teinoerature dependence of the dsmape
threshold at A • 0.69 urn and A — 1.06 um do not correspond to values predicted by
avalanche ionization theory. The question of the nature of the damage mechsnism of
these crystals is still open.

?inally, we shall discuss the previously published results on the dominant role of
avalanche ionization in laser damage of the alkali halides and some other crystals. The
qualitative arguments on which this conclusion was based, are shown not to be confirmed
by our data, which was obtained in more detailed experiments, and analyred uatng a con-
sistent theory of avalanche ionization.

Key words: Laser damage; avalanche ionization; optical materials; damage thresholds;
temperature dependence of damage thresholds.

1. Introduction

Electron avalanche as a laser damage mechanism of transparent solids has been discussed for over
10 years. It has been assumed that the process of avalanche ionization should be basic, and that it
defines the limiting resistance of pure transparent materials to laser radiation to the nanosecond range
of pulse durations. However, in 9pite of the rather large number of theoretical and experimental
efforts which were devoted to tht~ process, the question of whether electron avalanche is the effective
damage mechanism of real optical materials was open, up to now. The reason was, that an adequate
experimental study supported by a consistent theory of electron avalanche in solids wa, not undertaken.

Early experimental studies were restricted to measurement of the damag. threshold in somewhat
accidental experimental conditions (often using multtmod e lasers), and by quantitative analysis based
on insufficiently adequate theoretical models.

La ter on , more careful and informative meaSurements have been carried out in appropriate exper imental
cond ition, which resulted in more reliable and ieproductbl. data (using aingle—~ode 1a.er~, and taking
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into consideration the effects of self—focusing and absorbing inclusions). However, lack of sufficiently
full and appropriate experimental data, as well as a consistent theory of the avalanche ionization process
in solids did not, until recently, allow one to make well—founded conclusions on the role of this mech-
anism in laser damage. This, we believe, refers also to some recently published papers of American,
Japanese and Soviet authors [1—6) in which it was claimed that in the alkali halide crystals investigated .
intrinsic damage caused by electron avalanche ionization has been observed. Research carried out at the
Lebedev Institute has shown that the qualitative arguments on which the quoted authors based their con-
clusions are not confirmed by more complete experimental data and an adequate theoretical analysis.
In our experiments, we proceeded from the basic assumption that for a well—founded solution of the
avalanche mechanism problem in lacer damage, it is necessary to develop a consistent theory, which could
give not only the numerical estimate of the damage thresholds, but what is more important, makes it
poaaible to elucidate which characteristic features, specific to the mechanism, should be investigated
experimentally. The developed theory [8—10] shows that the dependence of the damage threshold on fre-
quency, pulse duration and initial temperature of the sample turned out to be characteristic for the
avalanche mechanism. We studied these dependences for a great number of alkali halides, and other 

•
crystals used in laser optics (such as sapphire , YAG.Nd3+

, Li103, Si02) at the CO2. Nd:YAG and ruby

fundamental laser frequencies, and at the second harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser in a wide temperature
range (100 to l000’K). The analysis of the experimental data on the basis of our developed theory has
allowed us to make, for the first time, well—founded conclusions regarding the role of electron avalanche
in laser damage.

The main results of our theoretical and experimental investigation as well as a comparison with
data from the other work mentioned above are given below.

2. Theory

The problem of determining a critical field (or threshold intensity) of laser radiation producing a
breakdown in a transparent dielectric , cauaed by a process of impact ionization, reduces to that of
finding the electron avalanche rate y (E) as a function of the electric field E, and of defining a
physically adequate damage criterion . An effective procedure for finding y (E) has been given by
Epifanov [8). It is based on the solution of quantum kinetic equation for the electron energy
distribution function f(c, t), which has the following f orm~

2f(p , t) 
— ~ B2 (q) ~ 

2 eEgt(p) {[f(p +q ) ( N  +1)
2t h q n 

~un(l(l+G2 t 2 (p)) ½ q

16 (c(p+q)—c (P)~~(W
q~flhD) (I)

+[f(p+~;)Nq
_ f (p) ( N

q+l)1t(c(P+q )~ c(p)•I4wq~nhG)) -

The damage criterion has been determined by consideration of the kinetics of lattice heating due to

absorption of the electromagnetic field energy by free electrons , which is described as follows :

— 8T 3’2 N, -
~~~ — 1N (2)

The following designations were used in (1) and (2): e and m are the electron charge and mass,
respectively. E and G are the strength and frequency of electromagnetic field. P(r) is the momentum
of sn electron with energy €.  5(q) ii the matrix element of the electron—phonon interaction. Nq is

the number of phonons with wave vector q, Ew is the phonon energy, T(c)ia the re laxation time for the
longitudinal component of electron momentum ~n zero field , and T is the lattice temperature.

Following this research we have considered [9 , 10. 7) the elec tron avalanche p rocess in de ta il ,
taking into account in electron—phonon scattering, both acoustic and optical phonons. As a result ,
rather simple formulas have been obtained for the critical field. They describe the characteristic
properties of elec tric breakdown in solids in a wide range of frequency from zero (the dc field) up
to the frequency of visible light. Formulae in the case of electron scattering by acoustic phonofls*

for var ious ranges of radiation frequencies and lattice temperatures are written as follows :

*ASlowance fo r sca tt ering by opt ical phonona for typ ical crystal materials Only slightly changes the

E value .
C —456—
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ytl e 1

Here c is the parameter related to the damage criterion yt~, — L by

c — tn[ 
t~/ J

where t~, is the radiation pulse duration,and L and 9 are parameters whose numerical values typically

are L • 15, and B s4.1O~~
5aec[l0]. A transient temperature T~ separating the high and low temperatures

regions is determined by the relation:

Tn — ½

where V 5 is the sound veloc ity in the crystal, and I is the ionization energy. Other values in (3) —

(6) have the following meanings: t - tI is the average electron energy, ‘ac 
— is the free path of an

electron with the energy of t — I. Formulae (3) — (6) are justified in the frequency range of
tfl/4fi. For higher frequencies one muSt use a numerical solution of the kinetic equation.

From the given formulas it i8 evident , that the fundamental laws of the avalanche ionization process
which can be u8ed f or experimental confirmation of its role in laser damage give rise to specific depen—
dances of the critical field on frequency and pulse duration and on the temperature of the sample.

The frequency dependence of the critical field baa a rather complex, non—monotonic form. It
remains practically constant with field frequency, up to G • Veff~ 

it grows, at first rapidly, then

more slowly. (see fig. 1).

Our theory predicts very specific features for the temperature dependence of the critical fields.
It is quite different in the two cases when the field frequency is higher or lower than the electron—
phonon collision frequency, as it is shown in fig. 2.

The dependence of Ec on the pulse duration in the whole region where the developed theory is

applicable (t~ lO~~—lO~~~eec) turns out to be very weak.

The indicated characteristics, which are predicted by avalanche ionization theory, have been used
for experimental elucidation of the question of whether laser damage in optical materials is associated
with electron avalanche for nanosecond light pulse duration. The frequency and temperature dependence
of the damage thresholds were studied moat carefully.

3. Experimental Results a~td d1scus~ion

In the exper iments we have used the TP~1oo single—mode CO2. Nd:TAG
3
~ and ruby lasers as well a. the

?d:YAG laser with frequer.cy doublir’,g in a L1l03 crystal. The output characteristics of the lasers are

represented In Table 1.
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To produce bulk damage , the laser beam was focused into the sample by short focal length lenses.
The spatial intensity distribution in the local plane of t h e lens was carefully measured. [7) It was
close to gaussian at all laser frequencies used. Table 2 shows measured focal spot diameters (at the
level of l/e of maximum intensity).

In the experiments , the effects of lens and sample aberration , optical Inhomogeneity of the
crystal and self—focusing were controlled. These e f fec ts  proved to be negligible under our experimental
conditions , which gives us assurance that the real damage threshold intensity is being measured. Such
assurance is important in reaching reliable conclusions on damage mechanisms , because it is based on
a quantitative comparison of the thresholds measured in experiments with widely varied parameters , such
as radiation frequency and sample temperature. Measurement errors in our experiments were about 40%
for the threshold frequency dependences , and 10% for the temperature dependence and relative threshold
values of different samples at fixed laser parameters.

Similarly, to obtain reliable data , the experiments were conducted with a great number of crystal
samples. Thus, for NaCI, we have investigated more than 100 samples grown by different techniques.
These experiments showed that from sample to sample there are considerable variations of the damage
threshold , Indicating impurity effects

As an example fig. 3 represents a distribution function of the damage thresholds of crystal samples
of NaCI measured at the Nd :YAG laser frequency, at room temperature. The majority of samples are seen
to fall into the range corresponding to a rather low optical resistance. There are some samples having
a much higher threshold , which appears to be a limiting value . Note that in previously published work
such high damage thresholds of NaCl were not reported , and the values represented by our first group of
samples were typical. [1—6]

Investigation of the damage mechanism in low—threshold and high—threshold samples has shown that
for the former , the temperature dependence of the threshold behaves typicall y in a non—reproducible
fashion, which , in general, does not correspond to that predicted ty electron avalanche theory.
Figure 4 shows some typical examples of the temperature dependen~e, at the ruby laser frequency, for
NaCl crystals. While investigating the reason for this temperature dependence non—reproducibility the
effect of thermal strengthening was observed. At all frequencies under investigation except the
C02—laser , for many samp les of NaC1, Ed , and KBr, the damage thresholds increased considerably with

appropriate thermal treatment , in which the sample was held for a long time at high temperature close
to the melting point , followed by rapid cooling. This effect is more pronounced for the samples with
low initial thresholds. The samples with maximum damage resistance are not affected by the thermal
treatment. This effect of thermal strengthening is reversible. Thus, prestrengthened cryttsls after
long annealing return to their initial threshold values.

The analysis of the described thermal effects , in the case of laser damage of low—threshold samples,
showed that the latter involved the influence of impurity atoms in the crystals. Impurity clusters in
a crystal can be either formed or dispersed , depending on the thermal treatment i.e., heating duration
and cooling rate, and this can substantially affect the damage threshold.

The study of the frequency dependence of the damage threshold has shown that it has a considerably
different character for various samples. One observes either an increase, constancy, or a decrease of
the threshold with increasing frequency. Constancy or a decreasing threshold are observed, as a rule ,
for low—threshold samples. Figure 5 illustrates the frequency dependence observed for several NaCl
samples. Obviously,  the observed variation of the frequency dependence of the damage threshold, like the
anomalies in temperature dependence, arises from the influence of impurities and absorbing defects.

The temperature and frequency dependence typical of intrinsic damage can be expected in samples
with the highest damage thresholds at all frequencies, without thermal treatment. Accordingly, we have
especially selected samples of NaCl, KC1, KSr, Cal, Na?, Li? and A12O3 with the desired properties, and
carefully studied the temperature and frequency dependence of their damage thresholds. The damage
thresholds observed for these samples at T — 300°K are shown in table 3. For NaC1, Ed , KBr , and Cal ,
the observed dependence on frequency and temperature proved to be similar, and to agree qualitatively
with those predicted by avalanche ionization theory, as it is seen from the data for NaC1 shown in
figs. 6 and 7. In fact , in the wavelength range of 10.6 to 0.69 um, one observes an increase of the
damage threshold as well as a change of the temperature dependence character , with an increase in laser
frequency. Temperature dependence is practically absent at A — 10.6 um , while at A — 1.06 ~m and
0.69 um the damage thresholds drop with increasing temperature. This allows us to assume that in the
selected , high— threshold samples of alkali—halide crystala , laser breakdown is due to electron avalanche.
To support this assumption , we have analyzed the experimental data on the frequency and temperature
dependence by more careful and quantitative comparison with theory. The comparison has shown that there
is rather good agreement between t~ie theory and experiment for the frequency dependence of damage
thresholds from 10.6 urn to 0.69 him , at room temperature, if for the electron—phonon collision frequency,
one assumes certain values, which seem to be rather reas1~abl e1 For NaC1 crystals, as an example , the
collision frequency has been found to be equal to 6 x 10 eec - This number fits the theory and
experiment rather well for both the frequency dependence of the damage threshold in the range from
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10.6 pm and 0,69 pm at room temperature, and the temperature dependence of the threaholda observed at
the wavelengths 1.06 pm and 0.69 urn. It gives also absolute values of the critical field , estimated
from formulas (3) — (6), which are very close to the thresholds measured at 1.06 pm. Rowever , the

collision frequency magnitude of 6.l014sec~~ does not correspond to the temperature independence of the
damage threshold observed at 10.6 pm (see fig. 7). In this case the condition 0<V f f  is satisfied, and
hence the damage threshold should rise with increasing temperature above 200’I(. We have not yet a good
explanation, supported by consistent theoretical considerations, or confirmed by appropriate experiment,
for this disagreement between theory and experiment. It is reasonable to note here that the temperature
independence of the critical field for dc breakdown previously observed [12), is also not readily
explained. One may suppose that the dc case and low optical frequency case arise from similar causes.
It is obvious that further theoretical and experimental studies have to be carrtcd out to ~1arify the
peculiarity of low frequency breakdown.

Another result which also cannot be explained in terms of avalanche theory is the temperature
independence of the threshold observed for alkali halide crystals at 0.53 pm. (fig. 7). For that
wavelength, the condition O

~
V e f f  is definitely fulfilled , and eccording to the avalanche theory, the

damage threshold has to be a decreasing function of temperature above 200—300’l(. One can reasonably
suppose that at this high laser frequency, damage is associated with the multiphoton ionization
mechanism , rather then with the electron avalanche process.

We have also found that experimental data obtained on the temperature dependence of damage
thresholds for Na?, Li? and A1203 

crystals, over the range of wavelengths investigated (1.06 him,

0.69 pm and 0.53 pm), are not fully explained by avalanche ionization theory. Thus, damage thresholds
of Na? and Li? at 1.06 urn and 0.69 pm are practically independent of temperature , but for the avalanche
mechanism such a situation can take place only in a very narrow frequency region, when 0 “eff ~ 

For

sapphire, one observes frequency independence of the damage threshold in the whole range investigated
at T — 300 K (see table 3), as well as a decrease in threshold with temperature at T — 300 K, at all
frequencies. Such dependences do not agree with the prediction of avalanche theory. Thue, the nature
of the laser damage mechanism in these crystals is still an open question.

We have also analyzed data obtained previously [1—6 1 on laser damage of alkali halide crystals,
and compare them with our results. Such an analysis has led us to a conclusion that the simple argu-
ments on which the authors of these cited papers based their conclusions about the avalanche damage
mechanism of the crystals investigated , are not confirmed by oar data. For example, the lack of depen-

dence of the threshold on frequency up to 0 — 2.7 . lO15sec~~ (A — 0.69 pm)13’41 or even up to

0 — 5.4 s lO15sec~~ (A — 0.35 urn)161 was taken as one of the decisive arguments in favor of the avalanche
mechanism. But as we have shown, such independence indicates that the avalanche mechanism has not been
realized, since it is typical of samples with relatively low optical resistance. In high threshold
samples, as has bean discussed above, the frequency dependence (increase) of the damage threshold is
already observed on going from A — 10.6 pa to A — 1.06 him, corresponding to the condition Q>Veff 

for

frequencies higher than that of the Nd laser. This condition is additionally confirmed by the character
of the temperature dependence, as discussed above. Figure 8 illustrates the divergence of data on the
frequency dependence of damage thr.sholds in MaCi, obtained by three groups: Lebedev Physical Institute,
Moscow State University, and Harvard University. It seems likely that the lower thresholds measured
at Moscow State University and Harvard Univereity are associated with the effects of impurities and
absorbing inclusions in their samples.

Some authors have claimed [4 , 6) that they succeeded rather confidently in distinguishing between
inclusion and intrinsic damage by morphological studies. Detailed investigation carried out in our
laboratory by Gorshkov (11] showed, however, that a damage morphology observation could not be used as
test of intrinsic damage. This is illustrated by the following experimental fact. In the samples with
rather high optical resistance , the damage character is found not to change, even with considerable

variation of the damage threshold. (For example, for Li? at 1.06 pm, from 1 x lOll V/c m 2). The
damage observed in these cases was similar to that referred to previously as intri~ tsic.

4. Conc lusion

The result. discussed in this paper show that the problem of avalanche mechanism in laser damage
is very complex , and a well—founded conclusion on its role in real crystals can only be made based on
detailed investigation of the fundamental damage characteristic., and by comparison with an adequa te
theory. The experimental da ta , analyaed on the basis of s consistent theory of avalanche ionization in
solids, obtained by solution of the luantum kinetic equation, shows that in those alkali halide crystals
with high damage threshold., electron avalanche is the probable mechanism of laser damage for nano-
second light pulses in the wsvelenfth range of 10.6 pm to 0.69 pm. The theory satisfactorily explains
most of the observed characteristics concerning the frequency and temperature dependence of the damage
thresho ld, and yield reasonable magnitudes of the principal parameter, the electron—phonon collision
freq uency. However , the theory does not explain all the experimental data concerning the frequency
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I
TABLE 1.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LASERS USED IN DAMAGE EXPERIMENT S

Laser Wave length Output Energy Pulse duration
(urn) (mj) (nsec)

Co2 10.6 60 60

Nd:YAS 1.06 15 1.5—15

Ruby 0.69 25 10

Nd :YAG with
LilO3 frequency

doubler 0.53 2.5 8

TABLE 2.

FOCAL SPOT DIAMETER (pm) AT l/e IN INTENSITY

Wavelength(Pm) 10.6 1.06 0.69 0.53

Focal length (mm)

15 — 4.6 3.6 4.0

38 — 12 10 11

100 51 — — —

TABLE 3.

ROOM TEMPERATURE DAMAGE THRESHOLDS (xlO
l°w/cm2)

Wavelength Pulse Width NaCl KC1 ERr Cal NaF Li? Al20

(pm) (nsec)

0.53 8 13 2.5* 6 0.9 9 24 40

0.69 10 15 8 5.8 1.1 14 36 40

1.06 10 12 7 5 1.2 14 36 40

10.6 60 2.5 0.1 1.2 0.05* - — —

* There is some indication that the thresholds marked are not the highest at particular
frequencies.
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and temperature dependence over the whole range studied. A further development of the theory, which
will consider, in parttcular , the real structure of the conduction band of dielectrics is required to
explain the remaining disagreement.

Thus, the results discussed in this paper show that the problem of avalanche ionization as a laser
damage mechanism proves to be more complex than previously assumed. It becomes clearer , however , since
more detailed and informative experimental data and sufficiently developed theory are available , that
further investigation is necessary to solve this problem, which is important both for physics, and for
high power laser engineering.
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MULTIPHOTON THEORY OF OPTICAL BREt~K0OWH I~. ALKALI HALIDES

A. Schmid and P. Kelly
Division of Physics

National Rasearch Council of Canada
Ottawa , Ontario Kl.A ORl

and

P. Bra unl ich
Department of Physics

Washington State University
Pullman, Washington , 99163

A theory of optical breakdown in dielectrics is presen ted; based on multi—
photon carrier generation and energy transfer from the radiation field to the
lattice via polaron—photon absorption. This mechanism represents a clear
alternative to avalanche breakdown models as no lattice impact ionization is
involved. Breakdown f ield stren gths calculated for various laser pulse lengths
and frequencies, are fully corrected for the nonlinear refractive index n2 as
well as for contributions to the refractive index resulting from a sharp increase
in polaron density during a damaging pulse.

Key words: Breakdown flux and field strength; frequency dependence; intrinsic
laser damage; linear and non—linear refractive indices; multiphoton
absorption; polaron; pulse length dependence.

On behalf of my colleagues Ors. Peter Braunlich and Anagar Schmid of Washington State University ,
I will present the main points of our new theory of optical breakdown in the Alkali Halides. A
further description will be published shortly 1.

Basically we will show that intrinsic damage is caused by polaron joule heating. It is necessa ry,
then , to define criteria for intrinsic breakdown.

As in the past2 we find it useful to represen t the temporal profile of a laser pulse by the
relation

F — A 5 sin2 (mt/ I )

with r the pulse duration. We consider that breakdown occurs at the peak of the pulse i.e., when
t — T

9
/2 such that F A~ when a small volume of material has reached its melting point T

M.

Band—to—band excitation of electrons can take place by single or multiphoton absorption. Consider

an initially empty conduction band n
c
(O) — 0 and a full valence band n

0
(0) ~ l0

22
cm 3. ~~ is the

generalized absorotion cross section then the conduction band concentration is given by

nc 
(t) — n (O) . l-emp (-a~ f 7

M~~

An elec tron generated in this manner carries with it a lattice polarization field. It is necessary
to consi der in some detail the polaron, the composite particle of electron and phonon field, and its
interaction with photons and the lattice . Multiphoton absorption by polarons has received much
attention and most recently Pokat ilov and PomIn 3 have derive d empressions of the total absorption
coe fficien t , K , for a variety of interaction me chanisma using the path integral s.th od of Feynman
et ii” .

Zn anticipation of our results let me point Out that when one considers a photo n—polaro m—pho non
• interaction whether it be with acoustical or optical modes the dominant term (~99Z) in

N — i
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is that for sing le photon abso rption so K~zK 1, and aside from material parameters

KICK
1 (T , 

~c ’ ~~~‘• 
~ °o ’ V , E2) -•

where fiw is the laser photon energy , flu the respective phonon energy (dispersion is ignored), E the

R)~ local f ield in te~,nsity and V depends on the optical coupling constant a or o 1  the deformation
potential constant dependent on the mode involved (Note well, the presence of E2). Generally,

the local refractive index n
r, 

contains a non—linear contribution for hig~i fields i.e.

n - n +n  Er o 2

where n is the linear refractive index (Again note the presence of E2).

In general the local field strength is unknown although it is related to the flux since, with c
a constant , one has

E2 cF/(Anr)

preceding terms in E2 can be related to the Flux.

It remains then to ascertain the effect of a large polaron concentration on n and then to compute

the temperature rise of the sample produced by polaron joule heating since

dT/dt — F.K. IL/pc

with c the specific heat and p the mass density.

Quite generally, the permittivity of Alkali Halides consists of a polaron contribution and a
lattice contribution i.e.,

€(w)C~~~(w) +
~~~

(w) C ~~~(w) + i~~ 11(w)

The lattice contribution is g iven by

2 2
(u) — c_ ~~ 

— W — iyw)

2 2
— u  — iyw)

where y is the damping parameter for optical vibration (and is considered negligibly small).

In the case of optical phonons the phonon contribution has been analyzed by Gurevich at a15

in the limit of small coupling resulting in

c (w) t ,1 + it~ 2 
— 41r i a(w ) /w

where the real part of the conductivity is given by 5

R 0(w) ( 
2

)(w )

5i~
2( 

w

o )  
1/2

We have followed their procedure but we have replaced the matrix element for free—electron optical
phonon scattering ~y that for free—electron scouati cal phonon scattering and obtained

2~~2 3 / ii~~~R 0(w) — 
e ç1 

~~~~~~~ 2 
(1_ ° 

~ 
(exp (4 50/kT) + 1)

3w 0U5 \ ~/
where U5 is the speed o f sowe d. In either case,
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Im o(u) —

The linear refractive index is then given by

0 — I ~~~~+~~~~l
2 

+ L II

Results

A comparison of optical and acoustical modes of scattering, with all the parameters the same
except for the interaction term, V. shows that the dominant mechanism in Had is photon—polaron—
acoustic phonon scattering.

Figure 1 shovs the behaviour of the local refractive index as a function of time for a 30 psec
Ruby pulse. The insert illustrates the self—focussing ef fect , n2 E2 and the self—defocusing ef fect  due
to the rapid increase in polaron concentration , 11 . The corresponding temperature increase is also
included. 

c

Since in general the value of the refractive index has not been measured in damage experiments

we show in figure 2 the breakdown Flux vs ~~~~ The slopes are here given by (M4l)/2 where N is the

order of the multiphoton generation tern. Please note that we used the smallest values of available
in the literature .

Since we know the refractive index we can compute E8 and in figure 3 we show E5 vs t~,
1
. Now , at

least in the nanosecond regime, the slopes are given by (M#l). The ND line shows a large deviation
from linearity.

Figure 4 illustrates the frequency dependence of the breakdown flux for different pulse lengths
and in figure 5 we show the nanosecond behaviour of E8 vs 1l~. and compare it with existing experimentaldata.

In conclusion, then, we have presented a theory which fits experiment and which is a clear
alternative to the avalanche mechanism.
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Figure 1 • Time evolution of the refractive index n, the dens ity of polarons

and the ten~erature 81’ — T - 300°K during a 30 psec ruby laser

pulse of the form F 8.4 x io29 sin2 (rt/t~) (Photons cm
2sec~~)

for which breakdown occurs at ~ 
: t~/2 z 15 psec. The insert

shows details of the initial increase of the refractive index due

to the non-linear refractive index n2.
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THE ROLE OF CARRIER DIFPIJSION IN LASER DAMAGE OF SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS

H. Kruer , L. Esterowitz , F. Bartoli and H. Allen
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, 0. C. 20375

The role of carrier diffusion in laser damage of semiconductors is
investigated for various laser wavelengths. The results indicate that carrier
diffusion significantly affects the magnitude of the damage threshold when the

optical absorption coefficient is greater than lO~ cm~~.

Key words: Laser damage; semiconductor damage; carrier diffusion ; time
dependence; wavelength dependence.

1. Introduction

The response of a semiconductor to laser pulses depends on the optical, thermal , and electronic
properties of the semiconductor as well as the wavelength, duration , intensity and spatial character-
istics of the laser radiation. If the photon energy is larger than the bar.dgap, the irradiated
surface undergoes thermal damage when the laser flux is increased beyond some threshold value. In
this paper such thresholds are analyzed to determine the role of carrier diffusion in laser damage of
semiconductors. Thresholds for surface melting are examined since the experimental criteria for
damage is well defined, the threshold temperature is accurately known and the data analysis is not
complicated by phase changes. A thermal analysis is performed to calculate melting thresholds as a
function of irradiation time. To investigate the role of carrier diffusion in laser damage in semi—
conductors it is desireable to analyze threshold data for laser pulses sufficiently short that thermal
diffusion effects can be neglected. For such pulse durations, the material is heated to a depth 6

determined by the optical absorption depth and the carrier diffusion distance Cli ~~. The carrier
dif fus ion distance , however, is not well known under the conditions of laser damage since both the
diffusion coefficient and lifetime decrease during laser heating. Similarly the optical absorption
coefficient can chance for photon energies equal to or less than the bandgap , because of band shifting
or free carrier effects . In this work 6 was treated as an adjustable parameter in the analysis and
obtained empirically from experimental thresholds.

2. Thermal Analysis

We consider a homogeneous semiconductor irradiated by a Gaussian laser beam of the form : P(r) —

P
~ 

exp(—2r 2/R2). We assume that values of the material properties may be treated as constants. These

are to be considered “eff ective values” over the wide range of temperatures and carrier densities
encountered during laser heating. If heat does not diffuse to the edges of the material , the thresholds
can be approximated using a thermal model in which the sample is treated as a semi—infinite solid . We
have .hown previously that the power density threshold P0 as a function of irradiation time t can be

approximated by the expression L21 :

r i
P • E  ~!+ 

(2!!)~~ I (1)
0 AT 

LT R 6 tan~~ (8kT/R2)’~j

where k is the thermal diffu.ivity and 6 the depth of material heated in the absence of thermal
conduction. The T—independant value EAT is simply the energy density required to raise the crystal

surface to the melting temperature assuming thermal conduction is negligible. Its value is given by:
EAT — AT pcd/ (1—R ’) where p is the density , c the specific hea t , R ’ the reflectance , and AT is the

difference between the melting temperature and ambient temperature . The energy density threshold is
obtained using the expression : B0 

— P
e
r. The values of the parameters used to evaluate the model for

all matur ials discusse d in this paper are given in table 1.

1
:. 1. Figure. in bracket . indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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Table 1. Material properties of selected semiconductors.

Property Germanium Silicon InSb

3Density , p(g/cm ) 5.33 (31 2.33 17) 5 .78 [8]
Specific heat , c (J/g — K) 0.4 [3) 0.72 171 0.26 [8)
Thermal Conductivity, K (N/cm-K) 0.2 (4,5) 0.33 [4,7] 0.08 [4,9)
Melting Temperature , Tm (°K) 1210 (31 1683 [7) 788 (8]

Heat of Fusion, H (J/ g) 467 (3) 1650 [7]
Vaporization Temperature . T~ (°K) 3107 (3) 3060 (7)
Heat of Vaporization, Mv (J Ig) 3921 [3) 10600 (7)

Reflectivity, B’ A — 0.69 pm 0.43 [6] 0.3 (7) 0.46 [8]
A — 1.06 pm 0.38 (6) 0.3 (7) 0.35 [81
A — 10.6 pm ——— — — —  0.35 [8]

Radius of laser beam, R (cm) 0.045 0.085 0.054

3. Presentation of Results

3.1 Germanium

Damage in germanium has been studied extensively with 0.69 pm and 1.06 pm lasers (10—14) .
Thresholds for melting are plotted as a function of t in figure 1. Melting thresholds at short times
were obtained by monitoring the sample reflectance which increases abruptly at the melting point (15).
The thresholds at 0.69 pm are represented by circles in figure 1. The scatter in the data is not much
larger than the experimental uncertainty which is often as large as ± 30%. The scatter is attributed
to differences in samples and in criteria for threshold. Thresholds for 1.06 pm radiation are pre-
sented as triangles in figure 1 and are approximately equal to the 0.69 pm thresholds. The curve is
obtained by fitting eq. (1) to the data using 6 as an adjustable parameter. The model describes the
time dependence of the damage thresholde quite accurately. The value of 6 was found to be 0.5 pm for
both 0.69 ~m and 1.06 pm .

The optical absorption depth (n~~ ) of germanium at room temperature and low optical flux levels
is presented in figure 2 as a function of wavelength. The values of 6 obtained from the damage

thresholds are plotted as filled circles. The value of 6 at 0.69 pm is about 5 times while the

value of 6 at 1.06 pm is approximately equal to n 1. The difference between & and ~~~ at 0.69 p~= is
attributed to carrier diffusion . This difference cannot be due to saturation of the optical absorption
because saturation should not occur at such low flux levels. Studies of the optical absorption at
1.06 pm using picosecond laser pulses show no deviatiens in linearity for flux densities below

9xlO8 W/cm2 [16). The absorption at 0.69 pm is expected to saturate at even higher flux levels.

3.2 Indium Antimonide

Laser damage thresholds of ambient temperature indium sntimonide [17—20) are plotted as a function
of irradiation time in figure 3. The thresholds at 0.69 pm (circles), 5 pm (triangles) and 10.6 pm
(squares) correspond to surface melting 1211 . The thresholds at short irradiation times were determined
from the abrupt increase in sample reflectance which occurs at melting. For long irradiation times,
the thresholds were obtained by microscopic examination of the damaged surface. The damage thresholds
for short irradiation times increase with laser wavelength as shown in figure 3. Equation (1) was fit
to the 5 pm thresholds with 6 used as an adjustable parameter. As shown in figure 3, the calculated
thresholds agree with the experimental data. Using the same values of the material parameters ,
thresholds were calculated for 0.69 um and 10.6 pm by varying 6 to obtain agreement with the data.
The values of 6 obtained in this way were 0.8, 30 and 50 pm for laser wavelengths of 0.69 pm , 5 pm
and 10.6 pm respectively.

The empirical values of 6 for InSb are compared to as a function of wavelength in figure 4.

The value of 6 at 0.69 pm is almost an order of magnitude larger than n~~. Since the absorption depth
at 0.69 pm is expected to remain constant during irradiation , this difference is attributed to carrier
diffusion. We conclude from the data that the diffueion distance is approximately 0,8 pm . The value

of A for 5 pm radiation (i.e. 30 pm) ia much larger than ci~~~. However this value is much greater than
the diffusion distance (0.8 psi) and hence cannot be related to carrier diffusion. The 30 pm value of
6 results from an increase in the absorption depth due to the Burstein effect. The Burstein effect

is observed at 5 pm in InSb at flux levels less than ~~ W/csi2 (22]. The value of d a t 10.6 pm is much

less than a4 indicating that the optical absorptance increases greatly during laser heating. Increase.
in the absorptance of InSb at 10.6 pm due to free carriers have been observed (23] previously using
lower flux levels for which sample heating was negligible. Here the optical absorptance at 10.6 pm
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is further increased by shifting of the band—edge to longer wavelengths as the temperature increases.
Since the value of A at 10.6 pm is much larger than the diffusion distance obtained above , carrier
diffusion does not sigcificantly affect the damage thresholds.

3.3 Silicon

The melting thresholds of silicon (24—31] are plotted as a function of irradiation time in figure  5
for 0.69 pm (circles) and 1.06 pm (triangles) radiation. The theoretical curves were obtained from
eq. (1) using the material properties in table 1 and varying 6 to fit the data at short irradiation
times. The values of 6 were found to be 3 pm and 200 pm for 0.69 pm and 1.06 pm radiation respectively.

These empirical values of 6 are compared to cz~~ as a function of wavelength in figure 6. The values

of A and are approximately equal at both 0.69 pm and 1.06 pm. These results imply that at these
wavelengths the sbaorptance of silicon does not change appreciabl y during laser irradiation and that
carrier diffusion does not significantly affect the damage thresholds. Crinberg, et al. have shown
previously by direct measurements that the absorptance of silicon at 1.06 pm remains essentiall y
constant as the incident laser flux is increased to the damage level [25)

3.4 Other Semiconductors

The value of A determined here for gallium arsenide irradiated by 0.69 pm radiation is 0.26 pm

which is about twice a* Measurements of photoconductivity and absorption by nonequilibrium carriers
in GaAs excited by 0.69 pm radiation show that the thickness of the layer containing nonequiltbrium
carriers is 0.3 pm (1]. These results indicate that carrier diffusion must be considered in calculating
damage thresholds of GaAs at 0.69 pm. Th~ values of A that we determined from the thresholds of

HgCdTe and PbSnTe at 10.6 is are both lO~’~ cm. For these materials & — a1 at 10.6 pm and the damage
thresholds do not show effects of carrier diffusion .

4, Discussion

The comparisons of A and a
1 for the semiconductors studied here show that A is equal to the

optical absorption depth when a is significantly lean than 10~ cm
1
. When a 1O~ cm

’, A can be

greater than the absorption depth due to carrier diffusion. If A ~> a1, then A is approximately the
carrier diffusion distance. Values of diffusion distances were found to be on the order of 0.5 pm.

The carrier diffuaion distance L
0 
is approximately given by the expression L

0 
— &~~ where D is the

ambipolar diffusion coefficient and tc is the carrier lifetime . Previous studies have assumed that

carrier diffusion distances of the order of 1 nun determine the thresholds for laser damage in semi-
conductors (32 ,33). These large distances are obtained when the expression for L~ is evaluated using

initial values of the material parameters (e.g., For Si: D — 16 cm2s~~ t — io s). However the

values of D and t,~ in a semiconductor heated by laser radiation are expected to differ from those of

the unexposed material. The high carrier ..~nsitiea generated by the in—band laser radiation shorten

the carrier lifetime due to Auger recombinstion (34 ,35). Recombination rates approaching 1010
s 1

have been measured when carrier densities of 1020 cm 3 are generated by short laser pulses which produce
little heating (16) . These high recombination rates imply small carrier diffusion distances. For laser
heating the diffusion distance is further reduced since both 0 and t decrease with increasing
temperature. c

5. Conclusion

The threshold laser flux for thermal damage in opaque semiconductors agrees with the predictions

of the thermal model discussed for pulse durations between l0
_8 

a snd several seconds. The model
assumes that the material is heated to a depth A for pulse durations sufficiently short that thermal
conduction is insignificant, The magnitudes of the experimental damage thresholds indicate that 6 can

be greeter than the optical absorption depth if a ~ 10~ cm~~. This is attributed to carrier diffusion .

Wh en a is appreciably greater than 10~ cm
1
, 6 equals the carrier diftueion distance. For the materials

invest igated diffusion distances were found to be on the order of 0.5 urn.
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Fig. 1. Damage thresholds of germanium as a function of irradiation
t ime. Curve A is threshold for melting end curve B is
threshold for vaporization.
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Fig. 5. Damage thresholds of silicon as a function of irradiation
time. The circles and triangles represent experimental
thresholds for 0.69 pm and 1.06 pm radiation respectively.
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Fig. 6. A comparison of and 6 for silicon as a function of
wave length.
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MULTIPHOTON- I NOUCED CONDUCTIVITY IN ULTRAVIOLET—
TRANSMITTING MATERIALS 1. FREE CARRIER LIFETIME5

R. T. Williams, P. H. Klein , and C. L. Marquardt
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 2037 5

Fast photoconductivity measurements are being used to characterize free—
carrier recoobination and trapping rates in insulators . Carriers are generated in
these experiments by multiphoton absorption of a 20—ps , 347—nm laser pulse . At
low carrier densities, lifetimes governed by extrinsic trap s are measured to be
typically 10—20 ns. Material preparation and subsequent treatment are shown to
have measurable effects on carrier lifetime in the extrinsic limit. Published
optical data are cited as evidence that the free carrier lifetime in alkali halides
is strongly dependent on carrier concentration , changing from the extrinsic nano-
second range to less than i0 ps when the concentration is increased to about
5 x 10 17 carriers per cm3 . Physical mechanisms giving concentration—dependent re—
combination times are discussed. An investigation by photoconductivity of the
carrier concentration range intermediate between the two cases just cited has been
attempted within limitations imposed on the present technique by apace charge build-
up.

Key words : Dielectrics; free carrier; laser damage; lifetime; multiphoton ;
ultraviolet; window materials.

1. Introduction

Free carriers are central to many of the failure modes of high energy laser windows and components,
particularly those being considered for applications in the ultraviolet. As discussed by Sparks and
Duthier [j .2~

1 , wayefront distortion in components subject to high optical flux can result from free—
carrier contributions to the refractive index and from expansion associated with heating of the elec-
tron—hole plasma. If the heating is severe, and particularly if there is avalanche multiplication of
free carriers , the material fails by fracture or melting. A key number entering calculations dealing -

with these failure modes is the time—dependent density of free carriers during the laser pulse. This
is governed generally by a rate equation expressing a competition between source terms such as multi—
photon absorption, impurity ionization, or avalanche ionization, and carrier loss terms associated with
recomb instion and deep trapping. In recent discussions or calculations of failure thresholds by
Bloembergen [3], Sparks and Duthler [)~ ] , and Braunlich, Schmid, and Kelly [5], the conduction electron
lifetime due to recombination and trapping was assumed to be longer than most laser pulses and therefore
the carrier loss term wes neglected. Sparks and Duthier included carrier loss terms in a more recent
calculation [2], but treated the conduction electron lifetime as a free parameter due to lack of experi—
mental data for materials and temperatures of interest. Recombination times of 10-2 to lO~~ 

a in
germanium were cited as an available example [2].

Catalano, Cingolani , and Minafra reported a conduction electron lifetime of about 1 psec in alkali
halides at room temperature as measured in their experiments on nultiphoton—induced photoconductivity[6],
This value was used as the constant carrier lifetime in their analysis of data on laser power dependence
of integrated photocurrent. On the other hand , observations by Bradford , Williams, and Faust usin;
picosecond optical spectroscopy of defect formation [7,8] and exciton formation and relaxation [8] in
alkali halides following two—photon generation of free carriers yielded strong evidence that electron—
hole recoobination occurs in a few picoseconds or less when the initial carrier density is about
5 x J 0~~ cm—3 . In comparison, laser damage typ icall y involves carrier densities in the range 1018_lo is
cm— 3 . Resolution of this apparent conflict in experimental conduction electron lifetimes and progress
toward an understanding of carrier annihilation under conditions of interest in laser damage were set
as two of the early goals in the prebent study. This ordering of emphasis is also appropriate to the
measurement of carrier generation cross sections by photoconductivity because the carrier lifetime must
be known accurately under the relevant range of conditions if generation cross sections are to be
deduced from the photoconductivity.

In addition to addressing fundamental questions of carrier lifetime and intrinsic tmaltiphoton cross
sections, photoconductivity may be developed as a diagnostic tool to be used in improving uy window
ma terials for high—energy applications. The potential strength of this approach is that it focuees on
parameters (free carrier generation and annihilation) which are knovn to be central to material failure.
We are in the process of identifying extrinsic sources and traps with their specific effects on photo—
conductivity, where possible, and correlating these parameters with experimental failure threshold , to
teat predictive ability. The problem on which we have concentrated first is the demonstration of oh—
aervable effects of material treatment and/or purity on carrier lifetime in wide—gap optical material..

*Work supported in part by the Advanced Restarch Projects Agency of the Department of Defense.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literatur e references at the end of this paper.
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2. Experiment
Although photoconductivity as a measurement technique has been developed to the po int of routine

technology in some classes of semiconductors, its application to extract the kind uf information we
want about insulators is comparatively undeveloped. The reason lies possibly in a lack of prior device
motivation and in the special difficulties presented by insulators at the relatively high carrier
densities encountered in failure of laser components. Problems include space charge effects, difficulty
of bulk carrier generation by ordinary excitation, and short lifetimes in most of the materials studied
at relevant carrier densities. Laser windows are not usually situated in a steady electric field , so
ultimately we must be able to extract parameters of photo—carrier evolution in the limit of zero
applied d.c. field but appropriate optical fields.

Several prior experiments on multiphoton conductivity of insulators , particularly alkali halides,
have been carr ied out E5 ,—

~,~~- ~~
;. These usually Involved low densities of carriers excited by a Q—

switched laser pulse and did not deal extensively with the carrier lifetime . In the presen t work we
used for excitation the second harmonic of a single 20—picosecond pulse from a mode-locked ruby laser,
whose wavelength (347 nm) is reasonably close to that of the XeF5 laser (354) nm ). The very short
pulse permits both the resolution of shorter carrier lifetimes and the use of higher working intensities
below thresholds for catastrophic failure.

The apparatus used in the present experiments is diagrammed in figure 1. The oscillator com-
prises a 3/8—inch Brewster—cut ruby rod in a 1,2—meter cavity with a 2.8—mm aperture selecting the
lowest—order transverse mode. A contact cell with a flowing dye solution of DDI in methanol provides
passive mode— locking. A sing le pulse is selected , amplified , and frequency—doubled (in KDP). The
ultraviolet pulse then passes into the screen room where all electrical measurements are made. A pyro—
electric energy meter samples the incoming uv beam and a photodiode registers the transmitted uv. Be-
tween shots, white light from a super—pressure mercury lamp is injected along the optical path, both
to facilitate inspection of a magnified image of the sample for da ma ge and to bleach trapped charges.
The sample, typically 18 x 4 x 3 mm , is placed between electrodes in 4 shielded coaxial houaing which
can be flushed continuously with dry nitrogen. Light travela down the 18—mm dimension and a potential
between 500 and 3000 v is applied across the shortest ( - .  3 mm) dimension a few sec onds before the laser
shot. As shown in the enlarged view in figure 1 , the samp le wes typically several millimeters longer
and wider than the corresponding electrode dimensions so that the illuminated end surfaces and two side
surfaces were outside the high—field region.

From known approximate mobilities, applied fields, and measured lifetimes, we find average carrier
displacements of the order of 10~~ cm or less for these experiments. Since the sample is not illuminat-
ed within about 0.5 mm of any electrode, the free charge reaching the contact areas is negligible. We
are measuring charge induced on the electrodes by displacement current within the dielectric. Thus
blocking contacts are appropriate. Experiments to date have utilized polished flat copper or brass
elettrodea pressed agains t the insulator sample surfaces . A thorough study of effects of specific
electrodes and fused or evaporated contacts on the measurement of photoconductivity is planned. This
most be investigated before we attempt to extract accurate multiphoton absorption coefficients because
the nature of the contact and associated space charge is critical for deducing the true internal
electric field, and because of the possibility of photo—injection from the electrodes . However , the
present results on carrier lifetimes in regions of the sample well removed from the contacts should not
depend significantly on the type of contact used,

We have made direct measurements of photocurrent using a Tektronix 7844 oecilloecope and 7A19 pre-
amplifier for a rise time of about 0.8 ns. The data presented here are in the form of integrated photo—
current, meaaured by attaching a Hewlett—Packard 1120A active probe (500 MHz bandwidth) to the output
electrode . Prom the known resistance to ground (e.g. 510 kQ ) and the measured RC time constant for
decay of the induced charge, the output capacitance to ground (integrating capacitor) was determined
to be 3 pF. The ability to measure a photocharge rise time of 1 ns consistent with instrument band-
width was verified experimentally.

3. Carrier Recoobination

We have already cited the apparent discrepancy between microsecond lifetimes reported for free
carriers created in alkali halides at relatively low density [6] and for picosecond recoobination time.
for carriers at higher density [7,8]. The picosecond recombination times are indicated by short—pulse
laser studies undertaken principally to elucidate processes of exciton relaxation and photochsmical
defect production in Xci, NaCl , and NaBr [7,8]. The efficiency for reaching a deep bound state of the
electron—hole pair was found to be of order unity, and there was no evidence of continued reaction or
recoobination of free carriers beyond about ten picosecond . St room temperature. It is concluded that
the observed recoobination time is characteristic of essentially all free carriers at initial dsnsity
5 a 10 17 cur 3 in these halides [8]. Theoretical treatment of material failure requires an understand-
ing of why the free-carrier lifetime decreases at high density , and in particular , the functional form
specifying carrier lifetime at intermediate densities, ‘No possible mechanisms for a density—dependent
free—c arrier lifetime are outlined below.

3.1 Simple Kinetic It del

Consider an idealized semiconductor or insulator having a eingle type of recombmnatf on site and a
single type of deep electron trap. Let n be the density of photo—generated free electron. and ne be



the equilibrium density of electron s in the dark. Assume that all holes , generated as counterparts to
free electrons • are trapped at reco mb ination sites , and assume further that there is no re—ionization
out of the recombination cen ters or deep electron traps. If a0 free electro ns are initiall y created by
sn infinitely short optical pulse St time t — 0, then subsequent evolution of free electron concentra-
tion will be governed by a set of coupled differential equations.

— — von(n + n - n’) - vo
~
n(n

~ 
— n ’)

dn ’_
~ j_ + v o n ( n~~+ n 0

_ n )  (1)

n — a — n ’ — n”
0

Here v is the avera ge thermal velocity of conduction electrons, o and 0t are the recombination and
trapping cross sections, respectively, ii ’ and n’ are the numbers of conduction electrons annihilated
by recombination and trapping, respectively, and n t is the conce~tration of deep electron traps. The
e f f e ct of shallow electron traps is also included implicitl y in equation (1), since shallow trapping
inf luence, only the average velocity v .

There are several cases in which eq .( 1) reduces to a very simple form. For example, in an intrin-
sic semiconductor nt~ 0, and at ordinary excitation levels ne >> n0. Annihilation of the photoelectrons
occurs predominantly by recombination, and is governed approximately by first—order kinetics.

n n~ exp(—t/ - r ) , t — (von ) ...I 
(2)

Therefore, it is possible to specify a free—carrier lifetime Iwbich is characteristic of the material
end essentially independent of a.

First—order kinetics may also be obtained from eq. (1) if the density and cross section of deep
electro n traps are sufficiently large , such that n

~
n
~ 

‘> a(n + n) . In this case , eq. (1) yields
n n exp (.t/T

~), T t 
— (vo

~
n
~
)”l 

(3)

This behavior can be observed in insulators as well as in semiconductors, but in both cases it indicates
an extrinsically determined free—carrier lifetime not characteristic of a perfect material.

If , on the other hand, we consider an intrinsic insulator , deep electron traps can be neglected
(nt 0), and at pho t o—excitation levels currently of interest n0 ~

> ne . Annihilation of photoelectrons
occurs by recombination as in the intrinsic eemiconductor , but since n0 >> ne, eq. (1) leads to second—
order kinetics.

n n
o 

(1 + t/ r) 1, r — (vPn )’1 
(4)

In this case it is only possible to specify a carrier lifetime which i~ a function of carrier density,
n0, as well as being characteristic of the material itself. Note also that the definition of “lifetime”
in eq. (4) differs mathematically from that given in eqs. (2) and (3) .

I.xperi .ents to determine free carrier lifetimes in available pure insulators would be expected, in
princ iple, to enco mpass two extremes. At sufficiently low carrier concentrstions , trapping would be
the dominant effec t , end a concentration—independent lifetime would be observed, in accordance with eq.
(3). At sufficientl y high concentrations , however, intrinsic recombination would become dominant, and
sum inverse dependence of lifetime on concentration should be observed according to eq. (4) . Detailed
behsvior of lifetime as a function of concentration depends strongly on the chemical and physical per-
fection of the sample. Concentration and cross section of deep electron traps are the principal factors
inf luencing the lifetime in the trap—controlled region. They also determine the free—carrier conc entra-
tion range in which the transition occurs from the trap—controlled region to the intrinsic recombination
region. Shallow t raps influence the lifetimes in both regions by controlling the average thermal
velocity of the electrons.

3.2 Auger Recombinstion

Band—to— band Auger recombination is a well—documented channel for decay of high-density electron—
hole plasma , in semiconductors tll], although very little is known of the corresonding process in
insula tors. Basically, an elec tron—e lectron collision in the presence of a hole (or vice—versa) results
in nonradiative electron—hole recombination with the th5 rd particle gaining kinetic energy equivalent
to the recombination •nergy . The kinetic equation for plasma recombination by this three—body inter-
ac tion cen be written

~~~~~~~ n~3 (5)

where n is the conc entrat ion of electrons and holes. Henc e the onset of Auger reco mbi nation is ve ry
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rapid with increasing carrier density, and it eventually dominates all other recoabination channels.
Threshold densities for Onset of significant Auger recombination in semiconductors are typically quite
high even in comparison to 5 a 1017 cm 3. Auston, Shank, and LeFur found that in germanium the Auger
process is clearly observable above radiative recoabination when the plasma density is 3.4 a 1020 cm 3
but not when it is 1.4 a 1020 cm 3 [12]. However a si~ .tificantly lower threshold in HgCdTe has been
reported [13],

Predicting an Auger recombination rate for plasma s in alkali halides is complicated by self—trap—
ping of the hole. However the immediate question of whether the Auger process accounts for the rapid
recombination rate in alkali halides as reported in ref.. 7 and 8 csn be addressed by more genera l
arguments. In the ficst place, a band—to—band Auger recoibination would bypass the defect production
channel [114,15] with the energy going instead to the escaping electron. Thus even if the Auger process
occurs appreciably at 5 x iø ’’ carriers per cm3 in KC1, it cannot account for the observation [7 ,8] of
fast F—center production . An alternate mechanism of fast , density-dependent recombination with sub-
sequent vibrational relaxation is still needed. In fact , the onset of Auger recombination is so sharp
that in the Auger-dominated regime all F center production or population of self—trapped exciton states
would be wiped out by a moderate increase in carrier density. This was specifically not observed [7,8],
so we conclude that Auger recombination is probably not important in alkali halides at 5 x 1017
carriers per cm3 . The alternative fast recombinat ion mechanism combines bimolecular kinetics as dis-
cussed in section 3.1 with very rapid vibrational relaxation of the self—trapped exciton to a deep
level after initial electron capture.

4. Photoconductivity Data

4.1 Extrinsic Trap—Limited Regime

Part of our expected use of photoconductivity for characterizing wide—gap materials presupposes
that some of the measured quantities will depend in a fairly sensitive way on extrinsic, hence con-
trollable, parameters of the material. As one of the early stages of the present work, we have survey-
ed effects of a number of different material preparations and treatments on photoconductivity—— again
looking principally at effects on carrier lifetime . Because of our shorter excitation pulse, we ca n
look for carrier lifetimes in the range 1—20 ns which has benn inacceasible in past experiments on hal-
ides. In fact most of the extrinsic trapping of carriers we have observed occurs in this range.

In figure 2 we show tha integrated photocurrent in NaF from two sources. (The free-carrier density
is roughly proportional to th~

. measured photocharge.) The order—of—magnitude difference in carrier life-
time in these two samples is tentatively attributed to a reduction in the concentration of electron—
trapping impurities in the highly—purified material (NRL #1O7E). The traps associated with these im-
purities are assumed to be shallow; decreasing the impurity concentration would then decrease
carrier lifetime by increasing the average drift velocity.

A second dramatic effect of chemical treatment on lifetime was observed in cousuercial—grade sap-
phire, as illustrated in figure 3. A mild anneal (20 mm at 650°C) in a reducing atmosphere introduces
a long carrier lifetime (r 100 ns); subsequent annealing in an oxidizing atmosphere removes this
long component. These obs~rvations suggest that chemical reduction of sapphire also introduces (pre-
sumably shallow) electron traps. Electron—sp in—re sonance experiments have demonstrated that this
effect is not related to changes in the valence state of iron, which is the principal impurity. It is
more likely that oxygen vacancies produced in the reducing anneal could act as electron traps.

In order to study the transition from the low—density, extrinsically-controlled regime to the
higher—density regime of intrinsic recombination, we have used the unf ocused uv pulse to generate car-
riers by two—photon excitation in high—purity KBr, varying the intensity of excitation at 347 om from
0.05 to 50 ?81/cm2. Tn figure 4 the maximum induced photocharge is plotted versus uv intensity, and
oscilloscope traces of the build—up of integrated photocurrent are shown for three points along the
curve. To stay within the dynamic range of the PET probe, the circular points in figure 2 were taken
with 500 V applied as opposed to 2000 V for the square point.. Independent measurements showe d that
the measured csrrier lifetime did not depend significantly on applied voltage within this range. The
ordinate value s of induced charge are scaled with reapect to the 2000—V data.

Consider first the lower end of the curve, where calculation. indicate negligible space charge
effects and where the approxi es te consts nc y of the 20—n. carrier lifetime with carrier density suggests
that this is the extrinsic trap.~ontrolled li*it. The induced charge of 10~~

3C co rresponds to an
initial carrier density of about 1010 cur 3 under these conditions. The 20-ne carrier lifetime we find
in KBr is substantially shorter than the 1—vs lifetime found for some alkali halides by Catslsno et *1.
[6] in the same or higher range of carrier density . (In ref. [6], the 347—na pulse intensity wss in
the range 0.1 to 12 *1cm2, but the dura tion was 20 na , or 10~ times the dura tion of our pulse. One
can deduce from the known two—photon absorption coefficient and indicated carrier lifetime th*t
photoinduced carrier densities were in the range 10 13_1015 cm 3.) In view of the chemical effects
mentioned above, this result suggests that the longer lifetime, measured in previous work may be du. to
a high concentration of shallow trap..

4.2 Spece—Charge/Bimolecular—Kinetics Regime

When a dielectric containing in electron—hole plasma i. subjected to an electric field , the plasma
will po larize to produce internal csncellation of the applied field in s time t~ — cc (mm evY tm , some—
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times called the dielectric relaxation time. Here n0 is the carrier pair density, p is the sum of
electron and hole mobilities, e is the electron charge, c the dtele~ tric constant , and c0 is the per—
mittivity of free space. A criterion for whether useful transient photoconductivity measurements can
be made without serious distortion by space charge effects is that either the carrier lifetime or the
time for which the external field has been applied must be significantly less than tr.

The dielectric relaxation time for a plasma density of 1010 cm— 3 in KEr is about 3 us. Thus our
measured carrier lifetime of 20 ns at this density should be independent of space charge effects. How-
ever the upper half of figure 4, corresponding to carrier densities above 101 2  cm 3 , is getting well
into the space charge region. This introduces ambiguity into interpretation of the present kind of
experiment. Figure 4 indicates that the decay of the measured photocurrent becomes faster as the den-
sity of carriers increases. Extrapolation of the data in figure 4 according to eq. (4) (second-order
kinetics) predicts picosecond recomthination times at 1016 carriers per cm3, in reasonable agreement
with the optical experiments cited earlier. The induced photocharge in figure 4 falls below the
expected quadratic dependence on laser intensity (dashed line) in the high density range , as would be
expected for shorter carrier lifetimes . These trends can be fit rather well within the kinetic model
of section 3.1.

Similar behavior could also be attributed to space charge build—up. In that case , an additional
mechanism would be required to account for the short lifetimes inferred from the previous defect
generation experiments [7,8]. A1thoug)~ an Auger mechanism cannot be completely ruled out , it seems un-
likely , as shown in section 3.2. In an attemp t to overcome this amb iguity in interpretation of data
for carrier densities in the range 10~~ — 1015 cm ’3 , we are undertaking experiments in which the elec-
tron—hole plasma evolves in zero field and is then probed by a transient electric field much shorter in
duration than the dielectric relaxation time.

5. Summuary

We have made time-resolved photoconductivity measurements on several wide—gap materials. Three
major conclusions from this work are:

1. At low excitation densities, lifetimes on the order of 10 ns were found in all alkali
halide samples measured at room temperature. Although extrinsically controlled , these times provide an
upper limit for free carrier lifetimes which may be expected in state—of—the—art alkali halide mate-
rials.

2. Intensity dependence measurements in high purity KBr have suggested that , in the range of
interest for laser damage studies, bimolecular recombination kinetics may give rise to an inverse
dependence of carrier lifetime on carrier density. Extrapolation to higher intensities on the basis of
this model is in agreement with results of previous defect production studies [7,8], which indicated
that the free carrier lifetime in alkali halides is shorter than 10 picoseconds for carrier densities
well below typical damage thresholds. Possible space charge effects in the present experiments have
precluded a completely unambiguous interpretation of our initia l photoconductivity data at inter-
mediate carrier densities. More refined experiments are in progress to eliminate this ambiguity.

3. T~,o ef fec ts  of materis.~ preparation techniques on carrier lifetimes in the extrinsic—trap—
controlled regime have been observed. Chemical purification of NaF was found to shorten the carrier
lifetime, presumably by lowering the concentration of shallow traps. In aluminum oxide (sapphire), the
lifetime was found to be highly sensitive to oxidation—reduction conditions. In combination with elec-
tron spin resonance experimen~~, these data suggest that lifetimes in oxides may depend critically on
small devistions from atoichiometry. These obeervatione support the view that photoconductivity can
be developed as a useful diagnostic technique for evaluation of uv laser window materials.
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8. Figures
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Figure 1. Apparatus for measuring photoconductivity.
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Figure 2. Photoconductivity data on samples of cosmercial and
ultrahigh purity NsF. The lower trace in each photo
shows integrated photocurrent vs. time after multi—
photon excitation.
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Figure 4. Integrated photocurrent in ultrahigh purity KEr
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ABSOLUTE TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS AT 355 AND 266 nm*

P. Liu , W. Lee Smlth ,~ H. Loteni, J . H. Bechtel ,t and N. Bloembergen
Gordon McKay Laboratory

Harvard University
Cambridge , Massachusetts 02138

and
R. S. Adhav

Quantum Technology , Inc.
Grand Island , New Yor k 14702

The absolute two-photon absorption coefficients of ultraviolet-transmittin g
materials have been measured using well-calibrated singl e pulses at 355 nm and
266 nm from a mode-locked Nd:YA G laser system. Two-photon absorption coefficients
of the order lO~~ cm/MW were found for alkali-halides , and of order lO~ cm/ MW for
KDP and Its isomorphs . Several other materials — A12O3, CaCO~3, Si02, and CaF 2 —

were also tested. In materials with band gap greater than 2fxe, no nonlinear
absorption was detected up to the threshold of surface breakdown . The effects of
multiphoton absorption on the breakdown of ultraviolet wi ndow materials is discussed.

Key words: Alka li-halides , avalanche ionization , breakdown , calcite , KDP,
multiphoton absorption , sapphire , s i l i c a , transparency , two-photon
absorption , ultraviolet windows .

INTRODUCTION

The study of two-photon absorption (2PA) [1] will attract increasing scientific and technological
interest in coming years. Because the selection rules for 2PA transitions are, i n general , di fferen t
from those familiar with linear spectroscopy, ZPA studies will pro’Aide much new information ebout the
band structure and energy levels in solids , l i qu ids , and gases. Due to widespread and growing use of
high-power ul traviolet (UV) and vacuum ultraviolet (NUN) lasers , the impetus is present to understand
the ramifications of multiphoton ionization for breakdown processes in large band-gap optical materials.

The interplay between multiphoton absorption and avalanche breakdown mechanisms in solids has been
the subject of considerable theoretical discussion in the recent literature [2—5]. A recent experimental
study [6] addressed the frequency dependence of dielectric breakdown and discussed the implications of
mult iphoton absorption for breakdown experiments.

This report relates a subset of aspects — dealing di rectly wi th breakdown processes — treated in
a major study [7] of 2PA at 355 nm and 266 nm to be presented elsewhere. In that study , attention is
given in addition to the questions of spatial anisotropy of 2PA , the relation of the 2PA coefficient to
other nonl inear opti cal pa rameters , techniques for accurate relat ive measurements of 2PA , and comparison
of the frequency dispersion of the 2PA coefficient , using Keldysh multiphoton absorption theory, w i th
experimental results.

TH EORY

In materials with optical band gap greater than the energy of a single photon but smaller than
twice the photon energy of an interacting light wave, i t  is possible for transitions to occur by
simultaneous absorption of two (or more ) photon s from a single, sufficiently intense laser beam [1].
The expression for the 2PA transition rate may be wri tten down straightforwardly from second—order
perturbation theory. However , one’s ability to proceed to the point of making useful predictions
or precise calculations wi th that direct approach has been hampered In 2PA studIes [1]. Linear
spectroscopy theory has been similar ly impeded and for the same reasons — lack of sufficient knowledge
of energy band parameters , etc., of the materials.

lhis work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (F-4462O-75-C-O088) and by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NGL-22-OO7-lll).

~Present address: Lawrence Livermo re Laboratory, Livermore, Califo rnia 94550.
tPresent address : Genera l Motors Research Laboratory, Warren , Michigan 48090.
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A different approach to the problem was developed by Keldysh (8], who abandoned the standard
method of calculating rates using unperturbed Bloch wave functions and di rectly modified the wave
functions to account for the strong electric field strengths required for the occurrence of 2PA.
Al though imperfections in the mul ti photon ionization transition rate formulae derived by Keldysh have
been pointed out [9] and the absolute accuracy of the theory is no doubt limited due to its simpl i fied
band structure, the Keldysh formulae are appealing in their tractibility . In a solid wi th optical 

-
- -

.

band gap 
~~g’ 

the Keldysh expression for the multiphoton transition rate per unit volume is

w ~~~(!?)
3/2

[l6: g]
,[(2<~~~~l > 

_~~~)h/2] exP~ 2<~~~+l)(l 
- 4m:J~g)~’ (1)

e2 E2
where ~~~~~~~~~~~~

and <x> is defined as the integer part of x. The function • In Eq. 1 Is the Dawson integral , and m5
is the electron-hole effective reduced mass. In Eq. 1 • E is the 2!~~. 

electric field rather than the
rns electric field tabulated in many dielectric breakdown papers.

The total attenuation of a light wave as a function of distance z into a medium with linear and
nonl inear absorption may be written

dI/dz -E ~~~ 1N , (2)

N

wherç ~~~ is the N-photon absorption coefficient. The Kel dysh two-photon transition rate is related
to cz(2) with the relation

cz~
2) ~~~~~~~~~ (iç~~

)

3I2 

•[(4 
_
~~~)

l
/2](l6m::)2�g)2 

exP {4(1 4m*w2
~~g)] 

(3)

Consider a material which supports only one- and two-photon absorption. If a planar slab of such
a material wi th thickness 9. is traversed by an intensity packet

I(r,o, t) 1~ e~~”°~ e
_ (t/r)2

at the entrance plane , then we may write [10) for the transmitted Intensity at the exit surface
I ~2 1 I  ~2 (1)

I (1- R)2 e _ % r,!)1 e ’ , Tj  e a

I(r,Lt) - 
1 + a(2 )  I:(l -R) e~~~/°)~ e

(t/t)2 (1 -e~~~
’
~ 
L )( (I1).l 

(4)

In the above equation R is the intensity reflectivity of a single surface of the medium. The energy
transmission T is therefore

out 2wJ rdrf 10(r,t,t) dt
T 

~~~~ 10 .ITP 2 TT I’2 t

(i)  (‘)
2a~~ e~~ ~ (1 -R 

f 
in {l + a( s )  1~~(1 - R)(l — e~~ t )e xZ

~~~d (5)
a
(2)

Io n
h /2 (l_ e n 9.) a( * )

At low intensity we obtain

lim d(T~~) ~~~~ (6)
1o~’° d10 2~/~ ( l — R )
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as long as lo (1 — R) (1  — e~~~ ~ ~ ) cl(2 ) /cz (1) is much less than unity and ~. << 1 as well. Hence ,

the slope of experimenta l data of T ’ plotted vs. lQ tens i ty  ‘o yields the 2PA coefficient o(2 ) .
In actuality , we found the approximate value of ci(~~Ifr om Eq. 6 for each material , and then generated
a family of cur ves using Eq. 5 wi th values of ~ ( 2 )  close to the approx imate value. The final 2PA
coefficient was then chosen according to optimum fit of the data.

EXPERIMENTAL EQU I P M E N T  AND PROC EDUR E

The Nd:YAG picosecond laser oscil lator — amplifier system is described in Refs. 6 and 11. Passive
mode locking is employed wi th a laser-trigge red electro-optica l shutter to produce single pulses wi th
energy up to 10 mJ. The pulses have a smooth , temporally Gaussian profile with an average full—widt h—
at—half-intensity duration of 30 ps. During the 2PA measurements , a fast vacuum photodiode/osci lloscOpe
was emp loyed t~ el iminate data resulting from laser pulses that were not perfectly excised from the
pulse  t r a in .  A CDA crystal , 900 phase—matched by temperature tuning, was used to convert the 1064-nm
light to 532 nm. Ar angle—tuned KDP crystal was used to mix the two waves to produce 355-nm pulses .
A second 900 phase-matched crystal (ADP) was used to convert 532—nm light to 266 nm. Unwanted wavelengths
were separated out by filter glass or by a dispersive prism set at the m i n i m u m  deviation angle to avoid
spatial profile distortion.

A fused silica lens (24.7 cm focal length at 355 nm) was used to increase the intensity , per unit
energy, of our pulses in the sample and a second lens after the sample was used to recollimate the pulses
for final energy detec-fion. The samples were always placed behind the focal point of the first lens by
at least  2 cm , i .e., n*ny Rayleigh lengths. There are two advantages to this placement.

First, since the sample positions were well into the region describable by geometrical optics , the
calcula t i on of the a rea of the pulses in the sample  i s less suscep ti ble to error arising from lens
aberration. In thee’ experiments the pulse area was measured at the focusing lens plane by a photodlode
array with 5O—~m resolution. This measured area was used along wi th the carefully measured (± 0.6%)
focal length of the foci~sing lens to calculate , using di ffraction-limited theory, the pulse area in the
samples. The area at tne sample plane could not be measured wi th the photodiode array due to insufficient
resolution and susceptib lity to damage of the detector array.

Second , the placement of the samples far beyond the lens focal point has an advantage for the
reduction of harmful self-focusing effects In the experiment. If a high-powe r experiment is conducted
in a medium other than vacuum at (or wi thin a Rayleigh length or so of )  the focal point of a lens ,
then strict attention must be given to whole-beam self-focusing [6]. The i nput power must be kept
well below the self-focusing critical power for each material in order to prevent nonlinear focal area
shr

j
nkage . -

~1

Howeve r, far away from a focal region and in thin samples such as were used i n  these experiments, pulses
with many times the cri tical l ower may be propagated through the sample wi thout catastrophic self—focusing.
In the unfocused , thin sample geometry, small-scale sel f—focusing (12] is the phenomenon to be avoided.

In a medium of length t with a non linear refractive index n2, input spatial profile modulation
(noise) is augmented in intensity during propagation at most by a factor eB. The so-called B-integral
[12] is

B 0 8 0  1O~ ~ n~ (esu)j I(z)dz. (7)

Values of n~ are obtainable from the literature (6] for several of the materials used in this study, and
n2 of the other materials is estimable frOm the values in the literature . Calculations using Eq. 7 state
that in these experiments it was possible, wi th only two except i ons , to obtain sufficient absorption and
measure accurately the 2PA coefficients without incurring appreciable noise enhancement and concomitant
error Introduction via small—scale sel f— focusing (sssf). This conclusion was verified by measuring the
2PA coefficient in samples of the same material and orientation but different length Q. The coefficients
showçd no variation wi th 9. greater than the experimental uncertainty (from all sources other than sssf)
in  a(2). A further check was made by observing, under a m icroscope, the stable color pattern formed in
KC1 doped with U-centers by irradiation with pulses at the upper limit of intensity used in these exper-
i ments.

In Si 02 at 355 nm and I n LiF at 266 nm , the 2PA coefficients were so small that considerably higher
intensity was passed through the samples in attempt to get measurable 2PA . In these two cases , noise
fluctuations of the worst-case spatial frequency may have undergone intensity growth by as much as a
factor & or about 3. Nevertheless , 2PA coefficients were not large enough to be measured in these two
cases and upper bounds only were determined. The reader should note that the n

~ values employed in ther above discussion were measured at 1.06 urn (11]. At the shorter wavelengths of 355 and 266 nm , the true
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n~ values may be somewha t d i ffe ren t due to pos iti ve or negat i ve contribu t ions due to the nearby resonant
two-photon energy bands . Resolution of that question must await  n~ measurements In the U N .

In order to eliminate possible accumulativ e effects on the measurements, such as F-center generation ,
each transmission data point was performed at a fresh site In the sample. This was accomplished by
t r ans la t ing  the sample after each laser shot.

The uncertainty in the va l u es of a(2) measured here is ± 43% , comprised of ± 7% uncertainty in
absolute energy calibration , ±8% in pulse area at the sample , and ± 28% in the average value at low
intensity of the tA pulse-to-pulse fluctuation parameter [13). Hence, the absolute uncertainty sums
to ± 43%.

RESULTS

At 355 nm, we measured the absolute 2PA coefficients in three alka li—halides , and in K~P and nineother harmonic generating crystals. These are all listed in Table 1. Upper limi ts for a (2) in the
comonly used UN window materials, sapphire and fused silica , with band gaps greater than 2tSw (7.02 eN)
are also tabulated. For the materials checked with band gaps greater than 2~u , the transmission was
essentially constant to intensities up to the region of about 2 x 10 10 W/cm 2 . Higher beam intensities
could not be used due to the onset of surface damage.

At 266 nm, we measured the 2PA in eight alkali-halides with band gap less than 2h~ (9.36 eN) and
in KDP , ADP , Al203, Si02, and calc ite. The window materials L1F and CaF2 (in which no 2P4 Is expected)
were also measured . The measured values are listed in Table 2. For alkal i—hal ides the a~

2) values
meas ured are of the order of lD~ cm/MW while for KOP, ADP , Al 203, and calc i te they ~rç of the order1O~ cm/MW. For the materials with band gaps greater than 2 1 , an upper l i m i t for c~~) is given. It is
interesting to note that fused silica and quartz have quite small 2PA at this wavelength , even though
2f~u considerably exceeds

Fluorescence is observed in all the alkali halides along the path of the beam [14]. Coloring can
be seen with the bare eye after a few shots . In KC1 the absorption of a monitoring beam at 532 nm by
the color track is observable and can be explained by the spectra l positio n of the absorption band of
the F—center [15). The physical process involves the generation of electron—hole pairs by two-photon
excitation ; the pairs recombine to fore excitons with the emission of fluorescent light. The exciton
energy is given up to form Vk and F-centers [16]. We have found that the F-centers generated by several
hundred shots of the laser at the same site of the crystal did not influence the transmission of the
crystal at the laser frequency after they had relaxed for a few seconds.

We may consider the effects of multiphoton absorption on the breakdown process via the Keldysh
model. Such considerations w ill not be quantitative , a lthough we may expect the Ke l dysh model to predict
trends in the behavior of the 2PA contribution to breakdown .

The major difficulty in accurately ca l c u l a t i n g  breakdown features is the diversity of the processes
invo l ved. Even If one neglects lossy facets of plasma recormtlnation and electron and thermal diffusion ,
he is still faced wi th the coupled avalanche — 2PA dynamical problem. At 1064 nfl in typical wide band
gap in su lators , picosecond breakdown has been interpreted in terms of an avalanche model [11]. Avalanche
ionization rate data at 1064 nm has even been extracted for several materials from such breakdown
ex periments , yet to what extent the 1064-nm avalanche rate differs from 355-nm or 266-nm avalanche
rate data is unknown .

When an experimental  breakdown th reshold Is measured , the resul t may be due to combined avalanche
multiplication and two (or higher-order) photon absorption. The plasma growth by the cooperative effect
of 2PA and avalanc he multiplication of the 2PA-generated charge carriers and avalanche-generated carriers
cannot be dealt wi th by calculation unless the proper avalanche rate Is known . Hence, even though the
2PA coefficient may be known, calculat ions on breakdown phenomena (3] are made difficult by our lack of
data concerning the avalanche process by i tself in the ultraviolet.
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One approach, with perhaps the single redeeming quality of tractability , is simply to delete the
avalanche considerations altogether and to model a plasma production by sole 2PA. We have used the
Keldysh [8] model for such a fi rst look at 2PA breakdown In CaF 2. Figure 1 illustrates the results.
The three picosecond breakdown thresholds [6 , 11) for CaF 2 are plotted versus photon energy . The
other bars mark the electric field necessary to generate lo b charge carriers per cm 3 by multi photon
absorption in CaF2. For these calculations , Eq. 1 was used with ~‘o 

= 10 el and m* 0.1 to 10 m .
The range of m* produces the range of electric field for 3PA and 5PA i n  Fig. 1. (N o te that rms electric
fields are plotted in Fig. I , whereas peak fields actually must be used in the Keldysh expressions.)

Although the absolute positions of the multiphoton bars are not signif icant , the relative positions
are more worthy of note. In Ref. 6 i t  ~as stated that the reduced 355-nm threshold compared to the
532—nm threshold in  CaF2 was probably due to the assistance of three-photon absorption to the breakdown
avalanche process. Figure 1 il lustra tes that the Keldysh model predicts a decrease in the electric
field , necessary to make a plasma density of io~’ cm

3 , by a factor of 2 to 3 dependIng on m*. This
result supports the interpretation of Ref. 6 that the three-photon absorption assistance to the
avalanche process served to lower the 355—nm breakdown threshold.

One further point merits discussion here regarding 2PA and breakdown . In Ref. 6 it was surmised
that in Kill’ at 355 nm , 2PA had caused beam depletion in front of the focal pojnt to such an extent that
an arti ficially high damage resistance was recorded. Wi th the measured KElP co~~2) of 6 x l0~’ cm/MWfrom Table 1 , we see now that , indeed , at the 2 x 10’’ W/cm’ intensity level , an energy loss of as
much as 12% per lOO um will occur. Therefore, the often-used bulk breakdown geometry of tight focusing
inside a sample surface will perhaps give way entirel y to surface breakdown testing in the ultraviolet
and vacuum ultraviolet.

SUMMARY

Absolute coefficients for two-photon absorption at 355 nm and 266 nm were presented for ? variety
of wide-band —gap optical materials. The influence of multiphoton absorption on the breakdown process
was discussed. It was shown that pulse depletion due to two-photon absorption is a serious obstacle
to the use in the IJV and 91)9 of the classic bulk breakdown geometry of tight focusing inside a medium.
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Table I . Experimental results for two-photon absorption coefficient at 355 nm.
The orientations of sample and electric field are tabulated , along with the
sample thickness 9..

Material (a~~rox.) Noi t ,cm ~ (2 ) , cmi’~iW

K! 5.0 a (100] b a (001] 0.47 (7.3 s 1.5) x 10 ’

RbBr 5.4 a b 1.0 (2.4 ± 0.5) a

Rb! 5.0 a b 1.0 (5.1 0.8) x 1O ’

ADA c a 45~ z—cut d ± l i z axis 1.6 (3.5 s 1.1) a l0—~
ADP 6.8 c d 2.0 (6.8 s 2.4) x 10 ’

CDA c d 1.4 (8.0 2.4) a lO~~

CD*A c d 1.15 (2.8 ± 1.0) a lO~
KDA c d 1.0 (4.8 ± 1.4) x l0’~
KD*A c d 1.0 (2.7 0.9) x lO ’

KElP 6.9 c d 1.0 (5.9 ± 2.1) x lO~
c d 1.0 (5.4 ± 1.9) x lO ’

RDA c d 1.25 (5.0 ± 1.5) x lO~
RDP c d 1.0 c 5.9 a l0 ’

A1203 7.3 c—axis — — 0.5 < 1.6 x 10 ’

Si02 (fused) 7.8 - —  - - 0.64 < 1.3 a 10 ’

Table 2. Experimental results for two-photon absorption coefficients cu(2) at 266 nm.
The orientations of sample and electric field are tabulated, al ong wi th the
sample thickness Q .

Material 
(ap~~o )  N o l  t, cm cm/MW

Mad 7-8 a a (100] b (001] 0.74 (3.5 0.9) x l0 ’

NaBr 7.7 a b 0.74 (2.5 0.4) a l0~~

KC1 6.5 a b 0.74 (1.7 ± 0.3) a 1O ’

KBr 6.0 a b 0.74 (2.0 ± 0.6) x l0~
KI 5.1 a b 0.47 (3.8 a 1.1) a l0 ’

RbC1 7.3 a b 0.60 (1.0 ± 0.2) a 10 ’

RbBr 5.4 a b 1.0 (2.2 a 0.4) a l0 ’

RbI 5.0 a b 1.0 (2.5 ± 0.8) x l0~~

CaCO3 5.9 — - — — 0.43 (2.4 ± 0.7) x l0~
Al203 7.3 c-axis - - 0.50 (2.7 0.8) a 10 ’

Si0~ (fused) 7.8 - - - - 0.57 ~ 4.5 x lO~
SiO~ (crystal) 7.8 c-axis - - 0.50 ~ 4.5 a l0

’

CaF 2 10.0 a b 0.47 < 2.0 a lO~
L1F 11.6 e b 0.47 < 2.0 a lO~
KDP 6.9 ut - - 0.57 (2.7 ± 0.8) a l0~
ADP 6.8 c-axis - - 0.50 (2.4 a 0.7) a lO~
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Fig. 1. Breakdown parameters versus photon energy for CaF2. The rms elec t r ic  f i e ld breakdown
threshold is plotted along the vertical axis. The three round data points are experimental
breakdown thresholds from Refs . 6 , 11. The other data bars represent the range of electric
field strength needed, according to the Keldysh model , to produce 1011 electrons/cm ’ in
CaF2. The large uncertainty in the Keldysh bars reflects the range of m* (0.1 to 10.0 m)
considered.
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Ex.ten~~ve di.scu.oaion tuao can*.ted ou2 con .sn.tn g tIte de6A.sJJ.1.on o~ the band gap appwpsAate to muW-photon ezc.Ua.t~on6 . The que4tAon .i.s kully one o~ the denai.ty o~ 6 ta.tea acce~a LbZe to wa&Ltaphotont.sana.~.tLon~. It wo~ po.usted out that .ui atka.U haL.~dea • tsan~i_t~ona to the loiveot lqueg ezc.~ton 4 tate
eke allowed ~ok odd nw,,ben.6 o6 photono. and ~oJt even numbek o~ photons the lowest IyLng accE444.bte6ta2e would be the Aol odd-pakLty ota.te above the ezcLton peak. in th.~o ezpe.ai.iaent the band gap weo
4JI~eMed 6.wm ome-pL,ton aboonpt~on data. The opeakee .(.,td~cated that these u~o ito xeaooit to expect
any pulse dueateon dependence so’s *uo-photon abso*pt2on, but that no expen4meato have been caex.~ed out
to oee .t~ tkio weo seatly txzae. The tzppLicab..~. Uty o~ the Keldyoh theo/ty tn deoc*.~b.àtg muttaphoton
abooitp.aon wa.o chaLlenged. The opea.keJt poLnted out that the Keldyoh theoity had been used oucceoo~u.Uy
.i.n the peat to deoc.e.~be mut.Uphoton ab~on.pt.Aon and emo employed he.ee aa a heuk-~4t2c tool.
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STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN LASER DAMAGE MEASUREMENTS*

.1. A. Detrto and A. P. Borens
University of Dayton Research Institute

Dayton. OhIo 45469

The measurement of the lacer damage threshold for a given material or
optical component is usually accomplished by testing at predetermined power
levels and irradiation times and then observing whether or not damage occurs.
This experimental procedure I. known as sensitivity testing which attempts to
determine the percentage of specimens which are damaged at the various power
levels. It is not practical to determine the complete cumulative distribution
curve for a given sample population because of the limited number of specimens
normally available. The variability in damage level for a given optical compo-
nent will inf luence the number of specimens required to measure the damage
threshold with a given precision and with a known level of confidence or to
achieve a desired degree of discrimination in comparing two different materials.
preparation methods or production runs. A statistical method applicable to
sensitivity testin g is analyzed to permit the exper imentor to determine the num-
ber of specimens required in accordance with the desired level of precision and
confidence. A novel nonpararnetric method which is applicable to damage testing
and requires few samples is also analyzed.

Key words: Laser damage testing; statistics ; sens itivity testing; up and down
method; probit analysis.

I. Introduction

Statistical considerations should be included in the planning of laser damage experiments when
the purpose of the test is to select one material, component, or fabrication process over another or if
the damage threshold and its standard deviation must be determined with a given precision and level
of confidence, If the materials or components being tested always fail at a precise power the problem
is simplified and ~tattstlcs are not required. In practice, the test specimens tend to fail at random
over a range of Incident powers. This finite spread in the measured damage threshold makes It neces-
sary to carefully consider the number of specimens selected. If the experimental results are used to
test a hypothesis concerning the magnitude of the damage threshold for the entire population of mate-
rial. from which the samples were selected , It Is Important to understand the consequences of an
error in Judgment being made on the basis of the results of the experiment.

Several constraints on the conduct of CW damage tests have encouraged a search for test st ra-
tegies that are economical in the use of samples and that are compatible with the method of operation
of high energy lasers (I4EL). Some of the constraints are the limited numbers of samp les available
for testing, the expense of HEL operation, and the increase in test time which Is required when fre-
quent power Level changes are used. In addition to these constraint., there are factors which Influence
the results and the test planning that are a consequence of the nature of the sample. themselves.
Some material, are sensitive to environmental conditions, others a re  affected by the previous history
of laser Irradiat ions and almost all samples show a spatial dløtributlon of defect, which make damage
result. a function of the Irradiated area,

The objective of this work is to analyze a test method which is capable of yielding the required
parameters and wh ich La compatible with some of the limitations of HEL test ing. A non pars.m.trit
technique for estimating the threshold with known con f idence is presented. Thi s latter method I.
compatible with HEL operation and is economical In the use of samp les and test time.

The pr obabilistic nature of laser damage, which has been addressed by Bass and Fradin [1)
1
.

Is of considerable interest in the study of the fundament als of damage proce sses but It 1. not within
the scope of this paper.
a This work supported by the Air Force Materials Laboratory, Wright- Patterson Air Force Base.
1. FIgures in brackets indicate the literature r.fer.acea at the end of thi, paper.
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Z. Problem Definition

We will define the damage threshold in accordance with conventional practice in agricultural
research. It is common in the testing of pesticides to define the dosage at which 50 percent of the sub-
jects expire as the LOSO , (lethal dose 50 percent) level ~2} which also corresponds to the center of the
diatribution of fatalities (failures) versus dosage (power) . The power which corresponds to a 50 per-
cent probability of failure is the damage threshold.

- In many laser damage experiments, it is not i~
ossib1e to determine the power level at which

damage occurs on a continuoua scale of power. Ratuzer, a power level is set, a specimen is tested at

that level for a fixed time, and It is either damaged or not damaged according to the criteria selected
to define “damage ’ . This experimental procedure  is called sensitivity testing. Statistical methods
must be used to properly interpret such data if the required precision of the damage threshold is less

than the variations in observed damage threshold. Thu s, even before applying formal statistical
methods to the data, the separation of the power levels at which the testing will be done must be
rationally established with respect to the required precision. For example, if one wishes to resolve

differences in damage threshold of * 10 percen t, then the test power levels should be spaced at no

more than 10 percent increments. If the variability in the material’ a res ponse is considerably greater
than 10 percent, then statistical methods are necessary, and the power levels should be selected to

span the region from below threshold to above the threshold.

If the required precision is stated as a percentage as in the example above, then the test levels
will be spaced in a logarithmic sequence. The methods developed below are applicable to log-normal
distributions and are insensitive to the assumption of a normal (Gaussian) distribution. Because the

accuracy and precision of power measurements is usually expressed in percentages as are safety
factors, the log sequence is in general a logical choice.

In damage experiments, the damage thresholds of the individual test specimens are the random
variables and the damage threshold of the total population of the material must be defined in terms of
the distribution of the random variable. The cumulative distribution displayed in figure 1 contains all
the necessary information for describing the damage threshold for the particular population of speci-
mens . Given a suffIcient ly large number of test sample s from the population, the probability of dam-
aging a specimen at any power level could be precisely determined. It will be assumed, that either
the mean or the median of the distribution is the desired damage threshold parameter which describes
a particular population of material.

The existing statistical techniques for sensitivity testing require the assumption of a normal
distribution of the random variable being characterized. When the random variable is not normally
distr ibuted, trans formation to an approximately normal distribution may be performed. The com-

monly used analytical methods require that the fixed levels of the random variable be set at equally
spaced increments. Therefore, in the damage tests for which irradiation levels are set at equally

spaced Intervals on a logarithmic scale, It will be assumed that the power levels at which damage of
the specimens is Initiated will have a log-normal distribution.

The use of the mean value of the distribution as the definition of the damage threshold softens
the requirement for a normal distribution and improves the efficiency of the experiment with respect
to the number of specimens required.

3. Experimental Design

A variety of considera tions affect the planning of a damage experiment. In the statistical por-

tion of the experimenta l design, certain questions should be addressed. For examp le, are the para-
meters of the distribution of damage threshold as a function of power to be estima ted? What is the
required accuracy of the estimates? Is a hypothesIs being tested? What confidenc e limits are
required? What is the consequence of a faul ty conclusion being drawn from the data? Many of these
questions have a formal defini tion and statistical method s exist for a quantitativ e stating of these
question s and fo r obtaining the answers.

There are obviou s advantages to the re-use of specimens that are not damaged. The difficul ty
In the re -use of specimens lies In the mixing of the environmental conditions of the population being
characterized. These envi ronmental factors can be significant and could influence the estimate of a
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damage threshold or may lead to a wrong conclusion in comparing two materials. This problem is
normally referred to as the one-on-one versus n-on-one threshold. The effect of previous irradia-
tions below threshold is called conditioning.

If a given material has been demonstrated to have no conditioning effect due to previous irradi-
ation exposur e, then re-use of the specimens would be possible. The verification of the presence or
absence of a conditioning effect for a given material would probably be conducted during a preliminary
characterization experiment to determine the appropriate damage threshold. It will be assumed the
specimens are virgin and that any retest of specimens is conduc ted to determine a condi tioning effect.

The three approaches to sensitivity testing under the restriction of testing at fixed power levels
are the probit method [3], the up-and-down method [4) , and a nonparametr ic (multilevel 3 of 4)
method. The probit method is mentioned primarily because of its prominence in sensitivity experi-
ments. In this approach, specimens are tested at several power levels and the percent damaged at
each level is obtained. Assuming the data are from a normal distribution, the mean and standard
deviation are derived from the best curve fit through the observed cumulative distribution. Although
this method has been extensively developed 13], a minimum of 50 specimens are recommended.
Since 50 specimens will probably not be available for a typical laser damage test , the probit method
will not be discussed further. The up-and-down method and the nonparametric method for conducting
the laser damage tests will be presented in the following.

4. The Up-And- Down Method of Sensitivity Testing

4. 1 General A pp roa ch

The up-and-down method of testing is a sequential procedure in which the powe r level of the
il- I test depends on the result of the ith test. If damage does not occur , the next specimen is tested at
a higher level. If damage does occur, the next specimen is tested at a lower level. The effect of this
sequential procedure is to provide more observations around the center of the population which allow s
inferences concerning the mean to be made with fewer samples. This efficiency is achieved at the
cost of testing samples sequentially with a change in power between each pair of samples. A graphi-
cal display of the results of a series of up-and-down tests would appear as in figure 2.

The mean threshold is given by:

X X (min) + AX~~~~+4)

where A = E in . and X(min) is the lowest power level at which failures occur. n. is the number of
i=0 k

times failures occur at the 1
th 

test level and N = n• . We have assumed slightly fewer failures

than survivors. The precision of the estimates of the mean and standard deviation Is based on the
minimum of the number of damaged or nondamaged specimens. Since the number of damaged speci-
mens will be approximately equal to the numbe r of nondamaged specimens, the effective sample size
N. will be approxima tely half the number of specimens tested.

The standard error of the mean is given by the formula :

S
S
~ 

= G
%,1~

w here S is the standard deviation of the po pulation , and G is a factor which depends on the ratio of
t he increment of power (Ax) to S and on the difference between the true mean and the nearest X 1.
For values of L~.x / S~~ 2. 5. G is independent of the Locat ion of the true mean and is approximated by
the equation

G 0. 85

When ax/S> 2. 5, the location of the true mean with respect to the test intervals becomes important
and the maximum and minimum G values are available as a function of ax/S.
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In order to determine the number of specimens required in the experiment , the objective must
be stated in terms specifically related to the sampling variation of the experiment. Assume first that
the objective is to estimate the median of the damage threshold distribution and that the one- sided
100 P percent confidence limit on the median will be less than 100 q percent of the estimate. Wi thout
loss of generality, assume that the upper confidence limit is being considered. The upper confidence
limit on the mean of the X dist ribution Is given by

t GS
U.C.L.

where t~, is the p~’~’ percentile of the Student’ e t distribution. (In the calculations which follow.t values

were selected for a t-distribution with 10 d. f. and a log distribution of power levels is used.) The
width of the confidence interval in power units is given by X and the upper confidence limit and, thus,
the desired precision statement is

GS
< log (I + q)

The refore, if

rt GS
N>I ~Liog (1 + q)

the desired precision will be achieved.

Th e sample size formula requires an estimate of the standard deviation of the power thresholds.
Prior to testing and in the absence of experience for specific materials , this standard deviation is
unknown. Three values which span a wide range of possibilities were assumed in the calculations.
They were arri ved at by assuming the range of damaging power that wiU be realized in the experiment
span 1, 0. 5, and 0. 25 orders ~.f magnitude. Assuming that the range is equal to 4 standard deviation s
results in log-transformed values of S = 0. 21, 0. 125, and 0.0625.

Figure 3 presents N (one- half required number of specimens) as a function of q to compare
sample size requirements for different levels of P at the fixed values of S. Similarly, figure 4 pre-
sents N versus q to compare values of standard deviations at a fixed level of P. Figure 3 show s that
large sample sizes will be required if the width of the confidence interval is to be 10 percent or less
than the estimate of the median. If the practical limit is 24 specimens and damage thresholds that
have a one-half order of magnitude range (S = 0. 125) , then an 80 percent confidence limit would be 13
percent of the estimate of the median and a 95 percent confidence limit would be 22 percent of the
est imate of the median. The other two values of the standard deviation give less precision.

Figure 4 indicates that a smaller sample size is required for the same precision at the middle
of the three standard deviation values, This result occurs due to the G factor which is a function of
sample size and the spacing of the power level settings. The optimum is reached when S = a, but S is
generally not known In advance so It is generally not possible to design the test to minimize sample
size requirements due to this factor.

For constant values of S, f igure 5 present s P as a function of q for N = 3, 4, 6, and 12. This
figure indIcates that for 80 percent confidence and S = 0. 125, precision for N = 6 is 12 percent of the
estimate while for N 12 the precision is 8. 5 percent. Comparisons of this nature should be made
for any prospective sample sizes to insure that the gain in precision is worth the gain in added tests.

4. 2 Tes ting Hypothesis

If the objective of the experiment is to compare the damage thresholds of two materials,
sample size evaluations can be conveniently made In terms of the probability of finding a significant
difference as a function of the true difference between the population means. This probability is a
function of the level of significance of the teet , the standard deviation of the mean, and the sample
size. In particular , If X 1 and are the means of the population to be compared then the hypothesis
to be tested is ,

H :~~1 =
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H is rejected if Z > Z , where
0 0 

— —x - x
and S— — -~~~~~ 

—
S~ ~~ x 1 - x 2 ~~

-
~i-i~~ 2

and Z0 is the (l-a)th percentile from a standard normal distribution. It is assumed in the following
computations that the standard deviations of the two material populations are equal and that equal
sample size will be tested from both populations. The normal distribution is being used in place of
Student’ s t to facilitate calculations, but this approximation will have little effect on the comparisons
to be made.

The probability of accepting H as a function of D = - is given by

Z S ~ j~ 
-D

PfZ < Z J D ~ = ~ ~~ < ~
—

1 2

x l - xZ

Figure 6 displays the probability of accepting H as a function of D for a 90 percent level of confidence
test (a = 0. 10), for the three assumed values of standard deviation and for N = 3, 4, 6, and 12.

Let p denote the probability of accepting H when H
1 
is true. When 0 and P are fixed, then

sample size requirements to achieve a specified degree of discrimination can be determined. In par-
ticular, if -

2(Z - Z )
2 G2 S2

N >
— 

D
2

then the probability of accepting 
~ 

= 
~2 

is 1-a if - 

~2 
< 0, and the probability of rejecting

= is 1-13 if - 
~2 > D. Figure 7 pr esents a plot of sample size versus ID - 

~2 
for

a 0. 1 and the three assumed values of S,

5. Nonparametric 3-of- 4 Approach

The problem of estimating the damage threshold of a material can also be formulated in a
manner that does not require an assumption regarding the underlying distribution of damage levels of
the specimens. If the population damage threshold is defined as the average of the two test irradia-
tion level, which fall on either side of the median, then the problem is to establish these two levels
with sufficient confidence. Specimens are tested at a power level and an inference would be made
abou t the probability of damage (p) in any single test specimen. When the analysis has indicated that
the median (p = 1/2) of the distribution has been bracketed by two of the power level., the experiment
is stopped. This approach was stimulated by a comment by Loomis (5] that 3 of 4 .~~ilures indicated
a power Level above threshold.

There are two methods of analyzing the results of the experiment; in the traditional approach
which is the probit method, the results of experiments are used to place a lower (or upper) confidence
ILmit on the probability of damage at that level. For example, if n specimens are tested at a level
and k of the specimens are damaged , then the Lower confidence limit on the probabliity of any one
specimen being damaged Is the solution for p. of the equation

y 
~ - )n-y

where a 100 (I-a) percent confidence Level is sought. Values of p. are tabled In standard texts (2).
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Assuming that, at most, 6 specimens could be tested at any one level , a lower 90 percent con-
fidenc e limit is desired, a summary of inference for n < 6 is as follows:

a) For n< 3, regardless of result cannot be 90 percent confident that p>  1/2.

b) For n 4, if all four are damaged, lower 90 percent confidence limit is p 1 
= 0. 56

and hence 90 percent confident that p > 1/2. If only 3 of the 4 are damaged , p
1 

= 0. 32.

c) For n 5 and 6, all specimens must be damaged for 90 percent lower confidence limit
to be greater than 0.5. In particular, ifn =k 5~ p1 

=0 .6 3 a n d if n k = 6 , p, =0 . 68.
Again, if only one specimen is not damaged, there is not 90 percent confidence that p is
greater than 1/2.

The above summary indicates that if this analysis method is adopted, then four specimens at
each power level would be the most efficient design. Note, however, that if all specimens Out of 5 or
6 are damaged, then there is 95 percent confidence (rather than 90) that p > 1/2. Even if this higher
confidence level is desired , 5 rather than 6 specimens would be tested at each level.

The second method of analyzing the data from this experimental approach is the Bayesian
approach. In this approach a distribution of possible values of the probability of damage at the parti-
cular power level is assumed and the results of the test are used to re-evaluate the distribution. In
particular, the probability of obtaining the result is

f k n-kf (k,n-k) a) p (l-p) g (p) dp
0

Now assume that g (p) has a beta distribution.

(a+b+l)~ a- l  b-i
~ 

= 
(a- l)1 (b- 1)~ ~‘ 

(l-p)

This family of distributions covers a wide range of shapes and, in particular , contains the uniform
distribution (a=l , b=l) which will be assumed shortly.

Given f (k,n-k) and g (p) , the distribution of p given the result k and n-k from the experimental
tests, the modified distribution of p is

‘k k - 
(n+a+b- l)! k+a- l n-k+b- l

g (p 1 , n- — 
(k+a- l)~ (n-k+b- l)! 

p (l-p)

Now before tests are begun at a particular level, very little is known about the likelihood of the values
of p. Thus, it will be assumed that prior to the experiment, any value of p between 0 and 1 is equally
likely; I.e. , p has a uniform distribution. Under this assumption

(n+l)! k n-kg (p1 k, n-k) = kl (n-k) l ~

Given the distribu tion of p as interpreted In the lig ht of the experimental data , the question of the
possibility of p being greater than 0. 5 is easil y answered.

P[ p > 1/ 2] 
~~f

’
g (pIk . n-k) dp .

1/2

This probability is the measure of assurance that the power level setting is greater than the median of
the threshold distribution.

Consider the following examples. Assume 4 specimen s are tested at a level and three of them
are damaged; n = 4, k = 3. Then
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g (p 13 ’ 1) 
~~~~~~~ 

p
3 
(1-p) = 20 (p

3 
- p4)

and

P (p > 0, 5) f  20 (p 3 
- p4) dp = 0.8125

Thus , there is 81 percent confidence that p> 1/2.

If all four specimens are damaged, then

5I 4 o 4
g (p~~4,0) = 

~ -j~
--  p (l-p) = 5 p

and

P (p> 0. 5) = f  5 p
4 
dp = 0.96875

Thus, if all four are damaged, the confidence that p > 1/2 is definitely increased.

The results of the two methods of analysis are in close agreement. The Bayesian ana lysis pro-
vides a sharper insight. For example, in the classical analysis with lower 90 percent confidence
limits being calculated there was no advantage in testing 5 or 6 specimens rather than 4 if the objec-
tive was to determine if p 1 

> 1/2. In the Bayesian analysis, however , the confidence level Is not pre-
set and the probability of p being greater than 1/2 is calculated after the experiment is conducted.
Thus, the results are given different interpretations. To design the experiment for a Bayesian
analysi s , note t hat only two samples must be tested at any level below threshold for which no failures
occur. Additional samples must be tested only if needed to verify that 3 of 4 fail- - if 3 of 3 fail, the
test Is over unless one seeks the higher confidence.

In comparing two populations of materials , there is no method of evaluating sample sizes with
respect to the ability to discriminate between median threshold values.

6. Summary

The up-and-down method of sensitivity testing can be used to obtain laser damage threshold
data when the required changes in power between tests  pres ents no great difficulty . Inform ation on
the confidence limits, sample size, test level spacing, and the ability to discriminate between dif-
ferent damage thresholds is presented. The curves are usefu l in making the appropriate trade-off.
during the planning of a damage exper iment. An analysis of the 3-of -4 method showe d the most
economical method for estimating the median of the damage threshold at an acceptable Level of
confidence.
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8. Figures
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Figure 1. Example Result of Large Sample Sens itivi ty Experiment.
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Figure 2. Example Result of Up-and-Down Testing.
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MULTITIIRESHOLD MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF PULSED LASER DAMAGE ON OPTICAL SURFACES

- 
J. 0. Porteus , J . L. Jernigan , and W . N. Faith

Phys ics Division , Michelson Laboratories
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California 93555

The methodology of multithreshold analysis, a new approach to laser—damage
research , is described. The comparison of thresholds for various damage—related
effects identifies dominant failure mechanisms and provides better guidance for
laser—materials technology . After a brief description of apparatus , the proce-
dure for routinely measuring up to eight different thresholds per sample is
given. The maximum—likelihood princip le is used to derive an algorithm for
computing thresholds and standard deviations . The use of a standard gold sample
to verify reproducibility and to maintain long—term calibration is discussed.
Examples of multithreshold results on uncoated and coated infrared optical
components are presented. The following are some of the effects for which
thresholds are compared : slip, roughening, cracking, pits , melting, craters ,
delamination of coatings , ion and light emission , and work function change.

Key words: Damage thresholds ; failure modes; laser—optica l components; Mo
mirrors; optical coatings; pitting; ripp les; standard sample Au mirrors; sur-
face characterization; surface uniformity; threshold estimation; windows.

1. Introduction

The damage resistance of optics for lasers may be improved with an understanding of important
damage mechanisms and their relationship to material characteristics. The comparison of thresholds for
the various observable damage—related effects provides a good basis for this understanding. Some of
the effects typical of a bare metal mirror may be seen in figure 1. Slip bands and intergranular slip
indicate susceptibility to stress damage , which can be related to yield strength , as shown in a compan-
ion paper ~jJ 1, Melting, which produces the dark area in the dark—field micrograph . is an indicator of
optical absorption. Laser—induced pitting, which occurs mainly on grain boundaries in figure 1, can be
caused by segregated impurities. Cratering, identified by a raised rim around the melt zone, is usually
caused by pressure associated with vaporization. Other effects measured by other techniques may also be
informative . A change in surface work function , for examp le , can signal changes in surface composition
or topography. Ion and light emission indicates plasma formation .

The present work presents the methodology of obtaining thresholds routinely and accurately for as
many as eight different laser—induced surface effects. After a brief description of the apparatus ,
details of which are given elsewhere [21, the procedure for acquiring and reducing the data is discussed .
The derivation of an algorithm based on the maximum—likelihood principle , which is used to compute
thresholds and standard deviations , is also given. We then discuss the use of a standard gold sample to
verify reproducibility and to maintain calibration . Finally, we present typical results and their
interpretation on various infrared opt ical components.

2. Apparatus

Measurements are made in a previously described laser damage facility (2], where comprehensive
target monitoring and careful beam characterization are key features. Our ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) test
chamber was equipped with the following monitoring apparatus for the results presented here : (1) 20—
power microscope; (2) Faraday cup with grounded entrance grid (lO—tnA/sr detection sensitivity at 35 off
the laser beam axis) for sensing of target—emitted ions and neutrals having sufficient energy to produce
secondary electrons; (3) an Auger analyzer with electron imager 12). The electron images are generated
by work function variations ~ . 0.1 eV over the target surface caused by variations in surface composition
and topography.

Figure 2 illustrates the Gaussian spatial intensity distribution of the 10.6 tam laser beam when
focussed on the target by a ZnSe lens having a focal length of 24 cm. Temporally,  each pulse consists
of a train of mode—locked ,pikes which form an envelope of 100 nsec nominal duration . Thresholds given
are peak thresholds, i.e., they refer to the time—integrated fluence of the damaging pulse at the point
of maximum spatial intensity .

* Work supported by the Naval Air Systems Co~~and , the Office of Naval Research and NWC Independent

Research Funds.

1. Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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The data reduction equipment consists of a Hewlett—Packard Model 9821 calculator interfaced with a
Tektronix Model 4662 interactive digital plotter. Data reduction is performed entirely in the calcu—
lator , while the plotter is used only for display of final results.

3. Experimental Procedure

The sample is exposed to one pulse at each of approximately 50 sites spaced at 1—mm intervals
along its surface. Pulse energies , which are measured for each pulse (2), are uniformly distributed
over a range which includes the thresholds for each of the damage effects of interest. The occurrence
of light emission (flash) and pit formation are noted by an observer as they occur, while damage fea-
tures which are more difficult to identify, e.g., slip, melting and cratering, are categorized with the
aid of more sophisticated optical microscopy after the sample has been removed from the test chamber
(fig. 1). The damage observed at each site is summarized by a set of code numbers, each number repre-
senting a specific effect. The data is reduced by entering the damage summary and corresponding peak
energy fluence for each site into the calculator and applying the algorithm derived below.

3.1 Threshold Algorithm

The routine determination of up to eight thresholds per sample tested requires an algorithm permit-
ting rapid data reduction . On the other hand , effective use of available data is important , since the
fluence range of thresholds is often wide, and therefore incompatible with a high density of data points.
In this section we develop an algorithm which yields reproducible results with a minimum of computational
complexity.

Consider the probability Pj of obtaining a certain type of damage X1 times out of Ni shots on fresh
sites (l—on—l damage) (3 ,4 ) ,  a11 at the same fluence $j. This is represented by the binomial distribu-
tion

P
~

(X
~

;N
1

;p
1
) — (

~
) ~~Xi(1 — pi)

N
i
_

~~ , (1)

where

— 
~~~~~~~~~ 

(2)

the probability of single—shot damage is a function of the damage threshold • and its standard deviation
a , in addition to the fluence •j. The problem Is to obtain statistical estimators for • and a in terms
of the damage data Xj, Ni and $j .  Our solution is based on the method of maximum—likelihood (51. Maxi-
mizing the logarithm of the likelihood with respect to the parameters e — • or a , leads to two expres-
sions of the form

~ 
[xi~; ] .0  . (3)

Solving simultaneously for $ and a yields the corresponding maximum likelihood estimators ~ and ~ . How-
ever , the functional form of pj is required. For computational simplicity we assume that 

~i 
is uniformly

distributed , i.e.,

O ; u1~~~
_ f

1 1
~~~~~~ 

uj + j ;  u1 <~~~ . (4)

11 ; uia
~~

where

- 
,i — ,u . (5)

~ 2/ ia

Substituting eq. (4) in eq. (3), one finds that only those terms j for which lu < 1/2 are non-
zero. To further simp lify the computation we neglect ui’ terms in the denoainators,~which are of the
form 1/4 — uj2. As a result, our estimators differ from the true maximum—likelihood estimators in that
data points near u1 1/2 are less heavily weighted relative to those near uj — 0. This compensates to
some degree for the fact that the distribution given by eq. (4) generally represents the sample distri-
bution less accurately near uj — 1/2. Introducing eq. (5) and solving for $ yields
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Solving for a gives

• ~ ~~~~~ —o 
~~~~~ 

~(X~ — 
~~~ 

; — -~N
1
) ~ 0 , ( 7a)

but gives the indeterminate form 0/0 when ~(Xj — ~N~) — 0. Noting that eq. (6) defines the sample mean
of $j under the latter condition , we infer that

J~,
2N /)$N \

2

i I ~ — ; ~(X — 1N ) — 0 . (7b)
%J ~~ \~~ N~~ / 

j  2 j

It follows from the definition of j that eqs. (6) and (1) apply only to data w thin the interval

~~~~~~ a ! . (8)
2/i a 2

While the estimators 3 and ~ are expressed entirely in terms of the damage data , the data interval given
by eq. (8) involves the unknowns $ and a, and must be determined by trial and error. A satisfactory
method for this has been developed , and is included in the routine data reduction procedure described
below.

3.2 Data Reduction

Equations (6) through (8) are applied to each damage effect in turn via the calculator as follows.
Fluences associated with the code number corresponding to a particular effect are sorted into a damag-
ing, and the remaining fluences into a nondamaging category. Damaging fluences are then arranged and
listed in order of ascending value , while the nondamaging fluences are listed in descending order. Data
near the head of each list is examined for consistency by the operator and reclassified or discarded as
required. Equations (6) and (7) are then applied to the revised lists. The j summations are initially
taken over all data in the ~ma1leat interval which (a) includes the lowest damaging and highest nondamag—
ing fluenc e, and (b) includes a damaging and nondemaging fluence as upper and lower limits, respectively.
The interval is then extended as required to provide the minimum value of a, determined by applying eq.
(7) to each new interval. This minimum a and the • obtained by applying eq. (6) to the same
interval are taken as the final results for the effect in question . In practice , it is found that 3 is
rather insensitive to the data interval. However , a depends more strongly on the number of data points
used and their separation . Given adequate data the major contribution to a usually comes from the varia-
tion of the damage threshold across the sample surface , with a relatively small contribution coming from
the experimental uncertainty.

Rapested application of the algorithm gives an average threshold, together with its standard devia-
tion , for each effec t. Th, resulting thresholds for the target are presented in the form of a bar graph
or damage profile , examples of which are presented below.

3.3 Reproducibility and Long—Term Calibration

The reproducibility of the threshold results can be demonatrated by repeated application to a
sample with uniform damage characteristics over its surface , as indica ted by relatively small standard
deviations of the damage thresholds . A mirror produced by electrodeposition of Au on diamond—turned
bulk Cu has this desirable property. The oxidation resistance is an added advantage , which makes this
sample especially attractive as a standard for calibration maintenance. The ability to directly
stand ardize damage thresholds is an invaluable asset in the long—term development of damage—resistant
optical components.

Figure 3 presents the results of two independen t .ultithr.shold measurements on the standard gold
sample. Figure 3(a) was obtain.d before, and figure 3(b) after replacing the output coup ler on the
laser over one month later. After correction for a 10% change in focal spot diameter , the thresholds
for all ef fects listed except one agree within the combined standard deviations given. Statistically,
approximately half the thresholds should agree this well when the effects are independent. It is clear
that changing the output coupler had negligible ef fect  on the calibration . Furthermore , we may conclude
that the threshold algorithm gives consistent and reproducible results , the accuracy of which is
conservatively represented by the standard deviations.
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3.4 Examples

Multithreshold analysis has been applied to a variety of infrared mirror and window surfaces pre—
pared by various techniques. Both coated and uncoatad samples have been studied. The present section
gives a few representative examples of results obtained.

The application of multithreshold analysis to relate damage mechanisms to surface characteristics
of bare metal mirrors, particularly Cu, has been amply demonstrated (11. Certain aspects of the Au
mirror represented in figure 3 were also discussed. To complete this discussion it should be pointed
out that the relatively high slip threshold indicated in figure 3 may be influenced by the difficulty in
observing slip on this sample (1]. In fact, the lowest threshold is for work—function change, which is
attributed to evolution of water by the Au layer. This res’jlt is supported by a laser—induced diminu—
tio~ of oxygen as observed by Auger.

The value of multithreshold analysis in evaluating nominally equivalent mirror finishes is illus-
trated in figure 4, where we compare damage profiles of Mo mirrors polished by two different vendors. -

While mirror A exhibits higher thresholds for most types of damage , including melting, it is far more
susceptib le to pitting and associated plasma formation . The superior uniformity of mirr or B is also
evident in the smaller standard deviations.

As an example of multithreahold results from a window material we compare profiles for damage
occurr ing on the entrance (front) and exit (back) surfaces of a polished NaC1 blank (fig. 5). Only
thoae sitea where no simultaneous damage was observed on the front surface are represented in figure 5(b).
All thresholds on the front are essent ia l ly the aame, indicating breakdown as the only damage
mechanism. Thresholds at the back surface are generally lower because of the constructive phase rela-
tionship between incident and reflected fields. Effects peculiar to the back surface are ripples, pits
and fracture. Ripples result from the interference of incident and scattered radiation [6). Present
evidence shows that ri pp les occur only in the presence of a plasma . The pits may represent scattering
sources for the ripples. The fact that pita occur only on the back surface suggest that they result
from bulk , rather than from surface inhomogeneities. Scrubbing associated with the plasma , which was
observed in mirrors [1), has also been observed on this sample.

A damage profile from an enhanced—reflection coating on polished bulk Cu is shown in figure 6. The
thresholds are well below those for bare Cu. Pitting due to coating defects is the dominant failure mode.
Almost identical damage profiles were obtained when the same coating design was applied to Mo and to ULE
glass.

Figure 7 compares damage thresholds f rom As2S3 in bulk form , and as a coating (7) on the NaCl. in
the bulk material the coincidence of thresholds for surface pitting and bulk damage suggest that these
result from the same mechanism which, surprisingly, is active below the threshold for pitting in the
coating. Also, pitting in the coating tends to associate with a p lasma , which is not true in the bulk
material.

4. Su aary

An eff icient and reliable method has been developed for simultaneously measuring the thresh-
olds and standard deviations for up to eight laser—damage-related affects on a single sample. An
algorithm based on the maximum—likelihood principle has been derived for computing results directly from
the experimental data. Reproducibility has been demonstrated by repeated measuremeOts on a standard Au
sample. The use of this sample to maintain long—term calibration was described. Examples of multi—
threshold results on representative optical components of each type have been given and the principal
weaknesses of these components identified. The comparative analysis of such results from well charac—
terized samples prepared from different materials and by different techniques yields the relationship
between damage thresholds and material characteristics. These comparisons can also provide a bet ter
understanding of laser—damage mechanisms.
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7. Figures
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Figure 1. Micrographs of visible damage on polished bulk Cu at a peak
fluence of 68.3 .1/cm2. in Nomarski slip bands appear outside
the crater et the 5 o’clock position, while intergranular slip
is responsible for prominent crack—like features.
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Figure 2. Gaussian spatial profile of focussed laser pulse , showing 1/.2
width and peak energy density (fluence) at which thresholds
are determined.
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Figure 3(a). Damage profile of standard gold sample, measured for calibration

with the original laser output. coupler. Thresholds are indicated

by the shaded bars. Standard deviations (+ or —) are indicated

by the aemishaded boxes at the ends of the bars.
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Figure 3(b). Damage profile to be compared with figure 3(a), measured for
calibration with new laser output coupler.
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Figure 
~(a). r)amage prof ile of polished bulk Mo from vendor A.
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Figure 4(b). Damage profile of polished bulk Mo from vendor B.
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Figure 5(a). Front surface damage profile of a
NaC1 blank , ô.4—mm thick , p01 shed
on both surfaces.
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Figure 5(b). profile of damage occurring only on
the back surface of the same blank.
The laser beam was focussed on the
front surface.
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Figure 6. Damage profile of a 10.6 cm enhanced reflection coating on bulk
Cu. Coating consists of alternating layers of Ge and ZnS on a
thin Ag layer.
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Figure 7(a) . Damage profile of an A52 S 3 coating Figure 7(b). Damage profile of polished bulk Aa 2S3.

on the front surface of MaCi.
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